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THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

Art. I.

—

Ttoo Jdtakas. The original Pali Text, with an

English Translation. By Y. Fausboll.

[Read February 17, 1870.]

The two Jatakas I here lay before the public contain, as

will be seen, two fables which, in the tale that forms the

framework of the second book of the Pancatantra, were com-

bined into one. Only the main features, however, are the

same, the details differing greatly
;
and the same is the case

in all the other tales which the Jatakas have in common with

the Pancatantra and the Hitopadefa. But, as the MSS. of

these two works disagree so much that there are almost as

many texts as there are MSS. (“ ut poene quot codices, tot

textus esse dicere possis,” Kosegarten, p. vi), new editions of

both of them, based on the oldest MSS. that can be found in

India, would be of great value
;
and if once the oldest MS.

in existence had been discovered, I should particularly recom-

mend its publication without any alloy from other MSS., that

we might be sure we have one clear, self-consistent text. I

think that if this had been done, the similarity between the

Singhalese (Pali) and the continental (Sanscrit) fables would

appear greater
;
the Pancatantra being originally, as Prof.

Benfey has clearly shown, a Buddhistic work. If we look at

the first of the two following fables, it will be seen that the

truth to be expounded is the old one, couched by Sallust
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2 TWO JATAKAS.

(Jugurtha 10), in the words, Concordia parvas res crescunt,

discordia maxumae dilabuntur, or in modern form : union is

strength, disunion weakness. Only the first half of this

truth, however, comes clear out in the Pancatantra and the

Hitopade9a ;
the other half seems, by the combination of our

two distinct fables into one, to have been gradually obscured,

so as to disappear entirely in the Hitopadega in the cardinal

verse. In order to make this clearer, I here give the different

forms of this verse from our Jataka, the Mahdbharata, the

Pancatantra and the Hitopadega in juxtaposition :

JAt. 33.

liammodamand gacchanti

jalam adaya pakkhino,

yada te vivadissanti

tada ehinti me vasam.

Pancatantra, Kosegart. p. 106.

Jalam adaya gacchanti

sahasa paxino ’py-ami,

yavac ca vivadishjante

patishyanti, na samgayah.

MahAbh. 5, 2461.

Pagam ekam ubhav-etau

sahitau harato mama,

yatra vai vivadishyete

tatra me vagam eshyatah.

Hitopadeca, Johnson, p. 10.

Samhatds tu haranty-ete

mama jalam vihahgamah,

yada tu nipatishyanti

Tagam eshyanti me tada.

By this it is easily seen how the original idea has by

degrees been mutilated. As Kosegarten has unhappily chosen

the reading sahasa for samhatdh, and consequently the former

part of the main idea is lost, so, on the other hand, in the

Hitopadeca, the latter part has disappeared, nipatishyanti

having been put in the text instead of vivadishyante, mistakes

that arose from the authors’ combining the two fables into

one, without regard for the latter part of the former fable,

according to which the quails by quarrelling fall into the

fowler’s hands. In conclusion, I may remark that a third

more formal expression {vagam eshyanti me tada) has been

dropped in the Pancatantra, but kept in the three others.

For constituting the text of Jataka 33 I have only had

one MS ,
the Singhalese one at Copenhagen

;
I have, there-

fore, in this JMaka followed the orthography commonly used

in Singhalese MSS. For the Kuruhgajataka, I have had one

more, namely, the Burmese MS. at the India Ofi&ce Library,
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which has been mentioned in my “Five Jatakas and I

have therefore, in the latter Jataka, followed the common
orthography as regards the use of the nasals.

33. Sammodamanajatakam.

Sammodamdnd ti. Idam Satthd Kapilavatthum upanissaya

nigrodharame viharanto cumbatakalaham arabbha kathesi.

So Kunalajatake avibhavissati. Tada pana Sattha natake

^mantetva “maharajano natakanam amnamamnam viggaho

nama na yutto, tiracchanagatapi pubbe samaggakale pacca-

mitte abhibhavitvd yada vivadam apanna tada mahavinasam

patta” ti vatva natirajakulehi ayacito atitam ahari

:

Atite Bdrdnamjam Brahmadatte rajjam karente Bodhisatto

vattakayoniyam nibbattitva anekavattakasahassaparivaro ar-

amfie vasati. Tada eko vattakaluddako tesam vasanatthanam

gantvd vattakavassitam katva tesam sannipatitabhavam natva

tesam upari jalam khipitva pariyantesu maddanto sabbe ekato

katva pacchim puretva gharam gantva te vikkinitva tena

mulena jivikam kappeti. Ath’ ekadivasam Bodhisatto te

vattake aha :
“ ayam sakuniko amhakam natake vinasam pa-

peti, aham ekam upayam janami yen’ esa amhe ganhitum na

sakkhissati, ito daui patthaya etena tumhakam upari jale

khittamatte ekeko ekekasmim jalakkhike sisam thapetva ja-

lam ukkhipitva icchitatthanam haritva ekasmim kantaka-

gumbe pakkhipatha, evam sante hettha tena tena thanena

palayissama” ti. Te sabbe sadhii ti patisunimsu, dutiyadi-

vase upari jale khitte Bodhisatteua vuttanayen, eva jalam

ukkhipitva ekasmim kantakagumbe khipitva sayam hettha-

bhagena tato palayimsu. Sakunikassa gumbato jalam mo-

centass’ eva vikalo jato. So tucchahattho agamasi. Puna-

divasato patthaya pi vattaka tath’ eva [vuttanayen’ eva jalam

ukkhipitva ekasmiin kantakagumbe khipitva sayam hettha-

bhagena tato tato palayimsu. Sakunikassa gumbato jalam

mocentass’ eva vikalo jato. So tucchahattho va agamasi.

Punadivasato patthaya pi vattaka tath’ eva] karonti. So pi

yava suriyass’ atthagamana jalam eva mocento kinci alabhitva

tucchahattho va geham gacchati. Ath’ assa bhariya kujjhitva

“ tvam divase divase tucchahattho agacchasi, amnam pi te
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bahi positabbattbanam attbi mamne” ti aba. Sakuniko
“ bbadde, mama amnam positabbattbanam n’ attbi, api ca

kbo pana te vattaka samagga butva caranti maya kbittamat-

tam jalam adaya kantakagumbe kbipitva gaccbanti, na kbo

pana te sabbakalam eva sammodamana vibarissanti, tvam ma
cintayi, yada te vivadam apajjissanti tada te sabbe vadaya

tava mukbam basayamano agaccbissamiti ” vatv4 bbariyaya

imam gatbam aba :

“ Sammodamana gaccbanti

jalam adaya pakkbino,

yada te vivadissanti

tada ebinti me vasan” 1i.

Tattba yada te vivadissantiti yasmim kale te vatteka nana-

laddbika nanagaha butva vivadissanti kalabam karissantiti

attbo, tada ehinti me vasan ti tasmim kale sabbe pi te mama
vasam agaccbissanti, atbabam te gabetva tava mukbam ba-

sayanto agaccbissamiti bbariyam samassasesi. Katipabass’

eva pana accayena eko vattako gocarabhumim otaranto asal-

lakkbetva amnassa sisam akkami. Itaro “ ko mam sise

akkamiti” kujjbi, “ abam asallakkbetva akkamim ma kuj-

jbiti” vntte pi ca kujjbi yeva. Te punappima katbenta

“tvam eva mamne jalam ukkbipasiti” amnamamnam viva-

dam karimsu. Tesu vivadantesu Bodbisatto cintesi ;
“ viva-

dake sottbibhavo nama n’attbi, idan’ eva te jdlam na ukkbi-

pissanti, tato mabantam vinasain papunissanti, sakuniko

okasam labbissati, maya imasmim tbane na sakka vasitun”

ti. So attano parisam adaya amnattba gato. Sakuniko pi

kbo katipabaccayena agantva vattakavassitara vassitva tesam

sannipatitanam upari jalam pakkhipi. Atb’ eko vattako

“ tuybam kira jalam ukkbipantass’ eva matthake lomani pati-

tani, idani ukkbipa” ti aba. Aparo “tuybam kira jalam

ukkbipantass’ eva dvisu pakkbesu pattani patitani, idani

ukkbipa” ti aba. Iti tesam tvam ukkbipa ti vadantanarn

neva sakuniko jalam ukkhipitva sabbe va te ekato katva

paccbim puretva bbariyam basayamano gebam agamasi.

Sattbd “ evam mabaraja natakanam kalabo nama na yutto,

kalaho vinasamulam eva botiti” imain dbammadesanam aba-

ritva anusandbim gbatetva jatakam samodbanesi : Tada
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apanditavattako Devadatto ahosi panditavattako pana aham

eva ti. Sammodamdnajdtakam.

“ Agreeing.” This tke Master related, while living in the

grove of banyan-trees, near Kapilavatthu, in reference to a

dispute about wreaths. This (dispute) will appear in the

Kunala-Jataka. At that time, namely, the Master admonish-

ing (his) relations (said) : Emperors ! dispute between rela-

tives mutually is, surely not becoming
;
even (some) animals

which had conquered (their) enemies at the time of concord,

when quarrelling, suffered great destruction, (and) so having

said, (when) called upon by (his) royal relatives, he told a

story

:

In (times) past, when Brahmadatta reigned in Baranasi,

Bodhisatta, having been born a quail, lived in the wood with

an attendance of many thousands of quails. Then a quail-

hunter, after going to their dwelling-place, (and) having

counterfeited the cry of quails, and seen that they had assem-

bled, threw (his) net over them, (and) after drawing it to-

gether at the sides (and) uniting all in one (heap), he filled

his basket, went to (his) house, sold them, and (thus) had his

livelihood with that money. But one day Bodhisatta said to

those quails, “ This fowler destroys our kin
;
I know a means

by (employing) which he will not be able to catch us. Hence-

forth as soon as the net is thrown over us by him, you, having

each of you put (his) head into one mesh of the net (and)

lifted the net (and) carried (it) to whatever place you choose,

cast (it) on a thorn-bush. This being (done) we shall escape

each from under his place.” (Saying) Very good ! they all

promised (to do so). The next day when the net had been

thrown over (them), then having lifted the net in the way
mentioned by Bodhisatta (and) having cast it on a thorn

-

bush, they themselves fled away from underneath. While

the fowler was extricating the net from the bush, it had

become dark. He went away empty-handed. From the

following day the quails act in the same way. And he until

sunset (being busy) extricating the net, without having got

anything, goes to (his) house empty-handed. Then his wife.
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being angry, said, “ You come empty-handed every day
;
I

think that outside (this place) there must be (another) for thy

sustenance.” The fowler (said),
“ Dear ! there is no other

place for my sustenance
;
those quails indeed live in harmony,

(and) taking (away with them) the net (as soon as it is)

thrown by me, they cast (it) on a thorn-bush and go (away).

But surely they will not always live in harmony. Thou must

not grieve. When they fall into disunion, then, having

taken them all, I shall come and make your face smile
;

’’

(and) thus saying he repeated this stanza to (his) wife

:

“ (While) agreeing the birds go (away)

carrying off the net,

but when they quarrel

they will then fall into my power.”

When a short time had passed, one quail, descending on the

pasture-ground, unawares trod on the head of another. The

other was angry (and said), “Who trod on my head?” and

although the first said, “Be not angry, I trod (on it) un-

awares,” yet he was angry. They, again and again talking

(together), quarrelled with each other, saying, “ (It is) thou,

I suppose, (that) liftest the net.” While they were quarrel-

ling, Bodhisatta thought, “ For those who quarrel there is no

safety, now they will not lift the net, then they will incur

great destruction, the fowler will have a (good) chance. I

cannot stay in this place (any longer).” So he took his reti-

nue and went elsewhere. But the fowler, after a little while,

came and counterfeited the cry of the quails, and when they

had assembled he threw the net over (them). Then one quail

said, “ While lifting the net, the feathers on thy head fell

off, now lift (it again).” Another said, “ While lifting the

net, thy wings on both sides dropped, now lift (it again).”

Thus while they were saying, “ Lift (the net again),” the

fowler threw (his) net, and after uniting all in one (heap),

and filling (his) bag, he went home and made (his) wife smile.

The Master (said), “ Thus, 0 Emperor ! the dispute of

relatives is not becoming, dispute is the root of destruction

;

(and) so (saying and) having given this moral instruction, he

Wound up the Jataka by saying : “At that time the unwise
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quail was Devadatta, but tbe wise quail I.”—The Sammoda-

mana-Birth.
NOTES ON JATAKA 33.

Nigrodha, Abhidhan. by Subhuti, vv. 551, 1042; in Sanscrit

nyagrodha, ficus religiosa. In J. Lindley’s “A Natural System of

Botany,” 2 Edit. p. 177, we read the following passage: “The cele-

brated banyan-tree of India is Eicus religiosa. Prince Maximilian,

of "Wied Neuwied, says that the colossal wild fig-trees are one of

the most grateful presents of nature to hot countries
;
the shade of

such a magnificent tree refreshes the traveller when he reposes

under its incredibly wide-spreading branches, with their dark green

shining foliage. The fig-trees of aU hot countries have generally

very thick trunks, with extremely strong boughs, and a prodigious

crown.” That cumbata means a wreath may be seen from J. 471,

where we find the following passage: “sa tesam gatakale nana-

pupphani gahetva pupphacumbatakam katva,” etc. The word is

still preserved in the Mahrathi, where cumbala or eumlhala means

a circlet or ring of cloth, to be put on the head under a load to be

carried
;
see Molesworth. Tiracchdna (from tira^ca -f ana), an ani-

mal, Abhidhan. v. 648. Paccdmitta, see “Pive Jatakas,” p. 23.

Vattaka, S. vartaka, a sort of quail, Wilson. Vassita, S. va9 ita,

Abhidhan. v. 130. Madd, S. mard (mrd)
;
see Bohtl. and Roth’s

S. W. Pacchi means, according to Abhidhan. v. 524. a basket. I

am at a loss to find a corresponding Sanscrit word. In elucidation

thereof, I quote the following passages, Jataka 78 : mahajano pacchi-

pasibbakadini gahetva gehadvare sannipati. J. 368 : atite Barana-

siyam Brahmatte rajjam karente Bodhisatto parapatayoniyam nibbat-

titva Baranasi-setthino mahanase nilapacchiyam vasati. J. 381 :

kappasakhettato pacchipuram kappasam adaya. J. 5 : handa dani

tvam eva salaka dehiti salakapacchim adamsu. Vikkinitvd, one

would expect vikkinitva, but it is almost always written with a

short i, so I dare not alter it. Miila, Abhidhan. vv. 471, 851.

J'lvikam, the MS. reads jivitam. Kappeti, from kapp, S. kalp

(klrp), Clough, Pali Verbs, p. 4. Sakkhissati, the future tense of sak,

S. 9ak; see “Five Jat.” p. 27. Gumba, Abhidhan. vv. 550, 861,

S. gulma for gumla
;
compare Pali amba = S. amra, “Five Jat.” p.

21. IJpari jdle khitte, so I have corrected in accordance with the

above phrase: upari jale khittamatte; the MS. has jalamkhitte,

perhaps it would also do to alter this only to jalakhitte. Punadiva-

sato patthdya, etc., there must here be some corruption of the text.

I suppose, as Prof. Westerg has suggested to me, that the words I
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have put between brackets have been repeated by a mistake of the

transcribers. Sammodamdnd, rejoicing together, agreeing, living in

harmony; compare Burnouf’s Lotus, p. 316, where sammodamdno

is explained by avivadamdno, not disputing, not quarrelling. In

elucidation of these two verbs, I quote the following verses from

J. 467 :

Icc-eva phandano isam

iso ca pana phandanam

amnamamham vivadena

amnamamham aghatayum.

Evam eva manussesu

vivado yattha jayati

mayuranaecam naccanti

yatha ne isaphandana.

Tam vo vadami bhaddam vo,

yavant’ ettha samagata

sammodatha ma vivadittha

ma hotha isaphandana.

Sahhevdddya, I suppose, must be dissolved into sabbe eva adaya, and

therefore written sabbe vaddya, as the commentary has te gahetvd.

Ehinti, see Dhammapadam, p. 369. Katipdha, see “ Five Jat.” p.

26. Vtvddake, I think the transcriber must here have made a mis-

take, and that we are to read: vivada^esM. Sotthi, see Dhpd. p. 363.

Bhariyam hdsayamdno, the MS. has hasamano. Mahdrdja I sup-

pose to be a mistake of the transcriber, instead of vaahirdjdno, as at

the beginning of the Jataka. Anusandhim ghatetva occurs often at

the end of a story in the same connexion as here, but as yet I have

not been able to make out the meaning of this phrase. I suppose,

however, it means something like making application, bringing the

story told to bear upon the then existing circumstances. Samodhd-

nesi, see “ Five Jat.” p. 30.

201. Kurungamigajatakam.

Ihgha vaddhamayam pdsan ti. Idam Satthd Veluvane vi-

haranto Devadattam arabbha kathesi. Tada hi Sattha “ Deva-

datto vadbaya parisakkatiti” sutvd “ na bbikkhave idan’ eva

Devadatto maybam vadbaya parisakkati, pubbe pi parisak-

kati yeva” ti vatva atitarn dbari:
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Atite Bdrdnasiyam Brahmadatte rajjam karente Bodhisatto

kurungamigo hutva aranfie ekassa sarassa avidure ekasmim

gumbe vasam kappesi. Tass’ eva sarassa avidure ekasmim

rukkhagge satapatto nisidi. Sarasmim pana kaccbapo vasam

kappesi. Evam te tayo pi sahaya afinamannam piyasamvasam

vasimsu. Ath’ eko migaluddako aranne vicaranto paniya-

titthe Bodhisattassa padavalanjam disva lobanigalasadisam

vaddhamayam pasam oddetva agamasi. Bodhisatto paniyam

patum agato pathamayame yeva pase bajjhitva baddbaravam

ravi. Tassa tena saddena rukkhaggato satapatto udakato ca

kaccbapo agantva “ kin nu kho katabban ” ti mantayimsu.

Atha satapatto kacchapam amantetva “ samma tava dantd

atthi, tvam imam pasam chinda, abam gantva yatha so na-

gaccbati tatba karissami, evam amhebi dvibi pi kataparakka-

mena sabayo no jivitam labbissatiti ” imam attbam pakasento

patbamam gatbam dha

:

1. “ Iiigba vaddhamayam pasam

chinda dantebi kaccbapa.

Abam tatba karissami

yatba n’ ehiti luddako ” ti.

Kaccbapo cammavarattam kbaditum drabbi. Satapatto lud-

dassa vasanagamam gato. Luddo paccusakale yeva sattim

gabetva nikkbami. Sakuno tassa nikkbamanabbavam natva

vassitva pakkbe pappotbetva tarn puredvarena nikkbamantam

mukbe pabari. Luddo “ kalakannisakunen’ ambi pabato”

ti nivattitva thokam sayitva puna sattim gabetva uttbasi.

Sakuno “ ayam patbamam puredvarena nikkbanto, idani

paccbimadvarena nikkbamissatiti” natva gantva paccbima-

gehe nisidi. Luddo pi “puredvarena me nikkbamantena

kalakannisakuno dittbo, idani paccbimadvarena nikkhamissa-

miti” paccbimadvarena nikkbami. Sakuno puna vassitva

gantva mukbe pabari. Luddo puna pi kalakannisakunena

pabato “na me esa nikkbamitum detiti” nivattitva yava

arunuggamana sayitvd arunaveldya sattim gabetva nikkbami.

Sakuno vegena gantva “luddo agaccbatiti” Bodhisattassa

katbesi. Tasmim kbane kaccbapena ekam eva vaddham tba-

petva sesavaratta kbadita bonti. Danta pan’ assa patanaka-

rappatta jata, mukbam lobitamakkbitam. Bodhisatto ludda-
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puttam sattim galietva asanivegena dgacchantam disva tarn

baddham chinditva vanam pavisi. Sakuno rukhagge nisldi-

Kacchapo pana dubbalatta tattb’ eva nipajji. Luddo kaccba-

pam pasibbake pakkhipitva ekasmim khanuke laggesi. Bod-

bisatto nivattitva olokento kaccbapassa gabitabhavam natva

“ sabayassa jivitadanam dassdmiti” dubbalo viya butva lud-

dassa attanam dassesi. So “dubbalo esa bbavissati, maressdmi

nan” ti sattim adaya anubandbi. Bodbisatto natidure nacca-

sanne gaccbanto tarn ddaya arannam pavisi, duram gatabba-

vam natva padam vancetva annena maggena vatavegena gantva

singena passibbakam ukkbipitva bbumiyam patetva pbaletvd

kaccbapam nibari. Satapatto pi rukkba otari. Bodbisatto

dvinnam pi ovddam dadamano “abam tumbe nissaya jivitam

labbim, tumbebi pi sabdyassa kattabbam maybam katam,

idani luddo agantva tumbe gaiibeyya, tasma samma satapatta

tvam attano puttake gabetva annattba yabi, tvam bi samma
kaccbapa udakam pavisa ” ti aba. Te tatbd akamsu. Sattba

abbisambuddbo butva dutiydm gatbam dba :

2. Kaccbapo pavisi varim,

kurungo pavisi vanam,

satapatto dumaggamba
dure putte apdnayiti.

Tattba apanayith. apanayi, gabetva agamasi. Luddo tarn

tbdnam agantva kanci apassitva cbinnapasibbakam gabetva

domanassappatto attano gebam agamasi. Te pi tayo sabaya

yd.vajivam vissasam accbinditva yatbakammam gata.

Sattba imam desanam abaritva jatakam samodbanesi

:

“ Tada luddo Devadatto abosi, satapatto Sariputto, kaccbapo

Moggallano, kurungamigo pana abam evd ” ti. Kurungami-

gajdtakam.

“ Tberefore tbe leathern trap.” This tbe Master related,

while livdng at Yeluvana, in reference to Devadatta. For at

that time tbe Master, having heard that Devadatta en-

deavoured to kill (him, said,) bbikkhus, not only now Deva-

datta endeavours to kill me, (but) also formerly be en-

deavoured (to do so, and) so having said be told a story

:

In (times) past, while Brabmadatta reigned in Baranasi,
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Bodhisatta, having become a Kurunga-deer, took up (bis)

abode in the wood, in a thicket not far from a lake. At the

top of a tree not far from that lake sat a Woodpecker, and in

the lake there lived a Tortoise. Thus those three companions

lived pleasantly together. Then a Deer-hunter, roaming in

the wood, having seen Bodhisatta’s footmarks near a water-

pool, (and) having placed a trap made of leather (thongs,

and as strong) as an iron-chain, went (his way). Bodhisatta,

having come to drink water, (and being) caught in the trap

during the first watch (of the night), shrieked (frantically) as

a prisoner. At his shriek the Woodpecker, coming down

from the top of the tree, and the Tortoise out of the water,

consulted (together, saying) what is to be done ? Then the

Woodpecker, addressing the Tortoise (said), “ Friend, you

have teeth, cut this trap
;
I will go and manage (it so) that he

shall not come
;
thus by the efforts made by us two our com-

panion will obtain life (and) explaining this matter (he)

pronounced the first stanza :

1. “ Therefore the leathern trap

Cut with thy teeth, 0 Tortoise !

I will manage (it) so

That the Hunter shall not come.”

The Tortoise began to gnaw at the leather-thongs. The

Woodpecker went to the village where the Hunter dwelt.

The Hunter at dawn, having taken (his) hunting-knife, went

out. The Bird, perceiving that he was about to go out,

shrieked aloud, shaking (his) wings, and struck him in the

face when he was going out at the front-door. The Hunter

(said to himself), “ I have been struck by a bird of bad

omen,” (and) so (saying) he returned, lay down a little (while),

and then got up again and took (his) knife. The Bird

(thought), “
this (man) went out the first (time) by the front-

door, now he will go out by the back-door,” (and) seeing this

he went and sat down at the back-door. But the Hunter

thought, “ when I went out by the front-door, I saw a bird

of bad omen, now I will go out at the back-door,” (and) so

(thinking) he went out by the back-door. The Bird again

shrieking aloud went and struck (him) in the face. The
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Hunter, again struck by the bird of bad omen, (thought),

“ this (bird) will not allow me to go out,” (and) so returning

he lay down until daybreak, and (then) at the dawn of morn-

ing took (his) knife and went out. The Bird went away

hastily, and told Bodhisatta that the Hunter was coming.

At this moment, with the exception of one thong, the other

thongs had been cut by the Tortoise. But his teeth looked

as if they were going to fall out, (and his) mouth was soiled

with blood. Bodhisatta, seeing that the Hunter had taken

(his) knife, and was coming on with the speed of lightning,

burst that thong and entered the wood. The Bird (now) set

himself on the top of a tree. But the Tortoise from weak-

ness lay down there. The Hunter, after throwing the Tortoise

into (his) bag, fastened (it) to a post. Bodhisatta, on (his)

return, seeing (what had taken place) and knowing that the

Tortoise had been caught (thought), “ I will preserve (my)

companion’s life,” (and) so, feigning to be weak, he appeared

before the Hunter. He (thought), “ this (deer) must be

weak, I will kill him,” (and) so, taking (his) knife, he fol-

lowed (him). Bodhisatta, neither going very far (away)

nor very near, entered the wood, taking him (with him).

(But) when he knew that he had gone a great distance he

changed his pace and went (back) with the rapidity of the

wind another way, (and) when he had thrown up the bag into

the air, with (his) horn, and let it fall and be torn on the

ground, he drew out the Tortoise. The Woodpecker de-

scended from the tree. (Then) Bodhisatta said admonish-

ingly to the two (others), “ I got life through you
;
by you

has been done unto me what ought to be done to a companion

;

now when the Himter comes he will seize you, therefore,

friend Woodpecker ! take your children and go to another

(place), and you, friend Tortoise ! go into the water.” They

did so. The Master having become enlightened, pronounced

the second stanza

:

2. “ The Tortoise went into the water.

The Deer entered the wood.

The Woodpecker from the top of the tree

Carried (his) children far away.”
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The Hunter coming (back) to that place, (and) not seeing

any one, took (his) torn sack and went to his house, seized

with distress. The three companions, on the other hand,

without breaking off (their mutual) confidence during life,

(at last) passed (away) according to (their) deeds.

The Master having given this moral instruction, wound up

the Jataka thus :
“ At that time the Hunter was Devadatta,

the Woodpecker Sariputta, the Tortoise Moggallana, but the

Kurunga-deer (was) myself.” The Kurungadeer-Birth.

NOTES ON JATAKA 201.

Ingha, see Abhidhan. v. 1157 (codane) and Clough’s Pali Gram,

p. 72. Vaddha, S. vardhra. Parisahlcati, compare Dhammapa-

dam p. 331. Kurunga, S. kurahga. Crumla, see note on Jat. 33.

Satag>atta, S. Qatapatra. Luddaka, see Five Jat. p. 38. Padava-

lanja I think to he the correctest form of this word, but it is some-

times written padavalanja, compare Preface to Dhpd. p. viii.
;
in

this place B has valaiica, and C valahcha. I consider valanja

identical with S. vyanja-na. Nigala, S. nigada, Abhidhan.

V. 364. Oddetvd, I am not sure to which Sanscrit root this verb

is to be referred, but I suppose it is connected with yaud
;

it seems

to mean : to construct or to place. Baddha, bound, or can it mean :

strong, vehement? Samma, see Five Jat. p. 37. Atthi, see Dhpd.

p. 259. EMU, see Dhpd. p. 369. Pacciisa, S. pratyusa. Satti,

Abhidhan. vv. 392, 394, 1050 S. 9 akti. Vassitvd, Gerund of vas,

S. va9 . Pappothetvd, Gerund of puth, S. sphut
;
B reads pappo-

tetva. Khddita, Pancatantra (Kosegarten p. 144, 14), has khandita.

Baddha, S. badhra; B reads bandhanam. Pasiblalca, see Dhpd.

p. 268, and Bohtl. and Roth’s S. W. Khdnu means, according to

Clough’s Singh. Diet., the trunk of a lopped tree
;
a pillar, a post

;

compare Ichdnumd, having pillars, Clough’s Pali Gram. p. 24.

Khdnuha is sometimes written khanuka
;
I cannot trace the word

in Sanscrit. Laggesi, see Five Jat. p. 37. Amihandh, see Bohtl.

and Roth’s S. "W. Padam vancetvd is a strange expression, which I

don’t quite understand. Ovdda, Abhidhan. v. 354
;

S. avavada

or apavada. Tvam hi, so both MSS., but I suppose hi is a corrup-

tion for pi.
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Art. II.

—

On an Ancient Buddhist Inscription at Keu-yung

hwan, in North China. By A. Wylie.

Travellers from the city of Peking to the town of Kalgan

on the great wall of China, must make the journey by the

rugged defile known as the Nankow Pass. Five miles north

of the entrance, where the village of Nankow stands, is the

smaller village of Keu-yung kwan. Fortifications there run

up the steep slopes of the mountains on both sides of the

valley
;
and besides arched gateways at the two ends of the

village, the highway passes under a limestone archway of a

much more striking appearance. This is covered with my-
thological and symbolic sculptures of obviously Indian origin.

The tradition of the natives in the neighbourhood asserts it to

have been the basement story of a pagoda which stood there
;

and the name by which it is still designated,

Kuo heae fa, “Pagoda crossing the street,” bears out the

statement. We are told that this pagoda, though erected for

the benefit of the locality, proved an object of such terror to

the superstitious Mongols, coming south from their native

wilds, that they could not be induced to pass under the

ominous-looking structure
;
and thus it was foimd necessary

in the early part of the Ming dynasty, to remove the upper

stories of the erection
;
the policy of the government being

to conciliate and attract these wild nomades.

Keu-yung kwan was once a place of much greater pre-

tension and importance than it is at present
;
and it can

boast of historical memories of considerable interest
;
not the

least being the fact that there Genghis khan was successfully

resisted in his attempts to force the pass.

Several Europeans who have passed that way, have noticed

the village and the archway, in recounting their travels.

Father Gerbillon, who was there on his way to Mongolia in

1688, says—“ The village might pass for a little town. The
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gate by which it is entered is very like a triumphal arch. It

is all marble, and about thirty feet thick, with figures in half

relief up to the spring of the arch.”^ The same father,

returning that way in the suite of the emperor in 1697,

remarks :
—“ The heir apparent, accompanied by five of his

brothers, and some magnates of the empire who had re-

mained at Peking, came to meet the emperor in the middle

of the Pass, in a village, named Kiu yum quan, where they

remained some time.”^ Bell of Antermony, who accom-

panied the Russian embassy to Peking in 1720, speaks of it

as the town of Zulin guang, where he says they passed the

night of November loth.^ Timkowski, who headed a similar

embassy in 1820, speaks thus of the place ;

—

“ Here the road

begins to be very difficult, especially for carriages, and does

not change for a distance of about five verst, as far as the fort

of Kiu young (kouan), the principal defence of this passage.

The interior of the middle gate is ornamented with figures

of heros sculptured on the walls.” ^

None of the preceding writers however, nor others who
had been there, seem to have thought it worth while to

direct attention to the inscription which is found on this

archway
; and the first notice of it brought before the Euro-

pean public, so far as I am aware, was in a paper by myself,

published in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for

1860.^ I had found it registered in a Chinese work on stone

inscriptions, published towards the close of last century.®

"While on my return from England to China, via Siberia

and Mongolia, in 1863, I first saw this arch.'’’ At that time

* Du Halde. “Description Geographique, Historique, Chrono-
logique. Politique, et Physique de la Chine, etc.” Hague. Tome
iv. p. 108.

Ibid. Tome iv. p. 447.
’ Travels, vol. i. p. 350.
^ Voyage a Peking a travers la Mongolie. Tome i. p. 315.
® Vol. xvii. p. 346.

Tseen yen t'ang Idn shih wan

pa wei sUh. “ Supplement to the Tseen-yen Hall metal and stone

inscription appendices,” by Tseen Ta-hin.
’ The Rev. J. Edkins, of Peking, in anticipation of my arrival.
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I could only succeed in getting an impression on paper of a

portion of the inscription on the west side of the archway

;

which was exhibited at the first meeting of the North-China

Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society at Shanghae, in 1864.

A short paper on the same was published in the Society’s

Journal for that year.^

had come to the Mongolian plateau to meet me, but being a fort-

night too early, he left a note for me at Kalgan, which, however, I

never received. In that note he called my attention to the inscrip-

tion on the arch, which he had observed in passing.

An engraving of the arch has recently been published by Professor

Pumpelly, who saw it in the spring of 1863. In his new work,
“ Across America and Asia,” he thus describes the place:—“The
next morning, leaving the plain, we entered the narrow valley,

winding for several miles through a desolate gorge, enclosed by lofty

walls and yellow cliffs of limestone. The mountain torrent, which
at certain seasons dashes wildly through the valley, makes the con-

struction of a durable road almost impossible, and it was only with
difficulty, and with faith in the sure feet of our horses, that we
managed slowly to pick our way through the long and narrow valley

of sharp-edged boulders and masses of fallen rock. After several

miles of this work we eame to a point where the remains of an
ancient road rising some distance above the bed of the valley was
preserved along the mountain side. Ascending this by a long flight

of steps, of highly polished blocks of limestone, granite, and por-

phyry, we passed through a gateway in an inner branch of the great

wall, and came soon after to a beautiful white marble arch built

during the Chin dynasty. This structure is remarkable from the

fact that while its blocks are cut for a circular arch, the inner sur-

faces are hewn to produce a ceiling of semi-hexagonal form. It is

interesting also to the student of the Chinese language, from the

fact that the interior contains inscriptions in an ancient Chinese

character. As Dr. Pogojeff wished to photograph this monument,
we remained here till the next day, etc.”

In the Chinese Recorder and Missionary Journal, vol. ii. p. 190,

are the following remarks in the journal of a missionary lady who
lately passed Keu-yung kwan on her way to Kalgan :—“ The inner

line of the great waU is at the entrance to the Nankho, and three

or four branches cross it. We passed through ten gateways. These
are double, as is customary with cities. The wall is dilapidated in

some places, but the gateways are all solidly built, and in good re-

pair. One was very flne, having much carved work, and inscrip-

tions in six different languages. One of these European scholars

cannot read.”

‘ Journal of the North-China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society,

New series. No. 1, pp. 133-136.
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As there stated, the inscription is engraved in the cha-

racters of six different nations, and covers the greater part

of the inner facing of the structure on both sides, from the

basement to the spring of the arch. Two of the parts are

inscribed in horizontal lines at the top, in antique Devanagari

and Tibetan characters respectively, twenty feet long on each

wall. Below these are four compartments inscribed respec-

tively in Mongol, Ouigour, Neuchih and Chinese characters,

all in vertical lines.

In the spring of 1867, when on a visit to the north of

China, I succeeded in completing my impression of the four

last-named parts of the inscription, but could not get the

Sanscrit and Tibetan portions, on account of their great

height from the ground. At a subsequent period, however,

these were procured by Mr. Edkins, and he has kindly sent

me a hand tracing by a Chinese, from his impression.

It will be seen that the great interest of this inscription

is the large and correct specimen it offers of the Neuchih

character, the national writing of the Kin dynasty Tartars,

the knowledge of which is now absolutely lost in China, and

very few specimens are known to exist or to be accessible.

The great age of this piece of art however,—more than

five centuries,—taken into consideration, it is not surprising

that it has suffered much from various causes
;
large portions

of the stone have dropped out in many places
;
the surface,

especially towards the base, is much chipped and defaced,

and in some places the characters have become so filled up

with hard matter, as scarcely to give any legible impression

on the paper. The numerous lacunae thus produced form

the chief difficulty in the decipherment.

A slight comparison of the different parts was sufficient to

show that they were all transcripts of a Sanscrit original.

On the eastern wall the correspondence for the greater part

is tolerably close throughout. That on the western side is

much less regular, no one version being the exact counter-

part of any other, gaps and redundancies occurring in many
places, especially in the latter part.

The present paper then will be occupied specially with the

VOL. V.—[new 8EKIES.] 2
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eastern, side of the archway, leaving the opposite one as a

subject for future investigation
;
as I find each side is com-

plete in itself.

Outside the original inscription, there is an intimation in

smaller Chinese characters, on the right-hand border, to-

wards the top, to the effect that the structure was “ repaired

with funds given by the meritorious and believing official

Lin P’oo-heen, on the 15th day of the 5th month of the year

1445.” It is to be noticed, that this is exactly a century after

the date of the original inscription, 1345, which by a singular

accident is preserved, in a line where little else is legible.

As the Chinese characters were more easily intelligible

to me than any of the others, and consequently promised the

readiest key to the mystery, I naturally turned to that part

of the inscription first. Unfortunately I found it specially

faulty and illegible ;
and it was necessary to supply large

lacunae by analogy, and with the aid derivable from the

transcripts in the other characters. There are twenty-one

columns of large characters, which are succeeded by twenty

columns of a smaller size
;
and with the exception of the

Sanscrit, which consists entirely of large characters, all the

other compartments have, like the Chinese, part in large

characters and part in small. Of the large character portion,

which it was at once obvious was a mere transcript of Sans-

crit sounds, I have lately found another rendering in a

Chinese ritual, the ijlBp 0 8hen munjih sung, “Daily

recitations of the Shen sect in which it is spelt out with a

set of characters differing almost entirely from those on the

inscription ;
so that it is only by the phonetic approximation

that the identity can be detected. The title of the piece, as

given in the ritual,—but omitted in the inscription,—is

Fuh ting tsun siting ta to lo ne,

“ Great clhamni of the honoured diadem on Buddha’s cra-

nium.”^ It may be remarked that in every instance where a

' Mr. Edkins identifies the Shen sect with the Jains of India.

^ In another ritual, the^ [U Tu hea yen kow, “Blam-

ing mouths of the Yoga,” in the possession of "W. Lockhart,
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compound character is used in the Sanscrit,—and such in-

stances are very numerous,—the same is expressed by two

Chinese characters in the column, followed by two smaller

ones, urh ho, “two combined,” placed horizontally.

This practice is invariable, both in the inscription and in the

ritual. The copy in the ritual is marked off by stops, into

words or clauses throughout. By the discovery of this

duplicate, I have been enabled to fill up the gaps in the

Chinese part of the inscription almost without the chance of

error.

Having ascertained that all the different portions were

transcripts or transliterations of a Sanscrit original, the

importance of restoring and analyzing this original was

apparent
;
and for this purpose I have turned to account the

tracing sent to me by Mr. Edkins, This consists of five

horizontal lines of characters, each two inches in depth and

twenty feet in length. Besides being in an obsolete form of

the Devanagari, the Chinese copyist, as might be expected,

has made numerous errors in his endeavours to extricate the

complex characters from the half-obliterated legend on the

stone. So great was the confusion thus produced, that it

would have been hopeless for any but a Sanscrit scholar to

have succeeded in restoring the half-obscured forms. At this

stage I was under obligation to Dr. E. Haas, of the British

Museum, who kindly identified the greater number of the

characters for me. Having this clue to start with, by a

comparison of the several transcripts, I was able to make an

approximate restoration of the whole, and wrote out the same

in English letters. Being in Gottingen shortly after, I

showed this transcript to Professor Benfey, who readily gave

me a partial translation, and pointed out many errors in the

proposed restoration
;
although a failure of eyesight, from

which he was at the time suffering, prevented him entering

so minutely into the details, as he otherwise would willingly

have done. These hints however put me in the way of

Esq., the same is given with the abbreviated title

shing chow, “ Prayer to the honoured diadem.”
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making numerous corrections; and after repeated amend-

ments, in which Dr. Haas has taken much trouble to assist

me, I am indebted to that gentleman for a complete and in-

dependent translation of the whole
;
which is subjoined here

after the phonetic transcript. A few places, and only a few,

have persistently refused to submit to the rigour of gram-

matical laws ;
and it is not surprising, in the case of a dead

language being traditionally preserved for centuries among a

people by whom it is not understood, that a few errors should

creep in. It is rather to be wondered at, and indicates a

remarkable veneration for the sounds of the sacred language,

that the text as preserved should be able to give out such a

complete and intelligible meaning.

TEANSLITEEATIOX.^

Om namo bhagavate sarvatrailokyaprativisishtaya buddhaya te

namah tadyatha om hhur om bhur om hhur om sodhaya sodhaya viso-

dhaya visodhaydsama samantdvabhdsdvarana. gatigaganasvabhavavi-

suddhe abhishinchen^ tu ma?« Barvatathdgata SMgata varavachanam-

ritabhishekair mahamudra^ mantrapadaih ahara dhara mam&yuh
santarani sodhaya sodhaya visodhaya visodhaya gaganasvabhavavi-

suddhe ushnisAavijayaparisuddhe sahasrarasmisamchodite sarvata-

thagatavalokini sAatparamitaparipurawj sarvatathdgatamatidasalhu-

mipratishthite sari’aMhagatahridayac^^wAfAdnadhishtbite mudre

madre mahamuc?ret>«/>rt^'dyasfl/whatanaparisuddhe sarvakarmavarana-

visuddhe pratinivartaya moxakyich «7/s!^ddhe sarvatathagatasawayd-

dhishthdnddhishthite om muni mum mahamuni vimuni vimuni mahd-

vimuni^ mati mati mahamati mamati® sumatita^Adtabhute kotipa-

risviddhe visiMtabuddhisuddAe® he he jaya jaya vijaya vijaya samara

* The italics represent the restorations, which are illegible in the

Sanscrit.

* Dr. Haas coirects this to ahhishinches.

® Dr. Haas adds m here.

^ Dr. Haas thinks the inscription is in error here, and that the

preceding six words should end in ne instead of ni.

^ Dr. Haas thinks this word should be mahamati.
® I understand that shu is an impossible combination in Sanscrit

;

and although the Sanscrit character is missing on the stone, yet the

several transcripts in the other characters are so distinct that I do

not feel at liberty to abandon it. Dr. Haas suggests visvatah, or

more correctly visvato.
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samara salhara salhamaya sahhctraya sarvaStw^f^Acidhishthanadliish-

thite suddhe ^\]Lddhe huddhe huddhe vajre vajre mahavajre s\ivajre

vajrayaihhQ ]si,yagarlhe Yi^&yagarhhe vayrajvalagarhhe »«jrodbhat;e

vajrasamhhave vajre vajrini vajram hhavatxx mama sariraw sarvasatvd-

jArncha X'dyflj3«risuddliir bhavatu me s,&dd sarvagatiparisuddhischa

sarvatatliagatascha mam sama®«sawtu 'baddhyd hxiddhyd siddhya

siddhya hodhaya hodhaya vibodhaya vihodhaya mochaja. vnochaya vimo-

chaya vimochaya sodhaya sodhaya visodhaya visodhaya samantan

mochaja. mochaja samantarasmiparisuddhe sarvatathdgatahridayadhi-

a^itjAnadhishthite mud/re mud/re mahdmudre mahdmudra^ mantrapadaih

svdhd.

Name sarva^«^Ady«toslinishaya trailokya^ adhishtbite sarvatatha-

gatabridayadbishtTiite STaha name bhayavate ushnisbaya om bha-

gavate suddhe visuddhe svaha om am?tayurdade^ svaha om bhu-

shtha^ svaha om lokanatha lam svaha om maUreyamudre svdha om
gaganaganja gam svaha om samantabhadra sam svaha om vajrapani’

vam svaha om manjusr^ mam svaha om sax\an\varanavishhambhin

sam svaha om kshiti^ariAa kshim svaha. Om sri.

TEANSLATIOir,

Om !
® adoration to the holy Buddha, who art exalted above all

the three worlds,—adoration to thee I—which is equivalent to Om.
Bhur om, bhur om, bhur om :

’ Purify, purify, completely purify, com-

* Dr. Haas proposes to correct this to mahdmudre.
* The canons of Sanscrit orthography would require these two

words to be combined thus

—

trailokyddhishthite.
® Da here seems to be redundant.
This word is doubtful. Dr. Haas suggests bhuyishtha.

® Dr. Haas corrects this to vajrapane.
® Om is the mystic name of deity among the Hindus, and gene-

rally forms the commencement of a prayer.

—

Klaproth. Fragmena
Bouddhiques, p. 30.

“ I originally suggested bhur bhuvah svar, the so-called three

vydhritis or mystical syllables pronounced before every dally prayer,

but am forced to believe that we have here to read bhdr om, bhur
om, bhur om. True, I have never read bhur alone as an exclama-
tion, but always the whole triumvirate together, which is very
natural if their allegorical meaning is ‘the three worlds. Earth,

Atmosphere, and Heaven.’ Still in this place aU the different

transcripts seem clearly to point towards bhur om. The Sanscrit

character for it (in the Yu Tcea yen k6w) is unique, and could never

be read for two syllables, although it contains enough of the dif-
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pletely purify, oli thou incomparable one, who embracest all space,

and whose splendour has appropriated the sphere of knowledge !

—

thou Sugata* of all the Tathagatas,* whose speech is blessing,

and who art immortal, consecrate me by sprinkling me with holy

water, and [consecrate] the great Mudra^ with the words of mystic

prayers ! Give, give me old age, oh protector
!
purify, purify, com-

pletely purify, completely purify, thou who art purified by appro-

priating the celestial sphere ;—who art completely purified by the

all-powerful Ushnisha,^—illumined by a thousand rays, and looking

on all the Tathagatas,—accomplishing the six perfections, standing

upon the ten regions embracing the knowledge of all the Tatha-

gatas,—placed on the sure ground of the hearts of all the Tatha-

gatas,—oh Mudra, Mudra, great Mudra, whose body is pure as the

body of a thunderbolt,—purified by embracing all good actions !

—

renew my life, oh thou pure one, who standest on the ordinances of

all the Tathagatas. Om ! oh sage, sage, great sage !—exalted sage,

exalted sage, thou great exalted sage !—oh Mati,® Mati, great

Mati, thou Mamati, who hast entered the real state of sound

knowledge, — purified to the utmost limit,— purified by all-

embracing knowledge !— oh victory, victory, universal victory,

universal victory ! — oh battle, battle ! — Salhara, Sahharaya,

Sabharaya ! ®—[oh Mudra] standing upon the ground of all the

Buddhas together !—oh purification !—oh knowledge !—oh Vajra,’’

Vajra, thou great Vajra, Suvajra,® bearing the thunderbolt in thy

womb,—bearing victory in thy womb,—bearing signal victory in

ferent elements [W om, H bT%u or ^ bhu, \ r] to be considered a

sort of monogram. The principle, however, is quite new to me, as

I never met with an instance of it in manuscripts.” {^Dr. Haas.)
‘ Lit. “ The welcome one,” a title of Buddha.

—

Burnouf. Intro-

duction d Vhistoire du Boudhisme Indien, p. 77.
* Lit. “Come in like manner,” a generic designation of Buddha.—Ibid. p. 76.

® Lit. “ Seal,” a personification of certain Buddhist signs made
with the fingers.— Vassilief. Le Bouddisme, p. 143.

^ The Ushnisha is generally understood to be an excrescence on
the skull. The word also means “ a turban,” “ the curly hair with
which Buddha was born,” and “ the hair on the head tied in a knot.”—Burnouf. Le Lotus de la bonne lot, p. 558.

® Lit. “ Mind,” a personified attribute.

® It is impossible to get any sense out of these ejaculations.
’ Lit. “ Thunderbolt,” a personification.
® A modified form of Vajra.
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thy womb,—bearing the thunderbolt and lightning in thy womb,

—

who hast received thy existence from the thunderbolt,—who art

originated in the thunderbolt !—oh Vajra,—endowed with the

thunderbolt,—may my body be a thunderbolt, and may the purifi-

cation of the same extend over all its essential qualities !—may
there also be purification of all knowledge,—and may all the

Tathdgatas take up their abode in me !—With all knowledge and

aU perfection, ever teach, ever instruct, ever deliver, ever save, ever

purify, and ever sanctify me ! Deliver, oh deliver, all living crea-

tures, thou who art purified by effulgence of light,—placed on the

sure ground of all the Tathagatas,—oh Mudra, Mudra, great

Mudra, great Mudra,—with the words of mystic prayers ! 8vdhd}

Adoration to the IJshnisha of all the Tathagatas !—[oh Mudra]

ruling over the three worlds, and founded upon the hearts of all

the Tathagatas ! svdhd. Adoration to the sacred Dshnisha !—adora-

tion to Bhagavat —thou purified, supremely purified [Mudra] !

—

oh thou who bestowest unlimited age ! svdhd. Oh thou most emi-

nent, the Lord of the universe {flokandthaj svdhd. Oh
seal of Maitreya!® svdhd. Oh Gaganaganja gam'^ svdhd. Oh
Samantabhadra !

^ sam'^' svdhd. Oh Vajrapani vam'^' svdhd. Oh
Manjusri D mam'^' svdhd. Oh Sarvanivaranavishkambhin !

® sam*

svdhd. Oh Kshitigarbha Om sri.

A good deal has been said about dhdranis, by writers on

Buddhism, and it would be out of place here to enter on

' Svdhd is generally left untranslated. Its use is analogous to

“ Amen.”
^ Lit. “The Fortunate,” a title of Buddha.— Schlagintweit.

Buddhism in Tibet, p. 4.

® Name of the future Buddha.
‘ Name of a Bodhisattva.
® Ditto.— Vassilief. Le Bouddisme, p. 267.
® The subduer of evil spirits.

—

Schlagintweit. Buddhism in Tibet,

p. 114.
’ The god of wisdom.

—

Ibid, p. 65.
® Name of a Bodhisattva.
® Ditto.
* “ These syllables have no sense in themselves, and are merely

repetitions of the first syllable of the name invoked in each phrase,

with a nasal sound affixed to it. Perhaps it means that a stop is to

be made for meditation on the particular merits of each Bodhisattva.

But it may also be an abbreviation, indicative of the repetition of

the whole formula.” {Dr. Haas.)
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the mysteries of that abstruse subject. Suffice it to say

that, according to the general definition, they are certain

mystical formulae, supposed to carry with them a magical

influence in the recitation, and this influence is not simply

dependent on their utterance as a whole, but is supposed to

be inherent in the single words, and even in the separate

letters of the forms. In a system where all the objects of

sense are but so many ideas in a world of unreality, words

constitute not merely names, but the actual essence of the

things named
;
and the possession of the name is conse-

quently the possession of the object. This may account for

the incoherent and almost meaningless ejaculations observable

throughout the inscription
;
and it is but a refinement of the

same notion to attribute a similar virtue to the elements of

which the words are made up. From words and letters, the

same occult efficacy was transferred to symbols made by a

particular placing of the fingers, which is called niudrd, or

“ the seal,” and this appears to be personified here as an

object of adoration.^

The above translation seems to be tolerably near the mean-

ing of the text
;
and although after every effort at recon-

struction, a few grammatical solecisms still remain, yet I

believe there are very few places now, where the original

syllables are not correctly restored. It is indeed interesting

to have an exact interpretation of the text
;
but the main

thing for our present purpose, is to identifiy the vocables

without error
;
and when once assured of the powers of the

Sanscrit characters, we can proceed with confidence to the

analysis and restoration of the several transliterations.

The dharani concludes near the end of the fourth line on

• the stone, thus :
—“ with the words of mystic prayers {mantra).

Svdhd.” The doxology that follows is only found in one of

the transliterations. From the remarks of Burnouf on the

subject,^ I am inclined to think that this concluding piece is

the mantra alluded to in the final sentence of the dharani.

* See Vassilief s “ Le Bouddisme,” translated by La Comme, p.

141, passim.
^ Introduction a I’histoire du Bouddisme Indien, p. 540.
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It may be remarked that the invocation Om bhurom svdha,

by which the Chinese and three of the others commence, is

omitted in the Sanscrit.

Immediately below the Sanscrit text is the transcript in

three horizontal lines of Tibetan characters, below which are

four lines of Tibetan in smaller characters. The Tibetan

character being a direct derivative from the Devanagari,^ it

might be expected that this would prove the most important

of the transcripts for identifying the original text. Un-

fortunately however, the breaks in the face of the stone are

so extensive, that not much more than half of the writing is

preserved
;
and the indistinctness of that, probably, has led

the copyist into so many errors and omissions, that the

tracing serves for little more than mere hints
;
but it may in

great part be corrected by the other transcripts. This con-

tains the introductory invocation Oni bhur om svdha, and the

dhdrani occupies about two lines and a third
;
the remaining

portion being totally different from the Sanscrit, though it is

evidently Sanscrit also.

The first of the vertical portions below the preceding,

beginning from the left hand, is in that form of the Mongol

known as the Bashpah ^ alphabet. This consists of twenty

lines in large characters, the lines succeeding from left to

right
;
which are followed by eight lines of Mongolian in

a smaller character. The transcript commences with the

invocation Om bhur om svdha, and contains the whole of the

dhdrani, but nothing additional.

Although the history of this alphabet and writing is dis-

' The Tibetan characters were invented by Thumi Sambhota, the

Prime Minister of Srongtsan Gampo, King of Tibet, from the

Devanagari alphabet, about the middle of the seventh century.

—

Bchlagintweit. Buddhism in Tibet, p. 65.

* This is a Sanscrit name'^T^l Bashpah, which is transferred into

Chinese by the charactersA Pa-s%e-pa and »fB
Pa-kih-sze-pa. Pallas writes the name Pagba. Eemusat gives it

Phaspa, Paspa, Baschpah, and Pa-sse-pa, in different places of his

Recherches sur les langues Tartares. Klaproth uses Bhachbah, as

the Tibetan transcript of the original Sanscrit. Pauthier uses Pa-
sse-pa.
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tinctly related in the Chinese annals, yet its actual existence

seems, up to a very recent period, to have been a matter of

doubt with European writers.

Chinese history tells us that the emperor Kubla com-

missioned the Tibetan lama Bashpah to construct an alphabet

or syllabaiy specially adapted to the Mongol language. His

task was completed, and the alphabet initiated for public use

by an imperial decree in 1269. Schools for the study of this

character were also instituted the same year. Several notices

on record lead us to believe that the Chinese never took

willingly to the use of this alphabet
;
but there is no doubt

it was the official writing during the Yuen dynasty
;
and it

appears to be the one known as the Mongolian character in

the Chinese records of that period.

Pallas gives the same account of Bashpah ’s invention,^

derived apparently from a Mongol source
;
and the last plate

in his work contains what he calls a specimen of Bashpah’s

square character,^ but he does not tell us where he got it.

That plate has been repeatedly quoted as the first specimen

of Bashpah’s alphabet published in Europe
;
but I am very

doubtful if Bashpah had anything to do with the character

there given,^ or if Pallas had ever seen the writing invented

* Sammlungen historischer Nachrichten fiber die Mongolischen

Volkerschaften, vol. ii. p. 358.
“ Ibid. vol. ii. plate 22.

® When on a visit to the great lamasary Yung-ho-kung, in Peking,

I observed in one of the temples a pall inscribed in the common
Tibetan character, with a horizontal heading in a character which
was unknown to me. I thought it of sufficient interest to take a

copy of it, which I give here :

—

jbiuuintOiiailfiliiisiyy^^
0)n a Cl eeiiuu o 6 k kh ng ch cK gn t th n

uiDomunnjQiHiNisaiFxss^iraaraiiiiati^^Piseiniii
p ph M y T I b V j s yo/ g ds ds w sh h b

^KhiTliia{9a)i3i&<3il9iiiF!i
ri ri li U kr

Subsequently, when I saw Pallas’ work for the first time, I was
surprised to find my copy almost identical with his plate, except
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by that celebrated lama
;
for it will be observed that all the

known examples resemble much more closely the common
Tibetan character, than does that of Pallas, which is evi-

dently a modification of the Scharr form.

In the Appendix to Courtin’s “ Encyclopedie Moderne,”

Klaproth, in an article on “ Grammaire generale,” gives an

alphabet which he calls “Square Landsha,”^ being nearer in

resemblance to Bashpah’s than the preceding
;
but though

some have taken it to be identical with his invention, I do

not believe there is any direct connection between the two.

Schmidt seems to ignore the existence of a separate alpha-

bet under the name of Bashpah, as having been ever used

among the Mongols.^

Remusat says this alphabet was never used out of Tibet,

notwithstanding the reiterated orders of the emperors.® He
promises to give an exemplar of the alphabet in his second

volume, from the Siih hung keen luh, together with some ex-

planatory details
;
but the second volume never appeared.

Never having seen an instance of the employment of this

character, he seems to have been unable to divest himself of

the idea, that the invention of Bashpah was nothing more

than the application to the Mongolian language, of the com-

mon characters used by the Tibetans at the present day.

That hypothesis however is totally refuted by the present

inscription, where we have the Tibetan portion in the identi-

cal character used by that people now, and the Mongol portion

in the Bashpah character.

Klaproth, while arguing for this writing having been used

in China, says there are a great many medals of Kubla khan
in existence, of which the legend is entirely or in part in the

that he gives an additional portion at the beginning and end
;
but

he gives no explanation of what are the characters. I conclude,

from examination, that they are simply the alphabet, and have
identified the greater number with tolerable probability

;
believing

that the additional ones given by Pallas are compounds.
1 Plate 7.

* Porschungen im Gebiete der alteren religibsen, politischen, und
literarischen Bildungsgeschichte der Vblker Mittel Asiens.

^ flecherches sur les langues Tartares, p. 193.
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square characters.’ These seem to be the only evidence that

he was able to adduce of the use of this eharacter in China.

While I think it very doubtful however, whether there be

any such medals of the reign of Kubla, it is very easy to

understand how Klaproth should have been led into such a

mistake. I have never seen any, or a description of any in

Chinese books on medals
;
but I have a number of coins in

the Bashpah character, dating at yarious periods from 1308

to 1354.

I have seen several stone slabs inscribed with this eharacter,

and notices of a good many more, the present one dating so

late as 1345. In 1307, it is recorded that Polo Timor, a high

dignitary, presented to the emperor a copy of the Heaou king,

or “ Book of Filial piety,” written in the Bashpah character,

which the monarch ordered to be printed and circulated. I

am only aware of one little book in that character having

survived to the present day, i.e. the Plh kea sing, or “ Book

of Surnames,” which has been preserved by being reprinted

in the King cliuen pae peen, a work in 120 books, published

in 1581, consisting of extracts from other works on every

class of subjects. The eighty-first book is occupied ex-

clusively with the reprint of the Pih kea sing

;

but so un-

mercifully mutilated are the characters, that without the

Chinese key, it Would have been an utter impossibility to

have deciphered them. These facts then leave little doubt

that this character was used to a considerable extent in

China, till near the end of the Yuen dynasty.

In 1838, H. Conon von Gabelentz published the first speci-

men in Europe, of the actual employment of the eharacter.^

This was an inscription in the Mongolian language, which

he had extracted from a reprint of the SMh mlh tseuen hwa,

a Chinese work on lapidary inscriptions, first published in

1618.

A silver plate with a gilt inscription in this same character,

was found in 1846, in the district of Minusinsk and govern-

’ Memoires relatifs a I’Asie, tome ii.

’ Zeitschrift fiir die Kunde des Morgenlandes, vol. ii. p. 1, etc.
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ment of Jenissei, in Eastern Siberia. Xbis was deposited in

the Asiatic Museum of the Academy of Sciences at Peters-

burg; and gave rise to a protracted controversy in various

periodicals between Messrs. Habakkuk, Grigorief, Hyacinth,

Schmidt, Schott, and Banzarof. Mr. Grigorief published a

facsimile and an essay on the subject, in the Journal of the

Administration of the Interior.^

An edict in honour of Confucius published by the emperor

Woo-tsung on his accession in 1307, was engraved in the

Chinese language, and in the Chinese and Bashpah Mongol

characters. An impression of the same is preserved in the

Asiatic Museum at Petersburg, and a copy of it was given

by Father Hyacinth in his work on the statistics of the

Chinese empire.^

In 1853, another silver plate, with an inscription similar

to the preceding, was discovered at Verchni IJdinsk, to the

east of Lake Baikal
;
and is now preserved in the Hermitage

Palace in Petersburg. An account of this was given by Mr.

Savelief in the fifth volume of the Transactions of the

Archaeological Society at Petersburg.^ These plates seem to

have been signets given to military envoys, and those holding

imperial commissions.

In an article on Sanscrit and Mongolian characters by Mr.

Edkins, published in 1855,^ he has given a facsimile repro-

duction of the Pill kea sing, from the King chuen pae peen.

Without knowing anything of what had been done by

Von Gabelentz and the Russian orientalists, I chanced one

day during the occupation of Shanghae city by the Triad

rebels in 1854, to notice in the Confucian temple, an in-

scription in this character,^ which proved to be a transcript

^ Journal Asiatique, 5® serie, pp. 527-558.
^ Ibid. p. 526.
® Ibid. pp. 527-558.
^ Transactions of the China Branch of the Eoyal Asiatic Society,

part V. pp. 101-108 and 5 plates.

® The Confucian temple was afterwards burnt down, and this slab

was broken and otherwise injured by the fire. When Shanghae
was retaken by the imperialists, the temple was rebuilt in another

part of the city, and most of the old tablets found a place in the
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of an edict by Kubla khan, the Chinese original of which

was engraved below it. At some risk and trouble I procured

a few impressions from this stone, and sent one of them,

through Sir John Bowring, to the Royal Asiatic Society in

London, where it still remains. A short article on the sub-

ject, by myself, appeared in the “ Transactions of the China

Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society,”^ for 1855, giving a

copy of the inscription in the Mongol and Chinese characters,

and also cuts of several coins of the Yuen dynasty.^ There

is also a restoration of the commencement of the Plh kea

sing noticed above.

In 1860, M. Pauthier gave a French translation of the

inscription which I had published in the Hongkong Trans-

actions. This appeared in the Journal Asiatique,^ together

with some interesting details on the Bashpah alphabet.

The same year a very neat fount of type for this character

was cast at the Imprimerie Imperiale at Paris, under the in-

structions of M. Pauthier.

An article which I had written on the Mongolian inscrip-

new erection. This place was afterwards used as a lodging for the

British officers during the military occupation of that city
;
and in

their little arrangements to make things comfortable, all the in-

scribed tablets in the walls had been covered with plaster and
whitewash. The Mongolian slab I could never find again, and on

a visit to the place in company with Dr. Lamprey, he told me he

had seen the stone in question used as a block for chopping on.

^ Part V. pp. 65-81.
® I may be allowed here to notice some confusion that has taken

place in the printing of that article. The cut of the coin to note
1|

on page 55 is erroneously placed as note * on page 58. The note

marked
|1
at the foot of page 55 should be referred to the word Pl.h,

in the third line of page 56. The Mongol letter p, placed on its

side, thus on page 64, should be pj .
The four Mongol

characters at the top of page 65 are upside down. Engravings of

some of these coins may be seen in an article by C. B. Hillier, on
“ Chinese Coinage,” in the Transactions of the China Branch of the

Royal Asiatic Society, part ii., 1848-50, pp. 105-110; also in the

works of De Chaudoir, Endlicher, and others, on Chinese numis-

matics. A special article by Pauthier, on one of these coins,

appeared in the Journal Asiatique, 5“®- serie, tom. xv. pp. 321-337,

1860.
^ Vol. xix. pp. 5-47.
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tion, translated and published by Von Gabelentz, in the

“ Zeitscbrift,” was translated into French by M. Pauthier,

and appeared in the Journal Asiatique for 1862J

Both this inscription and the edict of Kubla were re-

produced with the new type, in the Appendix to Pauthier’s

splendid edition of Marco Polo.

The vertical portion to the right of the Mongol is in the

Ouigour character, consisting of twenty lines in a large type

and twelve in a smaller. The large character part corre-

sponds almost literally throughout with the Sanscrit. There

is no initial invocation, and the doxology at the end of the

dhdrani is a transcript of the Sanscrit, with one slight

deviation.

The Ouigour branch of the Turkish race seem to have

been in close proximity and intercourse with the Mongols

during the Yuen dynasty. They are reported to have been

in possession of an alphabet and literature from an unknown

antiquity
;
and scholars are divided in their opinions as to

the origin of their written character. The Syriac,® the

Sabaean,^ and the Zend,^ have each been proposed as the most

probable source whence derived. The earliest mention of

Ouigour literature is to be found in the Chinese records,

about the middle of the fifth century, at which time we are

informed, that they possessed in their language Maou’s “Book
of Odes,” the “ Confucian Analects,” and the “ Book of Filial

piety,” besides some Poets and Historians.®

In giving an analysis of a catalogue of Buddhist works,

published in China in 1306, Professor Julien makes the

following interesting remarks, bearing on Ouigour literature

:

“ The last preface dated in 1306, gives the names of twenty-

nine savans versed in the Tibetan, Ouigour, Sanscrit, and

Chinese languages, who were charged, as appears by the

* Vol. xix. pp. 461-471.
* Remusat, Eecherches sur les langues Tartares, p. 29, passim.
^ Klaproth, Ahhandlung iiber die Sprache und Schrift der Uiguren,

p. 53.
^ Davids, Grammaire Turke, p. xvi.
® Remusat, Recherches, etc. p. 284.
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preface of 1289, to compare the texts with each other, to

collate the translations, and to revise and fix them defi-

nitively for the general reimpression. Their work, begun in

1285, was finished in 1287. Among these savans, we observe

a Buddhist priest from Tourfan, versed in the knowledge of

every branch of the sacred literature, who was charged by

imperial order to verify the Indian words, and an acade-

mician, named To-in-tou-tong, who was commissioned to

translate the Ouigour words. An extremely curious fact, un-

known hitherto, seems to resiilt from the last-named fact,

that is, that the greater part of the Buddhist books must

have been translated into Ouigour for the use of the subjects

of the Chinese empire who spoke that language. This con-

jecture is fully justified by the following testimony. I read

in the history of celebrated Buddhists, published under the

Sung in 988, a passage which shows that anciently the

Buddhist books were translated, not only in Tibetan and

in Chinese, but also in the languages of people now under

submission to the Chinese, and whom the latter treated as

barbarians :
— ‘ "When the Sutras and works on discipline

from India were taken to Koutche, on the north of the

Tsung-ling mountains, to Leou-lan, to Kharachar, to Khotan,

and to Khashgar, the natives not understanding the language

of India, the books were translated for them into the bar-

barian languages which they spoke.’ Now several of the above-

named countries, which at present form part of Bucharia,

were previously occupied by Ouigour tribes, at the epoch when

our catalogue was published. Scarcely more than two or

three Ouigour manuscripts are known in the great libraries

of Europe
;

should there exist then at Peking any con-

siderable portion of the Buddhist books in this ancient dia-

lect of oriental Turkish, so precious for philology, and so

little known, it would be an object of the highest interest, to

purchase them there at any price, and to place them within

the reach of scholars.” ^

Of the very few specimens of the ancient language and

^ Melanges de Geographie Asiatique, pp. 223, 224.
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literature of tlie Ouigours known in Europe, the oldest of

the manuscripts does not date earlier than the 10th centuryd

When the Mongols under Genghis khan began to attain

their immense power, they were a comparatively unpolished

people, and possessed no literature of their own. On the

defeat of the Naimans by that nation, Tatatonggo, the secre-

tary of the Naiman prince, a Ouigour by birth, was made

prisoner
;
but was instated by Genghis as Professor of the

Ouigour language and literature, for the benefit of his sub-

jects, the princes and nobles of the Mongol nation.^ Being

thus initiated into the literature of the Ouigours, as a matter

of necessity the Mongols had naturally fallen into the habit

of using the same character for the purpose of committing

their own language to writing
;
and this practice continued

to prevail during the supremacy of Ogdai, Guyu, and Manggu,

the three successors of Genghis khan. Puysbruk, who went

on an embassy to the Mongolian court, from France, in 1253,

speaking of the Ouigour characters, says :
—“Mangukhan has

sent to your Majesty (St. Louis) letters written in the Mongol

or Tartar language, but in Ouigour characters.” ^

When the dynasty took possession of China, under the

succeeding monarch, Kubla, and the exigencies of a fixed

government were more urgent, the inadequacy of the Ouigour

character fully to express the articulations and vocables of the

Mongol language were felt to be a source of embarrassment.

As, it would seem, no man among the Mongols was found to

possess sufficient philological tact and inventive skill to remedy

this inconvenience, the venerable Tibetan lama Saadja Ban-

dida, under special invitation, took up his residence at the

court of Kubla, and applied himself to the task of so modi-

fying the Ouigour character as to adapt it to the require-

ments of the Mongol. In his scheme, he had retained the

fourteen Ouigour consonants, but he died while engaged on

the work, leaving it still incomplete. The result was, the

* Davids, Grammaire Turke, p. xviii.
* Ibid. p. xviii. Klaproth, Abhandlung fiber die Sprache und

Schrift der Diguren, pp. 54, 55.
® Klaproth, Abhandlung, etc. p. 56.

VOL. V.—[new series.] 3
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invention by his successor, Bashpab, of the Mongolian alpha-

bet noticed above. Although the latter was promulgated in

1269, as the official character of the dynasty, yet, in 1272,

we find a memorial to the throne complaining that the officials

persist in writing their documents in the Ouigour character.

An edict followed thereupon, condemning the practice, and

insisting upon the adoption of Bashpah’s character. In 1278

the use of the Ouigour character on the military signets was

forbidden. In 1284, an imperial decree forbade the use of

the Ouigour character in all memorials and documents pre-

sented by the metropolitan functionai’ies.

About the beginning of the 14th century, Eldjaitu, the

successor of Kubla, commissioned the priest Tsordji Osir to

translate the Tibetan sacred books into the Mongolian lan-

guage, and write them out in the Bashpah character. The

lama, however, failed in the attempt
;
and in order to super-

sede the difficulty, he reverted to the unfinished work of

Saadja Bandida, made such additions as were needful for his

purpose, and wrote out with it a Mongol translation of the

Tibetan work Bangcha Raktcha, but found it necessary to

express a great many words in Tibetan characters.

Under the direction of Kaisun-kiUik, the succeeding Em-
peror, who reigned from 1307 to 1311, Tsordji Osir made such

further additions as were needful for adapting the Ouigour

alphabet to the perfect transcription of the sounds of the

Mongol language. These details, drawn mostly from Klap-

roth’s “ Abhandlung fiber die Sprache und Schrift der Uigu-

ren,” are found in the Chinese history of the Yuen dynasty,

and also in a Mongol work, Brulba Saagdja Bandida yin gar-

gaksan Mongol Ustik,
“ The Mongol literature invented by the

holy Saagdja Bandida,” published in China in 1730.^

Ahmed Ibn Arabschah, an Arabian author, who wrote

about 1440, gives a short notice of the Ouigour alphabet, in

which he says :
—“ The Djaghatmens have a writing which

they call Ouigour, and which may be recognized as the same

* SeeEemusat’s Recherches, etc. p. 154. Pallas, Sammlungen, etc.

vol. ii. p. 356. Klaproth, Abhandlung, etc. p. 57.
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as that of the Mongols
;

it is composed of fourteen consonants,

which have the forms following.” ^ Here he inserts a copy

of the Ouigour alphabet.

The work above named, Briilba, etc., also gives a table of

the fourteen consonants of the Ouigours, combined respect-

ively with the three vowels a, d, and i, as used by the Mon-
gols previous to the improvement of the lamas.** It is doubt-

ful, however, if this be altogether trustworthy
;
for we find

nothing in it to represent the vowel o, a letter which is of

constant occurrence in the specimens of Ouigour literature

preserved in Europe. Were it not so, I should have been

disposed to think that in the present transcription we had a

specimen of the writing in a transition stage
;
but from the

close resemblance which it bears to the caligraphy of the two

Mongolian letters discovered by Remusat in the archives of

France, I have no doubt that it is a pure specimen of the

character as used by the Ouigours. These two letters,

—

addressed to Philip the Fair of France, the first by Argun,

the Mongol prince of Persia, in 1289 ;
and the second by

Eldjaitu, his successor, in 1305 ;—were thought by Remusat

to be in the original Ouigour character, though the documents

are in the Mongol language.^

In 1845, a silver plate similar to the signets bearing the

B^hpah superscriptions noticed above, but having the

superscription in the Ouigour character, was found at

Grouchovka, on the Dnieper, in the government of Ekateri-

noslaf, in Soxithern Russia. A report on this plate was made
to the Academy of Sciences at Petersburg, in 1848, by Mr.

Banzarof, which was published in their “ Bulletin historico-

philologique,” ^ with a facsimile engraving
;
from which we

see that the writing is almost identical with that on the in-

^ Langles, in Notices et Extraits des Manuscrits de la Eiblio-

theque Hoyale, tom. v. Klaproth, Abhandlung, etc. p. 56. In his

Memoircs relatifs a I’Asie, tom. ii. p. 318, he gives a facsimile of

this alphabet.
** Klaproth, Abhandlung, etc. p. 57.

^ See “ Memoires sur les relations politiques des princes Chretiens,

et particulierement desrois de France, avec les empereurs Mongols.”
* Tome v. article 9. 1848.
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scription now under consideration. As we know tkat the use

of the Ouigour character on these signets was prohibited in

1278, it must have been made previous to that date.

The portion to the right of the Ouigour is in the Neuchih

character, consisting of twenty-seven Lines of large size and

twenty-one lines of a smaller type. The large character

portion is almost a counterpart of the Sanscrit, down to

about the middle of the twenty-fifth line, where the dhurani

concludes. It commences with the invocation Om bkur om
svdhd, the same as the Chinese and others, and the portion

following the dhdrani is evidently a doxology, though I have

only succeeded in identifying a small portion of it.

Although the name of this writing is not unknown to

orientalists, yet be3"ond the name very few facts have been

gathered
;
and this inscription I believe to be unique, not

only as giving a correct specimen of the caligraphy, but as

being the only piece j’et discovered, in which there is any

clue to the powers of the characters.

TheNeuchih Tartars succeeded the Tsitans as the dominant

power in the north of China, in the early part of the 12th

century, under the name of the Kin dynasty. Originally a

rude unlettered tribe, they were dependent upon the Chinese

and Tsitans for their correspondence and literary negotiations

;

but they learned to rise with their position, and it was not

long ere they began to feel the inconvenience of transacting

their diplomacy through interpreters in an alien language.

Impressed no doubt with the importance of possessing a

national literature, the preliminary necessity of a written

character capable of expressing the sounds of their language

became apparent. They saw that their predecessors and

vanquished rivals, the Tsitans, had been placed at a similar

disadvantage at the beginning of their rule, and had in-

vented a character which had been the national writing of

the Leaou dynastj' for about two hundred years.^ Following

their precedent, Akuta, the founder of the Kin, resolved upon

* I only know of the existence of one inscription in this character, .

and as there is no translation of it in Chinese or any other language.
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having special resources for reducing to writing the language

of his tribe
;
and having among his captives many subjects

of the Chinese and also of the Leaou, a special study was

made of the literature of these two nations. The result was

that an imperial commission, consisting of Ouy^, Moulianho,

and Kuhshin, was appointed to form a new set of symbols,

from the elements of the Chinese pattern-hand characters, on

the same principle as those of the Tsitan, but adapted to the

sounds of their national language.* In a few months the

characters were formed, and an imperial decree issued in

the eighth month of the year 1119, ordered their general

adoption.^ In 1138, He-tsung, the third emperor, originated

a new set of characters for the Neuchih language, and these

were named Small Neuchih characters
;
while those which

Kuhshin and his colleagues had invented were termed the

LargeNeuchih characters.^ The Small characterswere brought

into use officially, in the fifth month of the year 1145.^

The Vandalism attendant on the overthrow of dynasties in

China, has been especially destructive to the literary pro-

ductions of the conquered party, and it is scarcely to be ex-

pected that many traces of the literary ingenuity of the

Neuchihs would survive their subjection to another race. A
note to the Suh wan keen thing k'aoii tells us that the Chinese

Classics and Histories were translated in this character
;
and

a catalogue of the imperial library during the Ming® gives

it remains at present a dead letter. The following five characters

are preserved with their interpretation in the Chinese “ Topogi’aphy

of Ching-tih prefecture.” I (as used hy the emperor)
; ^

An imperial order
;

To run
; m Horse

; '-m Urgent. The

history of the Leaou dynasty speaks of an edict having been
engraved on stone, in the characters of the Tsitans, Turks, and
Chinese, but I am not aware if that inscription is still extant.

* Suh wan keen fung k'aou, book 184, p. 31. DeMailla, Histoire

generate de la Chine, tom. viii. p. 390.
^ Kin she, book 2, p. 14. Sung keen luh, book 214, p. 14.

^ Suh wan keen t'ung k'aou, book 184, p. 31. Tumg keen kang muh
Suh peen, book 10, p. 42.

* Kin she, hook 3, p. 27. Sung keen luh, book 215, p. 13.

* Wan yuen k6 shoo muh, book 18, p. 2.
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the titles of fifteen works in the Neuchih character. Whether

any of these are still in existence is I think at least doubtful,

but M. Rosny expresses a more hopeful view of the case.^

That the language and literature of the Neuchihs did not

at once disappear with the extinction of the dynasty we have

evidence, for in 1407, when a translatorial institution was

established by the Ming, for the purpose of facilitating corre-

spondence with foreign nations, one of the languages to which

special attention was directed was the Neuchih. The students

were examined periodically, and the most efficient appointed

to offices in connection with the embassies. In 1470 seven

interpreters were officially designated for the Neuchih lan-

guage, and the number was afterwards increased to nine. The

translatorial office was re-established on the accession of the

present dynasty in 1644, with a president and corps of fifty-

six professors. Long before this, however, it is probable that

the cumbrous Neuchih character had become obsolete, for in

the accounts we have of the invention or rather adaptation of

the present Manchu character, there is no hint of any kind

of writing in existence peculiar to the tribe. The Manchus

being the actual descendants of the Kin dynasty Neuchihs,

there would scarcely be a distinct language, and we conse-

quently find the Neuchih department of the translators’ office

suppressed in 1659, and the ancient Neuchih character

entirely superseded by the modern Manchu.

Remusat, in his “ Recherches sur les langues Tartares,” has

written at greater length on this subject than any other

European author, having collected together what few notices

he could find in Chinese works ^ but having never seen a

* He says: “When the friends of science shall have undertaken
scientific journeys, for the purpose of exploring the great public and
private libraries of China, libraries whose number is immense, and
the preservation of which has been the object of the greatest care

and attention, we shall doubtless find the greater part of the literary

monuments for which we are now anxious, and a number of others,

which will prove so many revelations in the midst of this old

Chinese world, whose destiny on earth may probably have been to

preserve to us vestiges of primitive and forgotten ages in the history

of the globe.”—Revue Orientale et Americaine, 1« serie, tom. vi. pp.
386

,
387 .
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specimen of the Neuchih writing, he was induced by the

descriptions to believe that the character now used by the

Coreans was identical with that of the Kin dynasty. This

hypothesis at least we are now in a position to meet with a

direct negative. An inscription in an unknown character,

at the Imperial Mausoleum at Keen-chow, in the Province of

Shense, has been preserved to us in a Chinese work published

in 1618, the^ ^ Sink mih tseuen hica.^ From a

Chinese translation and note given on the tablet, we learn

that this is an inscription in the Keuchih or national character

of the Kin dynasty. The date given is 1134, from which we

see that it was cut previous to the invention of the Small

Neuchih character
;
so that there is no doubt we have there

a specimen of the Large Neuchih character, invented by

Kuhshin and his colleagues.

A facsimile of this inscription from the Che puh tsuh chae

ts\ing shoo, was published by Professor Neumann in 1837,

in regard to which he remarks :

—

“ I am not able to read the

Kin writing, much less to translate it
;
but it is obvious from

the frequent repetitions of characters in the text of our

memorial that this Kin writing consists of a syllabary com-

posed of abbreviated and modified Chinese characters.” ^

Shortly after this the same inscription seems to have at-

tracted the attention of the Archimandrite Habakkuk, while

he was residing at Peking, and he communicated it to Father

Hyacinth at Petersburg in 1841. The latter gave a facsimile

of the same in his work on the statistics of China.®

I was not aware of this inscription having been noticed or

* This work was reprinted during the present dynasty, in a col-

lection entitled "pj £ poo sow Ice. It was also reprinted

in a reduced form in the Che puh tsah

chae ts’ung shoo, published in the 18th century. The same inscrip-

tion is reproduced in the Kin shih tsiig peen,

published in 1805. It is noticed in several other works on lapidary

inscriptions.

* Asiatische studien, p. 41.
^ See Journal Asiatique, 5^ serie, tom. 17, p. 532.
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published by any one in Europe, when it occurred to me to

collect wbat information I could regarding the system of

writing used by tlie Neuchibs
;
and the inscription in question,

which I found in the SMh mih tseuen hwa, being the only

specimen of the character that I could discover, I forwarded

a facsimile, with some remarks, to the Asiatic Society in

1859. The same appeared in the Society’s Journal the follow-

ing year.^

In 1861, Professor De Rosny, of Paris, published an article

on “The I^euchih, their language and literature,” ^ by which

it appears he has misunderstood my remarks
;
but he ex-

presses, with considerable confidence, his belief that the

writing is ideographic and not alphabetic. Although my
opinion was decidedly in favour of the Neuchih being an

alphabetic or syllabic writing, I find, on referring to my
former article, that I scarcely expressed such a view, preferring

to leave the question to be decided when we should acquire

more light on the subject. It was something novel to me to

find M. de Rosny advocating the ideographic as the most

probable, to the exclusion of the alphabetic, and I regret that

he has not given us a fuller development of his reasons, for,

from his extensive knowledge of the written characters of

various nations, probably few are in a more favourable posi-

tion to form a correct appreciation of the matter.

If my tendency was formerly towards the alphabetic theory,

my views are now so far modified by the analysis of the

newly-found inscription, that I incline to the view at first

expressed by Professor Neumann, that the Kin was a syllabic

writing.^

* Journal of the Eoyal Asiatic Society, vol. 17, pp. 331 passim.
* “ Kevue Orientale et Americaine,” F® serie, tome 6, pp. 379-387.

^ The accompanying cut, taken from a Chinese brochure on coins,

which has merely the title Q Wae kw6 tseen wan,
“ Superscriptions of foreign money,” is termed a “ Sanscrit cha-

racter coin;” but as the character bears no resemblance to any
known form of Sanscrit writing, and as it presents a strong simi-

larity to that on the Keen-chow tablet, I am induced to think it is
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Having ascertained, then, with tolerable certainty that the

preceding inscription is a specimen of the Large Neuchih

character
;
and being assured that the one with which we are

now occupied is also Heuchih—observing the radical differ-

ence in the formation of the characters
;
we are shut up to

the conclusion that this is a specimen of the Small Neuchih

character, invented in 1138. The date is more than two

centuries later, being 1345.

Thanks to the transcripts in the other characters, and espe-

cially the Sanscrit, there are scarcely any of the Neuchih in

the larger size part to which I cannot attach the sounds with

a high degree of probability, if not absolute certainty. The

conclusion at which I have arrived is given in the plate facing

this page.

The last character in the list to which I have not

put any sound, is one of very frequent occurrence, being

found 39 times
;
that is, it is distinctly legible 33 times, and

in six other places I have supplied it, as I think, on un-

questionable authority. It is to be noticed that in every case

this is written smaller than the other characters
;
a peculiarity

which belongs only to two or three others in certain places,

and appears to me to indicate that the sign so written plays

a secondary part in the syllable. Another peculiarity which

attaches to is, that while every other Neuchih sign is

represented by a corresponding one in Chinese, there is in no

case any counterpart to this in Chinese. Of the 39 places

where it is found, 30 times it stands against the long vowel

d
;

i.e. in d, 2 ;
ha, 1 ;

da, 1 ;
ddhd, 1 ;

hd, 7 (3 of which I

have supplied) kd, 1 ;
md, 2; «d, 3 (one of which I have

a relic of the Kin. The paucity of documents in that character

may warrant its insertion here. The explana-
tory note says :

—“This Sanscrit character coin

is eight-tenths of an inch diameter, and weighs

3 ckoo (^0 6 ts’an (^^). It is copper, of a

pure red colour. The superscription is un-

decipherable, but it bears a general resemblance

TJh-t'o and Turfan (or Tibet).”
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supplied)
;
pd, 1 ;

svd, 1 ;
td, 2-, thd, 7 (one of whicli I have

supplied)
;
yd, 1 ;

and twice it is found against the long

vowel u
;

i.e. in hhu, 1 ; i)ii, 1. Seven times it is found

appended where there is no long vowel in the Sanscrit, of

which four of the syllables end in a
;

i.e. na, 1 ;
ra, 1

;

ya, 1 ;
^ one ends in e

;
i.e. ddhe

;
and two end in i, i.e. ddhi,

1 ;
and ti, 1 (which I have supplied).

From the preceding analysis of 39 occurrences of this

character, I am disposed to think that it is a sign indicating

the lengthening of the vowel in the syllable to which it is

attached, and that the seA^en (or perhaps six) exceptions are

irregularities.

Such is the result of the inscription on the east side of the

arch, and the decipherment of the west side would probably

add a few more to the number of the identified vocables.

From an examination of these 81 characters, I am conAunced

that the Neuchih writing was pre-eminently syllabic, and not

alphabetic, as I inferred on a former occasion. The selection

of symbols appears to me to be the most arbitrary, nor can I

see any approach to principle or mutual relation in comparing

the one with the other. ISTot only do we find the utmost

diversity in the forms of any series of syllables we may
select, classified either according to their initials or finals, or

any other principle that I can think of; but there are also

characters nearly similar in form, which express widely

different sounds.

Thus the characters va and wa, although nearly

allied phonetically, are yet totally unlike in every part. If

there is any difference in sound between man and H
man, it is merely one of tone, as indicated by the Chinese

equivalents
;
and yet their forms would never lead any one

to suspect a phonetic connection. So also the two characters

for ga and although so utterly dissimilar, yet they

represent precisely the same syllable. Again, if Are have

diversity of forms corresponding to similar sounds, there are

also similar forms answering to very different sounds
;
thus

ki only differs by one stroke from 'ca.

* It is doubtful if this syllable ought not to he yd.
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It would seem as if a number of Chinese characters had

been selected to represent the sounds in the Neuchih lan-

guage, on the plan adopted by the Japanese, but abbreviated and

disfigured after a fashion of their own, to which we have now
no key. While the original or Large Neuchih characters, of

which the specimen at Keen-chow has been published, show

some traces of the form of Chinese, this latter invention of

the Small Keuchih chamcters appears to be a more elegant

and abbreviated form, in which the slight traces retained in

the earlier invention are altogether obliterated, and the faintly-

pictorial forms of which each character was made up are

represented by merely conventional collocations of strokes.

Thus we have all the cumbrous variety of a pictorial system

adapted to the expression of a simple series of vocables. The

scheme is, probably, unique in the history of chirography,

and is not a little suggestive in reference to the condition of

the people among whom it took its rise. It seems strange

that a complex syllabary like this should have been adopted

by a people living so near the tribes who were using the

simple Ouigour alphabet, and would imply a very restricted

intercourse with such tribes. Instead of wondering that such

a method of writing should be neglected and become obsolete,

we may rather be astonished that it was able to maintain its

ground for two centuries and more, as is proved by this

inscription.

It is probable that the eighty-one signs here given are but

a small portion of the Neuchlh syllabary, as it is not at all

likely that the simple sounds of the Sanscrit alphabet would

anything like exhaust the vocables of the Keuchih language.

Accordingly we find in the twenty-one lines of small cha-

racters at the end of the large, a great number of new ones

which do not occur in the preceding portion. Now as every

several character has to be learned by itself, and the know-

ledge of any one or more gives no clue to what is the sound of

another, here is a study of a much more difficult nature.

I have mentioned that each of the parts except the Sanscrit

concludes like this, with some lines in a smaller size cha-

racter. On looking over the Chinese part, I saw at once that
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that was not a mere transcript of foreign sounds, but a Terit-

able piece of composition in tbe Chinese language. Although

very much defaced and obliterated, I have been able to get

an approximate sense out of the several detached fragments,

though the omission of so many links necessarily prevents a

perfect translation even of what remains.

Having shown the Tibetan portion to Professor Foucaux, at

Paris, I ascertained from him that that was in the Tibetan

language, and not a transliteration from another tongue.

From a cursory inspection of that hopelessly imperfect por-

tion, he could giA^e me the meaning of such fragments, that

I felt assured, if it was not the exact translation of the

Chinese, it was at least the same in substance.

A superficial examination of the Mongol portion satisfied

me that that was also in the Mongol language
;
and the

Ouigour portion seems to be in the Ouigour language;

Under these circumstances, the presumption is almost a cer-

tainty that the small-size Neuchih is a specimen of the Neu-

chih language as well as writing. This imparts an additional

interest to it
;
and while the difficulty of interpretation is

thereby increased, its philological value is greatly enhanced.

Appended is an interlinear restoration of the inscription,

and the sounds of the syllables given in Latin characters,

according to the Sanscrit. The columns coincide in length

and number with the original lines of the Neuchih portion,

and the corresponding syllables in each of the six lines are

placed horizontally opposite, as near as the peculiarities of the

respective systems will admit. The portion in black is what

is preserved of the original inscription, and the missing parts

which have been supplied are represented by the red.^

* A reduced facsimile of the four vertical portions of the inscrip-

tion, produced by photo-lithography, from the original rubbing, will

appear in Col. Yule’s forthcoming work on Marco Polo.
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Art. III .—The Brliat-SanUta; or. Complete System ofNatural

Astrology of Varaha-mihira. Translated from Sanskrit

into English by Dr. H. Kern.

{Continued from Vol. IV. p. 479.)

Charter YIII.

Jupiter's Course.

1. Each year (during which Jupiter completes a twelfth

part of his revolution) has to bear the name of the lunar

mansion in which he rises
;
the years follow each other in

the same order as the lunar months.^

2. The years Karttika and following comprehend two lunar

mansions beginning with Krttika and so on, in regular suc-

* This verse has been treated at full length by Daws in his admirable

paper on the Indian Cycle of Sixty Years in As. Res. III. 217, seq. In

it a part of Utpala’s commentary also is given in translation. The

reading followed by Davis, as appears from bis translation, is :

^ %«T ?nf?T which is mentioned also in the

Var. Lect. to the edited text. The comparison of the MSS. leaves little

doubt that this reading is a correction, suggested by the remark of

Utpala, that in case the planet should set in one and rise in another

Nakshatra, only that name must be taken which agrees with the order

of the month. It may happen that the Jovial year is called Marga^ir-

sha, although the planet sets in it, and this does not seem to agree with

the author’s rule, but only those names of Nakshatras can be used,

from which the names of the lunar months are derived ; even if Jupiter

rises in Rohini, the year cannot be called Rauhina, tliere being no month

of the name. The addition of the word implies the rule

which is expressed in the reading followed by Davis. Cf. also Warren,

K'^a Sankalita, p. 197,8^5'., and MTiitney’s remarks on Surya S. 14, 17.
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cession, except the fifth, eleventh, and twelfth years, to each

of which appertain three asterismsd

3. In the year of Karttika, waggoners, those who have to

deal with fire (smiths), and cows, sufier
;
sickness and war

rage, but all sorts of red and yellow flowers thrive.

4. In the year of Marga9irsha will he drought and loss of

the grains, owing to wild beasts, mice, grasshoppers, and

birds
;
there is danger of sickness, and monarchs get into

hostilities even with their friends.

5. Pausha is a happy year to mankind
;
the kings make

an end to their quarrels, the grains will sell at double and

thrice the prime cost, and all actions tending to promote

welfare have good success.

6. In Magha the Ancestors are extremely honoured, and

all creatures feel satisfaction
;

there is health, rain, good

prices, and acquisition of friends.

7. In the year of Phalguna one may expect in a few places

safety, prosperity, and corn. "VYomen will be neglected by

their husbands, thieves be numerous, and sovereigns cruel.

8. In Caitra there is slight rain and dearth, but safety

prevails and the kings rule mildly. Pulse® thrives
;
beautiful

persons will have to suffer.

9. In Yaigakha both people and kings wfill obey the laws

and feel safe and glad
;

sacrifices are carried on happily, and

all kinds of crops succeed.

10. In Jyaishtha such as are eminent by caste,® family

wealth, craft,^ kings, and those who know the law, have to

’ To the fifth year, Phalguna, the corresponding mansions are : Purva-

Plmlguni, Uttara-Phalguni, and Hasta; to the eleventh, Bh^drapada:

Catabhishaj, Piirva-Bhadrapad^, and Uttara-Bhadrapad^
;
to the last

year, A^vayuja : Revati, Aqvini, and Bharani.

^ Comm.

® Some MSS. write as no paraphrase of the word is given, it

remains uncertain what the commentator meant.

^ The term is the counterpart of the Latin ordOy especially in

its more restricted sense, e.g. in ordo publicanorum. The definition by

the scholiast is.
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suffer, as well as the crops, barring panic seed, and the genus

of leguminosad

11. In Ashaclha grain will grow at some places
;

else-

where drought prevails. Increase of wealth and safety

there is, albeit indifferently, and the monarchs are turbulent.

12. In the year of (^ravana there is safety, and the grains

grow duly ripe
;
but the vile infidels,^ and those that cling

to them, have to suffer.

13. In Bhadrapada the creepers (amongst the leguminosa)^

and the early corn succeed well, but the late corn does not

get on
;
somewhere there is abundance, elsewhere uneasiness.

14. In the year of Agvayuja the rains fall continually
;

there is gaiety amongst the people, and safety
;

all creatures

increase in strength and have plenty of food.

15. Jupiter, when moving in the north of the lunar man-

sions, produces health, abundance and safety
;
when in the

south, the reverse
;
when in the middle, he exercises an in-

fluence holding the mean between both extremities.

16. When he makes in his course two mansions during a

year, he is auspicious
;
when two and a half, his influence is

neither good nor evil
;

should he, perchance, go through

more, then he destroys the grain crops.

17. When the planet looks red like fire, there will be

danger of fires
;
when yellow, sickness

;
when gray, a battle

is impending ;
when greenish yellow, one has to suffer from

robbers, and when blood-red, from the force of arms.

18. Drought prevails when Jupiter has the hue of smoke
;

when he is visible at day, the king will be killed
;
but when

the planet is seen at night, large, spotless and bright, the

people will enjoy well-being.

* Comm.
^ It is manifest that these infidels, ^TTin:, are the Bauddhas, for

because the year happens to be called Cravana, sufFering- must come to

the Cravakas. The whole of astrology is based on such quibbles, which

it would he tedious and useless to point out in every instance. Cf. ch.

ix. 33.

® Comm.
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19. Rohini and Krttika are (figuratively) the body of the

year
;

both Asbadbas, tbe navel
;

Aglesba, tbe heart

;

MagbA tbe flower.^ These being free of evil influences,®

the eflPects will be good
;
but when the body is afflicted by a

cruel planet,® danger arises from fire and wind
;
when the

navel, danger is caused by famine
;

whenever the flower

suflers, roots and fruits perish
;
the heart being hurt, the corn

is lost most certainly.

20, 21. Multiply the years expired since the era of the

Qaka-king {i.e. the Qaka era) by eleven, and the product by

four; add 8589; divide the sum by 3750 ; to the quotient

add the Qaka years
;
divide this by sixty (to And the cycles),

and the remainder by five
;
the quotient shows the number

of lustrums ruled by Vishnu, etc., and the remainder will be

years in their regular order.*

22. Multiply the years by nine, and add one for every

twelve years
;
® divide by four

;
the quotient shows the num-

ber of mansions to reckon from Dhanishtha, and the re-

mainder shows the number of fourth-parts of the lunar man-
sion which have expired in the present year.®

* The term or 'qxi( is not explained by the commentator. It

probably denotes the centre of the heart, the seat of the soul, the

y
of the Chandogya-Upanishad 8, 1, 1. The Prakrt

io ((Jakuntala, pp. 74 and 76 (ed. Bohtlingk), must also have

the meaning of “ soul, life.”

^ i.e. not visited by evil planets.

® The cruel or evil planets (graJta) are the Sun, Mars, and Saturn.

* The principles of this computation have been explained by Davis,

As. Res. iii. pp. 219 and 215. In the latter passage, however, there is

an inaccuracy, inasmuch as the additive number or kshepa is not 4892,

as Davis has it, but 4294J = (®®
2
*®), according to the rule of Varaha-

mihira, and 4291 according to that of the Jyotistattva. The same

passage is almost literally a translation of Utpala’s Commentary.

* In the text r.

® Here a part of Utpala’s Commentary, the condition of which in my

MSS. leaves much to be desired
: ^
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23. Vishnu, Brhaspati, India, Agni, Tvashtar, Ahirbudlinya,

the Ancestors, Yigve-Devas, the Moon, Indra-Agni, the

A§vins, and Bhaga, are indicated to be the lords of the

lustrums, successively.

24. The (first year of each lustrum called) Samvatsara is

(ruled by) Agni
;
the second, Parivatsara, by the Sun

;
the

third, Idavatsara, by the Moon
;

the fourth, Anuvatsara,

by the Creator
;
and the last, Udvatsara,^ by Budra.

25. In the first year of a lustrum there is indifierent rain

;

in the second, rain falls only in the beginning of the season

{i.e. in Qravana and Bhadrapada)
;
in the third, rain is very

copious
;
the fourth year brings rain in the later season (i.e.

only in Agvina and Karttika)
;
the fifth year is said to give

very Kttle rain.

26. Amongst these lustrums there are four excellent, viz.,

those ruled by Vishnu, India, Brhaspati, and Agni
;
the four

middlemost are indifierent, and the four last are reputed to

be very bad.

27. When Jupiter, on reaching the first quarter of Dha-
nishtha, rises in the lunar month of Magha, then begins

I
The years are multiplied by 4, and divided

by 9, because a sign is equal to Naksbatras; cTHt

V{^f^ I I Vf%HT-

flfwr ^ ^ I

(v. 27) II

* The r. is preferable to ^ as adopted in the printed

text, for it denotes the last year. Cf. the Var. Lect. It must be added

that some MSS. of the Comm, too have <_ . Cf. also AVeber,

Naxatra, 2, 298.

VOL. V.—[new series.] 4
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the first year of the cycle of sixty, named Prahhava, a year

salutary to all beings.^

28. At some places, however, will be drought, and raging

of storms and fires
;
plagues of the country also and phlegm-

atic diseases are found in the course of this year of Prahhava

;

yet people will feel no serious grief.

29. The year following is known as Vihhava
;
the third is

Qukla
;

after it, Pramoda; and, finally, Prajapati. These

years and their effects are happy in an always increasing

degree.

30. Over countries where rice, sugar-cane, barley, and

other corn produce good crops, where dangers are past,

hostilities stilled, mankind rejoicing, where the miseries of

the Iron Age have disappeared, the monarchs then hold their

sway.

31. In the second lustrum, the first year is Angiras; the

two following Qrimukha and Bhava
;
then Yuvan

;
finally,

Dhatar
;
these are the five years in due order. Three out of

them are excellent
;
the two remaining middling.

32. In the former three years ^ it rains sufficiently, and

people live free from affliction and dread. In the latter two

also it rains indifferently well, but diseases prevail and war

is impending.

33. In the lustrum presided over by Indra, the first year

bears the name of Igvara
;
the second, of Bahudhanya. The

three following years, as measured by the motion of Jupiter,

are known as Pramathin, Vikrama, and Vrsha.^

34. The first and second are good years, and bring back

the Golden Age, as it were, amongst mankind. Evil is Pra-

' Cf. Davis, As. Res. III. p. 220. The word an^a also means

“ degree,” but is here rendered by “ quarter,” according to Utpala, who

explains it hy puda.
^ R. in the printed text, as the Comm. has.

® This word is constantly written in one MSS. of the Comm.

This in addition to the Var. Leet. The word is introduced into Tamil

in the form of visu.
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mathin, but Vikrama and Vrsba bestow copiousness of food,

although at the same time they cause dangerous diseases.

35. The first year of the fourth lustrum, which they call

Citrabhanu, is excellent
;

the second, named Subhanu, is

middling
;

it brings sickness, yet causes no mortality.^

36v Then follows Tarana, which gives copious rain
;
further,

Parthiva, joyful, with the luxuriant growth of grain. The

fifth year, Yyaya, is held to be a happy one : love reigns

supreme, and festivities follow one another without interrup-

tion.

37. In the lustrum, of Tvashtar, the first year is termed

Sarvajit, the second Sarvadharin
;
on this follow Yirodhin,

Yikrta, and Khara. Of these the second is auspicious, the

others are dangerous.

38. Then (in the lustrum allotted to Ahirbudhnya the years

are :)
Nandana, Yijaya, Jaya, Manmatha, and Durmukha.

The first three in this lustrum are beneficent
;
Manmatha pro-

duces indifferent effects
;
the last year is very bad.

39. In the seventh lustrum are Hemalamba ;
farther Yilam-

bin, Yikarin, and Qarvari the fifth Jovian year in the cycle

is known by the name of Plava.

40. During the first year there will be a great many plagues

in the country and rains accompanied with much wind. In

the second year there will be but little corn and not much
rain the third will be very rich in terrors and rain

;
Plava,

finally, is beneficent, and gives plenty of rain.

41. In the lustrum ruled by the Yicve-Devas the first year

is called Qobhakrt,^ the second Qubhakrt, the third Krodhin

;

the succeeding are Yi§vavasu and Parabhava.

* The Comm, follows a wholly different reading. See Var. Lect.

^ The names of the years are as well masculine as neuter, because

ahda is promiscuously used in both genders. As to Qarvari, our text

would admit also a stem Qarvarin. Utpala does not analyze

The Tamil form is sdrvari.

* is erroneously printed as if it were a compound.

*
Utpala, according to the testimony of the copyists or correctors of
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42. The first and second bring pleasure to the people
;
the

third many evils
;
the last two are indifierent, but in Para-

bhava will be fires, distress owing to war and sickness, and

danger to Brahmans and kine.

43, 44. The first year in the ninth lustrum is Plavanga,

the second Kilaka
;
farther, Saumya, Sadharana, and, lastly,

Rodhakrt. Kilaka and Saumya bestow hail
;
Plavanga is

unfortunate for mankind, in many respects; Sadharana brings

little rain and plagues of the country. As to the fifth year,

Rodhakrt, the rain in it and the thriving of the crops will be

unequally divided.

45. In the tenth lustrum, which is sacred to Indra-Agni,

the first year has the name of Paridhavin. Then comes

Pramadin and Ananda
;

the following are Rakshasa and

Anala.

46. In Paridhavin, the middle-country is ruined, the king

lost, the rain deficient, and fire shows its fury. In Pramadin

men are indolent
;
there will be riots, and loss of red flowers

and seeds.

47. The following year makes all men rejoice. Both

Rakshasa and Anala bring damage
;

the former produces

summer corn, the latter excites conflagrations and pesti-

lence.

48. In the eleventh lustrum are Pingala, Kalayukta, Sid-

dhartha, Raudra, and Durmati. During the first year there

is excessively much rain, theft, asthma, cough, and shaking of

the jaws.

49. Kalayukta has many evils, but in Siddhartha are many
good things. Raudra is declared to be very cruel and per-

nicious. Durmati brings, moderately, rain.

50. In the lustrum lorded over by Bhaga, the first year,

called Dundubhi, greatly promotes the growth of the grain.

some MSS. of his commentary, prefers but according to other

copyists, The Tamil has borrowed this and the following

name in the form of subakirutu and sobakirutu, consequently in inverse

order.
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The following, termed TJdgarin,^ is baneful to sovereigns,

whilst the rains during it will be unequally distributed.^

51. The third year is Raktaksha, in which there is danger

caused by mordacious animals, and sickness. The fourth,

Krodha, arouses much wrath, and depopulates kingdoms

through wars.

52. The last year of the last lustrum is styled Kshaya.

This, the originator of manifold loss, causes danger to Brah-

mans, though it makes cultivators thrive, and augments the

profits of Yaigyas, Qudras, and thieves.

Herewith I have given, in a succinct form, the whole of

what is contained in the work, “ the Cycle of Sixty Years.”

53. The planet Jupiter, when bristling with bright rays,

showing a large orb and the hue of the white lotus, of jessa-

mine or crystal, whilst moving on the right road,^ not over-

powered by another planet,* brings weal to mankind.^

Chapter IX.

The Course of Venus.

1. There are nine paths® (along which Venus moves),

namely, that of the “wild elephant,” “the elephant,” “the

celestial elephant,” “the bull,” “the cow,” “the old ox,”

“the deer,” “the goat,” and “fire.” Some state that these

* Tlie Comm, has for most probably a clerical error

(see Var. Lect.). The Tamil has urottirotkdri, which points to the

Sanskrit

^ Comm. i I TT i

® i.e. in the north of the Nakshatras.

* To wit, in the grahayuddha. See ch. xvii. 9.

^ course, an erratum for •

® Vithi or vitM is “ an alley, a passage, a footpath.” It denotes as

well a parcel of a more extensive road (mdrgd), as a small, narrow road.

The translation attempts to mark the difference between vithi and

mdrga by using the terms “path” and “ road.”
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paths extend, each of them, over three lunar mansions, to

begin with Agvini, and so on,^

2, 3. But (in our opinion) the wild elephant’s path includes

Svati, Bharani, and Krttika
;
the three following paths com-

prehend each three mansions, beginning with Eohini.^ In

the cow’s path lie Acvini, Revati, and both Bhadrapadas

;

in that of the old ox, Qravana, Dhanishtha, and Catabhishaj
;

in that of the deer, Anuradha, Jyeshtha, and Mula
;
Hasta,

Vigakha, and Citra make up the goat’s path
;
the two Asha-

dhas form that of fire.

* This view is held by the authorities Devala and Kagyapa. Comm.

It is evident that this statement and the whole work ascribed to Devala,

a Rshi in the proper acceptation of the term, a superhuman being, can-

not have preceded Varaha-mihira for a long period, since the first Na-

kshatra in the enumeration is Agvini. Moreover, the words jTI fhli

are quite significant, though containing an inaccuracy, for the

“ Ancients ” could not have begun with Agvini. The same remark

applies to the work fathered upon Kagyapa, from which the following is

quoted

:

wr I

II

Cs

Remarkable is here the use of 31517 > ^^377 > etc., instead of

the derivatives, or of the compounds etc. Varaha has imi-

tated this in V. 3.

^ Consequently, Rohini, Mrgagiras and Ardra form the Gajavithi

;

Piinarvasu, Pushya, and Aglesha the Airavati vithi ;
Magha, Purva and

Uttara-Phalguni the Vrshabhavithi.
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4. Of these, the first three are in the northern road
; the

following three in the middle
;
the remaining three in the

southern road
;
and each of them occupies the northernmost,

middlemost, and southernmost part of each roadd

* e.g. the N%av. is the northernmost in the Northern road ; the Gajav.

the middlemost in it, and so forth. The author has but partly followed

Para9ara: 71^=^ I I

^ ^TiTsirfr^^: (v.i.

I fTT^IT I flff-

I tn:^T^ I i

wrfr i i

I iTTf^ I t^T-

5H:flrh‘ I II
The authority closely followed by our author

is Garga:
|

irffT^ ^^Txrt ^Tcft i

^%T:T^rT^W: II

wfffwrf^Tfh«!!W xT^MtTr I

^ II

'H ^fTT II

I

fwr: ii

^rn 1

This statement of Garga disagrees with another ascribed to him, and

given here below.
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5. Others say that the paths and roads are north, middle,

or south, according as the junction stars of the mansions are

in the north, middle, or south of the girdle of asterisms.

6. Some others again ^ define the roads in this way : the

northern road commences with Bharani (and goes to Magha
included)

;
the middle road begins with Purva-Phalguni

;

the southern road extends from Purva-Ashadha (to the end

of A5vini).

7. (But enough)
;
the science of stars is founded upon tra-

dition, and where the authorities disagree it does not become

us to make our own choice either way. My task is to men-

tion the different opinions.

8. The planet Venus setting or rising in the northern

paths, produces abundance of food and happiness
;
in the

middle paths, it has indifferent effects
;
in the southern ones,

it has a miserable influence.

9. One may state the effects to be very excellent, excellent,

a little less, indifferently good, middling, less than this, bad,

miserable, and utterly miserable, in the northern paths, and

so on, in succession.

10. The first division (of the cluster of Nakshatras) con-

sists of the four mansions, Bharani, Krttika, Bohini, and

Mrgaciras. It^ brings abundance, but causes terror in the

countries of Yanga, Anga, Mahisha, Bahlika, and Kalinga.

* Comm,
|

I

ii

II

^ I

II

There is a considerable discrepancy between this passage of Garga’s and

the one quoted immediately before. The word in the second

stanza means “ indifferent, neuter, neither good nor had.”

^ This is a very elliptical way of speaking for “ the planet standing

in this division.”
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11. If another planet overtakes^ Yenus after the latter has

risen in this division, it will destroy the kings of the Bhadra-

gvas,^ Qurasenas, Yaudheyas, and of Kotivarsha.

12. The second division is made up of Ardra, Punarvasu,

Pushya, and Aglesha
;

it brings immense rain and good crops
;

to Brahmans, especially to such as are cruel-minded, it is

disastrous.

13. "When Venus is assailed ^ in it by another planet, dis-

tress presses the barbarians, savages, horsekeepers, possessors

of kine, the Gronardas, proletaries, Qudras, and Yidehas.

14. The planet if rising in Magha, Purva-Phalguni, Uttara-

Phalguni, Hasta, or Citra (forming the third division), causes

the loss of the crops, danger of famine, and robbery, the rise

in rank of low-born people, and confusion of the different

classes of society.

15. The same being checked^ in Magha, etc., by another

planet, strikes the shepherds, Qabara-savages, Qudras, (bar-

barous) PuncBas, the savages of the western marches, the

‘ Utp.ala: wt WfrlfVfT I

^ The Bhadra^vas are a mythical people, fahled to live in the remote

East, or, according to the phrase of the astronomical Siddhautas, at

90° E. from Lanka, in the region where Yavakoti, “Java Point,” is

situated. (The r. Yamakoti is erroneous, for Yama’s kingdom is in the

South, not in the East ; and, besides, the compound Yamakoti is devoid

of sense.) The origin of the Bhadraqvas dwelling near the Udayagiri

may be traced, I think, to Rgveda, i. 115, 2, seq.

^ R'grri: i

W^ II

viji TTfnrr i

^ Yfv ii

^ The term dkramate—“jumps up against, assails, attacks, over-

powers”—is synonymous with drohati (v. 11), “jumps upon, overtakes.”

* Avashtahdha is another synonym to dkrdnta and drudha.
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Sulikas/ tke inhabitants of the Yanavasin district,^ the Dra-

vidas and coasters.^

16. The three mansions, Svati, Yicakha, and Anuradha,

form the fourth division, which causes no danger, promotes

abundance and prosperity amongst the nobility, but, at the

same time, dissensions betwixt friends.

17. The planet, when assailed in it, is deadly to the chief-

tain of the Kiratas, and crushes the Ikshvakus, the savage

border tribes,^ the Avantis, Pulindas, Tanganas, and Qura-

senas.

18. The five lunar asterisms, Jyeshtha, Mula, Purva-

AshadhA IJttara-Ashadha, and (^ravana (which makes the

fifth division), bring famine, robbers, and sickness, and annoy

the Kashmirians, Acmakas, Matsyas, Avantis, and those that

dwell along the banks of the Carudevi.

19. In case of Yenus being overtaken in this division, the

Abhiras, Dravidas, Ambashthas, Trigartians, Surashtrians,

and Sindhu-Suviras are ruined, and the lord of Kaci-country

will be killed.

20. The sixth division consists of the six Nakshatras,

Dhanishtha, Qatabhishaj, Purva-Bhadrapada, Uttara-Bhad-

rapada, Bevati, and Acvini
;

it is a lucky one, rich in corn,

teeming with wealth and flocks of cows, though, here and

there, it is not exempt from perils.

21. Should Yenus be overtaken in it, then the Sulikas,

Gandharians, and Avantis get afflicted, the King of Yideha

’ This seems to be the preferable spelling.

^ Utpala takes here appellative, as ; but this

being a general term would include all tribes living in forests, conse-

quently the Cabaras too. Cf. ch. xiv. 12 ; Mahabb. ii. 31, 69 ;
Lassen,

Ind. Alt. vol. iii. p. 185 and 279.

^ Thus the scholiast : since

means maritirni, the word certainly may denote the coasters, but here

we have rather to think of the islanders of the ocean. Cf. Mahabb.

ii. 31, 66.

^ Utpala : I
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is killed
;

the forest tribes of the Borders, the Tavanas,

Scythians, and servants^ flourish.

22. The fourth and flfth divisions are happy in the west

;

the third division is so in the east. The remaining have

such results as are mentioned above.®

23. Hesperus, when visible before sunset, bodes unsafety

;

when visible the whole day, famine and diseases
;
when seen

with the moon at noon, he brings discord between the royal

troops and the city.^

24. When the planet goes through the midst ^ of the

Pleiads, then the earth wfll be equally covered by the

streams, whose water-masses step out of the banks, so that

heights and depths on her surface are no more discernible.

25. When Rohini’s Wain^ is cleft (by Venus), the earth,

being chequered with hairs and pieces of bones (of the slain

* Comm.

^ i.e. the rising of the planet in the fourth or fifth division brings

luck to the Western regions. With Para^ara the six divisions are

termed

® The Comm, understands it to be discord between the king, the

army, and the city.

^ The term cheda, “ cleaving, going through,” might, if we bad to do

with its acceptation in scientific Hindu astronomy, be rendered by

“ occultation.” See below, v. 28.

* The Wain of Rohini is cleft, i.e. undergoes occultation by a planet,

when the latter, standing in the 17th degree of Taurus, has a southern

latitude (vikshepa) of a little more than two degrees. Thus in Sfirya S.

8, 13, and in the two following passages, one from Brahmagupta, the

other from Bhanubhatta

—

I

: I

^ I
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in battles), performs, as it were, tbe penance of “ wearing

skulls,” as though she had committed sin.^

26. Yenus, at reaching Mrgaciras, is said to be pernicious

to essences and grain
;
by standing in Ardra, the planet hurts

the Kocalas and Kalingas, and gives plenty of rain.

27. Y^hen the same stands in Punarvasu, the Acmakas

and Vidarbhas suffer great distress
;
when in Pushya, there

is copious rain, and warfare betwixt the hosts of the in-

habitants of Fairyland.^

28. Venus, moving in Aclesha, makes men suffer horribly

from serpents. By cleaving the star Magha,® the same is

’ This stanza of our author’s is cited in the Pancatantra (i. st. 239),

and that in a corrupt form.

^ The Vidyadharas are more especially the “wise” elves of Teutonic

mythology; etymologically, the elves, Icel. Alfar (the Gothic form of

w'hich cannot be Albos, as Grimm supposes in D. Mytb. p. 248, but

must have been Albjms, sing. Albus), are the Skr. Rbhus, a word that

likewise means “clever, skilful.” King Alfred the Great, or, as the North-

men called him, Elfradr hinn Riki, rightly bore his name,^ “ having the

wisdom of an elf.”

^ Utpala gives in a quotation the definition of the cleaving, alias

occultation, of the junction star of Magha by a planet

:

“The definition of the occultation of the star in question is, according to

the scientific astronomers, as follows:” “A planet occults the junction

star of Magha (Regulus) when its own rectified latitude, being in the

same direction (north), is more than half the latitude, and less than one

and a half the latitude of the star.” From this we may deduce that

the author of the stanza, whoever he may have been (probably Brahma-

gupta), had a still more accurate knowledge of the real latitude of

Regulus than the Surya S. has, in which the latitude is stated to be 0.

Another stanza defines the latitude of the Moon when causing the occult-

ation of certain stars

:
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mischievous to the great treasurers {alias, prime ministers),

but bestows much rain.

29. In Purva-Phalguni the planet annihilates the savage

Qabaras and Pulindas, and promotes the fall of rain
;
in

TJttara-Phalguni it brings rain and strikes the inhabitants

of Kuru-field and Pancala.

30, 31. By Yenus standing in Hasta, the Kurus and

painters suffer, and the rain is prevented from falling

;

in Citra, afldiction comes to diggers of wells and to birds,

but there will be a fine rain
;
in Svati the rain will be plenti-

ful, and distress reigns amongst messengers, merchants, and

skippers
;
in Yicakha also the planet gives nice rain, though

merchants, to be sure, incur peril.

32. The planet, when in Anuradha, occasions strife be-

tween the potentates
;
in Jyeshtha, grief to great monarchs

;

in Mula, to druggists and physicians
;
in all three there is

drought.

33. In Purva-Ashadha, aquatic animals are vexed; in

XJttara-Ashadha, diseases rage ; in Qravana, sickness of the

ear prevails
;
in Dhanishtha, danger awaits the infidels.^

34. In Qatabhishaj, Hesperus afflicts distillers
;
in Purva-

Bhadrapada, gamblers from profession, as well as the Kuru-

Pancfflas
;
at the same time he brings rain.

35. The same, when in Uttara-Bhadrapada,^ damages fruits

and roots, and, when in Bevati, such kings as are to under-

take a campaign
;
when in Acvini, horse-keepers

;
and, in

Bharani, the Kiratas and Yavanas.®

“ The Moon occults the third star of Magh^ when she has her greatest

latitude north
; so she does Pushya, Revati, and Catabhishaj, when she

has no latitude.” From this we must conclude that the third star of the

mansion Magha is v Leonis.

* To understand the quibble, we must bear in mind that another name

of Dhanishtha is Cravishtha, and that Bauddhas are Cravakas. Cf.

ch. viii. 12.

^ In the printed text is an erratum for

® We see that not only in the Ramayana the word Yavana is quibbled

upon by being connected with , for is synonymous with, or
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36. When Yenus becomes visible, or sets on the 14th,

15tb, or 8tb of the dark half of the month, then the earth

resembles one sea of water.

37. When Yenus and Jupiter stand, one in the west, the

other in the east, in the seventh asterism {alias, at six signs

distance) from each other,i then the people, oppressed with

sickness, unsafety, and grief, look in vain for rain from the

Rain-god.

38. When Jupiter, Mercury, Mars, and Saturn move, all

of them, before Yenus, then arise conflicts among men,

dragons, and the inhabitants of Fairyland, and storms caus-

ing the downfall of all that is high.

39. Friends will be fickle in their friendship
;
Brahmans

do not duly attend to their work and not the slightest rain

is granted by the Thunderer, who, with his thunderbolt,

cleaves the tops of the mountains.

40. At Saturn advancing before Yenus, the barbarians,

cats, elephants, asses, bufialos, dark sorts of grain, hogs,

Pulinda-savages, Qudras and inhabitants of the Dekkhan,

perish by the outbreak of ophthalmia and rheumatic

diseases.

41. Yenus preceding Saturn, destroys the people by fire,

the sword, famine, drought, and robbers, and hurts mov-

able and immovable things in this world, and the northern

country, and the space around by fire, lightning, and dust.

42. The same staying behind Jupiter, ruins everything

white. Brahmans, cows, temples, and the East
;
the clouds

pour showers of hailstones
;

diseases of the throat prevail

;

but the autumnal corn will be plentiful.

43. Mercury standing before Yenus, at rising or setting,

brings rain, and occasions different kinds of jaundice of

at least figured by, That once must have been a common

word for womb may be safely inferred from the fact that really

occurs as partus, gestatio, Rgveda, x. 31, 6.

' The author “ intimates herewith,” says Utpala, “ that one of them

must he on the eastern, the other on the western horizon”

—
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bilious origin,^ promotes tbe growth of summer corn, is

deadly to monks, keepers of sacrificial fire, physicians, stage

performers, horses, Vaicyas, cows, kings along with their

vehicles, to yellow things, and the West.

44. When Hesperus is red, like fire, there is danger of

fire; when blood-red, the sword will rage; when pale, like

a gold line on a touchstone, diseases reign
;
when greenish

yellow or russet, asthma and cough rage
;
when ashy, coarse,

or dusty in appearance, no water falls from heaven.

45. But when the brightest of planets shows the hue of

curdled milk, the white water-lily, or the moon, has distinct

and far expanding rays, and a large orb, occupies a favour-

able position amid the stars, is free from unnatural signs and

victorious,^ then it brings about a state of things similar to

that in the Golden Age.

Chapter X.

Saturn’s Course.

1. In staying in Qravana, Svati, Hasta, j^rdra, Bharani, and

Purva-Phalguni, Saturn, if bright, makes the earth to be

covered with plenty of water.

2. The same, standing in AcleshA Qatabhishaj, and Jye-

shtha, brings safety, but no abundant rain
;

in Mula, he

brings famine, the sword, and drought. I will also state the

effects (of Saturn) in each mansion separately.

3. By moving in Acvini, Saturn destroys horses, grooms,

poets, physicians, and kings’ counsellors
;
by moving in

Bharani, dancers, musicians, singers, outcasts, and reprobates.

4. At Saturn standing in Krttika, such as are dependent

upon fire in their profession (smiths, etc.) and generals

’ The r. cRXTT^t ^ is wrong-
; r. with the Comm., or, as

some MSS. have,

^ A planet is styled “victorious” when it shows the signs enumerated

in ch. xvii. 10.
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suffer; so do the Kosalas, Madras, Ka9is, PancMas, and

waggoners during the planet’s stay in Pohini.

5, 6. The Vatsas, sacrificers, their employers, noblemen,

and the inhabitants of the Middle-country suffer, when Saturn

is moving in Mrgaciras
;
likewise the Paratas, Eamathas, oil-

millers, bleachers, and thieves, during the planet’s stay in

Ardra; so do the Panjabees, the inhabitants of the Western

Marches, Surashtrians and Sindhu-Sauviras, when Saturn

stands in Punarvasu; and when in Pushya, bell-ringers,

public criers, Yavanas, merchants, gamblers, and flowers.

7, 8. The planet’s motion in Aclesha causes affliction to

aquatic animals or products, and snakes; in Magha, to the

Bahlikas, Chinese, Gandharians, Sulikas, Paratas, Yamyas,

to storehouses and merchants; in Purva-Phalguni, to vendors

of liquors,^ women of the town, damsels, and the Mahrattees

;

in Uttara-Phalguni, to kings, sugar, salt, mendicant friars,

water, and the district of Taksha9ila.

9. By the planet standing in Hasta, barbers, potters (or

oil-millers), thieves, physicians, tailors, elephant catchers,

harlots, the Kausalakas, and makers of garlands are afflicted.

10. When Saturn is stajdng in Citra, the same occurs to

women, writers, painters, and variegated vessels
;
^ when in

SvMi, to bards, spies, envoys, equerries,^ shippers, mimics,

and such-like people.

11. By the planet’s stay in Vi9akha, the Trigartians,

Chinese, Kulutas, saffron, lac, corn, madder, and safflower are

lost.

12. When the planet stands in Anuradh^ the Kulutas,

Tanganas, Kashmirians, along with kings’ counsellors, magi-

cians,^ and bell-ringers, come to grief, and discord arises be-

tween friends.

1 Utpala differently: 7^: ^ TTy

i

x[^t fqstirym: I

2 Utpala: I I

® are, according to the Comm., TTj

they combine, however, both qualifications.

^ Otherwise the Comm, I
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13, Kings, priests, men honoured by kings, heroes, asso-

ciations, families, and guilds come to grief by Saturn stand-

ing in Jyeshtha; so do the Kacis, Kosalas, Pancalas, fruits,

herbs, and soldiers, by his stay in Mula.

14, When the planet is moving in Purva-Ashadha, the

Angas, Yangas, Kausalas, Magadhas, Pundras, Mithilas, the

inhabitants of the district of Girivraja and Tamalipta come

to grief,

15, 16. Saturn moving in Uttara-Ashadha, destroys the

Dacarnas, Yavanas, Ujjain, the Qabaras, the mountaineers of

Pariyatra, and the Kuntibhojas; in Qravana, judges, eminent

Brahmans, physicians, chaplains, and the Kalingas. When
the planet stands in Dhanishtha, the king of Magadha con-

quers, and treasurers thrive.

17. During the planet’s remaining in Qatabhishaj and

Purva-Bhadrapada, some among the physicians, poets, dis-

tillers, traders, and politicians are distressed
;
so are rivers,^

Cartwrights, women, and gold, by Saturn moving in Uttara-

Bhadrapada.

18. When Saturn is moving in Revati, persons maintained

by kings, the inhabitants of Kraunca-dvipa, the autumnal

corn, Qabaras and Yavanas are crushed.

19. When Jupiter is moving in Yicakha, while Saturn

stands in Krttika, then most horrible calamity befalls the

people
;
when both planets are staying in one mansion, there

will be civil feud.

20. If Saturn is variegated, he destroys the birds
;
if yellow,

he causes danger of famine
;

if blood-red, he threatens danger

of the sword; and if ashy-coloured, he occasions many
quarrels.

21. If he is spotless bright, showing the lustre of the

beryl, he brings good to the people. He is also auspicious

if showing the hue of the blue Barleria and flax-flower.

Agreeably to the statements of the Seers, Saturn is destructive

to the members of such and such a caste, the colour of which
he happens to assume,'^

' in the printed text is an erratum for

^ In the text is an error for

VOL. V.—[new series.] 0
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Chapter XI.

The Course of Comets.

1. After a previous study of the Course of Comets by

Garga, Paracara, Asita-Devala, and many other authorities/

I undertake now to treat this subject in such a way as to

remove perplexity.

2. The rising or setting of comets cannot be known by
astronomical rule, as there are three different kinds of them

;

celestial, atmospheric, and terrestrial.

3. Anything which, without fire, has an igneous appear-

ance, is a species of blazing star, except glow-worms, meteors

on the graves,^ gems, jewels, and the like.®

4. Atmospheric lights are such as are (occasionally observed)

on banners, swords, dwellings, trees, horses, elephants; celestial

ones are seen among the asterisms. Such as do not belong to

these two descriptions are terrestrial Ketus.

5. Some state that there are 101 comets; others, that there

are 1,000 ;
the Seer Narada declares there is only one comet,

which assumes different shapes.

6. Wliat does it matter, whether there is but one or more ?

’ These are, according to Utpala, Ka^yapa, Rshiputra, Narada, Vajra,

etc. From Vajra very little is known. I surmise that it is synonymous

with Parfujara (cf. Atharva V. 6, 65, 1) and Garga (see footnote at ch. i. 3).

The term pi^uculaya is, to my knowledge, nowhere explained. As

the Piqacas are supposed to have their favotirite abodes in the ceme-

teries, I think that pliosphorical phenomena so common in burial

grounds are so termed.

^ From this definition it appears that the term ketu admits of no exact

rendering
;
generally it denotes “ comets,” but the terrestrial and atmo-

spheric ketus are most likely phosphoric and electric phenomena, as

well as falling stars and gaseous lights in morasses. I cannot forbear

recalling to the memory of the reader the lines in Byron’s “Manfred”:

“ When the moon is on the wave,” etc.
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The effects, though, should at all events be told, along with

their rising, setting, place, contact, hazy covering and colour.

7. The number of months whereia the comets show their

influence is equal to the number of days during which they

are visible
;
in the same manner the number of years corre-

sponds to that of months. The effects begin to take place

after forty-five days.^

8. A comet which is short, small, serene, glossy, not crooked >

white, and appearing but for a short time, or only perceived

just rising,® brings abundance and happiness.

9. If a comet shows an appearance the reverse of the fore-

mentioned,. it is not auspicious, especially if it resembles a

rainbow, or has two or three crests.^

10. Twenty-five comets with crests, and shining like a

necklace of pearls, jewels or gold,, are termed “the Kiranas.”

They are visible in the eastern and western region,^ and oc-

casion quarrels amongst sovereigns. They are the offspring

of the Sun.

11. Even as many stars resembling in colour to parrots,

fire, the Dophariya-flower, lac or blood, are visible in the

south-west, boding danger of fire. They are the sons of Fire.

12. As many others, with crooked crests, and rough and

1 The Comm, confesses that the statement is not very clear

—

II

f^M^IrMCrT. I

® Utpala r.^fH^^:, and explains
I

^ i.e. in common parlance, “tail..”

‘ Utpala remarks tliat the whole number of them is not visible at the

same time, but each of them separately. This rule is of general appli-

cation : Tl^t Tl^ I ^
HWr I
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dark, appear in the south. Being the sons of Death, they

forebode pestilence.

13. Twenty-two stars, radiant, but without crest, in ap-

pearance round, like a mirror, and resembling water or od,

visible in the north-east, are the children of Earth, and

threaten with famine.

14. Three comets shining like to moon-light, silver, hoar-

frost, the white lotus or jessamine, show themselves in the

north. They are the sons of the Moon, and bring plenty.

15. There is a single comet, with three crests and three

colours, the offspring of the Creator. Know that this star,

which may rise in any quarter, is called “Brahma’s rod,”

and foretells the end of the world.

16. Herewith are enumerated the 101 comets.^ I shall

now proceed to indicate the tokens by which the 899 (other)

comets may be clearly recognized.

17. In the north and north-east rise the so-called eighty-

four comets, the sons of Hesperus. They show large and

white stars, a soft brilliancy, and produce hard effects.

18. Sixty stars, termed “ the Gold comets,” children of

Saturn, are glossy, resplendent, and double-crested. They

may appear in any quarter, and have a most deleterious

influence.

1 The same number is given by Par^ara
;
yet the enumeration differs

in detail : I I

i i wr-

I Xf(\ II
The Rsbi Auddalika is only another form of Udd&-

laka, for in mythology father and son, i.e. the earlier and later phases

of the same phenomenon, get naturally confounded. Cveta-ketu, “ the

white comet,” the well-known fabled teacher in the Upanishads and

Brahmanas, is, as the name by itself clearly shows, a star, and not a

man. Cf. v. 37 below.
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19. The ‘‘hairless” comets, the offspring of Jupiter, have

no crest, and one bright nucleus. These, sixty-five in number,

are fulgent, appear in the south, and are of evil augury.

20. The fifty-one, named the “ Thieves,” sons of Mercury,

are faint, not very clear, long and white; they may rise in

any direction, and produce evil effects.

21. Ill-omened, too, are the children of Mars, sixty in

number, who look like blood or fire, and show three crests

and three kernels. These, styled the “ Saffron-coloured
”

comets, are visible in the north.

22. The thirty-three sons of Rahu, nominated the “Opa-

cous wedges,” show themselves on the disk of sun and moon.

What they presage, has been told in the chapter headed

—

The Sun’s Course.^

23. A hundred-and-twenty others, called the “Omniform”
comets, are the offspring of Fire. They are enwrapt in a

blazing circle, and occasion dreadful fires.

24. Seventy-seven comets, of dark red hue, without a

nucleus, with diffuse rays, and in the shape of chowries,

are the sons of Air. These, known by the appellation of

the “ Red,” are rough in appearance, and bring evil.

25. Eight other comets, named the “ Heap,” because re-

sembling a cluster of stars, are children of the Creator. The

204, called the square comets, are likewise his offspring.^

26. Thirty-two, sons of Yaruna, termed the “Herons,”

have the shape of a bamboo or shrub. These, brilliant as

the moon, are said to have cruel effects.

27. Ninety-six, styled the “Trunks,” as bearing the shape

of headless bodies, are children of Time. These comets, whose

nucleus lacks distinctness, are malign and dreadful.^

28. The nine comets, rising in the nine quarters, show one

bright and great star. So much for the general description

of the thousand comets
;
I shall now enter into details.

* ch. iii. 7-

^ It is to be understood, as the scholiast adds, that these have an evil

influence

:

® Utpala follows another reading (see Var. Lect.) and explains accord-

ingly, “bring safety to the Pundras.”
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29. The Fat comet rises in the west, stretching far to the

northward
;

is large and of glossy appearance. It causes

instant mortality, yet egregious abundance too.

30. The Bone comet, having the same characteristics, save

that it is rough, is said to bring frightful famine. Another,

known as the Sword comet, having the same appearance,

except that it is smooth, and rises in the east, occasions

affrays and pestilence.

31. The Skull comet, with purple-tinged rays and crest,

becomes visible at the day of new moon, in the east, and

extends its course through half the heavens
;
it causes famine,

mortality, drought, and sickness.

32. The comet of Eudra rises in the east, on tbe path of

Fire,^ with a crest in the shape of a trident, and with a

blackish, rough or red glare. It extends its course over a

third part of heaven, and has the same effects as the former.

33. In the west rises the Movable comet, whose crest is

an inch high, and turned to the south. It is steadily in-

creasing in length the more it proceeds to the north.

34. As it has come near the asterism of the Great Bear,

the pole-star and Abhijit (Vega), it goes back, and having

moved through half the firmament, sets in the south.

35. It will destroy the country from Prayaga, on the

Ganges, as far as IJjjain and Pushkararanya,'"* and north-

wards up to the river Devika, along with the greatest part

of the middle country.

36. Some parts of other countries, too, will be stricken

by diseases and -famine. Its influence will be felt for ten

months, or, according to others, 'for eighteen.

37. The White comet will be visible in the east, at mid-

night, with a crest pointing to the south, and another, named

Ka,® resembling a yoke, in the west. Both will be seen at

the same time, during seven days.

^ In the printed text r., of course, As to the path of Fire,

cf. ch. ix. 3.

^ The erratum in the text needs scarcely to be pointed out.

® In Para^ara is added, “ Ka, the son of the Creator,”
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38. Both bring plenty and luck, if they he smooth. Should

Ka he seen for a longer period, then he bodes distress from

the fury of the sword during ten years.

39. When the White comet resembles a tuft of hair, is

rough and darkish, and when, after moving through a third

part of the firmament, it retrogrades from right to left,^ then

it destroys two-thirds of the population.

40. A hairy star with purple-tinged crest, becoming visible

near the Pleiads, is known as the Radiant comet. It has the

same effects as the last-mentioned.

41. The Dhruva-ketu^ has no determined course, dimen-

sion, colour, or form, and may appear in any direction, as

well in the heavens as. in the sky, or on the earth. If

fulgent, it has agreeable results.

42. But the princes on whose warlike equipments,^ the

coimtries on whose dwellings, trees, and hills, and the house-

holders on whose implements this luminary is seen, are doomed

to destruction.

43. The comet termed the Water-lily, as bearing the hue

of that flower, appears for one night in the west, with its

crest tending to the east. It brings surely uncommon abun-

dance throughout ten years.

44. The Gem comet, visible but once, for the space of one

and Cv'eta-ketii bears the surname of Uddalaka:

TT^T: II
Cf. V. 16.

• Utpala:
| I

^ The rendering would be “ the firm, fixed comet,” hut this does not

agree with the description. It may be supposed our author followed a

corrupt reading, for Parfiqara calls this comet Dhilma-ketu.

^ Utpala : This defini-

tion seems too narrow, since horses and elephants themselves are

reckoned to belong to the Cf. Amara-kosha, ii. 8, 2, 1.
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watch, in the west, has an extremely faint nucleus
;

its crest

is right and white, like a drop of milk from a woman’s breast.

45. At rising it brings abundance for four months and a

half. Sometimes, however, it gives rise also to the prevalence

of noxious animals.

46. The "Water comet appears likewise in the west; it looks

glossy, and wears its crest erected in a westerly direction.

It produces for nine months plenty and tranquillity among
mankind.

47. The Bhava-ketu, showing a faint nucleus, and shed-

ding a soft lustre, is visible for one night in the east. Its

crest, tui'ned to the right, is like a lion’s tail.

48. One may predict uncommon abundance during a

number of months, corresponding to that of hours for which

the star continues visible. In case the comet looks rough,

one may expect deadly diseases.

49. The Lotus comet, white, like the fibre of the nymphaea,

will be seen for one night in the west
;

it brings plenty and

joy during seven years.

50. The comet styled Avarta rises in the west, at mid-

night, shining bright, red-coloured, and with its crest turned

southward.' The abundance caused by it lasts as many
months as is the number of hours the star is visible.

51. Another, styled Samvarta, bears a purple red crest,

and shows itself at twilight, in the west. After percurring

a third part of the heavens, this horrible comet makes a

stand, showing a crest in the shape of a trident.

52. Throughout a number of years, equal to that of hoiirs

it is visible, it will slay monarchs by the sword, and vex the

asterism in which it rises.^

53. Now I shall set forth which kings are killed, if an

asterism is touched or wrapped in haze by any other but au-

spicious comets.

54. A malign comet in A9vini will strike the ruler of the

' Comm.

^ The consequence of which is that those \vho stand under the in-

fluence of the particular asterism will suffer at the same time.
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Acmakas
;

in Bharani, of tke Kiratas
;

in Krttika, the

sovereign of Kalinga; in Bohini, the chieftain of the (^iira-

senas.

55, 56. Such a one in Mrgaciras, destroys the king of

the Ucinaras
;

in Ardra, the chief of the Fishermen
;
^ in

Punarvasu, the lord of the Acmakas
;

in Pushya, the go-

vernor of M agadha
;
in Aclesha, the lord of the Asikas

;
in

Magha, the king of Anga; in Piirva-Phalguni, the sove-

reign of Pandya
;
in TJttara-Phalguni, the king of TJjjain

;

and in Hasta, the chief of the Dandaka district.

57. When a comet hurts Oitra, those who are well up in

the lore may predict the death of the ruler of Kuru-field.

The kings of the Kashmirians and Kambojas are annihilated,

in case an evil comet stands in Svati.

58. If such a one stays in Yicakha, the 'sovereigns of the

Ikshvakus and of Alaka^ are killed; if in AnurMha, the

Pundra chieftain
;
and if in Jyeshtha, the emperor is slain.

59. 60. Through an evil comet in Miila, the king of An-

dhra, as well as he of the Madrakas, finds his death
;
by one

in Purva-Ashadha, the potentate of Kaci. One in Uttara-

Ashadha, will kill the monarchs of the Yaudheyas, Arjuna-

yanas, Qibis, and Cedis
;
in Qravana and the five following,

successively, the chief of Kekaya, the Panjab, Ceilon, Yanga,

the Nimisha district and Kiratas.

61. A comet whose crest is touched by a meteor is auspi-

cious
;

still more auspicious one at whose appearance rain

falls,® although it bodes ill luck to the Colas, Afghans, white

Huns, and Chinese.

62. Countries lying in the direction where the crest of a

^ Utpala places them in the East

:

^ The r. of the Comm. incautiously rejected by

the editor, seems preferable. It is passingly strange to find an Alaka

mentioned as if it were different from Alaka ruled by Kubera, but a

people of the name of Ralaka is as yet wholly unknown. The scholiast

says only : fTWT^ TJW\ I

® The scholiast r. and explains accordingly,

“just seen at rising.”
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comet is bent or pointing to, and those whose presiding as-

terism is touched by a comet, are struck down by heaven’s

power. When a monarch attacks them, he will take posses-

sion of the goods of hostile kings, like the eagle preys upon

the coils of the snakes, his enemies.

Chapter XII.

The Course of Agastya {Canopus),

[Succinctly is here treated the course of the Seer Agastya,^

the purifier of the waters, him who checked the Yindhya

mountain in rearing its head as a hindrance to the Sun’s

course
;
him who devoured the demon Vatapi, that had split

the loins of many Seers
;
him, the ocean of purity, by whom

the ocean was swallowed^ and the southern quarter adorned.]

1. It is he who, in the days of yore, at once heightened

the splendour of the ocean, by causing the water to vanish

:

the rocky peaks, scooped out by the claws of sea-monsters,

were no longer covered with waves, but with a rolling tide

of the choicest gems and jewels, blended with dropping

pearls, as if to abash the gods with their bright jewelled

crowns.

2. It is he who increased the magnificence of the sea,

although he bereft her of the water, since the treeless cliflTs

showed coral-trees, precious stones, and jewels, and glittering

snakes coming forth in long rows.

3. It is he who, by swallowing the waters of the great

* i.e. in common parlance, “ bright Canopus.” Agasti, of which

agastya is a produced form, is derived with suffix (or seeming suffix)

asti, like gabhasti, from the base aj, anj, “ to brighten,” a meaning

especially apparent from Thus agasti signifies bright,

shining. From the same base is “ fire, “an ornament,”

and probably as well as Greek asTis.

^ The myths alluded to are so well known, chiefly from the Ramfiyana

and Mahahharata, that they require no other indication.
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ocean, brought it to grief, but, at tbe same time, to a state

of lustre, suck as immortals only know, through the spark-

ling dolphins, water-elephants, serpents, and the jewels

scattered round aboutd

4. The ocean, bereft, indeed, of its water, but covered with

floundering dolphins, pearl-oysters, and conch-shells was

lovely as the lake in autumn, with its rippling waves, water-

lilies, and swans.

5. It is he who made the sea shine as heaven, with dolphins

for its white clouds, with precious stones for stars, with crystal

for its moon, with its drained bottom for a serene harvest sky,

and with the radiant gems in the hoods of snakes for comets

and planets.

6. The Vindhya stands raising its shaking summits, in

order to mar the road to the Day-god’s chariot
;
like banners

gaily float on high the garments which support the disturbed

Elves (in moving through the sky), who are eagerly pressing

to their bosom their dear loves clinging to their shoulders

;

the mountain waterfalls, issuing from the caves, are haunted

by lions, from whose heads hang, like chaplets oi blue Bar-

lerias, clusters of bees following the scent of the elephant’s

frontal juice mingled with the quafied blood; it seems as if

^ The scholiast understands to have a

double meauing-; the first and natural one as rendered above ; the other,

as referring to as foUows

:

I ^ i Orfw
I ^ I i

Now, waiving some minor

points, e.g. the inaccuracy of identifying prasphurat with calat, it will

be observed that the animal on which an image is represented to sit has

little to do with the god’s
;
most certainly the retrogradation of Mars

does not show his lu short, the secoud explanation is devoid of

meaning.
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the mountain is to touch the roof of the sky with his reared

rocky tops, where hyenas, bears, tigers, and monkeys dwell,

and crowds of inebriated bees, troubled and startled by the

elephants pulling down the blossoming trees, tune their

humming sounds; the Narmada embraces, like a loving damsel

in amorous sport, the mountain, where immortals frequent

the pleasure-grounds, and sages live without other food but

water, roots, and air. Such was the Yindhya, when he was

stemmed by Agastya. Listen ye now to the description of

the Seer’s appearance.^

7. At the rise of Agastya, the waters, which (during the

rains) have grown soiled, through the contact with mud, be-

come clean spontaneously, like the heart of the virtuous.^

8. Autumn,^ by nurturing a row of noisy swans flanked on

both sides by ruddy geese, shines like a smiling lady showing

her (white) teeth, whose extremities are tinged red by the

use of betel.

9. Dazzling, like a dexterous damsel, who intimates her

^ The rise of Canopus must hav^e been celebrated already in Vaidic

times, as may be gathered from Rgveda i. 170 and 180, 8, in which

latter passage the Alvins, the geniuses of the year, are invocated as

bestowing the boon of Canopus’ rising. In the same manner the Alvins

restore youth to Cyavana or Cyavana (alias Bhrgu’s son), i.e. Bhrgu

(Hesperus) is born again as Bhrgu-putra (Lucifer).

has a double meaning. As attribute to-

it is “ defiled by contact with the wicked ;
” is “ bad

soil, mud is “wicked men,” or, as Utpala expresses himself,

^T^TTi- As to the idea expressed in the stanza, cf. Raja-

tarangini, 3, 327 ; 2, 144. Agastya’s purifying influence on the mind

seems to be hinted at also in Rgveda i. 179, 5 (an Agastya hymn, how-

ever fragmentary).

His beneficent influence is mentioned in the subsequent stanza

:

® As well in this couplet as in the next following, we have to r.

with the MSS., in lieu of
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love by knitted brows and side glances, is Autumn adorned

with a cluster of hovering bees, while she abounds in white

water-lilies, blooming near blue lotusesd

10. As if desirous of beholding the lustre the Moon has

assumed after the disappearance of the rainy clouds, the pond

with its eddying waves opens at night its eyes, the water-lilies,

whose petals cover black bees as beautiful lashes deck eyes with

dark pupils.

11. The earth, replete with pools that abound in a motley

variety of lotuses, swans, ruddy geese and ducks, presents,

as it were, a hospitable gift of jewels, many flowers and

fruits to Agastya.

12. The water which has been poured out at Indra’s com-

mand by the snakes, whose bodies are wrapt in the clouds,

and thus has been stained by burning poison, becomes pure

at the appearance of Agastya.

13. He, Yaruna’s son, removes sin, even when he is re-

membered, how much more when he is praised. How he

ought to be honoured has been taught by the Seers, which

I here repeat for the king’s sake.

14. The heliacal rising of Agastya for each country must

be found and stated by the astronomer through calculation.

Now, for Ujjain, this takes place, when the true place of the

sun is seven degrees short of Yirgo."

15. 16. At the time when the rays of morning just pierce

through the nightly dark, the king, after being shown by the

astrologer the point of Agastya’s rising, should reverentially

1 As the translation does not clearly mark the corresponding parts of

the comparison, I subjoin part of the Comm.
:

(t.c. with

and I^
and anon; {i.e.

etc.; the latter is not sufficient. The etc.)

of the black eyes is compared to the of black bees.

^ Colebrooke has copiously commented on this passage, Misc. Essays,
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lay down on earth, in honour of the guest, his gift, consisting

of fragrant flowers and fruits of the season, of jewels from

the sea, of gold, garments, a milch-cow, a bull, milk porridge,

cakes, curdles, barley-corns, fragrant incense, and salves.

17. When the king, with belief in his heart, offers this

gift, he will be freed from sins and conquer his enemies
;
and if

he bring the oblation duly during seven years, he will acquire

dominion over the sea-girdled earth.

18. A Brahman,, offering a gift according to what he

chances to possess, obtains knowledge of the scriptures, wives,

and offspring; a Vaicya acquires land; a Qudra, great

wealth
;
and all shall obtain health and the reward of their

deserts.

19. When Agastya looks rough, he causes diseases
;
when

russet, drought
;
when purple-tinged, harm to cows

;
when

twinkling, perils. When he shows the colour of madder, he

brings famine and battles
;
when he seems small, he forebodes

that the town shall be beleaguered.

20. But if, shining like gold or crystal, he refreshes, as it

were, the earth with streams of light, then the country will

have plenty of food and teem with a contented and healthy

population.

ii. p. 353, seq. (As. Res. ix.). Tlie passage from the Pancasiddhantikd,

referred to by Colebrooke, as analagous to one in the Bh&svati, is

:

‘ Multiply half the length of the equinoctial shadow by 25 ;
take from

this product, expressed in minutes, the corresponding arc ; add the

length of the shadow multiplied by 21 ; multiply by 10 ; tbis gives the

number in Vinadis. At tbis number, reckoning from the beginning of

Cancer, stands the sun, when Agastya rises in the south, like a mark on

the front of a damsel.”
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21. Agastya brings danger of famine and pestilence, when
hurt by a meteor or comet. He rises (thus it has been said

of yore) when the sun is standing in Hasta, and sets when the

sun has reached Rohini.^

Chapter XIII.

The Course of the Seven Seers {Great Bear).

1, 2. I shall tell, according to the theory of Vrddha-Garga,

the course of those Seven Seers by whom the northern region

is, as it were, protected ; through whom she shines, as if

adorned with a string of pearls, like a maiden with joyful

countenance, wearing a wreath of white water-lilies
;
those

Seven Seers by the turning round of whom the northern

region seems dancing, the pole-star being the regulator.

3. The Seven Seers were in Magha, when king Yudhish-

thira ruled the earth, and the period of that king is 2526

years before the Qaka era.®

4. They remain moving for a hundred years in each lunar

^ See Colebrooke, Lc. His statement that there are three periods of

rising and setting, according to Utpala,is not quite exact. On the con-

trary, Utpala expressly intimates that the rising of Canopus, when the

sun stands in Hasta, is contrary to science, and only repeated hy the

author out of deference for the Ancients. He says

which is quite true; where our author uses it is so much as

relata refero ; ^ I 1

WfSWTrl I
The three periods of rising are enumerated hy

Paraqara, as quoted hy Utpala. Here part of the passage:

I fw Tl^fTT I

® This stanza is quoted hy Kahlana in his Raja-tarangini, i. 56.
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mansion, and rise constantly in the north-east, together witli

Arundhatid

5, 6. At the eastern extremity stands Marici
;
next to him

in westerly direction is Yaslshtha; next to whom Angiras;

then Atri, next to whom Pulastya, Pulaha, and Kratu, in

regular succession, beginning from the east. Arundhati,

that pattern of spouses, is seen next to Yasishtha.®

7 . Y^hen these luminaries are pale, devoid of beams, faint

or vexed by meteors, thunderbolts, haze, and such-like, they

wiU destroy each their own dependency
;
® on the contrary,

they tend to make the same prosper, in case they seem large

and bright.

8. Marici is understood to have power of doing harm to

Gandharvas, gods, demons, spells, herbs, angels, goblins,

dragons, and elves.

1 Cf. Colebrooke, Misc. Essays, ii. p. 356. The other reading of the

latter part is rendered hy Colehrooke, “ Being connected with that par-

ticular Nakshatra, to which, wlien it rises in the East, the line of their

rising is directed.” This does not agree with the Sanskrit words, as

given hy Colehrooke in a foot-note, hut these are evidently misprinted.

One MS. of the Comm, has : TTT^T^^fft

the interpretation of which is

:

51^ I f^T I I

^ Tn^I^rT: wr »Rfrl]

f^rTT II
Text and commentary are corrupted and adulterated ; so

much is certain, whereas Colehrooke’s rendering cannot hut express the

purport. Now, we have to r. in the text, for ^ and H
are regularly confounded; in the Comm, is, in hoth instances, an

error forw (wr)' and this the word hy which of the text was

rendered. The passage is debased to such an extent that the hand of

Utj)ala is only partially visible.

^ Consequently, the stars a, y, 8, e, (, and of the Great Bear, cor-

respond to Kratu, Pulaha, Pulastya, Atri, Augiras, Vasishtha, and

Marici. Arundhati must he the small star near called Alcor or g.
^ Mentioned in the subsequent verses.
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9. Yasishtha, when hurt, is deadly to the Scythians,

Yavanas, Dards, Paratas, Kambojas, and hermits living in

the wilderness
;
he gives prosperity, when he is radiant.

10. Scholars, wise men, and Brahmans are enumerated as

belonging to Angiras; and foresters, aquatic produces, the

sea and rivers are allotted to Atri.

11. To Pulastya are said to belong giants, devils, children

of darkness, fiends and serpents; to Pulaha, roots, and fruits;

and to Kratu, sacrifices and sacrificers.

Chapter XIV.

Division of the Globe}

1. Each group of three lunar mansions, to begin with

Krttika, forms a ninth of the whole series
; to each of these

groups corresponds a part of the countries, the division of

which begins at the centre in Bharata-varsha, proceeding

hence to the eastward, south-eastward, and so forth.^

^ The word kurma is the specific Sanskrit form of a word once common

to all Indo-European tongues, viz. kurma, Lat. culmus. Teuton, holm,

etc. It does not originally denote the “ tortoise” itself, but its back, for

the proper meaning is “ mound, buckle, half-globe, holm.” Even in

Sanskrit, in such compounds as kurmonnata, the word signifies the

form of the back of the tortoise. At the time when the term

became current, kurma was taken in its proper sense. Yet in later times

they wholly mistook the meaning, and made an absurd drawing, repre-

senting a tortoise, as if kurma could denote a level ! The rendering by

“globe” is not wholly exact, since properly only a half-globe, a holm, is

supposed to be raised above the waters. Cf. Ind. Stud. x. 209.

^ The astrological use of this partition is, that, a particular group of

Nakshatras being vexed, the corresponding group of countries suffers

too, or, as Garga puts it

:

II

VOL. V.—[new series.] 6
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2, 3, 4. The centre is formed by the Bhadras, Arimedas,

Mandavyas, Salvas, Nipas, Iljjihanas, Sankhyatas, Marwar,

the Vatsas, Ghosha, those who dwell along the banks of the

Jamna and Sarasvati, the Matsyas, Madhyamikas, Mathurese,

Upajyotisha, Dharmaranya, the Qurasenas, Gauragrivas,

TJddehikas, Pandus, Gudas, Acvatthas, PancMas, Oudhe,

the Kankas, Kurus, Kalkote, the Kukuras, Pariyatra-hills,

Udumbaras, Kapishthalas, and Hastinapura.

5, 6, 7. In the east are situated the four mountains, named
Anjana, Vrshahhadhvaja, Padma, and MMyavat; then the

Vyaghramukhas,^ Suhmas, Karvatas, Candrapur, the Qurpa-

karnas, Khasas, Magadha, Mount Qibira, Mithila, Samatata,

Orissa, the Acvavadanas, Danturakas, Pragjyotisha, the

Brahmaputra,® the Milksea, the Ocean, the Cannibals, the

Mountain of Sunrise, the Bhadras,^ Gauras,^ Paundras, Ut-

kala, Kaci, Mekala, the Ambashthas,^ the one-footed people,

Tamaliptika, the Kausalakas, and Bardwan.

8, 9, 10. In the south-east are Kosala, Kalinga, Yanga,

Vanga minor, the Jathara-Angas, Saulikas (or Maulikas?),

Yidarbha, the Yatsas, Andhra, Cedi, the Ilrdhvakanthas, the

» i.e.
“ tiger-faced men ;

” most likely a mythical people, as well as the

Aqvavadanas (“ horse-faced beings,” with Paraqara; Vajimukhas), the

'IirTToirpoo-wiro of the Peripliis Maris Eryth.

® AVhether the term Lauhitya or Lohitya properly should he applied

to the river seems doubtful. Probably the name of the stream was

Lohita, “ Red river,” whereas the people in its vicinity or some district

near it, were called Lauhitya. One MS. of the Comm, has actually

another, however,

® I.e. “ the Blessed,” probably the same with the Bhadr&qvas. Cf.

ch. ix. 11.

^ I.e. “ the Whites,” supposed to live in Cvetadvipa, which, according

to KathasaritsSgara54, 18, 199, lies near the Cocoa-island. See the first

note of the next page.

° These are the Ambastae of Ptolemy, vii. 1, 66, seq., not to be con-

founded with their namesakes in the North-West. Cf. Lassen, Altert. iii.

iii. p. 174, seq.
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Island of Bulls, of Cocoas,^ of Tree-barks, the inhabitants of

the recesses of the Vindhya-range, Tripuri, the Qmacrudharas,

Hemakundya,^ the Yyalagrivas (i.e., beings with snake necks),

Mahagrivas {i.e., people with long necks), Kishkindha, Kan-

takasthala, the territory of the Aborigines, Purikas, Da-

9arnas,® naked Qabaras and Parna-Qabaras.^ These are the

regions standing under the group Aclesha, Magha, and

Purva-Phalguni.

11-16. In the south are Ceilon, the Kalajinas, Sauris,

Kirnas,^ TMikata, Girnar, the Malaya-, Dardura-, Mahendra-,

and MMindya-hills, Bhroach,® Kankata, Tankana, Yanav^i-

district, the Qibikas, Phanikaras, Konkan, the Abhiras, the

Mines (Kandeish), the Yena-river, Avanti, Dacapura, the

Gonardas, Kerala, Karnatic, the Great Porest, the Citrakuta-

hills, Nasik, Kollagiri, Cola, Krauncadvipa, the Jatadharas,

the river Kaveri, Mount Rishyamiika, the Mines of beryl-

stone, the places where conch-shells and pearls are found,

Atri’s hermitage, the Mariners,’’' Yama’s city, the Islands,®

Ganarajya, Krshna-Yellura, the Picikas, Mount Qurpa, Mount
Kusuma, Tumbavana, the Karmaneyakas, the South Sea, the

Hermitages, the Bshikas, Konchi, Maruci,® Cerya, Aryaka,

1 According to Kathasaritsagara 9, 54, 14 and 56, 54, the Cocoa-island

is a great island.

^ This is the preferable reading, as ParS^ara exhibits the same form.

^ The Dosarene or Desarene of the Periplus Maris Eryth. Cf. Lassen,

Altert. iii. p. 202.

* i.e. “leaf-savages,” meaning those that feed upon leaves. They are

manifestly the Phyllite of Ptolemy.

® The Comm. r. and takes it for one word. The Sauris I

presume to be the Sorse of Ptolemy.

* Tlie Barygaza of the Greeks.

^ These may be the Pirates of Greek sources.

® Apparently the Maledives.

® Maruci, or Murad, Marici, seems to be the Muziris (transposed

from Murizis) of the Greeks.
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the Sinhalas/ Rshablias, Baladeva-pattana,^ Dandaka-forest,

the Timiugilacauas {i.e., whale-eaters),^ Bhadras {i.e., blessed),

Kach (in the Dekkan), Kunjara-dari {i.e., elephant’s cave),

and the river Tamraparni.

17-19. In a south-western direction (from the midland)

are the following tracts:^ Of the Pahlavas, Kambojas, Sin-

dhu-Sauviras, Yadavamukha,^ Arava, the Ambashthas, Ka-

pilas, Narimukhas (i.e., men with a woman’s face), Anartas,

Phenagiri, the T^avanas, Makaras, Karnapraveyas,® Paracavas,

Qudras, Barbaras, Kiratas, Khandas, (i.e., dwarfs?), Raw-
fiesh-eaters, Abhiras, Cancukas, Hemagiri, the Indus, Ka-

lakas, Raivatakas, Surashtrians, BMaras, and Dravidas.'

These, as well as the great (Indian) Ocean, stand under the

three asterisms, Svati, Yicakha, and AnurMha.

20, 21. In the west are the Manimat and Meghavat hills,

1 It is strange here to find Siuhala after the occurrence of Lanka in

V. 11.

^ Tlie Balaipatna of Ptolemy, so that the r. Palaipatna, preferred

by Lassen, is proved to be a false form ; see Lassen, Altert. iii. pp. 181

and 183.

® The Comm, sees t«o words in the compound, viz. Taimingilas and

Sanas or Canas, whatever this may he.

* Some of the countries euumei'ated do not lie in the S.W., e.g. the

Kambojas, Yavauas, Ambashthas, and others.

® In tlie astronomical Siddhantas Vadavamukha is the supposed abode

of the dead at the South Pole.

® Synonymous with Karnapraveya is Karnapravarana. Now, If |c( CTJJ

is synonymous with Ifl^fxir, so that ITT^'?T either stands for

or Ifi^flir and ITI^M «re derived from the same base with gf c|^. The

Markandeya-Purana 58, 31, has Kiirnapradheya, in which dh is a mis-

read V.

’’

Or, as another MS. has, Dramidas. There must be some Dravidian

tribe in the IVest, perhaps the Braliui in Beluchistan, who belong to

tlie Dravidian stock. See Caldwell, Drav, Cirammar, p. 11. It is worth

while remarking that Paraqara in his enumei'ation mentions Dramidas,

Di•avidas in the East too ; those seem to be the tribes of the Rajmahal

hills. See Caldwell, l.c.
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Vanaugha, Mount Kshurarpana, the Mountain of Sunset,

the Aparantakas {i.e., people of the western marches), Qan-

tikas, Haihayas, Mount Pracasta, the Vokkanas, the Panjab,

Ramathas, Paratas, Tarakshiti, the Jrngas, Vaicyas, Gold-

Scythians,' and all the lawless hordes of barbarians living in

the west.

22, 23. In the north-west are the Mandavyas, Tukharas,

Talas, Halas (or Lahas), Madras, Acmakas,^ KuKitas, Lahada

(or Ladaha),^ the kingdom of the Amazons, the Man-lions,

the Woods,^ the inhabitants of the sky, the rivers Yenumati,

PhalgulukA and Guruha,^ the Marukuccas (or Murukuccas),

Carmarangas, the One-eyed men, the Sulikas (or Midikas),

the Long-necks, Long-faces, and Long-hairs.

24-28. In the north lie the mountains known as Kailasa,

Himalaya, Yasumat, Dhanushmat, Kraunca and Meru, the

Hyperboreans, Kshudraminas, Kaikayas, Yasatis, those who
live near the sources of the Jamna, Bhogaprastha, the Arju-

nayanas, Agnidhras (or Agnit3^as), Adarca, Antardvipa,

Trigarta, the Horse-faced, Dog-faced,^ Long-haired, Flat-

noses, D^erakas, AAtadhanas, Qaradhanas, Takshacila, Push-

kalavati, the Kailavatas, Kanthadhanas, Ambaras, Madrakas,

Malavas, Pauravas, Kaccharas, Dandapingalakas, Manahalas,

1 The Comm, explains differently, “the region of Gold” and “Scy-

thians.”

^ The Assakanoi of the Greeks.

^ This seems to be Lahara, so frequently mentioned in Raja-taran-

gini, e.g. 7, 912, 1373 [Lahara “Laharian,” 1173). It is a borderland

betwixt Kashmir and Dai’distan ; to this identification of Lahara and

Lahada, it will not be objected that our author, committing the grave

blunder of placing Kashmir and Dardistan in tlie North-east (v. 29),

should needs have assigned a wrong situation to Lahada too.

^ The Comm, takes for one word.

* Guruhfi (also Garuha) is, to my apprehension, the Garoigas of the

Greeks
;
the river district they called Goryaia. Lassen, in his Altert.

iii. p. 127 and 136, identifies the Greek name with Gauri. It need not

he pointed out how exactly both forms coincide with Garuha and Guruhfi.

® R. with one MS. of the Comm. .
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Huns, Kohalas, Qitatas (or Qatakas), Mandavyas, the city

of the Spirits,^ the Gandharians, the town of Yacovati,* the

Hematalas, Kshatriyas,® the inhabitants of the sky, Gavyas,

Yaudheyas, Dasameyas, Qyamakas, and Kshemadhurtas.

29-31. In the north-east are Meruka, the kingdom of the

Dead, the Nomads, Kiras, Kashmirians, Abhisaras, Dards,

Tanganas, Kulutas, Sairindhas, the Wood territory, Brahma-

pura, the Darwas, Damaras, the kingdom of the Woods, the

Kiratas, Chinese, Kaunindas, Bhallas, Palola (the swamps),^

the Demons with elf-locks, the Kunathas, Khasas, Ghoshas

(stations of herdsmen), Kucikas, the One-footed people,

the Anuvicvas, Gold region,^ the groves of Vasus (spirits),

the inhabitants of Heaven,® Pauravas, the people clad in

barks, the beings with three eyes. Mount Munja, and the

Gandharvas.

32, 33. In case these groups, the first of which consists

of Krttika, Rohini, and Acvini, and so forth, suffer from evil

planets
;
then the following monarchs, in regular order, are

to perish
;
to wit : the kings of Pancala, Magadha, Kalinga,

Avanti, Anarta
;

farther, he of the Sindhu-Sauviras, Hara-

hauras, Madras
;
and, finally, he of the Kunindas meets his

fate.

^ Paraqara lias : d*® gods, of the Spirits,” etc.

* A mythical city of the Elves.

^ The Chatriaioi of Ptolemy.

^ R.
;
palola must be the vulgar pronunciation for the

Skr. palvala, “ swamp, marsh.” The modern name is Terai, the

eastern part of which, near Coosh Behar, seems to be meant by palola in

our list.

* In all likelihood a mythical land; with Ptolemy it is called Chryse

(cf. Lassen, Altert. iii. 242), which is not to be confounded with the real

island and peninsula Chryse. The latter is held to be Malakka
; the

Golden Island, however, the existence of which is denied by Lassen

(Altert. iii. 247), but sufficiently attested not only by the Greeks, but

also in the Kathasarit-s&gara x. 54,99; 56,62 ; 57, 72; xviii. 123, 110,

cannot be but Sumatra, including, perhaps, Java. Cf. R^mayana, iv.

40, 30 (ed. Bombay).

® With Paraqara,
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Chapter XV.

Allotment of animate and inanimate objects to the asterisms

severally}

1. To Krttika are assigned : "White flowers, keepers of

holy fires, reciters of sacred poetry, those who know the

sacrificial rules, grammarians, miners, barbers. Brahmans,

potters, chaplains, and makers of calendars.*

2. To Rohini : Keepers of devotional observances, mer-

chandises,^ kings, wealthy persons, those that are engaged in

religious meditation, waggoners, cows, bulls, aquatic animals,

agriculturists, stony heights, and domineering men.

3. To Mrgamras: Fragrant things, garments, aquatic pro-

duces, flowers, fruits, jewels, beings roaming the woods, birds,

wild deer. Soma-drinkers, musicians, lovers, and letter-bearers.

4. To Ardra : Slayers, catchers, cheats, adulterers, thievish

persons, false-hearted men, instigators to discord, husk grain,

bravoes, charmers, bewitchers, and ghost-banners.*

5. To Punarvasu : Truthful, noble-minded, pure, well-born,

handsome, sensible, estimable and rich men, the most prized

grain sorts,® dealers, attendants, and artisans.

6. To Pushya : Barley, wheat, rice, sugar-cane, woods,

royal counsellors, men living by water,® honest men, and

persons delighting in solemn and occasional sacrifices.

* The astrological use of such a division is taught below, v. 31.

The principle upon which the allotment rests is perspicuous ; most

of the classes of persons enumerated are in constant connection with

fire, the lord of Krttika ; the barbers pertain to the asterism on account

of krttika signifying “a razor.” The makers of calendars do so

because Krttika once was the first Nakshatra of the year.

® One MS. of the Comm. r.
j
explaining it by “ men

of holy deeds.”

* All evildoers are assigned to Ardra, because this asterism is pre-

sided over by Civa, their patron.

® According to Utpala, ^ |

.

® Chiefly fishers, •
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7. To Aclesha : Counterfeits, bulbs, roots, fruits, insects,

snakes, poison, robbers, busk grain, and all classes of leeches.

8. To Magba : The possessors of wealth and corn, granaries,

mountaineers, men pious towards ancestors, traders, heroes,

carnivorous animals, and woman haters.

9. To Purva-Phalguni : Mimics, damsels, amiable persons,

musicians, artisans, merchandises, cotton, salt, honey, oil,

and boys.

10. To Uttara-Phalguni : Mild, pure, modest, heretical,^

charitable, and studious persons, fine sorts of corn, men of

great wealth, of virtue, and monarchs.

11. To Hasta : Robbers, elephants, charioteers, elephant-

drivers, artisans, merchandises, husk grain, scholars, mer-

chants, and energetic men.

12. To Citra : Persons skilled in the art of attire, jewelry,

dyeing, painting, music, and perfumery, as well as arithme-

ticians, weavers, oculists, and king’s corn.^

13. To Svati : Birds, wild deer, horses, traders, corn, such

produces of the field as cause flatulency,^ men fickle in friend-

ship, feeble characters, ascetics, and connoisseurs of wares.

14. To Vicakha : Trees with red blossoms and fruits,

sesamum, beans, cotton, peas, lentils, and men devotedly

attached to Indra and Agni.

15. To AnurMha : Gallant men, deacons of corporations,

persons delighting in the fellowship of the good,'* travellers,

honest people generally, and all that grows in autumn.

16. To Jyeshtha : Heroical men, persons of good family,

wealth and fame, thieves, ambitious kings, and commanders

of armies.

17. To Mula: Medicaments, physicians, foremen of corpo-

rations, persons dealing in flowers, roots and fruits, various

seeds, very rich men, and individuals feeding on fruits and

roots.

' R. i-e- “ heresy.”

* Explained as

® Viz., lentils, etc. •

* The Comm, differently, 5ETTW ^ I
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18. To Purva-Ashadha : Soft-minded men, people frequent-

ing water-roads, truthful, pure and wealthy men, makers of

bridges (and dikes), persons living by water, aquatic fruits

and flowers.^

19. To Uttara-Ashadha ; Mahouts, boxers, elephants,

horses, pious men, immovables, soldiers, persons living in

comfort, and energetic men.

20. To Qravana : Jugglers, constantly active, able, enter-

prising and righteous men, Yishnuites, and speakers of truth.

21. To Dhanishtha : Contemptible and unmanly individuals,

fickle friends, men obnoxious to their wives, ^ charitable, rich

and quiet persons.

22. To Qatabhishaj ; Snarers, fish-catchers, aquatic pro-

duces and dealers in fish
;
to this division belong also boar-

himters, bleachers, distillers, and fowlers.

23. To Purva-Bhadrapada : Robbers, herdsmen, mischiev-

ous persons, niggards, low and false-hearted people, those

who are devoid of virtue and devotion, and boxers.

24. To TJttara-Bhadrapada : Priests, persons in the habit

of sacrificing, giving alms, and leading an austere life, men
of magnificence, ascetics, heretics, sovereigns, and grain of

best quality.

25. To Revati : Aquatic fruits and flowers, salt, jewels,

conch-shells, pearls, and other produces from water, fragrant

blossoms, perfumes, traders, and helm’s-men.

26. To Acvini : Horse-dealers,^ commanders of armies,

leeches, attendants, horses, horsemen, merchants, handsome

persons, and horse- grooms.

27. To Bharani : Those that feed on blood and flesh, cruel

men, slayers, catchers, cudgellers, husk grain, low-born per-

sons, and men wanting in character.

^ Thus it is understood by Utpala, and nohvithstanding the irregu-

larity of the construction, it must be the purport of the statement.

“ R. of course in the text,

® Utpala, the term in the text sounds opprobrious, but

in all countries a horse-dealer and a horse-thief are held to be inter-

changeable terms.
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28. The three asterisms, whose name begins with Purva,

as well as Krttika, are the Brahmans’ own
;
the three IJttaras

and Pushya, are the princes’
;
Rohini, Revati, Anuradha, and

Magha, are the husbandmen’s.

29. Punarvasu, Hasta, Abhijit, and Acvini, are declared

to be the asterisms of merchants
;
^ Mula, Ardra, Svati, and

Qatabhishaj, exercise dominion over the cruel classes of society.

30. Mrgaciras, Jyeshtha, Citia, and Dhanishtha have power

over servants. The outcasts are assigned to Aglesha, Vi9akha,

Qravana, and Bharani.

31. 32. A lunar mansion is said to be hurt, when occupied

by the Sun or Saturn, when damaged by Mars cutting through

or retrograding in it, when suffering from an eclipse,^ when hit

by a meteor, when manifestly crushed by the moon,^ or, in

short, when something extraordinary happens with it. All

this is noxious to the fore-mentioned dependency of the par-

ticular asterism, whereas the contrary augurs prosperity.

* i.e. Cftdras. Utpala,
| |T!lt I

* That is to say, when sun or moon standing in it is eclipsed:

TT I

® i.e. when the moon goes through the middle of the junction star, or

takes her course to the southern part ; I ^i|Hl'

fTo be continued.)
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Akt. IY.—The Pongol Festival in Southern India.

By Charles E. Gover.

Bead November 29, 1869.

Long before I bad set foot in India I bad been greatly

struck by tbe exceedingly different statements regarding its

people which were made by those who knew them best.

Some, and notably the missionaries, could find no language

strong enough to express the utter abomination of Hindu life

and custom. Every chapter of Ward’s great work teems

with phrases of the strongest reprobation. The ceremonies

he describes are indeed vile, and it cannot be said that his

condemnation is too strong. On the other hand, civil and

military officers, of the highest integrity and the closest

observation, have set up the Hindus as models which it would

be greatly to the benefit of Europeans to follow. They saw

in the Hindu village system, and the ordinary life of the

villagers, a living type of patriarchal happiness, upright-

ness, and wisdom. Major Scott Waring may be taken as a

type of such men. The discussions in Parliament upon the

clauses of the great India Bill that permitted the appoint-

ment of Bishops, and opened India to mission work, are full

of illustrations of this contradiction
;
and I can well remember

when, as a boy, I waded through the reports, being struck

with wonder that men who had lived side by side in India,

who had gained enormous experience and possessed the ability

to learn the lessons that experience should teach, could, by

any possibility, arrive at conclusions so diverse. After mauy
years spent in close intercourse with the people of India, I do

not wonder now. On one occasion both views of the question

were brought vividly before me. I had seen the Pongol, the

touching domestic festival it is now my chief object to describe.

It had proved by its simple pathos that the Hindus were

akin to the noblest nations of the world, and that in their
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antiquity they were worthy of the honour that has come to

them, of being the best and the least altered representatives

of the Juventus Mundi, which all nations count to have been

the Golden Age.

From this, by the rapid transition afforded by the modern

railway, I went straight into the great temple of Seringham,

near Trichinopoly. What a new world was this ! The

idol car, bright with gilt and gaudy colours, was loaded

with carvings of the obscenest possible character. Vice

was rampant there. It rioted in the phallus. As I passed

the gigantic monolithic gates, which admitted the devout

from enclosure to enclosure, it was impossible to escape

the brilliant frescoes which adorned (?) the roof, far up,

the nearest thing to heaven, in all that temple ! How can

I describe, or even hint at, what was there ? In the most

sacred shrine of Southern India, which contests the palm of

sanctity with holy Benares—carved and painted in every

ring, increasing in abomination as the shrine was approached

—above the heads, on every side, yes, and under the feet of

the thousands of men, women, and children who throng the

place—the application and essence of every Pauranic story told

by the priests—were these paintings, larger than life, with

every detail of obscenity magnified out of all proportion.

It required no very close observation to learn that these were

but outward signs of what was daily performed and honoured

within the holy precincts. Here was ample justification for

every epithet employed by Ward, Dubois, or Wilberforce.

Yet the Pongol declared, with equal force, in favour of

domestic love and chastity, of simple thanksgiving and rural

contentment. Both are right. Both are wrong. The key

of the anomaly lies in this fact—that Brahmanism is not

Hinduism—that the theocracy of the sacred caste has not

permeated and indurated the other castes, that is, the mass of

the people—that the religious and social aspects of society are

vastly different. The Brahmans are so much more intelli-

gent, learned, supple, and pleasant to deal with than the

common people, that almost all writers have confined them-

selves to Brahmanical life, and (though not often saying so)
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have led most people to imagine that India is what the

Brahmans are. It has thus come to pass that those who have

not deliberately set themselves to try to understand the people,

that is the nineteen out of every twenty of the population,

have taken all their ideas from a class. The recent spread of

Sanskrit knowledge has tended to the same end, for none but

Brahmans know Sanskrit, and the whole of its more recent

literature is Brahmanic, written to forward the purposes of

the sacred caste. The civil and military servants of Govern-

ment have always been so overworked that they have had no

time to write, except on official subjects. While they lived,

they, almost to a man, were stout defenders and apologists of

the Hindus, but their evidence was hut verbal
;
writ in water,

it perished with them. There has, therefore, been no counter-

poise to the pressure of Brahmanic influence. The result has

been that there is, at the present time, next to nothing known

of the common people, the Vaisyas and Sudras of the Hindu

economy. This is the more to be regretted, because it not

unfrequently happens that the lowest strata of society contain

fossilized remnants of Aryanism as it was first introduced

into India. The present Brahmanic system is the result of

centuries of steady growth. The stages of this growth may
be traced. As Brahmanism arose, Aryanism decreased. The

Vedas were superseded by the Puranas, and Vedic ceremonies

have given way to the monstrous pile of devotion built upon

the deeds of Vishnu and Siva, Hama, Krishna, and Kali.

The result of this has been that there may often he found,

among the masses, types of primitive custom, which have long

ago passed from the literature and practice of the priest caste.

There is much reason to suppose that the Pongol is one of

the most complete and interesting of these remnants of primi-

tive life. That it is primitive is shown by the fact that the

old Vedic deities are alone worshipped. Indra is the pre-

siding deity
;
Agni is the main object of worship. A further

proof of this point is given by the efforts that have constantly

been made by the Brahmans to corrupt the ritual, and intro-

duce Pauranic deities. Krishna is always declared by the

Brahmans to he the Pongol god, but the tradition itself hears
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witness that the feast is older than the god. The tale is, that

when the great wave of Krishna worship passed over the

Peninsula, the people were so enamoured of him that they

ceased to perform the Pongol rites to Indra. This made the

latter deity so angry that he poured down a flood upon the

earth. The afirighted people ran to Krishna, who seized the

great mountain Govardhana, wrenched it from its place, and

held it aloft on the tip of his little finger, like some huge
umbrella. The people then ran beneath with their flocks

and were saved, until Indra saw that his wrath was vain.

Thus runs the story, and the conclusion is, that a grateful

people dethroned Indra from bis presidency of the Pongol

and placed Krishna in his stead. Though the whole influence

of the Brahmans has been brought to bear upon the point,

the rustic conservatism of the cultivators has been able to

withstand it, and everywhere Indra is the King of the

Pongol. In very Brahmanic districts a compromise has been

efiected, by which Krishna and Indra share the honours of the

feast.

The occasion of the festival is also primitive, for the

Pongol is another feast of ingathering, the centre of Hebrew
festivals, as this is of those of Southern India. Just as, when

the Hebrews passed from their bondage into the land flowing

with milk and honey, their joy at the change showed itself in

the “ingathering,” so did the Aryan wanderers from the

plains of Central Asia, and their hard fare and scanty crops,

hail with joy the fruitful plains of India. It was indeed to

them the blessed land. As they found that “ when they

tickled the ground with a plough, the fields laughed with

golden crops,” they could not but celebrate the beneficent re-

turn of the seasons, and adore the elemental gods that blessed

them. This of itself, however, will not prove the festival to

be Aryan, although, combined with the proofs already and to

be given, it will help to deepen our conviction of the recogni-

tion. But there can be no doubt that the Indian immigrants

were previously a pastoral tribe, rich in horses, cattle, and

sheep, and proud of the four-footed friends that carried them

to the hunt or the battle, fed their families with milk and
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butter, and were tbeir indefatigable servants in the field.

Hence they would bring with them an almost Arab love of

animals. When they rejoiced over their ingathering they

would not forget the dumb friends of their pastoral homes.

However that may be, the Pongol is remarkable, as will be

seen when the description is given, for the strange combi-

nation of pastoral, hunting, and agricultural life. There are

“ Harvest Homes” in almost every nation that owns fruitful

fields, but I do not know of any other example of the combi-

nation. The great days of the feast are two—one of these is

devoted to the new crops, the other to the cattle alone. As
will be seen, the cattle are treated with every imaginable

honour, while the feast winds up with a grand hunt, first, of

the cattle themselves, and next of a hare.

The exceeding simplicity of the ritual is another point to

which I would ask attention. All who have studied the sub-

ject know that Brahmanism is remarkable above all things

for its wondrous complexity.

So marked is this that after every important ceremonial the

ofiiciating priest has to ofier a last oblation, and repeat a

parting mantra to cleanse the guilt that must accrue from

any forgetfulness on his part. The rosary is as much used by

them as by Roman nuns, and for the same purpose.

Long before the commencement of the feast, an unwonted

activity pervades native society. The Pongol is the social

festival of the year, and must be celebrated with due honour,

else an ineffaceable stain will rest on the family name. It is

the Christmas and Whitsuntide of England made into one,

and must be treated accordingly. So as soon as the rains

have finished, and this may be expected by about the first

week in December, the carpenter, the builder, and the artist,

are in full work repairing the houses. The inner walls of

the verandah are adorned with the brilliant water colour

drawings which take the place of the frescoes of Pompeii.

The village soucar’s house must be especially grand, else folks

would doubt his ability to lend his usual advances upon the

next crop. A very favourite representation is that of an

English soldier prostrate beneath the feet of an infuriate tiger.
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who glares at the sepoy who is bravely trying to rescue his

pale comrade. Incidents in the life of Krishna are very

frequently given, while Ganesa the hellygod squats on his

rat over the door.

When the house is ready, the housewife takes up the work.

She has to huy new vessels of every kind, for it would be

dreadful if the new rice were to be boiled in an old vessel.

So the sides of the road in the bazaar are heaped with
“ chatties ” of all sizes and shapes. Meanwhile the father of

the family goes to buy new clothes for the children. The

little girl, just beginning to walk, must receive her first

bangle or necklace
;
the eldest boy must have a gold mohur to

hang from his ear, or serve for a button on his vest. The

master himself wants a new turban or cummerbund. All

these must be bought at Pongol. Nor is this all. The family

is an undivided one, and some of its younger members are

serving as writers in the Hoozoor Cutcherry twenty miles

away, striving to eke out small salaries. A present must go

to each of them. They have no fields of their own from

which to get their rice, so a sack of the new grain from the

ancestral acres goes off to each. To this is added a pot of

ghee, a set of brass pots, or perhaps a jewel
;
that the Pongol

may not lack wherewith to make it joyful. This universal

kindness is most pleasant to see, and of course still more

gratifying to give and take. Nor does the gentle and kindly

influence of the time cease here. The files of the Munsifs’

court will have been crammed with cases from litigious

enemies or greedy money lenders. But as Pongol comes

round many of them disappear. The creditor thinks of his

debtor, the debtor of the creditor. The one relents, the

other is ashamed, and both parties are saved by a compro-

mise. Often it happens that a process is postponed “till after

Pongol.”

All must be ready by the early part of January, when,

according to the Hindu astrologers, the sun enters the tropic

of Capricorn. The feast hangs upon this, and it vdll be seen

that the most interesting event of the celebration must exactly

coincide with the passage of the sun. The festival com-
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mences on the previous day, and lasts for seven days
; of

which the second marks the sun’s passage, and is called Maha

(or Great) Pongol. For some days previously, however, the

boys have been busy gathering sticks, straw, hratties (cakes

of cowdung), dead leaves, and everything else that will burn.

These have been carefully hidden and guarded, lest those

whose heap of “ plunder ” was small, might poach upon their

neighbours’ preserves. Even the old folks are not supposed to

know anything, so that their first view of the pile may have

all the charm of novelty. We will suppose then that all is

ready on the eve of the feast. Next day is Bhogi Pongol or

Pongol of Rejoicing, but it is equally well known by the

name of Indra, to whom the day is dedicated. Long before

sunrise all are awake, the hoys first of course, for they are

the heroes of the hour. Routing out their elders from their

places of repose, they lead them with shouting and leaping

to the pile they have collected. When all are gathered

shivering in the cold morning air, the leading youngster

applies the torch, and in a moment a vivid flame leaps up

into the sky. At the same time every street and lane has its

bonfire, and far away to the horizon the gleam of the fires

reddens the murky gloom. The young folks leap over the

fire as it sinks, or heap on fresh fuel. The old folks stand

around and tell of the glorious fires they made in “the good

old times,” when men were difierent from what they are now.

This fii’e is the oblation to Surya, the Sun-god, or rather to

Agni, and wakes him from his sleep, calling on him to again

exert his power and gladden the earth with his light and

heat. It is not easy to discover the origin of this curious

feature of the day’s proceedings, but there are very many
passages in theRig Yeda which prove that something similar

preceded every great festival. Compare, for instance. Rig
Yeda, i. 44, 9 (Wilson’s translation, vol. i. p. 120), “ Thou,

Agni, art the protector of the sacrifices of the people, and

the messenger (of the gods)
;
bring hither to-day the gods

awaking at dawn.” Again, Rig Yeda, i. 45, 7 (Wilson, i.

p. 122), “The -wise have placed thee, Agni, in (their) sacrifices

as the invoker.” Again, Rig Yeda, i. 36, 2 (Wilson, i.

VOL. V.—[SE'W SEBLES.] 7
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p. 100), we find—

“

Men have recourse to Agni, the augmen-

ter of vigour
;
offering oblations, we worship thee

;
do thou,

liberal giver of food, be well disposed to us here this day,

and be our protector.” In fact, there are many passages

that would seem to show that Agni held among the Vedic

races the position now filled by Ganesa, the god of good luck,

the averter of obstacles, the messenger to and from the gods,

who must be propitiated before any atternpt is made to adore

another god, else the prayer of the devotee would be spoiled

in the carriage to the localities where the gods dwell, and be

rendered a source of ill rather than of good. There are

other passages which will be quoted further on, which prove

that the crops, the cattle, and generally the provision of food,

was under the control of Agni, and thus his worship at the

ingathering assumed and maintained unwonted importance.

There is, however, one Sukta, in the first Mandala of the Rig

Yeda, which seems clearly to point to some such universal

bonfire as that which now marks the advent of Pongol. It

is Rig Yeda, i. 140 (TYdson, vol. ii. p. 63 S'), the second

verse of which runs thus—“ Agni the two-fold generated,

devours the triple (sacrificial food), and when the year expires

renovates what has been eaten.” There is here a plain re-

ference to the period of the year represented by the ingather-

ing “ when the year expires.” The “ renovation of what has

been eaten ” is the harvest. Yerses 4 and 5 point clearly to

some vast celebration. “ The (fiames of Agni) light-moving,

dark-tracked, quick, capricious, restless, lambent, fanned by

the wind, wide-spreading and ensuring liberation (to the

devout), are kindled for (the benefit of) the pious reverencer

of (holy) priests. Thereupon those (flames of Agni) extend

together in all directions, dispersing gloom, and spreading

great light along the path of darkness
;
when (Agni) illumes

repeatedly the whole earth, and proceeds panting, thundering,

and roaring aloud.” The following verses beautifully de-

scribe the rushing of the fire, and its eflfect upon the earth.

The last verse again draws us to the occasion and object we
have in hand—

“

Agni, be propitiated by this our earnest

praise, and may heaven and earth and the spontaneously
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flowing (streams) provide for us the produce of the field
;
and

may the purple coursers (of the dawn) bestow upon us abun-

dant food through a length of days.”' There are other

passages, which need not be quoted, which show that it was

common to light fires to Agni before the dawn, during the

darkness of the night (Wilson, vol. i. pp. 119, 161).i There

is more difficulty in discovering why on this particular day

the fires should be lighted by the boys. But perhaps even

this point may he elucidated. I would only refer to the fact

that Agni is frequently called the youngest of the gods, he

is invoked as “ Juvenile Agni,” as knowing “ all that are

born.” The very season may have something to do with it.

Harvest is the “renovating” period, the time of reproduction,

the provision for children
;
and, as in many other countries,

it was natural that the rejoicings of the ingathering should

be initiated by the boys, who, alone in a Hindu household,

may without shame exhibit tokens of exuberant joy. There

are no dancing maidens
;
no light-heeled men. Manhood

with the Hindu is a time of gravity and self-respect, and

women may never join in a public celebration. Others more

learned than myself may he able to foUow up this part of my
subject.

The feast is now begun, and all turn from the fire as it is

extinguished by the rising sun, to the bath with which every

1 In Mas Muller’s elaborate paper on the sixth hymn of the first book of the

Rig Veda in the Journal R.A.S. for 1867, page 225, occurs the following trans-

lation :
—“Thou, 0 Agni Jatavedas, hast carried, when implored, the offerings

which thou hast rendered sweet. Thou hast given them to the fathers, they fed

on their share. Eat thou, 0 god, the proffered oblations. Om’ fathers who are

here, and those who are not here, our fathers whom we know, and those whom we
do not know, thou knowest how many they are, 0 Jatavedas, accept the well-

made sacrificial portions. They who, whether burnt by fire or not burnt by fire,

rejoice in their offering in the midst of heaven, give to them, 0 king, that life,

and thy (their) own body, according to thy will.” The first two sentences clearly

point to Agni as the messenger to and from the gods, and therefore to be invoked
at the commencement of the sacrifice. The nest phrase—“Eat thou, 0 God,
the proffered oblations,” is stRl the ordinary form in which the offering is made.
Can the next very remarkable phrase refer to a family gathering, when “our
fathers who are here, and those who are not here,” that is, the present heads of the

family and those who are dead, are called to the festival, so that it may represent

to the gods the generations who have been blessed ? The last sentence, “ whether
burnt by the fire, or not burnt by the fire,” is equally striking. Can this refer to

such a bonfire as I have described, and to the leaping over it, which is the constant

accompaniment of the ceremonial ? “ Rejoicing in their offering in the midst of

heaven—whether burnt or not,” is a very curious phrase, and would seem, on the

face of it, to point to some popular ceremony, in which fire was an essential point.
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religious rite must commence. When this is over the ordi-

nary morning prayers and mantras are repeated, and a special

prayer is offered to Piiniarswami or Ganesa, that he will be

pleased to remove all obstacles from the way of the successful

accomplishment of the ceremony. It is necessary to say here

that no image is used during the whole course of the cele-

bration except that of Ganesa, and this is simply adored be-

cause nothing whatever can be expected to go right if he be

not propitious. Indra is represented on ordinary occasions as a

white man sitting on an elephant. In his left hand is a bow,

and in his right a thunderbolt, while his body is studded with a

thousand eyes. Agni has also his special image, that of a stout

man, red and hairy as Esau, riding on a goat. Surya is

also a red man sitting on a water-lily. He has four arms and

three eyes. But none of these are known at Pongol any more

than they were at the time when the hymns of the Pig Yeda

were composed. In fact, we see them here only in the form

of the elements. Indra is the rain which fell to cause the

rice to spring. Surya or Agni, for the two are united, is the

sun which ripened the grain. Does not this also point to a

time anterior to the modern Hindu pantheon, which first

turned the elemental gods into idols, and then very nearly

forgot them altogether ?

For some days previously the wife and her assistants have

been busy preparing all kinds of sweetmeats, and while the

males are at prayers, bathing, and tooth cleaning, the accumu-

lated store of sweets is parcelled out for presents to neigh-

bours, patrons, and colleagues. Every European with whom
the Hindu has had the slightest connexion, or from whom
there is a possibility of the slightest favour, must be carefully

remembered. The gifts are laid out on trays. In the midst

is a huge vase of sugar
;

or, perhaps, the vase gives way to

an idol, peacock, or elephant, round which wiU be grouped

smaller works in sugar for the children
;
then plantains,

oranges, and every other fruit in season. One thing may not

be forgotten, that is a lime. This must be as large as money

can buy, and then be carefully encased in gold leaf, till it

looks like one of the golden apples of antiquity. The whole
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are bound, adorned, and crowned by thick wreaths or rather

chains, for many of them are a yard and a half long, of

chrysanthemums thickly strung on a cord. Oleanders and

other flowers are intertwined, but the golden chrysanthemum

is the main and essential thing. When all is ready the

servants are dressed in their best, and are sent with the trays

to the houses of those who are invited to join the family

party in the evening, for the Pongol is the great visiting

time of the year, and the first day must be wound up by a

family party. If the present is for a European or superior,

the head of the house, or his grown-up sons, must go with

the present. As soon as the present is brought in to the

patron, the heaviest of the chains, and it is as long and heavy

as the Lord Mayor’s badge of office, is taken from the tray

and thrown over the neck of the person to be honoured, and

smaller chains are given to the children. A few fulsome

compliments pass, and then leave to retire is given, and the

ceremony is over.

Thus the day passes. With evening commences the party

(a nautch very probably if the entertainer be rich). It is

not within my purpose to describe details of etiquette and

ordinary social life, and I therefore pass on, only stating that

each evening of the feast there is an entertainment given, first

bj' caie and then another, of each group of friends.

Next day is Maha (or Great) Pongol. It is also often, called

Surya Pongol. At noon the sun will cross the equator, and

bring the culminating glory of the feast. So great a day

must commence with appropriate ceremonial, and in this

instance it is bathing.

In country places the women run early in thn morning to

the nearest sacred tank and plunge bodily in without un-

dressing. Usually the women are very particular not to wet

their clothes, and an innovation so uncomfortable, and possibly

dangerous, could not have been borne without good cause.

The men also bathe very carefully, as if the occasion were

very solemn. We have the reason in Rig Veda, i. 23, 15-24

(Wilson, vol. i. pp. 57, 58), “Verily he (Agni) has brought to

me successively the six (seasons) connected with the drops (of
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the Soma juice) as (a husbandman) repeatedly ploughs (the

earth) for barley. Mothers to us, who are desirous of sacri-

ficing, the kindred (waters) flow by the paths (of sacrifice),

qualifying the milk (of kine) with sweetness. May these

waters which are contiguous to the Sun, and those with which

the Sun is associated, he propitious to our rite ! I invoke the

divine waters in which our cattle drink
;

offer oblations to

the flowing (streams). Ambrosia is in the waters, in the

waters are medicinal herbs
;

therefore, divine (priests), be

prompt in their praise Waters, take away whatever

sin has been (found) in me, whether I have (knowingly) done

wrong, or have pronounced imprecations (against holy men),

or (have spoken) untruth. I have this day entered into the

waters : we have mingled with thy essence : Agni, abiding

in the waters, approach and fill me, thus (bathed), with

vigour. Agni, confer on me vigour, progeny, and life, so that

the gods may know the (sacrifice) of this my (employer), and

Indra with the Rishis may know it.” If this passage refer

to the custom described above, and the resemblance is so

strong that the coincidence can hardly he accidental, we learn

that the bathing is at once a part of the worship of Agni

and a means of that inward cleansing without which gods,

like those of Yedic times, could not be propitiated. The

worshipper must himself be pure. The passage also explains

why the women have a portion in the Pongol ceremonial.

We shall find shortly that the remaining work of woman in

the tasks of the day is just that described in the verse be-

ginning “ Mothers to us.”

Dripping wet, the women proceed, without changing their

clothes, to prepare the feast. It must be remembered that

we are speaking of the very coldest time of the year, when
wet clothes are a most serious inconvenience. It has been

said that new chatties, or earthen vessels, had been purchased

for the occasion. One of these is now taken and is filled

with rice, milk, sugar, dhol, ghee or clarified butter, gram,

and other substances, calculated to produce a tasty dish. This

is the work of the “ mother to us,” and her object is “ to

qualify the milk (and rice) with sweetness.” The Pongol
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dish, of rice is as important a test of housewifely skill in the

Madras Presidency as the Christmas plum-pudding in English

homes. New rice must alone be used—in fact care should be

taken that every constituent of the mess is the produce of the

season just closed—the ingathering must be celebrated with

things that have just been garnered. (Usually Hindus will

not eat new rice, as it is indigestible, bearing the same re-

semblance to rice that has been kept twelve months as a waxy

new potato bears to its well kept-senior.)^ Meanwhile, as

soon as the morning meal is finished, the men set up a fire-

place in the yard of the house. This is no difficult matter, as

nothing is required beyond a few bricks or stones and a little

mud. Fancy a dozen horse-shoes, a foot across, placed one

upon another and the top one bearing three or four knobs,

so that the circular bottom of the pot shall not absolutely

close the upper opening. Imagine this pile made of clay,

strengthened and bounded by a few brickbats, and we shall

have a pretty good idea of an Indian fireplace, such as is em-

ployed for all purposes of cooking, even in the kitchens of the

best European houses. Such, at all events, is the contrivance

used at Pongol. It is erected in the centre of the court, and

open to the sun and sky. Here also we obtain a token of

primitive origin, for usually, indeed we may almost say in-

variably, the Pauranic ceremonies are done within doors. In

most respectable houses there is a small room set apart for such

things. In it is the household god before which the master

of the house performs his worship. In this room the family

priest performs his rites, and instructs the growing lads in

their religious duties. But then these household gods are

Pauranic, while Indra, Agni, and Surya are Yedic. The latter

worship, and apparently all the more important portions of

1 Not only is it necessary to eat the new rice now, but the recent crop may not

be tasted till now, however poor or stinted the owner may be. The first fruits

must go to God, and the bulk of the crop may not be used till the claims of the

deity have been duly satisfied. In this point the feast shows the closest likeness

to the Jewish celebration—Leviticus, chapter xxiii., verses 10-14, “When ye be
come into the land which I give unto you, and shall reap the harvest thereof,

then ye shall bring a sheaf of the first fruits of your harvest unto the priest. . .

And ye shall eat neither bread, nor parched corn, nor green ears, until the self-

same day that ye have brought an offering unto your God.”
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the worshijj of Agni, were chiefly in the open air. The sun,

rain, and wind have ripened the crops and caused the rejoicing

of the Harvest Home, and surely the thanksgiving should be

in the face of sun, rain, and wind, so that Indra and his

fellows may see and help the ceremony, accepting the praise

it is meant to show. (The circumstances of the case have been

powerful in aiding the conservatism which leads the Hindu

to oppose every innovation, and hence the scene of the

ceremony has continued unaltered in spite of centuries of

opposition.)

When the fireplace is finished, attention must again be

given to Piilliarswami. The approaching operation is the

most important of the feast, indeed we may say of the year,

while the month in which the feast falls is the most unlucky

of all. Every day produces evil unless sufficient precaution

is taken and suitable oblations ofiered to the gods. If this

be so it behoves all good Hindus to be particularly careful

now. So the women, who have to perform most of the cere-

monies belonging to Ganesa, because no one has yet been

fovmd willing to marry a deity so hideous in outward shape,

prepare a great ball of cowdung, which is supposed to repre-

sent faithfully a being whose elephant’s head and huge

stomach render him beyond the power of being improved or

made presentable. This ball is then set upon a stone in the

yard opposite to the fireplace. The surrounding area is care-

fully swept and watered. Then the orange-coloured flowers of

the citron are taken in considerable quantity and the largest

is stuck into the top of the ball. A woman now brings a

small pot of rice flour, takes a pinch between her thumb and

forefinger, and then proceeds to drop the flour on the ground

in a regular geometric pattern. The flour is not sprinkled,

but laid on the ground in a true, fine, continuous line.

Wonderful skill is often exhibited in the drawing, if such it

may be called when nothing touches the ground but the

dropping powder, and the patterns are very complex. Yet

there is in almost every house one or more women who wHl

run through the whole figure without hesitation or mistake.

A store of cowdung is nigh, and the remainder of the citron
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flowers. Of the former she makes a number of small balls

about twice the size of a marble. In each ball she sticks a

citron flower, and then deposits one at every point in the

drawing where the lines intersect. Lastly some oil is poured

over the larger lump that represents the god, and then all is

complete. I should say here that every day during the

month a similar drawing, adorned with its tiny balls crowned

with the golden citron, is made on the ground in front of the

house door. This is done so that Siva, the destroyer, to

whom the month is dedicated, may not be able to enter the

house without having been appeased by the propitiated

Ganesa. Each day a fresh drawing is made, and new balls

adorn it
;
but those used on former days are not forgotten.

They are collected carefully each day, and preserved until

the last day of the month, when they are all placed in a

basket and carried by the women of the house to the nearest

tank, into which they are thrown, carrying with them the

ill-luck of the month, and permitting the incoming month to

be free from fear or sorrow.

When 'all is complete, the head of the house approaches

the image and performs piija in this way :—Standing in

front of the idol, just beyond the drawing, he folds his arms

across his breast, laying the right hand on the left shoulder

and the left hand upon the right shoulder. He then bows

his head and seizes each ear by the hand that rests upon the

shoulder nearest it, saying the while a mantra, which con-

sists almost entirely of the words “ Oh Yighneswara, Oh
Ganapati, Oh Pillaiyar, help us this day. Avert all ob-

stacles and help us.” This he repeats three times as he

bows lower and lower, till he is in danger of falling. Thus

propitiated, there need be no further fear from Ganesa.

Yet a third work has occupied the morning, for all are

busy. This is purely a work of mercy. Those who know
aught of India are aware that the lot of a young married

woman is by no means enviable. She knows nothing of her

husband, and dare not speak to him save at night. She is

delivered over, body and soul, to the mercies of her mother-

in-law
;
and the tender mercies of Hindu mothers-in-law are
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cruel. The young wife, she is but a girl, must bear revilings

and even beatings at the hand of her tyrant, and has no

appeal. She must hew wood, poimd rice, and fetch water.

She must always be at the beck and call of her husband’s

mother and may never complain. A gentle girl under a

shrewish mother-in-law endures martyrdom every day of her

life. Not a week passes in any considerable town, but some

young wife drowns herself in well or tank to rid herself of

her tormentor. There is no redress even then, for when the

coroner holds his inquest, there are always a score of old

women to swear that she had complained of “ belly-pain,”

and had threatened to destroy herself in consequence. No
coroner’s jury can ease or redress the “heart-pain” that

led to suicide. All this is well known, and when the joy

of Pongol comes, mothers’ hearts turn to their despised

daughters, and try to devise some means of pleasing the she-

tyrant. So a present, the best the house can provide, is

carefully put together on a tray. It may be fruit, or brass

pots, or ghee, or whatever else may be thought most ac-

ceptable. Then a small procession is formed. In front go

three or four men beating tom-toms and blowing pipes. Then

follows the gift held aloft. Over it, if the family be re-

spectable, is held an umbrella, carried by a servant who walks

behind the bearer of the gift. Next comes a tiny crowd of

friends—brothers, uncles, etc.—numerous in proportion to the

position or ferocity of the dame who is to be propitiated.

Arrived at the house, the present is offered and accepted.

Then the nearest relation present steps forward and asks

that the daughter and her husband may come to the “ boil-

ing,” to fill up the family circle.

All this is done betimes, and then all gather in the court.

The time of the passage is near, when the pot is placed in

position. Beneath it is a store of wood. Around it are

heaped as many bratties (cakes of dried cow-d;mg used as

fuel) as will stand. At the proper moment fire is applied,

and a curl of smoke tells that the “ boiling ” has commenced,

and that the sun has made the passage. From this portion

of the ceremony, the festival is known in Mysore as the
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“ Sankranti,” from tke Sanskrit word for a “passage.” Now
every eye is fixed upon the pot. Crowded round it is the

whole of the household, from the hoary grandsire to the child

just able to walk. Even the infants are there in their

mothers’ arms, for women have as much place in the Pongol

as the men. In front and nearest the pot ought to be the

elders of the house, but the habitual reverence paid to age is

for the nonce forgotten, and the boys have pushed through,

and form the front rank. The house-mother trims the fire

and maintains a glorious blaze. As the milk boils, so will

the coming year be. Should the process be rapid, prosperity

and peace will fill the house till Pongol comes again. Should

the fire burn slowly, and the milk lie sullenly in the vessel,

clouds of sorrow, shafts of destruction from the great Indra,

lord of the lightning and rain, will overwhelm the family.

As the fire burns down, for the pot is large, a little ghee will

be thrown on the fire, at once an offering to Agni and the

means of more rapid boiling.

In the presence and activity of the women, we again see

tokens of primitive origin. There is no doubt that in the

Vedic period, the women had a special share in the worship

of Agni. Compare, for instance. Pig Veda, i. 14, 7 (Wilson,

vol. i. p. 35), “Agni, make those objects of veneration,

augmenters of pious acts (participant of the offering), together

with their wives. Give them, bright-tongued, to drink of the

Soma juice.”

Again, Pig Veda, i. 72, 5 (Wilson, vol. i. p. 191), we read,

“The gods discovering thee (Agni) sat down, and with their

wives paid reverential adoration to thee upon their knees.”

The same Sukta also contains an allusion, in verse 8, to the

fact that Agni was esteemed as the deity who had given

milk to mankind—“For thee (Agni) Sarama discovered the

abundant milk of the kine with which man, the progeny of

Manu, still is nourished.”

As the fire burns up, and it is clear that before long the

milk will boil, the men-folk standing round mutter mantras

or prayers, almost in the very words—they cannot give them

exactly, as the Vedas are a sealed book to all but Brahmans

—
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whicli SO touchingly close the last two and other Suktas of the

second Ashtaka. “ Grant, Agni, to the offerer of the ob-

lation, the earth, the bestower of cattle, the means of many
(pious rites), such that it may be perpetual : may there be to

us sons and grandsons born in our race, and may thy good-

will be ever upon us.” Now every neck is bent, for the sur-

face of the milk is disturbed. One bubble, and then another,

rises to the top. Dead silence prevails—a terror of waiting

thrills the assembly. Then, with a heave, a hiss, and a surge

of bubbles, the seething milk mounts to the top of the vessel.

Before it has had time to run down the blackened sides, the

air resounds with the sudden joyous cry of “ Pongol, Oh
Pongol, Surya, Surya, Oh Pongol !” The word Pongol means
“ boiling,” from the Tamil word Pongu, to boil

; so that the

joyous shout is, “ It boils, Oh Surya, it boils, it boils!” In a

moment a convulsion of greetings animates the assembly.

Every one seizes his neighbour and asks, “ Has it boiled ?
”

Both faces gleam with delight as the answer comes—“ It has

boiled.” Then both shout at the top of their voices—

“

Oh
Pongol, Pongol, Oh Surya, Oh Indra, Pongol, Pongol !” It

is thus that the tiny boy greets his grandsire, and the father

hails his son. The festival is fortunate. The great gods,

through whose mercy the next and all succeeding harvests

alone may come, have accepted the thank-offering. Indra is

propitious. The heavy clouds shall come, gravid with rain,

when the next season shall come. Seed-time and harvest

shall not fail. The garners shall still be crammed with

grain, the udders swell with milk for the sustenance of man.

Agni, Surya, Mitra—for it matters not by which name the

god shall be called—will still shine upon the earth, drying up

the waters when the grain comes into the ear, gilding and

ripening the bending shocks, and making the whole earth

laugh for very gladness. The time of fear has gone. Magha
can no longer hurt. The king of the gods is satisfied, why
should men tremble for the rest ?

When the excitement has somewhat subsided, the pot is

lifted from the fire and placed before the image of Ganesa,

through whose grace no obstacle has prevented the boiling.
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As soon as the mess is a little cooled, a portion is taken out

of the pot and placed in a leaf platter before the god, who is

asked to eat of it. When time has been given, and no move-

ment is made, the share of the deity is taken away and given

to the cow. Meanwhile, the second courtyard has been swept

and prepared for the feast. In the centre is a huge dish, if

such it may be called, when it consists only of some scores of

leaves sewn together. Round the circumference of a circle,

of which the dish is the centre, are set as many plates (sewn

leaves) as there are persons in the house, counting women,

servants, visitors, and relations. Then the pot is carried in,

followed by the trooping guests. As soon as the vessel is

emptied on the dish, each reaches his hand and crowns his

platter with enough of the savoury and steamy food. "When
all are served, a moment’s silence ensues, and then the master

of the house lifts his plate in both his hands above his head.

The guests do the same, and then all shout together, Surya,

Surya, Oh Surya, we offer this to thee. Eat thou. Oh god,

the food we offer. Thou didst give to us.” This done, the

plates are again laid on the ground, and the meal commences.

In five minutes the platters are clean and the meal is done.

The dish, with as much rice as remains, is then taken outside,

and either given to the cows or bestowed upon the mendi-

cants, whose golden season is passing swiftly from them.

Such is the festival of the Pongol or boiling, and such it

has been for thousands of years perhaps. Is not its mere

description sufficient to mark it as altogether different from

every Pauranic celebration ? Does it not bring back to us

something of what the Jewish feast of ingathering was in

the times of Hebrew glory ? I have not been able to trace

many actual notices of the feast from such Yedic literature

as is at my disposal, but there are many points in the

narration which cannot be other than primitive, so contrary

are they to modern Brahmanism, and so consonant with

what we know to have been the custom of the Aryan race.

First, with regard to the glad shout which hails the boil-

ing, may we not see something like it in the last verse of

Rig Yeda, i. 141 (Wdson, vol. ii. p. 71), where we read

—
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“ Agni, possessing eminent (fitness) for supreme sovereignty,

has been glorified by us with holy rites and with hymns.

Let all who are present, as well as we ourselves, enriched

(by his favour), shout aloud (the praise of Agni) as (loudly

as) the sun (causes) the rain cloud (to thunder).” This

passage exhibits the worship and praise of Agni as being

performed by visitors and servants—

“

Let all who are pre-

sent, as well as ourselves.” It exhibits them as joining in

the shout of praise. The “ enriching by his favour ” is the

harvest, the “ renovation of all that is eaten.” We have

seen the holy rites—the hymns alone are missing. How
remarkable is the common feast at which women and servants

—men of inferior caste—may sit and eat ! Does not this

remind us of a time when, bound by a common danger,

fighting a common enemy, and looking for a common good,

the race was one differing in wealth and position, but not in

blood or caste ? At other times the wife may only eat her

husband’s leavings
;
the servant may not touch his master’s

food, or be seen eating his own. Now all sit at one repast.

There is no question of superior or inferior. God has blessed

them all alike with food. The rain descended, and the sun

shone on the evil and on the good. There are, it is true,

unholy rites among the Brahmans, where, under cover of the

night, deeds are done that set at nought all laws of caste,

religion, or the plainest morality. But these are modern.

They are hidden in darkness, and their very perpetrators are

ashamed to have their doings known even to their co-re-

ligionists. But the Pongol is domestic. It is open to the

day. It is old, and opposed to every tenet of their religion

as popularly taught. The levelling of distinctions of sex and

caste is for a good purpose, and based on a fact of universal

importance. The ingathering is as old as the race in India,

and there can be little doubt that the feast has come down

from primitive times, bearing witness against caste as an

innovation, a thing unknown to their early forefathers.

But again. No Brahmans are present. The master of

the house is the leader of the feast. Gifts are made in pro-

fusion, but they are to mothers and sons-in-law, to cows.
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calves, and beggars. The very olFering to Pillaiyar or

Ganesa, which at all other times is a perquisite of the priest,

is now given to the cows or to the poor. There is a purohita

or “ man put forward,^’ but he is not a Brahman
;
he is the

master of the house or his eldest son.

There is no image but that of Ganesa. Lapse of time has

run Agni and Surya into one, but the process is apparent in

the Big Yeda. Indra is universally accepted as the presiding

deity, but appears to have subsided into the silent king of

the gods, and almost every rite is dedicated to the Sun-god,

who is, as it were, the active deputy, the functionary who is

the sole means of approach to the higher deity. The mes-

senger of the gods can make or mar the message he carries,

and it is better to please him than to adore the more dignified

but less active members of the Pantheon. Puranism has

done something to degrade the ceremony, for while the

people know that they must worship Agni, they have for-

gotten why
;
and the modern Mercury—Ganesa—has been

introduced to perform the very work for which Agni was first

invoked
;
to remove obstacles, protect the ceremony, and

carry to Swarga (the abode of the gods) the adoration

offered. There is, therefore, now a curious duplication of

deities, to perform the same duty, in which the gross Pauranic

idol has occupied the place of the elemental deity. To put

the fact in Indian ofiBcial language, we may say that Ganesa

has been appointed averter of obstacles, vice Agni, promoted.

But we must return to the feast. As soon as the meal is

despatched, there is quiet for a time, while exhausted nature

recruits itself with a siesta. As soon, however, as the sun has

well declined towards the west, every house is again in a

bustle
;
men, women, and children put on their best. This

is saying no slight thing, for the store of jewels is the store

of wealth. Where banks are unknown, and the remembrance

of plundering Mahrattas and Pindarries has not died away,

wealth must be kept in small compass. It must not be trusted

to the care of others. It is not long ago since every house

had its cacM—a secret recess or pit, or may be some cunningly

hidden hole under the wall, or among the roots of the mango
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or palmyra tree. On the eve of great festivals, the night was

the scene of soft stealing to these hiding-places, and taking

thence the jewels that were to give due honour to the day.

"When they were put away again, some moonless night was

waited for, so that no neighbour or friend might have it

within his power to confess, under the tortures of ingeniously

cruel marauders, where the prize was secreted. Now, each

house has its strong box, well clamped and bound with iron

or brass, and guarded by some complex letter-lock, which no

illiterate servant can decipher. The box is frequently the

couch of its owner, so that it may not be stealthily conveyed

away while he sleeps. However that may be, all its treasures

are given up now, golden-threaded turbans, heavy bullioned

sarees, rings for nose, ears, fingers, wrists, and ankles
;
chains

for the neck
;
gold plates for the crown of the head, and

jewelled rosettes for the forehead
;
buttons and rosaries of

dragon guineas or Australian sovereigns—all are produced

and applied to the purpose for which they were designed

;

and soon the men appear, white and glistening, and the women
bowing down almost under the weight of their ornaments.

The occasion is a special one, so is the display. The Hindus

are not a visiting nation by any means, and they suffer in

consequence
;
for no nation can, with impunity, forget the

great fact that mankind is one great family. The isolation

which is produced by unsocial habits has been one great cause

of the utter helplessness of the nation in the presence of in-

vaders or usurpers. But in the Pongol we again see traces

of better times, when, as a pastoral race, the Aryans knew

how sweet was sympathy, how strong the tie of hospitality.

The Pongol is one long series of visits, entertainments, and

social joys. So now, when the air is cool and pleasant, the

males of every family—that is the young men—proceed on a

round of visits. In everj^ case a present must be given and

received. If the village be rural, and manners have not been

corrupted byWestern innovations, a couple of men with pipe,

tom-tom or guitar, precede the party, and give notice of its

coming. At Pongol every musician is fully employed, and

the discord which fills the streets, while the visits are being paid.
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is ear-rending. The presents are borne by a servant, and

consist of new chatties, spices, or other portable articles of

value, proportioned to the means of the giver. When two

parties meet in the street they halt, and a colloquy ensues

after this fashion, “Has the milk boiled?” “It has boiled

through God’s grace and your favour.” “Did the milk

bubble soon ?
” “ Yes, the deity is propitious, because of your

favour.” After a few more words, they each give the parting

benediction—“May good luck rest on the year for you !”—and

move on to fulfil their errands. At each house the same

dialogue takes place. In every house of every street from

tongue to tongue flies the same question, solemnly put, “ Has

the milk boiled ? ” Equally solemn comes the invariable

answer, “ It has boiled.” Even strangers meeting in the

street ask and answer the question as they pass, it matters

not what their caste. But I have forgotten the main object

of the visit, to ask for “the pleasure of their company” at

the evening’s entertainment. With the latter the day closes,

and before ten o’clock all respectable folk have retired for the

night.

With earliest dawn on the following morning all are

stirring. This, the third day of the feast, is Mattu Pongol,

or the Pongol of cattle. The slow but hard-working bullock

is to have his holiday, though no little teasing, and perhaps

torment, is first to give him a relish for his unwonted delights.

In what follows we see again a time when cattle were the

staflF and stay of their masters—when, without their milk and

clarified butter, the gods could not be worshipped—when
those same things were food and wealth—when without them

no journey could be made in safety, no field could be ploughed,

no fire could be made, and no corn could be trodden from the

ear. So strong is the instinct, that the ceremonial belongs

to another life and religion to that they now see in India,

that, as far as I am aware, there is no legend at all widely

received that attempts to account for the cattle holiday on

Pauranic principles.

As soon as the male population have cleaned their teeth

—and the operation is so prolonged and elaborate that

VOL. V.—[new series.] 8
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it deserves to take tke higkest place in the Hindu toilet

—

they betake themselves to the nearest sacred tank, driv-

ing or dragging with them the whole bovine possessions of

the village. Now takes place a general wash. As on the

previous days their masters had taken special care to ensure

cleanliness of person, so now each cow and bullock must

undergo a most searching lavatory process. A wisp of straw

serves for the rubbing, and before long every part of the

lons:-suffering animals is as clean as clean can be. Then all are

driven home and the adornment commences. First the horns

are carefully painted red, blue, green, or yellow. If the

owner be rich, gold leaf is employed, or brilliant tinsel.

Then heavy garlands of flowers are brought forth and placed

on the horns, round the neck, or over the quarters of the

patient beast. Meanwhile, the women have prepared another

new chatty, filling it with water, and then steeping within

some saffron, cotton seeds, and margosa leaves. When the

water is yellow and bitter, it is ready. The master of the

ceremonial, usually the head of the house, comes for it, and

places himself at the head of a procession of all the men

—

the women may not see the rite we now describe. In solemn

silence they march round each animal four times, while the

first man sprinkles the bitter water upon it and the ground

as often as they pass the four cardinal points of the compass.

This done, the pot is placed on the ground, and each male in

turn performs to each animal the Sdshtangam or prostration

of the eight members of the body. This is the highest

possible token of reverence, and receives its name from the

mode in which it is performed. The person first falls on his

knees, and then, stretching out his arms, he bows to the

ground until his forehead touches the soil. At the same

moment by bending inwards, he causes his stomach to touch

the ground, and tlius at that instant, his feet, knees, stomach,

forehead, and arms (from the elbow to the fingers), or eight

members in all, are as lowly bent as is possible, betokening

the greatest depth of humility and reverence. As Dubois

very properlv says—“ It is used nowhere but in the presence

of those to whom an absolute and unlimited deference is due.'’
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This done, the public—that is, the women and children

—

are again admitted, and to the juveniles the most exciting

ceremony of the feast is conunenced. The patient cattle are

led out one by one into the street, and there receive their

final adornment. Strings of cocoanuts, plantains, beUs, or

anything else that will swing from neck or horns, are fastened

as securely as may be under the circumstances. As will be

imagined, the cattle are not very patient under the process,

but they are usually very good-tempered and hurt no one.

Soon every animal in the village is duly bedizened and dis-

comforted. A moment of silence succeeds, while the villagers

look on or wonder among themselves whose son will be most

distinguished in the affray that it is to follow. Then, at a

given signal, every rope is untied—every tom-tom, pipe or

guitar is banged or blown to the extreme of its endurance

—

every woman screams and every urchin yells, and in an

instant the herd—hitherto so patient—is careering down the

street in an extremity of terror. But their flight brings

new sufferings. The cocoanuts swing at every lurch, and

bruise nose and knees, or thunder on the horns. New terrors

urge on the crowd, for to every tail is clinging some eager

boy, eager to rob the plantains, bells, or nuts. The glory of

the day is, that every one who can may possess himself of

whatever is carried by the cattle, and boast of his prowess

and his spoils. No little skill and a vast amount of courage

are shown by the “ timid ” Hindus in this dangerous and

exciting pell-mell, and soon peace reigns again, when the

oxen have returned to their pristine nudity. Their troubles

are over, and a holidaj" of the best possible character succeeds.

The cows may go where they like—into field, garner, or shop.

They may eat whatever their souls incline unto, so long as

they can get it without help from men. The chetties (shop-

keepers) tremble to-day, for many a sly push is given to

direct the cattle to the stores of a hard creditor, or usurious

grain-dealer, and woe be to the man if he would drive away

by stroke or word the marauding bullock.

The next day is Kanru Pongol, or Pongol of calves. In

this the rising herd receive treatment as kind and yet as
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cruel as fell to tlie lot of their parents on the preceding day.

Again the boys gorge themselves with stolen, but well-earned

fruit, and again there are a score of hair-breadth escapes

from broken limbs or gored bodies.

On the evening of this day we find the only token of cor-

ruption in the ceremonial. In almost all the public festivals

it is the custom for the Brahmans to carry the temple idols

through the streets, attended by dancing girls, torches, blue

lights, Bengal fires, and the dense but good-humoured crowd

which the sight is sure to attract. After having thus peram-

bulated the town, the images are carried back to their places

and a great portion of the crowd is sure to enter the temples

and make those offerings of pice, ghee, and rice, which it is

the object of the priest to gain. On the last great night of

Pongol, thisceremony is gone through. Both oxen and calves

are collected at the end of the town, opposite to the temple,

and then, in grand procession, come all the deities of the

locality
;
the reflexion of the lights brightens the sky, as if

some house were on fire. The crowd is so dense that locomo-

tion becomes almost impossible, as the procession slowly surges

along. At every hundred yards or so, a halt is made, and the

dancing girls go through their most admired postures. It is the

fashion to call these dances lascivious, and I may not run counter

to it
;
but I have seen many a dance (at Nautch) in procession,

and in the hall of some of the most ancient temples, without

ever seeing anything that could by any possibility be called

indecent. The postures resemble most of all the solemn

minuets in which our grandmothers sailed across the floors of

the ball-room, and are religious exercises compared with our

polkas and waltzes. It is true that the songs are bad enough,

but they are no worse than the stories contained in our uni-

versity text books. Besides, even here the songs have the

best of it, for the dancing girls suffer under the infirmity

which afflicts almost all our own lady-singers, they cannot

give the words of their songs so that they may be understood.

Be this as it may, the procession creeps along till it reaches

the assembled herd. A long halt is now made, and dances

and songs begin afresh. Dubois describes a ceremonial as
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occurring at this tinae, which I have not seen
;

as, however,

it is interesting, and the Abbe is seldom incorrect, I will add

the account in his own words (Dubois, 2nd ed., 18G2, p. 286).

“ The whole terminates with a piece of diversion, which ap-

pears to be waggishness, rather than any part of the ceremony.

The numerous rabble who are present form themselves into

a ring, and a live hare is let go in the midst of it. Poor puss,

finding no outlet by which it can escape, flies to one side and

the other, sometimes making a spring over the heads of the

throng, which produces incredible mirth in the crowd, till

the creature is at length worn-out and caught.” ^

The procession now wends its way back to the pagoda, and

the outward ceremonial of the Pongol ceases. The whole

population rests for three more days, and unlimited hospi-

tality is the rule. Every evening is devoted to visiting, and

usually a set of friends arrange that while each gives but one

entertainment, the whole enjoy a feast every night. Caste is

for the nonce forgotten, but as throughout the year intimate

friendship has been limited by caste, and new friendships can-

not be made all at once, it is not often that the ordinary rules

of caste are absolutely broken. At every visit presents must

be given and received, and as they frequently take the form

of ornaments moulded in pure sugar, it may be imagined that

the children have a fine time of it. On the evening of the

last day there is a feast for the girls alone—the only time in

the year when their separate existence is remembered. They

1 M. Sonnerat, who, in his “Voyage aux Indes Orientales et a la Chine”
(Paris, 1782), gives a brief account of the Pongol (vol. i. p. 240), mentions an-

other ceremony in connexion, it would seem, with the one here described. He
says—“ Le soir on porte la figure du Dieu, processionnellemeirt dans les cam-
pagnes. L'idole est placee sur un cheval de hois, dont les pieds de devant sons

leves comme s’il galopoit, ceux de derriere sent poses sur une table de hois,

portee par quatre hommes. Ils observent dans la marche d’aller en travers

comme un cheval qui se cabre et qui rue
;

l’idole tient une lance a la main, et

elle est censee aller a la chasse
;
on tue un animal reserve pour cette fete ;

il doit

etre quadrupede, choisi indifferemment depuis le tigre jusqu’au rat. On examine
surtout le cote qu’il prend, quand on le lache, pour en tirer des augures. Ce
meme jour les Brames jettent des sorts pour connoitre les evenemens de I’annee

suivante. Les animaux et les grains sur lesquels ils tomhent, deviendront, disent-

ils, tres-rares; si c’est sur les boeufs et le Nely (riz en paille), les hoeufs periront

et le nely sera tres-cher
;

s’ils tomhent sur les chevaux et les elephans, c'est signe

de guerre.” I have made every inquiry regarding the practice described by
Sonnerat, but can find no evidence that it is observed now.
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may not go out, except to pass quickly from one house to

another, and look forward with longing indescribable to this

their solitary festivity. A picture of a peacock, resplendent

with tinsel and colour, is hung up in one of the rooms, and as

evening draws on, the girls assemble before it. They bow to

the picture in turn, and imitate, as well as they can, the

ceremonial adopted by their fathers and brothers in their

worship. Sweetmeats are handed round, and if the host be

rich, presents of cloth, jewels, bangles, &c., are made to each

visitor. Then the house-mother teUs some story about the

blessings that must fall to an obedient wife
;
or perhaps the

father reads a chapter from the more romantic portions of the

Mahabharata or Ramayana. The evening winds up with

chat as to the husbands each girl would like, or fears to have,

and many a stern mother-in-law is dissected and favoured

with due maledictions. By nine o’clock all good folks should

be in bed, and before that hour the party has broken up.

As the last visitor enters the door of her home the Pongol

ceases. The stern duties of life have been thrown into a

week’s arrears. Brahmanical and Pauranic ceremonial take

the place of the simple Vedic festivity. Indra, Agni, and

Surya go out of mind till ingathering comes round again, and

Vishnu, Siva, and Krishna are alone adored.
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Art. y.—The Poetry of Mohamed Rahadan, of Arragon.

By the Eight Hon. Lord Stanley of Alderley.

[Continwd from, Vol. IV. p. 177.)

ISTORIA DE HEXIM HIJO DE ABDULMUXEF Y EISA
GUELO DE XDESTRO AXXABI MUHAMAD SALAM.
COXTIENE QDATRO CAXTOS.

Ya queda atras referido

Como la luz de Muhamad
Primero quo la sacase

El quo merecio llevarla,

Sus madres la entretenian

Mientras estaban prenadas

;

Cuyas caras mas hermosas
Que la luna se mostraban

;

Pues como Hexim casase

Con mugeres de su casta

Y en eUas tuviese hijos

Segun al Hasan senala

Siete varones y hembras
Y la luz siempre asentada

Estaba sobre su frente

Que ninguno la sacaba

Y esto se le hacia de mal
Y le daba pena tanta,

Que todos dias orando

Al derredor del Alcaeba,

Andaba rogando ad Allah

Le de un hijo por quien mudada
Sea la luz de su frente,

Y al debido curso vaya.

Andaba, pues, desta suerte

Con esta ansia cotidiana

Quando durmiendo una noche,

Oyo una voz que le habla

;

“Auda, ves a Yaciriba,

Do hallaras que te aguarda
Tina muger de alto prez,

Rica y muy acaudalada,

Limpia, casta y muy honesta

En esta sera mudada
Esa luz, que te da pena
Ques digna de tal comanda

;

En esta tendras un hijo

De la linea enxalzada.

Ella se dice Zalma,

Omar su padre se llama.”

Hexim desperto admirado

Y juntando su compaha
Les da' cuenta de aquel case

Quel Sehor le revelaba.

A todos parecio bien,

Y el que mostraba mas gana

Era su hermano Almutalib,

Y respondio estas palabras :

“ Ya sabes, querido hermano,

Que te han side senaladas

Hijas de Reyes y grandes,

Y otras de muy grandes famas,

Para casarte con ellas,

Y jamas les fue aceptada

Voluntad de nuestra parte;

Porque esta nuestra prosapia.

Mas que de Reyes, estima

La limpieza y su alleganza
;

Y agora digo ques bien

Que lo que se nego a tantas,

A esta se le conceda,

Por ser digna desta palma,

Yo la conozco muy bien

A Zalma, su padre y casa :

*

Es muger gallarda y bella,

Lo que puede ser de honrada.

Cumplida de entendimiento,

Afable, honesta, estimada,

Entre todas conocida,

Tenida y reYerenciada

En Yaciriba y su tiera,

Donde se estiende su famUj

* Dio, Paris MS. 2 Casta, P.
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Mira como quies que sea;

0 si quieres que yo vaya
A pidilla en casaniiento,

Ire de muy buena gana,

Porques mal perdido tiempo

Queste case se dilata.”

Dixo Hexim :
“ si os parece,

En esta alegre jomada
Yo quiero ser mensajero,

Que Dios ansi me lo manda
;

Ire yo en compaiiia vuestra

A' esta que tanto me alabas
;

Iremos ba^iendo prueba

De la obra que nos llama.”

Todos ellos respondicron :

“ Hagase como lo mandas,

Que nos te aconpanaremos

Con afi^ion voluntaria.”

Con esto se aparejaron,

Y otro dia de manana
Sus hermanos y parientes,

Y toda aquella compaiia

De los de Abdulmunef,'

Con gran gozo aderezaban

;

Muchos camellos cargaron *

De sus provisiones y armas

;

Y con todo este aparato

Hexim se despide, y marcha
Con quareinta caballeros,

Todos seiiores de salva

;

Parten contentos y alegres,

Y el su persona arreada

Con vestidos de Aliaman
Trae® rica y bien labrada,

Tendido el pendon antiguo

De Miger, que lo llevaba

Por insignia antigua y grave

Desta linea ilustrada.

Llegaron a Yaciriba

De noche, y como entraban,

La luz de la frente de Hexim
Entraba por las ventanas

De las casas, y salian

Las gentes maravilladas

De ver que podia ser

AqueUo que relumbraba

Por las hendrijasi y puertas,

Y dentro de sus moradas
Clareaba qual los rayos

Del sol y la luna clara.

Y como viesen entrar

Tan bermosa cabalgada,

Llamabanse unos a otros

A grandes vozes que salgan

A ver tan lucida gente,

A quien todos preguntaban,

Deseosos de saber

Quien eran 6 qud buscaban.

Decian : “ Quien sois vosotros ?

Que gente tan noble y rara,

No vimos en nuestra tierra,®

Y mas® que en su cara

Lleva esos ramos de luz

Que desde los cielos baxa.”

Almutalib responde :

“ Somos de la casa santa

Moradores, y vecinos

De Allab en su silla’ estimada

;

Somos de los de Curax,®

Del linaje, tribu y raza

De la gran casa de Caebu,

Hijo de Luai, quen Maca
Es nuestro asiento y guarida,

YiUa de Allab especialada.

Este es nuestro bermano Hexim,
Especialado en la gracia,

Y viene a® vuestras bonras

La suya sea ayudada,

Y que en vuestra ciudad sea

Esta luz aposentada,

Por Zalma, bija de Omar
Unica, y de que a esta causa'®

Somos venidos, qual veis,

Desde nuestras propias casas.”

Omar, que en esta ocasion

Entre las gentes estaba,

Respondio con alegria

;

“ Duena sea vuestra llegada,

0 varones enxalzados,

Senores de la alabanza,

De alteza y enxalzamiento,

Principes de la silla alta,

' De bani Abdulmunef, P. ^ Cargados, P. ® Toca, P.
^ Endrixas, P. ® Vida, P. ® Ese, Paris. " Su villa, P.

« Cu9ay, P. ® (Que de), P. Ybnucay, que a esta causa, P.
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Corona de la franqueza,

Los quo agospedan y gastan

Por los guespedes de Alhicliar

Con largueza y mano franca,

K vosotros sera dado

Con voluntad agraciada,

Todo quanto me pidiereis,

T mas de aquello sin falta
;

Quesa donzella es mi hija

Muy querida y muy amada,^

Aun que se juzga por si

El gobierno de su casa,

Ayer se salio al mercado
De Caicanea la nonbrada^

Con gran gente de los suyos,

A cosas que le importaban.

Si entretanto sois servidos

Ser mis guespedes, mi casa

Sera bonrada con vosotros,

Y lo que mis fuerzas bastan,

Haran en vuestro servicio

Lo que en el son obligadas.”

Asi fueron desposados.®

Sin tener mas alteranza,^

Todos en casa de Omar,
Padre de la desposada,

Adonde fueron servidos

De muy sabrosas viandas.

Con gran copia de presentes

Que de la gente estimada

De la ciudad les traian
;

Y con alegria sobrada

Pasaron aquella noche :

Y otro dia a la manana
No quedo duena de honor,

Ni donqella de importancia,

Que a ver a Hexim no fuesen,

Su beldad y linda cara

Codiciantes, a su luz

Rendidas y aficionadas.

Y tanto quanto de alegres

Estas jentes se mostraban,

Tanto mas tristes y feos

Los falsos Judios andaban,®

Muestras® de su gran malicia,

Su envidia, rincor y saha.

Que contra Hexim tenian

;

Porque en su escriptura hallan

Quel patron de aquella luz

Que cubre su frente y cara,

Habia de ser el cuchillo

De la torpeza en que estaban.

Lloraban los adevinos

De aquella gente malvada.

Y los demas les preguntan )

De aquellos lloros la causa,
)

Dixo el mayoral de todos,

A quien por nombre Uamaban
Armon, bijo de Caiton,

Y el que mas saber alcanza

:

“ El lloro y el sentimiento,

El pesar, tristeza y ansia,

A vosotros pertenece.

Solo a vosotros es dada

;

Llorad, pues podeis llorar,

Que ya la bora es llegada
;

Que viene el Seiior del tiempo
Con la promesa fadada.”

j
0 qeguedad de enemigos,

Dureza fiera, obstinada,

Descreenqia a ojos vistos.

Error a vista declarada

!

Yiose en todas las naqiones.

Malicia tan arraigada,

Que abominen y persigan

Lo que a su pesar alaban.

j
0 pernicioso accidente

!

0 pesima y mortal llaga,

Que a trueque de contentarse,

Siegan su propia garganta !
®

“ Este es, prosigue el adevino,

Aquel caudillo esmerado,

Que atierra® vuestro nombre,

Vuestras tierras^® y murallas,

Venqera los barraganes,

Contrastara vuestras armas,

Destruira vuestros castillos,

Asolara vuestras casas,

E.obaros-ha vuestras bijas,

Vuestras mugeres y hermanas,

Derramara vuestra sangre,

Descubrira vuestras tacas,”

' Guardada, P. * j)e caycanea guardada, P. ® Apeados, P.
* Altercan9as, P. ^ Daban P. ® Muestras dando, G. Paris.
® Estas lineas faltan aqui al, MS. de Paris, y se hallan puestas mas bajo.

® Abatira, P. Torres, P. Trazas, P.
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Aquel que los almalaques

Siempre seran en su guarda,

Conocido en la escriptura

Profetiza adveniciada
;

‘

( Este se llamara Ahmad 1

2

1 Per propio nombre Mohamad,

)

QueM que aqui vieneessurostro,®

Que en esa luz lo senala.”

A las razones quel sabio

Decia con tanta basca,

Lloraban amargamente
Aquella fiera canalla,

Diziendo todos a una :

“Mira, sabio, lo que mandas
Que hagamos en este caso :

Quiza tendremos libranza

Deste mal que nos anuncias.”^

Dixo Armon con voz turbada
“ Tan guai, tan guai de vosotros,

Que no os importara nada,

Que os faltaran vuestras fuerzas,

Vuestras espadas y lanzas,

Por que nosotros hallamos

En nuestra escriptura santa

Queste Mubamad sera

De tan cumplida ventaja,*

Que hablara con su Seiior

Mano a mano, y cara a cara.”

Dixeron ;
“ Pues si es ansi,

Ques este la semejanza

Del que tiene de venir,

Y tanto mal nos amanaza,®

Nosotros a matar-hemos
Esta luz antes que haga
Kamos, y la tallaremos''

Por que su duefio no nazca.”

Esto dixeron, y entre ellos

Pensaron mil trazas malas

Contra Hexim y su gente
;

De do quedo comenzada
La enemistad y rencor

Contra la luz de Mubamad.

Dexar quiero estos malignos

Con su intencion indignada

;

Que siempre el que esta® entre

malos

Esta cerca de su fama.

Ellos vendran a su tiempo,

Que a sus boras ciertas llama,

Y el tiempo sera testigo

De lo que aqui se dilata,

Volvamos a los taquies,®

Pongamonos de su banda

;

Quel lado de un hombre bueno
Es espia dela gracia.

Ya se aparejaban todos

Sus caballos ropas y armas,

Para salir al mercado.

Do Zalma dixo que estaba.

Y para esta salida

;
0 que bien se adrezaban

!

De ricas ropas vestidos,

Aljubas lindas, prc9iadas,

Coronadas las cabezas

Con diademas laureadas,

Y la insignia de Misera

Tiende al aire la vanguardia.

Hexim, entremedio dellos,

Y Omar que los acompana
Con toda su parentela,

Y la gente mas granada

De Yagiriba y su tierra,

Toda esta nobleza marcba
Al mercado, que era donde
Muchas gentes se allegaban

De la propria Yaciriba

Y otras tierras arredradas :

Y en el punto que llegaron"

Al mercado, relumbraba

La luz de la frente de Hexim

;

Y quantos en la gran plaza

De Calcanea se ballaron,

Por ver esta cabalgada

Desampararon sus tiendas,

Sus tratos, pompas y trazas,

De la luz embelesados

Los ojos que la miraban,

Siempre aumentando sus rayos ;

Que ya el Seiior da estas trazas

* Sin duda quiso desir por profecia anunciada ai initio, abeniciada. Gayangos.
2 Paris. ® Rastro, P. ^ Denuncias, P.

® Yvantalla, P. ® Amana, P. ’ Tallar hemos.

® Va, P. ® Justos. '0 Enmedio, P. Asomaron, P.
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Quando su estrecho juicio

Quiere que se cumpla y haga.

Estaba en esta ocasion

Zalma de donde miraba

La gente, la luz y a Hexim,
Sin que ella fuese mirada
De nadi, y decia entre si,

Quando en Hexim contemplaba

Su claredad y hennosura :

“
I
0 que' bien aventurada

Sera la que a ti se allegue

En coyugal alleganza

!

i

0 el de la cara hermosa,

De la luz cumplida y alta !”

Estaba tan plazentera

Y tanto desto gustaba,

Que de la grande alegria

Las carnes le tremolaban
;

Quando llego con gran priesa

Su padre, y ansi le babla :

“Have albri^ias bija mia
De una embaxada, que causa

A tu padre gran contento,

Y a ti ennoblece y enxalza.”

Dexame, padre, responde,
“2^0 me digas ahora nada,

Ho me diviertas la vista

Hi a mi me babies palabra

Que las albri^ias mayores,

La nobleza y alabanza,

La riqueza y la grandeza,

El cumplimiento y la gratia,

Y® todo quanto este mundo
Cine, comprende y abarca,

Ho llega a lo que mis ojos

Agora mira y alcanzan^

En la frente de aquel bombre,
Que le relumbra su cara.”
“ Pues esas son mis albri^ias,

Hija, que por tu causa

Yiene a casarse contigo,

Y es de los taquies de fama,

Hexim hijo de Abdulmunef
El de la bonra enxalzada,®

Varon de alto linaje,

Caudillo y senor de ilaca.”

Quando aquesto® oyo a su padre,

Quedose muy atajada,

Muy afrentada y corrida

De las razones pasadas
;

Y al fin de muchas que dixo

En satisfacion de su falta,

Dixo a su padre :
“ Ho dudes

Que aunque la bonra y las gracias

Esta' en esta gente ilustre,

Que a todo el mundo aventaja,

Si de mi y mi casamiento

Se satisface y agrada,

Y quieren que yo convenga

Con ellos, es cosa liana

Que ba de ser quando me cumplan
En dote, albadia® y arras,

Lo que a mi honor perteneqe.

Sin que le falte una dara,®

Y no biziendolo ansi

Sera en vano su Uegada.”

Aquesto decia Zalma
Por dar color a su babla,

Y que no entienda su padre

Su afi^ion tan a la clara.

Era prudente y discreta

Trascendida y avisada,

Hermosisima y briosa,

De Undo cuerpo terciada,

En grosura y de faiciones

Cumplida y perficionada :

Muy paladina de lengua,

De sabroso acento y gracia,"

De apresurada respuesta,

Aguda y bien dotrinada,

Afable, grata y muy leda,

Perfida gracia apurada,'^

Limpia de toda rudeza,

Colmada de toda gracia :

Y en todo lo sobre diebo

Lleva Hexim la ventaja'®

Que quantos le ven le invidian

Y enamora a quantos babla.

Luego se volvio a su padre

Donde dexo la compana

;

' Quan, P. * No me rindas la embavada, P. ^ Ni, P.
* Aora a mirar alcanzan, P. ® y la salva, P. ® Zabne, P. ' Este, P.
® Eegalo de bodas, alhidia, P. ^ Adirbam 6 dracma. Haciendolo, P.
" Habla, P. Perfecta casta apurada, P. Le Uevava Hexim ventaxa, P.
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Que de contento no coge

Merece ser allegada ^

La hora que vea a,^ su hija

Que con Hexim sea casada.

Mas que dire de la invidia

Del infernal fuego y saila,

Que al maldito Lucifer

Quema sus fieras entraiias,

Buscando medio por donde
El casamiento desbaga?

T para poder cumplir

Su pesima y mortal rabia,

Se puso en traje de viejo

De bellas y blancas canas,

Ropas largas, venerables,

Que la vista aficionaba,

Muy paladino de lengua,

Y 4 Zalma se presentaba

Con gran recato y crianza,

Dando sobre ella azalem^

Muy cumplido y con gran salva,

Y apartandola en secrete,

Ansi le dice y le habla

:

“ Has de saber, gran senora

Que yo soy de la conpana

De Hexim, que a causa suya‘

He® salido de mi casa,

Y a mi invia a que te diga

De su venida la causa,

Y a los hombres semejantes®

Que yo les es grande causa ’

Que mientan a tal senora,

Y quel honor de mis canas

Dexe de ser manifiesto

Donde quiera que se halla
;

Y aunque soy casamentero,

Y me obliga la comanda
De Hexim a hazer su parte

Has de ser desengahada

De mi, de sus condiciones,

De sus defetos y tachas

;

Por que nunca, en ningun tiempo,

De tu parte me sea dada

Afrenta, ni por los tuyos

Mi cara sea avergonzada.”

Dixo Zalma : ye buen viejo !

No calles ni encubras nada
;

Dime la verdad en todo,

Desnuda, patente y clara
;

Que la mentira en los hombres®

Es cuchillo de su fama

;

Y no hay maldad que se yguale

Al que con malicia engaiia.”

Dixo aquel rayo de invidia :

“ Sabe, senora estimada,

Que Hexim es muy hermoso,

Qual veis,® de presencia y cara.

Salvo que sus condiqiones

Toda su hermosura manchan.
Trata mal a sus mugeres
No las respeta ni acata

;

No dura con el ninguna
Por muy cuerda y por muy casta

Que sea, mas de diez dias,

0 un mes la que mas duraba

;

Y quanto fuese en el mundo
La mas discreta y honrrada.

Dura un ano
; y a mas desto,

Es muy vil, de prendas baxas,

Escaso, sin honrra alguna,

Nunca guesped vio su casa
;

Cobarde, triste y medroso,

Huye la lid y batalla

;

Ya le conocen sus vicios

En toda nuestra comarca

:

Por eso viene a la vuestra,

Por que en la suya no halla

Muger; que de las que tiene

Tienen espirienqia tanta“

En su vicio y males tratos

;

Por eso todos se guardan
De no convenir con bl

No se yo como’® te agrada

Con todo esto que te he dicho,

Ques la verdad pura y liana.”'®

“^Como me ha de contentar

Un hombre, que en 61 se halla

Tan infames propiedades

Qual aqui tu me senalas

;

' En si, al ver allegada, G. Ni crehe sera llegada, P. ® De que, G.
3 El saludo habitual ; La paz sea contigo. * Tuya, P. * Ha, P.
® Sabe, pues, que k semejantes, G. De mi les es grande causa, G. ’ Falta, P.

® Buenos, P. ® Ves. Tarda, P.

Larga, P. Si k ti, P. Apurada, P.
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Que con la menor de aquellas

Pudiera ser escusada

Su Tcnida y casamiento,

Quanto y mas que son nombradas

Tres cosas tan aborridas

A los que la honrra guardan :

Decir ques cobarde y huye
La lid y guerra trabada,

T que dexa las mugeres
Siendo ya con el casadas ?

Homenaje ad Allah hago

De no otorgar^ su demanda
Si ya no me hicieran fuerza

Con rigor de duras armas
;

Yete de aqui, viejo, al punto

No me repliques palabra.”

Y asi se the el enemigo,

Dexandola tan ayrada,

Quanto arrepentida y triste

Por la aficion en que estaba.

No se contento con esto

El Ebliz esta jornada,

Que otras tres vezes volvio

Con ropas diferengiadas,

Pefiriendo las razones

De la jornada pasada,*

Por donde venia^ a ponerla

De puro enojo embriaga.

En esto llego su padre

T viendola tan mudada
De lo quel habia dexado

Con las albrigias pasadas

;

Le pregunto la ocasion

De aquella nueva mudanza.
“^Como quies, padre, que sea

DLxo Zalraa, desposada

Con hombre que de los suyos

Han venido aqui do estaba

Tres hombres que me ban contado

Mil baxezas y mil tachas ?
”

Y dixole todo aquello

Quel axaitau le iuformara.^

De lo qual quedo espantado

Omar, y aunque procuraba

Quitaiie de la raemoria

Las informagiones falsas,

No pudo, porque el Ebliz

Aseguro bien su traza.®

Al fin la dexo y se fue

Diciendole que ella haga

A su libre voluntad
;

Y ella quedo tan cargada

De enojo y de pesadumbre
Que no sabia donde estaba.

Y® como los corazones

Son bechos de came humana,
Y los formo en libertad

El que los hizo de nada,

Quiso su bondad divina

Quel Axaitau y sus trazas

Fuese roto y abatido,

Inflamando sus entranas

A Zalma con amor puro,

Que le enciende cuerpo y alma

;

Y para satisfacerse

De las grandes varianzas

Que aquel dia babia tenido,

Siendo la nocbe llegada,’

Se desnudo del vestido

Que llevaba, y disfrazada

Se determino a salir

En busca de quien® le causa

Aquel amor tan ardiente,®

Que las entranas le abrasa.

Y asi, en diferente trage

Salio acaso^“ de su casa.

Preguntando va por Hexim,
A quantos topa en la plaza,

Hasta que le dio la luz

Que desde los gielos baxa
Hasta la frente de aquel

Que busca con tanta gana
;

Y respoudiole una voz :

“Yo soy Hexim, quien me
llama?”

Y como le dio la luz,

i

Turbole la vista, y para

De su andar estordecida,

Temerosa y vislurabrada

;

Y como la vido Hexim
Espavorida y pasmada,

Volvio su cara al un lado

1 Atorgar, P. ® De la primera vegada, P. ^ Vino.
* Idioma anticuada y Portuguesa. ® Trama, P. ® .Mas, G. ’ Cerrada, P.
® Del que, P. * Herviente, P. A solas, P. MS. Paris.
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Y luego la luz se aparta.

Vieronse estos dos amantes

Tan yguales en la llaga,

due punto no se difieren
;

Ninguno lleva ventaja.

Saludanse el uno al otro

Y con sabrosas palabras

Se dicen sus pretensiones,

Do quedo desengafiada

Zalma de los falsos dichos

Quel Ybliz le denun9 iaba.
Y al fin de todo le dixo

Estas palabras forraadas :

“ Respondiendo a lo que dices,

0 Hexim ! doy mi palabra

Que soy contenta y me place

Ser tu muger qual lo mandas;
Pero adviertote una cosa

Que aunque en la vida quedaras,‘

Te pidan mas de lo justo,

Que no repares en nada
;

Mira que hay grandes contraries,

Y entre ellos mi nombre y fama
Es tenida y reputada

Sobre la honra mas alta,

Que de aquello y lo demas
Te hago derecho y graqia

Sobre Allah y su delitaje,®

Que no te sera troeada

Esta palabra que doy,

Sino fita y contrastada.”

Hexim le agradecio mucho
La oferta tan libertada,^

Diciendo :
“ A' ti sera dado

Lo que'su nobleza aguarda,

Y todo quanto me pidan

Digo que atorgo sin falta.”

Dixo Zalma : “Una cosa

Si te place, me sea dada,

Y es que, como sabes soy

Muger tenida y preciada,

Y me honran en mi ciudad

Y obedecen mis palabras
;

Que no me has de sacar della

Ei me has de llevar a Maca.”

Dixo Hexim :
“ Soy contento

;

^
Tienes mas otra demanda ?”

Dixo Zalma: “ Que si acaso

Tendre hijos de tu casta,

Que no los quites de mi,

Sino que esten en mi guarda.”

Dixo Hexim :
‘

‘ Que me place,

Y tan bien aventurada
Seras, si parieres hijo,

Que parezca esta comanda.*

I Quieres otra cosa alguna ?”

Dixo : “Si acaso te apartas

De mi, y con otras mugeres
Te fueres, por esta causa

Me pueda quitar de ti,

Quedando desobligada.”
“ Lo demas que has demandado,
Dixo Hexim, muy de gana
Otorgo, mas eso no,®

Y no respondo a esa causa,

Mira si quies otra cosa

Que por tu contento haga.”

Dixo Zalma :
“ Harto estoy;®

Yo soy contenta y pagada
Con aquello que tu quieres

;

Levantarte-has de maiiana

A hacer el casamiento

Con toda nuestra compana;”
Y dando azalem los dos

Se vuelven a sus posadas.

Pues quando vido el Ebliz,’

Que sus malditas maranas
Ninguna surtio en efeto,

Todas fueron desligadas,®

HTzo aj untar los Judios

Que en el mercado se hallan,

Para incitarlos a ira,

Todo por la enemiganza
Que contra Muhamad tiene,

De su salida y estada,

Porque de su nacimiento,

Tanto dauo se le amana®
Que asolara la heregia

Ques su sustento y vianda.

Estaba, pues, acpiel dia

Lleno el mercado y sus plazas

De los veciuos Judios,

1 En acidaque y arras, P. ^ po,- deleitaje. gloria, paraiso. ® Idbre y franca, P.
* Que merezca esta acomanda, P. ^ Esto citro, P. ® Harto es esto, P.

’ Luzbel, P. “ Quedan desla(,adas, P. » bic, Paris.
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Y de toda la comarca,

De las villas y castillos

;

Que no quedo esta jornada

Judio que no viniese

A esta boda emplazada

;

Y en medio de tanta gente

Enemiga y adversaria

De la compania escogida,

Se les presenta y prepara

En figura de hombre sabio,

Cuya presencia ensenaba
Un aspecto de hombre antigo,*

Kopa iarga y barba blanca

;

Y como venir lo vieron.

Aquella fiera canalla,

Con muy grande reverencia

Lo reciben y lo honraban,

Eesando su mano y ropa,

Y la tierra do el pisaba,*

La cogian a gran priesa,

Y para salud la guardan,

Diciendo ;
“ Como senor

No nos ha sido avisada

Tu venida, y no cayera

Sobre nosotros la falta

De salirte a recebir ?

Perdona nuestra ignorancia.”

Dixo el Ebliz :
“ Anoche vine,

Nunca fuera mi llegada,

N i pisara en vuestra villa,

Ni viera lo que se trata;

Y no veis^ lo que yo veo.

: No habeis visto esa^ compaha
DeMacar” dixeron : “Si.”
“ Pues en esa cavalgada

No visteis un hombi’e en ellos

De muy hermosa asomada,
Que le relunbra su frente

Con una luz, que se llama
Hexim, y viene a casarse,

Segun que ya dello hay fama
Con Zalma?” dixeron :

“ Si.”
“ Pues tened por cosa liana.

Que si casa entre vosotros,

Os pesara en las entraiias,

Porque os quitara los algos,

1 De gran 9aleh, P.
;

un justo.

» Yeis, P. ^
4 La, P.

Vuestro sosiego amenaza,

Cautivara vuestros hijos,

Comera vuestras viandas,

Y os vendra a seuorear

A todos de banda a banda
Este es aquel que los sabios

En la escriptura sehalan

Derramador de las sangres

:

Yed que confusion tan brava

!

^ Que es lo que determinais

En remedio desta llama?”
Dixo Armon : ya les he dicho

Ques este aquel que se llama
Deshacedor de las leyes

Y el que las traiciones arma.”
Dixo el Ebliz : “Si vosotros

Determinais que se haga
Eemedio, cortad el arbol,

Y no creceran sus ramas.

CumplLreis vuestros deseos,

Libertareis vuestra patria

Deste monsti’uo sin segundo
;

Y para que de aqui saiga

El efeto que aguardamos,

Quando venga a la man ana,

Que a demandar a Zalma
El casamentero vaya,

Haciendo su parlamento,

Turbalde todos su platica,®

Diciendo que no quereis

Consentir que sea casada

Fuera de su propia tierra,

Y a las primeras palabras

Dad sobre ellos de improvise

Con vuestras furiosas armas,

De suerta que todos mueran
A vuestras manos y espadas

;

Que al fin ellos son muy pocos,

Gente triste, descuidada

;

Y pues VOS otros sois muchos,
Juntad una fuerte esquadra
De quatro cientos varones,

Armados de suerte, que haya
Diez para cada uno deUos,

Y hareis a vuestra salva
;

Que yo estare alii entre tanto ®

2 Do el pie estampa, P.

® Turbadle toda, P. ® Medio, P.
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Y hare de muy buena gana
Todo quanto mal pudiere

Contra la parte contraria.”

Esto dixo el malaon,*

Y ellos todos alirmaban

Aquel consejo por bueno
Y al efeto se aprestaban.

Y asi pasaron la noche,

Con su cautela trazada.
(

Dice al-Hassan que esta nocbe, J

Hexim se acosto en su caraa,

Y vio en su dormir un sueno :

Que un^s perros le cercaban,

Y se le ponian delante

Con las colas enroscadas,

Batiendo fieros aullidos

;

Y como que con su rabia,

Querian saltar sobrel,

Y el tirando de su espada

Les cereenaba los rostros,

Y aquellos que mas mostraban

Ser mas bravos que los otros,

Su espada los alcanzaba.

Despertose espavorido,

Y Uamando su azihaba®

Les dio parte de aquel sueiio,

De lo qual se admiraban.
“ Si dices lo que coliges^

Que desta absolucion saiga ?”

Dixo : “ Sabed questos perros

Son gente perversa® y mala,

Invidiosos, que procuran
Todo mal, toda zizana,

Allah sea con nosotros,

Huestra ayuda ynuestra guarda,

Y nos defiende de aquellos

Quen nuestra contra se amanan ;

'

Adviertoos, queridos deudos,

Pues en vosotros se halla

El valor y la cordura,

La prudencia y la constancia,

Esteis en alerta todos,

Apercebid vuestras armas,

Mirad con atentos ojos

A todas partes, no haya
En vosotros negligencia,

Cuydado si, y vigilanza,

Siempre las manos asidas

En el puho de la espada,

Porque si acaso se ofrece,

Podais bien exercitallas

;

Quen solo Allah y vuestros brazos

Estriba la buena andanza.”

Todos ansi lo ofrecieron,

Y a lo emplazado se amanan.

SEGTODO CANTO DE LA HISTORIA DE HEXIM. TEATA
LA CONCLUSION DE SU CASAMIENTO.

Al tiempo quel alba bella

Ensena su rostro alegre,

Y rompiendo las tinieblas

Su clara luz resplandece,

Quando ya el austruo cobija,

Y a todas partes se estiende,

Dando las nuevas quel dia

En su seguimiento viene,

Y el roxo Apolo tras ellas,

Dorando los campos verdes

;

Quando las aves noturnas

Se recogen a su albergue,

* maldecido. ^

^ Y dicenle
: ^ que coliges, P.

® Que en contra nuestra se amanan, P

Y las que la luz gobierna

El delgado viento hienden :

Quando los hombres despiertan

Y el pesado sueiio vencen,

Para dar a su Hacedor
El debito que le deben

;

A este tiempo la compaiia

Del hijo de Abdulmunef
Se levantan, y aperqiben

Al casamiento solerane.

Hazen primero oraciou

Y limpieza de azigueque,''

MS. Paris. ® Companeros.

® Traydora, P.

’ Ablucion, G.
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T con preciosos olores \

Sus Bellas ropas guarnecen >
^

Con resinas olorientas,
)

Con almizcadas especies,

Y en sus cavallos bien puestos,

Con sus pajes y sirvientes,

Marchan todos al mercado

Con gra^iosos continentes

;

T en entendiendo Zalma
Que ya la compana viene,

Mando a su padre y sus deudos

Que se apresten y aderecen

A recebir los de Maca,

T que a ello'^ se aparejen

Los mas preciosos asientos,

Adonde los aposienten

Con gran honra y alegria,

Qual su Talor lo merece.

Hizo armar ella una tienda ®

En campo raso, do fuese

Eecogida, y a los suyos

(Les advirtio salieren,)*

Todos ad acompaiiarla

;

Y mando tender tapetes,

Mesas lindas y abundantes,

Muy delicados comeres.

En esto asomo el pendon
De la compana, do vienen

Quareiuta principes, tales

Que en el mundo par no tienen,

Sobre caballos ligeros,

Preciosisimos jaezes,

Arreos lindos, galanes,

Bordados de todas suertes,

Bopas largas, rozagantes,

Con vistosos arrideles®

Debaxo sus fuertes armas,

Para si acaso se ofrece.

Hexim iba muy galan

Qual a su estado conviene,

Vestido al antiguo trage,®

Parece estremadamente.

Aquellos arreos que lleva

Ya de muy atras los tiene

;

Bo los envejece el tiempo,

Por que el tiempo no envejece

Lo ques sin tiempo criado,

Siempre en un ser pertenece.'

(Una alborada o camisa)®

De su padre Abdulmenef,
Guarne^ida y plateada,

Y sobre su linda frente,

La corona de Cuzai,

De quien era decendiente

;

El aridel de Curax,®

Todos prin9ipes y Reyes.

Lleraba en sus pies calzados,

Como en tales cosas suelen,

Los zapatos del gran Siz,

;
Oh, que bien que le parecen

!

Quen todos los pies se ciilen

Qual de su hechura fuesen.*®

Lleraba el baston de Brahim
Y el arco del fuerte Izmeil,

Y la estimada divisa

De Micer al ayre tiende
;

Y el en medio su compaiia

Como el sol quen el oriente

Asoma, y sus claros rayos

Doran las tierras campestres.

Ansi la luz de su cara

Todo el mercado conprende,

Que quantos ojos le miran,

Su clara vista amedrece
;

Pues quando venir le vieron.

La gente noble y parientes

De Zalma se adelautaron

Con muestras graves y alegres,

Todos con muy lindas fazes,^'

Le paz y salud se tienden
;

Y ansi, los aposentaron

Segun la usanza que tienen.

Acudio grande jentio,

Luego el Ebliz con los Judios,

Aquellos fieros infieles

;

Acudieron muchas gentes

De naciones diferentes,

De Yaciriba y su tieiTa,

Al casamiento presente.

Y estando en sosiego todos,

1 T estoracaron sus ropas, P. ^ p, ay ella hizo armar su tienda, P.

* Paris. 6 j Ar-ridees, mantos. Gayangos. ® A la antigua usanza, P.

’ Permanece, P. s Paris. 9 Luay, P. lo Como si a su mida fuesen, P
Leda faz, P. >2 Rienden, P. 12 Perros, P.
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Que nadi la lengua mueve,
Solto la voz Almutalib

De sus' hermanos de Hexim
Mas paladino de lengua

Y en razones mas prudente,

T con el debido acato

El rostro esento y alegre,

Diceles^ mirando a todos

Estas razones siguientes :

Las loores son® ad Allah

El alto Rey de los reyes,

El que nos ha contentado

En estado preminente,

El que nos puso en su villa

Gobernadores y Reyes *

Y nos doto con su gratia

Bendiciones y mercedes

:

Somos guespedes de Allah,

Moradores y sirvientes

En® su casa, la enxalzada,

Todos ® nuestros decendientes
;

Somos los especialados

Sobre todos los vivientes,

Escogidos con la insignia

De la luz resplandeciente,

Por la qual somos guiados

Del alto alarx do pende

Por la alcauzara’ famosa

Pura, limpia y sin dobleces,

Por los cahos mas luzidos

Y por los mas castos vientres

De los mas perfetos hombres

Y mas guardadas mugeres,

Desde nuestro primer padre,

Como® sucesivamente,

Pasando de padre en hijo

Su individo® eorriente

Por Luai, Caebu, Cuzai,

Hasta quen Abdulmunef,

Nuestro antecesor y padre,

Ha venido a entretenerse
;

De donde fue trasladada

A' este nuestro hermano Hexim,

Ques candela cntre los hombres
Y defiende nuestras leyes.

Somos libres del fornicio

Y todos sus albelees,*®

Por lo qual nos hizo Allah

Los casamientos haleles.^'

Y ansi por Allah guiado
Este nuestro hermano Hexim,
Como veis, acompanado
De sus deudos y parientes,

A pidiros por muger,
Con la honra que se debe,

A Zalma, hija de Omar,
Bendita,'® y questa presente.

Por tanto, honradas companas,
Ved lo que en esto os parece

;

Que nosotros ofrecemos

Todo lo que os acontente

Cumplir, sin faltar un punto,

Con honra y con interese
;

Y pues teneis entendido

La voluntad que nos mueve
Responded, si sois servidos,

Qual vuestra voluntad fuere.”

Aqui cerro Almutalib,

Aguardando respondiesen,

Y luego respondio Omar,
Quel responder le conpete :

“ La paz y salvacion sea;

La honra y los altos proves.

Las reverenciadas salvas

Solo a vosotros se deben

i
0 conpana especialada

Los mejores de las gentes,

Pobladores de la casa

Agra^iada y reverente

!

Respondiendo a vuestra causa,

Yo, en nombre de los presentes,

Digo que somos contentos

Y se admite y obedege

^’®Yuestra graciosa demanda.

^'Y muy contentos y alegres,

Damos fe del casamiento.

’ Los, P. ® Disc, P. ® La lohacion es, P.
* Juezes, P. ® De, P. « Nos y, G.
’’ Linea famosa, P. Cadena, manantial de donde proceden los rios del Paraiso.

8 Corri6, P. ® Individido, P. tentaciones, males, sic Paris.

11 Licitos. Tbn ucay, P.

1® * Estas hneas estan aiiadidas en la margen de escrituia mas moderna.
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Porque a nosotros conviene

AUegar a vuestras honras,

Con los quales se ennoblecen

Nuestro linage y estado,

Y nuestro nombre engrandeee,*

Digo que yo y mi hija

El albadia y presente

Seremos con toda graqia

Para vosotros y a Hexim
;

Empero ya os es notorio

El ^to preoio que tiene

El estado de mi hija,

La virtud en que florece

Es^ caudal tan poderoso
;

La riqueza e interese,

Que es lo que senalais

En su dote conpetente,
* Que a todos los circunstantes

*Satisfaga y acontente ?
”

Dixo Abdulmutalib : darle hemos
Cien annecas® muy valientes,

Nuevas grandes y bragadas,

Ved que mas os apetece.”

Estaba en esta ocasion

Aquella infernal serpiente

Junto a Omar, y acenole

Ser poco, que no lo hiciese
;

Dixo Omar ; “0 mancebo !

No iguala lo que prometes

A1 estado de mi hija

;

Alarga, si te parece.”

Dixo :
“ Darle hemos mil doblas

Gazarinas,^ juntamente
Con las annecas,” y a esto

Dixo el Ebliz :
“ Di que no

quieres

;

Ques muy poco lo que manda,
T a tu hija no conviene.”

Dixo Omar :
“ Bueno es eso

Que mandas, empero crece

Mas de aquello que has mandado.”
“ Pues para que os acontente,

Dixo Almutalib, darle hemos,
Con que su persona arree,

Treynta ropas escogidas

En Misera y Alireque,®

Texidas de seda y oro,

Cautias® hechas de arbete

;

Sois contento?” Y el maldito

Acenole que no lo hiciese.

Omar con grande verguenza

Volvio a decir :
“ Ciertamente

Es mucho lo que has mandado,.

Y por tal se os agradece

;

Pero acrece alguna cosa

Sobre lo que dicho tienes.”

“ Crecere dixo Almutalib,

Porque a vuestro gusto llegue,

'^Mas cien aludas' de alambre®

*Y otras cien® de almisque lleve,.

Y diez caxones de alcanfor,

Yed si contentar os puede.”

Y como el maldito Ebliz

No hay cosa que le averguence,.

Volvio a decir ;
“ Ques poco

Quanto te mandan y ofrecen.”

Volvio Omar sobre Ebliz,

Ayrado, y dice :
“ No temes,

'^Viejo invidioso, malvado,

*Que desta suerte me afrentes?.'

®^Hasta quando ha de dui’ar

* Tu desverguenza en traerme

Que les demande mas dote

De aquello que mandar deben.?

Que yo me siento corrido

Ver la sufrencia que tiene

A' tan prodigas demandas.

Quel por su bondad promote.”
“ Si a ti te pareqe mucho
A nosotros nos parece

Ques poco y debes pidir

Lo que ellos cumplir no pueden,

Que nosotros cumpliiemos
Con mucho mas interese

El derecho de tu hija,

Y daremos en rehenes

Annecas, ropas, cautivos,

Y pues el no pertenece

Casar con Zalma pidilde

Mucho mas de lo que tiene.”

1 Ensanchece, P. ^ p_ 3 Camellas jovenes.

Del Jazar, 6 tierra a orillas del mar Caspio, Gayangos. Cayyarias, Paris,
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’ Labor de nudos. 8 Arambre, P. ® Diez, P.
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A esto dixo Almutalib :

“ Di tu, viejo, lo que quieres;

Veamos lo que propones

Y si sera suRciente

Tu razon la cumpliremos,

Aunque mas algo nos cueste.”

“ Pues advierte, dixo Ebliz,

El dote que habeis de hacerle,

Conforme al estado suyo,

Que es en la forma siguiente

:

Que le fragues un alcazar

Muy alto, que se sustente

Eu los aires, de manera
Que admire a quantos la vieren

;

•

Tenga en largo una jornada

Y en anchario lo siguiente ’

Otro tanto, y en alteza

Sobrepuje a quantos fueren;

Que desde sus miradores

Se pueda ver claramente

Los navios quen la mar
Haveguen hacia poniente,

Apartamiento de un mes,

Quanto la vista comprende
;

Y que le caveis un rio,

Que dentro el alcazar dentre,

Y'^ en el se partan tres ramos

Con caudalosas corrientes,

Que por qualquiera de aquellos

Que los^ navios naveguen

;

Y'^ en todas estas orillas

Destos rios plantar deben

Datileras aP compas

Que unas a otras se mezclen

Y estas que produzgan fruta

En todo tiempo igualmente,

Madura, tierna, sabrosa,

Todo genero despecies,

Y que lleguen estos rios,

Plantados de aquesta suerte,

Desde las mares de Uzmen,^
Hasta entrar en Alireque.”

Almutalib que ya estaba

De la colera irnpa^iente

Le dice :
“ Calla, malvado,

1 Al consiguiente, P.

* Uman, P.
;
Oman.

’ Persia.

Rafises, P.

Ealso lleno de dobleces,

Invidioso, viejo malo,

Que ya en lo que dicho tienes

Se conoce tu malicia

;

Ho hay para que nos ensenes
Tus desatientos de loco,

Tus malditos acidentes”
“ Yo cumplire, dixo Ebliz,

Lo que digo, y mas si quieren

;

Casenme a mi con Zalma,
Y lancen de aqui esta gente

;

Que, como lo quieren ellos,

Es justo que aqui se quede
Entre nosotros casada

Mejor que con el ausente.”

En esto grito Zalma
De manera que la oyesen
Todos los que estaban fuera,

Diciendoles que no otorguen

Hi admitan los falsos dichos

De aquel viejo inpertinente.

A' esto replied Armon,
Aquel tirano rebelde

:

“ Pesar para vuestro dicho

Y a vuestro consejo cueste;®

Es sabio de los mas sabios

El abid® santo, que tiene

Fama en Axem’ y Aliraque

Y es justo lo que defiende,

Que te quedes entre nos

Que no que de aqui te Ueven

;

Y nosotros cumpliremos
Todo lo quellos ofrecen,®

Sin faltar en cosa alguna,

Y te® daremos mas si quieres.”

Dixo Zalma: “Nohais verguenza
En vuestras caras raheces

De querer ser importunes

A quien tanto os aborrece ?

Que ni quiero a vuestros algos,

Ni los quese viejo cbehiP

Propone con su malicia
;

Que quanto aqui dice miente.

Ni a el ni a vosotros quiero,

Ni aunque el mundo se atraviese,

2 Muchos, P. 3 En tal.

‘ Que este. ® A.' Lc El devoto.

® Que el os ofrece, P. ® Y nun.

Necio
;
Chebih, P.
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Solo Hexim me contenta,

Los demas no me amolesten.”

Respondio el traidor de Armon

;

“ Pues no sera lo que quieres
;

Que aqui te habras de quedar,

Aunque pese a quantos pese.”

Y asenando a los Jndios,

Dandoles voces crueles,

Sacan las ocultas armas,

Y en el punto questo veen

Los hijos de Abdulmunef,

Como que se desenvuelven,

*Viendo declarado el sueno

*Que soilo su hermano Hexim,
*Ponen mano a las espadas
* Como leones valientes,

Y con corage enqendido

Solos quareinta acometen

Aquel feroz esquadron

De tanta maldita gente

;

Y aunque eran pocos los nuestros,

El coraj e los enciende

De la generosa sangre

Que dentro del pecbo hierve.

Dan sobre aqueUos traidores,

Destruyen, matan y bieren,^

Desgovieman, parten, cortan,

Derriban, matan y bienden,

Corren, golpean, desbacen,

Aqui acuden, alii vuelven,

Espantanse sus contraries,

Huyen, blasfeman y temen,

Corre sangre aquel mercado,

Que por tantas partes vierten.

Ya los cuerpos se amontonan
De los que a sus manos mueren
Sin defensa, que defiende

Estos rayos de la muerte.

Sobre el malvado Armon ^

Almutalib arremete
;

Pelean como leones,

Aunque el traidor se defiende,

Quedo becho dos pedazos.

Sin poder nadi valerle.

Y como vio la revuelta,*

El que todo la revuelve,

* Hienden, P.
* Le Mzo hocicar en tierra.

Aguardados, P.

A su gusto ya en^endida,

Quiso salirse, y ponerse

En salvo de la batalla,

Como acostumbrado siempre

;

Y al tiempo que fue i. salir

Acerto Hexim a verle,

Y salto sobre el traidor

Antes que se le ascondiese
;

Y asiole de los cabegones

Y le sacudio tan fuerte,

Que le abocono^ en la tierra,

Y el aullando como sierpe,

Quando lo cubrio la luz

Que Hexim Ueva en su frente.

Salio Zalma de su tienda

Al alarido que tienen,

Estropezando en sus baldas,

Y como asidos los vee,

Dixo :
“ Seilor, da vitoria

A Hexim, ayuda a Hexim,
Contra su fiero adversario,®

Ayiidale y favorece.”

Quando el Axaitan se vio

Aside de aqueUa suerte,

Y que ya sus falsas trazas

No bastan para asconderse,

“Dexame, Hexim, le dice,

Hasta do llegar pretendes ?

Que muy en vano trabajas.

Si piensas darme la muerte
;

Que no llegan boy® tus fuerzas

Ni el Senor te las concede

;

Que soy de los aquexados’

Hasta la postrera suerte.”

Dixo Hexim : “0 Axaitan,

Traidor, confundido fueses,

Quentre los siervos de AUab
Tantos danos becbos tienes

!

Y asi lo dixo, y se fue,

Y volvio a mirar su gente
;

(Y vio el estrago tan grande) ®

Quentre aquellos descreidos

Hacian, y de los suyos

Ninguno falta ni puede
;

Llamoles luego y les dixo

Que de la matanza cesen,

* Caytom, P. ® Refriega, P.

® Enemigo, P. ® Ay, P.
® Paris.
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Quel que urdio la marana
Era el Ebliz ciertamente.

Asi pare la pelea,

A costa de tantas muertes

Que hicieron estos varones,

De la Luz muralla fuerte,

Quedando muy indignados

Estos Judios, de suerte

Que duro contra Muhamad
Su hinchazon perpetuamente.

Omar Ibnu Zaidin'

H.iz6 paces al presente,

T el casamiento acabaron

Sin ningun inconviniente

;

Y en vez de la colacion

Quen tal caso partir deben,

Hizo repartir Zalma
Esplendida y largamente

Muchas doblas y adirhames
Por la circunstante gente

;

T con olores de almizque
Cubrio las ropas de Hexim,
T todos con gran contento

A Yaciriba se vuelven.

CANTO TERCEEO DE LA QUINTA YSTOEIA.

Aquella propia noche invio Hexim a su hermano Almutalib a

visitar a Zalma, y con su hermano invio preciosisimas^ joias en arras

del desposorio, y las recibio eUa, y volvio ella otro tanto en satis-

facion de aquello y mucho mas, y paso con Almutalib las palabras^

siguientes

;

Advierte, hermano Almutalib,

Escucha no me diviertas,

Mientras te digo mi historia,

De lo^ que te doy larga cuenta.

Sahras que he sido casada

Otra vez, a menos desta,

Y he tenido otro marido,

A quien he sido sujeta;

Este se Uamo Uchaichate,®

Tan rico de algos y rentas.

Quanto a todos en su tiempo

Sobrepujo su nobleza

;

Tuvo ganados sin cuento,®

Camellos, vacas, ovejas,

Datileras, servidores,

Grandes campos y dehesas.

Tuvo mas este Uchaichate,

Con la que esta en tu presencia

Noventa y nueve mugeres,

Todas virgenes y bellas
;

Y quando caso conmigo
Capitule de manera
Que a mi gusto fue medida.

Si despues lo mantuviera

;

Pusele por condicion

Que si burlando 6 de veras,

I Caydin, P. * Preciosas, P.
^ tJchuychayte, P. Ohaiha.

El me daba mala vida.

Sin ser yo la causa deUa,

Me pudiese quitar del

Sin darle razon ni cuenta,

I

Ni el me pudiese impidir

I

El ser de su yugo absuelta.

Pero, como pocas veces

j

Lo que el sugeto argumenta

!

Suele salir al compas
De lo que su dueho piensa,

Salio mi cuenta al reves,''

Como acontece en las cuentas

Que se cuentan sin el dueho,

Salir de ordinario adversas.

Quiso mi suerte que, siendo

Su muger, que no debiera.

Con muy malas condiciones

Troco su naturaleza

;

Luego aborrecio a mi padre

Y a toda mi parentela,

Y a mi me tenia oprimida,

Como si fuera su sierva.

Yo viendo quen duro inviemo
Se troco mi primavera,

Y en cautiverio mi vida,

Siempre mi salud enferma,

2 Razone P. ^ De que, P.

® Cuenta, P. ’ Altraves, P.
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Quise valerme del medio

Q,ue ataje siendo donzella;

Mas por donde quiere hallaba

Con mil candados las puertas
;

Y viendome tan perdida,

Buscaba modo y manera
Por donde poder salir

Desta esclavitud tan fiera.

Pasaba los tristes dias

Entre congoxas revuelta,

T las noches sin dormir,

Eabricando mil quimeras

;

Y todas salian en vano,

Porque su cierta sospecha

Hacia que de ordinario

Estaba en mi centinela

;

Desocupo sus negocios,

Todos sus tratos y haziendas,

Yen solo guardarme puso

"^Todo su cuidado y veras.

*Sac6me de mi eiudad

^Y de mis deudos ajena,

*Y en un castillo me puso,

Que por mi desdicha hiciera.

Aqui me tenia encerrada,

Adonde mi edad tan tierna

A mas andar consumia
Con esta grande estrecheza.

Q,uis6 su Bondad divina

Que en medio de tantas penas,

Pariese un hijo, que fuese

Bonanza de mi tormento

;

No porque su padre hiciese

Mejora de vida buena,

Qual suelen hacer los padres

Que con los hijos se huelgand
Antes bien en dano mio
Su mal humor siempre aumenta,

Y siempre a mi lado estaba,

^Siempre estaba en mi presencia

;

Y al fin, como es cosa cierta

Que aquella parte revienta

Que con mas veras le tiran

0 con mas veras le aprietan,

Determine de poner

Bemedio, 6 morir siquiera,

Dando un tiento a la fortuna

Que tanto en mi dano rueda.

Despues de haberme acostado

Una noche, en ira envuelta.

Con mi marido y mi hijo

Algo alterada y suspensa,

Tome a mi hijo querido

Y atele un hilo de seda

En su pierna delicada

Lo que ser pudo de prieta

Lloraba el nino inoqente,

Padeqiendo culpa agena

;

Que a vezes un hijo paga

La culpa de quien lo engendra.

Su padre muy congoxado,

No sabiendo mi cautela,

Velo mas de lo ordinario

;

Y al punto que las tinieblas

En medio su curso estaban

Afloxe al nino la cuerda

Y al punto qeso su lloro,

Y el y su padre sujetan

Los ojos al dulce sueno
;

Mas los mios se despiertan.

Probe a Uamarle dos vezes

Por ver si duerme 6 si vela
;

Mas ya no me respondio

Que ya la suerte se muestra,®

Puso treguas a mi dano

;

Y como vi que sosiegaj

Dexe de presto la cama,

Qual si me abrasara en ella,

Y ate a mi cuerpo una soga

Y por entre dos almenas

De la torre del castillo

Me dexe oaer^ por ella

Por donde medi el espa^io

Que habia de alii a la tierra

;

Y al punto sente* las plantas,

Qual suele el ave que sueltan®

Dentre las redes y lazos,

Volar con mas ligereza.

Volvi a casa de mi padre,

Adonde estuve resuelta

De jamas volver al yugo
De Uchaichate, ni volviera

* Alegran, P.
^ Asente, P.

2 Siniestra, P. ^ Colgar, P.
5 Como el aguila que sueltan, P.
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Si contra mi conspirara

El mundo y toda sii fuerza.

Asi, querido Almutalib,

Toda esta pasada arengja,

Qual de mi boca has oido,

A tu hermano se la cuenta,

Para quo de mis trabajos

Todo este discurso entienda,

Y mi escarmentada vida

Tenga en su poder ynmienda,

Y el mal termino de aquel

Siempre en su memoria tenga,

Y en el trato lo aventaje,

Como en la naturaleza

Y yo pueda ver trocada

Aquella continua’ guerra,

En su poder qual confio,

En paz y amor se eonvierta.”

Con esto ceso su historia,

Y Almutalib dio la vuelta

Adonde estaba su hermano,
A quien luego dio sus nuevas,

De lo qual quedo admii'ado
;

Y en aquella noche mesma
Se vieron los dos en uno,*

Y con alegria inmensa
Celebraron esta^ noche.

Porque la Suma Grandeza
Mudo la luz a Zalma,

Que era lo que mas desea
;

*

Y asi amaneqio preiiada

Con la luz alta y perfeta

Insignia de Varonia
De la escogida linea.

CANTO CDAETO DE LA HISTOEIA DE HEXIAI. TRATA
SU MUERTE Y NACIMIENTO DE JAIBACANAS.

Luego como vido Hexim
Que su esposa ha recebido

La luz del santo® homenaje,

Y el sin ella ha amanecido,

Recibio el mayor contento

Quen su vida habia tenido
;

Viendose con sucesor

Del linage preferido

;

Y para cumplir con ella

Lo ([ue le tenia ofrecido

Puso por obra de ir

Por las joyas y vestidos

;

Y primero de partirse.

Con amor enternecido

Llamola en lugar secreto,

Y desta suerte le dixo :

“
;
0 cara y amada esposa !

Advierte esto que te digo,

Cumpliendo al honor® que tengo

A tu valor ofrecido.

Ese que en tu vientre tienes

Es varon santo y bendito
;

Yo te lo encargo, qual Edam
Lo encargo a todos sus hijos,

Y unos a otros hicieron,

Todos lo han mantenido.

Si a caso siendo yo ausente

Parieres,’ sea contigo

Como la luz de tus ojos
;

Mira que tiene enemigos,

Mira que lo® quieren mal
Estos traidores Judios

;

Que los contrarios del padre

Lo seran tanbien del hijo.

En habiendolo criado,

Invialo con sus tios

A la antigua y noble Maca,

Su patria® y antigo nido.

Do esta su genealogia,

Todos sus deudos y amigos,

En la casa de su honra

En el asiento debido
;

Mira Zalma que no hagas

Otro desto que has oido
;

' Pasada, P. ^ Tuvieron ayuntamiento, P.
^ Ques lo que tanto desea, P. ® Alto, P.
’ Pariras, P. ® Le, P.

® Folgaron aqueUa, P.
® Amor, P.

® Patrio, P.
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Que a mi me daras contento,

Y al Senor haras servicio.”

Dixo Zalma :
“ To obedezco

De voluntad lo que has dicho,

Asi como me lo mandas
Te ofrezco que sea cumplido,

Aunque con tu proceder

Me has alterado el sentide
;

Empero tengo fianza

Que Tolveras sanO y tIvo.”

Despues 11am 6 a sus hermanos,
Y con un amor crecido

Les amonesta y previene,

Como si el ultimo aviso

Fuera aquel
;

ques gran pru-

dencia

Del hombre ques advertido

Prevenir a lo futuro,

Qual si lo tuviese visto/
“ 0 hijos de Abdulmunef,
Hermanos, deudos y amigos,

Sobre cuyos hombros carga,

El prez del culto divino !

Ya sabeis como la muerte
Es ordinario camino,

Que ha de caminar por

El que fue una vez nacido

;

T ha de gustar de su acibar

El viejo, mancebo y niho,

El emperador y el rey,

El labrador y el mencligo.

A nadie troca la suerte,

A ninguno da desvio

De quando le Uega el punto
A su plazo, esta medido.

Yo he de partir de vosotros,

Y no se si en el camino
Ordenara 8u bondad
De llevarme al otro siglo.

Encomiendo-os la hermandad,
La Concordia y amorio

;

Socorreos^ en vuestras euitas,

Al pobre y ® al afligido
;

No 08 dividais unos de otros,

Estad todos siempre unidos,

Y sereis sobre los reyes

1 Como si lo hubiese visto, P.
* Eendirleys, P,
’ Parira, P. 8 Debido, P,

Respetados y tenidos

;

Y en mi nombre y mi lugar

Quiero sea instituido

Mi caro hermano Almutalib,

Que desta comanda es digno

;

T si yo acaso muriere,

Rendireisle^ el senorio

De todo mi potentado
;

Respetalde® en nombre mio,

Dalde® las Haves de Maca,
Y del abebrado rio.

La camara del consejo,

Las Haves de los archivos,

Dalde el pendon de Misera

Y los zapatos antiguos.

Con el arco de Izmael

;

Y todo aquel poderio

Que a mi me dexo mi padre,

Haceldo como os lo digo,

Y sobre todo os encargo

Como de vosotros fio

Lo que pariere’ Zalma,

Que sera de hecho altivo
;

T en teniendo edad cumplida,

Todo lo de arriba dicho

Le entregareis, qual yo hago,

Que es su derecho ofrecido.”®

Todos ansi lo ofrecieron.

Sin faltar nada, cumpliiio,

Aunque su razonamiento

Les dio grande escandaHzo
;

Que siempre los corazones,

Con estos tristes avisos,

Profetizan de ordinario

El daho que esta vecino.

Pasadas estas razones,

Ya de todos despidido,

Se sale de Yaciriba

Con un contento cregido
;

®

Gente noble le acompana,
De los suyos escogidos.

Con gran copia de sirvientes

Que siempre Heva consign.

Llego en Axem, y compro
Todo aquello que convino,

Muchas ropas y preseas

8 Socorred, P. ® Consolad, P
* Respetadle, P. « Dadle, P.

8 Con contento muy cumplido, P.
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Destima y de precio rico.

Ya que todo estaba a punto,

Puesto en los cofres 6 lios

Para volver a su tierra,

Siendo el dia amane^ido,

Quiso Su bondad divina

Que, por lo que fue servido,

Alii se acaben sus dias,

Pues ya se engendro en tal signo.

Despues de baberse acostado

En su cama, fue berido

De aquel ultimo a9idente

Que ha de gustar todo vivo

;

Y como se vio aquexado
Con un dolor ex^esivo,

Mando Uamar a los suyos

Quantos con el habian ido,

Y dixoles: “Partidluego
No esteis aqui detenidos

;

Que yo soy muerto sin duda,

Y mi plazo es ya^ cumplido

;

Llevareis de mi las nuevas,

Quel mandamiento divino

Se ha de cumplir donde quiera,

No hay darle ningun desvio.”

0 como dixo verdad
*Aquel pronostico antiguo,

Que se veria apartado

El amigo de su amigo !

Bien aventurado aquel

Quentre hermanos y vezinos

En su propria casa muere
De todos favorecjido.

Sus compahas le esforzaban,

Aunque muy entristecidos,

Porque en estremo le amaban,
Que era de todos querido

;

Y no quisieron partirse,

Aunque el los ha persuadido,

Hasta ver de su seiior

El trance difinitivo.

Paso ansi toda la noche,

Y al tiempo quel alba vino,

Con voz flaca y congoxosa.

Paper* y tinta ha pidido

;

Sobre la cama acostado,

Ya todo el vigor perdido,

* Papel, P.

Con la mano tremolando

Esta breve carta ha escrito.

CARTA.

A vosotros mis hermanos,

Los del Linaje escogido,

Ynvio la salvation

Entre estas letras que escribo

;

Sabed que estando yo® a punto

Para enprender mi camino,

Me ha Uegado el mandamiento
Del Senor engrandecido,

Que quiere que comparezca
Ante su estrecho juicio,

Dando de mano a este mundo
Y a sus deleites y vicios

;

Y pues la muerte y la vida

Para juzgarnos la hizo,

Aqui y en todo lugar

Ha de ser obedecjido.

Ahi os invio mi hacienda,*

Entre vosotros partildo,

Y todas las demas cosas

A vuestro honor las remito
;

Encomiendo os a mis hijas,

Como vuestros propios hijos,

Y como si vuestras fuesen

Les aplicad los maridos.

Llevad de mi el azalem
A la que en la vida ha sido

Candela y luz de mis ojos

Regalo y contento mio
;

Ruego os en amor de Dios,

Si nunca lo he merecido,

Que de vos sea visitada

Mas que si yo fuese vivo

;

Mirad que tiene en su vientre

Mi hijo y vuestro sobrino,

En el qual esta influida

La luz de vuestro apelUdo.

Yo os lo encomiendo, que queda
Guerfano sin ser nacido,

Y pues no conocio padre

Conozca el amor de tios.

Sacar-lo-heis de Yaciriba

Despues que sea nodrido,

» Ya, P.' Esta, P. Algo, P.
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Y llevaldo entre vosotros

X su prometido sitio.”

Y dando azalem sobre ellos,

Con Tin profundo sospiro

Cerro la carta y sellola

Con su aeostumbrado sigao
;

Y dixo que lo acostasen

De todas fuerzas vaqio,

Sudando el sudor postrero,

Acongoxado y rcndido.

Alzando al cielo sus ojos,

Muy humilde y dolorido,

Dixo :
“ Senor piadad

Deste siervo enflaqueqido,

Siquiera por el espaqio

Que mi frente ha poseido

La luz de tu mensagero,

El mejor de los nacidos.”

Y diciendo estas palabras,

Vino el postrer parasismo

Y recibio Azarayel

Aquel arroh santo^y limpio

Amortajaron^ su cuerpo

Los que con el habian ido,

Y dieron le sepoltura

Como mejor ban podido
;

Y luego marcharon todos

Con las requas y cautivos

Caminando a grande priesa

Tan tristes y desabridos.

Ya Zalma con su conpaha

A reqebir ha salido

La cabalgada de Hexim,
Largo trecho en el camino,

Quando la compana triste

Asomo por los exidos

;

Rasgaban® todas sus ropas,

Sus rostros todos hendidos

;

Todos veniau llorando,

Dando grandes alaridos,

Que los montes retronaban *

Con un eco entristeqido

;

Azemilas y camellos

Mostraban sentir lo mismo,
Trasquilados los copetes

Las dines, colas y ozicos
;

®

Y para causar mas duelo,

Cada azemila un vestido

Traia de los de Hexim
Sobre la carga tendido.

Y ellos, que venian gritando

Dando vozes y gemidos,

^epitiendo a cada paso

El nombre de su caudillo.

^
Quien podra contar en breve

Los duelos, llantos y gritos

De los que aguardando estaban,

Quando vieron tal prodigio ?

Por que termino diremos

El sentimiento excesivo

De la que su esposo aguarda

Por momentos tan medidos,

Con tanto apergebimiento

De contento y regocijo.

Con tantas mesas tendidas

De manjares® eseojidos.

Con tantos honrrados deudos

*Para honrar a su marido ?

Y habia de ser en obsequias

Todo el placer convertido.

Ques bien quen lamuerte se honre
Quien fue tan honrado vivo.

Tantos estremos hacia,

Sentada en el suelo frio.

La triste Zalma, que causa

Dolor y espanto en deeillo

;

Hiere con golpes su cara,

Su hermoso rostro hendido,

Haciendo de su persona

Un lastimoso martirio

;

Decia a voces : “0 Hexim,
0 senor, o caro amigo,

0 luz de quien te adoraba !

1 Do quedas dul9e bien mio ?

Con ti murio mi alegria,

Desta quen tus manos puso
El ser que tenia influido.

Ealto la luz de las vegas

En faltarles tu apellido,

Y a mi me falto el consuelo.

Mi confianza y abrigo.

^ Quien sera a tu amada esposa

* Justo, P.

* Eetumbaban, P.

Alcafanaron, P.

® Hocicos.

® Easgadas, P.

® Comeres, P.
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Su companero y marido,

Y amparo y padre fiel

De tu desdichado hijo?”

Tantas lastimas decia,

Ques mejor cortar el hilo

Que nunca la lengua dice

Lo que siente un buen sentido.

Pues que diremos de Maca,

Quando en eUa fue entendido

Per sus hermanos y hermanas^

Y per sus deudos y amigos ?

La impa9ien9ia de sus hijas

Los difi^ios y destines

due de sin tiento decian,

Tan terribles desvarios.

Quando Heron* la carta

Do su testamento hizo,

A' cada letra lanzaban

Mil lastimosos sospiros,

Pasado el Uanto y tristeza,

Luego como Hexim dixo

Entregaron a Almutalib

' Hijas, P.
* Consigo, P.

El seiior tal senorio.*

Quiso AUah quentre estos duelos

Vino su divino auxilio

;

Que nunca rino trabajo

Sin algun placer cumplido/
Pario Zalma en estos dias

Tin infante hermoso y Undo®
Con la luz del homenaje

;

Y ansi como fue na^ido,

Vieron que estaba riendo,

Dando de alegria indi9io,

Que la venida anun9iaba
Del mejor de los na9idos.

Saco la cabeza cana,

De donde tomo apellido

De Uamarle^ Jaiba-canas.

Yaron insigne y altivo,

Cuyas famosas bazaiias

No es bien se echen en olvido,

Y pido para contaUas

Que se me de atento oido.

* Leyeron, P. * El tenental seilorio, P.
* Muy pulido, P. ® Llamarse, P.
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Art. VI .—Essay on the Creed and Customs of the Jangams.

By Charles P. Brown.

The various Brahmanical creeds prevailing among those

Hindus who worship Vishnu and Siva have been amply illus-

trated by Colebrooke and other eminent scholars. When I

was in England in 1836 the learned H. H. WTlson desired

me to ascertain and describe the peculiarities of the Jangams

or anti-brahmanical worshippers of Siva, whom he had but

slightly noticed in his Essay on Sects, in the seventeenth

volume of the Asiatic Researches.

There are brief notices regarding this sect in the Italian

travels of Della Valle, (chap. xxi. Letter 5, of Nov. 1623)

also in Buchanan Hamilton’s description of the Mysore,

written in 1800, in Colonel Wilks’s Mysore, and in the Abbe

Dubois. These merely record the stories told by their enemies

the Vaishnava brahmans. But wishing to learn their own
tale I applied to the religionists themselves and shall record

their statements.

Originally the Hindus in Southern India were partly Jainas,

but some worshipped Siva, and a larger number adored the

petty village goddesses, who are honoured even to the present

day by Sudras and Pariars.

The Vaishnava religion was introduced in Southern India

about the time when the first crusade in Europe began. A
Jaina raja embraced it, between the years eleven hundred ten

and eleven hundred twenty of the Christian era, changing his

name from Betteda Raya to Vishnu Vardhana. The Jangam
religion began soon after about the year eleven hundred and

sixty.

It was instituted by Basava, the son of a Saivite brahman,

a native of Bagwari in Belgaum, in the Southern Marata

coimtry. When he was a boy (the legends state) he refused
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ta wear the brahmanical thread
;
because the rites that confer

this mark of initiation require the adoration of the sun, in

the manner prescribed in the Vedas. He then fled to Kalya-

nam, near Banavasi, in the Sunda country, where the reigning

raja was Bijjala or Yizzala, a Jaina by creed, whose minister,

a brahman, was Basava’s maternal uncle and bestowed on him

his daughter in marriage. On his decease Basava succeeded

him as minister.

His father being a Saivite was a worshipper of the Lingam,

the most ancient idol known among the Hindus : and which

may be seen (a large block of marble) in the market-place of

most Hindu villages. This s}^mbol is as separate from in-

decency in the Hindu mind as circumcision is in the Musul-

man mind. The huge marble image (Sthavara lingam) is

viewed with dread, and to move it is a crime. Drawings of

it may be seen in Buchanan Hamilton’s Eastern India, (which

Montgomery Martin published as if he himself were the

author) in Moor’s Pantheon and Coleman’s volume : and

there are several images in the British Museum, at the India

House and elsewhere. To shew his scorn of superstition

Basava made images the size of an acorn, and distributed

such to his followers, both men and women,

* Hanging a golden stamp about their necks

Put on with holy prayers.’ (Macbeth iv. 3.)

And this he called “ Jangama lingam” as being peripatetic.

He called himself and his followers Linga-jangams (not

Jangama) or Lingavants: some call them Lingayats.

The adventures of Basava, and his death in a.d. 1168

(coeval with that of Thomas-a-Becket) are narrated in the

Basava Puran : of which I many years ago printed an abridg-

ment in English.

The learned Richard Payne Knight wrote an elaborate

enquiry into the Symbolical language of ancient Art and

Mythology : reprinted by an accomplished scholar Mr. H.
Barker, in 1836. It is a pity a system so very ingenious

should be utterly unknown to learned Hindus.

In reading their books written in Kannadi and Telugu
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metre, I soon perceived why the Lingavants are abhorred by

those who worship Yishnu and Siva.

The Brahmanical creed teaches the worship of the sun and

fire
;
of many gods and goddesses : the system of castes : the

doctrine of transmigration
;
the divine origin of Brahmans :

their holiness : the terror of their curse
;

penances, pilgri-

mages, the sanctity of particular places : the inferiority of

the female sex
;
the laws of consanguinity

;
the use of holy

water
;
the entire system of feasts and fasts, purity and im-

purity : of omens
;
of lucky and unlucky days

;
the vast im-

portance of funereal ceremonies.

Basava rejected all these as useless delusions: he declared

that all holiness consisted in three things “ Gruru, Linga,

Jangam”—that is The Guide, the image, and the fellow-

religionist.

The Guide or Confessor may be any man or woman who is

in the creed : who whispers the sacred (mantram) spell in the

ear of the Jangam or worshipper : and hangs the image on

the neck, or binds it on the arm. A guru is forbidden to eat

flesh, to chew betel, or touch liquor.

Marriage is held in high honour by orthodox Hindus.

But in the South-west provinces the rite is merely nominal

:

and the woman is always free to take up with any man as

soon as she is married—except her husband. This pernicious

fashion has been imitated by the Jangams, who began in that

neighbourhood : they did this as an open defiance of Brah-

manical tenets.

Basava being by birth a Brahman had many friends and

followers of that caste : who are called Aradhya, meaning.

Reverend. But these would not give up caste, and eat with

Pariars. And they continued to wear the sacred thread laid

on the shoulder, with the spell called Gayatri. He admitted

them as half converts : and thej'- certainly are scorned by

other Jangams as being neither one thing nor the other.

Yet in the Prabhu Linga Lila (chap. 1.) Basava is character-

ized as an Aradhya. Ho idolatrous creed is free from dis-

crepancies.

The brahmanical funerals being performed with fire.
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Basava ordered that burial should be used : very probably

imitating the Jews or the Musulmans. And the widows

formerly were burnt alive : be allowed them to be buried

alive : in either case all Hindus consider the woman a free

agent, a voluntary suicide : such a death is always held in

honour.

Basava went further, and made an innovation shocking to

all Hindus : for he permitted widows to marry again.

Their literature consists of less than half a dozen volumes :

written in Kannadi, and translated into Telugu, Tamil and

Marata. The oldest is the Basava Puran, containing about a

hundred tales of their gurus, or saints : many stories are

miraculous and several are comic parodies on legends in the

Bhagavat or Eamayan. The language is rather antique : it

dates perhaps from a.d. 1400.

The Chenna Basava Puran is a modernized comic version

or imitation of this book.

Also the Pandit Aradhya Charitra, a voluminous but illi-

terate record which is their Golden Legend and is very dry

reading. There are other smaller poems.

These books are chiefly read for amusement. In these

anecdotes the brahmanical god Siva is often introduced, not

as an object of reverence, but as a humble mean servant of

the various “Bhacts” or Saints who work miracles
;
usually of

a comic description. But there is nothing indecent or obscene.

Some of the anecdotes are parodies of legends held in

reverence by brahmans.

The Prabhu Linga Lila is the most pleasing of these

volumes : in which the female sex is treated with respectful

delicacy. This book describes the adventures of Allama who

is represented as an incarnation of the deity. He becomes

visible at the wish of Siva, in Kailasa or Olympus. There is

no tale of his birth, death, or final disappearance. On one

occasion he appears as Anteros, the Amoricide, or Slayer of

Lust : and the goddess Maya (or Delusion) is enamoured of

his beauty. Then he disappears and visits a ‘ bhact’ or

devotee in a distant town : again vanishes and visits another ;

he assumes no pomp, has no followers, and manifests no power.
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Basava is a ruler, a warrior, a king’s minister, tke head of a

family, fervent in his vows to nourish Jangams and to van-

quish Jainas. But Allama is marked with peace, benignity,

humility, and gentleness : he is perpetually sued by various

female saints but remains unmarried : he has disciples, but no

relations. He has an invulnerable body.^

Precisely in this style do Musulman authors write regard-

ing our Lord : and this may account for a Hindu poet’s de-

scription of Allama : a character so strongly opposed to

human nature as seen among Hindus. The Jangam authors

strive in vain to account for the name
;
but it has occurred to

me that Basava took it from ‘A-la-ma’ three mysterious

syllables which commence the second sura of the Koran. See

the Mishcat-ul-Musabih, Book viii. cap. 1, part 2, on Alif,

Lam, Mim.

Originating in the South-west of India, in the Kannadi

country (which we call Carnatic), the Jangams are widely

spread through the Dakhan, the Marata and Gujarati coun-

try, also among the Malayalas, Tamils and Telugus. At my
request a Jangam poet wrote a Telugu metrical version of the

Gospel of St. Luke which has been printed. But a German
missionary informs me that he found the Jangams too proud

to embrace Christianity : some few appeared willing to be

baptized, but soon desisted, on finding that it would not suit

the Epicurean liberty which they prize.

It remains to speak of “The Four Aradhyas,” personages

of great importance in the creed. These are named Revan
Aradhya, Marut Aradhya, Ekorama Aradhya, and Pandit

ArMhya. These four appeared in four successive ages, as

precursors of Basava. Among Jangams and Aradhyas, at

aU their celebrations of marriage, birth, initiation, or funerals,

four vases of water are solemnly set up in honour of these

four : who seem to be like the “ Four Prophets” (pir) of the

Musulmans, described in p. 287 of the Customs of Musul-

' Compare Dens, Theologia Moralis vii. 327 de dotibus corporis gloriosi. And
compare the character of Siegfried of the Niehelungen Lied. In Wilson’s Essay
on Religious Sects of Hindus, article “Yogis” in a note he gives a genealogy of

the Nathas : the 8th is Goraksha : the 26th is Allama and the 26th is Prabhu
Deva.

VOL. V.—[new series.] 10
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mans, published by Dr. Herklots : or like the ‘ heft tan,’ the

‘ seven bodies’ buried at Shiraz : who are much reverenced.

In one point all these saints are alike : that nothing whatever

is known about them.

The Jangams have not always adhered to the rules given

by Basava. For, like other Hindus they celebrate the Siva-

ratri feast which Tod, in his Rajasthan, has so fully described.

And they imitate their neighbours in making pilgrimages to

Sri Sailam, Kalahasti, and some other sacred places. I could

easily have added many other particulars, but they might not

seem worth perusal. Those who converse with Yaishnava

brahmans will hear very rough language regarding the Jan-

gams ; but having been acquainted with both parties, and

having written a translation of the Lila, I consider them

quite as good as other Hindus : and the English who have

occasion to study Telugu or Kannadi will find agreeable and

profitable reading in the volumes written in verse by the

Jangams.
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Art. VII .—On Malabar, Coromandel, Quilon, etc.

By C. P. Brown.

The Arabs and Africans who first visited the west coast of

India, came “Mu-abbar ”
:
“ from beyond ”

the sea. In the

voyages of Ibn Batuta, translated by Dr. Lee, the country is

called Muabbar, without any surmise that this is Malabar.

The Syrian Christians who live in Travancore wrote the word

in Syriac characters and it has occurred to me
that in careless writing this may have been altered into

Malabar : a name unknown to the inhabitants
;
who

fancy it is the European name for their country and language.

The Eastern shore of India also was visited by men “ from

over the sea and the name Malabar has also been wrongly

applied to the Eastern coast.

But the name underwent another change. The Tamils in

those lands could not pronounce the ^ ain, or the letter B,

and Muabbar was softened into ‘ Mapila ’ the name borne by

these descendants of Africans : who are now called Moplas.

The children borne to these foreigners by Hindu women
were in Hindi called “ Do-bhashi,” or “ two-languaged

hence Dobhash, or Dubhash, an interpreter : bilingues is the

phrase used by Virgil. This word also was hard to the Tamils,

who could pronounce neither D nor Bh. They changed the

word (such is my opinion) into To Pasi and hence the name
Topass

;
which was applied afterwards to such persons of the

mixed blood.

The name Maabar is correctly explained inWright’s edition

of the English version of Marco Polo’s Voyages, (in Bohn’s

Library, 12mo. p. 395) : but in a learned essay translated

from Arabic, in Prinsep’s Journal of the Asiatic Society (Aug.

1836, p. 458) the coast is called Monibar : which is
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there misprinted Monembar. The Arabs also called this

country JiliJlAlj Bilid id Falfal, ‘the land of pepper’ (see

Sir Wm. Jones’s Description of India, chap. iii. which is in

his Works xii. 387). The Hindus call the western revu, or

coast ‘Korchi Revu,’ which we call Cochin: while ‘Calicut’

is properly Kallee K6^
;
Aulay-polay has been corrupted into

Alleppie
;
and KoUam is modernized into Quilon.

A mile or two north of Madras-town there is a fishing

village called Kuru manil or ‘ Black sand
;
’ the

earliest Portuguese sailors pronoimced this Coromandel, and

called the whole coast by this name : which is unknown to

the Hindus. At a later day ‘ Shozha Mandal’ has been as-

signed, denoting ‘ the land of the grain called maize :
’ but

that grain is peculiar to no district. Some have proposed the

etymon ‘ Kuru-Mandal,’ but the Kuru race were in the north

not the south of India.
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Art. VIII .—On the Treatment of the Nexus in the Neo-

Aryan Languages of India. By John Beames, B.C.S.

Read February 21, 1870.

In the following remarks the term “ nexus” is employed

to denote a conjunction of two or more consonants in one

word without the intervention of a vowel, as kt, dhy, rn, etc.

I divide the neo-Aryan languages of India into two

classes. The Prdkrits and PMi are called the “languages

of the first period;” Hindi, Bengali, Uriyd, Panjabi,

Marathi, Sindhi, Gujardti, are the “languages of the

second period.”

In assuming that the languages of the first period are

later than Sanskrit, I do not lose sight of the fact that

historically they were contemporaneous with it. But I

call them “«eo-Aryan,” because the majority of their forms

exhibit a decadence from some more perfect condition.

It is true that not only in classical, but even in Vedic,

Sanskrit forms are found which exhibit a perfect Prakrit

type
;
but this does not prevent the general run of Prakrit

from showing unmistakable signs of having degenerated

from a purer and stronger ancient language, which we
cannot call Sanskrit, because it is older still than even the

language of the Vedas, and whieh therefore may, when
necessary, be called “ Old Aryan.”

'

It is a highly probable theory that the Old Aryan, like

all other languages, began to be modified in the mouths of

the people as early as the Vedic period, and that the Brah-

mans, at a subsequent date, in order to prevent the further

* Es kann aber die Sprache wiederum, je hoher ins Alterthum auf-

gestiegen wird, als Dialect oder gar Mundart einer friiheren, weiter

zuriickliegenden erscheinen. Grimm, Gesch. d. Deutschen Sprache,

p. 574 [827].
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degeneration of their language, polished, elaborated, and

stiffened it into the classical Sanskrit. We cannot, how-

ever, suppose that tliey brought any new material into the

language, hut simply that they reduced to rule what was

till then vague and irregular, that they extended to the

whole of the language euphonic laws which had been till

then only of partial application, and so forth
;

all the while,

however, only working upon already existing materials.

It will, therefore, not militate against the established con-

temporaneous existence of learned Sanskrit and popular

Pnlkrit, to consider the former as in general the repre-

sentative of the original Old Aryan, and, consequently, as

so far older than the Prakrit; because, ex hypothesi, in

Sanskrit most of what existed in Old Aryan has not only

been preserved, but worked up and expanded, while in

Prakrit, on the contrary, not only has much been abso-

lutely lost, but that which remains has been corrupted and

debased. Besides, as nothing whatever of the Old Aryan has

been preserved, or is likely to be discovered (although

much may be, and has been, guessed at from analog)'^), we
are driven, whetber we like it or no, to look to Sanskrit

for the oldest extant forms
;
and we do, undoubtedly, find

them there, as contrasted with Prakrit and Pali. In the

following remarks, therefore, which make no pretence to

rise to the level of the higher philology, I take Sanskrit as

my starting-point, and place the Prakrits and Pali on the

first downward step, or, in other words, in the first period

of Neo-Aryanism.

With regard to the languages of the second period, it

must be explained that I do not intend to touch on the

obscure question of how far non-Aryan elements enter into

their composition. Much there is which is still doubtful,

but this is admitted on all hands, that a very large propor-

tion of their constituent parts is of Aryan origin, and to

that the present notes will be confined.

It has been customary with some writers to derive all

the Aryan words of the languages of this period from the

Sanskrit through Prakrit
;
but on a closer survey, I think

it will be seen that this idea is erroneous.
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The languages of the first period have been studied, and

the lau’s of their formation analyzed, and u-ritten down.

Knowing this much, therefore, we can see that in the

second period there are two grand classes of words, one

of which has evidently been derived through the medium
of Prdkrit, the other not. It often happens that a Sanskrit

word, for instance, re-appears in Hindi under two forms,

one of which shows signs of having been in existence in

the Prakrit period
;
while the other, by retaining consonants

which have been lost in Prdkrit, shows that it cannot have

reached its present position through that language. As a

general example, the word “ a house,” may be giv'^en.

This word in the first period becomes and ij^, with

total loss of the cerebral semi-vowel. In the second period,

however, the word appears as ilf and The could

not here re-appear unless recourse had been had to the

ancient Sanskrit fountains
;
and this opens the way to a

theory which vill account for the occurrence in the second

period of words far better preserved than they are in the

first. I conjecture that in the revival of Brahmanism which

followed the expulsion from India of the Buddhists, efforts

were made by the Brahmins to re-establish in the mouth
of the people, in their pure Sanskrit form, words which

they had long been familiar with in their corrupted Prakrit

shape. It would be thought advisable to discountenance

the use of words deeply impregnated with Buddhistic asso-

ciations, the more so as Buddha had made the vernacular

of his native province into a sacred language in opposition

to Sanskrit. This practise of resuscitating words having

once begun, has lasted down to our own times.

We find, therefore, three classes of words in the languages

of the second period,

—

First,—Words which existed in Prdkrit, and passed from

and through it into the modern languages.

^ Chand. Prithir. 23.20. One MS. reads
;
another the whole

passage is
1 ^^ II

“ Pleasant

thoughts came—in every house was joy.”
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Second,—Words which have not passed through Prakrit

processes at all, but came direct from Sanskrit, at the com-

mencement of the second period.

Third,—Words imported at later dates from Sanskrit,

chiefly by pedants, and which have therefore an artificial

character and appearance.

In an investigation like this, which is still in its infancy,

it would be, however, premature to lay down absolutely a

date for the origin of the second period. We hold two

ends of a chain, the centre of which is hid from us. We
have at one end Sanskrit, the Prakrits, and Pali, all lan-

guages of an inflectional character
;
by degrees we lose

sight of them and several centuries of absolute darkness

follow, and when light dawns again we find a mass of local

tongues all more or less analytical in their type. When or

how the change took place we cannot find out from any

literary monuments. A long and patient inquiry may,

however, hope at length to bridge over the chasm. The
first step in such an inquiry is the analysis of the forms of

stem words
;

that of grammatical forms is the second.

The treatment of the nexus affords the most solid and im-

portant results to begin with
;
and it is to this point that I

wish to contribute a few observations.

Three kinds of nexus may be distinguished in Sanskrit.

I. The strong nexus, i.e. the combination of two or more

strong letters, e.g.

II. The mixed nexus, i.e, the combination of a strong with

a weak letter, e.g.

III. The weak nexus, i.e. the combination of two or more

weak letters, e.g.

The strong letters, it should be understood, are the letters

of each of the five vargas, with the exception of the nasals

;

the weak letters are all the rest, viz., nasals, sibilants,

semi-vowels, and the aspirate

These three kinds of nexus differ from each other in

their method of treatment, in both periods, in the manner

which I now proceed to show.
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§ I.

—

The Strong Nexus.

A. In the First Period.

The treatment of the strong nexus is uniform and in-

variable throughout the first period. The rule, though

variously stated by different writers, from Vararuchi down-

wards, is substantially the same; to wit, that the first

member of the nexus is assimilated to the secotid : e.g, '3f kt

becomes tt.^ The strong nexus is of rarer occurrence

than the others, because it is limited by the euphonic laws

of Sanskrit, which prohibit the combination of a media

with a tenuis, or the placing of an aspirated letter as the

first member in the composition.

Vararuchi in his third chapter gives a string of rules,

arranged without much reference to the character of the

nexus, but from which the following general view may be

deduced :

—

71, cT, XI, are elided before another consonant

and the second letter is doubled. This is rather a round-

about way of putting it, and he omits aU mention of gf,

Z, and In Prdkrit is identical with ^, and the rules

given for ^ therefore apply
;

in iii. 3 is elided (or, as we
should say, assimilated), whether it be the former or latter

member of a nexus, and ^ consequently does the same;
thus, Skr. lubdhaka= Pr. loddhao, and Skr.

pakwa= Pr. fq^ pikkamy Skr. qra=I lubdha= Pr.

luddho.—Var. iii. 51.

As to "Z it so seldom occurs as the first member of a

nexus (except in combinations where “six,” constr.

forms the first element), that Vararuchi probably thought

it useless to mention it. Similarly I am not aware of any
cases where the palatals form the first member of a nexus.

By Sandhi they would migrate into gutturals in composi-

' In virtue of this rule, we find in Prakrit that when the second

member of a nexus is an aspirate, the first member is changed into the

homogeneous lenis
; thus, kth — iq tth, not qq, which would be

an impossible nexus.
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tion; e.g.'^^twach + doshin = twagdoshin,

vdch + j\ya = vdkya. So that probably no in-

stances exist of palatals as initials in a nexus. Vararuchi’s

examples are: ftra'e[cfi=

f^TKl = = tiT3fr, etc.

Lassen, p. 239, repeats Vararuchi for the most part, but

shows some consciousness of the difference betw'een a

strong and a weak nexus. He gives
(
p. 235) five classes

of nexus, among which is No. II., “Complexus consonan-

tium quaternarum ordinatarum,” which corresponds to

my “ strong nexus.” His list of examples is different from

Vararuchi’s, hut does not add anything to the general rule

already obtained from the Indian author.

Hoefer, de dialecto Prakritfi, p, 90, § 73 b, gives a list of

words in which the Sanskrit form of the nexus is retained

in Prilkrit, but this list has no value, as it rests upon incor-

rect readings. The principal instance is in Vikra-

morvasi, 110, 2 (edition Calcutta), which Lassen concludes

to have arisen “oh negligentiam editorum,” or, perhaps,

rather from the proclivity of the scribe towards Sanskrit

forms, a fertile source of bad readings in the plays. We
should undoubtedly read Hoefer’s work does not

appear to be one of much value.

If now we turn to Pali and the Prakrit of the Jain

writings, we find the same principle carried out. Instances

from the Dhammapadam and Bhagavati (ed. Weber) are,

= (or in Bh%.

^= (^ is

probably for hence the aspirate).

Pali seems to have the best claim to be considered as

pure IVIagadhi, and in the Mahawanso, one of the chief

works in that language, we find the same rule, e.g. =
= Numerous instances may be

* Vide AVeber. Ueber ein fragment der Bhagavati, aus d. Abb, d.

k. A. d. W. Berlin, 1. Theil, p. 405.
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collected from every page of the Mahawanso, or any other

Pdli work. The rule is apparently absolute and without

exception, so much so, that any deviations from it may at

once be set down as errors of copyists.

There seems to be no good ground for supposing that

the last member of a strong nexus is ever assimilated to

the first. The examples given by Hoefer rest chiefly on

incorrect readings, as shown by Lassen.

B. In the Second Period.

We have here to deal with a mass of forms in seven

different languages, and the attempt to find a law for the

changes observed is attended with much difficulty.

It will therefore tend to remove all doubt as to the truth

or rather accuracy of my assertions to give as large a

number as possible of examples of strong nexus which

occur in Sanskrit, with their modifications in the languages

of the second period; commencing with the numeral “seven,”

which is from its nature of universal employment.

saptan (oxytone),^ “seven.” Pr. H. M.

and G. B. and U. (pronounced “shato”).

S. ^Trf. P. B. U. and M. aH&o, pedantice

saptama (oxytone), “seventh.” Pr. H. 1st

^Tri (Chand. Prith. 1, 5), 2nd (Braj), 3rd ^rl^t

m. ^'/. (modern). M. same as H. 3rd. G.

* But see Bopp, Vgl. Acc. System, p. 45, § 29, the modern languages

appear to have treated it as oxytone.

^ Skr. stands for Sanskrit, Pr. Prakrit, H. Hindi, M. Mar&thi,

G. Gujarati, P. Panjabi, B. Bengali, S. Sindhi, U. Uriy^. I have

written all the words in the Devanagari character, because of the

difficulty of getting appropriate type for some of the languages, as

Uriya and Panjabi, and because the use of one type facilitates com-

parison.
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^—4. s. TtY. P. ft'. B. and V.

(shoptomo).

sapfada^an (accent on first syU.), “ seventeen.” Pr.

. H. {satraha), modern {satarah).

M. or ^rrrr. G. s. p. wttb in

which it stands quite alone. B. shoter. U.

shotoro.

saptada^ah (id.), seventeenth.” H. or

M. ^TTRt— ft— W. G.

S. P- ^rniTT and «»?rf. B. and U. or

B. (same as the number for 17)-

saptati (oxyt.), « seventy.” Pr. ^pfTf^, ^TrTfTj frlft:-

H. ^Trrft (Braj) (mod.). M. G.

S. P- B. U. in which

it stands alone (INI. B. and U. also indulge in their

favourite pedantry by using ^THf^ occasionally).

saptatitamah (oxyt.), “ seventieth.” H. ^RT^T—^ •

M. and P. id. G. S. {sataryo).

B. and U. the Skr. form.

It is next necessary to observe the curious modifications

which the word for “ seventy” undergoes when it oeeurs as

the last member of a compound word.

Sans. ekasaptatih.

Hindi, 71, ik+hattar.

Mar. 71, ekd+hattar.

(iuj. 71, ik-’roter.

Sind. 71, ^ka+hatari.

Panj. 71, ^ ik+hattar.

Beng. 71, q«tUTtl, ek+uttar.

Uriy&, 71, ^ka-stdri.

“ Seventy-one.”

72. bahattar, and so on.

72. bahattar, etc.

72. bohoter, etc.

72. bbohatari, etc.

72. bahattar, etc.

72. ^ bahattar, etc.

72. bdstori, etc.

Also the still greater transformations of “seven,” when
it is the first member of a compound, e.g.,
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“ Twenty-seven.”

Sans. saptavihsati.

Hindi, satd-\-1s.

Mar. ^Tt sattd-vis.

Guj. satd-vis.

Sind. satd-vih.

Panj. ^ITnt satd-l.

Beng. sdtd-ia.

Uriy satd-iso (shotaisho).\

“ Thirty-seven.”

saptatrinsat.

sain+tls,

sata-tis.

sdd-tis.

satatlh.

sain-trt.

sdin-tris.

sahitiriso.

“ Forty-seven.”

|

saptachatwdrinsat

H. f sain+tdlts.

satte-chdlis.

G. sud-tdlis.
Cs

Si.^HfTT^^I sate-tdlih.

P. sant-dli:

B. I'jflU} sdtchdtts.

U. satchaliso.

“ Fifty-seven.”

sa/)#a panchdsat.

satd-wan.

sattd-vanna,

satd-wan.

satwa-njdh.

sata-vanjd.

^rTTW sdtdnno.

satdvano.

“ Sixty-seven.”

S. saptashasktik.

sarsath.
H.

{

I BBG i satsath.

M. satsasht.

G. sad seth.

Si. sat kathi.

p. wriz satd hat.

B. sdtshdtti,

U. satshati.

“ Seventy-seven.”

saptasaptatih.

sat-hattar.

satyd-hattar.

sitoter.

sathatari.

wfn: satattar.

^TrTT^ sdtdttar.

satastori.

^ Bengalis and Uriy&s pronounce the ^ as sh, so that shdtdts would

be perhaps a better transliteration, and so throughout the series.
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“ Eig-hty-seven.”

s. saptdsitih.

H. sat-dsi.

M. satydnyshi.

Ninety-seven.”

G. satdsi.

Si. ^€1 satdsi.

p. satdsi.

B. ^rrnft sdtdsi.

U. satdsi.

saptanavatih.

sata-nave.
•s. ^

satyu•nnave,

^rrfTTir satdn-nu.

satdnave.

satanavem.

sdtdnavvai.

satdnoi.

I have given all these numerals in full detail, because

they exhibit such a surprising amount of variation from the

original stem

Some other common words in which a strong nexus

occurs are as follows

:

TsTg" khadga, “a sword.” Pr. Var. iii. 1. H. 1st,

^731^ Chand. Prith. 15, 24. cf73T

“He attacked, raising sword in hand;” 2nd, (but

. only used for the horn of the rhinoeeros, for which

also is used)
;
3rd, [kharag

] ;
4th,t5U3 (khdnd).

M. 1st, (rare); 2nd, 3rd, P* and U.

deest. S. G. B. {khodog).

mudga, a sort of pulse® (Phaseolus mungo). Pr.

Var. ib. H. M. tttj [pedantice also TT"^ but rare).

S. [muhgu). U. 7T7I (mugo). G. deest. P. ^31 or

^3T. B. ^31 [mugo).

^3tj dugdha, “milk.” Pr. H. M. and G.

[ped.'^). U. P. S. B.

and "^3^ [ped.).

* is always written for 3^ in the two MSS. of the Prithir&jarasa,

which I have seen so also in BengMi.

® Erroneously in all the dictionaries as a kidney-bean, which it in no

way resembles ; it is a sort of millet.

Cf. S. “ egg.”
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mudgara, ‘‘hammer.” Pr. This word is

used in two senses in the second period, [a) = an

athlete’s club for exercising the muscles. H.

M. S. deest. G. U. and B.

and P. (Z>) = a washerman’s

mallet for beating clothes. H. and
©s.

M. and oft. S. G. and «f^.

U. deest. B. deest.

qabda, “ a word.” Pr. H. and M. S.

G. and B. (not vei’y frequent, except in B.).

P. deest. U. [qohodo).

kubja, “ crookbacked.” Pr. and H. 1st,

^^TT; 2nd, ^WT; 3rd, [kubrd, commonest form).

M. (in the Wari dialect, G. (both

in M. and G. is “the snail,” i.e. humpback).

S. P. ^WT and cfi^. U. gi^iT. B. mm, ^^,and

m^.

“foolish.” Pr. occurs in M. and

B., but in the others the form in use is tts, from the
©s

Skr. which is the other form of the p. part, of

bhaktam, “boiled rice.” Pr. »nft* H. »TTc^^. M. and

G. id. S. B. and U. ?iTfT {bhdto). P. deest.

The class of words containing the nexus kt is rather

numerous, but does not present many interesting features
;

a few examples follow :

bhakta, “ a devotee.” Pr. H. M. and B.

and G. S. P.

^nrr muktd, “ a pearl.” Pr. m'm- H. M.

G. B. and U. B. also gWT, and

mfm. S. P. id.

rakta, “red.” Pr. H. M. id., when it
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means “ red,” but when meaning “ blood.”

G. P. deest. U. and B. in both senses.

The Sanskrit words ijfw, Vfw, vrfw, trf^

occur in their original forms in nearly all the languages,

but with slight modifications in some. They do not, how-

ever, offer much that is noteworthy.

From the examples collected above certain laws may be

deduced, keeping in mind the distinction already drawn
between words which show traces of Prakrit inffuence

(class 1), and those which do not (class 2).

Hindi, in class 1, rejects the first of the two consonants

of Prakrit, and as a compensation lengthens the preceding

vowel, e.g. lEnn:? from

?TT3ft, etc. At the same time the final short a is cut

off* in nearly every instance in substantives, but not, as a

rule, in adjectives.'

In class 2 the compound consonant of Sanskrit is split

up by the insertion of a short a, e.g. kharag,

sabad, bhagat, for khadga, qabda, bhakta.

In the case of khand, the last member of the nexus

has been rejected, and the vowel lengthened, as in class 1,

but this is merely an exception. In also the last

member has disappeared, but in place of the customary

compensative lengthening of the vowel we have the well-

known Hindi familiar or diminutive particle ^ added, so

that we may assume the existence of an intermediate form

gi^, which, however, is only found in Panjabi.

The series of “seven” and its derivatives belongs to

' In the case of adjectives the neuter in am appears to have been

accepted as the basis of the modem system, just as in the Romance

languages the Latin neuter in um has been selected, and results in a

termination o. (That this o came from um, and not from the masculine

us, is proved by the existence in the earlier stages of the Romance lan-

guages of a separate masculine nominative in s, e.g. mals for malus.)

The neuter am of Sanskrit modulates in the first instance into o, and in

this stage Marathi, Sindhi, and Gujarati still have it, but in Hindi it

has further migrated into a.
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class 1, in so far as it has everywhere lost its first mem-
ber T^. This is only natural

;
a numeral being, next to a

pronoun, the most commonly used description of word, and

hence not to be changed by authoritative interference, such

as I have assumed in the case of class 2.

The variations may be thus analyzed :

satta-, in the words 70, 70th.

^TTcI* sat-, in the words, 7, 7th,

satd-, in the words 27, 57, 87, 97.

%o saim-, in the words 37, 47.

sat-, in the words 17, 67, 77*

Of these, is simply the assimilated form of the first

period, which in the compounds modulates into ^tTT, a

form which is found even in the first period. This word is

noticeable as the solitary instance in Hindi of a change of

the initial into though in Panjabi the change is so

common as to be regular.

^rnr is the regular form of the 1st class, like and

others. In we have rather a curious phenomenon
which requires fuller analysis

;
the words are

, ^HTT-

In the first period we do not uniformly

find the long a, e.g. sattavisatimo, 27th, but sattdnave, 97.

But there is a remarkable uniformity in aU the seven lan-

guages of the second period. We find the long d in all of

them for 27 ;
in all but Panj, and S. for 57 ;

in all for 87
and 97 .

Judging at first from only, and the Hindi chiefly,

I thought this abnormal long d arose from the ^ of

amalgamating with the inherent d of ^'3', first from av

[saptaviniati] into au {sattams), and thus, according to the

usual Hindi analogy, into d. But this suggestion broke

down in two ways— 1st. Because the Marathi has both the

long d and the v in so also have the Sindhi

and Gujarati; and 2nd. Because we have the long d in

words where there existed originally no v to coalesce with

it into au.

The opinion I am at present most inclined to is that the

presence of the long d is due to the accent of the Sanskrit.

VOL. V.—[new series.] 11
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Sapfa7i is undoubtedly oxytone, and though I have not

been able to find in the dictionaries or other published

works any instance in which the accent of saptavimati is

given, yet I have no reason to doubt that, as in Greek, the

accent remains in the compound word just as it stood on

each member when separate. In Greek the rule which

forbids us to place an accent further back than the ante-

penultima obscures the analogy, but in Sanskrit we have

no such restriction, and “ saptdvihsdti,” with the major

accent on the penultima, and the minor on the prse-ante-

penultima is quite possible. Assuming this, and seeing

that the two last syllables “ ati” have disappeared, the

word would fall into the form of a paroxytone, and the

accent on the syllable ta being the only one left, would as-

sume such prominence as to insure its remaining long

throughout the ages. I own I was unwilling to admit this

possibility of the influence of the accent, and sought for

some time for another solution
;

I was unwilling to admit

into the discussion of a question, already sufficiently com-

plicated, the disturbing influence of another unknown
quantity in the shape of the Sanskrit accent; but I fear

there is no help for it. That a subtle and apparently ir-

regidar system of accents haunts and flavours the pro-

nunciation of modern Hindustani is as evident as in the

case of modern Greek. Why do we say kdhan, laying the

accent on the first syllable tbougb short ? why kdho, not

kahd ? why a dozen other anomalies ? This unwelcome

conviction thrusts back my lucubrations on the nexus till

the Sanskrit scholars of Europe are kind enough to dig out

and impart to us more facts and laws about the accents of

that language.

We next come to the curious form only found in 37

and 47 . Ill these two sets of numbers we find that all

the odd numbers except the first take this form in thus,

33. tanitis. 43. taintalis.

35. paint IS. 45.

37 . saintis. 47. saiiitdlis.

The other languages ofier only faint indications of simi-
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larity. P. has B. none of

the others. I think it has arisen fi’om a sort of rhyming

propensity, sometimes observable in Hindi. From ^ or ^
the transition to "?f was easy, the insertion of the nasal in

season and out of season being a weakness of that lan-

guage. In the word for 35 they had at first panchatrihsat,

which soon got altered into panchtis ; but here they had a

strong nexus, ^+rl. The therefore dropped out, and the

resulting double rT '^as reduced to a single, and the preced-

ing vowel compensatorily lengthened, so that the form

arose; to make which rhyme with the word for

thirty-^/iree would be irresistible. So also tbe 37, which

was probably v\’as dragged into the scheme, and

became
The only remaining form is found in 1/, 67, 77- In

67 the word was originally saptcishdshtih, with two accents

close to one anothex*, the latter of which, so to speak, kills the

former, so that when by the usual Pi-akrit process the first

nxember is modified into satta, the second a, being atonic,

falls out
;
and though the first t also falls, yet, as it is in the

first syllable of two, the latter of which is accented, no

compensatoi^' lengthening can take place.

Iix 77 ought to have and pi'obably such a form

did once exist, but was crushed into sat by the weight of

the double tt of hattar so close after it. Only ^Marathi

retaiiis a form satydhattar. Similai'ly, the foi'in for 17 was
originally sattdrah, and is so still in Panjdbi

;
pei’haps some

obscure idea of its similarity in sound to sattar, “ seventy,”

may have operated in the minds of the people to shorten it.

For your Hindustani is a dreadful jingler : he twists his

words into absurd semi-rhymes, as bartan-artan, ior hartan,

“a plate;” gdri-wdri, for gdri, “a cai't;” ultd-pultd, for

ultd, “reversed,” and so on.

[Here, for the pi-esent, 1 must stop, reserving the analysis

of the mixed and weak nexus for a future occasion, as I am
obliged to I'eturn to India immediately. I hope to be able

in a few months to send home the I’emainder of the argu-

ment, together with the rules deducible therefrom.]
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Aet. IX.—Some Remarks on the Great Tope at Sdnchi.

By the Eev. S. Beal.

Dr. Fergussou’s book on “Tree and Serpent Worship”
has opened a large field for inquiry and research. After

looking through the photographs and lithographed scenes

relating to the Sanchi Topes, two questions naturally suggest

themselves, viz. : What was the idea which suggested the

peculiar form of the Indian Tope ? and. What are the scenes

so carefully represented on the rails and gateways at Sanchi

and Amravati?

With respect to the first question there is no need to say

much, as at best we can only speculate where there is no

possibility of proof. But it would seem that the symbolism

of the Tope is like that of other sacred edifices, viz., to figure

out an idea of the world, or the heavens and the earth.

Remusat, in one of the valuable notes found in the Fo-koue-ki

(p. 92), has observed : “Stupas are not erected on the tombs of

religious persons or laymen, but only simple stones, which by

their form symbolize the five elements, viz. : ether, wind,

fire, water, and earth
;
they are called Stupas by analogy.

Their figure is this : The lowest portion represents

the earth, this is surmounted by the emblem of

water
;

the triangle represents fire, the crescent

is wind, and the cone denotes ether. Hence, in-

stead of Chinese characters, it is the custom to

inscribe on these several portions of the monu-

ment Sanscrit characters indicating the several elements

;

on the highest the letter to indicate ‘ ether,’ on the

second gf to denote ‘wind,’ on the third to denote ‘fire,’

on the fourth to denote ‘water’ (sc. Yaruna), and on the

lowest the letter [which being the first vowel symbol-
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izes tlie first element, i.e. earth]. This quotation has

been noticed by Dr. Fergusson (p, 106, Tree and Serpent

Worship), but he simply founds on it a theory for the

origin of the Trisul. I would rather see in this record

an explanation not only of the earliest religious structures,^

symbolical of the Elemental Dniverse or Nature, but also

of the Tope. The Great Sanchi Tope rests upon a square

base or plinth 14 feet high and 121 feet square, round

which is a procession path 5 feet 6 inches wide. This

portion of the building would therefore symbolize the first

element, “ earth.” Above the square rises a great dome

or hemisphere to a height of 39 feet. This dome repre-

sents the second element, water.” It would be impossible

to place a complete circle of stone on the square plinth,

the hemisphere therefore is used to indicate the element.

Dr. Muir has observed, that “when the idea of Varuna

as the all-embracing Heaven had been established, and on

the other hand the observation of the Rivers flowing towards

the ends of the earth and to' the sea had led to the con-

jecture that there existed an Ocean inclosing the earth in its

bosom, then the way was thoroughly prepared for connect-

ing Varuna with the Ocean.” [Compare the entire account

given by Dr. Muir, J.R.A.S. vol. i. part i. N.S. pp;. 77, ss.]

Above the dome, at Sanchi, we have a Toran,. respecting

which I will quote from Hodgson :
“ Between the hemisphere

and the pyramid is a short square basement for the latter,

upon each of the four sides of which a pair of eyes is graved.*

The hemisphere is called the ‘"garbh/ the basement the

‘ Toran,’ and the pyramid the ‘ Chura-mani’ (p. 43, Collected

1 I refer to Logan stones, etc., but principally to those primitive structures

called “ Baitulia” or “Boetylia.” I take the rows of stones represented in

p. 206 of Sir J. Lubbock’s work “ On the Origin of Civilization, etc.,” to be
Boetylia, or “ anointed stones”—the red mark round the black (which Colonel
Forbes Leslie compares to “ spots of blood”) being in fact the “ marks of conse-

cration” or “anointing.” It is well known that“idols” or “josses” in China
are consecrated by a dash of red or vermilion across the eye. With regard to the

derivation of the word “ Boetylia” as signifying “ elemental stones,” whilst it is

generally referred to a Semitic root, I venture to suggest ^^71 -j- or

as denoting that these stones in the first instance represented the “Elemental
World.”

^ These eyes evidently denote the watchful care of the “ Four Kings ”

(Chaturmaharajahs) over the affairs of men.
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Essays).” The Toran is merely a contraction of the Sanscrit

Toranya or Torana “an ornamented gate or en-

trance,” and denotes the entrance or door to the abode of

the celestials.^ [Around Japanese temples are erected gate-

ways called “ Toris,” evidently derived from the same root.]

Above the Toran rises the pyramid or cone, which Hodgson

calls the Chura-mani, denoting the element “fire;”

and above this the mysterious Trisul, combining the two ele-

ments of “air and ether,” and used by accommodation as the

emblem of the “ Highest.” If these several elemental em-

blems be thus united, we have the figure of the “ Tope.”

In confirmation of this argument, we observe that Mr. B.

Hodgson explains the division of the cone which surmounts

the “ garbh,” or “ dome,” of the Tope, as symbolical of the

thirteen heavenly mansions above the sky (p. 43, Collected

Essays). But if this be the true explanation, it seems to

follow that the lower portion of the Tope must represent the

“ lower world.”

This opinion is borne out by the use of the word “ ts’a,”

in Chinese, for a Pagoda, or Tope. This symbol represents

the Sanscrit “ kshetra,” a land of Buddha,” and compre-

hends the entire chiliocosm, over which Sakya Tathagata is

supposed to rule. How this was the idea of the expanded

form of the Tope, from which the Pagoda, in China, is

derived
;
but the expansion of an idea necessarily assumes

* Compare the remarks of Mr. Barin^-Gould (“ Origin of Religious Beliefs,”

pp. 98, 99) :
“ The localization of the Deity in heaven gave birth to a number

of other names. From the first moment that the consciousness of a God
rose upon man’s soul, like the morning sun, he lifted his head on high and
sought him in the sky. That vast uplifted sphere, now radiant with light, now
twinkling tvith countless stars, attracted the wonder of man, and in it he placed

the home of his gods. Heaven was an upper world inhabited by Deities. The
Esth supposed it to be a blue Tent, behind which Ukko the Ancient, and the

sustainers of Sun, Moon, and Stars and the guardians of the clouds, dwelt in

splendour. Men for a long time supposed that the earth was a flat plane, sur-

rounded by the sea, and that the sky was a roof on which the heavenly bodies

travel, and from which they are suspended as Lamps. The Polynesians, who
thought, like so many other peoples, ancient and modern, that the sky descended

at the horizon and inclosed the earth, still call foreigners ^apalangi, or heaven-
bursters, as having broken in from another world outside, 'The sky is to roost

savages what is called in a South American language mumeseke, that is, the-

earth-on-high [compare “heaven,” that which is “ heaved up”]. There are holes

or windows through this roof or firmanjeut, where the rain comes through, and
if you can climb high enough, you can get through and visit the dwellers above,

vrho live, and talk, and look, very much like people upon earth,”
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the germ as a constant, and this germ I take to be the

primitive sj^mholism of which we are speaking.

This position is strengthened by some indirect considera-

tions
;

take, for example, the description of the kshetra

of the Tathagata Padmaprabha, found in Burnouf, Lotus,

f. 38, b. The kshetra, we must bear in mind, is the Chinese

ts’a, and this is the common term for a Pagoda or Tope.

Now, the Lotus describes the land of Padmaprabha in the same

terms as the Chinese accounts ^ represent the “ happy lands”

or “domains” of the various Buddhas, “surrounded by in-

closures, and rows of trees covered with flowers and fruits,

the whole composed of the seven precious substances
;

” but

the Lotus adds a peculiar item in this description, “ the

inclosures are traced in the forms of a square draughtboard”

(“ d’etofie a carreaux pour jouer aux dames ou aux des,”

Lotus, note, p. 363). If we now turn to the 88th plate,

fig. 1, Tree and Serpent Worship, we see at once that the

inclosure of the Amravati Tope was precisely planned

according to the description of the inclosure of a kshetra

of Buddha. The Lotus-discs, in the plates 48, 49, etc., are

precisely the “ashtapada” of the Lotus, the discs represent-

ing “draughts” as they are carved even down to this day

in the East. We argue, therefore, that the inclosure at Amra-
vati was designed to represent the inclosure of a Buddha-

kshetra, and if so the Tope itself s}'mholized the kshetra.

This is illustrated further by Figs. 1 and 2, Plate xci., of

the same work. Dr. Fergusson speaks of “ the crowd of um-
brellas which crown the Tee in these cases as a curious ebulli-

tion of Hindu fancy ;” but I conceive the intention was quite

in agreement with the general symbolism of the structure.

The single umbrella (chhatra) denoted dominion over “one
world the exaggerated system of worlds, known as a chiho-

cosm (of which such repeated mention is made in all the

later Buddhist Sutras), was, therefore, denoted bj' the “crowd
of umbrellas,” which we see in Plate xci. And the rule of

increase will be observed, from the single chhatra to four,

(denoting the fo\xr cardinal points), and from four to eight

^ Translated, we must remember, from Sanscrit.
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(including the half points), and from eight to an indefinite

number, agreeing accurately with the actual expansion of

belief which occurred (relating to the composition of the

Universe) in the History of Buddhismd

But the general argument that religious structures were

in the first instance symbolical of the upper and lower world,

is strengthened by considering that this was the allowed

meaning of the figure and furniture of the Jewish Taber-

nacle. Josephus and Philo Judmus both assert the fact, and

it is insisted on by the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews.

Cosmas also, in his Topographia, labours to prove that the

Tabernacle in the wilderness was a pattern of the Universe

(Yule’s Cathay, etc., xlvii). We are told by Porphyry (de

antro Nymphanim)

,

that Zoroaster consecrated a natural cell,

adorned with flowers, to Mithras, for he thought a cavern to be

a fit emblem of the world fabricated by Mithras. Plutarch, in

his accoimt of the old Temple of Yesta, says it was constructed

of an orbicular form, to shadow out by its shape not so much
the world as the Universe {de Iside et Osiride, p. 67 ;

Maurice,

Indian Antiq., hi. p. 504). And Maurice concludes generally

that all circular temples symbolized the Universe (hi. 508).

So, again, says Phny, when speaking of the Pantheon, “ the

dome was of a convex form, that it might be the model of the

Heavens” {ut fastigiatam cceli similitudinem ostenderet) [quoted

by Maurice, as above]. Such are some general observations

in proof of the theory that we may detect the idea of a cos-

mographic symbohsm in all sacred structures, and not the

least in the form and developed portions of the Indian Tope.

I proceed to make some reference to the scenes of the

sculptures on the gates and beams at Sanchi. But before

doing so, I would start the query, whether there is any proof

to be gathered from the character of these sculptures, that

the followers of Buddha worshipped either the Tree or Naga ?

If they did, nothing in the world would more efiectually

destroy the theory of their religion. The Buddhist convert,

theoretically at least, acknowledged no superior to himself

in heaven or earth. The Nagas were saved from the power

' This expansion is fully related in aU the later Sutras. Yid. e.gr., Lotus, p. 113.
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of the Garudas by believing in Buddha, and becoming bis

disciples
;
and as for Trees, in so far as they were associated

with the history of the emancipated Buddha, doubtless, they

were “objects of worship,” but it was a worship of associa-

tion, just as the wayfarer bows before the symbol of the Cross,

or as the pilgrim, on the first glimpse of the sacred city, flings

himself on the earth. We do not worship the building in

which we say our prayers; it is a sacred building, just as

the Tree in the eyes of the Buddhist was a “ sacred tree,”

but he did not worship it}

But to pass on to some identifications. The scene depicted

in Fig. 2, Plate xxxii., is a lithograph taken from one of the

sculptured architraves of the Northern Gateway, rear-view

;

it is not copied from the photograph, but is the only part of

the horizontal architraves drawn by Colonel Maisey
;

the

difficulty of getting up to them was so great, that nothing

more than this was attempted
;

it is, however, a very valuable

excerpt, and helps to unriddle the entire scene, which occupies

both the front and rear face of the beam. Both these scenes

embody the history of Sakya, when he was born as Yessantara.

This birth was the one immediately preceding his incarnation

as Buddha. It will be necessary to make some reference to

this Jataka, so far as it is related or referred to in works bear-

ing on the subject. Burnouf {Lotus, 411) refers to it in these

words :
“ C’est dans ce sens que Mahanama parle de la demiere

existence de Sakyamuni, avant qu’il vint au monde comme
fils du roi Suddhodana, ‘ vessantarattabhave thit6,’ quand il

etait dans le corps de Yessantara. On salt en efiet que

Yessantara est, chez les Buddhistes de Ceylon, le nom d’un

personage sous la figure duquel lame de Sakyamuni parut au

monde.” Again, this JMaka is referred to by Bigandet

[Legend of the Burmese Buddha, p. 83) in these words, “With-

out alluding to those great offerings I have made during several

previous existences, I will but mention the seven great ones

made whilst I lived as Prince Wethandra (Yessantara).”

' In cases where the Naga, the Horse, the Throne, etc., occupy the place of
honour on the Dagoba (as in Plates lxxx., xci., etc., Tree and Serpent Worship),
I should suppose the association to be with the history of NuchUinda, Kantaka,
the Vajrasdna, etc.
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Again, on p. 165 of the same work, we read, “ He then caused

a shower of red rain to pour down over the assembled multi-

tudes. . . . This is not, said Buddha, the only time when such

a wonder has happened
;
the same thing once took place when

I was Prince Wethandra. He went on relating the most in-

teresting circumstances of that former state of existence.”

Again, in the account of the mission of Song-yun, p. 195

(Travels of Buddhist Pilgrims), we have an allusion to the

sacredness of the spot, where Vessantara underwent his self-

imposed sufferings. This place, according to Julien, was called

Dantaloka (Jul. ii. 122). The Prince, both in Song-yun and

Julien, is called “ Sudatta,” but I have identified this person-

age with Vessantara (Buddhist Pilgrims, p. 194, note), on

grounds that will not be disputed. But, finally, the best and

fullest account of the Vessantara Jataka is found in Hardy’s

Manual, p. 116. It will be necessary, for the purpose of

identification, to give a precis of this relation. “ In former

times, in a city called Jayatura, reigned a king called

Sanda or Sanja
;

his principal queen was called Phusati,

and their son was called Wessantara, so named from the

street in which his mother was passing at the time of his

birth. [Observe the very curious similarity between this

narme and Wessanagara, the old Besnagar, close to Sanchi

;

compare Tree and Berpent Worship, p. 90.] From the

moment he could speak he gave proof that his disposition

was most charitable. [Compare the Chinese Shen-chi, “the

charitable one” (Song-yun, p. 194).] When arrived at the

proper age he married Madri-dewi, the daughter of the

King of Chetiya. [Compare, again, the singular coincidence

in the account of Mahanama :
“ Asoka, when sent to be

Governor of Ujjeni, tarried at Chaityagiri, and there married

Devi, the daughter of the chief.”] They had a son Jaliya,

and a daughter Krishnajind. At this time there was a

famine in Kalinga from the want of rain
;

but the king,

having heard that Wessantara had a white elephant that

had the power to cause rain, sent eight of his Brahmans to

request it. Wessantara at once gave it up, on which he was

banished from the kingdom to the rock Wanka-giri. His
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wife, Madri-dewi, refused to forsake him, on which all their

treasures were collected and given away in charity to the

mendicants, and they, with their two children, retired into

banishment. The nobles then brought a chariot, and Madri-

dewi, taking her daughter in her arms, and her son by his

hand, entered it. Two Brahmans followed them, and re-

quested the gift of the horses that drew the chariot. With-

out hesitation they were given, but Sekra, observing what

was taking place, sent four Dewas under the disguise of

horses, that yoked themselves to the chariot and drew it.

Again, another Brahman cried, ‘ Sir, I am old, sick, and

wearied; give me your chariot.’ The chariot was readily

given up. The Prince then carried his son, and the Princess

his daughter, and so set off on their journey to Wanka-giri.

Wiswakarmma had prepared for them two Pansals (leafy

huts). Here they dwelt with their children in the garb of

ascetics. At length an aged Brahman, called Jujaka, set out

to ask the gift of the two children, as slaves. Wessantara,

in the absence of his wife, resolved to give up the children,

who had fled away and hid themselves. He went forth and

called them back and delivered them to the Brahman. The

children, however, seeing the Brahman stumble and fall as

he went down the hill, ran away and came back to their

father
;
the father again gave them up, and the Brahman,

tying their hands together, drove them along with a stick,

beating them as they went. At length, when Madri-dewi

was about to return home, Sekra sent four Dewas to assume

the form of wild beasts, to delay her return. When Sekra

perceived that Wessantara had given away the children, he

assumed the appearance of an aged Brahman, and went to

the rock. Wessantara asked, ‘Why have you come?’ To

which he replied, ‘ I have come to receive the Princess as my
slave.’ On this he gave her up also. As the result, both

Madri-dewi and the children were restored to Wessantara,

and all returned safe and sound to Jayatura,”
V

Let us now compare this account with the sculptures. W

e

read (p. 101, Tree and Serpent Worship), “the central com-

partment of this beam has on its right the gateway and
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buildings of a walled city \_Jayaturd~\. Inside are numerous

spectators, and some figures apparently doing homage to

two sacred elephants or their riders. [The two elephants

differ from the account in the Jataka, where only one is

mentioned.] Near the outside of the gate stands a male

personage, wearing the Dhoti and large turban [ Vessantara\,

attended by respectful figures in various attitudes. The
Chaori and Chatta which accompany him mark him either

as a king or a saint. There are also a number of women
with covered jars or vases. \_Madri-devi giving away her trea-

sures.'] Next appears a four-horsed chariot of a different

shape from those seen elsewhere. It contains a man dressed

as above, attended by Chatta and Chaori bearers, and two

children with tufts or plumes on their heads. \_Madri-devi and

her husband, with their two children.] On the left, another

stage of the ceremony is apparently represented. The same

chariot is seen unharnessed, the yoke held up by a woman.

The two children still occupy it, but the king, or whoever he

may be, is standing near the pole with his arm stretched over

the yoke, and is apparently conferring some grant or gift to

the priest or ascetic before him, into whose hand he is pour-

ing water, an ancient mode of sealing a gift. \Vessantara

giving aioay his horses.] The costume of this last figure is

what is usually seen in the only class that can be identified

with priests, ascetics, and saints. Above this group, and fac-

ing towards the city, is another empty chariot, which a man,

dressed as the preceding, is about to harness. [TAe four

Devas sent by Sakra in the shape of horses.]
”

This portion of the scene is tolerably complete. Colonel

Maisey refers the plot to the dedication of the chariot to the

Sun. Dr. Fergusson regards it as a meeting between Asoka,

or some Hindu prince, with the Dasyu chief of the place. It

is tolerably plain, however, that the scene represents the first

part of the history of Vessantara. Let us now turn to Plate

xxxii. Fig. 2, which is a lithograph representing the rear-view

of the same architrave. On the extreme right we observe

the two Pansals, built by Yisvarkarma. Vessantara and Madri-

devi are seen on the. left in their social relations, sitting to-
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gether in front of one of the Pansals (in which scene Madri-

devi is probably relating her dream), and also engaged below

in some domestic pursuits with their fire-pot and chatties. A
little further on the left we see Vessantara sealing the gift

of his children to the Brahman, by pouring water on his

hand. Further to the left we see the Brahman beating the

children with a stick because they had run away from him.

[Compare Buddhist Pilgrims, p. 195.] On the left, again,

we see Yessantara giving away his wife to Sakra. In the

upper division of the scene we observe the beasts sent by

Sakra to delay the return of Madri-devi
;
whilst the Brah-

man with his water vessel, plotting to arrive when Madri-

devi is out, is seen in close contact with the lady
;

the

presence of the water vessel in his hand illustrates the

text of the Jataka, “When the prince saw the Brahman
approaching, he told his son Jaliya to go and meet him and

carry his water vessel.” The scenes on the extreme left re-

present the happy termination of the whole adventure, and

the restoration of Yessantara, children, wife, and elephant, to

the kingdom of Jayatura.

There can be no reasonable doubt, I think, that this is the

real history of the sculptured scene on this architrave, rear

and front. It follows, then, and this is an important con-

sideration, that whatever age is assigned to the gateways of

the Sanchi Tope, the same antiquity, and greater, must be

granted to the Jataka in point. And if to the Jatakas, then

to all the legendary history of Buddha. This explanation

also militates against the theory of a Dasyu element in these

sculptures. The Dasyus, in fact, are Buddhist mendicants.

I am inclined to refer the scene, Plate xxxvi. Fig. 1, to the

Sama Jataka. This fable is given by Spence Hardy (Eastern

Monachism, p. 275) in these words, “When Grotama Bodhisat

was born in a former age as Sama, son of the hermit Dukhula,

he rendered every assistance to his parents, who had become

blind when he was sixteen years of age. It happened that as

he went one day for water to the river, the king of Benares,

Piliyaka, entered the forest to hunt, and as Sama, after ascend-

ing from the river, was as usual surrounded by deer, the king
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let fly an arrow whicli struck Sama just as he was placing

the vessel to his shoulder. Feeling that he was wounded, . . .

he called out, ‘ Who is it that has shot me ? ’ and when he

learned that it was the king, he related his history to the

monarch, and said that his greatest grief arose from the

thought that his blind parents would now have no one to

support them. When the king perceived the intensity of his

grief, he promised that he would resign his kingdom, and

himself become the slave of his parents. Meantime a Dewi,

descending from the Dewa loka, remaining in the air near the

king without being visible, entreated him to go to the Pansal,

and minister to the wants of the blind parents of Sama. He
was obedient and went. . . . The body of Sama having been

brought to the huts, was restored to life by the united Sachi-

keriyas of the Dewi and the parents. The parents also

received their sight, and the Dewi repeating the ten virtues

of a king to Pili}mka, enabled him to reign in righteousness,

and after death to be born in heaven.”

In the Lithograph referred to, we observe the parents of

Sama seated outside their Pansals. They are evidently blind,

for the monkeys are stealing the fruit and playing mis-

chievous tricks close to their persons without interference.

In front of their huts is the forest, full of deer. The river

flows through it, and we observe Sama just coming from the

bank and raising the water vessel to his shoulder. The Devi

(or Deva), standing close to the boy (and probably unseen

by him), is introduced to indicate the pious act of the child,

and the reverence due to such piety. On the left of the

scene is the same boy, wounded by an arrow ; his identity

with the first figure is shown not only by the likeness and

dress, but by the water vessel lying on the bank, evidently

fallen from his shoulder at the moment when he was shot.

The archers are just above. It does not appear that the king

is one of them, but this is not material to the history. In

the rear, on the left, we see the king, with his water vessel,

ready to resign his kingdom, and become the slave of the

blind hermits. The Devi is standing close by. Finally,

in the left corner, we see the happy termination, the parents
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restored to sight, and the boy come back to life. This com-

parison appears also tolerably evident, and tends again to

establish two points—1. The primitive age of the Oatakas;

and 2. The style of dress worn by Buddhist hermits, viz.,

the kilt and a sort of sarang worn over the left shoulder

(probably from motives of modesty).

I now pass on to identify some other scenes, beginning

with the Northern Gateway. The subject of the top rail is

adoration to five Dagobas and two trees. To illustrate

this, compare Bigandet {Legend of the Burmese Buddha,

p. 100), and Spence Hardy {Manual of Buddhism, p. 51).

Fah-Hian {Buddhist Pilgrims, p. 125) also mentions the

several localities rmmd the sacred tree, consecrated by the

erection of towers or Dagobas. There are two lists of seven

places
;

first of all those spots which were the scenes of

events previous to Buddha’s inspiration
;
and, secondly, seven

others sanctified by his presence after arriving at complete

wisdom. The two lists are as follows :

—

First List.

1. The place where he practised austerities for six years.

2. The place where he bathed and the Deva assisted him.

3. The place where the two shepherd girls gave him milk

and rice.

4. The place where he ate the rice.

5. The place where he sat at the entrance of a cave.

6. The place where the Devas gave him the grass mat.

7. The place where he sat under the Pei-to tree.

On each of these spots, Fah-Hian says, towers are erected.

Secoxd List.

1. Where he sat for seven days beholding the Bodhi tree.

2. Where he walked for seven days.

3. Where the Devas built him a hall.

4. Where the Dragon Muchalinda protected him.

5. Where Brahma saluted him.

6. Where the Four Kings gave him an alms-bowl.

7. Where the merchants brought him wheat and honey.
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From these lists we may select most of the incidents

sculptured on the Sanchi gates.

And so we have in the Burmese Life of Gaudama, by

Bishop Bigandet, a list of seven trees, under which certain

occurrences took place connected with Buddha’s history, and

also in the Singhalese accounts. These lists are as follows.

(The figures denote the pages of the book.)

Burmese Account.

1. The Gniaong tree under which he received the nogana

2. The Sala tree

3. The Gniaong tree to which he removed from the Sala tree

4. .The Atzapala tree

5. The Kun tree, close to the Naga’s tank

6. The Linloon tree

7. The Atzapala tree where Brahma visited him

Singhalese Account.

1. The Naga tree, Ajapala, Manual of Buddhism 167

2. The Sal tree 170

3. The Bo tree 170

4. The Ajapala tree 182

5. The Midella tree 182

6. The Kiripalu tree 182

7. The Ajapala tree 183

Probably the seven trees on the middle architrave of this

gateway (front view) may be referred to one of these lists.

The elephants pouring water from chatties over the figure

seated on a lotus, on the square blocks, illustrate the expres-

sion found in Southern records, “ pouring water from a vessel

shaped like the trunk of a Chhadanta elephant” (Tennent,

Christianity in Ceylon. Compare also the account found in

the Vishnu Parana (Wilson, p. 76, line 21). This vessel of

consecration, which is several times visible among the sculp-

tures, owes its shape therefore to this comparison.

The subject of the intermediate rail (rear view) of this

gateway is probably the temptation scene of Bodhisatwa.-

FAGB

75

77

77

95

95

100

104
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Bia-andet’s account of this incident is as follows :
“ At that

time Nats (Devas) surrounded Phralaong (Bodhisatwa), sing-

ing praises to him. The chief Thagia was playing on his

conque, the chief Naga was uttering stanzas in his honour,

a chief Brahma held over him a white umbrella

Manh Nat (Mara), turning to his followers, cried to them,

‘ there is indeed no one equal to the Prince Theiddat (Sid-

dhartha), let us not attack him in front, let us assail him

him from the north side.’ ” (p. 81.)

In the sculpture we see the Prince seated on his throne in

the centre
;
the Devas in front are inviting him to advance

to the tree
;
the chief Brahma holding a white umbrella over

his head, and the Naga just in front reciting his praises
;
on

the right is the ghoulish army of Mara, preparing to attack

him, directly he takes his seat under the Bodhi tree.

I consider this explanation tolerably certain. The female

figure on the left of the tree is perhaps intended for Sujata,

with her gift of Nogana {Manual of Buddhism, p. 168,

Buddhist Pilgrims, p. 121).

I also identify the scenes on the inner face of the left-

hand pillar of this gateway. They are designed to represent

events connected with the conversion of the Kasyapas. As
these events may be found in all “ Lives of Buddha,” it wiU

only he necessary to allude briefl}" to them.

The upper scene represents the preparation of an offering

to be made to Kasyapa. We read in Bigandet (p. 132),

“ On a certain day the people of the country had prepared

offerings on a large scale, to be presented to Kasyapa,” or, as

Spence Hardy gives it,
“ One day great multitudes came

from Anga and Magadha, with offerings for Hruvel.” {^Manual

of Buddhwn, 190.) As to the character of these offerings,

we are told, in another place, “ they consisted of bulls, cows,

goats, calves,” etc. {ibid. 272), and we may reasonably suppose

that cakes would he included in the list. The upper portion,

therefore, of this series of sculptures may well refer to the

“ preparation of offerings for the Kasyapas.” There is an

altar, but no tree, from which we may suppose that Buddha
was not the object of the intended ceremony, and the group-

TOL. V.—[new sebies.] 12
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ing generally seems to indicate a levity of character, incon-

sistent with anything we know respecting his worship.

In the next scene we have Buddha’s adventure with the

Naga (the object of the Kasyapas’, and the other fire-wor-

shippers’, reverence). In the Pansal or hut, on the right, is

seated Kasyapa (Bigandet calls it
“ a cell,” p. 131). In the

centre are various animals assembled in the haU for sacrifice.

We must not wonder to see the elephant there, for we read

{Manual of Buddhism, 150) :
“ On their arrival the animals

were aU assembled in the place of sacrifice; but when he

lifted up his knife to slay the elephant, the afirighted beast

cried out,” etc.

In the upper centre is the Naga Temple
;

the flames

issuing from the roof denote the victory of Buddha. The

five men on the right, with closed hands and gratified coun-

tenances, denote the five disciples converted in the Deer Park,

and the three men on the left, whose hands are unclosed, and

whose faces indicate bewilderment rather than joy, would

represent the three Kasyapas, who were converted only after

a series of subsequent miracles. The figures in front may
well represent the disciples of Kasyapa flinging the fire-

worshippers’ utensils into the water^ (vid. Bigandet, p. 131,

and Manual of Buddhism, p. 191).

The lower group I take to be a representation of an imme-

diate preparation of a sacrifice among the fire-worshippers.

We have an account of such a scene described in the Manual

of Buddhism by Spence Hardy, p. 190. The splitting and

non-splitting of the wood, the burning and non-burning of

the fire, seem here to be indicated. Dr. Fergusson says, with

respect to the central figure, that “ he is pouring something

into his fire-pot.” I take it, however, that the old man is

simply blowing with his bellows (observe the primitive form

of these bellows, both in this figure and in the hands of the

old man just below him) into his fire-pot, but the fire wonH

light, whereas the other fixes are burning brightly, according

to the words of the legend
;
and so in the case of the wood-

splitting on the right, one of the jotis seems to be labouring

1 Dr. Ferg;usson however does not agree with this, and I do not wish to urge it.
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in vain to split the log at his feet, whilst the other has it all

his own way.

The lower scene in front on the left-hand pillar of this Gate-

way I consider to represent life among the Devas. Compare

the following extract from the Chinese :
“ Persons who

die pure in word, deed and thought, are born after death

in Heaven. When transported to that higher world, if born

of the male sex, they find themselves seated on the knees of

lovely women
;
if bom as women, they find themselves seated

on the knees of the HeavenlyKings.”' (Hi-Shai Sutra, quoted

in the Fah-kai-lih-to.)

In this case, we have the scene artfully placed in the

lowest compartment of the pdlar,. so as to engage the atten-

tion of devotees and visitors, and tempt them with a very

pretty exhibition of “joys in store” for the faithful; but

the similar scene on the fallen pillar of the western gateway,

is pourtrayed in the upper compartment. The latter picture

{Plate xxxvii. fig. 2) is so literally described in a Chinese

account of the Triyastrinshas heaven, that I cannot do better

than bring it in here to illustrate the whole subject. “ In the

centre of the Triyastrinshas heaven, is the city of Sakra, called

Sudarsana
;
around this city, are the abodes of the Devas,

arranged in a circular order. There are four parks, viz., the

Chariot Park for driving and riding, the Park for athletes or

the Gymnasium, the Forest Park for rustic pleasures, and the

Joy Park, where the Devas and Devis give way to every kind

of pleasurable indulgence. Each of these parks has a delight-

fid pleasure-bath in the centre of it ... . At the time of

being born in this heaven, a flower is produced in the middle

of the hand of one of the Devis, by which she knows that a

Deva wdl be born. Accordingly, after seven days, the child

is born. He is perfectly acquainted with the divine law, and

proceeding to the middle of the palace selected for him, he

is met by a goddess, who welcomes him, and serves him. At
the time when the Devas wish to go out, the females sur-

round them, they amuse them with every kind of music,

they wander from palace to palace, they partake of divine

food and drink heavenly nectar, whilst the women afford

them every species of delight ! Every palace is provided
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witli precious ornaments of gold, silver, lapis lazuli, etc., and

each has a lovely park and precious trees belonging to it.”

Again, the same work has the following description of the

life of the four heavenly kings (chaturmaharajahs). “ When
first born, they are only of a diminutive size, but being pro-

vided with vessels full of divine food,^ they become like other

Devas. When they have bathed themselves, they lounge

below fragrant trees, which bend down their branches to

perfume their bodies. They then repair to trees that provide

them with clothes
;

to the adorning trees, to the music trees,

to the hair-dressing trees
;
they wander from one to the other,

partake of every species of sensual pleasure, enter delicious

baths, and wander from palace to palace.” (Fahkai-lih-to.)

These descriptions seem to tally very well with the luxu-

rious scenes on the pillars alluded to, and may help to redeem

the credit of the Buddhist church-militant from the slur to

which these representations might otherwise subject it.

But it may be asked, did Buddhists encourage themselves

by hopes of such joys as these in a future world? We find

the following quotation in the Chinese work already alluded

to. “The Great Agama Sutra” says, “Whoever practises

the moral discipline enjoined by Buddha, even though he be

not a professed disciple, shall be born in the Triyastrifishas

heaven.” The Sutra of good rules says, “ Whatever priest

or priestess observes the 250 rules (viz., of the Pratimoksha)

shall be born in the Triyastrifishas heaven.” The miscel-

laneous Agama (Samyuktagama) says, “Whoever bestows

charity, although engaged in worldly pursuits, provided he

does not break either of the great commandments, after death

shall be born in the world of the Devas.” Again, it is said,

“ If any man observe the commandment against killing, then

he is born in the heaven of the four great kings
;

if he

neither kills nor robs, he is born in the Triyastrifishas

heaven
;

if he neither kills, robs, slanders or lusts, he is born

in the Yama heaven
;

if he neither kills, robs, slanders, lusts,

or lies, he is born in the Tusita heaven.”

From these extracts (and Burnouf, Lotus, 219, will confirm

' Compare the result of the food given by Thetis to the infant Phoibos (Coxe,

Mythology of the Aryan Nations, vol. ii. p. 22).
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ttem) we gather the object of the sculptures before us, viz,

to remind spectators, by representations (oculis subjecta

fidelibus), of the reward even of limited obedience.

The upper compartment of the left-hand piUar evidently

alludes to the descent of Buddha from the Triyastrinshas

heaven, on the beautiful ladder which Sakra and Brahma

provided {Buddhist Pilgrims, p. 63, etc.). The lowest tablet

of this face of the pillar may be intended to describe the joy

of the followers of Buddha, on his return from the thirty-

three-heavens, They are therefore paying their adoration

to the sacred fig-tree.

The Dagoba scene on the inner face of this pillar perhaps

refers to the Dagoha erected on the spot where Buddha

alighted from the ladder on which he came down from

heaven. At least, Bigandet notices that “ on the spot where

all the Buddhas set their feet when coming from the seat of

Tawadeintha, a Dzedi has always been erected.” {Legend of

the Burmese Buddha, p. 214).

The monkey scene below this {Plate xxvi. fig. 2) refers to

the legend of the monkeys, who took the patra of Buddha
and filled it with honey, and then brought it to Buddha
(Jul. ii. S87).

The next scene {Plate xxvi. Fig. 1) alludes, I think, to the

honour paid to Buddha by Brahma, related by Fah-Hian

{Buddhist Pilgrims, p. 125), whilst the square stone in the rear

may refer to the seat which Buddha occupied on this occasion.

I might proceed, if space allowed, to speak of the sculp-

tures on the other gateways
;
but perhaps enough has been

said to estabKsh a probability that these scenes are really

jMasi-historical, and not mere inventions or meaningless

grouping of figures according to the taste of the donor or

the artist
;
and if so, they serve to fix a date, even it be only

an approximate one, for the development of the fables to

which they allude. We are thus enabled to refer the several

records of the adventures of Buddha in his early career to a

period at least not later than the Christian era. How much
before this we cannot say, but it seems likely that Dr. Fer-

gusson is correct in dating many of the scenes from about

the time of Asoka.
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Art. X .—Ancient Inscriptionsfrom Mathura. Translated by

Professor J. Dowson.

The Inscriptions which are the subject of the following

observations were collected by General Cunningham at Ma-
thura, in the execution of his functions as Archaeological

Surveyor to the Government of India. The account of his

visit to Mathura is given in his report for the season 1862-3.

It is not my intention to do more with these Inscriptions

than to offer decipherments and translations, with a few

remarks upon their character and language. General Cun-

ningham himself will sum up the results derivable from

them. His intimate knowledge of Mathura and other similar

localities, his long study of Indian antiquities, and his

acquaintance with the coins of the period in public collec-

tions and in his own private collection, wiU enable him to do

this much more effectually than I could hope to accomplish.

The Inscriptions are all Buddhistical, and, like Buddhist

inscriptions in general, they commemorate acts of pious

devotion. Some of them contain the names of the kings in

whose reigns or to whose vihdras the gifts were made
;
and,

what is of more importance, they give the dates in those old

Indian numerals which have been the subject of so much

study and controversy. These numerals, although pretty

accurately determined, cannot as yet be said to be decisively

settled
;

but the examples which the present Inscriptions

supply will afford much help to that desirable object.

Proceeding now to the Inscriptions, those containing nu-

merals being of the chief importance, are taken together first

in order. The numbers correspond with those on the Plates.

1. Inscription on Base of a Pillar.

San X 1 Gri \(. Di ^ Maha-rajasya PajMirajasya Deva-

putrasya Huvishkasya Yihare danam bhikshusya Jivakasya

Udeyanakasya kumbhako Q]* Sarva-hita-sukham bhavatu.

Saghe chaturdase.
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Year 47 ;
summer season 4th (month)

;
day 4th. Gift to

the vihara of the great king, king of kings, son of the Gods,

Huvishka by the mendicant Jivaka of TJdeyana. Base of

column 25. May it be to the benefit, welfare, and happi-

ness of all. At the fourteenth assembly.

2.

Base of Pillar.

Danam Devilasya Dadhikarnna-devi-kulikasya San X

1

Gri ^ Divaes 0

Gift of Devila of the family of Dadhikarnna-devi. Year

47 ;
summer season 4th (month)

;
day 25.

Part of the last figure is defaced so that the unit is illegible.

What remains seems to indicate a 5.

3.

Fragment. Stone Ladder.

This Inscription has been partially cut away and mutilated,

the stone having been applied to a new purpose. The initial

letters of the word Samvatsara (year), the word divase, fol-

lowed by the numeral c<r (10), and the words asya piirvvaye,

danam bhikshusya huddha sarvvasa are legible, but they do

not yield any complete meaning, though the general purport

of the legend is sufficiently obvious.

4. Rough Slab.

Maharajasya Rajatirajasya Deva-putrasya Vasu-devasya

Samvatsara X >4 Varshamdse-prathame divase tris? Asya

purwaye talekeyam mahadatte sayamkasya va lenasya kutta-

mehe.

In the 44th year of the great king, king of kings, son of

the Gods, Vasu-deva, on the 30th day of the first month of

the rainy season. On this holy day . . .

This record is incomplete, and nothing can be made out of

the few mutilated words at the end of the fragment. They

apparently contain the names of the donors.

5. Base of Pillar.

Samvatsara X 1 Giri = Divase |> Asya purwaye danam

bhikshusya Dharmma-devasya.

Year 47 ;
summer season 3rd (month); day 5. Gift on

this holy occasion of the mendicant priest Dharmma deva.
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Pedestal of Statue.

. . . . Maharajasya Vasii-devasya San Gri = Di

«C Etasya purvvaye senasya tu dattasu vagra cha vrita

cha tanyabhadraka Apu maya bhada sangha-pratima.

(In the reign) of Maha-raja Vasu-deva, year 83 ;
summer

season 2nd (month)
;
day 16. (Gift) of an image on this

holy occasion by Sena .^ ? ?

7.

Fragment.

Datta stambha IQ ^ San X 1 Va
J-

Di ©o-

•

Presented, pillar 126. Year 47 ;
rainy season 4th (month)

;

day 11.

8.

Pedestal of a Standing Figure of Buddha.

1. Samvatsare sato panchatrisottaratame 135 Pushya-mase

divase vimshati 20. Deyadharmayam viharasya.

2. de vaya. Yadatra-punyam tad bhavatu matapitroh

sarvva-satwatan cha Anuttara-jna-saptaye.

S. Saubhagyam pratirupata guna cha vikii'tti pattakshayah

Sundarata vibhava-bhuva sukha-phalani . .

4. Astasthani.

In the year one hundred and thirty-five (135), ^ jd OR

the twentieth (20) day of the month Pushya. This votive

oflfering to the Vihar, May the pious action here performed

tend to the welfare of my parents and all. For the acquisi-

tion of the irrefragable doctrine.

This inscription is of a later date, and is one of the most

important of the series, as it gives the date in words as well

as in figures. The name of the reigning monarch is not

recorded. The inscription is imperfect, but, fortunately, the

defective portion is apparently of no importance, as what is

left of it consists only of pious aspirations. The sentence in

the second line, which clearly reads “ anuttara-jnd-sdptage,”

is inaccurate. Its correct wording wiU be found in the fol-

lowing inscription, but more clearly still in No. 18. It is a

prayer for the avdpti, that is, the acquisition, or, as probably

here meant, the spread of the “ anuttara-jndna.” Jndna, or

knowledge, may be translated as doctrine. Anuttara admits
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of two interpretations, being either that wbicb cannot be

excelled, or that wbicb cannot be answered.

9. Well at the Kattra.

Deya-dbarm^yam Yasa-vibare Sakya-bbiksbunyaka yana

ya Yad atra punyara tad bbavatu sarvasatwatam Anuttara-

jnanavaptaye. Samvatsarab 280.

This is a votive offering to tbe Yasa-vibara by tbe mendi-

cant priest of Sakya May tbis virtuous action

tend to tbe general good. For tbe acquisition of tbe irre-

fragable doctrine.

There is a faint mark following tbe figures 280, wbicb

may, perhaps, be tbe remains of tbe numeral 1 ;
making tbe

date 281.

10. Base of Pillar.

Danam bbiksbusya Buddba-dasasya Sangba-maitrasade

vihare. Sa(m)pancbatrisasya sata rabpetraivvasyavyasya.

Gift of tbe mendicant priest Buddba-dasa to tbe Sangba-

maitrasada vibara. In tbe year 35 ? hundred ? ?

Tbe values of most of tbe old Indian numerals have been

settled by tbe researches of Mr. Thomas, Bbau Daji, and

others. I lay no claim to tbe discovery of any of those now
given, for tbe values of all were marked on tbe impressions

when I received them from tbe bands of Gen. Cunningham.

These Mathura Inscriptions confirm several of tbe values

previously assigned, and they furnish some new and some

varying forms. Tbe following are tbe numerals here found :

3 E 11 ®e-

4 M- i 20 e

5 A 30

6 r ^ 40 X
7 1 80 CD

10 «c 100 1

Tbe second form of tbe 5 is slightly variant. Tbe plain

cross for the 40 is new, but it is a simpler form of tbe figure

given by Bbau Daji. Tbe figure for 30 is more elaborate
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than the form hitherto discovered, and so is the figure for 100

used in the same inscription. In fact, the figures for 100,

30, and 5 used in this inscription would have been doubtful if

the value of them had not also been expressed in words.

The remaining inscriptions are of less interest, and several

of them are not given in the Plates. I append translitera-

tions and translations so far as they are intelligible.

11.

Base of Pillar.

Danam bhikshusya Buddha-ghoshasya phala ....
Gift of the mendicant priest Buddha ghosha, the fruit.

12.

Base and Plinth of Pillar.

Danam Vasu-mihira-putrasya putra madesa . . .

Gift of . . . son of Yasu mihira.

Danam Viswa-devakasya Yasu-mihirasya Sinha putr .

Imena deviddharma paritya.

Gift of Yiswa devaka Yasu-mihira . .

The eye copy makes the name Yasu-deva to differ slightly

in the two legends, but there can be no hesitation in con-

sidering it to be the same.

13. Base of Pillar.

. . . . Mihii-asya Sinha putra . . . Deva dharma

pu . . .

. . . of Mihira, son of Sinha . . .

This again contains the name of the same donor as the two

preceding legends, but altogether the portions legible do not

furnish a complete version.

14. Base of Pillar.

Danam bhikshusyaBuddha-rakshitasya Sakya bhikshusya sa

Gift of the mendicant priest Buddha-rakshita, . . the

mendicant priest of Sakya . . .

15. Ba^e.

Danam Sangha . . .

Gift of Sangha . . .

16. Base.

Danam Sangha-pravirasya pu . . .

Gift of Sangha-pravira son . . .
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17. Bam.

Danam bhiksliusya Buddha-rakshitasya cba bbiksliusya . .

Gift of tbe mendicant priest Buddba-raksbita, and of tbe

mendicant priest . . .

18. Square Pedestal of Statue.

Deya-dbarmo yam Sakya-bbiksbor Bbadatta Brabma-

somasya. Yad atra punyam tad bbavatu sarvva-satwanam.

Anuttara-jnanavaptaye.

Tbe votive offering of Bbadatta Brabma-soma, mendicant

priest of Sakya. May tbe pious act bere performed be to

tbe benefit of all. For tbe acquisition of tbe irrefragable

doctrine.

19. Pedestal of Small Statue.

Deya-dbarmo yam Sakya-bbiksbor Dbarma dasasya. Yad
atra punyam . . . sarva-satwatanam cba.

Yotive offering of tbe mendicant priest of Sakya, Dbarma-

deva. May tbis pious act, etc., etc.

20.

Small Stupa.

. . . nasa puyaye Suranasya danam.

Gift of Surana.

21. Base of Pillar.

Danam Sangba-stbavirasya Bbadatta.

Gift of tbe Stbavira Bbadatta.

22. Base of Pillar.

. . . dandi Sangba-deva Singba-gbuta Dbarma-priya

Sangba-mitra Dbarma-priya.

A mere string of names.

23. Base of Pillar.

Ayam kumbbako danam bbiksbunam Suriyasya Buddha-

raksbitasya cba prabanikanam ... ye dbarmma parit-

yagata sarwa ba prabanikanam Aratya bbaktinam ye bba-

vatu

Tbis base of a column is tbe gift of tbe mendicant priests,

of Suriya and Buddba-raksbita, and of tbe prabanikas ? ? ?
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24. Pedestal of Small Statue.

(De)ya-dharmo yam Sakya-bhiksholi Sangha-raksbitasya.

Yad atra punyam tad bbavatu. . .

Votive offering of Sangba-raksbita, mendicant priest of

Sakya. May tbis pious act, etc., etc.

25. Back of Small Statue of Buddha.

. . . Bhagavato Sakya-munisya . . . masare vibare

dasapra. . . •

Of tbe boly Sakya muni . . . masara vibara.

26. Statue of Buddha.

. . . pratbitam yasa gunasyagra sarvvottamasya Dbar-

masokena bbaktya pratikriti . . . (vi)bare pratima

pratiksbapita. Yad atra punyam tad astu mMa-pitror bbra-

trinam. . . .

. . .
gift of an image to tbe Vibara by tbe devotee

Dbarmasoka. . . . May tbe pious act thus performed

conduce to tbe welfare of my parents and brothers.

27. Base of Pillar.

. . . bbiksbu Sudatta Subbaga Sangba cba. . . .

Tbis is very indistinct and incomplete.

28. Large Slab.

These contain many names, and are so damaged that no

connected sense can be made out. Tbe words vihare kaka-

tikanam, in the vibara of tbe Kakatikas ; and Sangha pra-

kirtahi vyavdhare hi upathdpitdye can be read.

29.

Tbis inscription is imfortunately imperfect. Tbe stone

upon which it was graven seems to have been very cleanly

cut through, and tbe first part of it carried off. There can

be no certainty as to bow much has thus been lost, but pro-

bably very little. Tbe following is a transcription :

—

. . . Bwamisya maba-ksbatrapasya Sandasasya Gaja-

varena Brabmanena Sangrava-sagotrena.

. . . rani. Ima jayamada pusbkaranainam pascbima

pusbkaranim udapano aramo stambbab.
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Part of the inscription being lost, it is not possible to give

a translation, but its general meaning is sufficiently manifest.

It records (a gift) by the brahman Gaja-varena of the San-

grava gotra in the time of the great Satrap Sandasa, (lieu-

tenant) of the lord paramount {sica7ni). . . . The gift

appears to have consisted of tanks called Jaya-mada, a

western tank, a well, a garden, a piUar
;
but in the absence

of a verb no definite meaning can be attached to the words.

The absence of this part of the inscription is of no consequence,

but it would be interesting to see who was the sicmyii or lord

paramount of the Satrap Sandasa.

The language of all the inscriptions is Sanskrit, not Pali,

but it shows some interesting deviations from the classical

forms. For RajMhiraja we find Rajatiraja, but this may be

an unusual though legitimate form, the preposition ati being

used instead of the commoner adhi. The word hhikshu in a

few instances has its proper genitive form hhikshoJi, but it

generally appears as “ bhikslmsya” following the declension

of the much more numerous class of nouns in a. Muni, in

the only instance in which it appears, has similarly the

genitive “ munisya,” instead of the proper form muneh. The

word vihare appears in the locative form where the dative

might be expected, showing a leaning to the Prakrits, which

reject the dative.

The seasons of the year are used for the purposes of dates.

Some instances of this use are given by Bhau Daji from the

Western Caves. These inscriptions show that the division of

the year into three seasons was the one employed.

PS.—Some months after the preceding notes had been

read before the Society, I received from Babu Rajendra Lai

a copy of a paper on several of the same Inscriptions which

he published in No. II. of the Journal of the Asiatic Society

of Bengal for 1870. His Essay and mine, therefore, repre-

sent two entirely independent investigations of the same

set of Inscriptions. As the Babu’s paper arrived before

this had been set up in type, I take the opportunity of
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making a few remarks upon some parts of it, wkicli seem

open to objection.

The translations of the Inscriptions are generally in ac-

cordance, but there are several important points of difference.

I have weighed the Babu’s readings very carefully and can-

didly, but in no case have I felt constrained to surrender my
own versions.

General Cunningham in his note following this has re-

marked upon the Babu’s very incorrect rendering of the

numerals, which are the most valuable portions of the In-

scriptions. I may say at once that I give up the Babu’s

renderings as beyond my understanding. The “ 40th day of

the year 59,” and “ the 80th day of the year 59,” are forms

of dates which are new to me, and for which I can find no

warrant in the Inscriptions. Though the Babu shows that

he is acquainted with Bhau Daji’s investigations of the In-

scriptions in the Western Caves, where the Seasons of the

Year are employed in the dates, he has failed to perceive that

the same custom is observed in these Inscriptions. So, the

following difficulty is encountered. The word varsha means

both yeay' and rainy season, but the applicability of the latter

sense not having been seen, the Babu explains the sentence

in which it occurs, and which begins with the distinct word

samvatsara (year), by saying varsha “
is used very much in

the same way as if a man were to say ‘ in the year 44 Anno
Domini.’ ”

Another reading of the Babu’s is most important if it could

be substantiated. He reads in one Inscription the date
“ 140th Saka year,” and thereupon proceeds to argue that

the Saka was the era employed. If this could be proved, it

would have a most important bearing on Hindu Chronology.

I failed to perceive either the word or the figures in the

paper impression of the inscription
;
and on referring to the

Babu’s engraving, I find the word which he reads Saka, to

be written with the dental s (^), not, as it ought to be, with

the palatal s (IJ). This is fatal to his reading. -Further, the

word so read follows the word ddnam, intervening between

that and what is evidently part of the donor’s name. No
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date could be inserted in sucb a position. I have no doubt

whatever that these obscure letters are parts of the donor’s

name or title.

The Babu, while stating the inscriptions on the pillars to

be records of gifts, raises the question “ whether in the case

of inscriptions, recording gifts (dana) without specifying their

nature, they are to be taken as mere records of gifts, or of the

gift of the objects on which they occur.” He then goes on to

say, “Gen. Cunningham is in favour of the latter alternative . .

There is generally, however, no pronoun of any kind in such

inscriptions to fix such a meaning, and it often happens, that

a single bar of a railing records two or three or more gifts

of a difierent date, each in the usual form of gifts of so and

so.” He then notices the Inscription No. 12, in which the

inscription on the base says. Gift of so and so, and that on

the plinth. Gift of some one else. A single railing bearing

records of several gifts of difierent dates has never come

under my notice
;
but, dealing with the Inscriptions before us,

there seems to be no reason why two persons, naturally or

spiritually related, might not agree to contribute separate

parts of a column. The Babu’s reading of this short inscrip-

tion is rather difierent from mine. I find that the two

donors are connected by a common patronymic Vasu-mihira.

What can the words “ Gift of,” inscribed upon a pillar or

anything else, mean, unless it be that the object so inscribed

is the thing given ? If we find a stained window inscribed

“ Gift of—,” do we understand that something else was

given, not the window ? It might have been convenient to

make records of gifts on pillars, railings, or other conspicuous

objects; but, unless the object inscribed were the one pre-

sented, some mention would undoubtedly have been made of

what the gift really was. The earliest researches of Prinsep

showed the gift of a pillar to be a favourite act of Buddhist

devotion, and two of these Inscriptions (1 and 23) distinctly

state the base of the pillar to have been the donation. The
Babu seems not to have been aware that the word kumbha or

kumbhaka} has “base of a pillar” among its other meanings;

* See Bothlingk and Roth.
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and so in Inscription No. 1, he has read kiimhhako 25 (base

of pillar 25) as kumhhaka-sanjna, which he translates “breath

suspended,” and applies it as an epithet to the donor.

To the Inscriptions from Mathura the Babu has added

one obtained by General Cunningham from Sahet Mahet

which place the General identifies with the Sravasti of the

Buddhist records. This Inscription General Cunningham

has introduced at the end of Plate III., and I now proceed

to ofier a transcription and a suggestive translation. Babu
Rajendra has done the same before me, and we agree in some

words; but as he considers the “document very puzzling,”

and “ the translation a mere guess,” I refrain from quoting

his version. General Cunningham himself, in his Report,

gave readings of the names and other portions of the In-

scription, including the name of Sravasti in the second line.

. . . . Eta}m purvaye bhikshusya Pushpa . . . sya

Saddhya Mihirasya bhikshusya Bapusya Trepitakasya danam.

Baddhisatwo chMram ddnosru savastiye bhagavato chankame.

Kosumba kutiye Achayyano sarvasti dinam parigrahe.

Such is the transliteration of the Inscription as it ap-

pears in the engraving. The commencement is wanting,

hut there are traces of figures, one of which seems to be

10. I have not had the advantage of seeing the impres-

sion, or it is possible I might have detected some rudimen-

tary signs which would justify the reading of Bodhisatwo

instead of Baddhisatwo and Sravasti instead of Savasti, etc.

The engraving is much superior to that accompanying Babu

Rajendra’s paper, but the letters in italics remain uncertain

after a comparison of both. In the Baku’s copy an addi-

tional letter ta appears between sarvasti and dinam.

I am unable to extract any continuous sense out of this

legend. The first part records the fact of the statue being

the gift of the mendicants—Mihira and Bapu Trepitaka.

After this follows the word Baddhisatwo for Bodhisatwa, and

the word chhdtram, disciple in the accusative case. There is

no verb, however, to govern this accusative, and so the dot

representing it may possibly be an accidental addition.

Next comes a doubtful word, then savastiye bhagavato chan-
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kame. This may mean that the donors were disciples of the

hodhisatioa, and their donation was made to the holy chan-

kama, whatever that was, at Sravasti. In the following line,

kosimha-kuUye, may be translated as “ to the flowery dwell-

ing,” which is probably the name of the temple. This last

sentence probably means, “ For the regular use of the dis-

ciples of the achdrya (teacher) at the Kosumba-kuti.”

The language of this Inscription bears strong signs of the

transition from Sanskrit to Pali. The compound letters of

the Sanskrit keep their place, but besides the genitive

hhikshusya, we have satwo and bhagavato followed by a hard

consonant, and the dative forms sdvastiye and kutiye.

Note on the preceding Matlmra Inscriptions.—By Major-General

A. Cunningham.

The circumstances under which these inscriptions were

discovered are detailed in my Archaeological Report for

1862-3, par. 159-184.

Professor Dowson’s translations were handed over to me in

the end of April last, and I read them at a meeting of the

Royal Asiatic Society on the 5th of July, just four months

before the receipt of Babu Rajendralal’s translations, which

appeared in the Bengal Asiatic Society’s Journal for 1870,

p. 117-130. But the Babu’s translations are conflned to the

inscriptions which I first made known to Mr. E. C. Bayley

in November or December, 1860, by the copies which are

now engraved in the Bengal Journal. Mr; Bayley visited

Mathura early in April, 1861, and made independent copies

of most of these inscriptions
;
and in 1863 a considerable

number of the inscribed stones were forwarded to Calcutta,

where Babu Rajendra had the opportunity of studying them

at leisure. The Babu mentions that the inscriptions which

he has translated are taken from my transcripts,
“ with such

corrections and emendations as a careful examination of the

VOL. V.—[new series.] 13
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original and comparison -vvitli Mr. Bayley’s transcripts would

warrant.” As a single specimen of the nature of the cor-

rections and emendations effected by Babu Rajendra, after

this careful examination of my transcripts, I need only refer

to the first inscription, in which the vowel d in rdjatirdja,

and the compound letter sya in bhikshusga, both of which

were accidentally omitted in my hurried transcript sent to

Mr. Bayley, are also omitted in the present Calcutta tran-

script, which the Babu professes to have corrected and

amended from the original. The only alteration which he

has made is in the final letter s, which he has changed

to t, although he reads it as s.

The Plates of these inscriptions, which accompany the

present translations by Professor Dowson, have been re-

duced by photography from paper-impressions of the origi-

nals. About one-half of these inscriptions, including several

of the most important, were discovered by me in 1862 and

1865, and were unknown to Babu Rajendra. Amongst these

new inscriptions is one (No. VI.) of Maharaja Vdsudeva,

dated in the year 83 ;
the previously discovered inscription of

the same king (No. IV.) being dated in the year 44. No. VIII.

inscription is of special value, as the date, 165 Samvat, is

given in writing as well as in figures. No. XXIX., which is

the earliest inscription yet found at Mathura, belongs to a

Satrap named Sanddsa, of whom I possess several coins.

This inscription is probably as early as b.c. 100. Inscrip-

tions XXX. and XXXI. are simply the numbers 118 and 127.

In the translations of these inscriptions. Professor Dawson

has adopted, without a single alteration, the whole of my
readings of the dates, which I communicated to him at the

rooms of the Royal Asiatic Society, where I met him by

appointment, for the purpose of making over the paper-

impressions of the inscriptions. My readings of the dates

had long before been noted on these impressions. I mention

this fact because, at the end of the translations. Professor

Dowson states that the values of most of the old Indian

numerals have been settled by the researches of Mr. Thomas,

Bhau Daji, and others. Of how little assistance this “ settle-
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ment” of the numerals has been in the case of the Mathura

inscriptions, may be seen on comparing Babu Rajendra’s

readings of the dates Vidth my readings now given by Pro-

fessor Dowson.

I do not presume to oflFer any verbal criticism on the

translations of these two well-known scholars
;
but I may

note a single misreading into which both of them have

fallen. It is in the last word of No. I. inscription, which

shoxdd be chatur-dise,
“ in the four quarters,” and not cliatur-

dase, “ the fourteenth.”

Unfortunately, I am so pressed for time by my approach-

ing departure for India, that I cannot do more than offer a

few words on the historical importance of these inscriptions.

In No. I. we find that Mathura possessed a Vihdra of the

great king Huvishka, whose name is also foimd in the Aryan

Pali inscription of Wardak, near Ghazni, and who is no

doubt the Hushka of the Rajatarangini and the Ooerke of the

Indo-Scythian coins. In this inscription therefore we have

proof of the accuracy of the Chinese accounts of the Turushka

Indo-Scythians, that they had conquered the whole of

Northern India. Nos. IV. and VI. belong to king Vasu-

deva, who takes the title of Deva-jmtra, which is given to

Kanishka in the Bahawalpur Tope inscription. His dates of

44 and 83 show that he enjoyed a long reign, which we
learn also from the abundance of his coins. The name is

written BAZO-AHO in corrupt Greek both on the gold and

copper coins, and this reading is confirmed by a few of the

gold coins which also hear a part of his name in Sanskrit

characters, Vasu, written perpendicularly, as on the well-

known coins of the Guptas. From the pure Hindu name of

Vasudeva, we might suppose that he was a Hindu; but as

the coins give him the well-known tribal title of Korano,

which was borne both by Kanishka or Kanerke, and by
Huvishka or Hoerke, it seems certain that Vasu-deva, in

spite of his pure Indian name, must have been an Indo-

Scythian. If so, may we not suppose that the descendants

of the Indo-Scythians gradually became Indianized, and that

they must now be sought for amongst some of the inferior
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tribes in the North-West, such as the Jats and Gujars, with

whom I have already proposed to identify them ?

I will conclude these remarks by referring the reader to

the Samudra Gupta inscription on the Allahabad Pillar, in

which the king, after mentioning the Sakas, speaks of the

Devaputra Shahan Shahi, who must therefore have been the

Turushka king of the Panjab. This has an important bear-

ing on the age of the Guptas, as it makes Samudra Gupta

a contemporary of the Turushka kings, whose dominion,

according to the Chinese authorities, had already passed

away in the beginning of the third century after Christ.

The dates in these inscriptions I refer to the era of Vikra-

maditya, as we know that both Kanishka and Huvishka pre-

ceded the establishment of the Saka era. Vasudeva's reign

would therefore have extended from b.c. 13 to a.d. 26, and

his coins were the immediate precursors of those of Ghatal

Kacha, the father of Chandra Gupta I., who probably reigned

from A.D. 50 to 75.
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THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

Art. XT.

—

Specimen of a Translation of the Adi Granth.

By Dr. Ernest Trumpp.

In offering to the learned public a specimen of a transla-

tion of the Adi Granth (or first holy book of the Sikhs),

we premise a few words on the language in which that

work is composed, as hitherto wrong notions have been

entertained on this point. The language of the Adi Granth is

not the o\di Hindi, as has been recently stated, if the old Hindi

(if it may be called so) is taken identical with the Hindui,

the language of the middle age of India, from which the

present Hindi has sprung, and which is now nearly extinct.

Even the learned Garcin de Tassy was of opinion that the

Adi Granth was written in Hindui,^ but he had apparently

not paid any attention to the study of this work, and his

statement can, therefore, be only a surmise.

The language in which the Adi Granth is composed we
would propose to call the old Gurmukhi, ior it is in reality the

mother of the modern Gurmukhi, and it differs as much from

the Hindui (the term “ old Hindi” we will discard, to avoid

misconceptions) as the modern Gurmukhi differs from the

Hindi. It is true there is a close relationship between the

old Gurmukhi and the Hindui, especially in the nomencla-

ture
;
hut the grammatical forms, on the other hand, differ

so much, that they can hardly be identified, as little as the

modern Gurmukhi can be classed under the Hindi. We
will not enter into details here to prove our assei’tion

;
for

^ Garcin de Tassy : Rudiments de la langue Hindoui, p. 4, note 5.
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every one who has read the Hindui compositions, as con-

tained in Garcin de Tassy’s Chrestomathie Hindie et

Hindoide,” will perceive at once the difference. We will

only adduce a few striking points of difference between the

old Gurmukhi and the Hindui : The old Gurmukhi has

a regular Passive voice (like the Sindhi), the Hindui only

the compound Passive voice
;

the whole conjugation of

the old Gurmukhi differs considerably from that of the

Hindui
;

the old Gurmukhi uses pronominal siiffixes with

the verbs,* especially the past participle, which is quite

unknown in Hindui, but current in Sindhi. As regards the

declensional process, the old Gurmukhi has, like the Sindhi,

a regular Locative, Ablative, and Instrumental (plur.) case,

which are not to be found in Hindui. Besides the (adjec-

tival) Genitive case sign etc., we find already the

modern Gurmukhi form The idiom which stands

nearest the old Gurmukhi is not the Hindui, but the Sindhi

;

in fact, without a knowledge of Sindhi the old Gm’mukhi
cannot be understood at all. We allow that also specific

Hindui forms are to be met with in the Adi Granth
;
but we

have no doubt that such like forms point to a later origin,

and are to be considered as interpolations. The matter is

quite different with the Dasve pdtsdh kd granth, the com-

position of Govind Singh
;
this work is (with the exception

of the Persian portion) written altogether in Hindui. The
language of the Adi Granth is now totally antiquated, and

may be considered as dead, for the Sikhs themselves, when

quoting a passage from the Adi Granth, add a regular trans-

lation.^

' And even with nouns; examples of this kind are even found in the

MSS. of the Adi Grantli.

^ Verj' important in this respect is the work printed at Ludih^nl

(Loodiana), a.d. 1808, and composed hy Pandit Sardha Rama, under the

title ^ ^ history of the Sikh power. It gives

various passages from the Adi Granth, with a translation, from which

we may see that even the learned Sikhs frequently misinterpret the

words of the Adi Granth, and are not always sure of the meaning of

difficult words and passages.
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The translarion offered here we would only call a first

attempt

;

for we had only the manuscripts before us, with-

out any commentary or any other help whatever. There is

neither a grammar nor a dictionary of the old Gurmukhi, and

we had to find out the different grammatical forms by mere

comparison with the Sindhi, Hindui, and the modern Gur-

mukhi. Besides the diflficulties arising from the more or less

unknown or doubtful grammatical forms, the manuscripts,

without exception, are written in such a way that all the

words in a line are joined together, so that it is often difficult

to separate the words, as occasionally, as a letter more or less

may be added or cut off, the sense will become quite different.

We trust, however, that these and other difficulties will be

speedily overcome, when we shall have the assistance of a

learned Sikh priest in India.

For want of Gurmukhi types, we have made a literal

transcription in the ordinary Devandgari character.

I ^ Wrf^ II

Om ! The true name is the Creator, the (supreme) Being
without fear, without enmity; having a timeless form, not

subject to transmigration, self-existing. By the favour of

the Guru

!

may be translated either : not subject to transmigration, or

freefrom birth = unborn (Sansk. with a privat.) (saibhaih)

;

in older MSS. the form is found, which is more correct : Sansk.

the self-existing.—ITT m or by the favour of the Guru ;

wrf^ is the Locative of Jl^T^. By is understood, and it is

a misinterpretation if the word has afterwards been applied to a human

Guru.

II ^ II

9

4ll(^ I

I ^ frtft ^ II
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^ Tfl fTTT I

^ % ^ilT ^TTK II

f^’^iTwr frff tT ’qf ?nf^ |

ftt.% gt xrrf^ i

T^Tt ’^wr 5tt^ f%f^^ II

‘

Japa.

1 .

First is truth
;
from the beginning of the world is truth.

There is truth, (says) Nanak, and there will be also truth.

By meditation (and) meditation it is not obtained, though
thou meditate a hundred thousand times.

By silence (and) sUence it is not obtained, though I keep
up a continual devotion.

The hunger of the hungry does not cease, though I make
a load of fried cakes.

Tliere may be a thousand, a hundred thousand dexterities,

not one will go with (thee).

How may one become a man of truth (and) how is the

wall of falsehoods broken ?

Nanak (says). Walking in (his) commandment (and) will

is written with (every living being).

is substantive and adjective, truth and true\ in which ever

way it he taken, it refers to God. ky meditation (and)

meditation, i.e. by continual meditation. is quite identical with

, as it is sufficiently proved by a number of words. is the

Instrum, plur., being also used in the plur., as in many other pas-

sages of the Adi Granth. s.f. Devotion ; cflT s.f. a continued line

(of)= continual. the hunger of the hungry, etc. The

connexion is : As a man can never entirely satisfy his hunger, but

becomes always hungry again, so a man can never find out truth
(
= God)

by his own exertion. The Sikh traditional explanation (^H^T^) differs

from the translation given above ; they explain (which we take to he

identical with tf^) hy city, and tnultitude, but neither can be

proved by the Bhakka, beside* that it gives no proper sense. fttt
is a passive form, applied in a neuter sense, it may he become; this is

borne out by a great many passages of the Adi Granth. s.f.

properly a layer of stones or bricks = wall. is the Locative
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sing. If it is man’s destiny (%^) to walk in the commandment and will

of God ;
it is not his option.

R

fr^ I

II

^ II

^ I

fl ^ ^^ II

2 .

By (his)orders forms are made,(but)the ordercannot be told.

By (his) orders living beings are made, by (his) orders

greatness is obtained.

By (his) orders are the high (and) low, by (his) orders

pain (and) comfort is set down
(
= decreed).

By (his) orders is the forgiveness (pardon) of some, some
are by (his) orders always made to wander about (in trans-

migration).

Every one is under (his) orders, outside (his) order is none.

NSnak (says) : if one understand (his) orders, he will not

speak in pride and self-conceit.

the Instrum, plur. forms are made, i.e.

things, etc. are created. by his orders great-

ness is obtained, nearer explained by the following is the

same as the vowels being lengthened or shortened according to

the requirements of the metre. is written down (by

destiny) ; is the well-known passive voice of the old Gurmukhi,

still in use in the modern Gurmukhi ^ if he

understand (his) orders; is the Format, plur., the postposition

^5^ (kau) being left out for the sake of the metre. ^ (properly

F3 W), pride and conceit, egotism.

cTT^ fTT^ I

^ wr% ii
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^ II

^ ^ fR 1

^ f Mr II

^ ^ snq I

^ ^^TT ffit II

^^ ffrft I

^^ ^tflr II

^ ^^ trrff I

^Tff II

^qni!;w i

%qwF II

3 .

One sings (his, i.e. God’s) power, (if) he has power (so to do).

* Another sings (his) liberality, (if) he knows the destiny.

Another sings the beautiful praises of his excellence.

Another sings a difficult thought of science.

Another sings : having made the body he reduces it to ashes.

Another sings : having taken life he restores it again.

Another sings : he appears, (or) is seen afar off.

Another sings : he sees in the presence of the present.

The telling of stories does not come to an end.

The stories, stories, stories are crores, crores, crores.

He continues giving, the receivers get tired.

For ever and ever they go on eating.

The ruler goes on executing (his) orders.

Nanak (says) : he expands without concern.

frt (Hf , if one has power, i.e. to sing his power. ^TfT!

the liberality or munificence of God, by which he supports all creatures.

is explained by the Sikh commentaries as identical with

destiny, fate
;
the allotment which God bestows upon the creatures ; he

who knows that all gifts come by God’s allotment, sings his liberality,

gfiq seen {i.e. he is near and to he seen) ; others again say : he is

seen afar, i.e. he is afar off. he sees in the
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presence of the present, i.e. he is everywhere present, wherever a man

may be. telling of (all these various) stories, or the

rehearsal of them, <frf3 '3iTwr to come to an end. is ex-

plained by the Sikh commentaries to signify one who gives an order, a

ruler, contrary to the now received meaning of obedient to an

order. But might also be taken as Instr. plur., he continues

executing his orders (simply) by his orders, i.e. if he gives an order, it

is done at once. a Hindui form, with a lengthened, for the

sake of the rhyme.

8

^TRT ^rrff^^ I

Iff Iff ^Tff ^1 I

^ f^ f^g f|^ I

»rf|- f^ f^ ^fiir I

^f^TT ^ ff^w| I

fiiTfT I

^FTfi Tit TER ^rf^w^ I

4.

True is the Lord, of a true name,

(But) the import of (this) language is infinite.

They say and beg
:
give, give

!

The Liberal gives presents.

What may again be put before (him)

By whieh his court may be seen ?

What word may be spoken by the mouth.

Which having heard he may bestow love ?

Early reflect on the greatness of the true name.

From (his) beneficence comes clothing.

From his (merciful) look the gate of salvation.

N^nak (says) : Thus it is known.

That he himself is altogether truthful.

Locative, as in Sindbi, denoting the quality of a true name,

literally, in a true name. mf^TW may be translated in

* ai is generally rendered as well in Gurmukhi as in Hindi by %
instead of
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different ways ; the Sikhs themselves do not know what to make of it.

^V’e have given that translation which seemed best suited to the context.

(Oie anusvara being constantly left out in the Granth), an

old Ablative form—from the mouth. fsTrT= fWfT (

=

which (Acc). fxJWT to bestow love. s.f. the early

hours of the day (i.e. the nectarious time). Abl. sing. (|^) from

(his) benevolence. Abl. sing. (^ft=J^), the merciful sight

or look of God. is here taken adverbially: in all, thoroughly,

altogether.

5T ^ ftr I

^ ^ II

tsfOi i

^ II

ifT f1 I

wit Tffw I

wiTW^ ?nt I

% ^rnin ^ i

iff 1^1
w^wl wi iTrn t f^ft ^ 5rrt ii

5.

He cannot be appointed, (for) he is not made

;

He himself, himself is the Supreme Being.

By whom he is worshipped, he receives honour.

NA,nak (says)
:

(If) the abode of virtues be praised

;

(If) he be praised, heard, and revered in the heart

;

He, having taken away pain, will bring comfort to the house.

In the mouth of the Guru is the sound.

In the mouth of the Guru is the Veda,

In the mouth of the Guru it has been continually contained.
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Isaru is Guru, GOrakh is Guru, BrahmS, is Guru, and the

mother Pdrvati.

If I would know (him), I woidd say (it)

;

(But) the story cannot he told.

O Guru ! let me know the only One !

That the one liberal (patron) of all living beings may not be

forgotten by me

!

mm v.a. To appoint, to establish (as a king, etc.). an

epithet of God (the passionless), etc.. If he is praised. In a

conditional sentence the conjunction % is generally omitted, and must

he gathered from the context. the abode of virtues

= mm ^JWt)> an epithet of God. literally, if

reverence be kept in the heart, i.e. if he be revered in the heart.

in the mouth of the Guru. nddam, for the sake of the

rhyme, instead of An old Sikh commentary (without the name of

the author), gives the following explanation of etc.

:

TPU ^ 1 1 I H^ 1 1 I WTT
O Angad ! (the disciple of Nanak and second Guru) this song (which

Nanak was pronouncing) is Guru ;
the Veda is Guru, it has been con-

tinually contained in the mouth of the Guru. Then the commentary

proceeds
: ^ 1 ^^ 1 1 1 ^^ 1 ^ t ’Tt

^ I ^ I ^ I IIW irff ^ i.e. Isaru

is Guru, Gorakhu is Guru, Brahm^ is Guru, Parvati is Guru ; o son,

these six are Gurus. The commentary does not seem quite to have hit the

right meaning. The sense of these words is, according to our interpre-

tation, rather this : that there are many Gurus, who teach always the

Veda ; that there are many followers of Isar (i.e. Siva), of Gorakh

(Vishnu), of Brahma, of Parvati, but they do not know the only one,

whom even he himself (i.e. Nanak) did not venture to describe. To that

a disciple (according to tradition, Angad), answers : o Guru ! teach me

the only one

!

mrft wrt wkxi ^ i

»iTfm^ m^^ ^m^ if
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Iff I

^ »fr t ^ wrt ii

6 .

I bathe at a Tirath, if I please him

;

Without the will of God what shall I do with bathing ?

As much as I see created, what, without destiny, is found

that I may take ?

In (my) instruction there is a gem, a jewel, a ruby,

If thou hearest the teaching of the one Guru.

O Guru ! let me know the only One !

That the liberal patron of all living beings may not be for-

gotten by me

!

without (his) \vill, i.e. if it does not please God, if God

is not merciful to me. I may do. s.f. creation

(Sansk. 5Rft). without destiny. in the sense of

destiny is always used in the plural, denoting properly the works (of a

former life), which determine the fate in afterbirths,

what is found, that I may take P

'a

% ^71 ^ fiT I

•in ii

% fro ^ <T n<T ^^ II

^^ ^ I

^ ^ ^ II

7 .

If (one’s) age last the four periods of the world, or even ten-

fold more

;

If he be known in the nine regions, if every one follow him

;

If, having preserved a good name, he obtain fame and

celebrity in the world
;
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If he does not come into (his) favour, nobody will ask a

word about him,

Among the worms having made him a worm, he puts the

sins on the sinner.

Nanak (says) : he bestows favour on the mcked, he bestows

favour on the virtuous :

Such a one is not to be seen who could bestow any favour

on him.

•T^ f^rf^ in the nine regions (of the earth), i.e. in the whole

world. to hestow favour.

t:

^ I

II

mrTT^ I

^ i^ II

^ ^ II

8 .

Having heard (his word), the Siddhs, Pirs, and Gods (are).

Having heard, the earth, the bull, and the sky.

Having heard, heaven and heU.

Having heard, death cannot affect (them).

Nanak (says)
:
(his) worshippers are always joyful

;

Having heard, (there is) annihilation of pain and sin.

Locative of the past participle, it having been heard (by

them) ; to supply is, his word or name. the Sikhs explain by the

bull, who is said to support the earth (else the white elephant).

tf I

^ writ!! II
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¥fT!j^ ^ II

mi? wi II

9.

A

Having heard, Isar, Brahnid, Indra.

Having heard, (there are) in the mouth the raantrs of praise.

Having heard, the skill of JOg, in the body the secret.

Having heard, the Shfistrs, the Smriti, the Vedas.

Nanak (says)
:

(his) worshippers are always happy.

Having heard, (there is) annihilation of pain and sin.

etc., the Hindu Gods are acknowledged by Nanak, but only as

Dii minores, created by the Supreme Being.

having been heard, there are in the mouth the mantrs of praise

;

the Hindd holy scripture is thereby acknowledged as of divine origin.

mantram. the skill of Jog, as being brought

into a system by the Jogis. the secret in the body, i.e. in

whose body the secret (of Jog) is, by means of penances, austerities,

etc., to which they subject their body.

80

trff xTRff I

ffxn^ II

^fxirf XTR ^ *nH u

10 .

Having heard, truth, contentment, knowledge (of God).

Having heard, the bathing of the sixty-eight (tirthas).

Having heard, they obtain honour by reading and reading.

Having heard, they gladly apply themselves to meditation.
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Nanak (says)
:
(his) worshippers are always joyful.

Having heard, there is annihilation of pain and sin.

s.m. truth, etc. Nanak acknowledges that there is (some) truth

and knowledge of God in the Hindh Sh&strs ; also the bathing at the

sixty-eight tirthas is referred to divine origin, etc.

fPirf II

trr^ i

ffxuf frt II

I

TTT7 w\ •srr^ II

11 .

Having heard the (panegyrical) songs of the Avatdrs.

Having heard, Sh^khs, Pirs, and Kings.

Having heard, the blind ones find the road.

Having heard, the bottomless (water) becomes shallow.

Ndnak (says)
:
(his) worshippers are always joyful.

Having heard, (there is) annihilation of pain and sin.

’^15^1 ^ difficult to explain. is very likely

= (^^5^). possessing all qualities, an epithet of an Avat&r.

J|
( ^ m. a panegyrical song of praise. s.m. here in the sense of

a cubit; adj. bottomless; unfathomable; the unfathomable

(water) becomes a cubit (deep) = shallow.

'IR

%^ II

'*1*1 ^ I

^^ II

W I

^ ^ wrw^^ II
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12 .

The state of him, who minds (him), cannot be told.

If one tells (it), he repents of it afterwards.

There is not paper (enough), nor pens, nor writers.

Sitting they reflect on him, who minds (him).

Such is the name of the Supreme Being.

If one minds (him), he knows (him) in his mind. •

mandd), another form of the present participle is

manna, instead of manda. ^s.f. State ; it may also signify

salvation, which would equally suit the context.
| «t , etc. ;

the

sense is, the name of God is such, that only he knows him, who minds

(or obeys) him. The state of him who minds God cannot be described,

as he himself alone knows it, and nobody else. Nowithstanding this

assertion, N&nak describes to some extent the state of him who minds

God, in the following pauris.

frt ffv I

^^ II

^^ I

^ ^ STRC II

w^ fiT I

^ ^^ ^ II

13 .

If he minds (him), there arrives intelligence and wisdom in

the mind.

If he minds (him), the knowledge of the whole world.

If he minds (him), he is not struck in the face.

If he minds (him), he does not go with Yama.

Such is the name of the Supreme Being.

If one minds (him), he knows him in his mind.

^ an idiomatic expression—to be struck in the

face. ITO ^ ^rrf^ ^ he does not go with Yama, i.e. he is not

subject to death (and pain), he will be united with the Deity.
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»rn:f^ tr? ^^ i

TTf^ ^ II

?T^ Tj^
I

II

%?iT frr I

% ^ 4fiT wr’t^^ I

14 .

If he minds (him), he is not stopj)ed on the road.

If he minds (him), he becomes known with honour.

If he minds (him), he does not go proudly his way.

If he minds (him), he gets connected with virtue.

Such is the name of the Supreme Being.

If one minds (him), he knows him in his mind.

M I 'diij I
to be stopped, trf^ be becomes

known with honour, i.e. at the threshold of God. THI adj. proud

(Sindhi).

tTRff

xrwrt ^rrvT^ ii

Tit i

II

w frr I

% ^ II

15 .

If he minds (him), he finds the gate of salvation.

If he minds (him), he is his family’s support.

If he minds (him), he is saved, and he saves (also) the dis-

ciples of the Guru.

If he minds (him), he does not wander about in begging,

says Nfinak.
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Such is the name of the Supreme Being.

If one minds (him), he knows him in his mind.

s.m. Support
;
the same as The Sikh commen-

A.

tary explains it by ^ ^
frt II ^ % 'iftl ^HTT "3^Rrr If he,

having heard the name of God, minds it, he becomes the support of his

family ; after him his whole family is saved.

Tj% ^Tfff^ I

TO ^ II

% I

II

vrg xn i

^Tfxi Tf^’?rr ^ II

^ ^^ frl I

^qft >17^ II

V7:rft fK fr^ I

^ II

srrffT TO ^ I

^w^rr TOt^^T ^^TJT II

wr% I

^riT flT n

^fTT ?IT% ^3 I

51T% II

^rlT TO^ I

fTT II
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^ wrrr x!f^ II

g'g »n% I

H II

16.

Five are accepted, five are foremost

;

Five obtain honour at the threshold (of God).

Five shine at the royal gate.

The thought of the five is the One Guru.

If one speaks, he reflects

:

There is no counting of the doings of the Creator.

The white Bull is the son of religion and mercy.

By whom contentment has been established as a rule.

If one understands (this), he becomes a man of truth.

How much burden is upon the white Bull ?

The earth is another, and at some distance, another, another.

What load is upon that, and beneath what power ?

(There are) kinds of living beings, names of colours,

Tlie destiny of aU, (in which) the pen (of God) has moved.

If one know to UTite this account.

How great an account will be written ?

How much is the power, the beauty created ?

How much the liberality ? who knows the food ?

The show has been made by one word.

From this have sprung a huiuh’ed thousand rivers.

What is (his) power, what (his) thought ?

Not one time I can be sacrificed (to it).

What pleases to thee, that is a good work.

Tliou, o Formless ! art always in safety

!

etc. The Sikh commentaries (and priests) cannot tell

who or what these five are : they refer it even to the five elements, water,

fire, etc.
;
but this is out of the question. Others explain by righteous,

etc., but this is a mere gaiess. lu fact, the whole connexion of this

Paurl is doubtful,
, the white Bull, is also taken here in au alle-

gorical sense ; he is called the son of religion and mercy.

the destiny of all ; is here taken in the sense of a

substantive. STTl!! ^| tq 'vho knows the food (i.e. which he is be-

VOL. V.—[new SEEIES.] 15
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stowing on the creatures) ? is explained in

various ways
:

(from XTOTtlT to see, caus.
; Tl^TT^tlfT to show),

shoie, i.e. the visil)le word ; similarly, c^c|l^ (from instead of

I 'dty I
to cause to say) word, saying. Neither word is now in use

in any of the cognate idioms, and their signification can only he inferred.

One Sikh commentary gives the following explanation : is taken

as identical with XI^tTT expansion (of creation), and is thus

described : X{^ ?TWT tTHlft 5 11^ *TT^T , TJefi

wmi II TT^ ^^
one masa (a small weight) of wind, one mas^ of water, one masa of fire,

one mas^ of earth ; these four mfisas have been made ; one tank of this

has been a kavau ; that is to say, a kavau is a measure equal to a tank

or four masfis. This explanation would be in accordance with the pau-

ranik traditions, hut it is very doubtful, as Nanak, when speaking of the

creation, never alludes to it in other places.

not one tiine I can be sacrificed (to it), i.e. I cannot one time give my-

self entirely to it, can never come up to it, or understand it.

Cl'S

I

MWr rlTT rU^ II

©s ^ I

Tiff II

^TfiTT I

^f I

^ fTTT II

^^Tf^ fifT I

^TfTW ^ II

^ rl>X ^TT I

vj s* ^

H 53^ f^tfSTT II

17.

(There are) innumerable repetitions (of the name of God),

innumerable reverences.
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Innumerable worships, innumerable heats of austerities.

Innumerable oral readings of books and the Vedas.

Innumerable j6gs, they remain secluded in the mind.

Innumerable worshippers, pondering on the knowledge of

(his) qualities.

Innumerable chaste, innumerable liberal ones.

Innumerable heroes, fighting face to face.

Innumerable silent devotees, who continually meditate.

What is (his) power, what (his) thought ?

Not one time I can come up to it.

What pleases thee, that is a good work.

Thou, o Fomiless ! art always in safety.

^ Tiff innumerable jogs (of such who)

remain secluded in their heart or mind ; the sentence is extremely brief.

innumerable heroes, fighting face to face.

Hwrr is very difficult to explain
;
the Sikh commentary explains it in

the following way : lit: I' I i.e. there are

some heroes who eat iron in their face, an idiomatical expression for ; who

are beaten with iron (steel) in the face. According to this explanation

WRIT would stand for but such a transposition of nouns

is extraordinary.

^ I

irr^niYT i

lifr ^fi I

I

inft xng^ i

ftliTTfl I

^ II

fHft ^Tfl WTT 1

^ I

^ ^TiT ITT I

I’g HT I

I fiTIiTT II
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18.

Innumerable fools, stark blind.

Innumerable thieves, living on the wages of iniquity.

Innumerable rulers, who commit acts of violence.

Innumerable cut-tbroats, who commit murder.

Innumerable sinners, who commit sin.

Innumerable liars, who scatter falsehoods.

Innumerable barbarians, who devour dirt.

Innumerable slanderers, who lay a burden on the head.

Nanak speaks a low thought.

Not one time I can come up to it.

What pleases thee, that is a good work.

Thou, o Formless ! art always in safety.

stark blind. w?: is, according to the commentaries =
prince, ruler. "1*0 scatter falsehoods

;

the Formative plur. (without the postposition kau).

who lay a burden on the head, either on their own, or on that of

another.

80.

I

II

frr I

II

^TfrjT I

^t^7 f^rfr ^^*^5 II

fsif?! Tiff ff^ ^rrff I

fgif ^TTHTl fclf fff XJXff II

^rT7 ^fl7 I

f^TIT f7^ ^7lf ^ 5573 II

^^7;ffl TIT fif7 ^37^ I

^ 7 TI^ 377: I
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W I

H U

19.

(There are) innumerable names, innumerable places.

Unattainable, unattainable, innumerable worlds.

Innumerable, they say, are suspended with the head down-

wards.

In letters is the name, in letters the praise.

In letters knowledge, songs, eulogies of virtues.

In letters writing, speaking, language.

In letters the description of events.

By whom these (letters) have been A^witten, upon him it is not.

As he commands, thus, thus he obtains (it).

As much as (his) work is, so much is the name.

Without names there is no place.

What is (his) power, what (his) thought ?

Not one time I come up to it.

What pleases thee, that is a good work.

Thou, o Formless ! art always in safety.

The first three lines are quite irregular in their rhyme,

is explained by the commentary in this way:

^ being suspended with their head downwards they (i.e. the

worlds) praise (him). the Locative plural : In letters.

The commentary gives the following explanation : ^

^WIT ^ ^^TUflT Ifr ^T^ ^TTflT ^T^rt

flT II ^ ^^Tt
II ^ ^T^T ^^ T^^T ffT^I

^ f%fT ^ %% ftX[ TTf

I ^ f^fx: 5T^ I II

“ They praise the name of God, and this they do in letters ; and

knowledge, songs, praising the Lord’s qualities, the telling of the

story of Hari, the telling of a tale, this also is done in letters. Union

and separation (the fate) which is written, this also is written in letters.

^Vhatever has been created, the creation of the Lord, upon all this
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is fate fixed, and all are under (in) the fate, but upon him, by whom
this creation has been made, there is no fate, he is the being’ not

subject to fate.” WHI WfTT as much as (his) work is, so

much is the name, i.e. he has given a name to all of his works.

90

^ I

trnoV vtt II

C\.

t K

^ri x?mr ^ I

II

I

'fifr % WT¥ II

I

5rr¥ II

20 .

If the hand, foot, and body become dirty :

Being washed with w'ater the dirt will go off.

If polluted by urine be the cloth

:

Applying soap it may be washed.

If the heart is defiled with sins.

It is w'ashed in the dye of the name (of God).

Meritorious or sinful is not merely a name

:

Having done a deed they (themselves) set it down.

They sow themselv^es and reap themselves.

Nanak (says) : By (his) commandments they come and go.

Vtff= vVff it is washed wr to

wash). xjiH' Tnft '411 •TlfW meritorious (or) sinful is not a (mere)

name or appellation, as some thought, but a reality.
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Art. XII.

—

Notes on Dhammapada, xoith Special Reference to

the Question of Nirvana. By E. C. Childers, late of the

Ceylon Civil Service.

I have given in the following pages some of the results

of a careful study of the text of Dhammapada, rendered

necessary by the preparation of a PaU Dictionary. In en-

deavouring to elucidate some of the obscure or difficult

points of this important text, I have given prominence to a

few passages enabling me to test the theory of Nirvana

which I propounded last year in the columns of a periodical.

Verse 203. Jighacchdparamd rogd, sahkhdrd paramd dukhd,

Etam hated yathdbhutam nihhdnam paramam

sukham.

The sense of this verse is, “ As hunger is worse than any

disease, so existence is worse than any pain
;
to him who has

realized this truth extinction is the greatest bliss.” If any

proof is wanted that the author of Dhammapada believed

Nirvana to be the annihilation of being, it is surely here.

When he says in the same breath that existence is the acme

of suffering, and that Nirvana is consequently the highest

bliss, it follows logically and inevitably that Nirvana must

be the cessation of existence. Nirvana must here be taken

as Anupadhiceshanirvana. Sahkhdrd (in the plural) is used

almost in the sense of “ organic life.” The comment says, “ the

five Skandhas,” which amounts very much to the same thing
;

for the Skandhas are the attribute of every organized being,

however low in the scale of animal life. Compare the ex-

pression sahbe sahkhatdsahkhatadhammd, “ all things organized

and unorganized,” or “ all things animate and inanimate,”

which includes, of course, the whole realm of creation. I

take this opportunity of re-stating the theory of Nirvana

which I published in the July and October numbers of

Trubner’s Record for 1870; and I may observe that my
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theory meets, as far as I know, all the difficulties of the ques-

tion, and holds good in every instance in which I have

tested it.

Nirvana means extinction or annihilation. It is the ulti-

mate goal of Buddhism, the supreme reward of the highest

spiritual development, the summum bonum to which the fol-

lower of Qakyainuni is taught to look. What, then, is this

Nirvana or extinction which is the reward of virtuous action ?

It is twofold—Upadhiceshanirvana, or the extinction of human
passion

;
and Anupadhiceshanirvana, or the annihilation of

being. There are eight progressive stages of sanctification,

called the Four Paths and the Four Fruitions the last and

highest of these stages is called Arhattvaphala, or “ full

fruition of final sanctification,” and this is Upadhi9eshanir-

vana, or, as it is also called, Klecapariuirvana. Arhatship

or Arhattvaphala is admittedly a state of the highest happi-

ness and perfection, and its identity with Upadhiceshanirvana,

or, as it is more generally called, simply Nirvana, cannot be

too strongly insisted upon, since it accounts for the frequency

with which Nirvana is spoken of as a state of bliss. This,

then, is one of the Nirvanas, the other is Anupadhigeshanir-

vana or Skandhaparinirvana,^ which it is impossible to explain

as anj’thing but absolute annihilation. The Arhat, or being

who has attained final sanctification,^ though wholly free from

human passion, and possessed of superhuman faculties, is still

a man, and liable, like all other men, to death. Nor is his life

necessarily’ prolonged bey’ond that of his fellows
;
Qakyamuni

himself, the Great Arhat, died at an age not exceeding the

common lot of humanity. But the Arhat, alone of men, when

he dies ceases to exist. The oil in the lamp of life is burnt

out, the seed of existence is withered, he enters the vast

portals of Nothingness and Void, and entering vanishes from

creation,—he has attained to Skandhapariiiirvana, the an-

nihilation of the elements of being. I have said that Nirvana

is twofold
;
but is it not also one? for Skandhaparinirvana is

' In Pa.li Cattdro Maggd and Cattdri phaldni.
^ Generally called simply Nirvana.
^ Ai'hattvapliala or Klecjaparinii-vana.
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the necessary complement of Klecaparinirvana, as the latter is

of the former. "Without Arhatship there can be no cessation

of existence/ just as there can be no Arhatship that does not

terminate in extinction. Viewed, therefore, from a distance

as it were, as the goal of the pious Buddhist, Nirvana is one

;

it is a brief period of the highest bliss on earth, ending in

eternal death. It may here be objected—Must not great confu-

sion be created by using one and the same term for two things

so different as “bliss” and “annihilation” ? I reply that in

reality there is no such confusion, since the context will readily

determine whether, by the word Nirvana, IJpadhigesha or

Anupadhicesha Nirvana is intended. And in a vast proportion

of instances the term embraces both Nirvanas. Thus in such

a sentence as “ Nirvana is the reward of a virtuous life,” it is

clear that both Nirvanas are meant, since they are inseparably

connected, and the one involves the other as a necessary con-

sequence. There are, however, occasions when one of the

Nirvanas is distinctly alluded to, and then the context deter-

mines which of them is meant. Thus in verse 89 the word

loke specifies TJpadhiceshanirvana, while in the verse w'e have

been considering Anupadhiceshanirvana is clearly indicated

by the use of the word mhkhdrd.

In conclusion I wash to add that the much contested word
Parinirvaiia means “ the attainment of Nirvana,” or simply

Nirvana. Like Nirvana it is twofold, Klecaparinirvana, “ at-

tainment of the extinction of human passion,” and Skandha-

parinirvana, “ attainment of the annihilation of the elements

of being.” When the Parinirvana of an Arhat is spoken of,

it may be translated “ death”
;
for in the case of an Arhat,

death and the attainment of Nirvana are simultaneous. The
word Mahaparinirvana merely means the death of Buddha.

Verse 89. Te loke parinihhutd, “ they attain Nirvana in this

world”; that is they attain Upadhiceshanirvana or Arhatship,

which is compatible with existence. Parinihhuta (parifi-nis-1-

vrita) is always used for the part. perf. pass, of parinihhdti,

“to attain Nirvana.” The regular p.p.p. jjarinihhdna,

' I mean, of course, on this earth, since, for instance, an Anagamin attains
Skandhaparinirvana from one of the Brahma heavens.
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but there is a confusion in Pali between the compounds nirvd

and nirvri, so much so that nihhiiti (nirvriti) means both

happiness (or tranquillity) and annihilation.^ It is well

known that this sort of confusion is frequent in Pali. An
important reason against the use of parinibbdna as the p.p.p.

of parinibbdti is that it would be readily mistaken for the

noun jmrinibbdna. When used of an Arhat parinibbuta may
be translated “ having died,” e.g. Lokandthe dasabale sattdha-

parinihbute, “ when the world’s protector endowed with the

ten forces had been dead seven days.” *

Verse 153. Anekajdtisamsdram sandhdvissam anibbisam

Gahakdrakam gavesanto dukkhdjdti punappunam.
“ I have run through the revolution of countless births,

seeking the Architect of this dwelling and finding him not,

grievous is repeated birth.” Fausboll takes sandhdvissam as

a conditional,^ but the sense imperatively requires an aorist,

and Mr. Trenckner pointed out to me some time ago that

sandhdvissam in this place is a true aorist, the Sanskrit aorist

in -isham. The third persons sing, and plur. of this aorist

occur pretty frequently in Pali, and end in -isi and -isum^

respectively. The doubled s has many analogies in Pali.

The learned Sthavira Dhammardma of Yatramull4 has

favoured me with a long extract from Culla Saddaniti, in

which the author, misled by the doubled s, calls sandhdvissam
“ a future in a past sense ” {atitatthe bhavissanti hoti), and cites

a passage from the Tripltaka book Vimdnavatthu containing

an analogous example. The passage is as follows :

—

Cdtuddasim paiicadasim ydva pakkhassa atthami

Pdtihdriyapakkhah ca atthahgasusamdhitam

Ujwsatham npavasissam sadd silesu samvutd.^

Here Culla Saddaniti remarks, Imissd Vimdnavatthupdliyd

aitham samvannentehi upavasissan ti upavasim atitatthe hi

idam andgatavacanan ti vuttan ” ti saccam vuttam, “ the com-

1 See Abhidhanappadipik&., v. 1015.
* Mahavamsa, p. 11.

® In Pali the 1st pers. fut. htmane, and the 1st pers. cond. (parassa and htmane)
both end in -issam. In the cond. the augment may be dropped, so that

sandhdvissam might be a future or a conditional.
^ Sanskrit it (for ishit), and ishuh.
® Compare Dh. p. 404.
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mentators upon this passage of Yimanavattliu observe with

truth that upavasissam is for upavasim, for here the future is

used in a past sense.”

Yerse 166. AttadaWiam paratfhena hahund pi na Jidpmye

Attadattham ahhinudya mdatthapamto siyd.

I think the meaning of this verse is, “ Let him not forego

his own spiritual good for the sake of another man’s, how-

ever great
;
when he has discerned his own spiritual good,

let him devote himself thereto.” This is, I think, in ac-

cordance with the comment, and makes the sentiment one to

which no exception can he taken, even from a Christian

point of view. Attha is constantly used in Pali in the sense

of spiritual good, and this very word sadattha (sva-artha) is

used at page 12 of Tumour’s Mahavamsa, where Arhatship

or spiritual perfection is intended. The words are :

—

Sve sannipdto, Ananda ; sekhena gamanam tahim

Na yuttan te
;
sadatthe tvam appamatto tato bhava.

“ To-morrow, Ananda, is the convocation, it is not right that

thou shouldst attend it while yet imperfect, strive earnestly

therefore for thy spiritual good.”

Yerse 32. Appamddarato bhikkhu pamdde bhayadassivd

Abhabbo parihdmya nibbdnass’ eva santike.

The meaning of parihdna here is “ falling away,” “ falling

off,” “retrogression.” The comment says, “A priest who is

in this state is not liable to fall away either from the state of

tranquillity and contemplation, or from the Four Paths and

their fruition : if he has attained them, he cannot lose them ;

if he has not yet attained them, he cannot fail to do so.”

Compare the passage at Dham. p. 254, where Grodhika Thera

is said to have attained the first Jhana and then fallen away

from it ; the expressions used are, “ samddhikam cetovimuttim

plmsitvd tato parihdyi,” chakkhattum jhdna7n nibbattetvd pari-

hino” “jhdiid parihino.” ^ I would render the whole verse

“ The recluse who delights in diligence, who sees danger in

sloth, is not liable to fall away from holiness, hut is close upon

1 Compare also Dham. verse 364, Dhammam anussaram bhikkhu saddhammd
na pnrihdyati, the recluse who remembers the Law will never faU away from true

religion.
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the attainment of Nirvana.’^ That is to say, his salvation is

assured, nothing can prevent its accomplishment. Kibbdna

here means klegaparinirvana or Arhatship (see the comment).

Verse 55. Candanam tagaram vd pi vpjmlam atha vassiki

Etesam gandluijdtdnam silagandho anuttaro.

The meaning of the second hemistych is, “ The perfume of

Aurtue (sila) far surpasses the perfume of these spices.” There

is a confusion in the construction, as the literal rendering

would be, “Of these sorts of perfumes {gandhajdtdni), the per-

fume of virtue is the best.” I do not see how sila can be

taken as anything but the Sanskrit cila
;
the commentator

takes it so, and the analogy of the preceding and following

verses requires it.

Verse 71. Na hi pdpam katam kammam sajjukhiram va muccati

Daham tarn bdlam anveti bhasmdcchanno va pdvako.

The word muccati, in Pali, when applied to milk, means “to

curdle,” literally, “to be got rid of,” I suppose because, in the

process of curdling, the milk in great measure disappears and

is replaced by curds. The Sthavira Subhuti informs me that

the true version of the comment is, Sajjukhiran ti tahkhanatn

yeva dhenuyd thaneJd dhovifvd gahitakhiram, na muccatiti na

parinamati na pakatibhdvam jahati na dadliibhavam dpajjati,

“Sajjukhira means milk just drawn from the previously

washed udder of the cow
;
na muccati means that it does not

change, does not leave its original state, does not turn into

curds.” This explanation makes sajju not an independent

word qualifying the sentence na hi pdpani katam kammam
muccati, but the first part of a compoimd word sajjukhira,

meaning “ new milk.” It is a satisfactory solution of the diffi-

culty, and the sense of the whole verse would be, “As newl}’

drawn milk will not curdle for a long while, as fire covered

by ashes goes on smouldering for a long while, so it takes a

long while to get rid of the consequences of an evil action.”

Of course in a translation the play upon the two meanings of

muccati is lost, and the simile is deprived of most of its force.

It is worthy of notice than in the Simhalese Prakrit mid, the

equivalent of muc, means, according to Clough, “to loosen,

to release,” and also “ to congeal, to coagulate.”
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Yerse 252. Sudassam vajjam atinesam attano pana duddasam

Paresam hi so vajjdni opundti yathd blmsam

Attano pana chddeti halim va Tdtard satho.

“ The faults of others are easily seen, our own are difficult

to see
;
a man winnows his neighbour’s faults like chaff, his

own he keeps out of sight as the fradulent gambler hides

his loaded dice.” Fausholl translates yatha bhusam, “ as much

as possible,” taking it as a compound word, the equivalent of

which would he yathabhricam in Sanskrit. But bhiisa in

Pali means also “ chaff,” ^ and the use of opundti almost

positively demands that yathd hhusam should be translated

“ like chaff.” The commentator takes this view in the most

decided and unmistakable manner, for he says bhusam opu-

nanto viya opundti, “winnows them like one winnowing chaff.”

The force and beauty of the metaphor is obvious enough.

Yerse 257. I do not see how dhammassa gutto can be

rendered “ custos legis,” since gutta (gupta) is used only in a

passive sense. I would translate the passage, “ The wise man
who is guarded by justice (or by the Law) is called just.”

A man guarded by justice would of course mean a man whose

actions or words are directed by a sense of justice. The
comment says dhammagutto dhammarahhhito, which can only

mean “guarded by dhamma, kept by dhamma.”

Yerse 272. Dhammarama informs me that the true read-

ing of the last line is bhihhhu vissdsa' m’dpddi appatto dsa-

vakkhayatn, or rejecting sandhi bhikkhu vissdsam md dpddi

appatto dsavakkhayam, “priest, be not confident as long as thou

hast not attained the extinction of desire.”

Yerse 283. Vanani chindatha rnd rukkham vanatojdyati bhayam

Cheti'd vanaii ca vanathah ca nibbdnd hotha bhikkhave.
“ Cut down the whole forest, not the tree, danger comes out

of the forest
;
when ye have cut down both the forest and

its undergrowth, then shall ye be free from passion.” Half
the force of this passage is lost in a translation, from the im-

possibility of rendering the play on the two meanings of vana.

It is doubtful whether nibbdnd or nibband (nis+ vana) be the

right reading. Vdna ^ means “ desire ” in Pali as well as

' See AbliidhanappadipikS., 453 ; it is tbe Sanskrit busa. 2 Abbidhan. 163.
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vana, and nibhdna would not be a participle, but an adjective

meaning “ free from vdna or lust.”

Verse 344. Subbuti informs me that tbe true reading is

nibhanatho, and the first line means, “ he who having got rid

of desire hankers again for desire. ” The readings ofFausboU’s
three manuscripts are nibbanatho, nibbamto, and nibbdnato}

Mr. Fausbbll now agrees with me in thinking that the two

last are obvious copyists’ errors.

Verse . Nibbdnagamanam maggam hhip2mm eva visodhaye.

This is an instance of Nibbana, meaning both Nirvanas.

(See my remarks at p. 221).

Verse 331. Tutthi sulihd yd itaritarena, “A blessed thing is

joy, whatever be the cause.” Itantara in Pali does not mean
“ mutual,” but “ any whatever.” Thus in the text of one of

the Buddhist classifications we have IdW dvuso bhikkhu

santuttho hoti itaritarena civarena, “contented with whatever

robes he is presented with,” that is, whether they be of fine

or of coarse material. In this verse kdrancna might be supplied

after yd itaritarena. The comment says parittena vd vipulena vd,

“ caused by a small or a great matter.” Any one who has

seen a child in ecstasies of delight over the veriest trifle will

agree that “a blessed thing is joy, whatever be the cause.”

Verse 369. Chetvd rdgan ca dosan ca tato nibbdnam ehisi.

“When thou hast rooted out lust and hate then shalt thou go

to Nirvana.” Here Skandhaparinirvana or Anupadhigesha-

nirvana is intended, for he who has rooted out raga and dvesha

is the Arhat (pitardga), who “afterwards” {tato, or, as the com-

ment says, aparabhdge, viz., at the end of the few years he has

to live), attains the annihilation of being. The comment dis-

tinctly specifies this Nirvana to be Anupadhiceshanirvana

:

the words are rdgadombandhandni chinditvd araliattani patto

tato aparabhdge anapadhisesanibbanam ehisiti attho, “having

severed the bonds of lust and hate and attained Arhatship,

thereafter thou shalt go to Nirvana.” It will be observed

that the Pali equivalent of upadhicesha is upddisem. This

is a compound of sesa (cesha) with \ipddi, a masculine noun

formed from the root da “ to take ” with a and upa. TJpddi

* See Dham. p. 466.
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is closely allied with updddna, the more regularly formed

derivative of upa-a-DA, and is used to designate the Five

Skandhas. This word is interesting because it is one of the

forms which give evidence that the Pali or southern recension

of the Buddhist scriptures is the original one, and that the

oldest Sanskrit texts of Northern Buddhism are translations

from it, possibly made some time after the Pali text of the

Tripiteka had been settled. Upddi is one of the unclassical

forms which abound in Pali, and restore to it so much of the

wealth it loses from assimilation and other causes. The final

syllable di must he formed from d1, on the analogy of dhi

from DHA. I imagine, then, that the translators of the Pali

religious texts into Sanskrit, meeting with this word, and

unable to make anything of it, replaced it by the nearest

approach they could find to it in classical Sanskrit, viz.,

Upadhi.^ Other instances might be adduced
;
thus the word

phdsuvihdra occurs frequently in the Pali Tripitaka with the

meaning of “life of ease or happiness.” Phdsu is a Pali

neuter noun, meaning “ comfort, ease, happiness,” the ety-

mology of which I have failed to discover. The author of

Saddharmapundarika,® meeting with the word phdsu, took it

for the equivalent of sparca, and rendered the compound

phdsuvihdra by sukhaspargaviharata, “ life of agreeable con-

tacts.” But phdsu can really have nothing to do with sparca,

first because its meaning and use are totally distinct from

those of spar9a,^ and secondly because the regularly formed

equivalent of sparca, namely phassa, is in constant use in

Pali in the sense of “ touch” or “contact.” Again, the Pali

pdiramitd, “perfection,” is formed by adding the suffix

ta to pdrami, an anomalously formed derivative of parama.^

The author of Saddharmapunclarika probably found the form

pdrami very puzzling, for he almost entirely ignores it, and

employs the longer form paramita, which he takes to be a

' Upadhi is used also in Pali in a metaphysical sense, the four Vpadhis being
the Skandhas, the Khmagunas, Kle9a, and Abhisamskhra.

^ Lotus, p. 425-7.
® For phdsugamanam, “ pleasant journey,” pMsukam ptdiwm,“com-

fortable quarters.” Besides jp/idsw is properly an adjective, see Abhidhan. p. 16,

note.

* Intr. p. 464. Fdrami is a feminine noun, the plur. is pdramiyo.
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compound of para and ita, like paragata. The circumstance

that pdrami is much more frequently used in Pali than

2)dr(tmitd, is almost conclusive against this derivation.^ Again,

the well-known Pali word uposatha is simply a contracted

form of zipavasaf/>a, but the o in the second syllable evidently

misled the Sanskrit translators, for the North Buddhist equi-

valent is vposhad/ia, which seems to be a sort of compromise

between the Pali form uposatha and the Sanskrit part. perf.

pass. %iposhita?

Verse 295. Mdtaram pitaram hantvdt rdjdno dve ca sotthiye

Veyyagyhapaiicamam hantvd anigho ydti hrdhmano.

“ The true brahmin goes scatheless though he have killed

father and mother, and two holy kings, and an eminent man
besides.”

It is a remarkable fact that Qakyamuni, though never re-

miss in declaiming against the errors of the Brahmins, adopted

the word brahmana, with all its sanctity and prestige, into

his own system, but made it a denomination of the Arhat, or

devout Buddhist who has attained to final sanctification.

Buddha even applied the epithet to himself in a Uddnagdthd,

“ hymn of joy,” he uttered after his attainment of omniscence.

Tadd have p>dtuhhavanti dhammd
Atdpino jhdy'lno hrdhmanassa

AW assa haiikhd 'v’ agxuyantl sahhd

Tato p>ajdndti saheludhammam.

“When the Truth is made manifest to the stri^^ng, the

meditating brahmin, then his doubts all flee away when he

knows existing things and their causes.” The Brahmanavagga

of Dhammapada tells us that the true Brahmin is not he who

is born of Brahmin parents, but the man in whom passion is

destroyed

—

hhindsavani arahantam tarn aluun hriimihrdhmanam.

But to return to our verse : Fausboll thinks the sentiment

it conveys inconsistent with Buddhist doctrine, though quite

in accordance with the Brahminical system. This, however,

is on the assumption that the word hrdhmana is taken in its

natural sense, whereas we have seen that it may perfectly

mean an Arhat, and the comment says nikhilesa, which is the

1 See Burn. Intr. p. 464
;
Lotus, p. 544. ® Lotus, p. 450

;
Intr. p. 138.
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same thing. In my judgment this verse is intended to ex-

press in a forcible manner the Buddhist doctrine that the

Arhat cannot commit a serious sind It is as much as saying,
“ An Arhat cannot commit sin, but were he to commit even

sins so dreadful as parricide and murder he would be scathe-

less,” that is, as Dr, Max MiiUer has observed, if he does

commit these crimes, it must be by accident, so that no guilt

would rest upon him. Veyyaggha is a derivative of tyaggha,

and means, I think, “ an eminent man,” literally, “ a tigerish

man.”

Verse 302. I think the comment affords a satisfactory

explanation of this difficult verse, “ The traveller on the long

road of Samsara meets with nothing but pain
;
painful is the

life of the recluse, painful is the life of the householder, painful

is association with those who are not our equals : therefore let

him travel no more, and so he will not be exposed to suffer-

ing,” That is, let him obtain Nirvana, and bring to an end

his journey through Sarnsdra. Compare p. 280 of Dham-
mapada, where it is said that there are two sorts of roads on

which a man may be a traveller, kantdraddhd, a road though a

difidcult country, and vattaddhd^ the road through Samsara.

Verse 368. Adhigacche padam santam sankhdrupasamam

sukham.
“ He will attain the tranquil, blessed lot, where existence is

no more.” Here I believe Skandhaparinirvana to be intended,

as in the verse which immediately follows, and which we have

already considered. From a Buddhist point of view there is

really no reason why annihilation should not be spoken of as

“blessed,” or even as “bliss”
;
it is a “happy release” from

suffering which without it would be endless.

Verse 394. Kin tejatdhi dummedha kin te ajinasdtiyd

Abhhantaram te gahanam bdhiram parimajjasi.
“ Thou fool, what dost thou with the matted hair, what

dost thou with the raiment of skin ? thine inward parts are

full of wickedness, the outside thou makest clean.” Abbhan-
tararn is a noun, and means “ inner man,” “heart.” It is, I

think, best to take gahanam as an adjective in agreement with
' jlbhabbo khimisavo bhikkhu saneicca pdnam jiviid voropetum, etc.

^ Vritta, “ the circle of Samsara” +adhTan.

YOL. Y.—[new series.] 16
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ahbhantaram, and meaning, choked, filled up, impenetrable

from the forest growth of sin
;
or it might be taken as the noun

gahanam} “ a forest or jungle,” “ a thicket.” The metaphor

is the same as at verse 283, where mna means desire or lust.

Verse 396. Bhotddi ndma so hoti, “he is called Arrogant.”

In the Pali texts hho is a familiar term of address used to

inferiors or equals. The compound bhovadin would mean
“ one who says hho,” and the comment on this verse says,

Bhordditi yo pana dmantanddisu hho ti vatvd vicarati, “ a man
is called Bhovadin who goes about saying Bho when he

accosts people or otherwise addresses them.” ^ Brahmins

not converted to Buddhism are always represented as saying

hho Gotama to Buddha,^ and this address must have greatly

jarred upon pious Buddhists, who never spoke to their master

but with the highly reverential epithet of Bhante, “ Lord.”

Buddhists therefore in calling Brahmins Bhovadin meant, I

suppose, to imply that they were a proud and haughty class,

so proud as to address even the Buddha with familiarity if

not disrespect.

Verse 339. Subhuti informs me that the right reading is

not 7nandpassa vand, but mandpassavand, “ flowing in the

channels of pleasure.” Mandpassavand is a compound of

7nandpa and savana,^ and is an adjective in the nom. fern.,

agreeing with fanhd, understood. The comment is ^nandpesu

rupddisii savati pavattaUti mandpassavand tanhd hhusd halavati

hoti.

Verse 341. Subhuti informs me that sarita is, as conjectured

by Fausboll, the part. perf. pass, from “ sara-gatimhi,” viz.,

sri. The comment should be saritdniti anusaritdni paydtdni.

At verse 345 the comment should be sdrattarattd ti sdrattd

hutva rattd halarardgarattd ti attho.

Verse 129. Upamam is the accusative of the fern, noun

upama. Attdnam rqmmam katvd exactly conveys the idea,

“do as you would be done by.” The comment sdvys yathd

ahatn evam aimc pi sattd.

1 Abliiclhan. 536.

2 A Tiki on Kaccayana, in the India Office, explains bhovddi thus : Bho bho

vaditum s'dam assati bhovddi, “ one whose custom it is to say bho to people is a

bhovddi.
3 See, for instance, Dham. p. 98. ‘ From sru, “ to flow.”
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Art. XIII.

—

The Brhat-SahhUa ; or. Complete System of

Natural Astrology of Varaha-mihira. Translated from

Sanskrit into English by Dr. H. Kern.

{Continuedfrom p. 90.)

Chapter XVI.

Countries, People, and Things belonging to the Domain of each

Planet.

1-5. The eastern half of the Xarbadda district, the Qona,

Orissa, Yanga, Suhma, Kalinga, Balkh, the Scythians, Oreeks,

Magadhas, Qabaras, Pragjyotisha, the Chinese, Kambojas,

Mekalas, Kiratas, Vitakas,^ the people beyond and within

the Mountains,^ the Pulindas, the eastern half of the Dra-

vidas, the south bank of the Jamna, Campa, Ddumbara,

Kaucambi, Cedi, Yindhya forest, Kalinga,® Pundra, Mounts

Golangula, Qriparvata, Bardwan, the river Ikshumati; more-

over, robbers, P^ata, wildernesses, herdsmen, seeds, grains

in husks, pungent substances (pepper, etc.), trees, gold, fire,

poison, heroes, medicines, physicians, quadrupeds, ploughmen,

princes, evil-doers, chiefs on march, thieves, beasts of prey,

woods, renowned men and bravoes
;
of all these the Sun is

the lord.^

^ These are the same tribes who by a synonymous term are called

Lamp&kas and Utsavasanketas
; they are said to scorn the institution of

matrimony, and to form only temporal engagements, lasting for the

time of a festival.

^ i.e. a part of the Himalaya ^ cf. Mahilbh. ii. 27, 3 (Bombay ed.).

® The author forgets tliat lie has mentioned Kalinga just before.

* Throughout this chapter Varaha-mihira appears to have chiefly

followed Kaijyapa ;
for comparison the corresponding passage in Ka-

^yapa here follows

:

(Tsrr^ ^rninr:

ifrui I
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6-8. The Moon presides over : mountain strongholds, forts

defended by water, Kosala, Bharoach, the Ocean, the Romans,

Tocharians, Vanavasi-distriet, Tangana, Hala, the kingdom

of the Amazons, the islands of the great Ocean, things of

sweet taste, flowers, fruits, water, salt, gems, conch-shells,

pearls, aquatic products, rice, barle)^, weeds, wheat, the

Soma-drinkers, princes coming to the rescue of their allies,

priests, white objects, beloved persons, horses, paramours,

damsels, generals, food, clothes, horned animals, night-walk-

ing beings, agriculturists and persons acquainted with sacri-

ficial rules.

9-15. The inhabitants of the western half of the districts

of the Qona, Narbadda and Bhimaratha, the NirvindhjA,

Vetravati, Sipra, Godavari, Ven&, Mandakini, Payoshni,^

Mahanadi, Sindhu, Malati, ParA North Pandya, Mount

Mahendra, those who live near the Vindhya and Malaya

hills, the Colas, Dravidas (or Dramidas), Yidehas, Andhras,

Acmakas, Bhasaparas,® Konkan, Matrishika,^ Kuntala, Kerala,

(?) ii

^ I

^ II

II

'=*1 r 'S I II

7h-< ^ i

’ Another reading, also in Ka(jyapa, is Paroshni.

* Or Bhdsupura or Bhasuvaras. May be, Blidsuparas (
= Bhdsdvaras),

means “ those who live on this side of Alount Bhasa.” Utpala gives no

explanation.

® Perhaps an error of the copyists or of the copies of some works
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Dandaka, Kantipura, the Barbarians, balf-castes, townspeople,

agriculturists, Paratas (or quicksilver), people using fire in

their trade, professional soldiers, foresters, fortresses, boroughs

(or the Karvatas), slayers, cruel men, arrogant fellows,

kings, princes, elephants, hypocrites, riots,^ blows, herdsmen,

red fruits and flowers, coral, generals, sugar, spirits, anything

sharp, treasuries, keepers of holy fires, mines, Buddhist

monks, thieves, false, vindicative, and gluttonous persons
;

all these have Mars for their lord.

16-20. To Mercury’s domain belong : the Lauhitya, Indus,

Sarayu, Gambhirika, Rathasya,® Ganges, Kauciki, and other

rivers, Yideha, Kamboja, the eastern half of Mathura, the

Himalaya-, Gomanta-, and Citrakuta- mountaineers, Su-

rashtrians, dikes (and bridges), water-roads, merchandize,

inhabitants of caverns, hill-people, water-reservoirs, mecha-

nicians, singers, caligraphists, connoisseurs of precious stones,

dyers, perfumers, painters, grammarians, arithmeticians, out-

fitters,^ preparers of potions securing longevity,^ artisans,

spies, jugglers,® infants, poets, false-hearted men, denuncia-

tors, exorcisers, envoys, eunuchs, bufifoons, ghost banners,

magicians, policemen, stage performers, dancers, ghee, oil,

consulted by the author, for “ with Atri’s hermitage and

the Rshikas.” ch. xix. 14 and 15.

' The r. of the printed text would denote “ ignorants.”

^ It is difficult to decide upon the true form ; my MSS. of C. have

or Cf. B. and R. Sans. Diet. i.v.

^ The construction in the text is ungrammatical, _/wa being connected

not only with dyushya and gilpa, but also with ganita, gabda, and

dlekhya. The irregularity would disappear if we read prasddhana.

‘ Comm.
I

' Utpala: The word
—s.

or, as a MS. has in the passage cited in the footnote on ch. ii. 16,

is evidently synonymous with Since the verbal base

is stated to mean “ to extend,” like or must be a

regular derivative of it, or the base may have been made in order to

explain the existing noun. Neither TPEDT nor is found in the dic-

tionaries.
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seeds, anything bitter, votaries, preparers of philters, and

mules.

• 21-25. The eastern part of the Indus, the western half of

Mathura, the Bharatas, Sauviras, Srughnas, Northerners, the

rivers Vipaca and Qatadru, the Bamathas, Salvas, Trigar-

tians, Pauravas, Ambashthas, Paratas, V^adhanas, Yau-

dheyas, Sarasvatas, Arjunayanas, half the rural provinces of

Matsya, elephants, horses, royal chaplains, kings, ministers,

persons engaged in festivals and actions for promoting well-

being, compassionate, truthful, honest, pious, learned, chari-
'

table, and righteous men, citizens, rich men, grammarians,

philologers, knowers of the Veda,^ exercisers, politicians,

royal equipments, umbrellas, banners, chowries, etc., benzoin,

spikenard, borax, costus, myrrh, salt, pepper (or beans), sweet

juices, honey, wax and Coraka-perfume : all these are Jupiter’s.

26-30. To Venus belong : the Takshagilas, Marttikavatas,

Hill districts, Gandharians, Pushkalavatas, Prasthalas, Ma-
lavas, Kaikayas, Da^arnas, IJyinaras, Qibis, those who drink

the waters of the Vitasta, Iravati, and Candrabhaga, chariots,

silver-mines, elephants, horses, elephant-drivers, wealthy men,

fragrant things, flowers, unguents, gems, diamonds, orna-

ments, lotuses, couches, bridegrooms, young fellows, damsels,

necessaries for love-making,^ invigorating remedies,^ those

that take sweets, parks, water, lovers, renowned, happy,

liberal-minded and handsome men, scholars, ministers, mer-

chants, potters, speckled birds, cardamoms, cloves, bdellium,

silk, wool, bleached silk, Lodh-bark, malobathrum (?), cassia-

bark, mace, agallochum, orrisroot, pepper and sandal.

31-34. Saturn’s are : Anartta, Arbuda, Pushkara, the Su-

rashtrians, Abhiras, Q udras, Raivatakas, the country where the

Sarasvati disappears, the western country, the inhabitants of

Kuru-fields,^ Prabhasa, Vidica, Veda-Smrti, those who dwell

* The ungTammatical iiomin. pi. vidushafi is by no means rare in the

Mahabh. and kindred works.

^ Comm.

^ For r. ^'51.
It It

* i.e. the country about Thanesar (Skr. Sthanvigvara).
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along the banks of the Mabi, rogues, dirty fellows, low

people, oil-millers, cowards, eunucbs, fetters,^ fowlers, dis-

honest men, fishers, deformed persons, presbyters,^ swineherds,

foremen of companies, those that have broken their vows, the

^abaras, Pulindas, poor men, anything pungent and bitter,

potions, widows, snakes, thieves, queens, donkeys, camels,

lentils, and such grains in pods as cause flatulency.®

35-37. To Rahu belong : the inhabitants of mountain peaks,

of dens and chasms, the tribes of Barbarians, Qudras, Jackal-

eaters, Sulikas, Vokkanas, the people with horse faces, crippled

persons, those who dishonour their lineage, evil-doers, un-

grateful men, thieves, faithless, dishonest and stingy persons,

donkeys, spies, boxers, wrathful men, un-born children, low

people, reprobates, h}fpocrites, giants, all sleepy beings, law-

less men, peas and sesamum.

38-39. The following are enumerated as pertaining to the

domain of Ketu:^ mountain strongholds, the Pahlavas, Qvetas,

Huns, Colas, Afghans, the Desert, Chinese, the Marches, rich

men, those that wish to achieve great things, resolute and

energetic men, adulterers, disputants, those that take joy at

another man’s misfortune, persons elated with pride, block-

heads, unjust and ambitious men.

40. A planet is auspicious to those whose lord he is men-
tioned to be, if, at rising, he be large, bright and in his

natural state, if no typhoon, meteor, dust or planetary con-

flict annoy him, and when he stands in his own mansion, has

reached his height, and is looked at by benign planets.

41. If a planet shows signs contrary to the aforesaid, his

dependency is ruined
;
people and kings feel sad, suffering

from affrays, unsafety and disease.

' This is an elliptical way of intimating “jailers and captives,”

as Utpala understands it.

^ Comm.
' Comm. but

I

* The singular Ketu is here perfectly meaningless, because in the

system of Varaha-mihira R&hu is both the ascending and the descending

node; just before (v. 37) Rahu is called Arkafja^iqatru. The plural

Ketavah would denote “ the comets.”
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42. If no danger awaits the kings from the foe, then, to he

sure, it threatens them from their own sons or ministers. In

consequence of the drought, the country-people will frequent

towns, mountains and rivers which they never visited before.^

* The whole of this chapter has been condensed in the author’s

Samasa-Sauhita into the following

:

^f%rrn:T55TgwrTz^T!rr: i

^t: ii

tjftwtW ^ I

^ f^rir: ii

ttttt tif^^r: 'aftur^T^fr i

f^W[ ^^fTWTFfWT: II

t^TV%^\5?n3T II

llfT^ TWST f^qiHT II

f^TT^T 1

%n: ii

'^^ wr i

t?T^T(2I^in f^f^TIT ?rft=q^ II

Tifr:

^^TxuT i

^mTWTiT^Tfttrq^T: ^T^TTT^rfT TT^tt^TTf^ II
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Chapter XYII.

Planetary Conflict.

1. How and when a conflict (of the planets) will take place,

according to the teaching of the sages who know past, pre-

sent, and future, has been explained by me in the Astrono-

mical Treatise, after the Surya-siddhanta.

2. The planets more in the firmament in severally higher

and higher orbits, but owing to the great distance they seem,

to our sight, to move in the same plain.

3. According to the degree of their (seeming) approach-

ment, there are four kinds of conflicts, as stated by Paracara

and other sages, to wit, cleaving {i.e., occultation), grazing,

clashing of the rays, and passing southward.^

4. At the occurrence of an occultation the rains will fail

and discord prevail among friends and powerful families.

When planets graze one another, there is danger from the

sword, dissension amongst royal councillors, and dearth.

5. At a clashing of the rays there will be war between

kings, and desolation by sword, disease, and famine. Like-

wise there will be hostile encounters between monarchs at the

planetary conflict termed passing southward.^

* Utpala: ^ ^ 5^^: I

*

^
II

Cf. comment, on Sui’ya-sidclbanta, vii. 18, seq. The

apasavyam or asavyam yuddham takes place, when the interval is some-

what less than a degree ; at a greater interval there is no conflict at all.

This statement of the Sflrya-siddh. is more explicit than our author’s

;

yet it is clear that the asavyam or apasavyam in this chapter is that kind

of conflict which occurs at the greatest interval allowable. About the

words apasavya and asavya, see next note.

^ Utpala says
: I irwr ^f^iiftTTTT-

I uri

(ch. xviii. 8)
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6. The Sun, when standing in the meridian, is (compared

to) an ally coming to the rescue
;
when in the east, he is

(like a king) staying in town
;
in the west, he is (a king)

marching ofF. Mercury, Jupiter, and Saturn are always

staying in town, and the Moon is always an ally.

TTffhw; I I ^T-

I w This

is not difficult to understand, for the moon leaving, in her eastward

course, a planet or star at her own right (i.e. standing north from the

planet or star), may he said to make a pradakshina ; standing to the

south, i.e. leaving a planet or star at her left, she makes an apasavya.

Tlius apasavya means “ from the left, at the left,” and, in a special

application, “ at the south side
;

” but from this it does not necessarily

follow that apasavya originally was simply the opposite of savya, “ left.”

Yet it cannot he doubted that they have taken apasavya as the reverse

of savya, or, in other words, that apa was understood to mean, not

“from, from the side,” hut “not;” therefore asavya was considered to

be simply synonymous with apasavya. Moreover, savya has got the

meaning of “ right,” precisely the reverse of its most common accepta-

tion, viz. “left.” Savya, “right,” e.g. from hands, arms, etc., as oppo-

site to vuma, “ left,” occurs, e.g. in Brh. Sanh. li. 41; asavya, “left,”

43. Savya, “ right,” also in Rajacjekhara’s drama of Balaramayana,

Act i. 33 (ed. Govinda Deva) : tJT-

Also in the same Act, 47 and 50. Not to be confounded w’ith this

acceptation of savya is its use in augury. Applied to augural birds,

etc., savya is strictly and properly “left,” but as birds first appearing

from the left of the observer move in the direction of his right, and

keep him at their owui right, savya, “left,” and pradakshina, “moving

to the right,” imply the same, without being the same. Utpala remarks

:

In astronomical works “ moving (revolv-

ing) toward the right,” and “ moving toward the left,” is

common enough
; e.g. Sfirya-siddh. xii. 55 ;

Siddh. Cirom. GolMhy. 3,

51 ;
Aryabhatlya iv. 16 : I

^cTT: II
Cf. in B. and R.

Skr. Diet. Suppl.
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7. Ketu, Mars, Rahu, and Yenus are marching planets.

All the planets, when hurt, destroy, severally, kings coming

to the rescue, marching or staying in town. In case of their

being victorious, they bestow victory also upon those of their

own class.

8. When a stationary planet is overpowered by another

of the same description, then kings keeping the town will

kill others in the same predicament. The Sun produces the

same effects on marching chieftains, and the Moon on allies

;

the same applies to stationary and marching planets.

9. A planet is overcome when he is standing south, rough,

quavering, retrograding, small, covered, of unnatural appear-

ance, without brilliancy, and colourless.

10. He is termed victorious when he shows signs the re-

verse of those aforementioned; also, if he be large, glossy,

and brilliant, in spite of his standing south.

11. Where two planets at their conjunction are radiant,

large, and glossy, there is mutual love
;
whereas, in the con-

trary case, they desti’oy those who belong to their own party.

12. If, owing to the indistinctness of the tokens, it cannot

be made out whether a conflict or a conjunction is taking

place, the effects concerning the potentates on earth are said

to be equally uncertain.

13. When Mars is overcome by Jupiter, the Bahlikas,

chieftains taking the field, and people dependent upon fire,

are vexed; the Qurasenas, Kalingas, and Salvas suffer from

Mars being vanquished by the Moon.

14. Should Mars be defeated by Saturn, citizens (and kings

staying in town) are victorious, but the country people cast

down
;
should he be so by Venus, granaries,^ barbarians, and

knights come to grief.

15. When Mercury is beaten by Mars, trees, rivers, ascetics,

Acmaka-land, monarchs, the Northerners, and persons initiated

for a sacrifice, are to suffer.

* The comm, explains as “a village not

received in fief,” which implies, I suppose, that such a village is exempt

from tributes.
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16. In consequence of Mercury being overcome by Jupiter,

the barbarians, Qudras, thieves, wealthy men, citizens, Tri-

gartians, and Parvatiyas are vexed, and the earth shakes.

17. If Mercury is quelled by Saturn, shippers, soldiers,

aquatic products, rich men and pregnant women will suffer

;

if he is overcome by Venus, fires will rage, and corn, rain-

clouds and marching kings be lost.

18-19. When Jupiter is overpowered by Venus, the Ku-
lutas, Gandharians, Kaikayas, Madras, Salvas, Vatsas, Vangas,

cows and grain, are destroyed
;
so are the Middle country,

sovereigns and kine, when Juj^iter is defeated by Mars, and

the Arjunayanas, Vasatis, Yaudheyas, (^ibis and priests, when
the same is vanquished by Saturn.

20. But should Jupiter be overcome by Mercury, then the

barbarians, truthful persons, swordsmen and the Middle

country, will be ruined, apart from the results following

from what has been stated in Chapter XVI. (v. 41.)

21-22. When Venus is defeated by Jupiter, an eminent

chieftain on march finds his death, discord reigns betwixt

Brahmans and Kshatriyas, and the Rain-god yields no rain

;

the Kosalas, Kalingas, Vangas, Vatsas, Matsyas, the Middle

country, eunuchs and Qurasenas, suffer severely.

26. In case of Venus being vanquished by Mars, com-

manders of armies will be slain and kings wage war. If

Venus is overcome by Mercury, the Parvatiyas are lost, the

cows yield no milk, and there is but little rain.

24. By Venus being defeated by Saturn, foremen of cor-

porations, military men, Kshatriyas and aquatic beings are

afflicted
; moreover, the general effects (taught) in Chapter

XVI. take place.

25. When Saturn is subdued by Venus, the prices rise,

snakes, birds, and proud men will suffer
;
likewise the coun-

tries of Tankana, Orissa, Ka§i and Balkh.

26. The Angas, merchants, birds, cattle, and elephants will

suffer, should Saturn be defeated by Mercury
;
but should he

be so by Jupiter, then countries where women are predomi-

nating in numbers, the Mahishakas and Scythians, will be

afflicted.
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27. Herewith, are described the special results of Mars,

Mercury, Jupiter, Yenus and Saturn, if worsted. The other

(general) effects must be determined from Chapter XYI. The

more any planet is stricken, the more he will ruin whatever

belongs to his department.

Chapter XYIII.

Conjunction of Moon and Planets dr Stars.

1. The Moon, when moving more or less to the north of

the stars or planets, i.e. keeping them at her right side,^

brings good to mankind
;
going at the outside, she is not

auspicious.

2. If the Moon stands north from Mars, the Parvatiyas and

commanders of powerful armies will conquer, knights and

marching kings be cheerful, and the earth rejoice at the mul-

titude of corn.

'3. The Moon, when north from her own son (Mercury),

brings victory to chieftains keeping the town, and causes

plenty, increases the stores of grain, the happiness of the

people, and the treasures of the rulers.

4. When the Moon stands at the north of Jupiter, home-

staying monarchs. Brahmans, Kshatriyas, and scholars will

thrive, as well as justice and the Middle country; there will

be abundance of food, and gladness amongst the subjects.

5. The Moon, in moving north from Yenus, makes horses,

elephants, and hoarders of wealth thrive. Then, also, chiefs

on march and warriors wiU conquer, and the crops prove

most excellent.

' Cf. ch. xvii. 5, note, and the following lines

:

rf?rr^
<1

II

II
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6. Should the Moon leave Saturn at her right, then sove-

reigns keeping the town will triumph, and the Scythians,

Bahlikas, Sindhians, Pahlavas, and Yavanas be joyful.

7. The Moon profits those chieftains, whether marching

or not, those things and countries that belong to the domain

of the planet or star to the north of which she happens to

move, provided she be unhurt. The same are crushed by

her, if she stands south.

8. All the effects announced in case of the Moon standing

north from a planet become inverted when she stands south.

Herewith are enumerated the Moon’s conjunctions with stars

and planets
;
a hostile conflict between the Moon and planets

or stars is wholly out of question.^

Chapter XIX.

The years presided over hy each of the Planets, and their results.

1. Everywhere the earth is but scantily covered with corn
;

the woods are fatally teeming with greedy mordacious^ ani-

mals
;
in the rivers flows no plenty of water

;
medicines have

almost lost their power.

2. The Sun is scorching hot, even in the cold season
;
the

clouds, although huge like mountains, yield not much rain

;

the Moon and starry host have lost their lustre
;
the congre-

gations of ascetics and herds of kine are in dismal condition.

3. Monarchs with irresistible forces, consisting of elephants,

horse and foot, with their followers,^ and with an excellent

* Nevertheless, Varaha-mihira himself speaks, in ch. xvii. 0, of Sun

and Moon as “ an ally coming to the rescue, marching,” etc. Why such

incongruities abound in the Sahhita lias been explained more than once.

Utpala remarks
: ^ I

^ In the text r. of course,

® Comm. i.e. “ provincial governors,

counts.”
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armament of bows, swords, and clubs, go about destroying

the lands by war. Such is the state of things in a year, or

month, or day presided over by the Sun.^

4-6. In the course of a year ruled by the Moon, the sky is

covered with clouds that, showing the dark hue of snakes,

collyrium, and buffalo’s horn, and resembling mountains in

motion, fill the whole earth with pure water and the air with

a deep sound such as arouses a feeling of tender longing.

The water-sheets are decked with lotuses, nymphmas, and

water-lilies; the trees are blossoming and the bees humming in

the parks
;
the cows yield abundant milk

;
lovers unceasingly

delight their delightful paramours by amorous sports;^ the

sovereigns rule an earth rich in (flourishing) towns and

mines, in wheat, rice, barley, Kalama rice, and plantations of

sugar-cane, whilst she is dotted with fire-piles, and resounding

with the noise of greater and smaller sacrifices.^

7-9. Most violent fires, aroused^ by the wind, spread about,

threatening to burn villages, forests, and towns
;
crowds of

* This chapter bears a different stamp from those which originally

make part of an Indian Sanhita. Its subject is treated in the Greek

Hora^&stra, but Varaha-mihira judged it to belong rather to the Phala-

grantha, i.e. Sanhita. We are informed by Utpala that the author him-

self in a former work (the Pancasiddhantika ?) had promised to reserve

the subject of this chapter for the book he intended to write after finish-

ing his Hora :

^ I II

II
It is not known which source has been chiefly used by our

author in this particular instance ; thus much, however, is certain, that

long before his time Greek horoscopy had been introduced into India.

Utpala quotes Yavane^vara ; fl'JIM I

(?) ii

" r. x-[w[: instead of TTTIT^.

‘ Preferate to
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men, ruined by tlie inroads of hordes of robbers and bereft

of goods and cattle, cry “ Alack-a-day !” throughout the land.

The clouds, although bulky in appearance and piled up, yield

nowhere rain in great quantity
;
the corn may shoot out,

perhaps, at the boundary, but will wither, and even if it grow

up, will be pilfered by others. Kings do not properly attend

to their governing duties, bilious diseases prevail, and snakes

are raging. Such calamities befall the people, whose crops,

moreover, have failed, in a year presided over by Mars.

10-12. Enchantment, magic, jugglers,^ mines, townspeople,

singers, writers, arithmeticians, and military men prosper

;

monarchs wish to exhibit to each other wonderful and pleasant

shows in order to make friends
;
business in the world is car-

ried on honestly
;
the threefold science of religion is in a per-

fect state, and human justice is duly administered, as if by

Manu himself. Some apply their minds to the knowledge

of the highest "Word (and Principle),^ or try to attain the

highest rank in the study of logic.^ To jesters, envoys, poets,

children, eunuchs, perfumers, those that live near dikes, water,

and mountains. Mercury brings joy, and to the earth abun-

dance of herbs, in a year or month of his own.

13-15. Continually many sounds emitted by the priests at

the sacrifices go up to heaven, rending the hearts of evil

spirits, but gladdening the gods partaking of the offerings.

The earth is so provided with excellent grain, so teeming

with elephants, horse and foot, so stored with wealth and

large herds of kine, and so prosperous owing to the protec-

tion of her rulers, that her inhabitants seem to vie with the

gods in heaven. The sky is covered with many towering

clouds, that refresh the soil by raining, and the exceedingly

fertile fields produce plenty of corn, in the happy year pre-

sided over by Jupiter.

^ Comm.

^ Comm.

® Comm. • Cf. Vatsyayana on Ny&ya-Siitra

i. 1 (p. 3, ed. Calc.).
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16-18. Earth is decked with rice and sugar-cane, for the

fields are copiously watered by the rain poured from moun-

taia-like clouds ;
by her numerous tanks adorned with beau-

tiful lotuses, she shines like a woman brilliant with new

ornaments. The rulers of the country destroy their powerful

enemies amidst the numerous cries of -victory resounding in

the air. Owing to the protecting care of the kings, the good

rejoice and the wicked are put do-wn^ in the kingdoms where

cities and mines are in a flourishing state. At spring-time

there is much sipping of sweet wine in company with dear

loves, much delightful singing accompanied by flute and lute,

much feasting in company with guests, friends, and kinsfolk,

and Love’s shouts of triumph are ringing in a year ruled by

Yenus.

19-21. Throughout the course of a year ruled by Saturn the

countries are disturbed by unbridled bands of robbers and by

many battles, and plundered of cattle and goods
;
the in-

habitants, whose kinsmen have been killed, are sorely crying,

and whole families are heavily tried by disease and hunger.

The sky shows no clouds, as these are chased by the wind

;

the soil is covered with heaps of branches torn off
;
the beams

of Sun and Moon are invisible in the firmament, concealed by

a dense mass of dust. The reservoirs are without water and

the rivers shallow. In some parts the products of the field

perish from want of rain
;
in others they get on (only) after

being watered (artificially), as the Eain-god gives but little

rain.

22. If a planet is small, with faint rays, standing in his

lowest mansion, or overcome, he produces no full efiect
;
in

the contrary case, he causes great prosperity. The e-vil effects

of a month increase in an evil year
;
the same applies to the

good effects
;
should the one neutralize the other, then the

results are trifling.

^ The compound is irregular, inasmuch as it ought to

be Tile same irregularity is met with also in Mrcchakati

(p. 10, ed. Stenzler), where bas the

meaning of . In both instances grammar has

been sacrificed to the exigencies of prosody.

VOL. V.—[new sesies.] 17
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Chapter XX.

The planetary triangie.

1. In any quarter where all the planets together either

appear or set heliacally, wiU be danger from the raging of

the sword, from famine, and calamities.

2. The configurations termed discus, bow, triangle, staff,

town, dart, and thunderbolt, bring famine and drought to

mankind, and promote war.

3. In any quarter where a cluster of planets is seen at

sunset, there will be another king and great calamity from

foreign hosts.

4. When planets come together in one asterism, they will

be fatal to the people standing under that asterism’s influ-

ence,^ but auspicious to the same if they shed bright rays and

do not occult one another.

5. I shall now describe the tokens and effects of the (six)

constellations, called planetary concourse, gathering, tarnish-

ing, meeting, encounter and fellowship.^

6. The conjunction of four or five planets, marching or

stationary, in one asterism, is styled a “ concourse.” If com-

bined with a comet or Rahu, it becomes a “ tarnishing.”

7. When a stationary planet comes together with another

stationary planet, or one on march with another of the same

description, the conjunction is named a “meeting.” When
another accedes to the conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter,

there is a “fellowship.”

8. One (of two planets in conjunction) rising (heliacally)

from the south, and the other doing so from the east, make

an “encounter.” In a “gathering”^ the planets are auspi-

* According to ch. xiv. and xv.

* Ko^a, “ fellowship,” especially secret fellowship, or the German

Bruderschaft, also Rajatarangini 5, 325 ;
pitakogdh are those who have

drunk the cup of secret fellowship.

® The definition is simply omitted. Utpala:
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cious if they be large, resplendent, and natural in appear-

ance.

9. The constellations termed “concourse” and “gathering”

are indifferent; “tarnishing” and “fellowship” are danger-

ous to the people
;
the “meeting” is said to be good middling

;

but at “ encounter” one may with certainty expect the raging

of hostilities.

Chapter XXI.

Pregnancy of the Clouds.

1. Since food is the world’s life and dependent upon the

rains, the setting in of the rainy season deserves to be care-

fully investigated.

2. Having read the works composed by Garga, Paragara,

Kagyapa, YMsya,^ and other sages, in which the symptoms

of the future setting in of the rains are described, I now pro-

ceed to treat this subject.

3. The prediction of an astrologer who day and night

attentively watches the signs of the pregnancy of the clouds,

will prove true like that of a sage, when he determines the

fall of rain.

4. Indeed, is there any science that could surpass this,

by knowing which one becomes a seer of past, present, and

future, even in this time of perdition, the Iron Age ?

5. Some® say that the days of pregnancy begin after the

end of the light half of Karttika. This, however, is not the

opinion of the majority. I will teU Garga’s opinion.

6. In the (first) days after the first of the light half of

Margacirsha, or at the time of the Moon’s conjunction with

Purva-Ashadha (after that date), the symptoms of the preg-

nancy of the clouds ought to be observed.

' Another reading has Vajra.

^ Comm.
II rT^T^
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7. The foetus formed during the Moon’s stay in a particular

asterism will be born 195 natural days hence, the Moon
standing again in the same asterism, according to the laws

of her revolution.

8. The foetuses of the light half come out in the dark half,

those of the dark in the light half, those of day-time at night,

of night at day-time, of evening twilight at dawn, of dawn

at twilight.

9. The foetuses from Marga9irsha and the light half of

Pausha are of little consequence. The dark fortnight of

Pausha corresponding to the time of conception, the light

half of Qravana may be fixed upon as the period of birth.

10. The foetuses from the bright half of Magha are born in

the dark fortnight of Qravana. The former part of Bhadra-

pada may be fixed upon as the period of birth corresponding

to the dark half of ISlagha.

11. The foetuses conceived during the bright fortnight of

PhMguna are to come out in the latter half of Bhadrapada

;

but those from the dark fortnight are born in the former half

of A9vayuja.

12. The foetuses from the light fortnight of A§vayuja will

be produced as rain in the dark half of A9vayuja
;
those

coming into existence during the dark part of Caitra fall

down as rain in the light half of Karttika.^

13. The cloud embryos formed in the eastern quarter will

issue in the west, those formed in the west will issue in the

east. In like manner the other directions and the winds

are reversed (at the two periods compared).

14. (Good symptoms, generally, are
:)
A refreshing soft

breeze from the north, north-east or east
;
a clear sky

;
a

Sun or Moon surrounded by a sleek, bright, and thick halo.

15. A sky covered with large, bulky, smooth or needle-

’ fT^rr^ i

fT I

N*
* ^
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like, stratified red clouds, or sucli as show the hue of crows’

eggs or a peacock’s neck, when the Moon and Stars are

shining brightly.

16. A rainbow, rumbling of thunder, lightning, a mock

sun, beautiful twilight, troops of birds and wild deer emit-

ting auspicious sounds from the north, north-east, or east

;

17. The planets large, beaming brightly, moving at the

north (of the asterisms) and unhurt
;
trees with shoots un-

impaired
;
men and quadrupeds merry :

18. Such are the general symptoms announcing the pro-

sperous development of all rain-embryos. There are, how-

ever, some special rules arising from the particiilar nature

of the season, which I am about to propound forthwith.

19. (Good symptoms are :) In the months of Marga9irsha

and Pausha a red glow of the horizon at mom and evening,

clouds and halos, not too severe a cold in Margacirsha, and

not too much snow in Pausha.

20. Happy tokens in Magha are ; a strong wind, a sun

or moon dim by hoar frost, great cold, and a sun rising or

setting with clouds.

21. In Phalguna are auspicious : a rough, violent gale,

thick clouds showing a smooth surface, halos broken ofiF, and

a russet or red sun.

22. In Caitra foetuses forming among wind, clouds, rain

and halos are of good augury; in Vaigakha, such as are

attended with clouds, wind, rain, lightning, and thunder are

favourable.

23. Clouds that at the period of embryo formation show

the colour of pearl or silver, or the hue of Tamal, blue lotus

or collyrium, or those that resemble aquatic animals, contain

copious rain.

24. Clouds shone upon by sharp sunbeams and riding on

a soft breeze will, at the time of birth, pour out water, as if

with a vengeance,

25. 26. The signs of the miscarrying of the foetuses are

meteors, thunderbolts, dense dusk, red glow of the quarters,

earthquake. Fata Morgana, opaceous wedges (appearing on

the Sun’s disc), comets, planetary war, tornados, a porten-
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tous rain of blood or the like, a cloudy bar crossing the Sun’s

disc, a rainbow, an eclipse : by these and similar portents of

three kinds ^ an embryo gets destroyed.

27. Signs precisely the reverse of those, both general and

special for any particular season, by which the growth of an

embryo is assured, produce the contrary results.

28. A foetus commencing its development at (the Moon’s

standing in) the first and second Bhadrapada, first and

second Ashadha and Rohini, in whatever season it may
happen, will yield much rain.

29. An embryo formed at ^atabhishaj, A9lesha, Ardra,

Svati and Magha is said to occasion fertility for many days,

if unimpared
;
but it will be disastrous, if hurt by portents

of three kinds.

30. Foetuses coming into being at (the Moon’s conjunction

with) one of the aforesaid asterisms during the months of

Margacirsha, Pausha, and the four following, will produce

rain (after 195 days) for eight, six, sixteen, twenty-four,

twenty, and three days severally.

31. If the asterism is occupied by an evil planet, the em-

bryos will residt in hail, thunderbolts, and rain of fishes
;

but if the Sun or Moon be in conjunction with or looked at

by a benign planet, in copious showers.

32. Too much rain, without apparent cause, at the forming

of foetuses, tends to their destruction
;

if the quantity of rain

fallen (as measured in a basin used for the purpose) ^ exceeds

an eighth of a Drona, the fentus gets dissolved.

33. If a fo3tus, prosperous in other respects, is, at the time

of birth, prevented from producing rain in consequence of

planetary and other evil influences, it will (afterwards) give

rain mixed with hail, and that at the same period as when
it first developed.

34. As the milk of the milch cow grows hard, if retained

too long, so does the water, kept back beyond its time.

35. An embryo, if attended with five phenomena,^ will

* To wit, celestial, atmospheric, and terrestrial
; cL ch. xi. 2 ;

xlvi. 2.

^ See ch. xxiii. 2.

^ Viz. wind, rain, lightning, thunder, and clouds
;
see ver. 37.
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extend its rain over a hundred yojanas, and for every pheno-

menon less, over half the extent of the former,^ but, if it has

only one concomitant, over five yojanas around.

3fi. The quantity of rainfall will at the season amount to

a Drona (in basin measure), if the embryo has five concomi-

tants
;
three Adhakas are the results of wind, six of light-

ning, nine of clouds, twelve of thunder.

37. An embryo has five concomitant signs, if it developes

amidst wind, rain, lightning, thunder, and clouds. Such a

one brings much rain. One which at the time of formation

loses too much water, produces at the period of birth a

drizzling rain.®

Chapter XXII.

Pregnancy of the Air.

1. The eighth, ninth, tenth, and eleventh days of the bright

half of Jyaishtha are the days of the air’s pregnancy, which

are auspicious if the breeze is gentle and favourable, and the

sky covered with smooth clouds.

2.

‘Should it rain during those days at (the Moon’s con-

* Consequently, fifty, twenty-five, and twelve and a half yojanas.
^

Sfiyana, in his comment on Rg Veda 1, 6, 4

:

I ’TTTT II
alludes to the formation

of rain-embryos in explaining garbhatvam erire by meghamadhye

jalasya garbhdkdram preritavantah. For eliciting this meaning he

must have recourse to the quite fanciful and unwarrantable supposition

that erire implies, though not formally expresses, a causative sense.

But it is sufficiently clear that garbhatvam er is only a variation of such

common expressions as garbhatvam dyd, dgam, dpad, or yd, gam, or

upayd, upagam, etc. Garbhatvam erire is, according to English idiom,

simply, “ they became garbhas.” The Maruts hecome garbhas again, in

other words, “retire to their place of birth” (mythologically, Priqni’s

womb, e.g. R. V. 6, 66, 3), or “ disappear.” The whole verse in English

is : “ And after they disappeared again of their own accord, rendering

their name to be revered.”
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junction with) Svati, Yigakha, Anuradha and Jyeshtha, then

the rain-embryos/ melting away, are lost for the months of

Qravana, Bhadrapada, Agvayuja and Karttika, successively,

3. The four days mentioned are lucky if uniform, but

bode no good if varying, in which latter case they are stated

to bring danger from robbers. Let me quote the following

stanzas of Yasishtha’s

:

4. “ Such days of pregnancy as are accompanied by light-

ning, trickling drops, masses of dust and wind, the Sun and

Moon being overcast, contain in them the germs of happiness.

5. And when most splendid flashes of lightning keep near

the good regions (viz. north, north-east, and east), then also

the discriminating observer may announce the prosperous

growth of all products of the fleld.

6. 7. A rain of dust and water
;
gentle motions of young

children
;
good-sounding notes of birds and their frolicking

in dust, water and the like
;
halos, sleek and not too much

impaired, round the Sun and Moon : from such signs is to be

anticipated with certainty a (future) rain promoting the

growth of all products of the fleld.

8. If the clouds are sleek, compact and tending to turn

from east to south, there will he a plenteous rain, causing

the full development of all crops.”

Chapter XXIII.

Prognostics for the Quantity of Rainfall.

1. From the quantity of rain falling at (the Moon’s con-

junction with) Purva-AshadhA etc., directly after the day of

full moon of Jyaishtha, should be told by the experts the

' Dhdrand, agreeably to its grammatical form, properly means

“ bearing ” and “ womb,” but in the same manner as racand, properly

“composing,” has got the passive notion of “composition,” so dhdrand

may have been taken in the passive sense of “ what is borne.” In no

other way can I account for its construction with parisruta, which applies

also to receptacles, wombs; but in this instance dhdrand hardly denotes

that which contains the embryo.
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quantity of water (to be expected) during tbe rainy season,

along with the good or evil omens.

2. The quantity of water must be determined by taking a

basin, a hasta (cubit) in diameter, for hydrometer. Fifty

Palas are equal to one Adhaka, by which standard the water

that has fallen is to be measured.

3. The prognostication of the quantity of rain is to begin

as soon as there has been rain sufficient to make impressions

in the soil ^ or leave drops on the grass sprigs.

4. Some say (that the measure is to be taken), whatever

may be the extent of land rained upon
;
® others propose a

region of ten yojanas around ;
^ the opinion of Garga, Yasish-

tha and Paracara is that the circle shall be one of twelve

yojanas at the utmost.^

5. Generally it will rain again (in the season) at (the

Moon’s conjunction with) that same particular asterism

(Purva-Ashadha, etc.), at which some (previous) rain has

been falling. If it does not rain at Purva-Ashadha and the

rest, there will be no rain at all (during the season)

.

* In the printed text is erroneously separated from TT'^T (i-e.

^ Utpala

:

I

^ Comm.
I irqqTirqri^

(“ the quantity of rain to be announced for the rainy season”)

I wrq

II

^ rl^Tq
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6-9. The quantity of rain at the asterisms Hasta, Purva-

Bhadrapada, Mrgaciras, Citra, Bevati and Dhanishtha is

stated to be (normally) 16 Dronas; at Qatabhishaj, Jyeshtha

and Svati 11 ;
at K.rttika 10 ;

at Qravana, Magha, Anuradha,

Bharani and Mula 14 ;
at Purva-Phalguni 25 ;

at Punar-

vasu 20 ;
at Yi^akha and Uttara-Ashadha 20 ;

at Aglesha 13 ;

at Uttara-Bhadrapada, IJttara-Phalguni and Bohini 25 ;
at

Purva-Bhadrapada and Pushya 15 ;
at Agvini 12 ;

at Ardra

18 Dronas, provided all these asterisms are free from baneful

influences.

10. The asterism being vexed by the Sun, Saturn, a comet,

or hurt by Mars, or portents of three sorts, there will be no

weal, nor rain
;
but good will ensue, if the same is in con-

junction with a benign planet and unscathed.

Chapter XXIY.

The Moon’s Conjunction with Rohini.

1-3. On the top of the mountain where the gods have

their abode, the parks of which resound with the humming
of the bees upon the blossoms of the trees grown in the dells

of the golden hills, and ring with the bustle of many birds

and the sonorous notes of the song of Heaven’s nymphs,

—

there it was that Brhaspati told the matters concerning the

Moon’s conjunction with Rohini. Having duly taken cog-

nizance of them, as well as of those taught by Garga, Para-

cara, Ka^yapa and Maya to the crowds of their pupils, I

shall attempt to treat of the same subject in a (comparatively)

short composition.

4. It is by observing Rohini in conjunction with the

Moon in the dark half of Ashadha, that the astrologer must

predict weal or woe, according to the teachings of authorita-

tive works.

5. How a future conjunction can be foretold has been

shown by me in my Treatise under the head of “ Conjunc-

tion with Fixed Stars.” The practical results, however, must

be set forth as deduced from the Moon’s (apparent) size.
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brightness, colour, road, and also from omens and the direc-

tion of wind.

6, 7. The divining Brahman, going to a spot north or

east from the town, staying there three nights,^ attentive to

the holy fire, is to draw a diagram of the planets and cluster

of asterisms, and worship them by oblations with incense and

fiowers. He must occupy the sacred plot strewn with sacri-

ficial grass, and adorned, at the four quarters, with vessels

kept clean, and not blackened at the bottom, filled with gems,

water, and herbs, and covered above with sprouts of trees.

8. After taking all sorts of seeds, while delivering the

Mahavrata prayer, and putting them in a pot, he must im-

merse them in the water mixed with sacrificial grass and

gold. Thereupon an offering with prayers to the Maruts,

Yaruna and Soma {i.e. the Moon).^

9. He should prepare a thin, black streamer, four hastas

(cubits) long and three times as much raised above the

ground. Having first ascertained the precise direction of

the quarters, he should by means of that instrument observe

the wind during the Moon’s conjunction.

10.

For prognostics of the rains, the watches (| of the day)

ought to be counted as corresponding to as many half-months,

^ The comm, intimates that tryahoshita implies fasting

;

iTffrwr^r: i :

yt^tTyt i

-ftRT II

fTffr i

^ The Comm, mentions a r. ®j which cannot be but a

superficial innovation by some one whom the construction struck as very

abrupt. The common r. is undoubtedly right, because a prayer to the

Maruts may not be omitted from the ceremony.
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and tlie subdivisions of a watcb as answering to daysd The
wind when tending to veer round from east to south is

favourable. A wind is “ steady” if it is constant.

11. As for those seeds kept in the waterpot, such as have

sprouted at the end of the conjunction will grow prosper-

ously, and that for such a part only as has sprouted.

12. The air resounding with the cries of tranquil {i.e. not

vexed) birds and animals, a clear sky and a favourable wind,

are blessed signs at the Moon’s conjunction with Rohini.

Forthwith I will tell the effects of the clouds and wind.

13. Big clouds that, resembling snakes, some of whom
are coiled, others showing only their bellies, others again their

backs,^ appear somewhere spotted, elsewhere white, at other

places again dark, while surrounded by glittering flashes of

lightning which cover the heavens.

14. Or the sky is studded, as it were, with variegated clouds

fair as the calix of the expanded lotus and tinged at the outer

edges by the gleam of the morning sim, or showing the dark

lustre of bees, saffron, the blossom of Butea frondosa.

15. Or the firmament is occupied by gloomy clouds and

illumined at the same time by flashing lights and a rainbow,

as if it were a forest that, crowded with elephants and

buffalos, stands in full blaze.

16. Or the canopy is shrouded by clouds bearing likeness

to mounds of collyrium or imitating the brightness of snow,

pearl, mussel-shells and moonbeams.

1 i.e. the wind being favourable during the first watch, rain will fall

during the first half of Cr&vana ; in the contrary case, there will be no

rain during the same period
;
and so forth.

I I RR -'srr-

II

^ The belly of the snake is fair, the back dark.
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17. Or it is decked with, clouds dark like Tamal or bees,

and comparable to elephants, having lightning for golden

girdles, (white) cranes for prominent tusks, trickling rain for

frontal juice, the moving extremities for trunks, the vari-

coloured rainbow for a banner erected by way of ornament.^

18. And also when heaps of clouds, in a sky tinged red by

the gleam of dawn and twilight, show the deep hue of blue

lotuses, or when they appear to have appropriated to them-

selves the lustre of Hari (the Sun) clad in yellow.

19. If clouds with (alternately) deep and sharp sounds

that blend with the cries of peacocks, cataka-birds, and frogs,

stretch all over the sky, hanging down to the horizon, they

win pour on the earth a flood of rain.

20. If the heavens are occupied by a multitude of such-

like clouds as described, during three days, or two, or one

day, there will be plenty of rain, abundance of food, and

gladness among mankind.

21. Neither good nor rain is to be expected from clouds

rough, small, shattered by the wind, noiseless, and resembling

camels, crows, spectres, monkeys, or other sinister creatures.

22. The Sun darting fierce rays in a cloudless sky brings

rain
;

so, too, a nightly canopy bright with stars like a lake

that, abounding in white lotuses, shines in full bloom.

23. Clouds coming up from east make the field products

ripen
;
those which arise from south-east cause the raging of

fires
;
by those which come from the south, the corn is

ruined
;
by clouds issuing from south-west, the prices go

down clouds which originate in the west bring a choice rain.

24. Clouds looming up from the north-west result in a rain

seconded by a strong wind, and that only here and there

;

a thick rain follows upon clouds in the northern region
;

exceedingly good corn may be expected from clouds gathering

to the north-east. The wind, too, in the difierent quarters,

produces similar results.

25. Falling meteors, lightning, thunderbolts, red glow of

^ Comm.

^ Comm. r. “ tialf,” viz. of tlie crops, which r. seems preferable.
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the horizon, tornados, earthquakes, and sounds of wild deer

and birds, should be observed, as well as the clouds.

26. The water-jars spoken of before, placed north, east,

etc., and marked with the names (of the quarters), foreshow

the months of Qravana, Bhadrapada, and so forth. If a jar

proves full, the month denoted by it will yield rain
;
if empty,^

there will be no rain
;

if diminished in volume of water, one

must make a calculation in proportion.

27. By means of water-vessels marked with the king’s

name, and others marked with the names of the quarters,

should be foretold the fortunes (of the king and members of

the four classes), in proportion to the pots being broken,

empty, diminished, or quite full.

28. If the Moon, while standing on the northern road,

either far off or near, makes her conjunction with Bohini,

one may decisively announce nothing but woe to mankind

in every way.

29. If the Moon, trenching on Bohini, moves northward,

there will be a good rain, but, at the same time, numerous

disasters. By entering into conjunction from the northward,

without touching, she produces plenteous rain and blessing.

30. Should the Moon take her stand in the midst of Bohini’s

wain,* men, having no drink but water from sun-heated

vessels, and rendered helpless, run about, the little children

begging them for food.^

31. If Bohini goes after ^ the Moon-god just rising, then

good ensues, and maidens, love-sick, wholly yield to their

lovers’ power.

32. Should the Moon-god follow Bohini from behind {i.e.

from the west), like a wooer his dear love, then men, wounded

by Cupid’s shafts, will stand under the sway of womankind.

in the text is, of course, a misprint for

* See ch. ix. 25, footnote.

* This means, in common prose, that there is drought, and in conse-

quence thereof hard times.

^ i.e. if Rohini at the Moon’s rising is seen at the west side. Comm.
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33. Wlien the Moon stands south-east from Rohini, there

is to be great calamity
;
when south-west, the products of

the field, smitten by land-plagues, are lost
;
when north-west,

the gathering of grain is middling
;
when north-east, there

are to be many advantages, good growth of the products,

higher prices fetched, and the like.

34. It may happen that the Moon touches the junction star,

or that she screens it by her disc. At the former contingency

they assert the peril to be dreadful
;
at an occultation, the

king is killed by his wife.

35. If at the time of the cows coming home, a bull, or even

any black beast,^ takes the lead, there will be much rain
;

if

the animal be black and white, the rain is middling in

quantity; and if white, there will be no rain at all. A
proportionate estimate (of rain to be expected) is to be made

with cattle of other colours.

36. If the Moon, when in conjimction with Rohini, is not

seen in the overclouded sky, great danger from sickness is

imminent, but, at the same time, the earth will be provided

with plenty of water and grain.

Chapter XXY.

The MoorCe Conjunction with Svdti.

1. The same effects as at the conjunction with Rohini has

the Moon’s conjunction with Svati and Ashadha, which all of

them ought to be observed in the bright half of the month of

Ashadha. How far there is a difference, I am now going to

set forth.

2. If it rains in the first part (terce) of night (during the

Moon’s stay) in Svati, all field products will thrive
;

if in the

second part, sesamum, beans, peas
;

if in the third, there will

be summer corn, but no autumnal growth.

3. Rain falling during the first part of the day produces

excellent rain (for the future)
;

that which comes in the

second part brings the same, but insects and snakes too.

^ Comm.
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Moderate rain will result from rainfall during the last part.

If it rains both day and night, there will be (afterwards) an

uninterrupted rain.

4. There is a star due north of Citra (Spica Virginis), called

Apamvatsa.^ The conjunction with Svati taking place when

the Moon is not far from the said star, is beneficial.

5. If on the seventh day of the dark half of Magha snow

falls, the Moon standing in Svati, or if the wind is vehement,

or a rainy cloud is incessantly rumbling
;
or if the heavens,

wherefrom sun, moon, and stars, have disappeared, are

scattered over with garlands of lightning, one may be sure

that the rainy season will be rich in all sorts of crops, so as

to gladden the country people.

[6. In the same manner one must consider the Moon’s con-

junction with Svati, when occurring in the month of Phal-

guna, Caitra, or dark half of Vai9akha, and particularly in

Ashadha.]

Chapter XXVI.

The Moons Conjunction with Ashadha.

1 . At the time of full moon in Ashadha, some seeds, weighed

in equal portions, should be kept for a night.® Such seeds as

prove the next day to have increased will thrive
;
such as

have diminished will not flourish. The spell used as in-

cantation to the balance is as follows.

2. “ To be praised by the spell is Sarasvati,^ the truthful

goddess. Thou shalt show the truth, 0 truthful goddess

!

for true are thy decrees

;

3. As infallibly as Sun and Moon, planets and hosts of

1 From this statement, compared with Surya-siddhanta viii. 21, we

must infer that Apamvatsa [i.e. the Little one of Apas) is the small star

between Spica Virginis and f Virginis (Apas) The maps consulted by

me show the star, but no indicatory letter.

® Comm.

I

® Sarasvati or Vac is not only word, speech (Lat. oratio) personified,

but also oracle (oraculum). Cf. xlvii. 98; Ixxxviii. 42.
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stars, in this world, rise in the east and go a-setting in the

west,

4. May also now appear the Truth, that Truth which is

in aU the Vedas, in the Brahmanas, in the three worlds

!

5. Thou art Brahma’s daughter, and celebrated as the child

of Aditi, and thou art also of the family of Kacyapa, thou,

far-famed under the name of Tula !

” ^

6. Each of the two scales ^ should be of linen cloth, six

digits long and wide, fastened with four strings. The strings

are ten digits long, and the cord by which the balance is

held ^ in the midst of the two scales only six digits.

7. In the southern scales must be laid gold and in the

northern one the other substances, as well as water. Water

from wells, streams and lakes indicate (in prognostication)

little, moderate and excellent rain, (severally).^

8. Elephants are indicated (in prognostics) by ivory

;

1 It is not clear by virtue of what function Sarasvati is identified with the

Balance. Maybe that Sarasvati in older times had the attributes of the

Greek goddess Themis. To explain the cosmical function of the goddess

is no less difficult. Since Tula (i.e. an attribute or part, anga, of Saras-

vati) is the daughter of Aditi (i.e. Not-light), and of the family of

Kaqyapa (i.e. Crepusculum), she may denote the horizon, the limit be-

tween day and night ; hence the words in v. 3. About Aditi and Kag-

yapa, cf. preface to the text, p. 41. I will add hei’e that Aditi is the

same idea as in the later Sanskrit adrshta, the unseen, highest power

or eternity. It is a general rule that the “unseen” is higher than the

“ visible,” the latter being only a part (anga) of the former. Therefore

Krshna is higher than Arjuna, though both are essentially the same

and inseparable.

^ i.e. the receptacles wherein the things to be weighed are put.

Comm
: ^*4^ I

^ Comm.

' Comm.

i

rl^t II

VOL. V.— [new series.] 18
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COWS, horses and the lilce by hair from the same animals

;

kings by gold
;

Brahmans, Kshatriyas, etc., as well as

countries, years, months, quarters of the horizon, by wax.

Other substances point only to their own sort.

9.

The very best balance is one made of gold
;
one of silver

is middling. In case these are not procurable, one should

make one from Acacia Catechu, or from a shaft by whom a

man has been wounded. The measure is a span
(
= 12 digits.)

10. Such substances as, being weighed, prove to have

diminished in weight, will be lost
;
such as have increased

will thrive
;
such as continue in the same condition will but

indifferently come on.^ This is called the mystery of weigh-

ing with the balance,^ which one may apply also at the

Moon’s conjunction with Rohini.

11. Evil planets standing in Svati Ashadha or Rohini,

are mischievous. If an intercalary month (intercalary

Ashadha) is the cause that there are two conjunctions, one

should, after devotional fasting, observe both conjunctions.

12. If all three conjunctions point to the same results, one

may confidently predict the latter
;
in the contrary case, how-

ever, the influence of Rohini must be stated as being pre-

dominant.

13. Accordingly as the wind happens to be east, south-

east, south, and so forth (during the conjunction with

1 Utpala:

I

^ This koga, or rather kosJia, is derived from kusk, kushndfi, in the

sense of nishkarsha, i.e. “ to weigh.” In the Dhatumanjari (ed. Bombay,

1865), the example given is: with the dei’iva-

tive . Cf. B. and R. Skr. Diet, under

and Apparently a different word is koga,

koska, “ the interior of something, calice, case,” which is etymologically

identical with English house, whence follows that the orthography and

pronunciation koga, though Vedic, is as far removed from the original

form as gvagura, gushka, etc.
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Ashadha), the consequences are (successively) :
good harvest,

raging of fires, little, middling, very good rain, much rain,

seconded by wind, abundant and good rain.

14. If after the full moon of Ashadha, on the fourth day

of the dark half, at the asterism of Purva-Bhadrapada, the

Rain-god pours his showers, the rainy season is favourable
;

otherwise not.

[15. If at full moon of Ashadha there is a north-easterly

wind at the time of sunset, the produce of the crops will be

excellent.]

Chapter XXVII.

The Wind Circle.,

[1. When an easterly wind ^ blows from heaven, rolKng

on, dashing the tops of the eastern ocean’s billows, at the

same time clashing with the dense beams of Sun or Moon,

then one may be sure that the earth, covered by a roof of

dark clouds extending all around, will abound in autumnal

field products, and her surface be adorned with luxuriant

vernal 2 corn.

2. When at the period of the conjunction (with Ashadha)

a south-eastern wind, battering the peaks of the Malaya

mountaius,® blows at the time the Day-god is about to dis-

appear, then the earth, in continual blaze from the flames

sweeping along her surface, emits (as it were) a heap of

ashes along with the glowing sighs heaving up from her

bod}\

3. When at the said conjunction a very rough, blustering

south wind flutters through the leaves of the corypha, the

awnings of creepers and trees, making the monkeys dance,

then the clouds, rising with great difiiculty, and rubbed as

1 On the day of full moon in Ashadha, it is to be understood, here

and in the sequel.

^ in the printed text is an error for q |^«rt

.

® An error, committed also by Subandhu, in Ids V^avadattS (p,.

196, sq.).
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elephants by the sharp points of the Tal/ niggardly yield

but few water-drops.

4. "When unremittingly a south-west wind hovers at sun-

set, tossing up and down in the sea heaps of small cardamoms,

averrhoas and cloves, then the earth, decked by a heavy load

of scattered broken bones of men who have perished by

hunger and thirst, appears wild and restless, like a spouse

maddened by grief at the loss of her husband.

5. When there is a strong gale from the west about sunset,

stirring every now and anon with heavy squalls, and hurling

up the dust, then the earth, albeit stored with grain, will

have to sustain the battles of mighty monarchs, and show

everywhere an unbroken row of flesh, fat and blood.

6. If at full moon in Ashadha a north-west wind blows

about the time of sunset, vehement in his course like an

eagle, one may be certain that earth, glad of the briskly-

falling drops of rain, and noisy with the loud sounds of the

frogs, and showing everywhere the brilliant verdure of the

corn-flelds, will, for the multitude of pleasures, seem to pos-

sess the fullness of blessings.

7. And when, at the end of summer, a northerly breeze

is blowing, fragrant with the sweet-scented flowers of Nau-

clea Kadamba, while the sun’s crown of rays is screened by

Mount Meru, then the clouds, enraged that by the roaming

flashes of lightning all becomes illuminated, will fill, as in a

fur}’, the earth with showers, by which the lunar beams are

concealed.

8. When there is a blustrous north-easterly wind, cool,

courted by the gods and scented by the blossoms of Punnag,

agallochum and Pai’ijata, then earth, restored to youthful

vigour by the abundance of water, will have a profusion of

ripe grown corn
;
the sovereigns will curb their foes and

protect the classes of society with the utmost justice.]

1 The poet quibbles upon tula, “ Borassus flabelliformis,” and “ flap,

slap.”
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Chapter XXYIII.

Foretokens of Instant Rain.

1. If in the rainy season the Moon, occupying an aquatic

asterism ^ of the ecliptic, at the time of prognostication, is on

the horizon, or, during the bright month-half, in the fourth,

seventh, or tenth mansion, she will presently send forth water,

and that in great quantity, if she be looked at by benign

planets
;
in little quantity, if looked at by evil ones. Venus

does the same when under the same circumstances.

2. If the person inquiring touches any wet object or water,

or anything termed after water, ^ or if he stands near water,

or is about to do some humid work, or if at the time of con-

sultation the word “ water ” is being heard, the inquirer

may be sure that without doubt it is going to rain very

soon.

3. When the Sun, in the rainy season, dazzling by extreme

splendour, while lingering on the Mountain of Sunrise, shines

like molten gold or lustrous beryl, he procures rain on the

same day. So, too, when, high in the meridian, he is darting

forth most keen rays.

4. The water tasteless, the sky coloured Kke cows’ eyes or

crows’ eggs, the air serene, moisture of salt, calmness of

wind, much tumbling of fishes ashore, repeated croaking of

frogs, these are tokens of coming rain.

5. Cats strongly scratching the ground with their nails,

rust and a musty smell of iron implements, and dikes made by

children in the high road, announce rain to be approaching.

6. Mountains resembling heaps of collyrium, or their

doughs wrapt in vapour, and halos of the colour of cocks’

eyes round the Moon, bring rain.

^ Cancer, Capricorn, or Pisces.

^ Comm, gives for examples : I

The dictionaries only mention Cassia Tora ;
but pa and palaka

are synonymous, and therefore interchangeable terms.
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7. Ants shifting their eggs^ without mishap, snakes copu-

lating and climbing upon the trees, and cows frisking, are

signs of rain.

8. Rain will fall very soon, when the lizards on the tops

of the trees keep their eyes fixed upon the firmament, and

cows are looking up to the Sun.

9. If cattle are unwilling to leave the house, shaking their

ears and hoofs, and similarly dogs, one may state that rain is

about to come down.

10. "When dogs are standing on the thatches or look

steadily up to the heavens, or when lightning at day-time

aiises from the north-east, the earth’s surface will be levelled

by exceedingly much rain.

11. When the Moon is hued like the eyes of a parrot or

dove, or honey-coloured, and when a mock-sun appears in the

sky, then rain will ere long fall from heaven.

12. When there is thunder at night, blood-red and per-

pendicular lines of lightning at day-time, and a fresh easterly

breeze, rain is at hand.

13. Fall of rain is near, if the shoots of creepers erect

themselves aloft, the birds bathe in water and dust, and creep-

ing worms betake themselves to the sprigs of grass.

14. At dawn or twilight clouds showing the same colour

as peacocks, parrots, blue jays or cataka-birds, or having

the lustre of roses and red lotuses, and resembling in shape

waves, hills, crocodiles, tortoises, boars, fishes, and piled up

with manifold breaks, yield water within short time.

15. Such clouds also as, being white at the ends like stucco

or moonlight, lustrously black in the middle as collyrium or

bees, with many bi'eaks, sleek, trickling, divided in stairs,

issue from the east and move to the westward, or after

looming up from the west veer eastward, presently send forth

plenty of rain upon earth.

16. Should there, at the Sun’s rising or setting, be seen a

* Thus also in Rajatarangini, viii. 722, where we have to read

:
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rainbow, a cloudy crossing bar, a mock-sun, a red line seem-

ing like a fragmentary rainbow,^ and lightning, then abund-

ant, imminent rain may be predicted.

[17. If the sky wears the tinge of francoKnes’ feathers, and

the crowds of birds warble forth merrily at sunrise and sun-

set, day and night, the clouds will pour out rain very soon.]

18. The so-called “ unerring
”

sunbeams,^ stretched up-

ward like the hands, as it were, of the Mountain of Sunset,

and clouds sounding hollow as the ground, are important

signs of (instant) rain.

19. If the Moon, during the rainy season, stands in the

seventh mansion from Yenus, and is looked at by a benign

planet, or stands in the fifth, seventh, or ninth mansion from

Saturn, there is a tendency to rain.

20. ISTot unfrequently rain ensues at the planets’ heliacal

rising or setting, their conjunction, and their entering in a

new division,® or at the end of a half-month, of a half-year,

and certainly at the Sun’s staying in Ardra.

21. Rain falls also at a conjunction of Mercury and Venus,

of Mercury and Jupiter, and of Jupiter and Yenus. From
a meeting of Saturn arises peril from wind and fire, unless

they are looked at by, or in conjunction with, good planets.

22. When the planets tend to cling ^ to the Sun, forward

or backward,® then they will make the earth, as it were, one

sea.

Chapter XXIX.

Prognostics from Floicers and Plants.

1. By observing the prosperous condition of the fruits and

blossoms of trees, one should ascertain the cheapness of sub-

stances, and the good success of the crops.

* Cf. ch. xhai. 20.

^ See ch. xxx. 11, and cf. ch. xlvii. 20.

® As mentioned in ch. ix. 10, sqq.

* i.e. are about to set heliacally.

® According to their motion, being slow (near the apsis), or swift

(near the conjunction).
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2. From (the floweriness of) the Sal- tree (is to he known
the happy growth of) Kalama-rice

;
from the red Acoka, red

rice
;
from the Asclepias/ yellowish rice

;
from the dark

Agoka, hog’s rice.

3. The Indian fig-tree (thriving), indicates (the growth of)

barley
;
® by the ebony tree blossoming, the Shashtika-rice

will grow
;
from the holy fig-tree one may know the success

of all crops.

4. From rose-apples are inferred sesamum and peas
;
from

Sirisa-flowers is known the full development of panic seed
;

from Bassia, wheat
;
from Echites, the growth of barley.

5. From Dalbergia and jessamine one may predict cotton

;

from Terminalia, mustard seed
;
from jujube, Dolichos

;
from

Karanj, kidney-beans.

6. Linseed may he anticipated from ratan blossoming

;

Paspalum, from the flowers of Butea frondosa
;
conch-shell,

pearl and silver from the Tilaka-tree; and hemp from Termi-

nalia Catappa.

7. 8. One may foretell (the cheapness of) elephants from

Bicinus
;

of horses, from Vatica robusta
;

of cows, from

Bignonia suaveolens
;
of goats and sheep from plantains

;

gold from the blossoms of Michelia champaka
;
plentifulness

of coral, from the Pentapetes Phoenicea
;
diamond from the

flourishing state of red Barberia
;
and beryl from Tabernse-

montana.

9.

One has to infer pearl from Negundo
;
saffron from

Carthamus tinctorius.® By the red lotus is indicated a king
;

by the blue one, a minister.

10. Chief merchants are indicated by the flowers of Bau-

hinia (?) ;
Brahmans by lotuses

;
court priests by esculent

white water-lilies
;

generals by the odoriferous water-lily.

Increase of gold is foreshown by the sunflower (Callotropis).

11. Mangos point to safety; Semecarpus to danger; wal-

* The Comm, explains to be

^ Otherwise the Comm.
I

* If we follow the reading of the Comm., i.e. kdruka, we have to

translate, “ artisans are indicated by Carthamus.”
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nuts to healthiness
;
Mimosa catechu and Mimosa albida to

famine
;
the fruits of Terminalia Arjuna to good rain.

12. The blossoms of Azadirachta and Mesua presage good

times
;
wood apples, wind

;
Barringtonia, danger from drought

;

Wrightia, danger from diseases.

13. The blooming of Dub and sacrificial grass bespeaks

sugar-cane
;
that of the Bauhinia, fires

;
by the luxuriant

growth of Syamlata, courtesans will thrive.

14. Good rain is generally predicted for any tract of

country where trees, shrubs and plants show smooth and

unimpaired leaves; whereas, these being rough and impaired,

little rain is predicted.

Chapter XXX.

The Signs at Dawn and Twilight.

1. The time during which the stars are indistinct, before

sunrise and after sunset,^ is the time of dawn and twilight.^

The signs of it, which produce effects, are the following

:

2. Wild deer, augural birds, wind, halos, mock suns or

moons, cloudy bars crossing the solar orb, tree-shaped clouds,

rainbows. Fata Morgana, peculiar solar beams, staffs in the

air, dense dust, glossiness and colour.

3. A wild beast, repeatedly uttering loud and horrible

shrieks, bespeaks the destruction of a village
;
being blasted ^

by the sun and screaming from the right side,^ he makes the

military forces to be slain.

^ The expression in the original is, properly, “ having half set,” i.e.

“ half the orb still appearing above the horizon.”

^ Comm.

The wordjgoti, instead ofJgotis, is worth being remarked. Cf.

in B. and R. Skr. Diet. The feminine gender of sandhi, too, has not

been met with elsewhere, so far as I am aware.

^ i.e. facing the sun.
Os s®

Utpala explains it differently, viz., “ from the south.”
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4. If the animal does so from the left, there will be a

battle. If he happens to be on the right side and unmo-

lested, ^ an encounter of armies will ensue. Should a great

many animals or the wind stand in mixed quarters, dxiring

dawn or twilight, then there will be rain.

5. A twilight 2 during which wild beasts and birds, vexed,

raise cries from the east, bodes the ruin of the land
;
one re-

sounding with the screams of animals, blasted by the sun,

from the southern region, points to the capture of the town.

6. Ill-omened is the twilight, if a strong wind, raising

dust and clods, with great noise shakes dwellings, trees, and

gateways, and vehemently throws the birds down.

7. Auspicious is the twilight, if animals and birds, un-

afflicted, send forth soft notes, and if there is no wind, or

only a gentle breeze by whose rubbing the foliage of the

trees is being slightly moved.

8. Sleek staffs in the air, lightning, fish-like clouds, a

mock-sun, a halo, a rainbow, straight lines resembling frag-

mentary rainbows and distinct sunbeams, at the time of twi-

light, bring speedy rain.

9. The Sun’s rays being broken off, unequal, dissipated,

unnatural, crooked, turned to the leftward, thin, short, crip-

pled, and dimmed, bring war and drought.

10. The Sun’s beams being brilliant, clear, straight, long,

turned to the right, in a cloudless sky, tend to the weal of

mankind.

11. The bright, distinct, unbroken, straight sunbeams that

extend from the horizon up to the midst or over the whole of

the heavens, are the so-called “ unerring ” beams. These

produce rain.

12. Greyish,^ tawny, russet, variegated, madder-hued,

greenish-yellow and spotted rays, stretching all over the

* Comm.

2 “Twilight” denotes here and in the sequel both dawn and evening

twilight.

' Comm.
I
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heavens, are conducive to rain, but produce also, after a week,

some danger.

13, 14. Copper-red sunbeams cause the death of a general;

yellow and rosy ones, his ill-fortune
;
greenish-yellow ones,

the ruin of cattle and crops
;
dark purple ones, the loss of

kine
;
madder-coloured rays occasion consternation, owing to

the sword and fires
;
tawny ones, a rain with wind

;
ashy-

coloured ones, drought
;

spotted and greyish rays ^ cause

slight rain.

15. If at the time of twilight dust, tinged like the blossom

of Pentapetes Phoenicea, or like collyrium powder, goes up to

the Sun, mankind will be afflicted by hundreds of diseases.

White dust presages men’s prosperity and bliss.

16. A compound of solar rays, clouds and wind, in the shape

of a staflF, is called an (airy) “ staff.” If seen in the inter-

mediate regions, it is baleful to monarchs
;
if in the cardinal

points, it is so to Brahmans, Kshatriyas, etc.®

17. A staff appearing at the beginning, middle, or end of

the day,^ causes danger from the sword and grief. If white,

it destroys the Brahmans
;

if red, the Kshatriyas, etc., and

that in the direction to which it is turned.

18. A dark blue tree-like cloud, with milk-white top, in

the midst of the canopy, and screening the Sun, as well as

clouds with yellow streaks and big at the bottom, procures

much rain.

19. If a tree-like cloud arises behind a sovereign on march,

he will be killed
;

if it looks like a young tree, the prince

royal or minister will die.

20. A dawn showing the hue of blue lotus, beryl, nelum-

' Comm.

® The r. preferable to I

® The word is a striking example of inaccuracy, as

the author must have meant or •

This must be inferred from the plural RfiRR, which would have been

if only the beginning and middle of the day were meant. Utpala

also:
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bium filaments, free from wind, and brightened by the Sun’s

rays, produces rain the same day.

21. Dawn in the rainy season being attended with ill-

shaped clouds. Fata Morgana, mist, dust and smoke, puts a

stop to the rain
;
in any other season, it occasions the raging

of the sword.

22. The natural colour of twilight during the different

seasons, to begin with the cold season, is red, yellow, blank,

variegated, nelumbium-hued and crimson, each of which is

favourable in the proper season. Any deviation from this

rule is portentous.

23. A cloud fragment in the shape of a man with a weapon,

and tending to the Sun, points to danger from the foe. When
a bright airy city {i.e. Fata Morgana) is approached by the

Sim, a (beleaguered) town will be taken
;
when the same is

crossed by the Sun, the town will be destroyed.

24. The Sun being concealed by white and far-stretching

clouds on the right side ' bestows rain
;

so, too, does the

Day-god, being covered by clouds resembling tufts of Andro-

pogon grass, and issuing from a quarter not blasted.®

25. A white cloudy bar through the Sun’s orb at the time

of his rising causes disaster to the king
;
one of bloody ap-

pearance occasions the raging of armies
;
one shining like

gold makes armies prosper.

26. Two colossal mock-suns, one on either side of the Sun,

bring plentiful rain
;
but if mock-suns surround the Sun in

four directions, there will not be one drop of rain.

27. Clouds at dawn or evening twilight, in the form of

banners, umbrellas, rocks, elephants, or horses, bode victory;

blood-red ones, a battle.

28. Clouds suspended like heaps of smoke from straw fire,

and smooth in appearance, make the armies of monarchs

prosper.

29. Clouds at twilight hanging down, or tree-like, or

* From the south.

® About Ixxxvi. 12, and Ind. Stud. x. p. 202.
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rougli ^ in appearance and rosy, are auspicious
;

such, as

resemble towns, bring good luck.

30. A twilight accompanied with the cries of vexed birds,

foxes, and wild beasts, with airy staffs, dust, cloudy bars, and

the like, or with daily recurring unnatural solar phenomena,

foreshows the ruin of land, king, and welfare.

31. Dawn produces its results immediately
;
evening twi-

light the same night, or after three days
;
halos, dust and

cloudy bars show their effects either instantly or a week after.

The same with solar beams (of peculiar cast), rainbows, light-

ning, mock-suns, clouds, and wind. Birds do so the same day

or that day week
;
wild beasts in a week.

32. Twilight sheds its gleam (and shows its effects) over

one yojana; lightning illumines by its flickering six yojams;

the sound of thunder extends over five yojanas

;

no limit can

be assigned to the falling of meteors.

33. The circle termed a mock-sun shines three yojanas far

;

a cloudy bar, five
;
a halo is visible five or six yojanas

;

the

rainbow shows its lustre for ten yojanas.

Chapter XXXI.

The Glow at the Horizon.

1. The glow at the horizon, if yellow, presages peril to

the king
;

if fire-red, the ruin of the country
;

if rubicund

and observed with wind from the left, it occasions the loss of

the crops.

2. One that makes its appearance with great brilliancy,

and distinctly sets off shadow, as the Sun does, bodes great

danger to the king
;

if bloody-red, it betokens the raging of

the sword.

3. 4. By a glow in the eastern quarter, knights and sove-

reigns are to suffer
;
by one in the south-east, artisans and

princes
;
by one in the south, Yaicyas and persons of cruel

^ Otherwise Utpala
: | '^rr^TRWrTr I
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occupations
;
by one in tbe south-west, envoys and widows

who have re-married
;
by one in the west, Qudras and agricul-

turists
;
by one in the north-west, thieves and horses

;
by one

in the north. Brahmans come to grief; so do heretics and

merchants by one in the north-east.

5. A serene sky, bright stars, and a wind blowing from

left to right, combined with a gold-hued glow at the horizon,

is for the weal of people and king.

Chapter XXXII.

Signs of an Earthquake.

1. Some say that an earthquake is caused by some huge

animal living in the midst of the waters
;

^ others, however,

that it arises when the elephants of the quarters, being tired

of the earth’s load, are taking breath.^

2. A wind falling down upon earth with noise, as if struck

by another wind, occasions it, say some;® others, however,

* Comm.

rTTJl II

^ Comm.

^ I

II

Tlie names of the elephants differ wholly from those we meet with in

Amarakosha i. 1, 2, 5; Hemac. 170.

® e.g. Vasishtha.
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maintain that it is ordained by unseen powers;’ other masters^

again narrate the following.

3. In the days of yore the mountains being winged shook

Earth by flying up and down, on which in the assembly

of the gods she spoke bashfully to the Creator :

4. “ 0 Lord ! the name of firmness, which thou hast

bestowed upon me, is put to naught by the mountains stir-

ring. I am not able to bear that toil.”

5. As the Creator beheld her face slightly bent, and her

eyes in tears, while with quivering Hps she stammered forth

her speech, he spoke :

6. 7.
“ Remove, Indra, the grief of Earth

;
throw thy

thunderbolt, in order to lop off the mountains’ wings.” “ It

shall be done,” quoth Indra. “ Fear not,” said he unto

Earth. “Henceforth Yayu, Agni, Indra and Varuna shall

shake thee, in the first, second, third and fourth part of day

and night, in order to make known the consequences of good

and evil.”®

’ Utpala says : 5 erroneously, so far as

concerns this passage. He cites himself the following stanzas of

Vrddha-Garga’s : i
'

<s

a

It is manifest that corresponds to Moreover, Utpala

takes to mean which is purely fanciful.

^ e.g. Para^ara.

® Comm. TTTTin:

M’nn ensn ii

^ I

q^ qf^f^’q qrqqr: ii
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8. The asterisms Uttara-Phalguni, Hasta, Citra, Svati,

Punarvasu, Mrgagiras and Agvini constitute the division

ruled by Vayu. The foretokens belonging to it show them-

selves a week before the event, and are the following

:

9. A wind that raises the dust of the earth into a most

hazy sky, and bruises trees in his course, while the Sun shines

with faint rays.

10. By an earthquake of Vayu’s, it is said that crops, rain,

woods and weeds get damaged
;
merchants are to suffer by

intumescence, heavy sighing, madness, fever, and cough.

11. Handsome persons, men of arms, physicians, women,

poets, singers, dealers, artisans, the Surashtrians, Kurus,

Magadhas, Dacarnas, and Matsyas have to suffer too.

12. The asterisms Pushya, Krttika, Vi^'akha, Bharani,

Magha, Purva-Bhadrapada and Purva-Phalguni make up

Agni’s division, to which pertain the following symptoms

:

13. The firmament, covered with falling stars and meteors,

stands in a blaze, as it were, by the glow of the quarters
;

fire, seconded by wind, stirs abroad for a week.

14. By an earthquake ruled by Agni, the rain-clouds vanish,

the water-reservoirs become empty, the potentates quarrel,

herpes, scab, fever, erisypelatous eruptions and jaundice^

prevail.

15. Ardent and fierce characters, the Acmakas, Angas,

Bahlikas, Tanganas, Kalingas, Yangas, Dravidas (or Dra-

midas), and various tribes of Qabara-savages are to suffer.

16. The mansions Abhijit, Qravana, Dhanishtha, Bohini,

©V ©s

II

For wliat purpose a natural day is divided into four parts, and the whole

of the lunar mansions into as many portions, will appear from stanza 27.

1 Or chlorosis (?). Comm. Probably the

same disease as Atharva-Veda i. 22. In the text q |
is, of

course, a typographical error for •
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Jyeshtlia, Uttara-Asliadlia and Anuradha form Indra’s divi-

sion
;
the tokens of it are :

17. Clouds that, bulky as mountains in motion, similar in

colour to buffalo’s horn, swarms of bees or snakes, emit a

deep sound and lightning, and pour out rain.

18. An earthquake during Indra’s division destroys such

as are renowned by learning, family and lineage, sovereigns

and headmen of corporations. It produces dysentery, in-

fluenza, mouth disease, and violent vomiting.

19. It afilicts the Ka9is, Yugandharas, Pauravas, Kiratas,

Kiras, Abhisaras, Halas, Madras, Arbuda, Suvastu, and

Malava, but yields desirable rain.

20. Revati, Purva-Ashadha, Ardra, Aclesha, Mula, Uttara-

Bhadrapada and Qatabhishaj constitute Yaruna’s division.

Its signs are

:

21. Thick, soft muttering clouds, showing the dark lustre

of blue lotus, bees or collyrium mixture, illumined by light-

ning, and diffusing prickly drops.^

22. An earthquake at Varuna’s division hurts the denizens

of the seas and rivers, bestows very much rain, and strikes

the Gonardas, Cedis, Kukuras, Kiratas and Yidehas
;
at the

same time, however, quarrels cease.

23. An earthquake produces its results six months after-

wards
; a typhoon after two. According to some authorities,

the divisions before mentioned are applicable also to other

portents.^

[24-26. Meteors, Fata Morgana, dust, typhoons, earth-

quakes, glow at the horizon, storm, solar and lunar eclipses,

* Utapala r. but clouds can scarcely be compared to seeds,

or the fine drops to shoots.

^ Comm. ff^TT^

II

The three stanzas in brackets are taken from our author’s Samasa-

Sauhit^.

VOL. V.—[new series.] 19
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unnatural phenomena of lunar mansions and other stars, rain

by a cloudless sky, unnatural rain, rain attended with wind,

smoke and sparks of flame without fire, a wild beast entering

a village, rainbows appearing at night, unnatural signs at

dawn and twilight, fragmentary halos, rivers flowing back-

ward, notes of musical instruments in the air
;
of these, and

other phenomena contrary to the common course of nature, the

efiects must be made known in reference to the same divisions.]

27. An earthquake ruled by Indra annuls one of Vayu’s

department, and Yayu paralyzes one of Indra’s. In the

same way do the earthquakes arising in the period and de-

partment of Varuna and Agni neutralize each other.^

28. By an earthquake occurring during the division ofAgni
and the period of Yayu, or vice versa, renowned monarchs

will die or suffer calamity, and the subjects, too, will be vexed

by dread of famine, by pestilence, and drought.

29. By an earthquake happening during the division of

Yaruna and the period of Indra, or vice versa, there will be

abundance of food, happiness, rain, and contentment among

the people
;
the cows will yield plentiful milk, and the kings

will put an end to hostilities.

30. As to those omens for which no terra is fixed,^ Yayu
produces his effects in four half-months, Agni in three, Indra

in a week, and Yaruna the same day.

31. Yayu shakes the earth to an extent of 200, Agni of

110, Yaruna of 180, and Indra of 160 yojanas?

1 i.e. the influence of an earthquake that is to occur when one of the

asterisms in the division or department of Indra happens to he the

asterism of the day, is paralyzed in case the period of its occurrence

coincides with the peculiar period of the day allotted to Vayu, and vice

versa.

^ Comm. ^

^nrrOi% 1

I

® Comm,

I
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32. If there be another earthquake on the third, fourth,

or seventh day, or a fortnight, month, or three half-months

after, it will be deadly to eminent potentates..

Chapter XXXIII.

Foretokens from Meteors.

1. Meteors are the dropping fruits of merit enjoyed in

heaven, in visible form. They are divided into five kinds

:

ignescent balls, meteors, thunderbolts, lightning, and (shoot-

ing) starsd

2. A meteor (in restricted sense) produces its effects in a

fortnight
;
likewise an ignescent ball

;
a thunderbolt in three

half-months; lightning in six days; a (shooting) star the same.

3. Three out of the five phenomena of meteors have full

effects, viz.., lightning, meteors, and thunderbolts
;
a shooting

star is said to produce the fourth part of the full effect, and

an ignescent ball the half..

^ Comm*

^TwftJT i

^ II

^^ff?TT5rf

ii

II

The explanation of these mythological phrases is not difficult. UlM,

in the most common acceptation of the term,, is a “ shooting” or “ fall-

ing star.” Now, the notions of star,, ray and darted weapons are gene-

rally expressed by the same word. One instance may suffice, viz., the

etymological identity of Sanskrit and Greek axrrpov. Hence an

ulkd may be called an astram. The notion of “shooting” or “shot”

finds its expression in that of “falling,” in and
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4. A thunderbolt comes, crackling, down upon men, ele-

phants, horses, wild beasts, rocks, houses, trees, or cattle, at

the same time wheeling and rending the surface of the earth.

5. Lightning frightens on a sudden animals by its crack-

ling, moves flaming in wide zigzags, and falls down upon

living creatures and faggot piles-

6. An ignescent ball is small, with a short tail,' and con-

tinues visible over a space of forty cubits or more. It looks

like a burning coal, and measures two cubits.

7. A (shooting) star is (apparently) a cubit in extension,

and white, red, or of the colour of lotus filaments. It moves

in the heavens horizontally, downwards or upwards, as if

being drawn.

8. A meteor (in restricted sense) is large at the top, and

increases in size in falling, dragging all along behind itself a

very thin tail. Its length (the tail included) is three cubits

and a half. There are many sorts of it.

9. Such as resemble spectres, weapons, asses, camels, croco-

diles, monkeys, boars, ploughs, wild beasts, great lizards,

snakes, and smoke, have evil consequences, as well as such

as have two crests.

10.

Such as appear like banners, fishes, elephants, moun-

tains, lotuses, the Moon, horses, glowed silver, or are shaped

like the figures called Qrivatsa,^ thunderbolt, conch and

cross, bring times of plenty.^

' Wh.nt here is called “tail” (puccJia), is not to be confounded with

the tail, or rather crest {gik/iu, culu) of a comet. The former is simply

a result of optical illusion.

^ Utpala r. about which be remarks that it is well known,

(^prasiddha). From other passages it appears that he takes to

be synonymous with H3gle Marmelos. Cf. Weber, Frfigment

der Bhagavati, pp. 30(5, 312. The compound

,
I.C., is an error for

,
I presume ; whereas Weber proposes

to read The compound is a Bahuvrihi, and may be rendered

“ whose Crivrksba-figure possesses the proper marks.”

® Comm.

5^^^ II
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11. Meteors, dropping in great numbers from the midst of

the canopy, are pernicious to king and land. By whirling

high in the sky, a meteor presages commotion among man-

kind.

12. One coming in contact with the Sun or Moon, or issuing

from either at the time of an earthquake, causes a hostile

invasion, the king’s death, famine, drought, and unsafety.

13. A meteor destroys monarchs staying in town or those

on march, according to its passing the Sun or Moon to the

right. One dropping from the Sun in front of the traveller

brings good.

14. A meteor, being white, ruins the Brahmans
;
being

red, the Kshatriyas; being yellow, the Vaigyas; and, being

black, the Qudras. The members of the four castes are also

hurt, severally, by meteors falling upon the head, shoulder,

side, and behind.

15. A meteor of coarse appearance brings woe to Brahmans,

by falling in a northerly direction
;
in an easterly direction,

to Kshatriyas, and so forth. If it appears sleek, not crooked,

entire, and is moving low, it tends to the prosperity of the

same.

fb flTTrTZT I

II

RJniU cT. II

fWTT^T^rn^T I

flTT^T II

Cs >•

^ II

It is not necessary to point out how closely our author has imitated

this passage.
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16. One that is grey, rosy, blue, crimson, fire-red, dusky,

or ashy, and rough, visible at dawn or day-time, broken and

moving in a crooked way, bodes danger from hostile invasion.

17. In hurting asterisms or planets, a meteor is stated to

be disastrous to whatever belongs to their department.' By
dashing against the Sun or Moon at the time of rising or

setting, it is deadly for monarchs staying in town or on

march.

18. If Purva-Phalguni, Punarvasu, Dhanishtha, and Mula

are scathed by a meteor, damsels are to suffer. Brahmans

and knights come to grief if Pushya, Svati, and Qravana are

attainted.

19. The (so-called) constant and kind asterisms being hurt,

sovereigns are afilicted
;

the harsh and cruel mansions

being struck, thieves are to suffer
;

whereas artisans will

suffer, should the swift and neutral asterisms* be in the

same predicament.

20. By falling upon idols, meteors cause danger to king

and land
;
by coming down upon an image of Indra, they

occasion distress to sovereigns
;
by falling upon dwellings,

they bring affliction to the owners.

21. By hurting the planet of a particular region,® a meteor

causes suffering to the people in that quarter. If it comes

down on a threshing-floor, agriculturists are to suffer. If

it falls on a holy tree, the beings worshipped there are dis-

tressed.

' As euumerated iu ch. xv. and xvi.

* Among the asterisms are called constant (VT^) ~ Rohini, Uttara-

Bhadrapada, Uttara-Ashadha, and Uttara-Plialgum ; kind :

Mrgiujiras, Citra, Anuradha, and Revati; harsh : Bharani, Magha,

Purva-Bhadrapada, Purva-Ashadha, and Purva-Phalguni; cruel

: Ardra, Aqlesha, JyeshHia, and Mula; swift (f^3T, :

Aqvini, Tishya, Hasta, and Ahhijit ; neutral =

Krttika and Vi^&khi. Cf. ch. xcviii. 6-11 ", also Weher, Jyotisha, p.

95 ; and Naxatra, ii. 385.

^ The planets of tlie eight regions, east, south-east, etc., are the Sun,

Venus, Mars, Rahu, Saturn, the Moon, Mercury, and Jupiter.
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22. A meteor, if coming down upon a city gate, bespeaks

the ruin of the city; if on a bolt, the destruction of the

people
;

if on a shrine of Brahma, it crushes the Brahmans
;

if on a cow-house, the cow-keepers.

23. If at the moment of a meteor falling are heard such

sounds as roaring, claps, instrumental music, song and

clamours, they augur danger to the land and its ruler.

24. A staff-like meteor, whose train continues for a long

time visible in the sky, is dangerous for the king. So, too,

one that appears in the air as though it were drawn by a

thread, or one that resembles the banner of Indra.^

25. By going backward, a meteor ruins head merchants

;

by going in a horizontal direction, king’s wives
;
by tending

downward, kings
;
by moving upward, Brahmans.

26-28. A meteor shaped like a peacock’s tail brings

destruction to mankind
;

one creeping like a snake, is

disastrous to women
;

a circular one, is fatal to the town

;

one in the form of an umbrella, to the court priest
;
one

resembling a tuft of bamboo, is noxious to the kingdom.

Mischievous also is one that bears a likeness to beasts of

prey, or boars, and shows a crown of sparks, or is shattered

to pieces, and attended with noise.

29. One that looks like a rainbow, destroys the empire
;

one that dissolves itself in the heavens, undoes the clouds

;

one moving against the wind, in a crooked way or backwards,

is not auspicious.

30. Danger threatens the king from the quarter from

which a meteor is approaching the town or host, but if the

monarch marches off to the quarter where a meteor comes

down blazing, he will ere long conquer his foes.

Chapter XXXIV.

Signs of Halos.

1. Halos consist of solar or lunar beams that, reflected

by the wind, take a circiJar shape and show themselves in

a slightly clouded sky in various colours and forms.

^ About the banner of Indra, see ch. xliii.
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2. They are crimson, deep blue, pale yellow, dove-coloured,

darkish, speckled grey, greenish yellow or white, according

to their being produced by Indra, Yama, Varuna, Nirrti,

Yayu, ^iva, Brahma, or Agni.

3. Kubera is the author of one having the hue of a pea-

cock’s neck; others produce halos of mixed colours, Yayu’s

work also is a halo that ever and anon is fading away,

having trifling results. ^

4. A halo shining like the blue jay, peacock, silver, oil,

milk, or water, being glossy and entirely round, bestows

welfare and plenty, if appearing in its proper season.^

5. Mischievous is one that extends its course through the

whole firmament, shining, variegated or blood-red, rough,

broken, having the shape of a cart, bow, or triangle.

6. On the appearance of a halo tinged like the peacock’s

neck, follows much rain
;
of a varicoloured one, the death of

the king
;
of a dark purple one, imsafety

;
of one coloured as

the rainbow or the red Acoka, war.

7. When there is a glossy, thick halo, which shows the

natural colour of the season, and is overcast with stratified

clouds, it brings rain on the same day. So, too, does a yellow

one, when the Sun is shining fiercely.

8. A huge, hazy halo seen at dawn, noon, or twilight,

^ Comm.

fWTf ^ II

^ Much more perspicuous is the following passage from KS^yapa

:

II

Curious are and instead of the locative, instrumental,

or even accusative case.
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while blasted birds and wild deer emit tbeir cries, causes un-

safety, and, if hurt by lightning, meteors and the like, it

slays the king by the sword.

9.

Whenever the Sun or Moon daily, during day and night,

looks red, death awaits the sovereign
;

likewise, when both

are repeatedly surrounded by a halo at the time of rising,

setting, or noon.^

10. A halo consisting of two circles is threatening to the

commander of the army, though the raging of arms caused

by it is not so very violent. Three circles foreshow the

raging of the sword
;
four of them, peril for the prince royal

;

five of them, the siege of the town.

11. A planet, the moon and a star being inclosed (within

a halo, at the same time), there will be rain in three days, or

war in a month.^ A halo surrounding the lord of the horo-

scope, the lord of nativity, or the birth-star^ of the king, is

an evil omen for him.

* Comm.

f^T^ MWcl I

TT^T ^fcT II

II

^ Utpala:
I

W[W[^ 5rr^% ii

® The lord of the horoscope is the planet presiding over the horo-

scope
; the signs Aries, Taurus, etc., are lorded over by Mars, Venus,

Mercury, the Moon, the Sun, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,

Saturn and Jupiter. See Brh. JMaka, i. 6; Laghu-Jataka, i. 8 (Ind.

Studien, ii. p. 278). The lord of nativity is the sign the Moon is stand-

ing in at the time of one’s birth. About the birth-star, see ch. iv. 28,

footnote. Utpala:
1 .

and in his comment on YogayS,trS, iv. 43 : lunar mansion,

here)
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12. Saturn, if shut up within the halo, ruins the lesser

grain sorts, ^ occasions rain seconded by wind, and destroys

trees, plants, etc., along with agriculturists.

13. If Mars happens to stand within the halo, young

princes, military commanders and soldiers are defeated,

whereas fire and sword are threatening. Should Jupiter be

encircled, then court priests, ministers and kings are to suffer.

14. A prosperous condition of ministers, trees and writers,

as well as a good rain, are the effects of Mercury being en-

circled. Distress comes to chiefs on march and sovereigns,

and dearth ensues, should Venus be inclosed.

15. Danger owing to famine, fire, mortality, the ruler and

the sword, arises from a comet standing within the circle. If

Rahu is shut in, there will be danger for the king, danger

for unborn children, and sickness.

16. If two planets stand within a solar or lunar halo, one

may with certainty expect battles, and if three planets are

in the same predicament, danger from famine and drought is

announced.

17. The sovereign, along with his ministers and court

priest, falls a prey to death, if four planets are invested.

Know that the world cometh to an end, as it were, if five or

more planets stand within the circle.

18. The appearance of a halo, apart from a planet or any

asterism (being inclosed), may cause the king’s death, unless

a comet appear at the same time.®

^ Comtn.
C|

® In the latter case the effects of the comet only should be considered.

Comm.

fgit II

Tig ggfi: i

II

^ TTriH^ II
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19, 20. A halo being seen on the first, second, etc., of the

month, has baneful results for Brahmans, Kshatriyas, Yaicyas,

Qudras, in succession. On the fifth, it is fatal to the guilds
;

on the sixth, to the town
;
on the seventh, to the treasury

;

on the eighth, to the prince royal
;
on the three days follow-

ing, it is noxious to the ruler
;
on the twelfth, it occasions

the siege of the town
;
on the thirteenth, mutiny among the

soldiery.

21. A halo, showing itself on the fourteenth, makes the

queen sufier
;
on the fifteenth, it afilicts the king himself.

22. A straight line within a halo is to be considered as

concerning kings staying in town
;
one without the circle, as

pertaining to kings on march
;
one through the midst of the

halo, as belonging to allies coming to the rescue.

23. Those kings whose special line looks crimson, dingy

and coarse, get worsted, but those whose own line is white,

bright and sleek, will conquer.

Chapter XXXV.

Signs of Rainbotcs.

1. The rainbow is formed by varicoloured solar rays that,

pressed by the wind, appear in the shape of a bow in a cloudy

sky.

2. Some Masters' say that the rainbow arises out of the

exhalations of the serpents of Ananta’s family.—A rainbow,

if seen by kings on march in front, brings defeat.

3. A thick, varicoloured rainbow, unbroken, reaching to

the ground, brilliant, sleek, double, observed behind (the

person marching), is auspicious, and bestows rain.

4. One that arises in any intermediate region is pernicious

to such classes as preside over that particular quarter
;
® one

1 Amongst others, Ka^yapa.

^ The classes presiding over the eight quarters are enumerated in

ch. Ixxxvi. 34, q.v.
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being seen in a cloudless sky produces pestilence. Pink,

yellow, and dark blue rainbows engender evils from war, fire,

famine.

5. A rainbow, appearing in water, produces drought
;
on

the earth, the loss of the crops ; on a tree, sickness
;
on an

ant-hill, danger from the sword. If seen at night, it in-

dicates the death of a minister.

6. A rainbow, if shining in the eastern quarter, out of the

rainy season, brings rain, but within the season it prevents

rain. If seen in the west, a rainbow announces rain at any

time.

7. A nocturnal rainbow in the east brings distress to the

king
;
such a one being observed in the south, west, or

north, will crush a chief commander, a grandee, or minister

(severally).

8. A night rainbow of white colour brings woe to Brahmans
;

one of red colour to Kshatriyas, and so forth. It will, besides,

ere long, destroy the principal monarch in the quarter where

it happens to be observed.

{To he continued.)
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Art. XIV.

—

On the Origin of the Buddhist Arthakathds.

By the Mudliar L. Comrilla Yijasinha, Government

Interpreter to the Ratnapura Court, Ceylon. With an

Introduction by R. C. Childers, late of the Cejdon

Civil Service.

About eighteen months ago I was engaged in preparing

an edition of Brahmajala Sutta, and of Buddhaghosa’s com-

mentary upon it which forms the first section of the Sumahgala

Yilasini. Buddhaghosa’s commentary upon Brahmajala Sutta

is one of the most important of his writings, since it contains

a detailed account of the First General Council, held im-

mediately after Buddha’s death for the purpose of settling

the text of the Buddhist Scriptures. Intending to publish

this work in the same volume with the Brahmajala which it

comments upon, I began, and made considerable progress

with, a translation of it. At the very outset I met with a

difficulty, in the shape of an historical statement in Buddha-
ghosa’s introductory verses which seemed in the highest

degree improbable and untrustworthy. The fii’st ten stanzas

of the introduction run as follows :

—

KarundsUalahadayam pahhdpajjotai'ihatamohatamam

SanardmaraloTcagarurn vande sugatarn gativitnuttam.

Buddho ’pi buddhahhdvam bhdvetvd c’eva sacchikatvd ca

Tam upagato gatamalarn vande tarn anuttararn dhammatn.

Sugatassa orasdnarn pitttdnarn mdrasenarnathandnarn

Atthannarn pi samuharn sirasd vande ariyasahgharn.

Iti me pasannamatino ratanattayavandandrnayarn purimrn

Yarn suvihatantardyo hutvd tass’ dnubhdvena,

Bighassa dighasuttahkitassa nipunasso dgamavarassa

Buddhdnubuddhasarru'annitassa saddhdvahaguriassa

Atthappakdsanattharn atthakathd ddito vasisatehi

Pahcahi yd sahgitd anusahgitd ca pacchd pi,

Sihaladipartt pana dbhatd 'tha vasind mahdmahindena,
Thapitd Sihalabhdsdya dipavdsinam atthdya,
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Apanetvd tato ’ham SUidlahhdsdm manoramam hhdsam

Tantinaydniiechavikam dropento, mgatadosam

Samayam avilomcnto therdnani thcravammppadipdna’m

Suntpunavinicehaydnam mahdvihdrddhh'dsmam,

Hitvd punappundgatam attham, attham pakdsayissdmi

Sujanassa ca tutthattham ciratthitatthah ca dhammassa.

“ I make obeisance to Him whose heart is tempered

with mercy, in whom the darkness of error is dispelled by

the lamp of wisdom, the teacher of the world with its men
and angels, the welcome Being who is released from the

bonds of existence.^ I revere the spotless and perfect Truth,

by contemplating which, beholding it face to face, the En-

lightened attained to perfect knowledge. I bow my head

before the holy Church, that congregation of eight orders of

men, true sons of Buddha, who have trampled on the hosts of

sin. While thus with a heart full of faith I render honour

to the Three Jewels, if there be any merit in the deed, by the

virtue thereof may all dangers be averted from my path.

The commentary intended to explain the meaning of the

noble Long Collection, that scripture distinguished for its

long discourses, subtle of meaning, praised by Buddha and

his apostles, possessed of the qualities that sustain faith,—the

commentary, I say, upon this Scripture was at the first

Council rehearsed by five hundred holy elders, and in later

times rehearsed again and yet again.^ And it was carried

by the saintly Mahendra to the island of Ceylon, and for the

sake of the dwellers in that isle translated by him into the

Simhalese language. And now rejecting the Simhalese

tongue, adopting the graceful language that accords so well

with the order of Scripture, not contradicting the faultless

conclusions of the elders of the priesthood who dwell at the

Great Monastery,^ who are bright lights in the apostolic suc-

cession, men of skilful and subtle judgment,—for the edifi-

cation of righteous men, and to the end that religion may

* Released from the five Gatis or states of existence, i.e., existence as a deva,

as a man, as a preta, as an animal, or as one suffering in hell.

* Viz., at the 2nd and 3rd Councils.

3 In Ceylon.
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long endure, I proceed to expound the meaning of my text,

omitting all unnecessary repetitions.”

We find here a distinct statement that a commentary on

that portion of the Buddhist Canon which contains the Brah-

majala was rehearsed, and its text settled, at the First Council;

so that, unless some explanation of the passage be found, we

must suppose that Buddhaghosa, the Augustine of Buddhist

divines, believed that a commentary on Buddha’s sermons

actually existed during Buddha’s lifetime, and that its text was

settled immediately after his death. After vainly endeavour-

ing to solve the problem, I wrote to my friend Mr. J. F.

Dickson, of the Ceylon Civil Service, and asked him whether

he could obtain for me from any of his native friends a satis-

factory, or at any rate a probable, explanation of the difficulty.

After a long delay I received from Mr. Dickson, on the 15th

of April, a paper on this subject by a Simhalese native

gentleman which seemed to me so able and scholar-like, that,

although it was only intended for my perusal, I lost no time

in obtaining permission to publish it in this Journal. A
singular interest attaches to this essay from the circumstance

that it is the work of a liberal Buddhist. I print it un-

altered, only transliterating the Pali citations.

R. C. Childers.

On the Sumahgala Vildsini, and its allusions to an

ancient Atthakathd.

It must be admitted that the point raised by Mr. Childers

is one of grave importance as affecting the credibiKty of

Buddhaghosa and the authenticity of all the commentaries

on the Tipitaka. From a missionary point of view, the

astounding statement that a commentary on Buddha’s dis-

courses existed during his lifetime, and was rehearsed along

with those discourses at the First Great Council,^ appears so

improbable and unnatural as at once to justify one in dis-

crediting the testimony
;
and I doubt not that missionary

orientalists will hail the discovery as a valuable addition

^ Immediately after Buddha’s death.—R. C. C.
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to their stock of arguments against the genuineness and

authenticity of the Buddhist Scriptures. Indeed I found it

difficult at first to obtain the opinions of some of my learned

friends of the Buddhist priesthood on this point, as they

seemed to regard it as another thunderbolt intended to be

levelled against their religion by some enthusiastic mission-

ary
;
and it was only after explaining to them the object of

the inquiry, and the literary character of the gentleman who
started the apparent difficulty, that I could induce them to

look the question fairly in the face.

I am glad to say that most of my clerical Buddhist friends

with whom I have consulted on this subject agree with me
on the necessity of giving a wider and more extended signifi-

cation than is generally allowed to the word Atthakatha as

applied by Buddhaghosa in the passage cited.

The word, as is well known, is compounded of two terms,

attha, “ meaning, ” and liathd, “ a statement, explanation, or

narrative,” the dental t being changed to the cerebral by a

latitude in the rules of permutation.^ The literal meaning of

the compound term would thus amount to simply “ an ex-

planation of meaning.” Taking this wider sense of the

word as a basis for the solution of the problem, I think the

statement of Buddhaghosa in his preface to the commentary

on the Digha Nikaya is not so hopelessly irreconcilable with

probable and presumable facts as would at first sight appear.

On a careful perusal of the two accounts given by Buddha-

ghosa of the proceedings of the three famous Councils in the

Sumaiigala Vilasini and the Samanta Pasadika, this view

will, I think, be found to be very reasonable. It must be

admitted that no actual commentary, in the sense that the

westerns attach to that term, and like that which has been

handed down to us by Buddhaghosa, existed either in the

lifetime of Buddha or immediately after his death. The

reasons adduced by Mr. Childers, apart from others that

can easily be added, against such a supposition, are over-

whelmingly convincing. But if we suppose that by the word

* Attho kathiyati etdy&ti atthakatha, thakdrassa thakdram katvd dttkkhassa

pilanattho ti ddisu viya.—Tika of Samanta Pksadika.
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Attliakatha in his preface Buddhaghosa only meant to convey

the idea that at the various Councils held for the purpose of

collocating the discourses and sayings of Buddha, the mean-

ings to be attached to different terms—chiefly those that

appear to have been borrowed from the Hindu system of

ascetic philosophy^—were discussed and properly defined, then

the difficulty of conceiving the contemporaneous existence of

the commentaries and the Pitakas would be entirely removed.

This view of the subject will appear still further borne out

if we briefly glance over the history of the First Convocation,

as narrated by Buddhaghosa himself. The first proposal to

hold an assembly of priests for the purpose of collocating

Buddha’s discourses was made by Maha Kassapa, the chief

of the seven hundred thousand priests who assembled at

Kusinara to celebrate the obsequies of the departed saint.

Seven days had hardly elapsed after that mournful occur-

rence, when signs of discontent at monastic restraint mani-

fested themselves, and a disaffected disciple of Buddha named
Suhhadda openly proclaimed that now their master was no

more the ties of discipline should he relaxed, if not broken.

The words of consolation offered by this old monk to his

brethren in distress are certainly remarkable, as it would be

difficult to say whether they betoken more the callousness of

his feelings or the depravity of his heart: “Brethren, enough

of this sorrow, weep not, lament not. We are well rid

of that Arch-priest, having been in constant dread of his

declarations. This befits you, this befits you not. Now, there-

fore, what we desire we shall do; what we do not desire that

shall we not do.”^ To a sagacious mind like that of Maha
Kassapa it was not difficult to perceive what language like

this foreshadowed, and he instantly formed the resolve to

congregate the priesthood, and to collect and arrange the

laws and doctrines proclaimed by his Master. Hardly two

months had elapsed^ before this active mind brought about

1 See note A.
* ^lam dvuso md socittha md paridevittha, upaddutd ca homa “ idam vo kappati

idam VO na kappatid,” iddni pana niayam yam icchissdma tarn karissdma yam na
icchissdma tain na karissdma .—Samanta P&sahka.

^ See note B.

VOL. V.—[kew series.] 20
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what it had contemplated, and the result was the Council of

the Five Hundred, convoked at Rajagaha, under the auspices

of King Ajatasattu, for the purpose of collecting and arrang-

ing the doctrines and discourses of Buddha.

The proceedings of this Council appear to have been con-

ducted in a very orderly and systematic manner, which is the

more surprising when we consider that monastic autocracy

was about to give place to a form of church government pre-

scribed by the great Founder himself, but which was now to

he established and tested for the first time. Mahd Kassapa,

whom Buddha indirectly indicated as his equal in point of

superhuman mental acquirements,^ assumed the office of

Moderator, and by the unanimous consent of the synod

Upali was elected as the best qualified of their order to repeat

the Yinaya, and Ananda the Dhamma
;
the Council having

previously decided that the Yinaya was the most material

for the permanence of Buddhism. Now it is important to

observe that the catechetical form was used in the collocation

of both the Laws and Doctrines. “Afterwards Maha Kassapa,

having seated himself in the presidential chair, questioned

the venerable Upali respecting the Yinaya in this wise.

Brother Upali, where was the first Parajika promulgated ?

My lord, at Yesali. On whose account? On account of

Sudinna, the son of Kalanda. With regard to what offence ?

To fornication. Then did the venerable Maha Kassapa

question the venerable Upali on the offence, the cause, the

offender, the primary laAV, the secondary law, the transgression

and the non-transgression, relating to the first law enacted

against mortal sin. And the venerable Upali explained as

he was questioned.”^ Such was also the method employed in

the synod in the collocation of the Dhamma :
—“ Brother

1 Aham bhikJchave ydvad era dkankhami vivice 'eva kdmehi-Fe-pathamam

jhdnam upasapajja vihardmi Kassapo pi bhikkhave ydvad eva dkankhati-Pe-

vihareiti .—Samanta P^&dik&.
* Tato Mahdkassapo therdsane nisiditvd dyasmantam TJpdlim vinayam pucchi,

pathamam dvuso Updli pdrdjikani kattha pannattan ti, Vesdliyuni bhante ti, kain

drabbhdti Sttdinnam Ealandaputtam drabbhati, kasmim vatthusmin ti, methuna-

dhamme ti. Atha kho dyasmd Mahdkassapo dyasmantam TJpdlim pathamassa

pdrdjikassa vatthum pi pucchi niddnam pi pucchi puggalam pi pucchi pahhattim

pi pucchi anuppahhattim pi pucchi dpattimpipucchi andpattim pi pucchi. Puttho

puttho Updlitthero vissajjtsi.
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Ananda, where was the Brahmajala delivered? My lord,

between, Rajagaha and Nalanda,” and so on. Though it is

subsequently added that “ at the conclusion of the questions

and answers the five hundred Arhats repeated the texts

together in the order in which they had been collocated,”^ it

is difficult to believe that all the five hundred rehearsed the

long narratives prefixed to some of Buddha’s discourses in

the same words and style that they are now clothed in.

Buddhaghosa’s account of the synod is gathered from tradi-

tion, which was very probably embodied in the Simhalese

atthakathas, and there can be little doubt that the main facts

are correct
;
but that he drew largely from tradition, written

and oral, and possibly in some instances from imagination,

will I think appear clear to any careful reader of the com-

mentaries. Witness for instance his relation of Ananda’s

mysterious entrance into the assembly : pathaviyam ninmjjitvd

attano dsane yeva attdnam dassesi, dkdsena gantvd nisiditi pi eke,

“ He plunged into the earth and showed himself in his seat,,

and also some say he went through the air and sat down.”

He does not say which version is correct, but is quite satisfied

with both accounts, and is evidently quite willing to let his

readers choose whichever they like.. Buddhaghosa through-

out all his writings appears to have set one great object

prominently in view, namely to inspire reverence for what he

considered as supreme authority. When he came to Ceylon

for the purpose of translating the Simhalese commentaries,

he found a great many extant at that time,^ and out of these

commentaries, embracing no doubt various shades of opinion,

and representing difierent schools of thought, he had to ex-

punge, abridge, enlarge, and make a new commentary.^ How
how could he do all this, and at the same time preserve

undiminished among future generations the same reverence

and authority in which the older commentaries were held

* Fucchdvissajjanapariyosdne panca arahantasatdni sangaham dropitanayeri eva
ganasajjhdyam akamsu.

* These are distinctly enumerated by him

—

Mahd-atthakathd c'evn Mahdpaccarim eva ca
Kurundi cdti tiaso pi Sihalatthakathd imd.— Samanta Phshdikh.

^ See note C.
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by the Buddhists of that age ? The thought struck him, as

no doubt it would strike any careful reader of the Buddhist

Scriptures, that a large portion of the writings contained

in that canon appear to be explanations and definitions of

terms used by Buddha, and also that a great many dis-

courses said to have been delivered by Buddha to certain

individuals have not been recorded^ Now what more easy to

conceive, or what more probable, than that they formed the

nucleus of matter for the formation of a commentary, and that

at the First General Council, which lasted seven months, the

elders, who had all seen and heard Buddha, should have dis-

cussed them, and decided on the method of interpreting and

teaching the more recondite portions of Buddhist philosophy ?

and what therefore if he should say in somewhat exaggerated

language, “ the commentary on the Digha Nikaya was at the

beginning discussed (or composed, or merged into the body of

the Scriptures) by five hundred holy elders ” ?—for the original

words may admit of such a construction.^ Nor will this

opinion appear merely h3^pothetical if we carefully peruse

the account given by Buddhaghosa of the commentaries in

his Samanta Pasadika. In his metrical introduction to that

work, after the usual doxology, he explains the necessity of

having a proper Pali Commentary on the Vinaya, and then

proceeds to set forth what he is about to do :

—

Samvannanam tan ca samdrahhanto tassd niahd-atthakatham

sariram

Katvd., mahapaccarujain tatJi era kurimdindmddisu t'issutdsic

Vinicchayo atthakathdsu vutfo yo yuttam attham apariccajanto,

Tato pi antogadhathcravddam, scunvannanmn sanimd sanid-

rahhmam

;

Tam me nisdmentupasannacittd tlierd ca hhikkhu navamajjhimdca

Jjhammappadipa^m tathdgatassa sakkacca dhammam patimdna-

yantd.

Bnddhena dhammo vinayo ca viitto, yo tassa ptiUehi tatld eva ndto,

Yo yehi tesam matim accajantd yasmd pure aUhakathd akamsu

' See note D.

2 AUhakathd ddito vasisatehipahcahi sahgitd.
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Tasmd hi yam atthakathdsu vuttam tarn, vajjayitvdna pamd-

(lalekhani,

Sabbam pi sikkhdsu sagdravdnam yas7ndpamdnam idha panditd-

nam.

Tato ca bhdsantaram eva hitvd, vitthdramaggah ca sa^ndsayitvd,

Vmicchayam sabbam asesayih'd, ta^itikkamain kahci avokkamitvd,

Suttantikdnam vacandnam attham suitdnurupam paridipayanti

Yasmd ayatn hessati vannand pi sakkacca tasmd anusikkhitabbd.

The translation is rather difficult, owing to the complexity

and conciseness of the construction, but it may be rendered

thus :
—“ In commencing this commentary, I shall, having

embodied therein the Maha Atthakatha, without excluding

any proper meaning from the decisions contained in the Maha
Paccari, as also in the famous Kurundi and other com-

mentaries, and including the opinions of the Elders,—perform

my task well. Let the young, the middle-aged, and the

elderly priests, who entertain a proper regard for the doctrines

of the Tathagata, the luminary of truth, listen to my words

with pleasure. The Dhamma, as well as the Vinaya, was

declared by Buddha, his (sacerdotal) sons understood it in the

same sense as it was delivered
;
and inasmuch as in former

times they (the Simhalese commentators) composed the com-

mentaries without disregarding their (the sacerdotal sons’)

opinions, therefore, barring any error of transcription, every-

thing contained therein is an authority to the learned in this

priesthood who respect ecclesiastical discipline. From these

(Sitnhalese) commentaries, after casting off the language,

condensing detailed accoimts, including authoritative deci-

sions, and without overstepping any Pali idiom (I shall pro-

ceed to compose). And as this commentary will moreover

be explanatory of the meaning of words belonging to the

Suttas in conformity with the sense attached to them therein,

therefore ought it the more diligently to he studied.”

Now, in this important passage, Buddhaghosa make men-
tion of three distinct commentaries, and refers to others then

in existence, besides naming another authority called Thera

Vdda (the opinions of the Elders). The three commentaries

enumerated are—1, Mahd Atthakathd ; 2, Mahd Paccai'i

;
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3, KurundL Were ttese tliree commentaries separate works

on the Vinaya, the Sutta, and the Abhidhamma respectively,

or did they each embrace the whole of the Tipitaka ? It is

difficult to answer this question with positive certainty, but

there are good reasons to incline to the latter opinion. The

glossarists (authors of the Tikas) give but a very imperfect

account of these works. However, it will be well to hear

what they say of them :

—

Malm aUhakathd ndma pathama-

mahdsangiti-drulhd mahdkassajMpamukhehi therein kata mahd-

mahindena dnetvd Sihalabhdsdya katd mahd-aUhakathd ndma

jdtd, “ Maha Atthakatha is evidently what was gathered in

the first great Council. It was made by the elders, with

Kassapa as their chief. Having been brought by Maha
Mahinda, and converted into the Simhalese language, it was

called Maha Atthakatha.” It is clear, therefore, that this is

the same commentary {atthakatha) referred to by Buddhaghosa

in his Sumahgala Vilasini. Mahdpaccari ndma Sihalabhdsdya

ulumpam kira atthi tasmim nisiditvd katattd mahdpaccari ndma

jdtd, “It is said that there was a raft called in the Simhalese

language Maha Paccar!
;
as this work was composed on that

raft, it was called Maha Paccari.” Kurundattakathd ndma
Kurimdaveluvihdro ndma atthi tasmim nisiditvd katattd kurundi

ndma jdtd, “ There is a vihara called Kurundavelu
;

as the

work was composed there, it was called Kurundi.” In their

remarks on the word ddi in this verse, the authors of the

Sarattha Dipani and theYimati Vinodani Tikas enumerate two

works called Andhal%atthakathd and Sankhepatthakathd, but the

Vajira Buddhi Tika gives Cullapaccari and. AndhakaUhakathdj

Thus it will be seen that the information furnished to

us by the glossarists respecting these lost works is very

meagre, and leads one to suspect that at their time almost

all traces of them had disappeared, although in the PaH
Muttaka (a work written by one of these glossarists) reference

is made to all the three commentaries. Mention is also

made of the Maha Atthakatha and another commentary

called Mulatthakathd at the end of the Digha and Majjhima

* See Preface to MinayeflTs Ptitimokklia, pages vii and Tiii, notes 9, 10, 11, 12.

—
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Nikayas.' In the Sammoha Yinodani (commentary on the

Yibhahga), Buddhaghosa states that he composed that work
“by taking the substance of the old commentaries. It

appears pretty clear therefore that all the Simhalese com-

mentaries enumerated by Buddhaghosa were each separate

works on the entire body of the Tipitaka. Those comments
were probably more or less directed to the elucidation of one

or more of the Pitakas, but that each of them purported to

be a separate and independent commentary on the entire

Tipitaka I think there can be little room to doubt.

In his introduction to the Samanta Pasadikd, Buddhaghosa

uses the following words :
“ The Dhamma as well as the

Yinaya was declared by Buddha, his sacerdotal sons under-

stood it in the same sense as it was delivered
;
and, inasmuch

as in former times they {i.e. the Simhalese commentators)

made the commentaries without rejecting their [i.e. Buddha’s

immediate disciples’) opinions, therefore, etc.” This passage

will, I think, explain the sense in which he uses the word

Atthalmthd in his preface to the Sumahgala Yilasini. For

two things are clearly deducible from the passage, viz., that

when Buddhaghosa speaks of the Atthakatha that existed in

the earliest days of Buddhism, and almost contemporaneously

with Buddha, he only refers to the method of explaining and

interpreting the Buddhist Scriptures adopted by Buddha’s

immediate disciples, and also that Mahinda was not the sole

composer of the commentaries, but that there were others

who, either jointly with Mahinda or separately, composed

comments on the Sacred Canon.^ One of the glossarists in

expounding this passage takes a very sensible view of the

matter. His words are :

—

Buddhena dhammo vinayo ca vutto

ti pdlito ca atthato ca buddhena hhagavatd vutto, na hi hhaga-

vatd avydkatam tantipadam atthi, sabhesam yeva attho kathito,

tasmd sammdsambuddhen eva tinnam pitakdnam atthavannandk-

kamo pi bhdsito ti datthabbam, tattha tattha bhagavatd pavattitd

pakinnakadesand yeva hi atthakathd, “ The Dhamma as well as

the Yinaya was declared by Buddha
;
that is, it was declared

* Mulatthakathdsdram dddya, etc. * Pordnatthakathdnam sdram dddya.
3 See note E.
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by the blessed Buddha in words as in sense, for there is not

one scriptural term which has not been defined by the Blessed

One : the sense of all words has been truly expounded.

Therefore it should be borne in mind that it is by the all-

perfect Buddha himself that even the method of interpreting

the three Pitakas has been propounded. In fact, the de-

sultory discourses made by the Blessed One here and there,

are what is meant by the word Atthakatha.” My view of

this subject therefore receives additional weight from the

exposition given of Buddhaghosa’s meaning by his glossarist.

Nor will this view receive less support from collateral

facts connected with the life and ministry of the “ Great

Sage,” who gave to the world a creed that has stood the

test of time and the progress of the human intellect during

upwards of twenty-four centuries. He renounced the world

and all its pleasures in the vigour of life, being then in his

twenty-ninth year, passed his days for six long years in a

wilderness, subjecting his delicate frame to a severe course

of mortification and penance, and at length, receiving the

light of that philosophy by which he thought himself capable

of explaining all the mysteries of nature, he entered upon a

career of religious reformation which lasted for forty-five years.

During this long period of uninterrupted labour, he not only

preached and argued and conversed and travelled, but also

legislated, and gave to his disciples a code of monastic dis-

cipline surpassed by no other system of monachism either in

the East or "West. Can it be imagined then that the Tipitaka

contains all the words of Buddha ? Undoubtedly not. To

the followers of that faith it may contain “
all that is neces-

sary to salvation,” but it assuredly does not record all and

everything done and spoken by this almost superhuman

intellect. If John could say of the pious Nazarene of Judaea

that if all the things he had done should be written every

one, the world itself could not contain the books, what length

of hyperbole must be used in reference to the doings and

sayings of the great philosopher and teacher of India, whose

term of unremitted labour so greatly exceeded that of Jesus

of Nazareth ?
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It is a hopeless task, as Mr. Childers says, to inquire into

what has become of the old Simhalese commentaries. No
trace of them now exists. The early diffusion of the Pali

language among the priesthood and learned laity, and the

subsequent introduction of Sanskrit literature and Sanskrit

verbiage into the once pure Elu,^ must have so choked that

language that it died out early, and its memory was cherished

only by the lovers of Parnassus. For all philosophic and

religious purposes the Pali and the Sanskritized Simhalese

began to be used from a very early period, and continue to

be used to the present day.

L. COMRILLA ViJASINHA.
Ratnapura, Feb. 21, 1871.

NOTES.

(By the Author.)

Note A.—It is my opinion, although contrary to that of orthodox

Buddhists, that the Buddhistic philosophy, in so far as regards its

asceticism and self-purification, is derived from the Hindu system of

Patanjali. I think a perusal of the Patanjali Yoga and its Com-

mentary by Bhoja Eaja will instinctively lead one to this conclu-

sion, taking for granted, as it undoubtedly appears, that the Patan-

jali Toga Sutra was anterior to the Buddhistic era. It is quite

clear that Buddha’s first ascetic teachers, Alara Kalama and Udda-

karama Putta, were followers of this system.

Note B.—It is evident from Buddhaghosa’s narrative of the con-

vocations that the Council of the Five Hundred {pancasatikasahg'iti)

assembled within two months from the date of Buddha’s death.

The proposal by Maha Kassapa to his brethren to go to Kajagaha

for the purpose was made fourteen days after Buddha’s death :

—

Atha tathdgathassa parinibhdnato sattasu sddhulcilanadivasesu sattasu

dhdtupujddivasesu vitivattesu addhamdso atihlcanto. After coming to

Rajagaha the Theras were occupied during the first month in

causing repairs to be made to the monasteries already abandoned

by the priests, and afterwards informed the king Ajatasattu that

their work was over, and requested him to furnish a hall of

assembly {sannisajjatthdnam) :—Therd pathamamdsam sabhavihdra-

patisahkharanam kdrdpetvd ranno drocesum. The king accordingly

* The old Simhalese Prakrit, still used in writing poetry. The Simhalese
now spoken in Ceylon contains a vast admixture of words borrowed from Sanskrit.

—R.C.C.
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caused an ornamental hall to be built “ at the mouth of the cavern

Sattapanni, on the slope of the mountain Vebhara.” Making an

allowance of a fortnight for the preparation of this hall, the First

Buddhist Synod may be said to have assembled two months after

the death of Buddha.

Note C.—It is evident that Buddhaghosa’s task was not a simple

translation of the Simhalese commentaries into the Pali language.

No great ability was required for this purpose, much less extra-

ordinary talents. In his introduction to the Vinaya Atthakatha,

he teUs us briefly what he undertook to perform, “to translate,

abridge, collate, systematize, etc.,” in fact, to make a Pah variorum

edition of the Simhalese commentaries. No wonder that the learned

Simhalese priests of that period thought it prudent to test before-

hand his latent talents by giving him a text from the sacred canon

as a subject for a thesis. The result of this test was, as we know,

the Visuddhi Magga, embodying the entire system of Buddhism.

Note D.

—

Ehamantam nisinnassa kho Yasassa kulaputtassa Bhagavd

amipuhlikatham kathesi, seyyathidam ddmkatham silakatham sagga-

katham, kdmdnam dd'inavam okdram sahkilesam nekkhamme dnisamsarn

pakdsesi
:
yadd Bhagavd anndsi Yasam kulaputtam kallacittam mudu-

cittam vin’ivaranacittam udaggacittam pasannacittam, atha yd buddha-

nam sdmukkamsikd dhammadesand tarn pakdsesi, dukkham samudayam

nirodharn maggam, “Then the Blessed One related to the genteel

Yasa, who sat by his side, an orderly series of narratives, viz.

:

regarding charity, restraint, and heavenly pleasures
;
he discoursed

on the evil, the wanity, the pollution of sensual pleasures, and the

blessing of self-abnegation. Then when the Blessed One saw the

genteel Yasa with a mind pliant, tender, unbiassed, jubilant, and

complacent, he proclaimed that doctrinal truth originally discovered

by Buddhas alone, viz., sorrow, its source, its destruction, its

method of destruction.”

Note E.—Mahinda came to Ceylon about 236 Anno Buddhae, and

Buddhaghosa about 956 a.b., so that a period of 720 years elapsed

between the advent of the former to Ceylon, and that of the latter.

During this long interval a goodly number of works on the tenets of

Buddhism must have been composed. Perhaps the frequent allu-

sions to the Maha Atthakatha and Mulatthakatha, the “ great com-

mentary” and the “original commentary,” refer to Mahinda’s

original work, and the Paccar!, Kurundi, etc., refer to subsequent

compilations.
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Art. XY .—The Poetry of Mohamed Raladan, of Arragon.

By the Eight Hon. Lord Stanley of Alderley.

{Continued from p. 140.)

The portion of Eabadan’s poem given in the present

part of the Journal relates the history of Shaibeh or

Abdulmutalib, the son of Heshim, and of his son Abdullah,

the father of the Prophet. It contains a narrative of the

offering up of Abdullah in sacrifice by his father, with re-

gard to which see the following observations of Sir Wm.
Muir, vol. i., p. cclix. That writer believes the story, be-

cause, as he says, “ the simple desire to establish an analogy

(between it and Abraham’s intended sacrifice), had there

been no facts to found the story on, would have led to a very

different fiction
;
for Abraham was commanded to offer up his

son, and the Mussulmans believe he acted piously in obeying
;

whereas they hold Abdulmutalib, who was borne out by no

such divine order, to have been wrong both in the vow and

in his attempt to fulfil it.” These observations are supported

by this poem, for Eabadan does not appear to draw any

analogy between the sacrifice by Abraham and that by

Abdulmutalib, whereas by using similar expressions he seems

very clearly to intend to point out the analogy between the

Deluge and the end of the world. The opinion which Sir

W. Muir describes as the prevailing one with respect to

Abdulmutalib’s act is here spoken by the sage Ykrama. It

was with reference to the incident related in this poem that

Muhammad spoke of himself as or as the son

of the two offered up in sacrifice
;
this is not considered by

some as necessarily implying that Ishmael and not Isaac was

the son offered up by Abraham, since Isaac might, according
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to Arab custom, be spoken of as an ancestor equally with

Isbmael. Though it is not expressly stated that Ishmael

and not Isaac was offered up in sacrifice, the majority of

Mussulman writers believe that it was Ishmael, and consider

this view as borne out by the words of Genesis xxii. 2, “ Take

now thy son, thine only son Isaac.”

The latter portion of this part of the poem describes the

marriage of Abdullah with Eminah, and his death.

I hope that in the next part of the Journal the publica-

tion of Rabadan’s poem may be concluded : it wiU contain

the life of Muhammad, and two short poems, one of which is

wanting in the Paris MS.
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ISTOEIA DE ABDTJLMTJTA'LIB, CTJYO N'OMBRE SE LLAMA
JAIBACANAS/ HIJO DE HEXIM : COXTIENE QUATRO
CANTOS.

Jaibacanas fue criado

En la noble Yazeriba, ^

En custodia de su madre,
En buena y santa dotrina

;

Y luego dio a conocerse

Entre aquella gente ynica,

Por que su sangre y nobleza

Es bien sea conocida.

Todos le quisieron mal,

Por que es ya regia sabida

Que la enemistad se bereda

Y la amistad muntiplica.®

Siendo ya de^ siete aiios,

Fue su fama tan temida,

Que sus obras® los espanta

Y la luz los consumia

;

Y por do quiera que andaba
En alias vozes decia :

‘
‘ Yo soi el bijo de Hexim,
El de la linea escogida.”

Esto es lo que abominaban,
Esto es lo que aborrecian,

Tanto que ya procuraban

El acortarle la vida.

Diciendo aqueUas palabras,

Sucedio acaso que un dia

Pasaba un bombre de Maca
Y noto lo que decian

;

Parose y dixo ; “mancebo,
Dime abora por tu vida,

Quien eres, de a do deciendes ?”

Y el al momento le esplica

Su nombre y el de su padre,

La parte do decendia,

Y dixo mas :
“ Pues la suerte

Ha querido que tu via

Fuese por este lugar

Lleva esta mensagen'a

:

Diles a mis nobles tios

Que I por que en tan pocos dias

Olvidaron de su bermano
La encomendada algTia9ia

I Por que me ban desmamparado ?

^ Por que tan presto me olvidan ?

^ Por que tan solo me dexan
Entre esta gente enemiga,

AiTedrado de mi patria,

Guerfano, sin compaiiia

;

Sin saber quien son mis deudos,

Ni yo saber donde babitan ?

Asi el Seiior te socorra

En todas tus agonias,

Que luego en Uegando a Maca
Aquesta encomienda digas

;

’

No lo® pongas en ohddo,

Duelate de mi manzilla.”

Este Uevo la embaxada,
Y luego al siguiente dia

Puso por obra Almutabb
De partir a Yazeriba,

En un caballo ligero,

Su espada al lado ceilida,

1 Este nombre de Jaiba debe pronunciarse Xaiba i , i Iri y quiere decir

encanecido. nombre antiguo de Medinab.

® Multiplica, P. ^ De edad de, P. ® Sombra, P.

® Encomienda, albaseasgo. ’’ Mia, P. ® La, P.
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Que la exercitaba bien,

Quando menester la habia.*

Lleva una adarga enbrazada
Y pendiente de la silla,

Y el arco del ftterte Ismael

Que a el le pertene9ia.

Este fue el que por sus hecbos

Alcanzo tal nombradia,

Que adonde Uego su nombre,

Era su espada temida.

Cubierto Uevaba el rostro

Con la toca que traia,

Para no ser conocido

De los qne le conocian *

Y por que su intento era

Llevar lo que pretendia

Por burto, 6 como pudiese,

Por paz 6 guerra renida.

Llego al fin de su jomada ;

Y antes de entrar en la villa,

Vio los mancebos jugando
Quen mil prcbas^ se exercitan.

Estaba Jaiba^ con ellos

Y entre otras prebas* que hacia

Era an’ojar un gran canto

Al que * mas trecho le tira

;

Y como Uego Almutalib,

Conocio la luz altiva

Sobre la frcnte de Jaiba

Que le dio grande alcgria
;

Y mas que oyo a su sobrino,

Quando el canto despidia,

Dezir :
“ anda bijo de Hexim,

Senor de la santa viUa.”

Llamole aparte Almutalib

Con amorosas cariqias,

Y dioscle a conocer

Y dixo a lo que venia.

“ Mira, dice, si es contento

De ir en mi compania

A tu patria, entre tus deudos,

A tu principado y silla,

Donde vivieron tus padres

Y toda tu varonia
;

Y donde manda el Senor

Que sus su^esores vivan.

Mira, pues, sobrino amado,
Ques lo que te determinas,

Que no be salido do Maca
Mas de por la causa dicha.”

Qual suele el azor que aguarda
La sena, y quando le avisan,®

Como la xara aremete
Donde la caga divisa

;

Asi el brioso mancebo
Que vio la sena esculpida

En la lengua de su tio,

Cosa quel tanto codicia.

Sin responderle palabra.

Con presteza nunca vista,

Salta a las ancas, y dice :

“ Suelto las riendas y pica

:

Salgamos de entre esta gente.

Antes que de mi partida

Tonga noticia mi madre
Y por suerte nos la ynpida.”
Asi los dos a cabaUo,

A grande priesa caminan,

Contentisimo AlmutaUb
De la ocasion sucedida

;

Viendose con su sobrino

Que mas que a si lo queria.

Pasan por DeluUefata^

A la quel sol se ponia,®

Y aUi tomaron refresco

Del cansancio que traian.®

Y como cerro la nocbe,

Por el monte se metian,

Por no topar con algunos

Que les estorben su via.

Pues quando menos cuidaban,

Y con mas cuidado aguijan,

Oyeron un gran ruido,*®

Grande gente y voceria

:

Pararonse de su andar

Por ver que cosa sena,

Y al fin se certificaron

Que sus pisadas seguian.

Dixo Almutalib ^ que baremos
Sobrino, en esta agonia ?

1 Le hacia, P. ^ Pruebas. ® Abreviatura de Jaibacanas. * Sic, P.

» A quien. ® Silvan, P. ’ Dilhuleyfat, P.

® Es decir : a la bora que se ponia el sol. ® Tenian, P.
10 Oyeron de annas y gente, P. i' Grande estruendo y voceria, P.
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I Como nos asconderemos
Si esa luz que va influida

En tu frente nos descubre

Y nuestro hecho* publica?”
Dixo Jaiba

j

“ O' mi buen tio !

Si quieres quo no sea vista

Mi luz, cubreme la cara

Con mi toca y sera ynpedida.”
Asi lo bizo Almutalib,

Viendo tan gran maravilla :

“ Grande es tu hecbo, sobrino,

No bay para que este escondida,

Que aquel que te bonro con ella

Sera en nuestra compania.

El sera en nuestra defensa,

Nuestro amparo y nuestra guia

;

A el solo te encomiendo
El te guarde y te bendiga.”

Estas palabras hablaba,

Quando mas con gran vozeria,

Cargados de todas armas
Llego la caballena

:

Siempre pensaron que fuesen

Los baraganes de estima,

De la gran casa de Salma,
Que de ordinario tenia

Gran gente de parentesco,

T otros que su pan comian

;

T que venian por Jaiba

Para volvello a su villa
;

Mas presto vio el desengano
Jaiba que los conoci'a.

Dixo, mirando a su tio :

“ Malas senas se divisan,

Otro es de lo que cuidamos
T aun peor si bien se mira

;

A1 contrario lo juzgamos
;

Si no me engaiia la vista,

Estos son mis enemigos
Que vienen en busca mia,

Que de ordinario procuran
Mi muerte y fin de mis dias.”

Quando Almutalib oyo
Lo que su nieto dezia,*

Apretosele el temor.

No sabiendo lo que baria
;

Mas por su amado sobrino

Que por temor de su vida.

Llorabale amargamente,
Yiendo su edad tan florida,

Y aquella luz de su cara

Que basta los cielos subia

;

Y que de sus enemigos
Ya escapar no se podia.

Del todo desconfiado

De poder Hbrar sus vidas,

Besabale entre sus ojos

Y estas palabras decia

:

j
“O' caro y dulce sobrino !

Si yo bubiera noticia

Destos que aqui^ te persiguen,

Y que tan mal te querian,

Nunca te bubiera sacado

De dentro de Yazeriba
;

Mas por AUab te aseguro

Que bas de ver aqui tendida

Mi persona, en este llano

Despedazada y rompida,

Primero que vea en la tuya
Una minima berida.”

j
“Esfuerza, esfuerza, buen tio,

No te espantes ni te aflijas !

Dixo Jaiba,” questa nocbe
Has de ver gran maravilla

En el bijo de tu bennano
Con el ayuda divina.”

EUos estando en aquesto

Llego la tropa enemiga,
A vista de donde estaban :

Unos a otros se miran.

Dixo Alba^an,* La ocasion

Y el camino que traian®

Fueron® aqueUos mozuelos
Que con Jaiba conbatian,

Tii’ando el canto 6 la baixa,

Oyeron lo que decian

Tio y sobrino, y al punto
Luego a sus padres avisan

;

Y aquella nocbe marcbaron
De la Judaica quadrilla

Setenta bombres armados,

Con la sedienta codicia

1 Fecbo, P. 2 Lo que el buen Jayba decia, P. ® Asi, P.
* Nombre del autor S. quien sigue el poeta en su relate.

* Desta gente y su salida, P. « Fue que.
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De ver cumplido el deseo

Que guardaron estos* dias.

Que era ver a Jaibacanas

Donde a costa de su vida

Pudiesen vengar la rabia

Q,ue contra la luz tenian.

A1 fin llegaron al punto
Que deseado tenian,

Sobre Lijeros caballos,

Y lanzas gruesas tendidas,

Sus adargas enbrazadas,

Armados de brazo'* arriba,

Y a resistir tantas armas

Tanta rabia, tanta yra.

Sale un mucbacbo desnudo
Que a los diez afios no arriba,

Pigura del gran David
Con el soberbio Goli'as.

Dexa a su tio llorando

Y grande trecho sesvia®

A recebir la canalla

Con gi-an valor y osadi'a,

Y antes que a el se allegasen

Con voz humilde y sencilla,

Alzando al cielo sus ojos

Estas palabras decia

:

OEACION.
‘

‘ Senor, que la escuredad

Y las tenebrosas sombras
Con tu claredad encubres,

Y alumbras a quien te adora.

Sabio, que en los corazones

Mas encerrados te asomas,

Y lo mas oculto sabes,

Pues no se te asconde cosa,

Oidor de quien te llama

En su apretada congoxa

;

Socon’cdor de las cuitas,

Recebidor de las obras,

Ordenador de los plazos

Que tus halecados* gozan

;

Pues punto no se dilatan®

De lo que pinta tu hoja.®

Si en tus secretes juicios

Adelantaste la obra

Esta, que tus escogidos

Han gozado siempre y gozan :

Suplico a tu gran bondad
Ho pcmiitas questa ora

En mi poder se derogue

Por ser mis fuerzas tan pocas

Sino que arrcdoblezcas®

La gracia de que le adomas

;

Y en el enxalzamiento suba

De lo que ba side basta abora.

Senor, por el omenaje

Desta luz alta y preciosa

Con que seUaste mi fi’ente,

Y me ennobleces y adomas,
Te ruego que me defiendas

Desta compaila alevosa

Que quieren matar tu luz

Por que su gran prez ignoran.

Todas las ayradas manos
Ante la tuya se postran,

Y las poderosas fuerzas

Solo a tu nonbre se postran.

Pues I como tendre yo miedo
A los que en tu ofensa osan

Levantar los brazos fieros

Con indignacion rabiosa ?

Si en mi encerraste cl secrete

Que a tus criaturas® ynporta,

Y adelantaste mi becbo,

Como esta luz lo denota
;

Por ella vuelvo a rogarte

Que en este paso me acorras

Y estos que atajarla quieren,

Tu grande poder conozcan.

Y caiga el azote sobre ellos

De la furia cavernosa

:

Que Tu a los soberbios bundes,

Y a los bumildes coronas”

“ Por Allab,” dixo Almutalib,

Que al tiempo questo decia

Le alcanqaban ya las puntas

De las langas enemigas

;

Y qual la pelota vuelve

I Tantos, P. ^ Baxo, P. ® Se dcsvia, P. ^ Criaturas.

« Adelantan, P. ® De lo que esta escrito en tu libro.

’ Cortas, P. ® A redobles crezcas, P. ® Nacidos, P.
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Del STielo hacia quien la tira,

O' como resurte/ quando
Hiere en la pared ma9iza ;

Desta propia snerte fueron

Con tal fuerza rebatidas,

Como si atras las tiraran

Con aquella fuerza misma.
Elios espantados desto,

Kecio los cabaUos pican,

Pugnando Uegar a Jaiba

;

Mas por demas los herian

One los cuellos encorbados

Reruelven y el cuello erizan

;

Dando bufidos, corcobos,'*

Huyen de espanto y se enpinan.

El animoso mancebo
Que sin temor se los mira,

Corridos y avergonzados,

K vozes les dice y grita

:

“
I
Ab suciedad de Judios,

Canalla torpe y maldita,

Haturaleza de ximios,®

Gente ynfame y abatida

!

I Que os parece del misterio

Con que el Seiior os avisa,

Con que nuestra luz enxalza

Y vuestro intento castiga ?

I Quereis amatar la luz

Que a los altos cielos fixa^

Y el Senor la especialo

Por su gran sabiduria,

Para guiar a sus siervos

Y acabar la idolatria ?

Y puesto su grande amparo
En® Tuestra intencion maligna

Y ban menguado vuestras fuer-

zas ?

Por tanto, gente perdida,

Volved en paz y seguros,

Dexad esa fantasia,

Sino rogare ad AUab
Que confunda vuestras vidas.”

Pespondio el capitan dellos

Que se Uamaba Letia
“

j
0 bijo del fuerte Hexim

Dexate desa porfia,

Que nosotros no dudamos
Questa la bonrra cunpbda
En VOS los de Abdulmenef
Aquien los demas se bumillan

;

[Pero vivis enganados,

Segun tu razon pubHca,
En decir que por matarte
Sabmos de nuestra villa

;

Antes bien somos venidos

Por volverte a Yaciriba
A los ojos de tu madre,
Questa triste y afligida.®]

A mas desto tii bien sabes

La amistad y cortesia,

Con que todos te tratamos
;

No bay razon porqueso digas,

Que tu eres nuestro contento,

Nuestro placer y alegria.

Candela de nuestros ojos,

Pegalo de nuestras vidas.”
“ Todos sois mis enemigos,

Esto es cosa conocida,”

Repbco Jaiba animoso,
“ Ya esta vuestra intencion vista.

Siempre me quisisteys mal
Por que toda vuestra vida
Me mirasteys con mal ceno,

Siempre con cara finj ida,

Y todas vuestras razones

Son fundadas en mentira

;

Si no que vuestras cautelas

Han sabdo cuesta arriba,

Y no ban llegado al
’’

efecto

A que vuestra intencion aspira

;

Por que la promesa inmensa
De fuerza ba de ser eumpbda.”
Y con un desden gracioso,

Sin muestra de cobardia,

Los dejo y se fue a su tio

A do dexado lo babia.

Como lo vieron volver,

Los Judios decendian

A priesa de sus caballos,

Y con una infernal ira

Sacan las fuertes espadas

Y a pies les acometian.

' Bota. 2 T corbos, P. ^ Gimios, P. Simios. * Frissa, P.
* En esta aqiii por contra. ® Estas liiieas faltan al, MS. de Paris.
’ Llevado el, P.
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Quando los vido Almutalib,

De hecho se apercebia

Para salir al encuentro
;

Mas Jaiba se lo impidia

Diciendo ;
“ agora veras

La segimda maraTiUa
Kuegote que te estes quedo,

Estate agora a la mira,

Dame tu arco y las xaras,^

Q,ue yo hare la conquista.”

“No podi’an,” dixo Almutalib,
“ Tus pocas fuerzas regirla,*

Por que no hay en toda Maca
Hombre que a lo tal se atreva,

Si no los de Abdulmunef
Por ser de su casa antigua :

Por su Santa fortaleza.

Este es el arco de Ismael

Que tu padre lo tenia

En Axem, quando murio
T a mi quedo remitido

;

Con el demandamos agua
Y otras muchas rogativas

Que su diyina bondad
Nos tiene ya concedidas.”
“ Damela, pues, dixo Jaiba,

“ Que esta prenda a mi es debida,

Que yo tambien soy de aquellos,

Aunque mi edad lo desdiga.”

Y tomandole en sus manos.

Con tal fuerza la impelia,

Que casi los dos estremos

En uno juntar hacia.

Armola, como si fuera

Yaron ya de la edad cumplida,

Y como si el arco fuera

De verde mimbre cogida.

Ya los Judios llegaban,

Quando tomando una vira,®

El diestro joven se apunta,

Y al mas orgulloso tii’a

;

Diole por el corazon,

Y luego en tieiTa caia,

Dando vozes como fiera

El alma infernal Tomita.

Y sin perder ocasion,

Otra jara despedida,^

Y otra luego, y tras de aquella

La quarta saeta emvia.

Tan ciertas que todas quatro

Ecbataron quatro vidas

;

Y quando flechaba el arco,

En alias voces decia :

“ Yo soy el hijo de Hexim
Jaibacanas me apellidan.”

Dixo el traidor de Letia
“ Esa razon averigua,

Que no pare la culebra

Sino ponzohosas viboras,”

Y Yohuendose a los suyos,®

Les dice!” gente vendida!

^ No heis verguenza que un mo-
zuelo

Yuestro poder afemina ?”

Salgamos de un tropel todos

Y de impetuosa corrida

Demos sobrellos con furia,

Y mueran de arremetida

;

Aunque de nos maten’ diez,

Pues les quitemos las vidas,

Viviran despues honrrados

Los que de nosotros vivan.”

Esto dixo el enemigo
Y hechos todos una pina,

Eueron a les embestir;

Mas antes qixe les embistan

Temieron de las saetas

La fuerza con que venian
;

Y al fin se determinaron

Pedii’ concierto, y decian

A Jaiba, como valiente :

“ Pithmoste en cortesia

Que apartes de nos las flechas,

Que tan sin razon nos liras,

Y veremos entre todos

El mcjor camino y via

Que habra para que te vuelvas

Aqui en nuestra compania.

Mira que a todos nos pesa

Que saigas de nuestra villa,

Por que al claro nos agravias,

(En que de nos te desvias)

Mii’a que al fin has nacido

Entre nosotros, y mira

* Jaras, P. ® Eegilla, P. ® Bira, P. Saeta. * Jara despedia, P.

® Letiata, P. ® Judios, P. ’ Mate, P. ® P.
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Que todas nuestras nrageres

Te han servido de nodidzas :

En sus haldas ’ te criaste,

En sus pechos te tenian,

Y en page de estos regales,

Y en page de la agonia

Que todos per ti pasamos,

Nos tratas de aquesta guisa,

Que has muerto de nos quatro

De la gente mas lucida
;

Y todos lo hacemos hueno,

Todo se dexa y se olvida,

Aunque fueran otros tantos
;

Entiende que mas se estima

De nosotros tu contento,

Que quanto hay en esta vida.

Dexa a tu tio Almutalib,

Vaya en buenhora su Tia,

Y tu Tuelve con nosotros-

A' tu natural guarida,

Donde Tiviras honrrado

Y a donde es razon que viyas

;

Y no quieras cauUebar

La conduelma y gran mancilla

De tu madre y de tu aguelo

Por tu an’ostrada saHda,^

Sin dispidiite de naide ^

Y sin que fuera entendida

De toda tu parentela

O' a los dos * dieras noticia.

j
0 si los vieses, mancebo,

Como los dos se lastiman,

Moverte ban a compasion

Las lagrimas que destHan !

j
Como se razgan sus caras,

Como gimen y apeUidan

!

Ea pues, querido Jaiba,

Eesuelvete y detennina,

Considera estas razones

Que tan de admitu’ son dignas.”

Tales las razones fueron

Que aquel traidor proponia,

Que ya de su buen sobiino

Almutabb desconfia

;

Y dixo, casi Uorando
;

“ Ya sabes que mi venida

1 Faldas, P.
® Venido, P.
’ Engaiiado.

Solo por ti fire de ilaca,

Por que en tu ditado y silla

Vivas como tus pasados

Han vivido ® en reta linea

Mas veo tantas razones

Como estos te notifican,

El amor con que te Uaman
La bonrra con que te albrician.

La fama en que estas entre eUos,®

Como todos te acarician

;

Saben tu claro bnaje,

Tu estado y caballeria
;

Si te contenta ir con ellos

Ves en la bora bendita,

Y quando el tiempo te llame,

Siendo ya de edad cumpbda,
Tii te volveras a Maca.
Como tu deuda te obliga.”

Dijo Jaiba, como te bandecebido,’
Y quan presto facilitas

Sus razones de estos sucios,

Y como los acreditas.

^ No sabes que son Judios,

Canalla toi’pe y malcUta,

Malvados y fementidos,

Llenos de engaiio y falsias ?

No te ablanden sus razones
Que no hay verdad que estos

digan,

Compaiieros de Luzbel,
Que siempre siguen su -via.

Dexalos ii- con la saiia

Del senor, y con la ® ira.”

Holgose de esto Almutabb,
A1 punto se apercebia :

Toma su espada y adarga
Y contra el traidor de Leitia,

Se sale como un leon

Que el suelo temido ® pisa.

Gritabale en altas voces

Y estas palabras decia :

“ Tu que has ecbado al ayre

Tantas razones fingidas,

Embueltas entre cautelas,

Entre enganos y mentiras,

Dexa el bablar doble y false

‘ O' ta les^^ Atrosada osadia, P. ® Nadie, P.
® La fama que entre ellos tienes, P.
® Su, P. ® Tumido, P.
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Y mira si en tu quadrilla

Hay quien con mi, mano a mano
Acabe nuestra porfia,

Saiga luego que le aguardo,

Ques bien que las obras digan

Lo que la lengua blazona,

Por que esto ansi se averigua.”

Dixo Letia a los suyos :

“ Ya veis que nos dcsafia

Este quen su genealogia

Alcanza mas nombradia,

Capitan de los tacj^uies,'

Flor de la baragania,

Rcprobado ^ en toda Arabia
En sus ciudades y villas,

Y nadi veneer le puede
Ni su fuerza resistilla

;

Y si a el veneer podemos
Y le quitamos la vida,

Muerto es su sobiino Jaiba,

Y su luz esclarecida.

Ea gueireros famosos,

Que el que le quite la vida,

Le mando cien datileras

Nuevas, tiernas, femininas.”

Respondio el uno de aquellos

Que Chemio se decia,^

“No quiero de ti otra cosa

Que me des si le vencia

Mas de que me afranquezeas

La deuda que te debia.”
‘

‘ Plazeme, dixo el traidor,

Y mas otro tanto encima.”

Asi fue contra Almutalib

Que a recibirlo salia,

En cuyas valientes manos
Dio la ^uda descreida

:

Hendiole hasta los pechos

Y luego dixo Letia

:

“Muerto es el Chemio;^ saiga

otro

Salio, y por la misma via

IMucbos Judios murieron,

De la gente mas lucida,

Hasta que dixo uno de ellos :

‘
‘ Letia, esto mal se pinta.

I Quieres que nos mate a todos

Y tu te estes a la mira ?

Salta tu al campo con el,

Que solo con tu salida

Eenecera la contienda

;

Por que es cosa conocida

Que su fuerza entre tus manos
Al punto sera rendida.”

Dixo el traidor : “ yo saliera.

Sin que nadi me lo diga.

Si no por el gran respeto

Que a su madre le tenia

Y a toda su parentela
;

Y por que Zalma no diga

Que yo le mate a su liijo
;

Pero pues ya tengo vista

Vuestra voluntad, saldre

Pues la ocasion lo pidia.”

Alterose ® el enemigo,

Mostrando grande osadia

;

Quedaron en unas blancas ojas

De fine acero lucidas,

Sus fuertes miembros armados
;

Persona grande y fornida

Con una adarga embrazada,
La espada al lado cenida,®

Saltando qual suelto gamo
Quel mirar lo atemoriza,

Diciendo
;
“ Llama a tu nieto,

Que saiga en tu compania,
Para que los dos a una
Me entregueis aqui las vidas”
Llama, responde Almutalib,

A tu cobarde quach'illa,

Que te Hbre de mis manos

;

Pues antes que venga el dia

Heis do morii’ todos juntos

Sin quedar persona viva.”

Ansi los dos se toparon

Con fuerza tan sin medida,

Como si fueran dos peiias

O' como quando martillan

Los herreros en el yunque.
Ansi con tal osadia

Se daban tan fuertes golpes,

Que no hay lengua que lo diga.

Los Judios esforzaban

A su caudillo y su guia.

’ Justos.

‘ Chemi, P.

Dos voces probado.
® Aborrose, P.

® Cbemio, P.
® Variante, alzada y sallida.
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T admiranse que Almutalilj

Tanto se le defendia.

Asi mismo Jabaicanas

Que a su noble tio mira,

Comiendose de coraj e

De ver que se sostenia

Un hombre solo a su tio,

Lo que muchos no podian

;

Pone la vira en el arco,

Sin poder regir su ira,

Y al traidor de Leitia apunta

T con tal fuerza la embia,

Que le dio por las espaldas

T le paso a la barriga.

Quando los Judios vieron

Muerto al que los defendia,

Movidos de grande rabia

Contra Jaiba acometian

;

Si no que les puso pausa

Una grande vozeria

Que yieron renir tras ellos

;

SEGUNDO CAYTO DE LA

Muertos todos sus contraries,

Y cesando el grande estruendo,

El suelo corriendo sangre,

Cubierto de cuerpos muertos

;

Cansado de combatir

En tantos fieros encuentros,

De descargar tantos golpes

Y dividir tantos miembros

;

De sustentar la batalla

Toda aquella nocbe en peso,

Que quando de bronze fuera,

Quedara roto y desbecbo

;

En su caballo arrimado

Y desaogado el aliento,

Que suspendido le tube,

Mientras duro el Tencimiento
;

Estaba el fuerte Almutalib
Apercebido de nuevo,

Las armas al fuerte brazo

Y el animoso denuedo
Contra los que le ayudaron,

Como fieles companeros

:

Que no es socorro el socorro

Baxo de interese becbo.

Si a su sobrino le piden

Y Tueltos a do la oian

En una gran polvoreda

Vieron como relucian

Armas, espadas y adargas,

Grebas, brazaletes, picas

;

Grande tropa de caballos,

Gente esforzada y lucida,

En sudor y polvo embueltos.

Llegaron a grande prisa

Quatrocientos Caballeros

;

Enmedio de ellos renia

Zalma, su padre y parientes,

Por que tuvieron noticia

De los traydores Judios

El intento que traian

;

Y en el punto que Uego
Todo la Caballeria

Sin admitiiies palabra,

A la canalla maldita

Los degoUaron a todos.

Sin quedar persona viva.

’ORIA DE ABDULMUTALIB.

Quiere moiir defendiendo

Su opinion, sin admitir

Mas razones y conciertos.

Toma la flecba en la mano,
Y contra los quatrocientos

Que vinieron en su ayuda
Apunto el agudo yerro.

Dixo Zalma en alias voces,

Que bien los dos lo entendieron :

I “ Quien ba sido el atrevido

Que sin mas comedimiento,
Sin darme parte ninguna,

A sus parientes ni deudos,

Que me ban sacado mi hijo

De mi casa, y mi sosiego ?
”

“ Yo soy,” responde Almutalib,

Quien lo ba traido a este puesto,

Y el que pretende Uevarlo

A cumplu’ mi justo intento

;

Al estado de su bonrra,

A la siUa que tuvieron

Todos sus antecesores,

Sus padres y sus abuelos,

A ser senor de la villa

Que tuvieron todos estos.
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Y al mas noble potentado'

due hay en todos los impeiios
;

Y por si acaso me ignoras

En las sefias de mi gesto,

O’ finges que no te acuerdas

De aquel ya pasado tiempo
;

Almutalib es mi norabre,

Del fuerte Curax ^ soy nieto :

Hijo soy de Abdulnninef,

De los de Curax deciendo,®

Hermano de tu maiido

Hexim el del cumplimiento,

Quien siempre le acompano
Mientras vimo en este suelo.

Soy quien te caso con el,

Que si bien te acuerdas de esto,

Mucha sangre agena y propia

Vertimos por tu respeto
;

Tio carnal de tu hijo,

Y padre en todos mis hechos

;

Quien mas c^ue tii le desea

Vida, salud y provecho.”

Quedo Zalma tan contenta

Que con el rostro risueiio

iliraba al buen Almutalib,

Estas palabras iliciendo :

“ Pues, como, queiido hermano,
Cupo en ti tan grande yen’o.

Sin decirme a mi palabra.

Sin mas hacer cumplimiento
Con esta que lo ha paiido.

Con mi padre y con mis deudos,

Sacarlo de mi ciudad

Y ponerlo en tanto riesgo,

Que si no por esta gente

Hubierades side muei-tos ?

Y tii radiante hijo mio,

Que te olvidabas tan presto

De los pechos de tu madre,
Qual si fueras hijo ageno,

Puedes creer una cosa

Por el Senor que te ha hecho,

Que si no tmuera aviso

De estos traidores sedientos,

Que por matarte venian,

No fuera en tu seguimiento.

Por que en venir con tu tio

Por averiguado tengo,

Que vas con la mayor honrra
Que te puede dar el suelo

;

Y pues que al fin has sallido

De junto mi lado diestro,

Y yo he venido a este punto
Con este acompauamiento.
Presente esta aqui tu tio,

A tu discrecion lo dejo,

Que escoja la compana
Que te diere mas contento.

Si quieres ii’te con el

Tu voluntad no la tuerzo,

Y si con mi quies volver,

Ya sabes lo que te quiero.”

Abajo Jaiba los ojos

Y estubo un rato suspenso,

Que le cobija la cara

Aquel vergonzoso velo

:

Mira una vez a su madre
Y aquel pecho blando y tiemo
Que lo Uevo nueve meses
Y le dio el primer sustento

;

Otra vez mira a su tio

Y aquel tan debido deudo
Que le obligaba a seguir
El mandamiento paterno

:

Al fin respondio a su madi’e
Con un singular respeto ;

‘ ‘ A tanto merecimiento,

Querria seguir mi tio.

Si a ti no desobcdezco
;

Temo ad Allah si te enojo,

Y por tanto me resuelvo

Que ire donde tu quisieres,

Supuesto lo que he propuesto.”
Como conocio Zalma
A do el piincipal deseo

De su hijo caminaba.
No quizo mas detenerlo

;

Antes bien con grandes muestras
Do amor y contentamiento,
Lo bendice, abraza y besa
Y luego se despidieron

Della con gran reverencia.

> Esta sin duda por potentazgo siendo aqui substantive y no adjetivo, como
pudiera parecer. Es como si dijera; “ al mas noble senorio,” etc.

’ Cuqay, P. 3 Curag, P.
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Y grandes ofrecimientos,

De la una y otra parte,

Y su camino emprendieron.

Ella se fue a Yaziiiba

Y ellos a Maca se fueron,

Y andando per el camino
Almutalib, mny contento,

Dixo a su caro sobrino :

“ Escucba lo que te advierto,

Si te pregimtan quien eres

Tendras tu nombre en secreto,

No digas ques deudo mio,

Sino diras que es mi sierbo,

Y mira que si en Yaziiiba

Traidores te persiguieron,

No meuos en esta villa

Hay de la sangre de aquellos

:

Y en el inter que no seas

Para rejir este pueblo

No combiene que se entienda

Tu linaje ni aun por senas.”

Ansi entraron por Maca
Con este apercebimiento,

Aunque de la luz los rayos

Entraron los delanteros.

Quantos a Jaiba miraban
Tan bermoso, Undo y bello

Que relumbraba su cara

Como cristalino espejo,

Preguntaban : O' Almutalib !

^ Do traes ese mancebo ?

Pespondio :
“ es mi criado,

Que lo traigo de otro Reyno
Para mi casa y servicio.”

Y diole nombre de sierbo.

Aqui se permuto el nombre
De Jaiba por que creyeron

Ser criado de Almutalib,

Y asi por este respeto

Eue Uamado Abdulmutalib,
Dexando el nombre piimero ;

A quien la Ciudad amaba
Y le bom’raban por exti’emo,

Que su luz los incitaba

A bendeciUo y querello.

Con que en todas sus congojas

Eogaban al Pey del cielo
;

Con ella pidian agua

^ Siempre, variante

En tiempos fuertes y secos,

Y en todas las demas cuitas

Que consigo trae el tiempo,

Y siempre fueron oidos

Del Seiior todos sus niegos,

En nombre de aquella luz,

De su patron y beredero.

Estendlose su renombre,

Su bermosura y grandes becbos

En Maca y toda su tierra,

En los de cerca y de lejos

;

Y como siempre los tales.

Quanto mas justos y rectos,

A veces tienen mas ciertos

Los emulos emvidiosos,

Los enemigos secretos,

Que al bueno nunca* persiguen

Si no un traidor y otro reo
;

Este los tubo continuos,

Pues desde su nacimiento

Le fueron buscando modos
Para acabaiio y perdeiio.

Era en este tiempo en Maca
Tin bombre allegado en deudo,

De este Abdulmutalib prime,

Del buen Abdulmunef nieto,

Hombre grave y muy altivo,

A quien guardaban respeto

Por su linage y riqueza.

Gran regidor de consejo.

Tenia a Maca a su mando.
Era el todo en el gobierno,

Y todos se le bumillaban
Y a todos tenia sujetos,

Qnes la imbincion grande madre
De cargos y cargamientos

;

Y como ya Abdulmutalib
Lleg’6 a ser bombre perfecto,

Casado ya, con un bijo,

Aunque sin la luz y berencia,

Olvidaron a su prime,

Como si ya fuera muerto.

Ningun case del bacian

En cosa del regimiento,

Ni a su mandado atendian.

Antes bien a Jaiba dieron

Las Paves de la Ciudad,

Y las cosas^ del consejo,

* Variante : Y de la casa.
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Los arcliivos y escripturas,

Y el senorio del templo.

Hicieronle adelantado,

Caudillo y capitan de ellos,

Y todos le obedecian

Con grande amor y contento,

De lo qual nadi ha sentido.

Enojado de ver esto,

Lleno de rabiosa imvidia,

De ambicion y de ira emvuelto,

Busco ocasion por do asirse

De razones con su deudo,

Y acaso un dia lo tubo
Lleno de colera, ciego,

Y con indignado pecbo
Delante de alguna gente

Le dixo tales denuestos

:

^
“ A donde quieres llegar,

Mozo, con tus pensamientos,

Y d( quien pretendes ser

due ansi desplegas al viento

Tu necedad vana y triste,

Sin raiz de buen cimiento ?

O' di por ventura piensas

Que aqui no te conocemos ?

Ayer veniste a esta villa

Desnudo, pobre y mozuelo,

Que estabas en Yaziriba

Algaribo/ y entre hebreos,

Y aqui entre nos has sido

Mozo de los mozos nuestros :

Aqui te habcmos honi’rado

Y te hahemos dado asiento,

Y tu quieres entonarte

Con tu caudal tan pequeho,

Que no tienes ningun hijo

Ni es homhre para tenerlo.

Pues por que te ensoberbeces

Con nosotros, conociendo

Que no te da el Senor hijos,

Solo por no merecellos.”

Abdulmutalib comdo
De aquel decir tan soberbio,

Mostrando el valor altivo

Y su enojo reprimiendo,

Respondio, algo turbado :

Sino por el parentesco

Que el Senor puso entre nos,

A lo qual miro y atiendo,

Yo te cruzaba esa cara,

Descarado y sin respeto,

Y te hiciera desdecir

El blazon tan torpe y ciego,

Pues por tener solo un hijo,

Pudiendo tambien tenellos,

Que es poner taca en mi honrra

Por que solo un hijo tengo.

Omenage ad Allah hago
Y ante su deidad lo ofrezco,

Que si diez hijos me diese

Sacrificare uno de ellos

En su alcorben ^ y holocausto,

Y para confirmar esto

Se fue a la casa enxalzada

Y en la santa alcaha puesto,

Trabado de las acitras/

Lo dicho afirma diciendo.

ORACION.

Senor del alarx granado,

Que desde su grande altura

Estas mirando los hechos

De la una y otra adunia,^

Tii que estas en toda parte

Y ningun lugar ocupas,

Y donde quieren te hallan

Los que demandan tu ayuda

;

Tii que a ti solo se deben

Las suplicaciones justas,

Como Universal Senor
Que riges, gobiemas, juzgas :

Tu que solo es el que sabes

El conto de tus criaturas,

Y de sus madres los sacas

Del talle que las figuras
;

Tii que de tu divina esencia

Las buenas nuevas relumbras.

' EstraiTo, peregrino, forastero : es palabra arabiga.

2 Sacrificio. ^ Cortinas que rodean la Alcaba 6 casa santa.

* Mundo. Lj jj ^

.
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T las nocientes^ y adversas

Cambias, truecas y mudas

;

Tu que sabes que me afrentan

Por lo que no tengo culpa,

Pues solo lo que tii quieres

Se hace y es bien se cumpla

;

Si por lo que en mi encerraste ^

Me menosprecian e imputan,

Justo sera que a mis faltas

Tu divina gracia supla.

Senor, si me das diez hijos

Que a tu santa ley acudan,

Y a ti solo reverencien

Como tus sierbos se aunan

;

Desde aqui vuelvo a ofrecerte

Cumplir sin ninguna duda

Lo ofrecido a tu servicio,

Sin faltar en cosa alguna.”

Fue la oracion tan contrita,

Y su bablar tan sincere,

Que su divina bondad
Satifizo a su deseo :

Diez bijos le dio varones,

De seis madres procedieron,

Todas de nobles linaj es
;

Y el menor de todos ellos

Saco la luz escogida,

A quien por nombre pusieron

Abdullah, Undo y hermoso,

Gallardo y de bellos miembros,

A quien el Cielo bendijo,

Y quien alegraba el suelo.

TEKCEEO CANTO DE LA ISTORIA DE ABDDLMDTALIB

Tanto debe ser tenida

La dedicacion y oferta.

Quanto en provecho resulta.

Si en el efecto se acierta
;

Que quanto en provecho sube

Ante la bondad inmensa,

Tanto desmerece y pierde

Si dedicada la dexan.

La promesa es voluntaria,

Pero despues que esta hecha,

Poniendo al Senor por medio,

Es como que la preceptan

;

Y derogarse de aquello,

Supuesto quel tal no peca,

Pierde el credito de siervo,^

Su palabra y nombre afea

;

Y asi es bien lo considere

Quien dedica una promesa,

Ques lo que hace y por quien.

Antes que lo tal emprenda.
No se arroje de improvise,

Haga despacio su cuenta,

Y ajuste lo que promete
Con lo que sustentar pueda

;

Y hecha su resolucion,

Afirmela de manera
Como que a cumpHr le ohliga

Su mas estimada prenda,

Por que en las cosas deidosas

Hase de hablar siempre veras.

No burlas, que no se sufren

Aun en las cosas terrenas.

Yirtud es muy conocida

El que en su salud entera

Por ver las cosas divinas

Al mundo los ojos cierra,

Quando su libertad priva

Y su voluntad refrena,

Quando su gusto reprime

Y su apetito sujeta.

Esto es lo que mas afirman

Nuestros alimes ^
y apnieban.

Quanto a los divines ojos

Mas aplace y mas contenta

;

Pero entre las buenas obras

La que escogen por mas buena
Es la ofrecida, que a Dios

Y a sus angeles alegra
;

El vote es superlatibo

Que nada con el se allega

:

Quando la lengua lo dice

Y el corazon lo cimienta,

Quando para confirmaUe

Se junta la vehemencia,

Y hacen un mismo consorcio

Los sentidos y potencias

;

Entonces se graba en el pecho,

Entonces se desapega

^ Naciones. 2 Ordenaste.
^ Es decir siervo de Dios, que le acata y obedece. * Sabios y doctores.
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Del mundo, y graciosamente
Pone sobre si esta deuda.

Bien es verdad qiie seria

Mcjor, que nuestra vivienda

Fuese tal que no tuviese

Necesidad de estas pruebas

;

Mas como tan quebradiza
Fue nuestra naturaleza,

Rompese a veces, y es bien

Que se solde con la enmienda.
Evitemos la ocasion

Del ^ucio, por que con ella

No se gi’aba la oblacion,

Que casi viene por fuerza.

Ya que ocasion tengaraos,

No seamos causa de ella,

Por que la causa que es justa,

Es justo se saiga a ella.

Ocasion tuvo quien duda
Que no fue grande la afrcnta

Que recibio Abdulmutalib,

Quo en la pasada conticnda

Grande fue sin duda alguua
Quando por salir de aquella,

Ofrccio al Seiior de un bijo

La vida que tanto cucsta.

Era en aquel tiempo en Maca
Y en todas las demas tierras

Tenido el honibre sin hijos

Por bombre de baxas prendas
;

Y es cierto que si otra cosa

Su contraiio conociera

Que mas afrcnta le hacian,

Otra peor le dixera
;

Por que en tales ocasiones

Sucle la colera ciega

Provocar palabras tales

Que, a quien las dice, afrcnta

;

Y a un bombre de tanta estima,

Como Abdulmutalib era,

Fu4 desconcierto muy grande

Tratallo de tal manera,

Por tomar lo que era suyo,

Su patrimonio y berencia,

Y aquello que le venia

Por tan dereeba linea.

Y asi no poeb'a decirse

Quel fue la ocasion primera,

Por do despues le obligase

A satisfacion tan fiera

;

Pero fue muebo arrojarse,

Derogo su gran prudencia

;

Que fue temeraiia cosa

El ofrecer vida agena,

Cosa incierta de cumplir

;

Y en case que la cumpliera,

A todos sus descendientes

Daba ejemplo de crueza.

Ejemplo que tanto obliga

A dar ejemplarias muestras

A los que para deebado
Los puso Dios en la tierra

;

Acpiellos que tras de si

Los ojos del vulgo llevan,

En cuyos beebos miraban
Y a cuyas obras se apelan.

Ya sus diez bijos tenia

De edad cumplida y entera.

Padres con bijos, algunos

Casados y con baciendas,

Quando de verlos a todos

Mas se contenta y se buelga
;

Y quando mayor rcgalo

Le causaban sus presencias,

Y quando mas descuidado

De su pasada promesa
Esta, que el tiempo vario

Mueve su inconstante nicda,

Rccordole la memoria
(Que Allab es al fin quien

remiembra
Los bechos de sus amigos
Por que su gloria no pierdan)

Aquel alto ofrccimiento

Que el bizo a la suma alteza

De sacrificar un bijo.

Si a los diez sus bijos Began
;

Y al punto que fu6 acordado

Con aflijida conduelma.

Sin dar una ora de cspacio,

Que la dilacion no es buena.

Antes con las cosas tales

Mcjor quanto mas se abrevian,

Llamo a sus bijos queridos

Y puestos en su presencia,

A todos diez les declara

Lo que el senor ofreciera.
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EUos quedaron suspenses,

Que nadie mueve la lengua,

Abaxadas las cierrices,

Los ojos pnestos en tierra:

Mirabanse unos a otros,

Alteranse y titubean,

Que la muerte enmedio de ellos

Les quajo la sangre nueva.

Ninguno nada responde,

Por que cada qiial rezela

La suerte del sacrificio,

Que no es niucbo que la tengan;

Y al fin, rompiendo el silencio,

Con cara alegi’e y serena,

Abdullah, el menor de todos,

Dio la siguiente respuesta :

“ Cierto, carisimo padi'e,

Que has ofrecido una empresa
Que jamas en tiempo alguno

Ha sido por nadie hecha

;

Pero pues que ya la heciste,

Ho hay para que mas se atienda.

Mas de cumplir lo ofrecido

A su dirina obediencia
;

Y jamas Allah permita

Que entre nos haya otras senas,

Que aspiren mas de a servirte

En quanto mandes y quieras,

Todos diez somos tus hijos,

Todos damos la obediencia

Al senor que nos crio,

Y al padi’e que nos engendi’6

;

Todos somos muy contentos,

Todos sus vidas entregan,

Y yo por todos ofrezco

Mi garganta la primera.

Volviose el padi’e a los otros,

Por ver si lo dicho aprueban,

Y todos le respondieron

De aquella propia manera
Diciendo

;
“ no solo el uno,

Mas si te place que mueran
Todos, todos moriremos
Con voluntad muy sincera.”

Quedo tan agradecido

De la humildad y nobleza.

Con que todos se ofrecian,

* Taharar es alimpiar 6 puriflear.

3 De Hind 6 Hindostan.

Sin dar muestra de flaqueza,

Que mil veces les bendice,

Deshecho en lagiimas tiemas
;

Y dixoles: “hijos mios,

Pues asi quereis que sea,

Y tal esfuerzo me dais,

Quando la maiiana sea

Taharareis * 'miestros cuerpos

Y vestireis ropas nuevas,

Encomendaos ad Allah
Como el que a morir se adreza

;

Despidios de •mestras madi’es

Y hijos el que los tenga,

Ireis al alcaba santa,

Y por que nadie se ofenda,

Echaros-he a todos suertes

Y el que Allah mande, que
muera,

Aquel sera el escogido

Al sacrificio y deguella.

Todos ansi lo hicieron,

Y al tiempo que el alba quiebra,

Se levanto Abdulmutalib
Y a lo dicho se apareja

:

Tahara su cuei’po, y luego

A su Senor se eneomienda

;

Yistese^ ropas preciadas,

Eeliquias de los profetas,

Toma un alfanje de Alhinde®
Y luego al hecho se apresta.

Salio a Uamar a sus hijos,

Y todos con gran presteza

Salieron sin detenerse,

Y ante el padre se presientan.

Solo Abdullah se tardaba,

Aunque al salir no empereza
;

Si no que su madre triste

Lo detiene y no le deja.

Salio abrazada de el

Y el por desasirse de ella.

Mega aquel matemo amor
Que entemeciera a las piedi’as,

Diciendo: “ dexa me ir

A do mi padre me espera.

Ho me noteis de cobarde

0 de alguna negiigencia,

Que mas me obHga aquel deudo

* Variante, viste sus.
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Que quantas lagrimas echas.

Dexame, que si el Seiler

Ordenara que yo muera,
Yo merecere la palma
Questa mi alma desea,

Y librare a mis hermanos
Y a mi padre de esta deuda

;

Y si no yo volvere

Si Allah se sirva que ruelva.”

En esto llego su padre

K Uamarle con gran priesa,

Y vuelta Fatima a el

Toda en lagrimas deshecha,

Y dice ^ donde has hallado,

En que parte 6 en que tierra,

En que escritura has leydo

Que el Padre, que un hijo

engendra,

Lo deguelle por sus manos,
Sin que nadie le haga fuerza ?

i
Hay crueldad que se iguale,

Quando de ti el mundo entienda

Que degollaste tu hijo,

Por un enojo siquiera

!

Y si acaso no se escusa

De hacer esto que intentas,

Toma de los nueve el uno,

Y este mas pequeuo dexa

;

Duelete de su niilez

Su hermosura considera

;

Mira la luz de su frcnte

Que hasta los cielos clarea

;

Mii-a que en solo su muerte
Esta triste vida cuelga

Y es cierto que no tendre

Mas vida que la que el tenga.”

Respondio Ahdulmutalih :

“No dudes que a mi me pesa

Quitalle solo un cahello

De encima de su caheza,

Quanto mas dalle la muerte,

Siendo de mi luz candela

;

Mas la ofrcnda del Senor

No es razon que yo la tuerza,

Por su heldad y tu duelo,

Ni quanto el mundo sustenta

;

Yo le soy mas piadoso,

Yo le quiero con mas veras

Que todos quantos le quieren,

1 Variante,

Ni quantos duelos le muestran

:

Yo le Uevare al alcaba

Y quiza en la mente etema
Sera juzgado en que viva

Con su piedad inmensa

;

Y si le diere la suerte,

Hahremos de ohedecella,

Que no hay que torzer el juicio

Del que nos manda y devieda.”

Esto dixo Ahdulmutalih,
Y luego el hijo se adi-eza

;

Despidese de su madre
Y ella lo hendice y hesa

Diciendo tales palahras,

Que hicieran llorar las piedras.

j
O' hijo ! a qmen el Senor

Ordeno que en mi presencia,

Tu padre te degoUase,

Y que estos mis ojos vean
Refregar tu hermosa cara

En la sangre de tus venas

!

j
O' hijo, que en solo verte

Remediahas mis conduelmas,

Y agora me da tu vista

Congoxa, pena y tristeza !

Hoy se acaha mi contento,

Y mi amargura comienza

;

Por que ya no hahra eonsuelo

Que dentro mi pecho quepa !

Hoy pierde Maca su lumhre.

Hoy se escurecen sus venas,

Por que en faltarles tu luz

Se cuhren de duras niehlas.

Acompahen hoy mi lloro

Quantos en ella se encierran,

acudan a ver mi duelo

Las comarcas extrangerasd

;
O' hijo

!
que en tu rescate

Mi propia vida pusiera.

Si con ella se apagara

Y algo de impoiiancia fuera
;

Voy huscando tu remedio

Entre mis flacas quimeras,

Y no hallo medio humano
Por donde hhrarte pueda.

Correran mis ojos agua,

Mientras lo sufran sus telas

;

Y quando aqueUas se rompan,

Sangre les hare que viertan,

y riberas.
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T de hoy mas ningun descanso

Quiero que conmigo sea,

Pues el que hasta aqui he tenido

Sera mi pasion perpetua.”

Esto Patima decia,

Llorando con tantas veras,

Como si viera a su hijo

DegoUado a su presencia.

Ahdulmutalib lloraha

Comvertido en tiema cera,

Que lagrimas tan ardientes

No es mucho que le entemezcan.
A1 fin mando a su hijo

Sin buscar mas detenencia,

Ni dar audiencia a mas Uoros,

Se salio la puerta afuera,

La triste Fatima sigue

Tras de ellos como la oveja,

Que el tiemo hijo le quitan

Y con el le hacen senas.

Asi llorando camina,

Tui'bada y en agua emvuelta,

Que sus haldas la acongojan

En ellas mismas tropieza

;

Deri’amase en la comarca
En Maca y toda su tien'a

La nueva, y ansi vinieron

Quantos oyeron las nuevas.

Llegose tanto gentio

A ver esta gran tragedia,

Que en la Ciudad no cogian

Su gente y la forastera.

Vinieron los adevinos

De aquella gente perversa,

Que siempre a los de la luz

Eueron armando cautelas;

Por que siempre estos traidores

Tenian cierta sospecha,

Que el Patron de aquesta luz

Acabaria sus sectas,

T mas que en sus relicarios

Estos malditos profetas,

Tenian una camisa
Que fue con la sangre emvuelta
Del justo Yahiye,' y decian

Sus escripturas y letras,

Que al tiempo que aquella aljuba

Gotease sangre espesa,

Se acercaba la venida

De la espada de su guerra.

Y como nacio AbduUahi,
Vieron patentee las senas,

Que a toda prisa la sangre

De la tunica gotea,

Y por aqui conocieron

Que su perdicion se allega.

Y a esta causa
j
untaron

En las ciudades y aldeas

Los barraganes mas fuertes,

Dandoles orden expresa

Que matasen a AbduUahi
Por donde quiera que puedan.
Asi Uegaron a ilaca.

Con la codicia sedienta

De haberlo puesto en la lista

De la ofrecida degueUa
;

Y por si acaso la suerte

Daba a su gusto la vuelta,

Se ofrecieron grandes dones,

Grandes joyas y preseas.

Llego, pues, AbdulmutaUb
A la casa reverenda,

Y sus diez hijos delante,

Y las suertes luego ordenan,

Segun entonces se usaban,

Y al sortero las entregan.

Diole tambien sus diez hijos,

Y luego en el alcaha entran

Dos mancebos, y el sortero,

Quedando el padre defuera

Con el alfange en la mano
Que al delgado filo tiembla

;

Que alterado al fin era

De esta compostura humana,
Fundada en tantas flaquezas.

Y antes que las suertes echase

A las acitras se allega,

Y asido deUas rogaba
Ad AUah, que en su degueUa
Peciba con la aficion

Que lo hace y lo desea.

Eogo tambien que AbduUahi
Libre de la muerte sea,

Y que la suerte cayese

Sobre los otros que quedan

;

Por que este solo cuidado

Era el que mas le apreta,

Por que mas a este amaba
' San Juan Bautista.
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Que si tuviera cincueinta.

Acabada su oracion,

Luego las acitras dexa,

Diciendo al sortero qtie ecbe

Las suertes y no se detenga.

Estaba este justo entonces

Puesto en publica almoneda,
Tanto mirado de todos

Y con tanta deferencia.

Estaba todo el gentio

En tomo de la ancba puerta^

Aguardando que saliese

El que la suerte condena

;

Alii cstaban sus amigos,

(Sus parientes aUi eran)

Sus emulos y contrarios,

Que lo persiguen y aquexan :

Los unos se compadecen
De su trabajo y conduelma,

Que el bueno tiene de ser

Como el suyo, es bien lo sienta :

Otros quisieran mas verle

En miserias mas estrechas,

Quel malo mas mal concibe

Que el que por defuera muestra.

Los unos al padre llaman,

Los oti’os mal le desean

;

Los unos al hijo aman,
Los otros ya le condenan.

De esta manera la turba

De la gente estaba puesta,

Condicion del ’^uilgo vario

Que nunca lo bueno apnieba.

Las tristes madres presentes,

Que cada qual teme y picnsa

Dar a su bijo tal suerte,

Y esto la turba inquieta
;

Sus blandas manos torcian,

Gimen de cuidado y tiemblan

Por aquel trago que aguardan

Entre congoxa y tristeza.

Asi de esta suerte estaban,

ilirando la santa puerta.

Pantos ojos sin moTerse

Las pestaiias y las cejas;

Enos por cima de otros

Se levantan y enderezan,

Sobre las puntas se empinan.

So alargan y el cuello infiestan

1 Alargan, levantan. * Esta

Quando la puerta se abre,

Y \ueron salir por ella

Al sortero y tras de si

Al buen Abdullabi lleva :

Una toca al bianco cuello

Dada por 61 una vuelta.

Sin luz su cara amarilla,

Temblando sus cames bellas

;

Y tras del sus mteve bermanos
Llorando, y por el vocean
El sentimiento excesivo,

Como si en ello se yieran.

Quando lo yio Abdulmittalib,

Vino a dar consigo en tierra.

Si no quel animo fuerte

De su prosapia lo esfuerza.

Alzo la gente un niido,

Gimen, suspiran, lamentan,

Yiendo el mas gallardo mozo,

Que crio naturaleza,

El cuchillo a la garganta,

En la edad mas tierna y bella.

i
Que diremos de su madre,

Quando su cierta sospecba

Yio patente y a la clara

Avenguada y derecha !

Considerenlo las madres
Que una llaga muy pequena
De sus hijos las destina,'*

Las aflije e impacienta !

I Que hara la que lo mira
Como al toro en la trinebea?^

Esta tenia otro bijo,

Mancebo de grande cuenta,

Hennano de patUe y madre
Del que esta en la deguella :

Abutalib se Uamaba
El qual con cara serena,

Incitado y conmovido
Do aqucUa bondad inmensa,

Que de sus antecesores

Tiene por linea reta

Ante su padre se bumiUa,
Y dice que le conceda
La rogaria que al senor

Quiere bacer en la defensa

De la vida de su bermano,
Poniendo la suya en trueca.

“ Uo osare, dixo su padre,

por “ desatiua.” ^ Trinchera.
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‘ ‘ Hacer otra en contra de esta,

Que al Senor no ha de volverse.

Su servicio y obidiencia.”
“ Pues para que en nada faltes,

Eeplico Abutalib, echa

La suerte segunda yez
;

Veremos si a mi endereza,

Que yo rogai’e al Senor,

Que esta mi rogaria aceta

Sea de su gran bondad,

Que al fin oye a quien le ruega.”
Y diciendo estas palabras,

En el alcaba se entra,

Y aside le las acitras,

Implora de esta manera

:

OEACION DE ABUTALIB.

“
i
0 Senor de las naciones

Que tus secretes criaste,

Donador de las mercedes,

Eormador de los alarjes!^

Has juzgado sobre nos

Aquello que a ti te place,

De lo qual somos contentos

Hosotros y nuestro padre,

Que prometio una promesa
Harto fuerte y harto grave,

Pues ofrecio nuestras vidas

Antes que nos engendrase.

Cumplistele su codicia

En lo que fue a demandarte,

Y aora viene a cumplir

Lo que ofrecio consagrarte.

Echonos a todos suertes

Por que ninguno se agravie,

Y ha caido al mas tenido

Como tu, Senor, bien sabes :

Es luz de nuestro contento,

Consuelo de nuestros males
;

Claredad de nuestros ojos,

Espejo de su linaje.

Senor, si eres servido,

En mi alcorhen apagarte,

Y libertar a mi hermano
De la suerte que le cabe

;

Y digo que muy contento.

Si tu quieres acetarme,

Por redimir a mi hermano
Dare mi vida en rescate

;

Y por piadad que del tengo,

Por el amor entranable

Trueco mi aroh ^ por el suyo,

Y su sangre por mi sangre.

Senor, redime a mi hermano,
Habe piedad de su madre,
Y aceta mi peticion,

Pues ya mi designio sabes.”

Y dejando las acitras,

K su padre dice y ruega,

Que en su garganta ejecute

El debito de su oferta.

Y para desenganarle

La segunda suerte echan.

Y dieron sobre Abdullahi,

Como la suerte primera.

“Juzgado esta ya este hecho :

No hay buscar otras arengas,

Siuo cumplii’ lo juzgado
Por su Santa providencia

;

”

Y tomando al justo hijo

Con muy grande diligencia,

Le puso en aquel lugar,

Digno de tal adahea?

El mancebo, que ya estaba

Sin luz su cara tan bella,

Esforzaba a su buen padre
Diciendo : “padre, no temas

;

Ata mis pies y mis manos
Con fuerza ligera y presta,

Que al tiempo de hacer el hecho
No te embarace ni enpeza

;

Y si quando el crude liilo

Atravesara mis venas

Te movieres a piedad,

Apreta y los ojos cierra,

Apresurando el cuchillo

Para que no te enternezcas.

Desnudate de piadad,

Y de paciencia te arriedra.

* Plural de alarx que significa el trono de la magestad diviua.

* alma. ^ yictima sacrificatoria.
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Que obedeciendo al senor,

Harto consuelo te queda :

Yo soy contento y gozoso,

De que en edad tan pequena,

El senor con mi se apague
T sea bastante prenda

Para redemir la causa

De do tu congoja cuelga.

Adviertote que desvies

Tus ropas, por que no scan

Goteadas de mi sangre,

Que te causara tristeza

;

Y por que no se apasione

Mi madre quando los vea,

Y a ti en algo te culpe

Si fundara justa quexa

;

Consolarla-as, padre amado,

En su llanto y en mi ausencia,

Que al fin es madre piadosa,

Pemenil de entranas tiemas.

Allah sea en vuestro consuelo

Y esparcie vuestra conduelma,

Y concluye el mandamiento
Y tu alcorhen delibera.

Al tiempo que el tierno joven

Inclino el cuello y cabeza,

Despidio su hennosa fi’cnte

Payos que a los cielos llegan

De aquella luz relumbrante

Que entrerompe las esferas.

De las celestiales cortes

Hasta la esfera setena,

De donde los almalaques

A([uellos quel alarx llevan

Daban yozes de humildanza.

Al senor de la nobleza,

Diciendo :
“ Senor piadoso,

Habe piedad y clemencia

De estos justos, pues bien sabes

Sus entranas tan sinceras.”

Dijo Allah ;
“ todo lo veo

;

Todo pasa en mi prescncia

;

Soi tarduo, no me apresuro,

Ni bay cosa que me somueba,

Yo reprobare a mis siervos

El muelle de su firmeza,

Y librare a quien me llama

Y a quantos de mi se acuerdan.’

Quando ya Fatima vido

La luz de sus ojos puesta

Al agudo y cruel cuchillo,

Sin remedio su dolencia

;

En tanto que Abdulmutalib
Apreta las duras cuerdas

En los delicados miembros
Y al efecto se apareja,

Sale denmedio la gente

Que mas no aguarda ni espera,

Como la leona brava
Quando a su hijo le agenan;
O' como la vaca fiera

Que le quitan la becerra

;

Gime, rabia y se lastima

Brama, apellida y vozea,

De calle en calle corriendo,

Llamando de puerta en puerta,

Que vengan a socorelle

Y de su bijo* se duelan,

Y que a su hijo rescaten

Por annas 6 como puedan.
Eran tantos los clamores

Y los alaridos que echa,

Que toda Maca retumba,

Sus calles plazas y vegas

;

De cuyo dolor movidos
Los hombres que estan en ella,

Digo los de su prosapia,

De su casa y parentela,

Y los demas que en tal case

De gente noble se precian,

Acudieron con gran furia

Y aquel tumulto atropellan

Con las espadas desnudas

Haciendo ancba carrera.

Llegaron a Abdulmutalib,
Al mesmo punto que afieiTa

El cuchillo a la garganta

Y el saciificio acelera

;

Y con un pccho furioso

Y con denostanza honesta,

Le quitaron el cuchillo

Que tiene en la mano diestra,

Ecprendiendole su intento,

Diciendole :
“ ten verguenza

De matalle a esta muger
Su hijo a fuerza violenta,

Sin darte ocasion ninguna.

1 Variante, duelo.
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;
Hay semejante crueza !

Asi pues tener por cierto

Que antes que en tus manos veas

Ese cuchillo tenido

En esa sangre inocente,

Que todos los que aqui vienen

Mom'an en su defensa
;

Y no habemos de permitir

Esa crueldad que intentas.”

Dixoles Abdulmutabb

I “Por que quereis que yo tuerza

El juzgo de mi Seiior,

Y que le desobedezca ?

j
Senor! juzga entre mi y estos

Este caso, que me fuerzan

Y me impiden el sermcio

Que debo a tu gran nobleza.”

Elios estando en aquesto,

Quando oyeron que de fuera

Yenia un bombre gritando

Seiiando que se detcngan

Quel dara la traza y modo
Por do cese su contienda.

Asi se sosego el ruido

Y al pun to que el bombre Uega,

Mirando a Abdulmutabb,
Le cbce de esta manera :

“ Tii ercs cautbllo de Maca
Y regidor de sus vegas,

Y el mayor adelantado
;

Todo por ti se gobierna,

Y podra ser que algun dia,

Si ese tu bijo deguellas,

Algunos te vituperen

Y te culpen y repreendan,

Por que qucrran imitarte

Los que despues de ti vengan,

En sacribcar sus bijos

Pues esto tii les enseiias

;

Cosa que sobre los Peyes

Ha de parecer muy fea,

Y esto sera a cargo tuyo.

Si acaso en culparte yen-an,

Ho dudes, Abdulmutabb,
Que un bombre do tantas prendas

Como tu, dar mal ejemplo

Hal parece y muy mal suena.”

Eesponcbole Abdulmutabb,

^ Sera bien que desfallezca

La ofrenda del que me ba becbo
Por quanto en el mundo se

encierra ?

Pcsponcbo el buen Yqrama,
Que asi su propio nombre era,
“ Yo te dare buena traza.

Si quieres valerte de eba

:

Aqui en tierras de Alcbibes,'

De nuestra comarca cerca,

Vive una muger muy docta
Que a semej antes querellas

Da ijiuy bastantes remecbos
Y aplaca mucbas conduelmas.
Vamos aba, si tu quieres,

Que tengo por cosa cierta

Quemos de tener remedio
De lo que tauto te aquexa.”
A todos parecio bien

Lo que Yqrama^ aconseja,

Y parando el sacrificio,

Determino de bacer pruebas
Si por ventura babra medio.
Sin que al deudo contravenga,
Para bbrar a su bijo

;

Y asi su jornada ordena.

Ado estaba la muger,
Que siempre el que esta en tinie-

blas.

Confia que ba de sabr
Do yea la luz Eebea.

QDAETO CANTO DE LA YSTORIA DE ABDULMUTALIB.

[
O' llaga corrupta y fiera,

Ynfemal tosigo amargo,
Cancer que acabas las vidas.

Sin valer de medio bumano,
Embidia que a tantos buenos
Consumes y das el cabo :

A quantos nobles abajas

Y enzalzas a tantos malos

!

I Que biciste del justo Hebb?
Y si mas atras tornamos,

I Quien destronizo a su padre
De aquel sumo potentado ?

1 Hecbaz 6 Hechez, province de Arabia. ^ Yquerama, P. ^ Abel.
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I Quien a Jacub dio tristeza?

I Quien a Yu^uf hizo esclavo,

I Quien lo puso en la cistema ?

I Quien a Daniel en el lago ?

I Quien a David en destierro,

En vez de ponerle un lauro,

Y ? quien le abrevio su curso

A1 gran monarca Alexancb'o ?

I Quien al mancebo AbduUahi
Tiene puesto en tal estado

El cucbillo a la garganta

Y atado de pies y manos ?

I Quien al buen Abdulmutalib
Hace andar peregrinando,

Buscando para sus males

Algun consuelo 6 reparo :

Inquieto, afligido y triste,

Sus deudos con tal cuidado :

Unos culpando su ofensa,

Otros su intento culpando
;

Puesta Maca en competencia,

Si fu'e bien 6 mal mirado ?

j
O' quanto mal sufre un bueno
Y quanto mal hace un malo !

Quando fue el tercero dia

Del sacidficio contado,

Que no le dio mas lugar

Aquel profundo cuidado,

Parte el buen Abdulmutalib,

A do le fue aconsejado

Por el valiente * Yqrama,
Varon insigne y muy sabio.

Con ochenta caballeros

Que le van acompaiiando,

loobies de nobles linages,

Deudos suyos muy cercanos,

Que d todos les da la pena
De su caudillo el trabajo,

Y la muerte de su hijo

Les causa mayor quebranto.

El qual dexaron en Maca,

Que no quisieron llevarlo.

Acabada su jomada,

Quando a la muger llegaron.

Despues de muchas saludes^

Y joyas que presentaron.

Con grandisimas caricias

Que cada qual por su cabo

Prudfciite, P.

Le ofrecia largamente,

Si por ventura 6 acaso

Les daba buena esperanza

De aquello que van buscando :

Ella con muy grande amor
Los recibe y dice :

“ hermanos,
Holgad de vuestra venida,

Que si querra el soberano,

Manana os dare soltura

De lo que me habeis preguntado.”
Pasaron toda la noche,

El claro dia aguardando,

Y quando fue la mahana,
Despues que la saludaron,

Les dixo :
“ noble compaiia,

Senores de alto estado,

Moradores en la casa

Del perdon asegurado

:

Volved en paz y contentos,

Siempre en Allah confiados,

Que os ha de dar de sallida

De su piadosisima mano,
Y para que el sacrificio

En nada quede menguado,
Tomareis muchos camellos

Y en el lugar senalado

Los pondreis, que esten presentes

Con el mozo seiialado

;

Y echad sobre los diez de ellos

La suerte, y en entretanto

Que caiga sobre el mancebo
De diez en diez, yd juntando
La suma de los camellos,

Y siempre la suerte echando,

Hasta que sobre ellos caiga

Y tomareis todos quantos

La suerte lleve y comprenda,
Y en alcorben degollaldos :

Que con su sangre de aquellos

Sera el Seiior apagado.”

Con esto se despidieron

Della, y a ilaca tornaron

Contentisimos y alegres,

Y algunos se adelantaron

A demandar las albricias

A Fatima, del espacio

Quen la deguella traian,

De que todos se alegraron.

Quando llego Abdulmutalib
* Variante, promesas.
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Y los que le acompanaron,

Saliolos a recibir

AbduUab y sus nueve bermanos,

Y dixo ;
“ en el alma siento

Este afan que te has tornado,

Q,ue yo muy contento fuera

Que cumpHeras lo mandado
;

Empero hazme a saber,

Si por ventura bas ballado

Descanso a tu afligimiento,

Questo es lo que yo mas amo.”
Dixole su padre entonces,

Tomandole entre sus brazos
;

Besandolo entre sus ojos :

;
“O' bijo y dulce regalo.

He ballado confianza

Para cumpbr mi bolocausto
;

Quiza sin el dano tuyo,

Aunque a costa de mis algos,

Que aunque todos se atreviesen

Pensare comprar barato,

Lo qual probare manana,
Quando el pueblo est4 juntado '

Ante tu misma presencia

Con bcencia del Bey alto.”

“ A todo estare obidiente,

Quanto sea tu mandado,
Ordenalo como quieras,”

Bespondio el mancebo bonrrado.

A esto Uego su madre,

Que aun de llorar no ba cesado,

Abarrancada su cara,

Sus ojos apestanados,

Diciendo :
“ Abdulmutabb

No repares en los algos,

Que yo y mi madre tenemos
Mil camellos aprestados

En rescate de mi bijo :

Todos puedes degollarlos,

Y si mas querra el senor,

Daremos de los ganados,

Cameros, vacas y ovejas,

Los que fueren necesarios

;

Y si mas questo pidieren,

Yo dare de muy buen grado

A todos los alhijantes^

Mesa franca en ancbo y largo
;

Y si de esto no se paga,

Nuestro tesoro te damos.

Axorcas de plata y oro,

Lo por labrar y labrado
;

Y si todo esto no basta.

Mis paiientes me ban mandado
Que pondran en su remedio

Camellos y oro guardado
;

Y si no fueren bastantes

Ire a los Beynos extranos

En Abaman y Axem,
Y a los Perlados romanos,

Y trastornare este mundo
A la una y otra mano

;

Y si todo sera poco

Y no poch-e contentarlo

Sin la yida de mi bijo.

Sea por siempre loado :

Cumplase su voluntad

A cuyo juzgo me Uamo,
Y a cuyas obras me apelo.”

Besponcbole Abdulmutabb

:

“ Por cierto que me bolgado

De tu grande ofrecimiento
;

Empero estoy confiado

Seran mis algos bastantes.

Sin ecbar del tuyo mano.”
Mando luego a sus pastures

Que todos quantos rabaiios

De ganado apacentaban

En las montanas y llanos,

Camellos, cabras y yacas

Traigan al punto asignado

;

Y el tomo luego su alfanje.

Las cuerdas y el aparato,

Su bijo delante del

Y en begando ad aquel patio,

Que ba de ser Allab seryido,

Todo el pueblo congregado

Y los camellos presentes,

Grande copia de ganados,

Tomo al bumilde mancebo
Y con un yalor sobrado

Lo tendio sobre la tierra,

Atado de pies y manos,

Y bizo atar diez camellos

Tras de su bijo amanados,

Y el se entro en el alcaba

Y las acitras trabando,

En altas yoces decia

A su Criador Uamando :

1 Peregrinantes.
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“ Seiior, lo que a ti se ofrece

Es debito preceptado,

Y tu juicio es derecho

Que se ha de cumplii’ forzado :

No hay salir de tu reismo,

Tuyos somos y a ti vamos.

Senor, el sieiTO es tu siervo

Y el algo es tambien tu algo,

Si el siervo quies, elo aqui

Humilde y aparejado

;

Si con el algo te apagas,

Tu voluntad solo aguardo.”

Y mando lanzar las suertes,

Como hahian comcnzado,

Y sohre Abdullah salieron

Y luego al momento ataron

Diez camellos con los otros,

Y otra vez la suerte ecliaron

;

Y salio sohre Ahdcillahi

Y con los veiiitc juntaron

Otros diez C|ue fueron trcinta,

Y las suertes contiuuando,

Salieron sohre el mancebo,

Y sin poncr mas espacio,

Fueron otros diez camellos

Con los treinta sefialados

;

Y sicmpre la dura suerte

Scguia su acostumbrado,

Asi mismo los cinquenta

Y todos quantos echaron

Hasta llegar a noventa
;

Y el hucn mancebo, aunque atado

Estaba sohre la tierra,

Dio Tozes algo euojado

Diciendo :
“ hasta do pretendes

Ecllebar ^ el tiempo cn vano,

Echar al ayre las suertes

Que yo estoy avergonzado

De ver que a contra derecho

Trocas lo que tu has mandado.

Yeo mi ohra menguada
Y mi lugar ahiltado,

Desfalleces mi servicio,

Y ha de ser menos preciado,

Que no pertenece al siervo

Ser remiso ni ammado,
Que el senor quiera una cosa

Y el poi-fia lo contrario
;

Y pues ya vez claramente

Tan patente el desengaho,

Allegate a mi, si quieres

;

Acaha lo comenzado,
Y cumple el apagamiento
Del Senor que esta a tu cargo.”

Aqui cayo gran hullicio,

Grande lloro y grande llanto,

En todo aquel gi’an contomo
Quando oyeron lo hablado

;

Dixo el buen Ahdulmutalib
En su iutincion afirmando,

Siempre el que a una puerta

llama

Confia ser apiadado

;

AUegando los camellos

Al numero ccntenario,

Alzando al cielo su cara

Dixo, “ Seiior soherano,

Eey de la casa ensalzada,

Ordenador de los jjlazos,

La redemision recibe

Por tu piadoso amparo
;

Por la gi'acia de esta luz

Con que nos has ilustrado,

Criada ante que cnaste

Los espiiitus humanos,
Cornendo por los varones

Mas limpios y mas honiTados,

Hasta que nos la entregaste

Por tu saber enoumbrado,
Por cuyo prez y homenage
Pido tu divino amparo.”
Y' dichas estas palabras,

Siempre al Senor invocando,

Mando al sortero que echase

Las suertes con gran cuidado
;

Y toda la demas gente,

Digo los de pecho sano,

Eogaban a su Hacedor
Se contente y sea pagado.

Y Allah el poderoso inmenso
Que a sus siervos mas amados
Por su saber los estrccha

Hasta el mas estrecho paso,

Siempre por su beneficio

Y para que su dechado
Exemplc los deste suelo,

Que ya su piadosa mano
1 Gastar.
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Los Clio de tal pegaja,*

Tan perfectos y afinados,

Que a todas las tentaciones

Tienen ya su yugo echadas

;

Y como ya el Senor sabe

Sus pechos tan acendi’ados,

Y que por ninguna fuerza

Tienen de ser denunciados,

Alumbra a los hijos de Edam
Con la luz de sus trabajos,

Considerando que fueron

Hombres los que les pasaron

Que jamas a nadi apreta

El Seiior en ningun caso

De lo que la suficencia

De que lo tiene dotado.

Asi fue con estos justos

Que estaban determinados
De cumplii' su ofrecimiento,

Y vinoles el espacio

De la mano poderosa,

Quando ellos menos cuydaron
Cae sobre los camellos

La suerte que alegro a tantos :

Y de dentro del aloaha

Salio una voz sonorando,

Que jamas en este suelo

Otra mejor no ha sonado

Diciendo ; “ ya es recibida

La redemision en pago
De la ofrenda a mi debida,

Ya es el tiempo allegado

Que saiga y alegre al mundo
Muhamad el deseado.”

En diciendo esto la voz,

Aparecieron los rayos,

De la luz esclarecida,

Tan relumbrante y claro

De la frente de AbduUabi
Que cielo y tierra alumbraron.

I Quien podra significar

El contento tan sobrado,

Las alabanzas sin cuento

De toda la gente, quando
Vieron declinar la suerte

A lo que todos codiciaron ?

Y quando la voz oyeron

Con tanto gusto y regalo

;

Dnos tiran con gran prisa,

Corriendo y antecuitados

A desatar al mancebo

;

Otros muy apresurados

A degollar los camellos

Que estaban aparejados

:

Unos a otros se encuentran

De muy alegres turbados.

Dixoles AbdulmutaUb

:

“ Poco d poco, sosegaos,

Que por ventura el sortero

En la suerte se ba engaiiado,

Que habiendo dado diez veces

Sobre mi bijo a una mano,
E^o sei4 bien que una tuerza

Lo que diez ban afirmado :

Volvamos a ecbar las suertes

Que si del cielo es mandado,
Aunque ciento las ecbemos,

Que tuerza sera excusado.

Conocieron su razon

Y al punto se sosegaron,

Y aquella vez y otras dos,

Por que llegaron a quatro,

Dieron sobre los camellos :

Y en siendo certificados

Que ya de su ofi’ecimiento

Era el Seiior apagado
;

Aunque quiso ecbar mas suertes

La gente no le dejaron :

Levantaron al mancebo,
Paciente, bumilde y bonn’ado,

Y a desatar sus liganzas

Corrieron sus nueve bermanos.
Tomolo su amada madi-e

Con mucbos besos y abrazos,

Dando al Seiior loaciones

Por que se lo bubo librado

;

Y no quedo bombre ninguno
De quantos aUi se baUaron,
M muger en toda Maca
Que todas no le abrazaron,

Y Uevandole a su casa,

Dixo su padre: “dexaldo,

Que quiero que este presente

Al becbo redemisario,

Y alii, en su misma presencia.

Sin mas punto dilatallo

Acotaron cien camellos,

Y siendo despedazados.

1 Variante, figura.
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Mando que se repartiesen

A' todos en igual grade,

A ricos y pi-incipales,

A los parientes y estranos,

A pobres y a pasajeros,

Peregrines y acuitades.

HISTOEIA DE ABDULLAHI,
DEL DISCUllSO DE LA
TRATA LOS! HECHOS I
A>"XABr alehisale:m;
TIEXE DOS CAXTOS.

Cesa comun es del munde,
Y per muebes aprebada

Ser a les males penzena
Lo que les justes alaban

;

Y tede le que abeminan
Les buenes buyen y apartan,

Aquello buscan les males
Y le veneran y acatan

;

De suerte que le que alegra

Unas sinceras entraiias,

Este a les males censume,

Les entristece y enfada,

Cemo en la ecasien presente

Se muestra niuy a la clara.

Los makbtes adevines

De aqueRa gente judaica,

Viende libre de la muerte,

A quien elles deseaban

Oue fuese muerte, y perdida

Aquella luz de su cara
;

Y viende que ne salia

La suerte que elles aguardan,

Llenes de rabiesa yra

Se abrasaren sus entranas,

Buscande maldites medies

Incitades de la zana.

El almalaque maldite,

Que siempre les acempana,

Hicieren junta entre tedes

Y dieren erden y traza

De matar a AbduUabi,

Aunque les cueste muy oara.

Y viende el grande centento

Que a la sazen celebraban

Tedes les de Abdulmutalib,

La fiesta y las alabanzas
;

Y las aves y animales

Tedas sus carnes gustaren
;

Despues fueren a su casa

Cententes y descansades,

Alabando a su sener

Que les libre del quebrante.

HIJO DE ABDULMUTALIB Y
LUZ DE MUHAMAD SALAM
E ABDULLAHI PADRE DEL
HASTA SU MUERTE: COH-

A1 tiempe que tedes juntes

Les bijes y el padre estaban,

Tan celmades de alegria

Per la tristeza pasada,

Embianles un presente,

Una enganesa vianda,

Muy bermesa al parecer,

Muy cubierta y almizcada.

Llevarenla unas mugeres
Cempuestas, bien arreadas,

Cubiertas cen blances veles

El restre y tedas las caras,

Y" cen grande reverencia,

Cen muestras de gran crianza,

Dixeren :
“ sabed que semes

De vuestre linaje y casta,

Y de les grandes cemvites

Que bicimes per vucstra causa,

Del centente recibide,

De vuestra buena bbranza,

Hes parecio dares parte

De las mas aventajadas

Yiandas, que babemes beebe

En tedas nuestras Hadas.” *

ERes les agradecieren

La veluntad certesana,

Y admitieren el presente,

Y sin bablar mas palabra

Se velvieren las mugeres,

Que mas mercedes ne aguardan.
Descubrieren el presente

De la cerrupta substancia,

Dende parecio tan lica

Quanto dentro emponzonada

;

Y luego el padre y los bijes

Todos las manes alargan,

campestre,
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K. principiar la comida,

Llenos de tanta ignorancia.

Este fue el primer misterio

Que tuvieron testiguanza,

De los senales famosos

Del gran caudillo iluhamad
;

T fue que el presente mismo
Les dixo con voz alta y clara ;

“ISTo comais de mi, escogidos,

Volved las manos a zaga

;

Mirad que en mi confection

Vuestra muerte esta mezclada.”
Ansi fueron todos litres,

Dando al Seiior muclias gracias

Que los libro del engano
De aquella gente malvada

;

Y como cayo en vacio

Esta cautelosa traza,

Volvieron a juntarse,

Buscando nuevas maraiias :

Que los que el Ebliz gobiema,

Ni se enverguenzan, ni cansan

;

T juntos todos los sabios

De aquella creencia falsa,

Fueron al mayor de todos

Al quellos daban mas fama,

Y como los t16 Tenir,

Dabanle la bien Uegada
;

Y despues de saludarse

Con la cerimonia usada,

Le dicen : “ya, Senor, sabes

Quen nuestra escriptura se baUa
Que ha de ser este mancebo,
O' aquel que tras de este nasca,

Vertidor de nuestra sangre,

Sacador de nuestras tachas
;

Rayo de nuestras congojas,

Principio de nuestras ansias.

Por tanto, sabio famoso,

Venimos a que nos hagas

Saber, como amataremos
Este fuego, antes que arda.”

Dixoles el sabio viejo :

‘ ‘ Sabed, que cierto os engana
El que pretende estorbar

Aquello que el Senor manda,
Por que al fin se ha de cumplir

:

No hay a su querer ampara.

No hay buscar inpidimentos.

Que no hay a su ser mudanza
Al hecho de su caudiUo.

Tened por cosa muy liana,

Que ha de ser sin faltar punto,

Como su luz lo seiiala:

Fue su nombre adelantado

Por la soberana gracia

Ordenado ante abinicio

Sobre la nacion humana.
Sera, Seiior, en su tiempo
Patron de las ybantajas,

Confundidor de los ydolos,

Vencedor de las batallas

;

Confundira yuestros sabios,

Desbaratara sus trazas,

Segun que lo profetizan

Nuestras escripturas sacras.

Este tendra un companero
De su mismo tribu y raza,

Piimo hermano carnal suyo,

Cuya valentia sobrada

Hara temblar a los Reyes
De toda nuestra comarca.

Este sera su ayudante,

Su Caballero y su guardia

;

Llevador de su estandarte.

Con sena insigne y alta

:

Invencible y vencedor,

A quien rendiran las armas
Todos quantos le conozcan

;

Por tanto, gente enganada,

Dexad esas pretenciones,

Torpes, inciertas y yanas

:

Que ya no hallo camino
Que a yuestro provecho saiga.”

Quando oyeron las razones

Quel sabio les denunciaba,

Quedaron muy espantados

:

Todos se turban y pasman,
Pirdiendo ya los estribos

De su yana confianza,

Que es la yerdad gran cuchillo

Con que los males se atajan.

Y dexando el yiejo aparte,

EUos por si se juntaban

Para ver que orden darian

En su confusion tan brava.

Dixo el mayoral de todos

Que se llamaba Huibata
;

'

Ayhubata, P.
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“ Este viejo ya cacluca,

No dice verdad en nada

;

Y ansi lo que me parcce,

Aunque mas nos desengana,

Es que si el arbol cortamos
No doreceran sus ramas.

Si el liijo de Abdulmutalib,
Que tan tenido es en Maca
Matamos, es cierta cosa

Que su luz sera tallada

Y no nacera su bijo,

Que tanto nos amenaza.”
A todos les parecio bien

Lo que les aconsejaba,

Dandole gracias por ello :

A su parecer sc allanan.

Dixo mas : “pues si os parece,

Tome cada qual su cspada

;

Y abrevela de ponzona,

Y dadme vuestras palabras

Que bareis mi mandamicnto
En quanto yo diga y haga,

Que yo os lo dare en las manos
Y vengareis vuestras saiias.”

Todos ansi lo ofrecieron,

Y un dia acaso lo aguardan.

Que en su caballo salia

Solo con su arco a caza.

Elios salieron tras del

Con acemilas cargadas,

Como que iban de camino
Por la parte que el cazaba.

Llevaban con el requaje

Mucha gente en retaguardia,

Y todos apercebidos

A las senas que se hagan,

Por qualquiera de las partes.

Todos con sus fuertes armas
Debajo de sus manteos,

Cubiertas y acauteladas,

Con esta orden marcharon
;

Y como al monte llegaban

Repartense en dos quacbdllas :

Los unos en emboscadas,

Y los otros monteando,
Poniendose en atalayas

;

Y al tiempo que el buen mancebo
En un bondo valle entraba,

Corriendo tras de una corza

;

Quando despues de alcanzada,

De su caballo se apea,

Le salieron a la cara

Con giita y gran voceria

:

j
Muera, muera ! apeUidaban,

El valeroso annebi

Que vio la fiera canalla,

Conocio a lo que veuian,

Segun ellos pubHcaban
En aquella tierra angosta,

Quebradiza, infiesta y aspera
;

Y ansi dejo su caballo

Y a pie vuelve y hace cara,

Tomando cl arco en las manos

;

Y a la una y otra banda
Despide apriesa saetas

Y a los quatro de ellos mata.

De lo qual se acobardaron

Y con bumildes palabras,

Dixo Haibuba ! o mancebo !

^ Por que, di, tan mal nos tratas ?

Sin saber d que venimos,

Y sin mas consideranza

Nos matas como a enemigos

Y no te debemos nada ?

“Pues^ quien sois vosotros, dijo,

Que con espadas sacadas

Contra mi corriendo aprisa,

Venis con tanta algazara.”

Dixeron ? “ no nos conoces

Que de la nacion hebraica

Somos mercaderes ricos

Y sabe que esta maiiana

Se nos ba buido un cautibo

Con mucbas joyas preciadas
;

Habemos salido a buscarle

Y como en estas montaiias

Te babemos visto, pensamos
Ser nuestro esclavo sin t'alta

;

Mas quando te conocimos,

Hicimos punta y parada.

Perdonanos nuestros yerros,

Que en nuestra parte fianza

Te bacemos las quatro vidas,

Que bas quitado con tus xaras

;

Todo te lo perdonamos,

Como si no fuera nada,

Por que por amor de ti

Todas son bien empleadas.”

Pespondioles Abdullabi,

Movido de enojo y zana

:
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;
Malditos seals de Allah

Sobre la que os tiene dada !

I Que senas visteis en mi
Que talle 6 que semejanza,

De que fuese vuestro esclavo ?

I
“ Por ventura vino a caza,

Salio a caballo huyendo ?

I Decid
:
que senas Uevaba.”

Dixeron, ha nos turhado

Esa claror de tu cara,

Perdonanos
;
6 manceho !

Y de esta nuestra ignorancia

No le dels parte a tu madre,

Pues nos pesa en las entrahas.

Vuelvete en paz y seguro,

Salvo y hom-rado a tu casa,

Que nos te aconipanaremos,

Si quies te acompahen, mandas.”
Satisfizose Ahdullahi
De aqnellas falsas palahras

;

Cabalgando en su caballo,

Toma la via de ilaca,

Y los
j
udios con el,

Qual si fueran de su guardia.

Ya que fue en el estrecho

A donde las dos montahas
Vienen a cerrar el vallc,

Corriendo las dos companas
De los ocultos Judios

Que estaban en la emboscada,
Y tomanle la salida

Erente a frente y cara a cara :

La otra en que iba Haibuba
Acude por las espaldas,

Y llamando a los cautivos

Que las acemilas guardan,

Vinieron todos corriendo

Con sus espadas y lanzas

;

Y viendo el buen anabi

Aquella traicion tan brava,

Quizo jugar el caballo
;

Mas luego de una lanzada

Le barrenaron el Auentre,

Y el que en la tierra se halla

Subese la cuesta arriba

Y enmedio la cuesta para,

Jugando el arco y las flechas

Euriosas y apresuradas

;

Y quantas xaras emvia
Tantas vidas arrebata.

Rodando los cuerpos muertos
Sin las infernales almas.

Mientras duraron las flechas

Euriosas y apresuradas

,

Y luego en siendo acabadas,

En falta de las saetas

Peiiascos terribles lanza,

Y nunca despidio peiia

Que no vomitase un alma,

Hasta que ya amontonados
Muertos sobre muertos daban.

A1 fin se vio en grande aprieto,

Aunque tanto se esforzaba.

Sin punto de cobardia

La batalla sustentaba

:

Que a librarle con la vida

No bastaba fuerza humana,
Estando en todo este aprieto.

Tin gran ruido sonaba.

De gente que parecian

Que entre los ayres volaban
;

Los hombres medio desnudos

Sin sayos, calzas, ni capas

;

Llenos de sndor y polvo,

Qual nubes que rayos lanzan.

Llegaron echando fuego

Los barraganes de Maca,
Los hijos de Abdulmunef,
Los de Alabes y de Hamza :

Los hermauos de Abdullahi

Con otra gente esforzada.

Amigos y valedores

De la esclarecida casta. .

Fne la causa de este aviso

Que en el instante que estaba

El anabi en mas aprieto,

Segun Alhasan seiiala,

Se acerto a oir las vozes

Que aqueUos traidores daban.

Guahab, noble caballero,

Tio del buen Jaibacanas,

Hermano del fuerte Hexim

;

Y como vio qne escusada

Era su ayuda, temio

Sin osar decir palabra

;

Mas picando su caballo

Dio de presto la embajada,

Y en el punto que llegaron

A1 lugar do peleaban,

Se rindieron los Judios
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Y les quitaron las armas

;

Y no quisieron matarlos

Por que jamas se preciaban

Pe matar ningun Judio
En el campo ni en batalla.

Y asi sobre sus camellos

De pies y manos los atan,

Y en Maca los entraron

Y en las calles por do pasan,

Las mugeres y mucbacbos
Les apedi’ean las caras.

A1 fin los apiisionaron

Dentro de la niesma casa,

De Guahab, aquel que fue

A dar el aviso a Maca.
Quisieron remunerarde,

Dandole esta bonrra en paga,

Bien atados y amarrados
Como su maldad demanda.
Este tenia una bija,

Muy hermosa, noble y casta,

Dotada de pei-ficiones

Que Emina se Uamaba,
Y Allah que nunca se olvida

De quien le sirve y alaba,

Le puso en los corazones

Para que mas satisfaga

K Guahab su buen intento,

Pues sus prendas tanto alcanzan,

Casen al buen AbduUahi

SEGFYDO CANTO DE LA

Despues que los adevinos

Y todos sus ayudantes
Se mataron ellos mismos,
Sin que nailie los matase :

Justicia del cauteloso,

Que al fin temprano 6 tarde

Permite Dios que el traidor

Su misma traicion lo mate :

Asi sucedio a Aman
Con sus pribanzas tan grandes,

Y los mismos que a Daniel

Quisieron al lago echarle.

Estos traidores lo afirman

Que en tan disolutos trances,

Despues de tantas traiciones

No quisieron castigarles,

Pues la justicia faltaba

Con esta donzella honrrada.

Asi se puso por obra,

Y estando en la propia casa,

Tratando del casamiento

Oyo una grande algazara
;

Acudieron al ruido

Para ver quien es la causa,

Y hallaron los Judios,

Tirando piedras pesadas,

Todos libres, desatados

De los lazos y ligarzas,

Por derribar las parcdes,

Por donde AbduUahi estaha,

Pretendiendo ansi matarle,

Pues eUos no se excusaban
De morir todos a una

;

Y ansi con fuiia indignada

Bompieron las ataduras

Y el aposento cercaban,

Donde esta su enemigo
;

Mas como que se enganaban
Que con la fuerza que tii’an

Las mismas piedras tornaban,

Y en vez de dar al contrario

EUos mesmos se mataban.
Asi fueron todos muertos
Por sus manos y pedradas.

Sin que ninguno les diese

Herida ni cuchiUada.

YSTORIA DE ABDULLAHI.

Para tantas fealdades,

Sus manos fueron verdugos

De lo que estaban culpantes.

Admirabase Guahab
De ver cosas semej antes;

Mas los demas no se admiran

Ni tienen de que admirarse,

Que ya sobre la luz vieron

Otros misterios tan grandes.

Y por que fuese castigo

A los del false Unaje,

Afrenta y mas vituperio.

No permitio AbdulmutaUb,
De como cayeron muertos
Niuguno los menease,

Hasta que toda su casta

A la maiiana mirasen
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El abatimiento suyo
y de la luz su omenaje.
Asi lo aceto Guahab,
Y luego antes de acostarse,

Avisaron a los deudos
A la una y otra parte,

Para que en su casamiento

A la manana se hallen,

En la vega y fertil sitio

Donde para cosas tales

Era lugar diputado,

Vistoso y nmy agradable.

Y asi todos se aprestaron

Y en platicas importantes,

Pasaron toda la nocbe

;

Y al tiempo que el mtilante
Febo sns rayos tendia,

Dorando montes y valles,

Que la misma tierra ecbaba
Claredad a todas partes,

Mostraronse esta manana
Muy admirables sen ales

De contento y alegria

Dignos de mucho estimare :

Quatro pcndones se vieron

En quatro montes tronales,

Que entorno el gran patronicio^

A donde habian de juntarse :

Otro en el alto zimborio

Del alcaba que hizo Ybrahim,
Bordados de mil colores,’*

No bay quien pueda semblan-
zarles.

Grandes, al viento tendidos

Sus dorados tafetanes

;

Andaban encima de ellos

Eevolando mucbas aves,

Haciendo dulce armonia,

Cantando diversos cantares

;

Y todas las alimanas

El mismo consorcio hacen
Asomados por los visos

Mansos sus fieros coraj es.^

Ya estaban todos a punto,

Los deudos y principales

De la ciudad, y a mas de esto

Por que nadi se quexase,

Se dio bando general

Por Maca y todas sus calles,

1 Quiza est^ por patrocinio.
* Variante, solazes.

Quen la boda de su hijo

Todos presentes se hallen

:

Todos saHeron a punto
Sin que ninguno quedase,

Que a tales bodas es justo

Que todos les acompanen.
Salieron pues las companas
Mas hom-radas e importantes,

Que hasta entonces nacieron*

Ninguno que les iguale
;

Salia el gentil mancebo
Mas hermoso que diamante,

Enmedio de sus hermanos,
y al lado de su buen padre

;

Gallardamente vestido

Con aquel antiguo trage

Que sus pasados salian

A semej antes solazes.

Por otra parte salia

En bien concertado alarde

Guahab y todos sus deudos,

Gente autorizada y grande
;

Y en el punto que salieron

Las dos companas reales

Desplegaron los pcndones
Sus tafetanes al aire

;

Todos cinco a un mismo tiempo.

Sin que nadi los tocase,

Misterio sobre misterio

Tantos y tan admirables.

Llegaron, pues, de esta suerte

A donde habia de tratarse

El mas alto casamiento
Quen las pasadas edades,

Quen las presentes se hizo

Ni jamas fue a concertarse :

El mas perfecto y mas limpio

Que pudo comunicarse

En las naciones del mundo

;

Dedo tiene de engcndrarse

La mas alta criatura

Que nacio de came y sangre.

Y como toda la gente

Acabo de congregarse,

Sentado sobre la yerba
Levantose en pie Abitalib,

Mancebo de grande aspecto,

Prudente, cortes y afable,

Del dichoso desposado

^ Variante, labores.

^ No nacieron, P.
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Hermano de padre y madre

;

Muy paladino de lenfjua,

T con gracioso semblante,

Fue a hablar y antes que bablase

Mando Allah que los pendones
De su movimiento paren

;

El aire blando asi mismo,
El revolar de las aves,

Sus cantos y su armonia

;

Y las fieras y animales
Encojen sus corbos cuellos,

Que el aliento apenas laten.

Todos prestaron oido,

Sin que nadie menease
Las cejas y las pestailas,

Y en un silcncio tan grande
Solto la voz de este mode,
Mirando a los circunstantes :

“ La loacion es ad Allah,

Key de todos los alarjes,

A quien la loacion se debe
Y los limpios* homenages.
El que nos lia especialado

Con yvantajas tan grandes,

A donde encerro el proveclio

De la honrra venerable :

Loado es El que nos puso
En estado contcntable,

Pobladores de su casa

Y en la Ciudad morantes.

Hizonos libres y exemptos
Del fomicio y de sus males,

Licito el ajuntamiento
De las conyugalidades,

Para que el fruto que diese

Euese limpio y perdurable,

Y para que produciese

La gente, y multiplicase

En su obidencia y servicio,

Y lo bendigan y alaben.

Loado y ensantecido

Sea aquel que en esta parte

Dio lugar, que en este dia

Tanta gente se ajuntase.

Sabed, honrradas companas.
Quel intento que nos trae

Y a lo que habemos saUdo
De Maca y de sus umbrales

* Variante, y todos los.

< Loho, P.

Es a pidir en casamiento

Nosotros por nuestra parte,

En nombre de nuestro hermano
Mandado por nuestro padi’e,

A quien todos conoceis.

Presente esta aqui delante :

Abdullah tiene por nombre,
Hijo es de Abdulmutalib,

A Guahab pide su hija,

Emina para casarse,

Cumpliendole a vuestro gusto

En arras y en acidaque.

Esta es la venida nuestra,

!No hay para que mas me alargue;

Pues sabeis ya nuestro intento

De donde precede y nace.

Responded, qual se confia

De vuestras homuadas faces,

Supliendo la falta mia
En lo que he side ignorante.”

Adelantose Guahab,
Antes que ninguno hablase,

Como parte principal

A quien la respuesta cabe :

“ Alhamdulillahi responde,

Gente noble e ilustrante,

Contentisimos y pagados,

Satisfechos y albriciantes

Somos de vuestra alleganza,*

Y sin anus ni acidaque

ITandamos a nuestra hija

Y ella y nosotros, sus padres,

Serviremos de alhadia ^

Y lo demas que nos mandes
Y loo ^ ad Allah por ello

Que tanta nierced nos hace,

Que mi codicia no estriba

En lo que podeis mandarme
De interese ni de hacienda,

Solo en querer y allegarme

A vuestro gran merecer,

Ques el mayor deUtaje ®

Que yo puedo desear,

Ni vosotros podeis darme.”
Y asi quedo concluido,

Y en el punto que AbduUahi
Abrazo al querido suegro,

Dandose amorosas pazes,

* Parentesco. ^ Alhedia, P.
® Deleytaxe, P.
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Tremolaron los pendones

Y los cantos de las aves

Tazlihando j bendiciendo

A quien les dio tal lenguaje.

Asi yolvieron a Maca
Con gozos nmy singulares,

Donde fue el ajuntamiento

Mas limpio y clarificante

Quentre varones y bembras
Quizo Allah que se juntasend

Amanecio a la manana
Emina muy relumbrante

Con la luz que tantas frentes

Tuvieron aquel engaste,

T en ella mas relumbraba

;

Que como llego al remate
Con mas fuerza reverbera,

Por que no paso adelante.

Dice Alambez que esta noche
Cayeron de sus altares

Quantos idolos habia

En Maca y sus lugares
;

Y todos los adeyinos

Dieron yozes espantables,

Diciendo :
“ Ya es engendrado

Mubamad,” y en el instante

Quedaron enmudecidos

Y todos en tierra caen.

Por otra parte llamaban

De las cortes celestiales d
“ Engendrado es el caudillo

De la promesa fincante.”

Esto decian las fleras,

Y publicaban las ayes,

Y yozeaban los antros

Y las aguas de las mares,

Y a Emina la albriciaron

Con albricias semej antes;

Y estas yoces retumbaban
Su casa por todas partes.

Y como ya su prenado
A siete meses llegase.

Con uno y otro regalo

Con albricias y omenajes,

Ayiso el padi’e a su hijo

Diciendo : “bijo, ya sabes

La obligacion que tenemos,

!N^o es bien que mas tiempo
aguardes.

Parte luego a Yaziriba

Y para tu esposa trae

Joyas preciosas y honrrosas,

Y trae pasas y datiles

Para quando el engendi’ado

El mundo abmpie y aclare.”

Partiose al siguiente dia,

Y al cabo de su yiaje

En entrando en Yaziriba,

Quiso el Senor atajarle

El coriiente de esta yida,

Y en su gloria colocarle.

Murio sin yolyer a Maca,
Y todos los almalaques

Eeclamaban ad Allah,

Llo'rando sin detallarse

“
I
O' Seilor ! i como permites

Que en el yientre de su madre
Quede engendrado tu sieryo*

Guerfano, solo y sin padre?”
Dixo Allah

;

‘
‘ sieryos queridos,

1^0 teneis que suplicarme

Que yo soy padi’e piadoso

Mas que su padre bastante :

Yo lo puse en aquel yientre,

Y yo sere el que lo saque

;

Yo solo y el que a mi mando
bio bay cosa que no lo allane.

Mirad si bay otro poder
Que con mi pueda igualarse,

Hi quien mejor le defienda,

Le crie, conserye y guarde.”

Y asi aplacaron sus yozes

Y decbnando sus fazes,

Volyieron a sus tashihes,^

Sin mas razon replicarle.

Emina con su prenado
Paso su tiempo adelante,

Hasta que Allah fue sei’yido

Que el fin y el tiempo llegase,

Y lo que fue de su parto

El nueyo canto ® da parte.

1 Variante, efectuase. ® Alaber, P. ^ Imperiales, P.
* Variante, el bien aventurado. ^ Loores. « Ilistoria, P.
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Art. XVI .—Proverhia Communia Syriaca. By Captain R.

F. Burton.

“ The genius, spirit, and wit of a nation are discovered in its proverbs.”

—

Bacon.

A writer remarks, “ If men at the lowest as well as the

highest stage of civilization enunciate the same truths, the

fact goes to prove that these truths are unimportant.” I can

hardly assent to the conclusion, even were the premiss cor-

rect, whereas it is not. Those familiar with proverbial

literature have remarked that some aphorisms are common
in matter, and a few even in actual manner and form, to

almost all nations and languages. The Sj^rian, for instance,

will say, “The egg of to-day, not the hen of to-morrow;” and
“ A live dog is better than a dead lion.” On the other hand,

the points of difference are far more important. Setting

aside the sayings which “bear the stamp of their birth-

places, and which wear the colouring and the imagery of

their native climes,” we find that there are proverbs peculiar

to every race—proper to it, as are its syntax and its idiom

;

that each people speaks out the truth or the half truth which

is in it, and, consequently, that for the most part neither the

idea nor the wording bear comparison. Moreover, were it a

fact that all enunciate the same truth, it by no means proves

the latter to be unimportant, except to the few. The student

of the nineteenth century will not, for higher thought, con-

sult proverbs or proverbial philosophy, or other saws and

instances
;
but he will treat not a few of them as chapters of

anthropological and ethnological history; showing how truth

arose in the silent education of the world
;
how the experience

of every-day life gradually took shape and status
;
how the

appreciation of experience became concrete in the pithy
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aphorism, till at last the “wisdom of many” gained life by

the “ wit of one.” In it he sees the process of a pencil of

light stealing into the child-like savage brain, slowly but

surely dispersing the fatal glooms of ignorance and pre-

judice, of falsehood and barbarism; assuming various degrees

of illumination, and at last becoming the perfect day of

wisdom and judgment, of truth and civilization. No wonder,

as Count Lucann observes, that proverbs have ever been so

popular with the human race.

As regards these Proverbia Communia. The labours of

Pocock, Erpenius, Freytag, ^ and others, have introduced to

Europe the repertories of classical Amsal ( in which

the Arabs delighted from the days of the Khalifah Ali to

those of El Maydani. My object is not so high. Returning

to Western Asia, and resuming the studies w’hich had been

interrupted by long service in Africa and South America, I

at once recommenced them at the commencement—the allo-

quialisms of a people new to me. Presently I remembered

Burckhardt’s Amsal el Masr (Arabic and English, 1830),

which aimed at illustrating manners and customs from pro-

verbial sa5ungs current at Cairo, and it appeared to me that

the same might be done for Syria.

The modern dialect of Syria retains distinct traces of the

old Aramaean, and, as may be expected in a land where men
live much at home, every great city—Damascus, for instance

—preserves peculiar words and phrases. And without living

interpretation it is impossible to master sayings of purely

local use and unfamiliar allusion, further mystified by pro-

verbial sententiousness and conciseness. They must, however,

be learnt, and even committed to memory, before a stranger

can feel himself at home with the people. Here proverbs

have not passed from the learned to the vulgar tongues
;
they

are in universal circulation, amongst all degrees, from the

ignorant to the man of highest cultivation
;
and the apposite

use of aphorisms is, like wit and eloquence, a manner of power.

Some of the sayings are mostly confined to women, and the

' His “ Amsal el Arab,” in four vols. octavo, is an excerpt from the vast collec-

tion of El Maydani.
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nursery
;
not a few of them have some popular tale whose

point they resume. Many are quoted only in part, the rest

being suppressed for some obvious reason. So we, for instance,

might say “facit per aUmn” As will be seen, the peculiar

vagueness inherent in Arabic speech allows them an immense

range of application, and permits them to be used in a variety

of senses, which require from us a certain amount of study.

Nor is the labour of studying them for their own sake in vain.

It is highly interesting to observe the modern succedaneum

for the old aphoristic philosophy of Syria, which in some form

or other has overspread the civilized world.

Of all the races known to me, the Syrians and certain

"West African tribes are those who delight most in proverbs.

The Spanish t}q3e, immortalized in Sancho Paima comes

next
;
the Portuguese loses much of the characteristic

;
and

the Brazilian, his descendant, has wholly lost it. When
visiting Goruba I was so much struck by the sjjeeches and

harangues—mere conglomerates of quotations—that I per-

suaded Messrs. Tinsley to publish, in I860, a collection of

2859 proverbs, popular amongst seven Negroid and Negro

nations. The volume, which bore the title of “ Wit and

Wisdom from West Africa,” was not so successful as the

Adagia of Erasmus, and of course brought out the remark

that the “ sparkles of wit were few and faint, and the wisdom

of the mildest order.” This was to be expected. But my
object was to make the people describe themselves, to put

them, as it were, in the witness-box upon their racial trial.

Pace the critics who differed from me, I cannot but think

that the idea of the compilation was good. At any rate, it

obtained the approval of one whose opinion in such a matter

is worth a thousand cavils of men, who, ignorant of the

subject, must borrow from the book itself the arms with

which they would assail it. I need hardly mention the name

of Mr. William Stirling, now Sir William Stirling Maxwell,

of Keir.

This little repertory of proverbs, which I hope soon to

supplement with others, was supplied to me by Mr. Hanna
Mish, honorary dragoman of H.B.M.’s Consulate, Damascus.
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“ She who hath her husband with her, shall turn the moon
with her finger.”

“Bring girls, and sit not to no purpose.”—It is better (for

a woman) to bear girls (if she cannot have hoys), and not to

remain childless.

3 . d^*
*

*t̂ ^ ^
“ Girl upon girl, and not retaining (barren) for a year.”

—

Meaning the same as No. 2.

4.
liT*

“ My lady without (the) queasiness (of pregnancy) is un-

well.”—Said of a woman who affects to be an invaKd
;
to be

delicate, to be interesting.

“Love and pregnancy, and riding upon a camel, cannot

be hid.”—Similar to the Persian “Musk and murder cannot

be concealed.”

“ However much the brown woman works, it will not pay

for her eye-paint and rouge.”—Applied to men and women
who spend more than they make. So the Turkish proverb,

Fantasia chok, parah yok.

“ Go the round way, though (it be) long, and marry the

daughter of a house (i.e. good family), though she be stale

(or has lain fallow, from^^)

8. 1^1^ ci-'iJ

“ The scald-headed woman prides herself on the hair of

her (maternal) aunt’s daughter.”—Said about a small or a

bad man who boasts the greatness or the goodness of his

relatives.

VOL. V.—[new series.] 23
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9. jSJlrs-

“ The ass prides himself upon the horse being his (maternal)

imcle.”—Meaning the same as No. 8.

10. (—iLi-l

“ Like the Jew who (ever) chooses the meanest work.”

—

Said of one who neglects important for trivial matters.

11. ^

“Like Jew beggars, who enjoy neither this world nor

the next.”—Said of a man who fails in life. So they also

say Misl el Fmcdkhireh (plur. of Fakhuri, a jar-maker) wa

la dunijd wa la dkhireh. The jar-maker is proverbially a

rascal, and his calling is a poor one. The first three words

are generally found sufficient
;
and to make it more offensive

to the Jews, Moslems say, Misl el yahud.

12.

(tUlaj ^ b

“Be wroth, O aunt! (here means a stepmother) for all

thy curses are in vain.”—Said to any one who curses or

uses bad language. Fishfish means literally “ vapid

wine.”

13. b« i
I-

“A thousand curses never tore a shirt.”—So our adage,

“ Hard words break no bones.”

14. LiidcJ 'ij sj\ji\ !!

“ The mouse is not pure, nor is her prayer answered (by

heaven).”—Said to a bad man who curses.

15. k—'b

“ Turn the jar mouth downwards : the daughter will turn

out like the mother.”—The first half is merely for the pur-

pose of rhyme. Li ummihd is also said, instead of Misl

ummihd.

16 . ^ (iT* V.

“Girl, who raised thee (so high)? Thine honour {i.e.

husband) and the house of thy mother-in-law.” {Bayt Hamd,

the husband’s family; Hamu, father-in-law; and Hama,

mother-in-law.)
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17. 'ij

“ (Let a man wear) foul rags, but not show (a naked) skin.”

—Said, for instance, to woman. Meaning tbat though poor

she may be honest.

18. Ulill s\j^ U b ^ b

“ Girl ! don’t exult in thy wedding dress. Ah ! how much
trouble is behind it.”—Said to a man enjoying himself with-

out thought of the future.

“ Go not amongst the tombs
;
nor smell evil odours.”

—

Said to one, for instance, who wishes to meddle in troubles

which do not concern him.

20 . 'ij

“ Say not to the singer, sing, nor to those pra5^ing, pray.”

—Meaning, it is useless to ask a man to do what he is com-

pelled to do
;
he will only make excuses, and perhaps refuse.

21. ^ aj

“ Instead of saying to the hen Kish (pst ! be off), strike

her and break her leg.”—Spoken by one asking a favour from

another
;
and when the latter, who can grant it, makes ex-

cuses and puts him off.

22. L ^ 1 a1 \

“Befriend the cock, and see where he bears you.” Evil

commimications corrupt good manners. [Sliuf for shuf

:

others say the owl.)

23.

“ Every goat is stuck to her circle.”—Said after giving

good advice to a man who will not take it.

(Or, Kull ud durub ala H ’Tahun.) “All the roads lead

to the mill.”—Spoken to a man who tries roundabout ways,

when he can go straight to the point.
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25.

“ There is no rising up without a falling down in front of

it.”—Meaning, that any man will have his turn of good and

bad fortune.

26. Jj\i iiT* {jff^ ^
“ The tiryak (Mithridate) will not come from Irak (where

it is made) till the man bitten by the snakes is released (by

death).”—Said by a man whose important business is deferred.

Others say, Mahu’ el haicd, i.e. the victim of love.

27. Ai

“ According to the size of your carpet stretch your legs.”

—

The same as our “ Cut your coat according to your cloth.”

28. )! I aJ LuiJ^

“ Like a cobbler’s scissors, which cut nothing but the im-

pure (leather).”—Spoken of a foul-mouthed man. Often the

first half of this proverb is found enough.

“ Every dog is better than Haymur (proper name of dog,

generally pronounced Hammur).”—The speaker is supposed

to declare his dog worse than all others. Said by a man who
complains of his wife, children, friends, and so forth.

30. j) A*..M.i) (Ja.^

“ Like dogs, full or empty (it is all the same).”—Benevo-

lently said of a poor man, or of one who wants everything.

31.

“Gifts to the convent and filth (polite people prefer

El bailed, toil and trouble) for Samaan (proper name of the

convent servant).”—Said of a servant or a slave working for

his master.

32.

“ All the cocks crow, but honour is given to the crested

cock [Abu kumburah, a bird with feathered tuft, and there-
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fore more remarkable).”—Spoken of a man wbo carries off

honours or profit from those more deserving.

“ Everything is soap to the Arab.”—Meaning, all is fish

that comes to his net.

3d. V «

^ ^ ^

“ Hanna, son of Manna, who lived a thousand one hundred

years, and never enjoyed himself.”—Said to one complaining

of a little misery. The Spanish Ommiad Khalifet el Nasr,

“ the heir of prosperity,” was more easily contented
;
he

owned to the happy days in a reign of fifty years and seven

months.

35 .

“ "When the Hauran (plain) fails, Hijaneh (the swampy
region east of Damascus) supplies (provision).”—Popidarly

said in praise of Hijaneh.

36 .

“My rump is my rump, and the land is the Sultan’s.”

—

Spoken by a man, for instance, when another would turn him

out of his place or property.

37
. ^

“ The tassel of a saddle-bag, which cannot straighten nor

incline (the saddle).”—Applied to a ne’er-do-weel, a useless

fellow, a man of no consequence.

38
. h

“ A loaf for a loaf (^.e. lend him a loaf), and let not thy

neighbour remain hungry (for he wiU return thy loan).”

—

Meaning, assist thy brother man, and he will assist thee.

“ If your bread be greater than our bread, shame us with

a loaf!”—Said to one from whom a favour is wanted, and

who boasts that he can do it.
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40. 'ij

“ Your neighbour who is near, and not your brother who
is far.”—Meaning, your neighbour who does you good is better

than a brother who does not. Also, a live dog is better than

a dead lion.

41. jjy ^
“ The eye cannot rise above the eyebrow.”—Said by an

inferior to a superior, who would do him more honour than

he deserves.

42. ^
“ The eye does not oppose a collyrium needle.”—Meaning,

you are too cunning of fence for me to fight you.

43. hi* ^

“ If there were any good in the owl, the hunter would not

pass her by (but would have shot her).” Spoken thus, a

man would buy an article
;
he hears that it has been seen

and not bought by another whose judgment he values, and

then he applies the proverb. Also, it means that the value-

lessness of a person or thing is his or its safety.

" One para {mkr'iyeli) worth of watercress (is enough), and

I won’t dishonour you, 0 myself!”—Better be contented

with humble fare (etc.) than support an obligation.

4^. Aii*lj! AXi* 1..1*

“Of the month which does not profit you, count not the

days.”—Meaning, take no useless trouble about what will not

do you good.

46. id U Jjj b j ji\j\ a! b< Jj_j b

“ "VYoe to him who has no naHs, and woe to him who has

no (one to) back (him).”—The man who has no nails cannot

enjoy King James’s greatest pleasure, and the friendless man
cannot prosper.
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“ Every cock crows loudly on his own dunghill.”

48.

“The stone in its place is a kantdr (hundredweight).”

—

The same as No 47. Also they say, Hcmveh saghireh tasnud

khdbiyeh kantdriyeh. “ The little pebble supports (upright)

the jar that holds a kantdr (hundredweight).”

“ He whose head is light soon tires his feet.”—Meaning,

that the foot is always running about
;
or said of a man who

does a thing without reflection, his bolt is soon shot.

“ Speech is of silver, silence is of gold.”—An old proverb

in Syria
;
a comparatively new saying amongst us.

51. ^

“A thorough-bred mare is not disgraced by her (bad)

saddle.” They also say iddat-hd, “her packsaddle.” The
Jildl is the flat pad, the Sarj is after the Frankish fashion.

—

Spoken, for instance, of a rich man in a bad hat.

52. L«

“ The cullender is not hindered by a hole (more or less).”

—Applied, for instance, to a man who habitually lies.

53. aj ij\j

“ Every thing in its place resembles its race.”—There is a

similar saying, Kullu and yunzhah (£^-) mdfih. “Every pot

pours out its (own contents).” Good trees bear good fruits.

54. (— Jlj

“ Quoth the merchant to his son, look at the habitual buyer

(the pratique), and deal to him accordingly.”—Meaning, treat

every man as he deserves.
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55 . <dn

“ The mouse fell from the ceiling, and the cat cried ‘ Allah.’

The mouse replied (generally kdlat liha elfdrah), ‘ go far from

me, and I am with a thousand blessings from AUah.’ ” Allah,

is ejaculated when a man stumbles or falls. Said to a man
who is getting into the hands of those who will harm him.

66 .

“ When the cow falls, the knackers flock (to her).”—Mean-

ing, when a man gets into trouble his enemies collect to injure

him.

“ He who despises men will be killed (for the sake of) a

turnip.”—Meaning that if a man oppose one stronger than

himself he will be lost by the least /?«s.

58. jSU2£ ^ ^ ^
“ Had there not been a locust, the bird would not have

fallen.”—This alludes to a long story about a bird following

a locust into a house, and being trapped. The king was

anxious to take a young woman called Jeradeh (the locust)

from her old husband named IJsfur (the bird)
;
and the latter

managed to escape by using the proverb. It is applied to a

person who ventures too much. Also it means, “ If I had

not bribed him, I should not have won my cause.”

59. Jjil U bj (juuJA U Ale jt^\ U b

^

^btf b^ Ale

“ Oh ! how many were my friends when my vines pro-

duced syrup ; and oh ! how few were my friends when that

same vine dried up.”—Familiar to all, Donee eris fell multos

numerabis amicos.

60. <djl^i!b

“ Like the fowls which always think of the broken (or spoilt,

corn, poultry food).”—Said to a man always talking shop,

about money, or women, for instance.
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“As long as you lie on this mat, it will become neither longer

nor shorter.”—Meaning, whilst you are so lazy and inactive,

you will do no good, you will not prosper.

62. j^\

“What is the bitter to one (who has tasted) the more

bitter?”—Said when misfortunes or sorrows come one after

the other.

63. ^ )!

“ Let not the eye discover what pains the heart.”—Mean-

ing, wink at small annoyances. Also, the heart does not

grieve at what the eye does not see.

64. L# iji.<

“ Like the hen who is not mistress of her own eggs.”

—

Said to a man of property who is not master in his own house.

65. U.^1 JIA Ji”

“Every worm-eaten (com-)grain has a blind (others say

one-eyed) measurer.”—Reproving a servant, for instance, who
buys a bad article. Also, Tonte fadette a son fadet.

66. ^
“ Lying is the salt (goodness) of men, and shameful (only)

to one who believes.”—Said to a great liar, whose lies are,

like salt, required for all kinds of food.
^
It is also used in a

literal sense, even as Bacon declared that the mixture of a

lie doth ever add pleasure—only a little less usually than the

Syrian adage. The first half is often said without the second,

and then it becomes a curious index of material thought.

67. ^.U!\ ^

“ Blame not the absent (who is doing your work) till he

shall appear.”—Similar to our De mortuis, etc. Les absents

ont toiijours tort.
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68 .

“Like the Mitrdbain (hired labourers) who rejoice at the

opening of the grain-bags (which benefit the master).”

—

Spoken to or about a man who works for another’s advantage.

69.

“Follow the liar to the house-door {i.e. to the end of his

lies).”—Said of a “promising” man, push him as far as

possible.

70. LaII l

“ He who plays with the cat must sufier her claws.”

—

Addressed to one, for instance, who is insulted after speak-

ing to a rude fellow, who has touched pitch, and has been

defiled.

“ From the number of his daughters, even the dog (in the

streets) has become his son-in-law.”—The man with many
(plain) daughters must make presents to every one in order

to get them off his hands.

“ Like the dustman’s donkey, who paces swaggering, and

3’’et carries only dirt.”—Spoken of or to a pretentious fellow.

Also they call him Hiniar Muhammal Asfdr, “ ass laden with

books.”

73. V. i— jLaj

“ He who wants the dog says to him, ‘ Good morning, 0
my uncle,’ (or, Sahahak el kliayr haji kalh,

‘ Good morning.

Mister Dog).’ ”—So the people of Trinidad wittily say,

Deir chein, ce chein

;

Devant chein

Ce, “ Missier Chein.”

74
.

j/jAl Ij
^ ^ ^ j aaj 1 A.J 1

“ The hand which you cannot bite, kiss it, and pray that

it may be broken.”—Same meaning as 73. They also say,

“ He kisses the hands and he laughs at the beards.”
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7o.

“ Hell and amongst the slippers ?”—Meaning, for instance,

that when you condescend to visit your enemy you expect to

be civilly treated, and yet you are not—adding insult to

injury. Also, don’t let people say that I am in hell and also

disgraced
;
I am lost in both worlds.

76. tn

“Every one has stung him, even the horse-fly.”—Said

about a man who sufiers from every one.

77. ^
“The crooked furrow is (the work) of the big biiU.”

—

Meaning that the fault is from the great man. A saying

often used about the rulers, who, of course, should set the

best example.

78. l.^

“ Never in all his life shall the divider (arbitrator) go to

heaven.”—Because the arbitrator in these lands is always a

rascal
;
he gets the best portion—the oyster, not the shells.

79. <Jt^. iJI/*

“ Get rid of the Badaici (wild man) with a cloak, and not

with the whole cloak-market.”—Meaning, sacrifice a little to

save much.

80.

“Speak of the wolf, and make ready the club.”—So our

adage, “ Talk of the Devil,” etc.

81.

“ The honest man appears when he is spoken of.”—Said as

No. 80. Also about a man who does good.

82. Jx
“ Do not boast of thy many children before Izrail (the

angel of death), or of thy wealth before the tyrants.”—The

first half of this phrase is the more used.
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83. ^

“Do not say ‘beans’ before tbey are in tbe measure.”—So

our proverb about counting chickens
;
tbe vision of Mirza, etc.

“ The estimate of the field (whose crop is still in grass)

does not agree with the estimate of the thrashing-floor.”

—

Same signification as 83.

85.

“ 0 his (fine) eyebrows ! 0 his (fine) eyes ! they show upon

the mughtaml (place where the Moslem dead are washed).”

—

This is especially a woman’s proverb, meaning, it is useless to

praise a thing which is before your eyes. They generally

say, Ya hawajihhii, ya uyunhu, etc.

86. aJx

“ Tighten the thread and draw it close
;
whoso has a share

let him put it down (contribute it).”—Said, for instance, to a

shareholder, one of a picnic, etc., who grumbles.

“A friendly party of Aleppines laugh, jaw, and drink

water.”—Our “tea and turn out.” Tahannak from hanak,

a jaw
;
in low language, as we say, to jaw, to chafil

88 .

“The clever cock crows from the egg.”—Alluding to a

sharp boy : also meaning that the boy is the father of the

man.

89. b.i^*j^ Iac b« A()bcij

“ All the camels are fighting together, except our camel,

which is kneeling.”—Said by a man to himself when others

are working round him, and he does nothing. Jamal-kum

is used if applied to another. It also means all are employed

except myself.
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90.

acLj^ ^
“Like tke pigeon, fond (of her young) without suckling

(them).”—Spoken of a man who is civil, but who will not

spend his money.

91.

%yJJ\ jiiaJ h Jkv\

“Wait (for grass), O donkey, until spring comes.”—Said

to a man who works without getting his wage. Uiizur is for

intazir.

92. U* (Ji

“This scald-head all my life I never cured (cleaned).”

—

The akra is always supposed to be a quarrelsome man. The

saying would mean, I never met with such a tiger
;
I never

interfere in this matter, and so forth. Tajmir is especially

applied to burnishing gold and silver.

93. ^
“ Like the monkey’s fat, which does not soften {bi-yasli)

and does not melt (bi-yadiib).”—Said of an impracticable or

avaricious man. y-> sidu means becoming semi-liquified.

94. Ij

“ I marvel at thee, 0 scald-head ! how I shall cure thee ?”

—Said when a man will not consent to anything. Like

No. 93.

95.

“ Kohl (collyrium) is better than blindness.”—Meaning,

better to have a little than to lose all
;
because the use of

kohl for a month may save the eye. The better form is el

ramad, (ophthalmia) is better, etc.

“ When thou seest the blind man beat him down
;

(for)

thou art not greater than his God.”—Punish the bad man,

because he cannot do good. The Creator made the blind

man blind. Also said of an ungrateful man. They tell a

tale of the Prophet Jonas, who prayed the Lord to heal a

blind boy, whereupon the latter began to stone him
;

the

prophet quoted the proverb as above.
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97.^ U
“The church which is near does not cure.”—Said of a

man, for instance, who buys (or consults a doctor, etc.) from

afar, when he can buy as well near. Also of near relations,

one’s cousins, for instance. Opposed to the Scotch idea of

blood being thicker than water.

“ The noise of the kettledrum goes far.”—Report flies

abroad: the end often omitted is wa jmcu'dthu fdrigh, “and
she is empty inside.” That would be said of a windy

boaster, etc.

99. CLJlJUl ILi

“ The sound of the (big) drum drowns the flute.”—Said of

a great man when a greater appears. Also in the form Ajd
(has come) el Tabl, etc.

100 . (J-^^

“ The camel kneels on the place of the camel.”—Spoken,

for example, when dismissing a servant
;
another can soon be

found. “ There are as good fishes in the sea,” etc.

101. UJ

“ I used to pray till I obtained (what 1 prayed for)
;
but

when I obtained it, I left off praying.”—Meaning, for in-

stance, women fawn and flatter till they get what they want.

102 .

“Kindness is wasted on the undeserving (the ungrateful).”

103.

“ Take the noble, though (sleeping) upon a mat.”—Clean-

ing, in marriage (or in hiring servants, and so forth) prefer

blood to money.

104. c—jIA ^
“If the camel had seen his hunchback he would have

fallen and broken his neck.”—Corresponds with Burns’ Knes

about the “ Giftie.”
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105. ^

“They said to the blind (men), ‘Oil is dear !
’ They replied,

‘ This is a sorrow which does not touch us !

’ ”—The blind

not wanting lamps. The saying is applied to those who spread

reports that do not concern the hearer.

106. LlT*

“ Whoso tries the tried his intellect is belied.”—Meaning

that he is a fool.

107. Ls-

“ Put thy monkey upon his monkey.”—Meaning, if a man
will not hear you, din it always into his ears

;
or try who is

the better man. A favourite proverb with the Jews.

108. ^

“Pray not for the prosperity of thy friend, lest thou de-

stroy him.”—Meaning, that when prosperous he will forget

you. Said to a friend who has waxed rich.

109.

“ If thy messenger delay, hold it (a sign of) good news.”

—

As we say, “No news good news.”

110. U) 'i

“ Visit not often the kings {i.e. the great), for even if re-

lated to you they will hate you.”—Said to a tuft-hunter
;

also an excuse popularly made to one who reproaches you with

not visiting him often enough.

111 .

“ Remain afar and await what you want.”—Equivalent to

“Await the opportimity.” Almost same signification as 110.

112 .

“ Too much tying loosens.”—Meaning that man loses by

pushing too fast.
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113. jJji

“Ifhe (the muleteer, etc.) be walking upon this road, let him

sew with another pack-needle.”—Said, for instance, of one

who asks an impossible favour, deeming it easy, “Let him
take some other thought this pack-needle can do no good.

114.

IjJl iUj ^

“Dew fills not upon an empty well.”—Said to a person

who lives beyond his income.

115. ^ if

“ This filter will not fill the (water-) skins.”—Same as 114.

116.

“ Whoso knocks at the door hears the reply.”—Similar to

our “ Knock, and it shall be opened to you.”

117.

jljJl 'ij a

“ No skin has burst, and no oil has been lost {lit. poured

out).”—Used when a man wishes, for instance, to decline a

contract.

118. \ys:^s
j

c_>lj ^
“ If thou knock at a door which is not opened to thee, con-

sult thine honour and go.”—Said when a favour is asked of

one who makes excuses.

119. cU.bli ^

“ Is not Fatimah (my daughter) at her task ? Is not Hasan

(my son) at his school?”—Meaning “What matter to me?”
Kuttdb in low language means a school.

120 . ^

“He is not of those who believe, or of those who disbelieve.”

—Said of a man who does not care for anything. (Quoted

from the Koran.)
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121.

“ Like the arckbiskop’s ass, a clever devil.”—Applied to

a slippery fellow. Tkey also say, Misl Idmar el khdkhdn,
“ Like tke ass of tke Rabbi.”

122. a

“Wken you hit, hurt (i.e., let kim feel it): when you

feed, fill.”—Our Age quod agis.

123. i^Jj Ij b

“Either tke thing is good, or to leave it (undone) is

good.”—Same signification as 122.

124. jAj

“ Pass by thy foe hungry
;
but pass kim not naked (so

that he can see you).”—Meaning that if you ask a favour

of an enemy, do not let him see that you want it.

125.

“ Blindness, and not (rather than) this government.”

—

Said when an enemy gets into power. They tell a tale that the

bear, the fox, and the monkey were in conversation, and the

former expressed a desire to be JTali (Governor-Gieneral) of

Syria. “ AYhat will you do for me?” said the fox. “ I will

make you mj Kihay

a

(secretaiy),” was the reply. “Strike

me blind,” cried the monke}^ “before I see such a govern-

ment !

”

126. I

!
jXZj ih

“An unlucky man whom thou knowest, and not (rather

than) a lucky man whom thou dost not know.”—Meaning, if

you dismiss a servant, or drop a friend, you will probably

take one worse. For Sa’ad some say Jagijid (noble). They

also say, Al Usman marhumin hi yeji icahid anhas min el sani,

“The sons of Usman (the Ottomans) are pitied, (because) he

who comes is worse than the other (preceding him).”

127. I—-OjA
“ Without the timbrel he dances.”—Said of an excitable,

passionate, fidgety man.

VOL. V.—[new series.] 24
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They said to the blind man, “ TVhat dost thou desire?”

He replied, “A pair of eyes !
”—Said when you offer a thing

which you know is wanted.

129. lx*

“He who is not of thy loins, however mad he be, be glad.”

—Because his madness does not concern you. A rascal

proverb, and great contrast to the Homo sum, etc.

130.

“ My lover is handsome, and a breath of wind came to

him (and made him love me the more).”—Meaning, he was

glad (or grieved), and now he is the more gladdened (or

grieved). To whom much is given, more shall be given us.

131.

“ I love my friend, though he be a black slave.”—Said

when a man blames you for liking what is not worthy.

132. Ji*!l M\
“ Like the teacher of boys, whose beard is there, but whose

wits are nowhere.”—Said to an absent man, one cuj)0 concen-

trate, etc. There are the usual multitude of stories against

schoolmasters. It is enough to quote part of this proverb,

e.g. Hdzir el dakan.

133. L b

“ The invitation of the ass to a wedding is to (carry) wood

or water.”—Said, for instance, of a man who has no right to

be in a distinguished assembly
;
of one who works without

pay, etc.

134.

“(It is) my country (home), although comfort has fallen

out with me
:

(it is) my family, although they fail to befriend

me.”—Used, for instance, when ad\dsing an exile to go home.
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135. Jli: ^

“ If (one’s) birth-place were not deadly, the poor lands (of

the world) would be deserts, (as no one would go abroad).”

—

Alm ost the same as No. 134.
136.

liiAii ^

“He wbo wishetb not to marry his daughter asks much
(ready) money.”—Nakd is the same as Mahr, the pre-nuptial

settlement made upon the Moslemah. Said of one, who not

wishing to sell, asks a ridiculous price. In Syria, men do not

refuse to part with an article to a superior, but demand some-

thing unconscionable, as £100 for a dog.

137.

Lis

“ He talks a stick from every valley.”—Said of one who
talks much nonsense. A favourite proverb with the pea-

santry
;
not used in the city, but of course intelligible.

138. ^
“ Like my mistress, like my master.”—Supposed to be said

in the language of a black slave girl. Applied to a man
who cannot get satisfaction from or content any one. It

would also mean, “ There is no good (to be got) from my
mistress or my master.” Amongst Syrian Moslems the

grandchildren address their grandparents Sidi and Sitti.

The Christians for Sidi would say Jaddi.

139. (AC'Aj

“ No nail can scratch (thy body) but thine own.”—Advis-

ing a man to do his own business, and not to ask the aid of

others.

140. jysl U aAJI

“The (live) coal burns only its place.”—Meaning the heart

knoweth its own bitterness, etc. Said to those who administer

useless pity.
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“ Obey tbe man thou servest, and sell the thing thou

pledgest.”—Because it is useless to keep it. The proverb

means, finish off j'our business—Age quod agis.

142. 1^3

“ The house which brought me up will not give me up

(forget me).”—Although you wiU not assist me, others will.

“ Every thing (which) thou plantest will profit thee, save

the son of man, who will uproot thee.”—Ingratitude is

apparently the rule in Syria.

144. ^

“ Vi^e brought thee, 0 scald-head! to be company with us;

thou didst uncover thy scald-head and frighten us.”—Said of

a friend whom you summon to your aid, and yet he goes

against you.

14o.

“ AYhoso marries out of his faith, he dies a living death

{Jit. he dies of a disease besides his own disease).”—The sig-

nification is evident. The proverb is also said to one who

meddles with what does not concern him.

14G. , . i! 4.^ ^ —

A

a3 !! I

“ One who trusts thee, deceive not, though thou be a

deceiver.”

147. LA-^-U5

“ If trust be broken make thy pocket thy store.”—Spoken

to a man when you lose confidence in him.

148. t (J—.SJ

“ He kills the killed (man) and goes to his funeral.”—Ap-
plied to a man who tricks you and pretends sympathy or

friendship.
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149. Jjib U ^
“ He who wants nah (goodies), says not Ah.”—Meaning,

who wants to be a rich or great man must not show funk or

doubt.

In Syria, and especially in Damascus, there is a child’s

language, which may perhaps number a hundred words, and

which has found its way into literature. Witness the follow-

ing rather pathetic “Hubai” of the Shaykh Abd el Ghani el

Nablusi

:

^

Ji\ J^J\ U

l5^
V.

“ I fed thee with the nam (goodies) and the nam-mm (goody-

goodies)
;

And I gave thee drink (tmbu), and I clothed thee in silk the

dah (nice)
;

And when thou askest a tip {tiss) I could not say thee hah

(there is none)
;

But to-day, 0 my beloved ! I am the bugbear {bidbu’), and

another man is the nice {dah).”

In the proverb nah is a child’s word for sweetmeats. Ah
is the exclamation when eating something too hot, or when
wanting to he led to the closet

;
in the latter sense kikh and

kukh are used by the nurse. Daadah means “ walking,” du,

“ falling,” ’a-’a (tit*), “ going near something dirty.” The

camel, the horse, the ass, all have their nursery names, and

these are sometimes by no means easy to write.

150. 1- ^

“ The specialty of trade is not to gain and not to lose.”

—

Said to a man when disappointed of a great profit.
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“ As one who Islamized at noon, and died (before prayers)

in the afternoon
;

Jesus got rid of bim, and Mobammed
bas not learned bim.”—Between two stools you fall to tbe

ground.

lo2. ^JM.^3 b* la_...vs^.C

“ Everything is (to be found) in tbe druggist’s shop, but

‘ love-me-by-force’ is not there.”—Applied to one who would

force bis friendship upon another.

153. ^

“ (Give me) not tby bee, and do not sting me.”—Said to a

treacherous man who pretends to be friendly or who talks

“ honey-mouf.”

154. 2rw'3.b

“He who dies bequeaths to thee bis children.”—Quoted

of a person who bas not done tbe good you expected bim to

do. Some end tbe j^roverb—yamutu min al jua, “ they (tbe

children) die of hunger.”

lo5.
^ ^ A.O b#

“ Tbe borrowed cloak never warms.”—Spoken by a man to

whom a favour is done imgraciously.

“ The thing which comes not from tbe heart
;

its assistance

is bal’d.”—Almost tbe same as 155.

lo7i

“ Beat tbe water, and (still) it is water.”—Meaning a pig-

headed man who agrees to nothing.

“"What tbe band has not toiled for, tbe heart does not moil

for.”—We say, “Soon won, soon lost.”
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159.

“ The greatness of the thrashing-floor, and not the exulta-

tion of thine enemies.”—Meaning, he works hard in order to

disappoint those who would revel in his misfortunes.

160. dj u
“ The madman has none (to care for him) but his own

(people).”—Said to a man who is friendly, and from whom
you want a favour. Also meaning, “l^o one will have

patience with your illhaps but a relative.” A similar say-

ing is, Md li yahinn al 'al ud ilia kishruh, “ No one sym-

pathizes with the lute except its wood” (its shell). Applied

to the wife taking the part of her husband, etc.

161.

“He has learned from love (only) the word Auhashtand,”
“ (You have made me sad by your absence,” “it is long since

I saw you).”—He learns only that, and he pretends to know
much. Applied to a man who would be a sage, a doctor, a

merchant, etc.

162. ^ U
“ The departed (from this world) has no friend.”—Spoken

of a man always changing his friends during life.

163.

aU\

“ On God’s day, God helps.”—Said, for instance, to a

person who predicts your failure.

164.

Lii ^ Ijb Li#

“ The lowland drinks its own water and the water of the

other (upland).”—Meaning, he keeps friendly with all.

165. aA b

“He who marries my mother becomes my (step-) father.”

—

We must be resigned to those who govern us. Anim is the

paternal uncle, the step-father, or the father-in-law.
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166.

^
“Death is not enough for the dead, he must be squeezed

in his grave.”—Meaning, a man not only dies, his family

must spend money on his funeral. Said also, when, for in-

stance, a man has too much to do, and more business comes.

A similar saying is khurkah (for khirkah) fauk el khurduk, a

wad or rag upon the (charge of small) shot
;
and Shankuleh

fauk el liiml, a package upon the load—the last straw that

breaks the camel’s back.

167. UJ U Ui
“ "We said to thee, ‘ cook it,’ not burn it.”—Pfls de zele.

168. ^

“ The timbrel burst and the lovers were scattered.”

—

Quoted when offence is taken in company and all part dis-

pleased.

169. cCuuJA a!
^ A.sr^i'^ Aj

“Everything new brings joy: everything old brings re-

pulse.”—The new broom expels the old.

170.

“ Preserve thy old
;

(for) thy new will not last thee.”

—

Opposed to the former. In Syria also these sayings are in

pairs.

171. AjJj

“His stomach from (eating) sour things is crude.”—Said

when trouble (or business) comes upon trouble, etc.

172. JIj

“ Much meddling went to hell (and) said, ‘ The fuel is

green’ (there).”—Of course it is useless to tell those there

what the state of the fuel is. Ghalabah is mostly applied to

excessive talking, e.g., La. takassar el ghalabah ! in Persian,

Fuzuli ma-kun.
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173. *U.kw
llT^

“ He who remembers me with his bone, honours me with

his bone.”—Meaning, he shows that he remembers me. The

play of words is upon Azin and Azim ; induh kalb azim is

said by the baser sort.

174.

“ Seek the good of thy neighbour, and thou wilt find good

at home.”—Benefit yourself by benefiting others.

175. ^UjJl ^

" He is no good
;
neither to the guest, nor to the sword,

nor to the treachery of time.”—Said of a man utterly worth-

less.

T/6. Li#

“There is no profit from him, and his smoke blinds.”

—

Spoken of one utterly worthless, and harmful withal.

177. ^

“ If Yais he thy cook, take no thought of thy squeamish-

ness.”—Yais was a notoriously unclean cook, who put too

much water in his marak (“ kitchen”-pound on rice, etc.).

The saying means expect no good from a bad workman.

178.

1*1*1211 ^

“ The number of cooks burn the food.”—“ They spoil the

broth,” as we say. A similar proverb is, Khrat el ruasa

hey agharsik el markab, “Too many captains sink the ship.”

179.

A/*ii
j

iUiil (^la-ll

“ The key to the belly is a bit (to eat, a mouthful), and the

key to quarrel is a (hot) word.”—Used when people are to be

dissuaded from quarrelling, or when persuading them to eat.

180. ^
“ Your (hell) fire, and not another man’s heaven.”—Mean-

ing, I prefer a poor gift from you to a rich one from another.
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181.

“ The big vase contains the small one.”—That is to say,

“Be patient, you are a greater (or wealthier) man than

he is.”

182. ^ ^

“The snow must certainly melt and show the filth” (also

1^). Spoken of a man who makes much fuss about business

of no importance.

183. bjV.5

“ Like the hen of Daraya (village) that leaves the wheat

and eats the filth,” which explains itself.

184.

“ The cucumber is crooked.”—Meaning, you can’t make the

cucumber straight, or the liar a truthful man. So they say,

Zanah el kalh aawaj ica lau hattuh alf sanat It 7 kdlib, “ The
dog’s tail is crooked though you put it in the mould for a

thousand years.” Applied to bad government, etc.

18o. I ijXj Uj cu-i.A L«

“ I have not seen, and I have not perceived, and I don’t

know.”—It is said that this is the first sentence of the

catechism taught to the Jewish child at Damascus.

186.

“ All (things) done are lawful
;

all (things) asked for are

unlawful.”—Dsed when encouraging a man to act upon his

own responsibility^

187 .

“ Like the priest of Ayn Tinah.” They relate that the

parishioners having complained of their tyrannical parson to

the Moslem authorities, found him sitting amongst and in

high favour with the latter. A kind of Yicar of Bray. Said

of one from whom you cannot escape.
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Art, XVII.

—

Notes on an Ancient Indian Vase, with an

Account of the Engraving thereupon. By Charles Horne,

r.R.A.S., late of the Bengal Civil Service.

This curious and, I believe, unique relic of antiquity is in

the form of an ordinary Indian lotah, and measures as follows

;

Total height, in.
;

diameter, 5^ in.
;

ditto at neck, 2 in.
;

with a projecting circular lip of in. It is apparently wrought

in some fine alloy of brass, copper, and spelter (?), the brass

prevailing, and has resisted corrosion in a very remarkable

manner
;
for the date which I would, from external evidence,

assign it is between 200 and 300 a.d. It has evidently been

treated with the greatest care
;
for we do not find upon it

any signs of the constant polishing with sand and ashes which

the lotahs of the natives undergo when in constant use, and

which in a few years wears them quite thin.

Before I enter upon any description of the engraving upon

it, I may as well mention how and where it was found. In

1857 Major Hay, then in Political employ in the Kulu

country, which comprises the districts of Lahoul and Spiti,

in the Himaleh, happening to be near Goondlah, heard that

some curious ancient vessels had been found near the junction

of the Chandra and Bhagur rivers not far distant. It would

appear that upon the spot had formerly stood a Buddhist

monastery, and that owing to a great landslip a vaulted

chamber or hollow had been laid bare, in which were found

this brass vase, and some dishes of kassa, or mixed metal.

There were some, doubtless, of the more precious metals, hut

these had disappeared before Major Hay could reach the

spot. He was, however, fortunate in being able to secure

the object now under notice, which he has kindly placed in

my hands for description, and that, if possible, it might find

a resting-place in some museiun.

The whole of the exterior, with the exception of a part of
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the neck, is covered with engraving, effected with a graving

tool or fine chisel. The upper part is occupied with six

spaces of geometrical ornament running around it, consisting

of crossings, lines, circles, and the like. This may take one-

third of the space, whilst the lower two-thirds are filled with

a spirited representation of a royal progress.

We have first a young prince in a chariot or car drawn by

four horses abreast, attended by his chowrie-hediVex (a female)

and his charioteer. The style of the chariot and the drawing

of the steeds, perspectively, is most decidedly Greek
;
whilst

the harness of the latter is very peculiar, and I have not been

able in any work to meet with similar headstalls or bridles.

In the sculptures from Amravatl there are many harnessed

horses, but all their headstalls are square in character
;
as

are those from the Nineveh sculptures. The passing of the

reins through a “terret” or ring on the withers of the horse

exactly resembles the manner of the Romans, as well shown

in a plate in Hope’s “ Costumes of the Ancients,” as does the

breastband before alluded to. In the Nimroud sculptures the

horses’ heads when abreast only just project before one another

;

but here we have nearly half the shoulder visible. There is

no slavish conventualism, and the horses of the mounted men
are each in a separate attitude—the one prancing with arched

neck, whilst the other is trotting very high. In no case have

they any martingale, although almost every horse at Sanchi

is shown as having one. The breastbands are set with large

studs, probably bosses of metal
;
whilst the crupper strap is

also shown to be ornamented. A large tassel hangs from the

shoulder at the junction of the ornamented girth and the

breastband. The manes appear to be plaited, and the tails

of the chariot horses tied up
;
whilst those of the steeds of

the horsemen are flowing free, being combed out.

Whilst on the subject of the horses, I would draw attention

to the representation of colour, both of the riders’ horses

being fleabitten or grey, whilst those in the chariot appear

to be pure white. On the head of one is manifestly a grand

plume of feathers, and on the other a strange kind of orna-

ment, with backward flowing streamers, surmounted by.
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perhaps, the tied-up top-knot. The horses all appear to be

stallions. But the most curious point is the introduction of

stirrups. These are either of rope or of bamboo, but most

probably of the latter, from the stiffness with which they

stand out.

Even in so small a matter as this is the skill of the artist

shown
;
for in the prancing horse the foot pressing heavily

bends the stirrup to its shape, whilst in the case of the

trotting one the foot lightly placed does not spoil the curve

of the bamboo or rope.

The saddle-cloths do not cover any saddle, and are, doubt-

less, ornamented pads, which are even now much used in the

East. No girths are shown in the drawing. In the Sanchi

representation, all the horses are saddled, although nowhere

are stirrups to be found. The Greeks and Romans, as far as

my knowledge extends, did not use them, for I have never

seen them figured
;
although, perhaps, on the same principle

that the nude was preferred to the highly-clad figure for

representations, the horses were drawn as far as possible

without trappings, as in the Elgin marbles.

The action of the animals is well represented when we
consider the rough tool with which the incising has been

effected. They have a large tassel hanging at the ear, and a

species of horned ei’ection of, perhaps, plumes on the fore-

head or top- knot, as has been used for State by all nations

in all ages. Each is driven with two reins, four being held

in one hand by the driver, and four in the other. The
chariot is of a rather uncommon form, very large, and has

none of the angularity so general in those of Greece and

Rome. From the marking it almost looks as though the

upper portion was made of basket-work. The front is orna-

mented by perpendicular lines of work, probably of wood
;

and there is a hand-rail upon which the young prince is

leaning. It, however, much resembles in its general form
one represented in Plate xxxiv. of Tree and Serpent Worship,
from the bas-reliefs at Sanchi

;
and still more so one spoken

of as the only one at Amravati, and figured in Plate Ixxvi. of

the same work. This, however, has only two horses.
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There is no connexion between the reins and the mouths

of the horses, but the arrangement represented would seem to

imply some species of bit. These were, doubtless, in use at

the time to which I would assign the work, long after the

time of Arrian, whose remarks are quoted by Mr. Fergusson.

Over the prince, held in the left hand by his chowrie-

bearer, is a very large umbrella of bamboo, neatly made, pre-

senting no peculiarity, but very much resembling those now

in use in most parts of the East. He wears no clothing

above the waist, except a light scarf thrown over the shoulders,

whilst the lower part of his body is covered with a dhoti, or

waistcloth, as far as can be seen
;
neither has he any orna-

ments on his arms or wrists. Around his neck is a mala, or

necklace, made of gems, probably of amber or turquoise, of

the shape of truncated cones strung transversely through

the thick end, and he would appear to have had his ears

lengthened and split, as in the order of his kamphati, or,

perhaps, caused to present that appearance, in consequence

of the former wearing of heavy earrings, now abandoned, as

we so often see in figures of Sakya Muni. Some may, how-

ever, hold that the elongation represents rings worn in the

ear. I, however, think that they do not. He appears to have

no head-dress, but merely his long locks twisted up into

masses around his head in a neat manner.

At his left hand stands his charioteer, a character often

alluded to in the four predictive signs shown to Sakya before

he finally left the Palace at Kapila. This person, whether

male or female, for there is little to distinguish the sex, and

the dress and ornament rather seem to indicate a woman, may
possibl}' be his wife Yasodava. He (or she) appears to be

speaking to the Prince, who looks sad and thoughtful. He
wears heavy bangles, a necklace much resembling that of

the master, and immense lobes or earrings almost reaching

to the shoulder. Besides this, he has a fine gold chain, similar

in character to that worn by the musicians, which rather

favours the presumption of the charioteer being a female.

A grand Turkish turban crowns his head, such as Bishop

Bigandet speaks of as being worn by men at the time of
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Sakya in liis Life of Gautama. As before stated, four reins

are held in each hand, and the right also carries a long stiff

whip without any lash.

Behind the Prince stands a female attendant, with the

large umbrella supported with her left hand, whilst the right

grasps a chowrie, or fly whisk of hair. She wears the same

prodigious lobe or ear ornaments as the charioteer, with

similar bangles on her wrists. Her hair is most elaborately

done up in two horns, with a streamer coming through

the midst of each erection, and hanging down far below the

waist, whilst many (five are shown) others float on the breeze

from the back of the head. Her body is bare to the waist,

as was common at the date to which I would attribute this

vase; whilst below, a or petticoat, tightly girt round

the hips, flows freely by reason of the rapid motion of the

vehicle.

The whole forms a very complete and carefully drawn

group, and tells its story quite graphically.

It might well represent Phralong when he saw the first of

the four “signs” as he drove to his gardens in state, with his

four beautiful white horses, accompanied by guards and

musicians.

Immediately behind the car rides a horseman wearing no

ornament whatever. He has long slit ears, with his hair

curiously twisted up about his head, and a light scarf over

his shoulders, the ends of which stream behind him. Below
this is a dhoti, or waistcloth, which completes his clothing.

In his right hand he carries a very curious highly-finished

weapon, somewhat resembling a halberd, consisting of a long

staff tipped with a spear-head. A little below the head on

one side is a sharp projecting recurved instrument like a rein-

cutter
;
and on the opposite side, still lower down, is an axe-

head. I have in my researches found one or two repre-

sentations of a spear with an axe on one side of the staff, but

never one with this strange hook, which cannot possibly be

used as an ankus, or elephant goad, the staff being too long.

There are some celebrated tridents, one in Gurwhal, 21 feet

high, which has the axe-head on one side
;
and another at
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Gopeswara, 16 feet high, with a similar appendage/ which,

slightly reminds one of the Roman fasces carried by the

Lictors
;
and upon a Bactrian (?) coin, shown me by Mr.

E. Thomas, we found a weapon possibly similar, but very

indistinct. The handle is neatly finished off at the bottom,

and the weapon would seem to be one of the State insignia.

The second horseman has rings in his ears of a moderate

size, and a scarf of another pattern, wearing onl}’- a dhoti in

addition by way of clothing. His head is, however, covered

by a handsome turban, unless, indeed, his hair is so neatly done

up as exactly to resemble one, which I much doubt. He is

closely followed by another Prince, or noble person, mounted

on an elephant, which steps nimbly along. A male attendant

sits behind him on the pad or guddi, for there is no howdah,

the elephant being very small, holding an umbrella over him

of exactly the same character as that used by the principal

person, with his left hand, whilst in his right hand he grasps

a choivrie, or fly whisk, with which he fans his master. As

it is, he sits in a most uncomfortable position, and it is not

clear how he balances himself.

The driver of the elephant, evidently some great man, has

elongated slit ears, without earrings, like the Prince, one of the

horsemen, and another attendant not yet described
;
and the

same wild arrangement of hair as the second horseman and

the chief Prince. The scarf, necklace, and dhoti are all the

same. In his hand he carries a very long anhus, or goad, and

he wears no bracelets. The elephant he bestrides, which is

evidently reduced in size for the sake of the picture, has short

ears with a prodigious trunk, wEich is adorned with lines of

paint, and a frontlet carrying bells, which comes over the ears

at the side of the head. His tail is tied up very curiously by

a rope under the belly to the head. This is often done to

prevent its being moved when one is getting on to the beast’s

back thereby, at the present day
;
and it would almost seem

to indicate that this was a portrait of an elephant which

needed to be so treated. The arrangement of the hair of the

attendant is different from that of any other person in the

1 Fide J.A.S. vol. v. p. 482.
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picture, and two short streamers hang down from it behind.

These streamers deserve a word, for they are probably the

same as the ornament carried in the hand of the priest, the

utpala pachna, or “ water-lily jewel and tree leaf put together

in the form of a nosegay,” mentioned by Alexander Csoma

Korose, in J.A.S. vol. vii. p. 143, marking the subdivision of

Buddhism, to which the people belonged, viz., the Rahula

{sgra-gchan-hdsin)

,

the son of Sakya, and helping to fix the

date as very early. This man also probably wears earrings

of no great size, and hence not very distinctly portrayed.

Following the elephant is a priest or Sramdnd of some

rank, holding in his left hand the ornament above described.

The right side certainly, and probably the whole front of the

head, is shaven, as shown by the little bristles ; whilst the

hair from the back is made up into two great rolls, and

brought forward on the left side. The slit-elongated ear also

marks this man, who has not an article of ornament upon

him. lie wears the scarf and the long flowing dhoti, and,

like all the others, goes barefooted.

Behind him come the two female musicians. Their dress

is rather difidcult to describe. Around their heads are fine

turbans with flowing scarfs and pendent ornaments, above

described as the utpala padma. They wear prodigious ear-

rings or lobes, almost resembling dice-boxes, and reaching to

their shoulders. (How these were suspended is not very clear,

although the elongation of the ears may account for this in

part.) They also have necklaces of amber or turquoise strung

transversely like those of the men, heavy bracelets or bangles,

and anklets. These last-named lie loosely on the ankles.

They each have in addition a fine gold chain round the neck,

which falls naturally between the fuUy-developed breasts, as

in the dancing girl of the Bhilsa Topes, so ably figured in

Gen. Cunningham’s work
;
and they are nude to the waist,

below which, and reaching to the ankle, is worn a very thin

and transparent striped mri, or petticoat, fastened at the hips

with a band and buckle, and scolloped in its lower edge.

The former of these women plays upon a vina, or lute, of

a very curious shape, held horizontally, but somewhat re-

VOL. V. [nEV SEEIES.] 25
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sembling one in the plates of carvings at Amravati (Plate

Ixxii. fig. 1, Fergusson’s Tree and Serpent Worship). It also

slightly resembles the Egyptian form. I have, however, not

been able to meet with its exact counterpart.

The second is well represented as performing on a very

long and peculiar flute, projecting at either end. Her atti-

tude and fingering of the instrument are very good
;
and I

have not been able anywhere to find a similar flute. Its

length is from four to five feet

!

All the space not occupied by the drawing is filled in with

Buddhist emblems, such as small circles, chakras or wheels,

vessels, flowers, the sun, fruits and boughs, giving it a par-

ticularly rich effect. Amongst these, the vessels are curious,

as being of exactly the same shape as those at present in use

amongst the natives of India; thus showing how little the

modern Hindus have changed their forms and patterns from

of old.

The lips of the vessel are engraved all round with geo-

metrical patterns formed of lines, and are much broken. The

vase is also cracked. It was, I am told, in this condition

when found; but I also heard that Gen. Cunningham had

broken off portions for analysis, the reports of the result of

which I have not able to obtain.

The metal must, however, have been very pure, or it had

never resisted corrosion as it has done.

It is well known that, from very early times, and probably

during the Gupta period, Buddhist erections stood on the

spot where the vase was found, which buildings have long

since gone to ruin, the spot itself being now held sacred to

Triloknath; wliilst there can be no doubt as to the authenticity

of the relic, of its being of very great antiquity.

The absence of Janaos or Brahmanical threads, as well as

of all tcekas, or caste marks
;
the costumes of the parties, both

men and women, nude to the waist
;
the arms and musical

instruments—all point to a very early date.

Greek art had by this time permeated that part of the

country, having had its head-quarters at or about Peshawur
;

and I see nothing in the subject to lead me to fix a later date
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ttan about 200—300 a.d., or during tbe Gupta dynasty.

The drawing appears to me to indicate a period somewhat

earlier than that of the carvings on the Sanchi Topes
;
and

although I am of opinion that the scene represents Sakya

himself, I am bound to admit, there is nothing in the group

which might not be held to apply to any other prince of the

period referred to. Many of the details distinctly point to

that time, such as the flower ornament held by the Sramana,

and before described, the emblems, etc.

The drawing is fine, bold, free, and spirited
;
and it is

much to be desired that this very interesting specimen of

ancient work should be deposited at the India-house Museum,
where all might see and study it. There is no inscrijption of

any kind upon it to fix the date, so that my approximation

refers rather to the date of the scene represented than to

the manufacture of the vase itself. They may have been

later, and the subject a reproduction of some well-known

picture.

The photographs which accompany, and which need no

special explanation, are executed by Mr. Griggs, of Peckham,

the one from the vase itself, and the other from a larger

drawing, by an artist, of the royal procession.
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Art. XVIII .—The Bhar Tribe. By tlie Rev. M. A. Sheering,

LL.D., Benares. Communicated by 0 . Horne, M.R.A.S.,

late B.C.S.

(Read December 4th, 1871.)

This race, variously known by the terms Rajbhar, Bharat,

Bharpatwa, and Bhar, once inhabited a wide tract of country

extending from Gorakhpur in Xorthern India to Saugor in

Central India. Other tribes, such as the Cherus, the Majh-

wars, and the Kols, were, in places, associated with them, or

contiguous to them
;
but there is good reason to believe that

the Bhars greatly outnumbered them all. They were very

powerful in Oudh
;
and the counti'y lying between Benares

and Allahabad, on either side of the Ganges, a tract of about

seventy miles in length, was almost exclusively in their pos-

session. The entire district of Allahabad also was originally

in their hands, and traces of them are still to be seen in

every partjannah, more especially in those situated across the

Ganges and Jamna. Their forts there, called Bhar-dih,

some of which are of vast size, are very numerous; and they

have the credit of having excavated all the deep tanks which

now exist. The pargannah of Khairogarh bears very abun-

dant traces of their toil and enterprise. The stone fort of

that name, of immense proportions, is said to have been

their work.^

In the district of Bandah, on its eastern side, are extensive

hill forts, which Dr. Wilton Oldham, formerly Assistant

^ilagistrate of that district, informs me are of Cyclopooan

dimensions, and are attributed to the Bhars. In particular,

he mentions Lukwa, situated in the Chibu pargannali.

Vestiges of this race are found in many places in the dis-

tricts of Mirzapur, Jaunpur, Azimgarh, Ghazipur, Gorakhpur,

and in the province of Oudh, where numerous embankments,

tanks, subterraneous caverns, and stone forts, still exist, and

1 Report of Revenue Settlement, Allahabad, vol. ii., part i.
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testify to their energy and skill. The present inhabitants of

Azimgarh have a tradition that their country, in the time of

Ram, with whose kingdom, Ayodhya, it was formerly con-

nected, was occupied by Eajbhars and Asurs. The Bhars

have left behind them large mud forts, of which specimens

may be seen at Harbanspur and TJnchgaon, near the town of

Azimgarh, and also at Grhori. The Kunw^ and Manghai

rivers of the district seem to have been connected by a

trench, called Asurmn, the work, it is said, of its primitive

inhabitants. The Hari Bandh, or dam, at Amin-nagar, in

the NizamabM pargannah, is an embankment generally

ascribed to them.^ The Bhars once possessed the northern

portion of the present district of Ghazipur, now divided into

the pargannaM of ShMiabad, Pachotar,. Zuhurab^, while

another occupied the fort of Laknesar-dih, the deserted

village of Laknesar.^

Yet the race, in association with other aboriginal tribes,

was not confined to this united tract, but was once spread

abroad in various directions in that part of the country.
“ The Hindu land-owning tribes,” says Dr. Oldham, “ all

agree in stating that at the time of the first immigration of

their forefathers, the entire country—except a few tracts

held by Brahmans so far as the forests had been cleared

—

was occupied by aborigines, not of the Aryan race, who
were in the habit of eating the flesh of swine, and using

intoxicating drinks, and were called Seorees, Bhars, and

Cherus. This tradition is current, says the same writer,

throughout the Benares Province, Oudh, and Behar.

How far the extensive District of Gorakhpur was occupied

by the Bhars is uncertain. We know that the Kansik tribe

of Rajpoots ousted them from a portion of their territory,

and retain possession of it to the present day.

Respecting the Bhars of Oudh, Mr. W. P. Carnegy,

Deputy-Commissioner of Fyzabad, remarks that the ruins

of their former masonry forts are to be traced by scores in

* Settlement Report of the Azimgarh District, vol. i., sec. 23, 24.

* Dr. Oldham's Memoir of the Ghazipmr District, part i., p. 46.

^ Dr. Oldham’s Memoir of the Ghazipur District, part i., p. 46.
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our districts, and the name of their former capital, where

they were finally overthrown by the Mahomedans, after

being, according to popular tradition, artfully plied with

spirits, was Kasbhawanpur, the modern town of Sultanpur,

destro5^ed by us after the re-occupation of the province.” ^

The Bhar raj, or dominion, included the whole of Eastern

Oudh. Every great natural work or ancient relic there is

attributed, says Mr. C. A. Elliott, in his Chronicles of Oonao,

either to the Devil or the Bhars. He states, moreover, that

“almost every town whose name does not end in pur, or ahM,

or mou', or is not distinctly derivable from a proper name, is

claimed by tradition, in the east of Oudh, as a Bhar town.

The district of Bharaich is (if we may trust its traditions)

their oldest abode, and the name of the town of Bharaich is

said to be derived from them. From thence they spread

southwards through the districts of FyzabM and Sultanpur,

and it is in the latter district that they maintained them-

selves latest, being only finally extirpated in the reign

of Alamgir. It is said that some of their number may be

found there even now, living a wild gipsy life in the

jungles.” ^

The district of Mirzapur exhibits traces and remains of this

people to a greater extent than of any other tribe. The par-

(jannali of Bhadohee, or more properly Bhardohi, is called

after them. Mr. Duthoit, late deputy-superintendent of the

family domains of the Maharaja of Benares, in his recent

elaborate report on this pargannali, says that traces of the

Bhars abound on all sides, in the form of old tanks and

village forts. “ One cannot go for three miles in any direc-

tion without coming upon some of the latter.” Their tanks

are Suraj-bedi, that is, longer from east to west than from

north to south
;
and thereby distinguishable from modern

tanks, which are Chandr-bedi, and lie north and south. The
bricks found in the Bhar-dihs, or forts, are of enormous

dimensions, and frequently measure nineteen inches in length,

eleven in breadth, and two and a quarter in thickness. In

’ lUr. P. Camegy’s Races of Oudh, p. 22.

2 Chronicles of Oonao, p. 26.
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quality and size they are similar to bricks often seen in

ancient Buddhist buildings.^

This pargannah stretches along the north bank of the

Ganges
;
yet on the south side of that river, likewise, Bhar

forts and towns are met with. One of their principal cities

was situated about five miles to the west of the modern city

of Mirzapur, and was evidently of great extent. Its brick

and stone debris is scattered over the fields for several miles.

This old city is called Pampapura by the people now living

in the neighbourhood. It is probable that the original name
has been lost, and that this name was given to it by the

Rajpoots who took the country from the Bhars. From its

size, and the substantial nature of the buildings which, judg-

ing from the relics, it contained, the city must have been

of sufficient importance to be the capital of the country. It

included within its circuit the ancient town of Yindhyachal,

famous in the Puranas, and still celebrated throughout a

great part of India for its shrine of the goddess Yindhyes-

wari, which many thousands of pilgrims from every quarter

visit yearly. To the east of the town are the remains of the

fort, from which spot, in a westerly direction, debris is found

in great abundance.

Tradition says that the city once possessed one hundred

and fifty temples, all of which were destroyed by that in-

domitable enemy of idolatry, the Emperor Aurungzebe.

This is perhaps an exaggeration
;

yet that there were

formerly magnificent temples on this spot is indisputable.

Below the Ashtbhuji bungalow, a sanatorium erected on a

spur of the ridge immediately above the site of the ancient

city, by a public-spirited native gentleman of Mirzapur, for

the especial benefit of its European residents, is a massive

square building, having the appearance of a fort. It is,

however, a Hindu monastery,, with a temple on its summit,

reputed to be of some sanctity. This edifice has in its

walls, breastworks, and foundations, a multitude of carved

stones and figures, while many more cover the ground in its

vicinity. The sculptures found here, and elsewhere in many
* Report on the Bhadohee Pargannah, p. 2.
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places among the outlying fields for a great distance, are not

of modern Hindu style
;

indeed, in point of design and

skilfulness of execution, are far superior to the productions

of Hindus of later times. Some of the figures are of that

curious type described, hesitatingly, by Mr. Fergusson, in

his “Tree and Serpent Worship in India,” as Dasyas, or

aborigines, in contradistinction to the immigrant tribes of

Hindus. They are readily distinguishable by their peculiar

head-dress and long pointed beards. They constitute, how-

ever, but a small portion of the figures, which are for the

most part representations of Hindu men and women, with

most elaborate turbans and head-dresses, while exceedingly

few apparently are of a sacred character. It is probable

that nearly all these relics point to a later period of Bhar

history, when Hindus had come and settled among them.

The contrast between the long-bearded figures and the

Hindu figures is very striking. It is questionable whether

at the date of most of these sculptures the Bhars were still

in possession of the countrj'’
;
indeed, I am inclined to the

supposition that it had in part, or in whole, already passed

from them into the hands of the Rajpoots, who are known
to have been the rulers over this tract for a period of five

hundred years. At the same time, the position and attitude

of the Bhar figures on these sculptures indicate that at the

time of their execution the Bhars were still a people of im-

portance. It is right to add, however, that a few of the

sculptures, yet only a few, represent the Bhars as the superior

race, and attached to the Buddhist or Jain religion.

My friend C. J. Sibold, Esq., of Mirzapur, has made an

excellent collection of sculptures from the numerous remains

at Pampapura, from which a few admirable drawings by a

native artist have been selected for description. I have

chiefiy chosen those which exhibit the bearded figures. Some
of these are evidently of a sacred character. It will be

observed that the cast of countenance of all the bearded

figures is of a peculiar type, differing considerably from the

Hindu countenances, with which, in some instances, they are

associated, and also from Hindu faces of the present day.
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Figures Nos. 1 and 2 are probably Bbar Eajas
;
tbe same

may be said of the bearded figure No, 3 : the other figures in

which are of a Hindu cast. Moreover, while the Bhar is

seated, and occupies an honourable position,- the Hindu to the

left is standing, and is probably an attendant. The sharply-

pointed beards of the Bhars in most of these sketches are

very curious, being altogether unlike anything seen among

the natives of India of modern times
;

their head-dresses,

too, are singular—the lower part of that of No. 1 looks like

a crown.

The bearded figure in No. 4—;iudging from his elaborate

turban and long earrings—is a person of some distinction.

His short beard has the appearance of a neckerchief. The

artist has, I suspect, hardly caught its true expression
;
the

Hindu attendant is presenting something kneeling. In the

compartment to the left, the figure with a Hindu countenance

is seated cross-legged
;

it is four-armed, and therefore a deity,

perhaps the household god of the Bhar chief. If this be so,

it shows that the sketch represents a period when the Bhars

worshipped Hindu idols.

Figures Nos. 5 and 6 seem to be at their devotions : one

has his hands united together open, according to the fashion

adopted by Hindus now-a-days, as expressive of adoration or

obeisance
;
the other has one elbow resting on hand. But

we are not left in the dark either as to the act of worship

or as to the object reverenced. No. 5 occupies a lower niche

of a series of sculptures, the most prominent of which is a

large and well-defined figure of Buddha seated. The head of

this figure, which has not been figured, is manifestly of a

genuine Buddhist type, with curly hair and nimbus. More-

over, it has the conventional elephant depicted to the right

above, so frequently found in ancient Buddhist sculptures.

An interesting question is thus incidentally started, namely,

what was the primitive religion of the Bhars? In the

instance before us, Buddha is the object being worshipped.

If such is the case, we are carried back to a period before

the Rajpoots had arrived with their Hindu deities, and

had induced the Bhars, whether by fair means or foul, to
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embrace Hinduism, as, from information dei’ived from some

of the sculptures, we have every reason to suppose they

subsequently did.

Figure No. 6 is in contemplation. He is not a devotee, as

some might perhaps be inclined to imagine
;
for he has several

bracelets and armlets on his wrist and arm
;
nevertheless, it

is probable that he is religiously employed. Figures Nos. 7

and 8, display a considerable difference of head-dress. Their

physiognomies are not of a Hindu type
;
the second has his

beard closely cut, though still well defined. The head,

No. 7, is remarkable for the size of its earrings. The

small figure. No. 8f,* has a head-dress, and what seem to be

side-ornaments, different from all the rest. In appearance

he is worshipping a round object before him on a low altar.

Is it a rehc casket ?

The central figure in No. 9, compared with the remaining

figures, is of colossal proportions. Being headless, it is im-

possible to speak about it with precision. The stumps of its

four arms indicate that it was a divinity, but of what

religion ? The elephant and deer were sacred animals with the

Buddhists, and are very frequently found on their sculptures.

The four arms, however, seem to point to a Hindu deity.

Of the thirteen subordinate human figures, the three upper

ones are beardless, and most likely represent Hindus. Two
of these are worshipping the central figure

;
the ten lower

figures have all pointed beards, and present a great similarity

of physiognomy. Those in an erect posture are perhaps

intended to represent priests, or, it may be, men of rank in

attendance on the god
;
one of them holds in his hand a flag,

and another grasps a kind of club. All have on their heads

a high conical cap or turban. The four-headed personages

seated below display a very different style of head-dress, and

seem to be of a humbler position in life. It is remarkable

that the erect figures and the divinity also are adorned with

what has the appearance of the sacred thread, while the

sitting figures above and below are destitute of it. The Bhar

figures. Nos. 1 and 4, have the thread also
;
but Nos. 2 and 3

* Not figured.
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are without it. I am at a loss to explain this very singular

circumstance. My own impression is, that the Bhars learnt

the custom of wearing the thread from the Bajpoots who
came amongst them. But this must have been done before

the Bhars wei’e subdued, and while the Rajpoots were mere

servants to them
;
for it is hardly likely that the Rajpoots,

after they had subjugated the Bhars, would have suffered

them to wear a sacred badge which only Hindus of good

caste were permitted to assume.

Figures Nos. 10 and 10|* are four-armed divinities, yet

they exhibit the Bhar type of countenance, seen in Nos. 8

and 9 ;
their conical caps and pointed beards are much like

those observed in the erect figure of No. 12. Both are

decorated with the sacred cord. The figure to the left is

four feet four inches in height. The other has a massive

jewelled ornament on the upper part of one of his left arms.

The sitting figure. No. lOf ,* with four hands, is, I suppose,

either intended for Buddha, or for one of the twenty*four

subordinate divinities of the Jain religion. The hair is

gathered up into a knot and tied by a fold. The douhle-

beaded garland over the chest, passing round the waist,

must not be confounded with the sacred thread.

No. lO-f* presents the head of Buddha, already referred to.

The entire figure seated, together with various emblematical

figures on the sides and base, is a beautiful specimen of an-

cient sculpture. From the circumstance that one of the

Bhar bearded figures of this series occupies a niche at the

base of this sculpture, there is good ground for supposition,

as already remarked, that the ancient Bhars were, to some

extent, Buddhists.

It will be readily perceived that the beautiful figure No. 11

displays a very different countenance from any of the Bhar

figures described above. I believe it to be a likeness of a

Gaharwar Rajpoot, probably of a chief of the family that

took possession of the Bhar territory of Kantit. The conical

head-dress is of the same description as that worn by Bhar

chiefs in the sketches already noticed, but is more ornamented

• Hot figured.
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and magnificent. The figure is a divinity, as is manifest

from the third eye set in the middle of the forehead, and

represents, very probably, Sheva as Trilochau, or the Three-

eyed. As a specimen of art the relic is worthy of study.

It is of colossal size, and originally belonged to a statue

some ten or twelve feet in height.

Mr. Woodburn, Settlement Officer in Oudh, in his Report

on the Mangalsi pargannah of the Fyzabad District, has

some interesting, though somewhat fanciful, observations on

the nature and use of the Bhar forts in that part of Oudh.

“Bhar forts, as they are called, are common in the p>argannah.

They are in general simjde rounded mounds, more or less

lofty, strewn with broken brick. The mounds appear to be

in the main artificial, and their area is never large. If the

dwellings of the Bhars were confined to the mound, the

population of that day must have been very scanty. This is

hardly consistent with the revenue returns of Akbar’s reign

for the neighbourhood
;
and 5'et, according to the corrobora-

tive accounts of the Rajpoot tribes, the Bhars were dominant

till Akbar’s time. Impressed, however, with that idea, and

feeling it hard to believe that a small population, living on

an exuberant soil, could have lived in a state of constant

strife, I conceived that the mounds were possibly constructed

as a sanitary precaution against the malaria of a region

of marshes and forests. The theory is scarcely justified by

the position of some of the mounds with which I became

acquainted. But, however this may be, there can be no

doubt a great change has taken place in the habits of the

people since the days of the mound-makers. Brick strong-

holds have been succeeded by clay huts
;
and, as in the case

of Kalaparpur (where there is a Bhar fort), the people have

formed the notion that evil and misfortune haunt the dwelling-

places of their forerunners. It is strange how the name of

the Bhars should have adhered to places that now know them

no more.”

That the Bhars were not a barbarous race, but were par-

tially civilized, is sufficiently proved by the numerous works

of skill which they have left. Their massive forts, found
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throughout the country which they once inhabited, testify to

their warlike propensities; yet they were probably erected

chiefly as means of defence and as places of refuge : for in

their later history it is certain they were exposed to flerce

attacks from their Eajpoot neighbours. The same energy

and talent which they exhibited in defending themselves

against their enemies they also displayed in more peaceful

pursuits. Whence this people obtained their civilization,

which placed them much above the condition of many other

aboriginal tribes, it is hard to say, unless we suppose that it

had its origin in themselves. I know not why we should be

so ready always to ascribe all the ancient civilization of India

to successive troops of Hindu immigrants. The more I in-

vestigate the matter, the stronger do my convictions become,

that the Hindu tribes have learnt much from the aboriginal

races : but that, in the course of ages, these races have been

so completely subdued, and have been so gi'ound down by

oppression, and treated with such extreme rigour and scorn,

that, in the present condition of abject debasement in which

we And them, we have no adequate means for judging

of their original genius and power. Mr. Thomason, late

Lieutenant-Governor of the Horth-Western Provinces, in his

Report on the Ceded Portion of the District of Azimgarh,

says of the Bhars and the tribes associated with them, “ The
inhabitants of the country, by whatever name they are dis-

tinguished, were a powerful and industrious people, as is

evident by the large works they have left behind them.” ^

How long prior to the Rajpoot invasions the Bhars had

occupied this tract of country cannot be ascertained
;
yet the

prosperity to which they had attained and the civilization

they had acquired are sound reasons for thinking that they

had held possession of it for a protracted period. Six, or at

the most seven, hundred years ago, the whole of the Benares

Provinces, a large portion of the Province of Oudh, and

perhaps a considerable portion of outlying territories, were

beyond all dispute chiefly in the hands of the Bhars and

other aboriginal non-Aryan tribes. The faU of Kanouj and
1 Mr. Thomason’s Report on the Ceded Portion of the District of Azimgarh, p. 13.
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Delhi at the end of the twelfth century set free the great

Rajpoot families, and sent them wandering all over the

country in quest of new homes. These came in contact

with the aboriginal tribes, and either subdued them at once,

or, as was probably more frequently the case, obtained em-

ployment and lands from them in the first instance, and

afterwards, as opportunity served, by degrees seized their

possessions, overthrew their owners, and expelled them.

This process was a long or short one, according to circum-

stances. In some instances, several hundred years elapsed

before the end was gained. Yet finally the same conclusion

was attained everywhere.

The traditions of aU the land-owning tribes of the tracts

referred to accord "with these statements, bearing united

testimony to the fact, that a few hundred years ago the

middle Ganges valley was occupied by non-Aryan aboriginal

races. The history of the period preceding the Rajpoot

immigrations is partly historical and partly conjectural.

During the prevalence of Buddhism in Northern India, the

Aryan races appear to have been everywhere dominant.

Some of the aboriginal tribes blended with them, though to

what extent is uncertain. As Hinduism began to re-assert

its authority and claims, on the decay of Buddhism, a fierce

struggle seems to have arisen between the two religious

factions. Yet how far the Aryans had cultivated the soil and

spread themselves out into villages and towns is, strictly

speaking, unknown. "Whether, indeed, the country was well

or only scantily populated is equally uncertain
;
most pro-

bably the latter supposition is the correct one. This, how-

ever, is tolerably clear, that the aboriginal tribes were in a

subject condition. We have trustworthy information re-

specting the kingdom of Benares and a portion of that country

of which Ayodhya was the capital. They were governed by

Hindus. Both were originallj^ chief seats of Hinduism

;

afterwards, in both places. Buddhism was very powerful

;

and, lastly, in both kingdoms Hinduism became once more

in the ascendant. Nevertheless, the Aryan race, in its

tremendous efforts to shake off the Buddhist creed, greatly
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enfeebled itself, and was consequently unable to cope with

the aboriginal tribes, which, taking advantage of the religious

and political strife which was destroying the life of the

Hindu nation, endeavoured to regain their ancient lands,

from, which, ages before, they had been driven away into the

forests and mountains.

The remarks of Dr. Oldham respecting the district known

by the modern name of Ghazipur are equally applicable to

the whole of the Benares Provinces. “ On the downfall

of Buddhism in this part of India, the distinction between

the Aryans and the aborigines became as marked as ever.

The former, weakened by their internecine war, were unable

to hold the country
;
the latter, removed from the civilizing

influences to which they had been subjected, relapsed

wholly or partially into barbarism
;

and hence it was that

this district, which thirteen hundred years ago formed an

important part of a civilized Aryan monarchy, eight hundred

years ago was under the sway of a number of petty semi-

barbarous aboriginal chiefs, and had a very small Aryan

population
;
while, on the other hand, the upper valley of

the Ganges was filled with a teeming population of Hindus,

who were in a position to send out colonies even before the

coming of the Mussulmans, but who on their coming were

compelled to do so.” ^ In this passage Dr. Oldham, I think,

somewhat under-rates the civilization of the aboriginal tribes,

which, as before remarked, judging from existing remains,

was considerable.

To the same purport are the observations of Mr. C. A.

Elliott respecting the changes in the distribution of the

races of Oudh. The two periods in the history of that

country, namely, Aryan and post-Aryan, he describes as

follows :

“ "When the Aryan race,” he says, “ invaded the

Gangetic valley and the Surajbansis settled in Ayodhya, the

natural resource for the aborigines would be to fly to the

hills, and find refuge in their impenetrable fastnesses, girded

about with the deathly Terai. When the curtain rises again,

we find Ayodhya destroyed, the Surajbansis utterly vanished,

* Dr. Oldham’s Statistical Memoir of the Ghazipur District, p. 49.
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and a great extent of country ruled over by aborigines,

called Cherus in tbe far east, Bhars in the centre, and
Bajpusis in the west. This great revolution seems to be

satisfactorily explained by the conjecture, that the Bhars,

Cherus, etc., were the aborigines whom the Aryans had

driven to the hills, and who, swarming down from thence

not long after the beginning of our era, overwhelmed the

Aryan civilization, not only in Sahetan and the other

northern towns, but in Ayodhya itself, drove the Surajbansis

under Kanak Sen to emigrate into distant Grujerat, and

spread over all the plain between the Himalayas and that

spur of the Vindhya Range which passes through the south of

Mirzapur.” ^

These aboriginal races, having once re-entered the tracts of

country which they had wrested from the Aryan tribes, settled

upon them, and remained comparatively unmolested for a

long period extending over hundreds of years. All this is

plain when it is considered how firm was the hold which they

had on the country when the wave of Rajpoot immigration

began to flow in upon them. Their cities and towns, their

industrial arts, their huge earthworks, their canals and

trenches, connecting rivers, and so forth, are irrefragable

proofs of their permanence and prosperity.

But it must not be imagined that the land was cleared and

cultivated to the extent in which we now see it. On the

contrary, it is likely that not only during this period of non-

Aryan occupation of this portion of India, but also during

the preceding period of Aryan occupation, the country had

not been largely brought under cidtivation, and that immense

forests abounded, extending over many miles. My own con-

viction is, that only in comparatively recent times, especially

since the reign of Akbar, have, the vast plains of Northern

India been subjected to the plough and the harrow. The

Emperor Baber, the grandfather of Akbar, in his Memoirs,

says that while at Chunar, a lion, a rhinoceros, and a wild

buffalo were seen close on the edge of his camp, and that

many elephants roamed in the jungle around Chuiiar, and

* Mr. C. A. Elliott’s Chrouicles of Oouao, p. 27.
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apparently even as far as and beyond Benares. Elephants

are known to have frequented the jungle between Chunar

and Allahabad in the sixteenth century
;
and the hills to the

south of the Ganges must at that time have been almost

unapproachable.

It is certain, therefore, that at the time when the Bhars

and other industrious aboriginal races planted their villages

and cultivated the lands around them, vast tracts infested by
wild beasts remained uncleared. They inhabited, in short,

an illimitable forest, which they cleared in places and

cultivated, subduing the untamed land, providing against

dearth by digging splendid tanks, banking up morasses,

utilizing water-courses, and thus laying the foundations of

social happiness and comfort. “All inquiry,” says Air. G.

Eicketts, “shows that the civilization of this district, namely,

AEahabM, and its reclamation from the primitive jungle,

was of comparatively recent date, that is, within four hundred

and fifty years. Very few of the Alahomedans claim descent

from the followers of Shahab-ud-din
;
but few Hindus date

back beyond the reign of Jai-Chand, of Kanouj, whose

followers, when defeated by Shahab-ud-din, populated a

portion of this district; but almost all state that their

ancestors took possession of those jungle tracts which form

their present estates within this period.” ^ If our own
remarks respecting the social condition of the Bhars be

correct, the estimate Air. Eicketts forms of the cultivation of

this tribe, and of others in this neighbourhood, is altogether

unsatisfactory.

Sir Henry Elliot considers it strange that so little notice is

taken of the Bhars in the Puranas. The fact may be ac-

counted for in two ways : in the first place, Brahmanical writers

generally speak of the Dasyas and Asuryas, and all other

non-Hindu races, with superciliousness and contempt, and

consequently rarely exhibit a particle of interest in their

welfare
;
and in the second place, the abandonment of a con-

siderable tract of country on the part of the Aryans, who

1 Census Eeport of the North-Western Provinces for 1865, vol. i., Appendix B.,

p. 127.
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occupied them, or their expulsion therefrom by aboriginal

races, was an act of such little honour that it was natural

not only that the circumstance should not be referred to in

records devoted to the purposes of the Hindu tribes, hut

also that the aborigines themselves who had profited by it

should be unnoticed. Sir H. Elliot conjectures, however, that

an obscure reference to the Bhars is to be found in the

Brahma Purana, where it is said, among “ the descendants

of Jayadhwaja are the Bharats, who, it is added, are not

commonly specified from their great number. So also the

Harivansa says of the Bharats, i. p. 157, ‘They form an

immense family, whose numbers it is impossible to mention.’

Or they may, perhaps, be the Bhargas of the Mahabharata,

subdued by Bhim Sen, on his eastern expedition.”^

With all this industry and capacity, the Bhars were destined

to perish. The chief cause of their destruction wag

doubtless, as already stated, the success of the Mahomedan
invasions of India, whereby the great Rajpoot rulers of

Kanouj and Delhi were overthrown, and the Rajpoot tribes

generally of Upper India coming into collision with a foe

stronger than themselves, were compelled to surrender their

old possessions and to seek out new homes. Being driven

from their own countries, they fled into the more secure

regions of the east, where, coming in contact with aboriginal

tribes, they gradually subdued them.

In the Ghazipur and Azimgarh districts a fierce and pro-

longed contest was carried on between the Bhars and the

Sengarh Rajpoots, from Phaphund in the District of Etawah.

These latter first entered the northern part of Ghazipur, in

the employment of the Bhar Raja who resided there. After

a time, receiving some provocation from the Raja, they killed

him, and endeavoured to seize his territory. The Bhars,

however, bravely defended their lands
;

but the superior

military skill of their enemies was more than a match for

their courage and numbers, and they were obliged to submit

to the yoke of the conqueror. The Seugarhs had two chiefs,

Hari Thakur and Bir Thakur. The descendants of the former

^ Elliot’s Supplemental Glossary, p. 83.
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occupy the Laknesar pargannah, while those of the latter

are found partly in the ZuhurabM pargannah of the

Ghazipur District, and partly in a portion of Sikandarpur, in

the Azimgarh District. They reckon fifteen generations

since their arrival in these parts, which shows that the Bhar

rule lasted until a comparatively recent period.^

The extensive of Kantit, in the Mirzapur District,

derives its name, according to tradition, from the famous

Raja Karn, who, it is said, came on a tirth, or pilgrimage, to

the island of Ram Gyah, in the Ganges, near Vindhyachal.

Karn-tirth has been contracted into Kantit. Formerly this

tract was in the possession of the Bhars, but was wrested

from them by the Gaharwar Rajpoots, under their chief,

Gudhan Deo, of the family of Raja Jai-Chand, of Kanouj,

who massacred the Bhar ruler, together with his relations

and attendants. The capital of the Bhar kingdom in these

parts was, I conjecture, the extensive city of Pampapura, from

which the sculptures were brought which have already been

described. Gudhan Deo built forts on his domains, portions

of which are still standing. This chief also took from the

Bhars the lands of Khairagarh—now a pargannah in the

Allahabad District—which afterwards fell to one of his sons.

The number chaurasi, or eighty-four, was applied to so many
villages. Hence there is a Tuppeh Chaurasi, or sub-division,

consisting of eighty-four villages, both in the pargannah ef

Kantit and Khairagarh. This family became very powerful,

and spread over a wide extent of country, occupying large

tracts in the districts of Allahabad, Mirzapur, Jaunpur, and

Benares. The present Raja of Manda, one of Gudhan Deo’s

descendants, possesses a small portion only of this territory

;

yet it consists of six hundred and seventy-five square miles.^

It has been said that the Gaharwar Rajpoots once ruled from

old Kanouj to AllahabM and Mirzapur
;
but this, perhaps,

is only conjecture.

To the north of the Ganges, in what is now the Badohi

' Dr. Oldham’s Statistical Memoir of the Ohazipur District, chap. iii. sec. is.

2 Mr. 0. llaikes’ Settlemen' Records of Kantit I’argannah, sec. 4. Report of

Revenue Settlement, Allahabad, vol. ii., part i. sec. 29.
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pargannah, the Bhar principality was destroyed by the Monus
Eajpoots, who came from Amber, or old Jaipur, where the

elder branch of the clan still exists. The tradition of the

circumstance—universally believed in the neighbourhood—is

as follows :—Five persons of the Mon race undertook to

perform a pilgrimage from their own country to Benares.

Passing through the Bhar territory, they were attracted by
its advantages, and determined to remain there, and to settle

among its inhabitants. They were joined by other members
of their tribe, whom they invited over. As they increased

in numbers and importance, the Bhars sought to make
alliances with them

;
but their overtures being discounten-

anced, disputes at length arose on the subject of intermarriage

which increased to blows. This seems to have been the

signal for a general attack upon the Bhars, and in the struggle

which ensued the Monus people were so successful that they

not only completely subjugated the aborigines, but utterly

destroyed them. At the present day scarcely a Bhar is to be

found from one extremity of the pargannah to the other, so

absolute and entire has been their extermination.

Fortune, however, is a fickle goddess, and the fate of the

Monus Rajpoots of Bhadohi, and also of the Gaharwar

Rajpoots of Kantit, affords a notable instance of her incon-

stancy. The former, calling in the aid of Pirthipat Singh,

Raja of Partabgarh, to settle their family disputes, fell into

his power; and, in the year 1751, the pargannah passed from

his hands into those of Balwant Singh, Raja of Benares,

with whose descendants it still remains. This powerful and

ambitious chieftain also obtained possession of the Kantit

lands, driving out the Gaharwar Raja, Vikramajit, who, with

his attendants, sought safety in flight. For nearly five

hundred years the Raja and his predecessors had occupied

the country. On the rebellion of Raja Cheit Singh, of

Benares, Warren Hastings sent for Raja Gobindjit, son of

Vikramajit, from his hiding-place, for the purpose of restor-

ing to him his patrimonial estate of Kantit. The new Raja

of Benares, however, had sufficient influence with the British

Government to hinder its restoration
;
and he only received
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a tenth, part of its original receipts. His successors now
reside in the old Gaharwar Fort of Bijaipur, the domains of

which were afterwards given as a commutation of the tenth.

The prestige of the ancient Gaharwar family in the

flourishing commercial city of Mirzapur is very great
;
and

when the Mutiny was at its height, the Government wisely

availed themselves of it in preserving order among the

people.^

It is greatly to the credit of the Raja of Benares, that

during the time of his occupancy of the Kantit estate, he

exerted himself most energetically in promoting the pro-

sperity of the new and rising city of Mirzapur. He sent over

traders of various kinds from Benares, and a detachment of

horse and foot was stationed, there for the security of its

inhabitants. The trade of the city rapidly increased, and it

is not too much to say that its present important position as

one of the chief centres of trade in this province is mainly

the result of the Raja’s enterprise.^

Again, in the district of Allahabad several tribes of

Rajpoots at various times ejected the Bhars. For instance,

theBais Rajpoots are found in pargannah
;
the Menus

Rajpoots, in Kawai
;
the Sonak, in Meh

;
the Tessyal, in

Sikandra
;
and the Nauwak, in Nawab Gunj. The Bisen

Rajpoots have settled in Karra, and Atharban in the Doab.^

The Bais Rajpoots of Oudh were very ruthless in their

treatment of these industrious aborigines. Mr. Patrick

Carnegy, in his “ Historical Sketch of Fyzabad,” gives a

particular account of the successful raids by members of the

Bais tribe in that part of Oudh now known as the district of

Fyzabad. The Bais of Malethu overthrew and dispossessed

the Bhars only two hundred years ago
;
whilst the Bhars of

Sohwal and Ruru aided in the suppression of the Bhars four

hundred years since. The Bais of IJchhapali did the same

about the same period. The Bais of R^mpur Bhagun Tikvi

fought the Bhars in the time of the Emperor Jehangir. The

* Eeport of the Bhadoht Pargannah, pp. 4, 5, 8.

2 The same.
® Eeport of Eevenue Settlement, Allahdbad, vol. ii., part i., sec. 45. Settle-

ment Eeport of the Azimgarh District, vol. i., sec. 24.
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Bais of Gonda took service under the Bhar chief some three

hundred years hack, embi'aced the opportunity of killing him,

and seized his estates. The great Bais families holding lands

in the pargannah of Mangalsi expelled the Bhars from two

to three hundred years ago. The Mahomedans residing there

state that Mangal Sen, from whose name the word Mangalsi is

derived, was a Bhar.

I have already referred to the territory in the Gorakhpur

District, now occupied by the Kansik Rajpoots, and formerly

occupied by the Bhars, who were driven out from their lands

or destroyed, like the rest of their race.

The Rajpoot tribes, although the principal, were not the

only enemies of the Bhars. The Mahomedans also at various

times settled in many places on their lands. In the Allahabad

District the pargannalis of Chail and KarMi are almost entirely

in the occupation of Mahomedan proprietors. Being near the

city itself in which the Nazim, or chief local officer, and his

underlings resided, it is not remarkable that pargannahs

should have fallen a prey to their cupidity. "When the

kingdom of Jaunpur was established, in the fourteenth

century, all this part of the country formed a portion

of the King of Jaunpur’s dominions, and remained so until

the downfall of the last king, Hussain Khan, towards the

end of the fifteenth century.

If the dates given above be correct, it is plain that the

Bhars, not a great while ago, were the lords of the soil over

a considerable portion of the Benares Province and the

Province of Oudh. It does not appear that at any time they

possessed sovereign power ; it is probable that they peace-

fully acknowledged the supremacy of the reigning monarch

in these provinces for the time being, first of the Kings of

Kanouj
;
then of the early Mahomedan Emperors

;
then of

the Kings of Jaunpur, and lastly of the Mogul Emperors.

Whether in the dark middle ages of Indian history, prior to

the invasions of Mahmud of Ghazni and his hosts, and after

the fall and expulsion of the Buddhists, the Bhars were

ever independent rulers, is a problem which cannot be solved.

Yet what has become of the old Bhar race Their fate
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has been most disastrous, inasmuch as they have not only

been robbed of their lands, and of all authority incident

to wealth and rank, but their conquerors have plunged them

in the lowest depth of humiliation. Their present condition

proves conclusively that they were ever regarded by their

oppressors as fair game, to be hunted down and destroyed.

Not content with doing their utmost to exterminate the Bhars

during long centuries of grinding tyranny, they have de-

graded the survivors of the race to the most abject condition

in the social scale. Here and there, in many places, as will

presently be shown, Bhars are still found
;
but, with few ex-

ceptions, their state is one of great social ignonimy. They

are largely employed to tend swine, an oflS.ce which in India

only the most despised and disreputable classes will undertake.

Perhaps this oflSce is a remnant of the old habits of the

Bhars, and indicates, as it is indeed almost certain, that their

ancestors ate pork and the flesh of other animals. By some

persons the Bhars are included in the caste of Pasis, one of

the most ignoble of the non-Hindu castes.

It would be interesting to learn the history of the degrad-

ation of a race of people, of enterprise and skill, of originality

and singular practical ability, which it is evident once

characterized them in no ordinary degree. Their supplanters,

whether Bajpoots, Brahmans, or Mahomedans, though more

civilized and refined, are not to be compared with the nobler

aborigines, whom they have ruined, in regard to the great

works of public utility which have been executed in the land.

In default of such historical information—which, indeed,

there is little probability of our ever acquiring—the only ex-

planation of the circumstance that I can give is, that their

present miserable condition is the result of the pride and

intolerance of their conquerors. As a non-Aryan tribe they

were considered impure, and altogether imfit to be the com-

panions of the twice-born and their associates. Their

industry, their natural gifts, their energy and perseverance,

constituted, in the judgment of these high-caste intolerants,

no claim to their consideration
;
on the contrary, may have

furnished a reason, in addition to their religious uncleanness.
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for depressing them as low as possible. The mental superiority

of the Aryan races over the Bhars, and other similar aboriginal

tribes, admits of no dispute
;
and it is equally certain that,

in industry and practical sagacity, they were barely equal

to them. This is proved by the fact, patent to all residing in

those parts of India to which special reference has been

made in this essay, that there are more numerous remains of

their mechanical ability and scientific attainments in that

tract than of all the Rajpoots and other Aryan tribes that

have succeeded them. In the view of the writer, special

measures should be adopted by philanthropists for the social

and political regeneration of the Bhar, the Seori—which has

suffered a like degradation—and other aboriginal tribes.

Well-informed and generous Hindus, who are deriving in-

calculable benefits from British rule in India—aspirants for

political distinctions and favours, men animated, or professing

to be animated, with noble desires for the enlightenment of

their fellow-countrymen—may fairly be called upon to render

efficient aid in this great enterprise. Nor should the Govern-

ment withhold a helping hand. It has paid little practical

attention to these despised classes hitherto. This is a grave

though unintentional error. Why should not the Bhar and

Seori have a chance to recover their lost social position ?

The Government has it in its power to afford them this chance.

Has it yet the will ?

A few of the Bhar tribe, although they may not have saved

themselves from social contempt, are still in possession of

property and comparative independence. While not a single

Bhar landed proprietor exists in the Bhadohi pargannah of

the Mirzapur District, there are two Bhar land-holders, or

were not long since, in the neighbouring pargannah of Kantit,

in the same district. But these men, disloyal to their tribe,

though wise in their generation, feeling the grevious burden

of their social position, affect a Rajpoot title, notwithstanding

that it is well known they are directly descended from the

Bhars. The extensive tract in the Vindhya Hills, known as

the Talluqa of Koindih, belongs to a Bhar clan.

In the Allahabad District this unfortunate race seems to
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have been well nigh extinguished. There are, however, three

Bhar villages in the Khairagarh pargannah, namely, Majera,

Kalyanpur, and Omraicha, the families of which are said to

have right to six others, although in realty only occupying

these three. It is probable that the Bhars, driven away from

more civilized regions, retreated into the wild jungle of

Khariagarh, and remained there long after multitudes of

their race in other places had been destroyed. But they were

finally expelled by the present Baja of Manda, to whom
reference has been already made. The Arail and Barrah

pargannahs have also Bhars residing in them. They are

likewise met with in every village of pargannah Salimpur,

Majhohi in the Gorakhpur District. In Shahabad they still

hold a portion of the extensive domains formerly in the

possession of the tribe. A pargannah of Chota Nagpur is

called Bharwa.

In fact, the Bhars still cling with pertinacity to the country

in which their more fortunate ancestors flourished for so

many generations. In most of the cities and towns, and in

not a few of the villages likewise, scattered members of the

tribe are found. The exhibit little tribal cohesiveness or

esprit de corps, and are utterly destitute of spirit and enter-

prise. In the Ghazipur District alone there are fifty-six

thousand Bhars
;
in Gorakhpur, sixty-three thousand

;
in

Azimgarh, sixty-nine thousand
;

in Benares, thirty-three

thousand, and many more in other places. Bhars are com-

monly employed as village policemen, and also as ploughmen.

It is said that there are properly two divisions of them, the

Bhars and the Bajbhars, the latter differing from the former

in not eating swines’ flesh, and being regarded, consequently,

as more honourable than the latter. It is not improbable

that they may be descended from the old Bhar nobility.

Rajpoots are in the habit of purchasing female children from

the Bajbhars and marrying them to their sons
;
this arises

from the habit of infanticide which has existed for so long

among some of the Rajpoot tribes.

In spite of the pertinacity with which, if tradition is

correct, the higher castes kept aloof from Bhar alliances, they
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were not always successful in doing so. In the Allahabad

District, for instance, three examples are found of unions

with Bhar families. Mr. G-. Ricketts in his memorandum
states that three influential castes or clans claim an admixture

of Bhar blood. These are the Bharors, Garhors, and Tikaits.

The two former are not numerous
;
they are landed pro-

prietors in the southern portion of this district, and appear

to be a connecting link between the higher castes, who are

generally landed proprietors, and those inferior castes, whose

lot is servitude. The Tikaits are numerous and possess much
influence. A Chauhan leader carried ofT his Bhar chief’s

daughter. The descendants are still proprietors of a portion

of that Bhar chief’s possessions.^

Mr. P. Carnegy, in his “ Notes on the Races of Oudh,”

indulges the strange notion that the Bhars are of Rajpoot

origin, and the Cherus also, “ and such like.” And yet he

acknowledges that the “ weight of opinion seems to be in

favour of the belief that the Bhars may have been the so-

called aborgines of Eastern Oudh, which formerly included

Azimgarh and Gorakhpur.” This view he dissents from,

holding that if they were “not the aborigines of Eastern

Oudh, they were at any rate Rajpoots in Rama’s time, or long

before the Christian era.”

It is a question of considerable ethnological interest whether

the Bhars were originally connected with the Cherus, Seoris,

and other ancient races of Northern India. The Cherus are

sometimes spoken of as a branch of the Bhars
;
and as to the

Seoris, it was the opinion of Sir H. Elliot that there was

great reason to suppose that Cherus and Seoris were formerly

one and the same
;
yet he says it is very difiicult to trace the

connexion between these tribes. It is certainly remarkable

that the pargannah of Barhar, in the Mirzapur District

—

which I have no doubt should be Bharhar
;
the second

syllable, “bar,” being the reduplication of the “bar” of the

first syllable—is at the present time partly inhabited by a

race of Seoris.

My own belief is, that many of the aboriginal tribes of

1 Mr. Ricketts’ Report, p. 128.
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India were originally blended together. All investigation

into the races of India goes to prove that at various epochs

separate tribes have spread over the land, one pushing forward

another, the weaker and less civilized retreating to the jungles

and hilly fastnesses
;
and the stronger, in their turn, giving

place to fresh and more vigorous clans. It may be impossible

to prove, therefore, what is nevertheless highly probable, that

in very ancient times most of these tribes were exceedingly

few in number
;
for it is a singular circumstance, opposed,

indeed, when regarded superficially, to the assumption I am
making, that the races of India, whether Aryan or non-

Aryan, for a long succession of ages, have largely maintained

their distinctive individuality, notwithstanding the fluctu-

ations in their respective histories. Still, to some extent,

they have united with one another, and it is indisputable

that a large number of the low castes of India have sprung

from unions between the races. In many instances a careful

scrutiny can detect in these castes, not only their special

difierences, but also the very names by which the clans

they represent were primarily designated.

This scattering of tribes over the country has produced a

result which perhaps is not found on the same scale in any

other part of the world, namely, that every district in India

has its peculiar clans, with their own traditions and annals

;

and has, in addition, a host of fragmentary and isolated

remnants of lost or vanquished tribes, like the Bhars, of

which, in some cases, scarcely more than their bare names

can now be traced.

But the subject of the history of the aboriginal races of

India is one which, although material is being gradually

collected for its elucidation, is nevertheless so intricate and

involved that it will require long and patient research before

satisfactory conclusions are attained. The unravelling of the

tangled skein of Indian history is necessarily a work of

time, and of great difficulty. Yet something has been already

accomplished by earnest, conscientious, and painstaking

labourers. Exceedingly harassing as the task undoubtedly is,

still knot after knot of the disordered thread is being gradually
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unloosed. The enterprise is one demanding perseverance

and industry, which will achieve in this, as in most pursuits,

far greater and more brilliant results than the sudden efforts

of an intense and fitful enthusiasm.

In addition to my own independent investigations on the

subject of this essay, I have received considerable assistance

in its preparation from the following works :—Mr. Plowden’s

General Report of the Census of the North-West Provinces,

for 1865
;
Mr. G. Ricketts’ Memorandum on the Castes of

Allahabad, in the General Report
;
Report on the Bhadohee

Pargannah of the Family Domains of the Maharaja of

Benares, by Mr. Duthoit, Deputy Superintendent; Settlement

Records of the Kantit Pargannah, Mirzapur, by Mr. C.

Raikes
;
Revenue Settlement Reports of Gorahkpur, AUa-

habM, and Azimgarh
;
Benares Magazine, Yol. II.

;
Dr.

Wilton Oldham’s Report on the Ghazipur District
;
Sir H.

Elliot’s Supplemental Glossary
;
Memoirs of the Emperor

Baber
;
Mr. C. A. Elliott’s Chronicles of Oonao, a District in

Oudh
;
and Mr. P. Carnegy’s Races, Tribes, and Castes of

the Province of Oudh.
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Art. XIX.

—

Of Jihad in Mohammedan Laio, and its applica-

tion to British India. By X. B. E. Baillie.

The term Jihad is technically applied to warfare carried

on for the propagation of the Mohammedan religion. As
such warfare is unlawful, unless the people against whom it

is about to be waged have been first summoned to embrace

the faith, this summons has entered into the legal definition

of the term. Jihad is accordingly defined to be a call to the

true religion, and war with those who refuse to accept it in

their persons or property,—that is, by professing the faith

themselves, or by submitting to pay th.ejizyut or poll-tax, by

means of which they are rendered free to the open profession

of their own religion.

Two conditions are required to the permission or legality

of Jihad. One of these is the refusal of the enemy, when
called upon, to submit to the proffered terms, together with

the absence of any agreement or treaty between them and

the Mussulmans
;
and the other is good ground for hope on

the part of the latter that they will be able to contend suc-

cessfully against the enemy, should the terms be rejected.^

Subject to these conditions, aggressive warfare against infidels

is lawful according to the Soonnees.® But the Sheeahs add

a further condition, namely, the presence of the Imam, or of

some one appointed by him to conduct the Jihadf and as

that cannot be had while he remains concealed from the eyes

of the faithful. Jihad, according to the Sheeahs, is, under

present circumstances, positively forbidden. It is, I think,

commonly assumed by Soonnee writers, at least by those of

the Hanifite or prevailing sect in India, that Jihads are

directed and organized by the Imam or head of the whole

Mussulman community. But as in these times there is no

1 Futawa Alum-geeree, vol. ii., p. 266. * Hamilton’s Hedaya, yoI. ii., p. 141.
® Shuraya-ool-Islam, p. 136.
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generally acknowledged head of the whole community, it is

held that the duty of Jihad, which is in a manner incumbent

on all true believers, is sufficiently satisfied if any one kowm
or tribe of Mussulmans is engaged in it. It follows, there-

fore, that Jihad may be proclaimed and organized by the

Imam or head of any tribe or nation of Mussulmans who is

able to conduct it with a reasonable hope of success
;
without

which, indeed. Jihad is positively unlawful, as a useless im-

perilling of the lives and property of the faithful.^

When the Imam has determined on a Jihad, he should

review and number his army, to ascertain its strength in

horse and foot, and enter the names of his soldiers in a

general muster-roll. He is then, upon entering the enemy’s

country, to call upon the people in the terms before mentioned,

and if they should reject both alternatives, and are con-

quered, their persons and property are at his absolute dis-

posal. It is important to observe that if there should be any

among the conquered people who have embraced the faith,

though themselves and their infant children are free, and they

are allowed to retain possession of their movable property,

yet all of it that is immovable becomes, like the rest of the

conquered territory, fei, or confiscated for the benefit of the

conquerors.^

From what has been said it is obvious that Jihad is public

warfare, and as it is permitted only under conditions which

a State alone is capable of satisfying, it is evident that it is

only in such circumstances that it can ever be the duty of in-

dividual Mussulmans to join in it. Even then it is only a

general duty, and does not become special, so as by its neglect

to bring guilt on individuals, so long as it is engaged in by

any one tribe or people of Mussulmans. The only case in

which, from being a general duty, it becomes special, is that

of a nufeer or alarm that the enemy are coming to attack a

country, and the persons, families, and property of its inhabit-

ants. It then becomes the duty of all who are able to go

out to the Jihad. But even in such circumstances, it is not

the duty of the whole Mussulman community to come to

1 Fut. Alum., vol. ii., p. 266. ^ Hedaya, vol. ii., p. 170.
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their aid. Only those who are near the enemy, and able to

contend with thern, are bound to join in the contest. With

regard to all the rest, the duty remains ?iS,\)&iove,furz-i-ldfayut,

that is, one which is sufficiently fulfilled, if observed by any

tribe belonging to the community.

These are the only two cases that I have met with in the

books in which Jihad is permitted or lawful, and they afford

no sanction to the idea that Mussulmans living under a

foreign government are allowed to rise up against it unpro-

voked
;
while it is to be observed that permission is ab-

solutely necessary to the legality of Jihad, for the destruction

of human life is in itself a positive evil.^ Much less can such

a rising be considered a duty under such circumstances.

Indeed, to suppose that it can be so is little short of a libel

against the Mohammedan Law and Religion.

I have hitherto assumed that there is no treaty or agree-

ment between the people against whom the Jihad is carried

on and the general body of Mussulmans. Though Mo-
hammedans have long ceased to be under the sway of one

sovereign, they are so bound together by the common tie of

Islam, that as between themselves there is no difference of

country, and they are therefore said to compose one dar or

mansion
;
and in like manner, all who are not Mohammedans,

being accounted by them as of one faith, however much they

may differ from each other in religious belief, are also said to

be of one dar. The whole world, therefore, or so much of

it as is inhabited and under regular government, has been

divided into the Dar-ool-IsIam, which comprehends Arabia

and all other countries subject to Mussulman rule, and the

Dar-ool-Uiirh, which comprehends all countries that are not

subject to such rule.

Though hurh means literally enmity, and all foreigners are

hurhees or enemies in the eye of the law, yet Mohammedan
governments have found it necessary, from the earliest times,

to enter into treaties of peace with foreigners. It is true

that the Imam may, if he deem it to be for the advantage of

the Mussulmans, withdraw i'rom such treaties by giving due

' Hedaya, vol. ii., p. 140.
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notice of liis intention; but while the treaties remain in force

they are strictly to be observed, and are binding on the whole

community. The notice of withdrawal must be such as to

enable the king or ruler of the people with whom the treaty

was made, to give his subjects timely warning throughout

his dominions, and thus put them on their guard against a

renewal of hostilities. Without such notice the renewal

would be ghiidr or perfidy, for which the Prophet has indi-

cated his special abhorrence in terms that will he noticed

more particularly hereafter.

The exigencies of commerce have also rendered it neces-

sary to sanction the residence of foreigners in Mohammedan
countries, when similar privileges are allowed to Moham-
medans in these countries. In such circumstances, when a

Mohammedan is allowed to reside in a foreign country, he

is strictly prohibited by his own law from molesting in any

way, either in their persons or property, the people among

whom he is permitted to dwell. The reason or principle of

the prohibition is this, that by hieeman or obtaining pro-

tection, he has become in a manner a zamin, or surety to the

people for his peaceable conduct towards them, and any

molestation by him of them, under such circumstances, would

be a breach of suretyship, and an act of ghudr or perfidy.^ The

principle is therefore quite general,—suretyship being the co-

relative of protection,—and it is equally applicable to all

persons, whether merchants or not, and whatever be their

numbers, who have obtained, or are in the enjoA’ment of, the

protection. Being the co-relative of protection, it is binding

only so long as that is afforded. If, therefore, the sovereign

of the country should break his engagement by seizing the

property of a Mussulman resident, or throwing him into

prison, or others should do so with the sovereign’s knowledge

and without his preventing them, the person subjected to

such treatment would be freed from his counter-obligation,

and might lawfully retaliate by molesting the people of the

country in their persons or property. But until this takes

place, the resident under protection, or moostamin as he is

* Hidayah (original), vol. ii., p. 715.
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termed, is bound to refrain, and any breach of bis obligation

of suretyship is, as already observed, ghudr or perfidy.

Now Mohammed has marked his special abhorrence of this

offence by declaring that the ghadir or perfidious person shall

be set up on a stake, that is impaled, at the day of final re-

tribution, in order that his perfidy may be publicly made

known to the assembled universe.^

So much for the general law of Jihad. Let us now see

how far it is applicable to the relation in which the British

Government stands to Mohammedan countries, and the

Mussulman subjects of our Indian Empire stand towards

the Government of that country.

"With regard to the first point, there are subsisting treaties

of amity between the British Government, on the one hand,

and the Turkish Empire and the kingdoms of Persia and

Afghanistan on the other. These treaties are binding on the

whole Mussulman community
;
in so much that while they

subsist. Jihad, or warfare for the purpose of propagating the

Mussulman faith among the subjects of the British Govern-

ment, is prohibited to all Mohammedan States. If, therefore,

the Sittanah camp, which is said to be formed on our north-

west frontier, for the purpose of invading our territories, is to

be considered as a Mohammedan State, having a duly con-

stituted Imam at its head (and it is only on such a suppo-

sition that Jihad by it would be lawful), then the people

assembled in it are bound by the said treaties, and are actually

prohibited by their own law from making any assault of a

religious character upon us. It cannot therefore be lawful

for other Mussulmans to assist them in any attempt of the

kind, and much less so for our Indian Mussulmans, who are

under a further restraint by the protection afforded them by

the Government of that country.

That they enjoy the fullest protection under the British

Government cannot be denied. Nor has it ever been alleged

that they are exposed to any kind of molestation in their

persons or property by the Government, or by any other

persons with its knowledge or connivance. They are thus

' Kifayah., toI. ii., p. 762.

VOL. V.—[new SEEEES.] 27
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clearly under the obligation imposed upon them by their

isteeman or enjoyment of protection. Any act of hostility

in their own persons, or by money or other assistance given

to enemies, would therefore be an act of ghudr or perfidy on

their part, and thus expose them to the doom denounced

against the ghadir by their own Prophet.

Before concluding these remarks, I will briefly advert to

a question that has been lately revived amongst Mussulmans

in India, viz., whether so much of that country as is subject

to British rule has become Dar-ool-IIiirh, or is still Dar-ool-

Islam. Prima facie, every country under any other than

Mussulman government is to be accounted Dar-ool-Hurb.

But, according to Aboo Huneefa, a country which, like British

India, was once Dar-ool-Islam, does not change its character

merely by passing under the government of infidels. Other

conditions are required, which can hardly be said to be fully

satisfied in the case of British India. According to his two

disciples and companions, Aboo Yoosuf and Mohammed, these

conditions are not required, simple conquest being all that

they deem necessary. Analogy is in favour of their opinion,

but the results to which their doctrine would lead are rather

in favour of that of their master. By conquest the whole

property, public and private, of the conquered people, passes

ipso facto to their conquerors
;
and this holds good of con-

quests by infidels over Mohammedans, provided that the

projserty is secured within the infidel territory. Now this

condition is satisfied at once if the country in which the

property is situated becomes Dar-ooI-IIurh, and the Mussul-

man owners thus lose all right to reclaim their property, if

it has been divided, as it legally may be, among the soldiery.

Be that as. it may, there is, however, no doubt that when the

two disciples concur in opinion against their master, a judge

is at liberty, according to the general rule, to adopt which-

ever of the opinions he thinks best. A Mohammedan leader

disposed to attack British India is therefore not unlikely to

treat it as Dar-ool-Hurb. Let us assume, then, that British

India is Dar-ool-Hurb, and, further, let us suppose that the

threatened Sittanah invasion has been made and is successful,
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wliat are likely to be the consequences of sucb an event to

Mussulmans in British India ? The Sittanahs are Wahahees,

that is, Soonnees of the straitest sect of the law, who wish to

restore all things to their pristine vigour. According to

the Mohammedan law the conquered country, with all the

property, public or private, of its inhabitants, would im-

mediately pass by the mere fact of conquest to the con-

querors. There would be an exception to this in favour of

the Mussulmans, so far as regards their movable property,

but none as to their lands. These, as already mentioned,

would, like the rest of the land in the coimtry, become /ei, or

be confiscated for the general purposes of the State. In

particular, all permanent settlements of the revenue would

be swept away; and last, but not least, all La Khiraj tenures,

which, if extended beyond the life of the grantee, are utterly

void at Mohammedan law, might be at once cancelled.

Further, the Mussulmans in particular, might be subjected

to a rigid exaction of the %ukat or poor’s-rate from all persons

possessed of property to the value of 200 dirhems (about ten

pounds)
;
which would be more than any income-tax that is

ever likely to be imposed upon them by their Christian rulers.

So that, on the whole, it might be better for our Indian

Mussulmans, in a worldly point of view, as well as more

conformable to the precepts of their Prophet, to remain

contented with their present condition under the British

Government, than to take their chance of what might befall

them imder conquerors of their own religion.
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Art. XX .—Comments on Recent Pehhi Decipherments. With

an Incidental Sketch of the Derivation ofAryan Alphabets.

And Contributions to the Early History and Geography

of Tabaristdn. Illustrated by Coins. By E. Thomas,

F.E.a

The plates which accompany this article have only recently

been rescued from an obscure corner, where they had lain for

years unappreciated.^ They originally constituted one division

of a comprehensive medallic series, illustrative of the annals

of the Sassanian Kings of Persia, which were prepared under

the supervision of the late J. R. Steuart, from specimens in his

own cabinets, and executed by the same conscientious Italian

artist who engraved the copper-plates of the Saurdshtran

coins inserted in one of the earliest numbers of our Journal

(vol. iv. p. 273, O.S.).

The two engravings, which now appear for the first time,

embrace the concluding section of the series of ten 4to. plates

devoted to the coins of “ the Sassanian dynasty,” and repre-

sent the specially transitional period immediately succeeding

the Arab conquest. They furnish choice and consecutive

examples of the introductory Muslim mintages, ranging from

the crude imitative reproductions of Sassanian money by the

first Muhammadans in Persia, and mark, in their gradations,

the progressive stages of the Pehlvi mintages of the more

settled rulers, up to the final adoption of the Kufic of the

Kuran as the official alphabet of the expanded dominions of

the Khalifs.

The majority of these pieces have already been described

in our pages (vols. xii. p. 253, xiii. p. 373) ;
but as I hesitated

to burden the Society with such costly and elaborate designs,

these engravings may, even at this distant date, fitly contri-

bute to the elucidation of the general subject, and serve to

These plates are now the property of that enterprising collector of Oriental

antiquities, Col. S. C. Guthrie, who has freely permitted them to be used, in

transfer, on Slone, by the Royal Asiatic Society. The reduction from the original

4to. form on copper to the 8vo. reproduction now presented, signalizes an epoch

in the history of the lithographer’s art, and exemplifies a process which, under

scientific treatment, even improves upon the effect of the metal engravings.
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keep alive the interest in an obscure branch of research, the

attendant difficulties of which necessarily limit the number of

investigators. I propose to restrict the present notice of the

coins to little more than a mere recital and explanation

of their legends, with occasional references to the general

progress of the study of the Pehlvi language that has marked

the interval since the publication of my later papers on these

subjects. As regards the purely numismatic aspect of the

question, I am the more anxious to reserve any extended

remarks, as our Society will he glad to learn that the illus-

tration of this period of the history of the East is likely to

receive considerable accessions, in the description of the

magnificent collection of the late M. de Bartholomai, which

is already in an advanced stage towards publication under

the practised treatment of our learned Foreign Associate, Dr.

Dorn, of St. Petersburg.

As preliminary and introductory to my special subject, I

have to advert prominently to the discovery of the day, the

“Moabite Stone,” and the bearings of its typical alphabet

upon the later developments of cognate Semitic characters

on coins and other contemporary records
;
and somewhat

unwillingly to reply, as briefly as possible, to certain criticisms

which have appeared of late upon the Palseographic definitions

and deductions put forth in my previous essays in this Journal.

The proclamation of Mesha, engraved on the now unhappily

defaced monolith of Dibon, which has created so great a

sensation in the Biblical world,' presents hut little of novelty

to advanced students of initiatory Greek Numismatics, or

* La Stele de Dhiban, M. Diermont-Ganneau, Revue Archeologique, March,
1870, p. 184. Derenbourg, Journal Asiatique, Jan.- and Feb. 1870. Scblot-

mann, March 15. Times, May 6. Zeitscbrift, i. and ii. Heft. 1870.
Notices more readily available to English readers may be found iu Professor

Rawlinson's article in the Contemporary Review, vol. xv. (August and November)
1870, p, 96, et sej. ; and in Dr. "Wright’s learned and exhaustive paper in the
unhappily concluding number of the North British Review. From the latter I

extract the following close summary :

—

“ An alphabet common to all the Shemitie populations of Syria—an alphabet
from which were derived the Greek letters on the one side, and aU the later

alphabets of the East on the other
“ This alphabet is, doubtless, almost, if not absolutely identical with that em-

ployed by the poets, prophets, and historians of the kingdom of Judah and Israel,

when they committed their works to writing
;
and it may be well for scholars to

bear this in mind when attempting conjectural emendations upon the Biblical

texts .’’—North British Review, October, 1870.
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Paloeographers who are able to trace the offshoots of the

Phcenician alphabet from the Pillars of Hercules to the banks

of the Jumna.^ Nevertheless, its contributions are varied and

valuable, presenting us with a complete alphabet of an ascer-

tained date, some century and a half earlier than any other

parallel document,^ a singularly close association in the con-

figuration of some of its letters with the most authentic forms

of Archaic Greek, and a new geographical site of dominant

Semitism on the frontiers of Cuneiform strongholds.

Beyond the ordinary identities with the early Greek cha-

racters already freely recognized, the forms of the letters

r n
,

/I <\ , and Z X
,
are specially marked

;
we have new

outlines of the digamma Y and the H a modification

of the A Q, and a varied definition of the T x, many of

which peculiarities connect this most authoritative exemplar

of the normal alphabet with the more clearly defined

Aramaean and Persian types of Semitic writing.^

More than twenty years ago ^ I ventured to dissent from

De Sacy’s identification of the Sassanian letter as w «; an

interpretation which he had adopted on the faith of Anquetil

du Perron, who had derived his knowledge of Pehlvi from

the imperfect teachings of the Parsis of Bombay.® Although

I was in a position to determine that De Sacy was in error,

’ Xum. Chron. iii. n.s. p. 280.
2 Dr. Wright fixes the date of the inscription as “approximately in the 2nd year

of Ahaziah’s reign, or the beginning of that of his brother Jehoram” (b.c. 896,

894). The seals and tablets from Sargon’s treasure chamber are supposed to

belong to the time of Assher bani pal (about 667 b.c.). The Assyrian Lion
weights are understood to be earlier (Mr. Norris, J.E.A.S. xvi. p. 215) ;

and Sir

H. Eawlinson places some of his Ninevite tablets in the eighth century b.c.

J.E.A.S. 1870, p. XXX. See also vol. i. n.s. p. 187.
^ Gesenius, passim. W. de Luynes, in Prinsep’s Essays, ii.p. 166. Dr. Le^’s

“Contributions to Aramaean Numismatics,” 1867. M. de Vogiie, “Melanges,”

p. 145. The outlines given in the text were copied from the paper impressions of

the original stone in the Palestine Exploration Collection; they have, however,

suffered greatly in the reduction into type.

* J.E.A.S. vol. xii. o.s. (1850), p. 265. See also Num. Chron. xii. p. 77.

® Anquetil himself, in speaking of the learning of his own instructors at an
anterior period, or in the middle of the eighteenth century, uses the words,

“L’ignorance etait le vice dominant des Parses de I’lnde.” (Zend Avesta, p.

cccxxvi.
;
Burnouf. Yaqna, p. x.) Dr. Haug gives us an amusing pendant to this

statement in saying, “The European reader will not be a little astonished to learn

that Anquetil’s work was regarded afterwards as a kind of authority by the Desturs

themselves.” (“ Sacred Language of the Phrs'is.” Bombay, 1862, p. 21.) See also

We.stergaard, J.E.A.S. viii. p. 350; and Max Muller, “Chips from a German
Workshop,” i. pp. 122, 167, 172, etc.
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I was not, at tlie time, equally advanced in the power of say-

ing what the real purport of the character might be, though

I subsequently discovered that its true value was nothing

more than the long or double i of the Sassanian alphabet,

having an equally well-ascertained counterpart in the Chaldaeo-

Pehlvi, in the form of d-i In support of these binary identi-

fications, I re-examined the question under its various aspects,

somewhat at large, in a late number of this journal,^ as I was

aware that there was a disposition to adhere to the old reading

among many who had compromised themselves by accepting

the original definition, even to the extent of its reception and

incorporation into modern grammars and glossaries.® The

question has lately been revived by the direct negation of my
justification for this correction by Dr. Martin Haug,^ with a

reiteration of the claims of the Parsi rendering of m n {man).

1 Vol. iii. N.s. p. 260.
2 I conclude it is to some such feeling of hostility at my venturing to differ,

not only from certain Continental professors, hut more expressly from their masters

in Bombay, that I ov'e an amusingly rabid attack in the “ Eevue Critique”

(27th March, 1869), by M. Justi. The tone of this article would alone prevent

my conceding to it any serious notice; hut it is clear that no object eould be
attained by my entering upon a discussion with the author, or those who accept

his interpretations upon texts the very alphabet of which is still in dispute. So
that, although M. Justi’s eceentric lucubration has received the commendation of

M. Eenan (Eapport, Journal Asiatique), I am content to surrender the writer to

the more congenial conflict with his countryman. Dr. Haug, who has already

sounded the note of defiance, about the “grave errors” of my “vicious” critic,

whom he contemptuously designates as “ a mere follower of Spiegel.” (Pahlavi-

Zand Glossary, pp. 25, 32.)

® Dr. Haug is scarcely candid in affirming that “the phonetic value of the

character •jJ has been thought to be i, chiefly on account of its resemblance in

form to the Zend letter (An Old Pahlavi-Pazand Glossary, 1870, p. 44). There

is far more varied testimony towards the identification than this abrupt utterance

would imply, as I have, in effect, repeated above. My first acceptance of the

letter as i dates from 1852 (Journal Eoyal Asiatic Society, xiii. p. 375); and I

find Dr. Haug confessing in 1862 (Essays on the Sacred Language of the Parsees,

Bombay, p. 45) that Barj is the Chaldee bar, “ son,” {ben in Hebrew and

Arabic); the / at the end is another pronunciation of the relative i {or izdfat)

above mentioned [in Baffi], It is curious that the Professor should at

this period have so accurately realized and defined the mission of the letter and

its direct association with the short », and yet have failed to detect its positive

import. It was reserved, however, for his later baptism in the fire-worship of the

Gujarkti Desttirs to convert him from his hard-earned European knowledge to

their atmosphere of placid ignorance, and the restoration of the contested symbol
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I have held from the first that the idea of combining con-

sonants, for the purpose of eliding the inherent short a of

the conventional Aryan speech, was altogether undeveloped

in the Semitic alphabet of the Sassanians, though the system

had already been elaborated in the more critical Bactrian

adaptation of the old Phoenician characters in its parallel

contact with the contrasted Ldt or Pali character of the

Indian provinces. This tendency is readily exemplified in

the practical transcription of Greek names on the local

coinage, where we find the Bactrian “Eu/cratides” and the

Indian Pali “AgathoAVes” coalescing the consonant succeed-

ing to the Ti, in either case to denote emphatically the absence

of the soft a. Here the object of compounding and connecting

letters is obvious enough
;
^ but the most singular fact which the

advocates of the rendering of the Sassanian ^ as = rn n are

altogether unable to explain is, if, as they confess, the two

simple letters ^ m and 1 n were written separately in the

parallel text, with an optional value ofman or min, why, or for

what possible object, an arbitrary compound should have been

introduced to convey the self-same sounds, a resulting alpha-

betical combination, moreover, which, according to their own

showing, did not necessarily elide the short vowel. If this

particular sign had been a composite character for m n,

matured during the progressive manipulation of the normal

alphabet, it ought to show some traces of the parent letters,

whereas the simple ^ ,
in its various gradations, fiows easily

to Anquetil du Perron’s faulty version of man, contributed of old by tbe less

degraded representatives of the Phrsi faith in 1759.

Mr. E. W. West, C.E., whose good service to the cause of Indian palaeography

in his facsimiles and decipherments of the inscriptions on the walls of the

Western Cave Temples, I can freely bear testimony to, has lately undertaken the

study of Pehlvi, in concert with Dr. Haug, of Munich, and has argued the ques-

tion of the value of the character under discussion with much patience and in-

genuity in opposition to my interpretation. I am unable to discover that he has

at all shaken my position, and I regret to find that he ignores, or unduly sub-

ordinates, the verj' important evidence in favour of the i, to be drawn from the

previous identities of the Phoenician and other derivative forms of "y*
.

(Journal

of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1870, p. 364.)

' A large assortment of these compounds is given in my plate of the Bactrian

alphabet (Num. Chron. iii. n.s. plate vi.), and the particular instances above cited

may be consulted in Gen. Cunningham’s plate v. vol. viii. of the same journal

;

and the facsimiles illustrating Professor Dowson’s article on Bactrian Inscriptions,

J.R.A.S. XX. 0.8. p. 221. See also Professor Wilson’s Kapurdigiri Inscription,

J.R.A.S. xii. p. 163.
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from the archaic model on the Moabite stone to the crystal-

lized forms of the Pehlvi and Zend type letters ^ (in some

founts more distinctly •^=zcW), which were based on MS.

writing, and engraved by independent parties on the Con-

tinent, altogether prior to any suggestion of this unpre-

meditated controversy. In addition to this difficulty

about the m n, Mr. West has introduced a new element of

discord in summarily attempting to convert the very palpable

of the Chaldaeo-Pehlvi into a p ;
and, finally. Dr. Haug

desires to elevate a badly defined in the Sassanian text

of the inscription into a new and extraneous letter, represent-

ing the sound of “ kat.” It may be said that this does not

present a very long list of variants, after all
;
but the deter-

mination of the value of the most important of these cha-

racters as m n, or i, constitutes a positively vital question, as

its decision in a measure carries with it the determination of

the structure of the language itself.

Up to this time the Inscription Palaeography maintains its

archaic features in the absolute isolation of letter from letter.

The tendency to continuous MS. writing, due to the con-

secutive flow of the pen upon a smooth surface, has already

been adverted to (J.E..A.S. iii. n.s. p. 252). Its eflfect was

speedily to reduce the Sassanian Pehlvi into the irrepres-

sible conjunction of consonants and general reticulation of

letters, which has added an adventitious obstacle to the free

decipherment of the ancient writings in their modem garb.

This tendency may be traced, in its progressive action, in the

accompanying plates, and in its more ample development in

the limited table of compounds prefixed to the description of

the coins, in my previous article (vol. xii. p, 274). But the

later Pars! complications may be exemplified by the demand

of Dr. Haug upon his European printers for several hundred

diSerent forms to secure sufficient ambiguity for his client’s

interpretations.

Had the Bombay Parsis really imderstood the language they

pretended to interpret, they might have printed every text

in their possession, and at the same time have secured far
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greater legibility, with tbe detached letters of their limited

alphabet, instead of complicating the decipherment by the

use of imitative MS. interlaced forms, for the partial definition

of which no less than sixteen pages of modem type were

required.^

Finally, to reduce me to definite extinction, under the

Pehlvi aspect, MM. Haug and West have put forth a trial

piece, or competitive essay, in the form of a new and im-

proved version of the bilingual inscriptions of Sapor engraved

on the smoothed inner surface of the cavern at Hajiabad. My
own tentative reading of this confessedly obscure text,—a text,

be it remembered, that had set European linguists at defiance

for half a century,^—was given with suflS.cient reserve,^ a

feeling which does not seem to be shared by later interpre-

ters. All I can say is, that if this translation, revised by Dr.

Haug in 1870, after a preliminary ventilation by Mr. West
in our pages in 1869, really and truly represents the purport

of the original inscription, the “divine” King Sapor must

have arrived at a very advanced stage of dotage before he

could have consented to put his hand to such a document.*

* The Old Pahlari-Pazand Glossary devotes sixteen pages (25-41) to “the
various phonetic powers of the letters and their compounds occurring in the

glossaries,” etc., and its Editors confess that the list of needless obscurations is far

from exhausted.
2 In 1858, I said in my edition of “Prinsep’s Essays,” ii. p. 108, “ Of all those

who are learned in Zend and its cognate languages—of the various professors who
edit Pehlvi texts, or who put together grammars of that tongue—no single

individual has to this day been able to add one line of translation to the bilingual

inscriptions of Hajiabhd, beyond what De Sacy had already taught us in 1793.

In brief, our power of interpretation fails us exactly where the Sassanians have

omitted to supply us with the Greek translations they appended to some of the

parallel texts.”

^ J.R.A.S. iii. x.s. p. 339.
* Lest my readers should suppose that I am exaggerating in this matter, I

append M. Hang’s revised version in his own original words :—After titles, etc.,

“ the king. As we shot this arrow, then we shot it in the presence of the satraps,

the grandees, peers and noblemen
;
we put the foot in this cave

;
we threw the

arrow outside that it should reach the target ; tbe arrow (was) flying beyond that

(target)
;
whither the arrow had been thrown, there was no place (to hit), where

if a target had been constructed, then it (the arrow) would have been manifest (?).

Afterwards it was ordered by us : an invisible target is constructed for the

future (?) ;
an invisible hand has written, ‘ do not put the foot in this cave, and

do not shoot an arrow at this target after an invisible arrow has been thrown
at this target;’ such wrote the hand.”—Haug, Pahlan General Glossary, p. 64.

This reads like a very chaotic version of the ancient fable of Minuchehar, whose
arrow from the peak of Damavand was to settle new boundaries, but whose
progress through the air the incredulous reduced from the pretended Divine
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One of the most curious points in this controversy is that

Dr. Haug, whose accepted local oracle denounces in unmea-

sured terms ^ the ignorance of his fellow Parsis of Bombay

—

proposes, like myself, to rectify their orthographical errors by

an appeal to the unpolluted sources of “ Sassanian Inscrip-

tions.” ^ It is clear that, under these conditions, the typical

alphabetical scheme ought to be subjected to the most rigorous

and thoroughly independent criticism
;
otherwise, if it be allowed

in any way to lend itself to the needs of preconceived Parsi

interpretations, it not only fails in its appointed mission, but

perpetuates the very faults it is invoked to correct.

I have shown (p. 411, note 3) that Dr. Haug was very nearly

fathoming the real import of the ancient character
;
but

what shall we say of his elected antagonist,® M. Spiegel, who,

after unconsciously admitting the mechanical configuration,

and recognizing the true value of the sign in question, still

theoretically hugged the ancient delusion of Anquetil in an

opposite sense, despite of a second proof, amid his new mate-

rials, of its patent fallacy, in the obvious existence of a fourth

vowel in his own Pehlvi MSS., to which he was obliged to

concede an independent value amounting to something more

than the force and effect of a short i, thereby confessing, in

the very fact, that the normal language he was dealing with

required some such additional letter, which he clearly did not

interposition to the mechanical aid of a wounded eagle.—Chronicles of Tabari,

i. p. 280.
* For the last 500 or 600 years, the knowledge of Pdzand, or pure Persian, has

gradually declined amongst Persian scholars in general, and especially amongst
Phrsi priests

; so much so, that very few of the Desturs can now either write or

understand it correctly, as can readily he seen from their imperfect notes in

Pahlavi books, and incorrect modes of expression in other writings. This
ignorance has prevailed to such an extent that though the priests learn this

glossary, parrot-like, off by heart, yet they cannot critically make out the exact

meanings of many words, hut are satisfied with mere guesses, etc.—Destfir

Hoshang Jamasp, in his Old Pahlavi- Pazand Glossary, p. ix.

* Ibid. p. vii.

3 There has been a good deal of needless acerbity introduced into these discus-

sions, and Dr. Haug seems to exist only in a permanent state of warfare with the

rest of his countrymen. Spiegel, however, is more distinctly singled out for con-

demnation in such amiabilities as the following :
“ As regards his views of the

character of the language, and his explanations of the non-Iranian element,

linguists are not likely to feel satisfied.” “ The title of (a later) work, ‘ The Tra-
ditional Literature of the Parsis,’ in its connexion with the conterminous litera-

ture, is therefore more pretentious than appropriate,” etc. etc. (An Old Pahlavi-

Pazand Glossary, pp. 16, 20.)
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know how to provide for in his vague alphabetical reconstruc-

tions.

In his first publication, the Parsi Grammar (1851), M.

Spiegel expressly declared that the identical character y was

the Td’i m'ariif, or known yd, as opposed to the YdH majhul, or

unknown yd, represented by the Zend g In his subsequent

work on the “Huzvaresch-sprache” (1856), he servilely adheres

to Anquetil’s Boman for (pp. 169, 172);

but simultaneously enters in his Pehlvi alphabets the letter

above referred to outlined as ^ to which he assigns the

value of e (pp. 27, 48, 53).^ This letter, as I have attempted

to prove in my previous article, is, however, nothing more

than i final, or the izdfat^ which plays so important a part in

old and new Persian vernaculars, and which may be traced in

the accompanying plates from the final o in Khusrui, figs.

1, 2, to the positive conjunctive but instructively isolated

izdfat in figs. 3, 4, etc. I must, however, do M. Spiegel the

justice to say that he has discarded the obnoxious Boman
from his latest Pehlvi vocabularies.^

The Editors of the Old Pahlavi-Pazand Glossary, though

they do not admit the letter _ \ to a place in their table of

alphabets, are constrained to recognize its true import amid

the list of compound characters, where ~ V* is acknowledged

to represent the sounds of “ ai, M, or khi.” Why then, by

parity of reasoning, should not _ V be equal to the ii, or, in

* Grammatik der Parsisprache (Leipzig, 1851), p. 22.

(a) i. Oder , Zend vocal 10, z. B. ^ etc.

(4) e. Oder im Parsi dorch
^

ausgedriickt, in
^

^ etc.

* Grammatik der Huzvaresch-sprache. fWien, 1856.)

® J.E.A.S. N.s. iii. p. 262. The name Khusrui on the coins was for a long
time supposed to be Khusrub. J. Muller, Journal Asiatique (1839), vii. pp.
335,342; Olshausen, Num. Chron. xL 135; Rawlinson, J.E.A.S. x. I my-
self at one time shared this impression, which received much force from the

parallel Armenian Khosrov (St.-Martin, Annenie, i. 412). The contrast, how-
ever, between the forms of the letter in question and that of the true t 4 in the

accompanying plates must be held conclusively to settle the point. ——

'

^ Die TraditioneUe Literatur der Parsen (Wien, 1860), p. 424; J.E.A.S. xii.

p. 275.
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effect, furnisli a modified form of the ancient letter whose

purport as ii or « I have been contending for ? ^

The question raised by Mr. West, in his late article in this

Journal, seems primarily to limit the discussion between us,

as to what course we should pursue to establish our independent

positions : he desires to try the language of the Sassanian.

inscriptions by the upward test of the Parsi fragments extant

in Bombay, and the local interpretations accepted in that last

refuge of Zoroastrianism. I, on the other hand, aim at the

more comprehensive criticism afforded by the dialects of im-

mediately proximate lands, and the inductive teaching of the

earlier alphabets, preserved on medals, seals, and other anti-

quarian remains, which come down to the confessed starting-

point of the attempted neo-Persian reconstruction of the

ancient rituals, under Ardashir Babak and his immediate

successors. The representatives of the archaic creed to

whom this duty was entrusted are most candid in their

admissions of the difficulties they had to encounter conse-

quent upon the pretended destruction of the scriptures of

the old Fire-Worshippers by Alexander the Great,^ and the

imavowed but more important influence of 557 years of dis-

couragement and obscuration of the religion itself, which

succeeded, under the Seleucidae and Arsacidse, up to the date

of the attempted revival of their ancestral faith.

Nor did the ancient tongue itself fare better than the lost

books which embodied the primitive rites. So long as the

original Pehlvi maintained its position as the ruling verna-

* By some strange want of perception, the Editors of this Glossary have con-

founded the i and the very differently formed
^

b, so that they describe the

identical ^ as jj+| = ab (sic) and^^^^^ or jj+

ing indifference (p. 30).

= a« withcharm-

2 There is no possible pretence for saying that Alexander destroyed the ancient
literature of the land

;
the single Palace and the Royal Archives at Persepolis

were burnt; but so far from the Macedonian conqueror having proposed to him-
self any mission of eradicating old creeds, he rather took to them under their

pleasant aspects. The real destroyers of the primitive lore were the Muslims,
who nevertheless reverenced, and for a time preserved, and finally translated all

that was worth having in the accessible Pehlvi MSS. It would rather seem that
the neio Zoroastrianism ought to take its date from the latter period of depres-
sion

;
for there clearly were plenty of Pehlvi MSS. still extant in a.h. 318 =

A.D. 930.—See Eeinaud, Abulfeda, p. Ixv. note 2.
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cular utterance, current among all classes of the nation, the

limited seventeen letters of the coeval alphabet fully sufficed

to convey any required sense to the comprehensions of those

who thought and spoke in the common language. "We have a

nearly parallel illustration of this faculty of using short-hand

notation in the colloquial Hindi of the present day, which

resolutely refuses to avail itself of the intricacies of the more

elaborated Sanskrit characters, and adheres consistently to the

simple detached consonants of antiquity, with all the associate

uncertainty of intonation. But the typical Persian language

clearly became degraded on its own soil, under the action of

successive waves of conquest, irregular hostile occupation

and the introduction of foreign speech into the official docu-

ments of court and camp, as alien rulers chanced to dominate.

Such influences, apart from the general depression of the re-

ligious communities, who alone had an interest in the preser-

vation of the sacred texts, must have rendered any satisfactory

reconstruction of the earlier rituals a task far beyond the

powers of the degenerate 2Ioheds of the scattered Fire-temples,

even if the old letters of the alphabet had not been then, as

now, altogether insufficient to define obsolete grammatical

inflexions, and still less competent to restore the purport of a

lost tongue.

The language of the inscriptions, under these conditions,

may be held to have primarily followed the mixed speech of

the head-quarters, which consisted of a sort of Eastern Lingua

Franca or Mesopotamian Urdu, abounding in Aramaisms, and

in the selected epigraphs under review, freely interspersed

with independent religious texts, which were by no means

necessarily Zoroastrian.

The language of the books, on the other hand, if they truly

reproduced the ancient texts, should have presented a modi-

fied form either of primitive Pehlvi, archaic Zend, or, at the

lowest, a dialect but little removed from the Persian Cunei-

form. But, to judge by its composite character, it would

seem as if the dry bones and disjecta membra of the old

Iranian rituals had been galvanized into a specious vitality

by the introduction of Semitic verbs with Persian termina-

tions, added to which the practice of writing one word and
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pronouncing another savours strongly of priestcraft, whose re-

vision in this case was neither competent nor honest. If to

construct grammars and dictionaries out of such materials be

a labour of high ingenuity, I can concede that much credit to

our modern authorities
;
hut I must be excused if I remain

incredulous as to the value on finality of the results thus

obtained.

If I have had to suggest anything derogatory to the

attainments of the modern Parsi teachers in the Western

Presidency, I am glad to have the opportunity of quoting,

with renewed hope, our own Royal Asiatic Society’s motto,

“ Ex Oriente lux,” as, by a singular chance, I have this

day (11th Jan., 1872) received from Bombay a comprehensive

series of the publications of the later earnest revivers of the

old lore, in their adopted home under the British flag—in the

shape of even more difficult reading than the Pehlvi itself,

as explained and illustrated by Guzrati commentaries
;
but

I recognize with satisfaction the conscientious endeavours of

the present representatives of the archaic faith in Bombay to

encounter, and I trust overcome, many of the difficulties in-

herent in their ethnic language—in this I am the more en-

couraged by the tone of mixed frankness and confidence

disclosed in Destur Behramji Sun]ana’s preface to his new
Pehlvi Grammar,^ which augurs well for the future, in a seem-

ing aspiration of the local Parsis to free themselves from

European dogmatism, and to rehabilitate their national speech

by their intuitive hereditary perceptions, from independent

1 A Grammar of the Pahlavi Language, b)- Peshotun Dustoor Behramjee
Simjana. (Bombay, 1871.) Preface, p. iii. :

“ The pronunciations of the Semitic
terms as used by the Dustoors of Iran and of India are founded on the well-

known authority of Malik Namah Assooree, which, as will he mentioned here-

after, is now more than 1200 years old, and at the time when this work was
written the Pahlavi language was in its pristine use amongst the Zoroastrians of
Irhn. The modern Orientalists of Europe, however, have modified such pro-
nunciations, hut such modifications I do not feel justified in recommending to my
Zoroastrian brethren.” Of course, I am not likely to endorse all our new gram-
marian’s notions, many of which are clearly crude, and require for their correc-

tion that foreign travel and outside ventilation which I have advised above ; but
not the less may I welcome an effort at free thought, and a seeking after the truth,

which I admire above all things. One word of warning, too, I must add to those

who may he disposed to over-estimate the advantages of Iranian descent, in the
revival and reconstruction of their ancient tongue, as they must hear in mind that

for generations past they have been domiciled and educated in a foreign land, and
learnt from their cradles to frame their ideas in an alien idiom

; so that their

ancestral language, or even its modern representative, has to he acquired anew.
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sources and tte extant documents of their creed. I am
sanguine that these records may be largely augmented

when the less passive members of the community undertake

to scrutinize their own Indian depositaries, or boldly seek to

penetrate into other closed receptacles of the obscure litera-

ture of the past,—in lands to which they have preferential

access.

In concluding this branch of a single alphabetical con-

troversy, I may be permitted to reproduce a more compre-

hensive view of the general question, which I submitted

viva voce, but with scant preparation, to the Meeting of

the Royal Asiatic Society on the 9th April, 1866.

As this merely suggestive outline has never been formally

incorporated in our Transactions, I make no apology for

quoting in full the semi-official report of the proceedings

of the meeting of that date from the Athenceum newspaper.

The Right. Hon. Viscount Strangford in the chair.—Mr. Thomas, adverting

to recent controversies respecting the parentage of the various modes of writing

in use in ancient India, spoke “ On the Adapted Alphabets of the Aryan Races.”

These were the results of his palmographical investigations : The Aryans invented

no alphabet of their own for their special form of human speech, but were, in

all their migrations, indebted to the nationality amid whom they settled for their

instruction in the science of writing
: (1) The Fersian Cuneiform owed its

origin to the Assyrian, and the Assyrian Cuneiform emanated from an antecedent

Turanian symbolic character; (2) the Greek and Latin alphabets were manifestly

derived from the Phoenician
; (3) the Bactrian was adapted to its more precise

functions by a reconstruction and amplification of Phoenician models; (4) the

Bevandgari was appropriated to the expression of the Sanskrit language from

the pre-existing Indian Pali or Ldt alphabet, which was obviously originated to

meet the requirements of Turanian (Dravidian) dialects; (5) the Pehlvi was

the offspring of later and already modified Phoenician letters
;
and (6) the Zend

was elaborated out of the limited elements of tbe Pehlvi writing, but by a totally

different method to that followed in the adaptation of the Semitic Bactrian.

Mr. Thomas then proceeded to advert to the single point open to discussion

involved under the 4th head, tracing the progress of the successive waves of

Aryan immigration from the Oxus into the provinces of Ariania and the Hindu

Kush, and the downward course of the pastoral races from their first entry into

the Panjab and the associate crude chants of the Yedic hymns to the establishment

of the cultivated Brahmanic institutions on the banks of the Sarasvati, and the

elaboration of Sanskrit grammar at Taxila, connecting the advance of their

literature with the simplified but extended alphabet they constructed in the

Arianian provinces out of a very archaic type of Phoenician, and whose graphic

efficiency was so singularly aided by the free use of birch bark. This alphabet

continued in use as the official writing under the Greek and Indo-Scj’thian rulers
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of Northern India, until it was superseded by the superior fitness and capabilities

of the local P&li, which is proved by Asoka’s scattered inscriptions on rocks and

monoliths (Lkts) to have constituted the current writing of the continent of

India in b.c. 250, whEe a similar, if not identical, character is seen to have

furnished the prototype of all the varying systems of writing employed by the

different nationalities of India at large, from Sind to Ceylon, and spreading over

Burmah, tiU the Indian Phli meets Chinese alphabets on their own soil in

Annam. In conclusion, Mr. Thomas pointed out the importance of the

discoveries of Norris and Caldwell, derived from completely independent sources,

regarding the Scythic origin of the introductory Indian alphabets.

No substantive article was ever prepared or published in

further development of the somewhat comprehensive theory

thus enunciated
;
but its purport has been quoted with seem-

ing approval, and, as far as I am aware, without hostile com-

ment in France and Germany. The subject has likewise

been discussed at two several meetings of the Asiatic Society

of Bengal.^ With the general tenor of these quasi con-

versational proceedings I have no possible cause of dissatis-

faction. Naturally, the living representatives of the Indian

Aryans resented any notion of their ancestors having bor-

rowed, even more convenient mechanical A^ehicles for the ex-

pression of thought, from the ignorant Dravidians of the

south
;

^ but the facts are cumulatively against them, especially

1 Journal Asiatic Society, Bengal, and Meeting, 6th Feb., 1867, p. 33.

* The subjoined quotation is in so far a virtual reproduction of my letter,

inviting the discussion, in situ, of the comparative priority of Indian alphabets,

which was read at the Meeting of the Asiatic Society -of Bengal, on the 6th
February, 1867. I have taken thus much of liberty with the printed report,

as to rectify the singular error of the local press, which contrived to arrange

my data in the directly opposite sense to the concurrent argument
;
and as chance

would have it, by a casual transposition of the descriptive headings of the

alphabets, to obscure completely the whole question, either to Eastern or Western
comprehensions. I have, perhaps, been over-confident of the strength of my
position, in abstaining, until this moment, from any protest against an editorial

blunder, which, in mild terms, left me in a complete minority. But I am quite

content to revive this corrected version as a basis for future discussion.

“ I am glad to find that my notice of the derivation of Arian alphabets attracted

attention, and I am most curious to learn the course the discussion took at the
Meeting of the Asiatic Society of Bengal

;
more especially as I am now following

out the Indian section of the inquiry, and have arrived already at some unexpected
results, tending to confirm the original Dravidian derivation of the Sanskrit
alphabet. The readers of our Journal will not fail to call to mind that Prinsep,

in his early comments upon the Lht alphabet, pointed out that, in many instances,

the aspirate letters were formed by a duplication of the lines of their correspond-

ing simple letters. The question was not raised as to when these aspirates had
been designed, hut the inference was, that they had been formed simultaneously
with the simple letters, and out of the same elements. I have a different theory
to propose, which I submit for the examination and comments of yom' members :

it is to assume that all the simple letters were Dravidian, and constituted a com-
plete ami sufficient alphabet for that class of languages, while the aspirates were
later additions required for the due expression of Mdgadhi and other northern
dialects, as the Sauskidtiu after-times added its own sibilants to the latter alphabet.

VOL. V.—[new series.] 28
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as they have now an opportunity of selecting new adversaries

A glance at the subjoined comparative alphabets will show the twenty consonants

(out of the full twenty-one) of the Dravidian system, as opposed to the thirty-one

consonants of the Prakrit of Asoka’s edicts. Of the additional aspirates of the

latter scheme, two only can in any way claim to he ordinary duplications, the chh
and th

;
while a more simple origin might he sought for the latter in a common

circle : dh, dh, and ph may fairly be taken as intentional modifications of their

corresponding normal letters
;
but kh and gh, like th and th, have more in com-

mon as fellow aspirates than association with their own leading consonants
;
and,

finally, jh and hh seem to have been unfettered adaptations. The s (fb) again

differs from the y (Jj) only in the reversal of the leading lower limb. As the

alphabetical data, upon which alone we have now to rely, are derived from in-

scriptions emhodying a different language, and dating so late as b.c. 250, we can

scarcely expect to recover the missing Dravidian consonants
; hut one, at least, of

the vowel tests is significant in the extreme. The Dravidian vowels, as contrasted

with the Sanskrit series by Caldwell, arrange themselves as follows :

—

Sanskrit, a, 5, i, 1, u, u, ri, rl, Ifi, — ,
e, ai, —, o, au, n, ah.

Tamil, a, d, i, 1, u, u,—,
—

,
—

,
e, e, el, o, d, —, —,

—

.

“ The value of the simple e, in the Lat character, admits of no douht, the out-

line of the letter takes the form of while the elongated vowel is constructed by

a duplication of the sound, effected by the addition of a medial e, thus ~^=ee,

apparently the original Dravidian e (or possibly el), but which, in Asoka’s in-

scriptions, is made tq do duty for al. In the more distinctly Sanskrit adaptations

of the Devankgari Bactrian alphabet, the initial a (9) formed the basis of all the

other vowels, whose varying values were discriminated by their several vowel marks.
“ I am unwilling to enlarge upon an avowedly speculative suggestion, but I

think few will fail to detect the contrast between the archaic crudeness of the

simple letters and the more complicated and cursive forms of the aspirates in the

Lkt alphabet. Had the latter class of characters uniformly followed the typical

design of their corresponding simple letters, there would have been more reason

to have assumed a simultaneous and congruous initiation
;
but the introduction of

anomalous signs among the gutturals, the remarkable cursive development assigned

to the aspirates, as opposed to the stiff outlines of their simple prototypes (an

advance equal in degree, but less obviously marked in the dh and dh), and the

inconsistent development of the hh, upon the basis of the old d, all seem to in-

dicate a later and independent elaboration of the aspirates.

The Normal Dravidian Alphabet.

Consonants.

The Prakrit or Lat Alphabet.

Consonants.

i-k >9 Aff „ n.

d ch 99 E J » >1 n.

( t 99 d „ I n.

A t 99 >cl „ 1 n.

Li P 99 b „ 8 rn.

JL y 1
r -J / A 99

b- h
Vowels.

+ '] kh A yh c;

d d) chh E f jh h
c 0 th t' A dh I
A 0 th > D dh 1
b b ph d hh 8

JL i vJ A rb

Lr
Vowels.

W a i \_u [> e H :• L >
Medial Vowels.

_ _ J JJ

ku, -j- ke, ki, “I*

Medial Vowels.

-A -

-f kd, -f ke,
J"

Sanskrit additions to the Lkt alphabet, /Tv=^,
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in the more advanced “Scythians” as their possibly later

teachers,* who would equally, and more definitively sustain

the argument of priority in the art of writing in India,

against the intrusive Vedic Aryans, whose education, by their

own admission, had been greatly neglected up to the period

of their entry into the land of the seven rivers.^

But to revert to the old data upon which I based my
conclusions on this branch of the subject, nothing could

have been more graphic, in the whole history of literary

events, than the unpremeditated concert of evidence, gleaned

in different lands,, from hopelessly severed starting-points

;

presented, on the one part, by Mr. Norris’s decipherment of

the Scythian Tablets of Darius, at Bihistiin, and the almost

simultaneous production of the results of Dr. Caldwell’s

patient researches in situ into the languages of the South

of India, which, on examination, developed such strange

identities of verbal and grammatical formations, as to au-

thorize the representatives of the old and the new to say,

essentially, we are at one?

Nor could anything be more striking as a second and

subdued parallel, in the same direction, than Dr. Caldwell’s

detection of the Dravidian element in the Brahui form of

Beluch speech with the associate testimony of our coins as to

the sustained and persistent use of the Pali, or Ldt alphabet,

which descended in the ordinary course to the Greeks, with

their outlying possessions in Arachosia, and which held its

local dominancy, even to the competitive triumph over the

elsewhere universally-adopted Bactrian writing of proximate

lands.

^ Muir, vol. ii., edit. 1871, pp. 423, 438, 437, 488. The succession of occupants,

now conditionally accepted, runs; 1. The Forest tribes; 2. The Drhvidians;
3. “A race of Scythian or non-Aryan immigrants from the N.’W. 4. The
Aryan invaders.

Prinsep’s Essays, London, 1858, ii. p. 43 ;
Numismatic Chronicle, 1863, p.

226, and 1864, p. 43 ;
J.A.S. Bengal, 1864, p. 255

;
Wilson, Rig Veda, London,

1857, iii. pp. xviii. xix.

® See Norris, Jour. R.A.S. xv. p. 19; Caldwell’s Drhvidian Grammar (1856),

pp. 23, 43, 95, ioo, 102, 104, 105, etc.
;
Hunter’s Rural Bengal, pp. 112, 126, 168,

176, 180, etc.; Dr. Stevenson, Bombay Branch J.R.A.S. 1817, p. 328; B. St.-

Hilaire, Jour, des Sav. 1857, p. 42, and 1862, p. 241
;

Prinsep’s Essays, ii. pp.
43, 151 ;

J. R.A.S. i. n.s. p. 466 ;
ii. n.s. p. 46 ;

Burnouf. Ya9na cxlv., August
Schleicher, Compendium, pp 11-14. V. St.-Martin, E'tude sur la Geographic
. . . d'apres les Hymnes Vediques, Paris, 1859, p. 82. [Results definitively

concurred in by Mr. Muir, ii. p. xxiv.]
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Having, I hope, shown some slight justification for my
previous interjjretations, I pass on to the examination of the

new materials more amply illustrating the developments of the

Semitic alphabet. Its expanse has already been traced from

the western basin of the Mediterranean to the Dodb of the

Ganges
;
from the Persian Gulf, fitfully, to the Lower Indus,^

where it touches the legitimate Bactrian of the Indo-Scythian

and Sah kings.^ It is seen to have been indigenous in Armenia

and Median Atropatene,® and now our coins ^ enable us to

' J.R.A.S. iv. N.s, p. 505; Num. Chron. (1870), x. p. 139.

* J.R.A.S. iv. p. 500. Journ. Bombay Branch R.A.S. 1869, plate iv. fig. 1.

® “Early Sassanian Inscriptions” (Triibner, 1868), 133. Num. Chron. xii.

PI. 4 (p^e 68), figs. 5, 6, 7. Lindsay, PI. x. 27. Dr. Levy, “ Zeitschrift,”

xxi. PI. ii. 2—5.

‘ Silver. Size, 4^. "Weight, 58 grains. British Museum. TJnique.

Obverse—Head of king to the left, thinly but not closely bearded, with

a low Parthian tiara surmounted by two rows of studs.

Monogram in Chaldmo-Pehlvi, kd.
Severse—The usual Parthian type of the king seated on his throne hold-

ing out a bow. Monogram, {^Tambrax, the capital of

Hyrcania). Legend in imperfect Greek, BA2IAET2 MEFA2
2ANABopous.

Date in the field FIT (313 of the Seleucidan era=A.n. 2).

Associate Bactrian Coin of Sanabares.

Copper. Weight, 111'5 grains. British Museum. Unique.

Obverse—Heied of king to the left, lightly or meagrely bearded, wear-

ing the Parthian cap studded with Jewels. Close fitting

vest, with jewelled collar, and a boliy ornamented border

to the outer garment. Legend, BA2IAET2 iieyas.

Reverse—Winged figure of Victory, to the right, holding out chaplet,

as on the Bactrian coins of Mauas, Azas, &c. Legend,

2ANABAPOT2.

Prinsep’s Essays, ii., p. 2)5. Engravings of both pieces are to be found in the

Numismatic Chronicle for 1871, pi. vii.

This king’s name is supposed to be identical with that of Sanahassar, “ the ruler.”

— (Esdras, i. ii. 12, 15 ;
iv. 18, 20. Ezra, i. 8, 11 ;

v. 14, 16.) The derivation of

the term has hitherto been considered uncertain
;
the dictionaries give one of its

variants as “ Ignis cultor ”
; but the simple version here seems to be “ light,”

with the conjunction of^, from bear,” or
,J b “^th fire,” in the

Biblical form. Though the as a Semitic word might seem out of place in combi-

nation with an Aryan termination, I should feel no difficulty in this respect, as the

languages were conterminous and interchangeable in many quarters. Sand was

latterly so established a titular term that we find and on monograms, and

Sand ul Millat, “light of the faith,” on the coins of the Ghaznavides.—J.R.A.S.

ix. 367. The Armenians speak of “ Sanassor,” son of Sennecherim. (Moses of

Khorene, i. cap. 23, p. 103, French edition, and cap. iii. p. 145. St.-Martin,

Armenie, i. 411, mentions Sanadroug, “the Izates of Josephus.”,
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carry it into Hyrcania, or so mucli further on its way towards

those essentially ancient seats of Aryan civilization on the

Oxus, the archaic existence of which has lately been con-

firmed by fresh and independent evidence, in amplification

of Sir H. Eawlinson’s discoveries in 1866,^ prominently

1 “ The belief in a very early empire in Central Asia, coeval rvith the institu-

tion of the Asspnan monarchy, was common among the Creeks long anterior to

Alexander’s expedition to the East, and could only have been derived from the

traditions current at the court of the AchEemenian kings. This belief, again, is

connected through the names of Oxyartes and Zoroaster with the Iranian division

of the Aryan race, and receives confirmation from the earliest memorials of that

people. . . It is with the Eastern Iranians, however, that we are principally

concerned, as the founders of Central Asian civilization. This people, on the

authority of the Vendidad, may he supposed to have achieved their first stage of

development in Sughd. Their language was probably Zend, as distinguished

fr'om the Achaemenian Persian, and somewhat more removed than that dialect

from the mother tongue of the Aryans of the south. A more important evidence,

however, of the very high state of power and civilization to which they attained

is to be found in the information regarding them preserved by the celebrated Ahu
Eihan A1 Birum', himself a native of the country, and the only Arab writer who
investigated the antiquities of the East in a true spirit of historical criticism.

This writer supplies us with an extensive specimen of the old dialects of Sughd
and Kharisra. He gives us in those dialects the names of the twelve months, the

names of the thirty days of the month, and the five Epagomenoe, together with
the names of the signs of the Zodiac and of the seven planets, and lastly of the

mansions of the moon. A portion of his nomenclature is original, and offers a
most curious subject for investigation

;
but the majority of the names can be com-

pared, as was to be expected, with the Zend correspondents, and, indeed, are

much nearer to the primitive forms than are the better known Parsee equivalents.

According to Abu Eihan, again, the solar calendar of Eharism was the most
perfect scheme for measuring time with which he was acquainted

;
and it was

maintained by the astronomers of that country that both the solar and lunar

Zodiacs had originated with them, the divisions of the signs in their system being
far more regular than those adopted by the Greeks or Arabs. . . . Ahu Eihan
asserts that the Kharismians dated originally from an epoch anterior by 980 years

to the era of Seleucid®, a date which agrees pretty accurately with the period

assigned by our best scholars to the invention of the Jyotisha or Indian calendar.”

— Quarterly Review, October, 1866, p. 488, etc.

This last is, perhaps, the most interesting item we gain from A1 Birfini’s

revelations. That there should have existed, in Eharism, a serial system of
dating, commencing from 980 years anterior to the official epoch of the Seleucidse

(312—311 B.c.) = 1304 B.C., was startling enough
;
but it is seldom that a given

arithmetical problem obtains such definite results as to establish, beyond its own
mission, so distinct an identity between scattered and severed branches of one
and the same section of the human family

;
and it is something more than

a curious coincidence to associate with this independent method of reckoning
the fact that the Oriental world has been wearying itself, for a long time past, to

explain whence, how, and why, a fixed sacrificial date, variously calculated by
modern astronomers, and possibly, hut imperfectly, sustained in the transmuted
versions of the old texts, should have developed so close an identity, in its latest

and most matured average, with the original numbers of 1304 b.c.; but such
would seem to be the result of the independent tests applied to the Jyotisha
observation of the Colures, still in use in the Vedic rituals of India under the

confession of the later Brahmanical exponents of the ancient creed.

See also Num. Chron. n.s. iv. pp. 46, 126 ; Colehrooke, Asiatic Eesearches,

viii.
;
Archdeacon Pratt, Journal Asiatic Soc. Bengal, 1862, p. 49; Max Muller,
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noticed in my essay on Sassanian Inscriptions.^ Dr. Sachau,

to whom the Oriental Translation Fund has lately confided the

preparation of a critical edition of the leading MSS. upon which
Sir H. RawLinson based his researches, has already made
vigorous progress beyond the fettered range of a single work,

and will doubtless, in due time, give the world a very compre-

hensive account of our proper Aryan cradle.® Meanwhile, we
welcome a contribution from the improved text of the Arab

geographer, A1 Istakhri,^ which affirms independently the

early traditions of Aryanism of speech in those distant lands,

and brings me face to face with an identification, which may
chance to prove of considerable importance in the general in-

quiry : that is, the association of the ancient name of the

kingdom of Khdrimi itself,^ with the misinterpreted modern

Sanskrit Literature (1859), p. 621 ;
Text of Rig Veda, vol. iv., preface, p. Ixxiv.

;

Journal Royal Asiatic Society, Dr. Whitney, vol. i. n.s. p. 316
;

Sir Edward
Colebrooke, “ Note on the preceding article,” p. 332 ;

Strabo, ii. c. i. 15, xi. c. vi.

1, c. vii. 3, c. xi. 5; Pliny, \d. 18, 19; Arrian, iii. c. 29, vii. c. 16; Chronique
de Tabari, i. 119; Wilson, Ariana Antiqua, 144; Rawlinson’s Herodotus,
i. 664; Journal Royal Geographical Society, xix. (1849), p. Ixiv., and Sir

R. Murchison’s Address, 1867, p. 38.

* Triibner & Co., London, 1868, p. 120. See also Num. Chron. vii. n.s. p. 143.

Since the above text and associate notes were set up in type. Sir H. Rawlinson
has continued the publication of his expositions of the ancient Geography of the

Oxus, in a paper contributed to the current number of the Edinburgh Review
(Jan., 1872), from which I extract the subjoined notice ; but, in explanation of a

somewhat dubious expression in the context, I am given to understand that the

emplacement of the original “ Oromasdian ” Hapta Hindu on the Upper Oxus, is

not in any way to be understood to conflict with the later Vedic designation of

the Saptu Sindhu of the Panjab.—“ As these identifications are all new and
contravene the criticism of the last hundred years, it may be necessary to cite

some authority in their support. First, then, for the application of the name of

Hapta Hindu, or ‘the seven rivers,’ to the Upper Oxus, there is the direct

authority of Abu Rihhn.” See Elliot’s Historians, L, p. 49. “India, or tbe

Panjhb, had been previously understood by the critics.” (p. 13.)

^ Dr. Sachau says :
—“ The most valuable part of A1 hkbar el Bakiya seems to

me that which refers to the Central Asiatic Mesopotamia, the country between
the Oxus and Jaxartes, and its southern and northern centres of civilization, i.e.

Sughdiana and Khiwarizm. B'lrhn'i’s information on this subject is alike new
and important, for these countries were the homestead of Zoroastrianism and
the focus of Central Asian civilization, which, shortly before it was trodden down
by the Mughals and Tatars, struck a traveller, like Yakht, with admiration. By
the help of Biriini we shall be able to trace the outlines of the dialects of Sughd-
iana and Khiwarizm, and to bring back the history of those countries.”

—

Academy, Nov. 1, 1871.

* “Bibliotheca Geographorum Arabicorum,” M. J. deGoeje (Lugd. Bat. 1870).

See also Prof. Noldeke’s review of this work in Academy, Oct. 1, 1871, p. 461.

‘ “In the Scythic version of the Behistun cuneiform inscription of Darius, the

name of the province of Kharism is expressed by ‘ Varasmiya,’ admitting a free

and optional interchange of the consonants m and v or w, the parallel Persian
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term of “ Suzvdrish,” ordinarily applied to one of tlie divi-

sions of Pehlvi writing^ If the archaic Oriental names,

which I have subdued into a foot-note, confess to an identical

derivation and primary purport, we may have to bring the

written language, the cognate alphabet embodied on the banks

of the Euphrates,® into closer relations with the undetermined

palaeography of the Eastern nidus.

For a long time past a vague impression has prevailed that

the sister dialect, expressed in the kindred Pehlvi character,

might likewise be connected with the geographical limits of

the less disturbed settlements of the Aryan Fire-worshippers.®

A curious confirmation of this supposition has lately been con-

tributed by the publication of the Arabic text of Ibn Khor-

dddbah, a man in a manner born in the faith, as his name
implies, who classes the sanctuaries of Zoroastrianism under

the emphatic topographical designation of the “ land of the

Pehlvis.” I reproduce the passage from the excellent French

translation of the unique Oxford MS. by M. Barbier de

cuneiform text reproduces the name more closely as Uvarazmia or JJuarazmish.”

—(Mr. Norris, J.E.A.S. xv. pp. 28, 97, 191.)

Mr. Norris and myself have since discussed this question, and I find that he

was under the impression that he himself had already conceived such a solution.

However, as we have both sought for any published declaration to that effect, we
are quite content to concur in the probable coincidence now put forth.

1 Destur Hoshangjf Jamaspji, in his O'mydh, Bombay, 1867, preface, p. iii.,

asserts, that “ Euzvdresh means nothing, and can neither be explained from the

Persian nor from a Semitic language.” The latest Parsi attempt at the explana-

tion of the term is that of Destiir Sanjana, who transforms it into Euzvekhaldea,

i.e. the Chaldee language.— (Dr. Haug, in Triibner’s Record, Nov.30, 1871, p. 75.)

* “It is to be written in the writing of the Avesta, or in that of Sevat (Chaldaea),

which is uzvdrsh.”— (Haug, p. 42, quoting J. Muller.)

® “ Dilem was the Media inferior, Mazenderan and the countries between the

Caspian and the Tigris, one of the original seats of the Pehlvi {Eeeren, Act. Soc.

Gbtt. xiii.). Dilem was also a retreat of that language. In the breaking up of a
great empire, the institutions of the conquered race always linger in the extre-

mities. The Caucasus, the country of Derbend, Segestan, and Kermhn, thus

sheltered the ancient language and religion of Persia, and thus the mountains of

DUem retained till the tenth century the worship of fire, and perhaps, therefore,

the Pehlvi, with which that worship had been connected.”—James Morier, Persia,

etc. (1812), pp. 288, 406. See also Malcolm's History of Persia (1815), i. p. 203 ;

Ouseley’s Oriental Geography, pp. 141, 146, 195 ;
and passim, on the subject of

languages, pp. 76, 114, 143, 152, 159, 174, 261 ;
Eawlinson, J.E.A.S., x,, note,

p. 143 ; Haug, Glossary, p. 34.
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Meynard (Journal Asiatique, I860, p. 278). “Pa)"s des

Pehlevis—Hamadan, Dinavar, Nehavend, Mihrdj ankadak,

Ma9abadan, Kasvin. Cette ville, qui est a 27 farasangs de

Rey, forme la frontiere du Deilem
;

elle comprend la ville

de Mou9a et la ville de Mubarek. Zendjan, selon les uns,

est a 15 fars., selon les autres a 12 fars. d’Ahbar; Essinn,

Jailasan et le Deilem.” ^ (See also p. 254, ibid.')

But tbis is far too large a subject to be treated incidentally,

or in subordination to our present inquiry. I therefore revert

to the special subject of this paper, and proceed to describe

the coins figured in the illustrative plates
; as introductory,

however, to which, I prefix comparative Tables of the Pehlvi

Alphabet, exhibiting (I.) the limited number of simple signs

in use upon the currency of the Arabs, and (II.) the amplified

and discriminated characters employed by the Parsis at the

present day.

I. ComrcTABLE Soirxns of the Horhal Lettees ox the Corxs,

IXCLUErXG THE LATER PeESIAX DeYELOPMEXTS.

1 Ji ' ^ t
f

(
M, ain.

8 CJ L

2 _J b. 9
^

m.

3 CLi J J or b
( t, th, d,

(
z, or t.

10 ) or J n or w.

4 ) J J r or 1.
11 ^ J or

5 5"
J z.

12 __J 1. final, or detached izdfat.

6 A3 UW s.
13

7
A

sh. 14 or (_J porf.

nomen regionis, a qua lingua pehlevica (^^1^ nomen duxit

B et alio loco At) diet®,
'*V

qua voce provincia urbium

significatur B.—Vullers’ Lexicon.

The original passages from Hamza Isfahani and Ibn Mukafia are quoted at

large by J, Muller, BuU. der K. Bayer. Akad. der "Wissensch., Sept. 1842, p. 106.

Dr. A. Sprenger, Die Post- und Eeiserouten des Orients (1864), p. 53, “ Gibal

(das Gebirgsland),” p. 54, “ Das Land der Pehlewier."
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II. MODEElSr Pehlti.

1 a A. 12 5 K.

2 J B. 13 5 G.

3 T. 14 J L.

4 J. 15
r

M.

5
ii

t
KH. 16 ) N.

6
A

or .5 J D. 17 ) W.

7 ) J E. 18 M s H.

8 5 j Z. 19 .5 lJ I.

9 or Lw S. 20 I Jlnal.

10 SH. 21 (L^ CH.

11 1 GH. 22 6 P.

Plate I.

No. 1. Obveese.

To the left

—

a. the Monogram Am.

„ j. — Afzud. Increase.*

To the right, facing the profile of the hing,

c. Khusrui, (coin) “of Khusrii.”

Eeyeese.

To the left

—

a. Bate 30th (year).

To the right—5. J/mt = jJi or .

' Olshaiisen was under the impression that thisword might he taken to correspond,

in general terms, with the Arabic J (Num. Chron. p. 48). C/. also in

the mixed dialects zud, ziydd, “May God increase,” etc.

But I should prefer to associate it with the extensive class of Mint marks which

so abound in the subsequent division of the Kufic coinages, and which refer more
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No. 2. Obveese.

To the left of the field

—

a, the Monogram .

„ „ = Afzud.

To the right . . . . c. Khusriii.

Margin— ^g)» = “Servitor.” {Cf. etc.)

Keteese.

To the left—a. Bate. = 43 a.h.

To the right

—

b. ilint. or j , etc.

No. 3. Obveese.

To the left of the field

—

a, b. Monogram, with Afzud, etc.

To the right

—

c. i—!lji^ 2Iuhalib-i

jjI Abu Safard-dn,

Margin— <dll “in the name of God,” in Kufic characters.

With or in Pehlvi.

Eeteese.

To the left—a. Bate. = A.H. 76.

To the right

—

b. Mint.^ ;
the initial letters of the name

of the city of JjLA J Darabgird.

or less to) the fullness and sufficiency of the money itseE, such as

1 -U , r... ‘J- Ai j etc. This attribution extends itself

naturally into the inquiry as to whether the concurrent introductory monogram

does not follow some such similar law, as we find the Mint-mark amid the

Kufic issues, where it is supposed to stand for or
,

“rectitudo, in-

tegritas,” or the exact parallel of etc. (See Stickel, Zeitschiift, 1864,

p. 773.) Though we need not limit the range of interpretation to Semitic

identities, when we have the ever-recurring Persian the Huzvkrish

DH; even if the leading term might not be extended in its ejaculatory sense to

etc.
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No. 4. Obveese.

Left—The usual Monogram and Afzud.

Eight—The same Pehlvi legend as in No. 3.

Margin as in No. 3.

Eeveese.

Left— a.h. 75.

Eight

—

J = . Eaiza.

There is some doubt about the correct attribution of this Mint.

I have satisfied myself that is the preferable transcription

;

but the question stiE remains, as to what locality the designation

applies. I had suggested, as the nearest sound, Baiza, but Dr.

Mordtmann contends for L«i or There need be little difficulty

in reconciling these two readings, taken by themselves, as Ibn

Khordadbah tells us that Basa was also called Ui-Jl (Journal

* Dr. Mordtmann has hitherto enjoyed the exclusive privilege of describing the

Constantinople collections. I am glad to see that the Turks are beginning to

appreciate Numismatics in their higher sense, and Western Orientalists may

compliment them on the original work of Djevet E’fendi, which the French

epitomist designates by the title of “ Coup d’oeil sur les Monnaies Musulmanes.”

This publication enumerates the following novelties from the cabinets of Subhi

Bey, who has since been nominated to the Government of Damascus, where we

may wish him every success, on such promising ground, in the further acquisition

of new aids to history. 1st. Une monnaie coufique, frappee a Hertek

chef-lieu d’un district du Tabaristan, dans I’annee 28 de I’hegire (648-649),

dont la legende circulaire portait
[j^j 4II 1 •

2nd. Une monnaie coufique de I’an 27 (657-658), sous le Khafife ’AH, dont la

Au nom de Bieu, mon maitre.

legende circulaire etait 1'c.tni de Bieu. 3rd. Deux monnaies coufiques

de I’an 38 et 39 (658-660), ornees de la Idgende circulaire du No. 1 : Aw nom de

Bieu, mon maitre. In addition to these pieces, Djevet E'fendi quotes two coins

of Abd’ aUah Zobeir, of Bdrdbgird, a.h. 60, and Tezd, a.h. 61. As the author

acknowledges his inabfiity to read the Pehlvi legends, I need not stop to contest

his reproduction of ^ \
tbe concluding title of

which legend I have adverted to under Coin No. 5.—Journal Asiatique, Aout,

1862, p. 185. See also a notice in the Zeitschrift, 1863, p. 39, on Subhi Bey’s

Coins.
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Asiatique, 1865, p. 274). But the definite emplacement of the site

requires further examination. Hamza asserts that the Arabic name

is a mere translation of the old Persian name of
“
white

gate,” the true Persian name having been (Yakut, p. 127).

No. 5. Obteese.
Left as above.

Right—

=

jr

Margin— <dSl in Kufic.

Ahduld Amir-

^ i-Koreishdn.

Reveese.

Left—iifa = A.H. 54.

Right—^ t_j and i.e. Ddraigird.

It must he confessed that the Pehlvi version of the Arabian tribal

name very imperfectly reproduces the original sound of {Jij-Iji

Koreish, and hence most of our Numismatists prefer to render the

associate title by the conventional j^\ Commander of the

Faithful,” or by some equally strained interpretation. I have con-

sistently adhered to my first suggestion, in support of which I may

refer to Hamza Isfahani’s list, “De ordine chronologico regum

Coreischitarum ”
i-J )> t^e head of

which he places Abu Bakr, with Omar, Usman, Ali, and Moavia, in

succeeding order (Hamza Ispahanensis, ed. Gottwaldt, St. Peters-

burg, 1844).

No. 6. Obveese.
Left as usual.

Right— ~

Margin— <dl .

Aumar-i-

Ubaidullah.

Reveese.

Left— a.h. 68.

Right— ~ ~ Baiza.
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N’o. 7. Obverse.

Left as usual.

Eight—The same as E’o. 5.

The margin has in addition the usual Kufic

and the Pehlvi word

Eeteese.

Left—

=

jliiS) A.H. 70.

= tuys Khuzistan (Ahwaz).

No. 8. Obverse.

Left as usual.

Eight— =
\j j \

A
\
Doubtful reading.

Margin—^ 111 aJJI .

Eeveese.

Left— )^
—

‘3\:xLs> a.h. 75.

Eight— — Kerman.

No. 9. Obverse.

Left as usual.

Eight—The same names as No. 8, in Pehlvi.

Margin—Similar legend in Kufic, vdth the addition of the

Pehlvi .

Eeverse.

Left— A.H. 72.

Eight— = The province of Kerman.

No. 10. Obverse.

Left as usual.

Eight— Mdrith hin

Abdullah.

Margin— <vi!\ .
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Eeteese.

Left— a.h. 74.

Eight—
j Baiza.

No. 11. Obveese.
Left as usual.

Eight— 0*(2^= I >lf=^ Musdb-

^-Zobeir,

Margin

—

?J
<dJl j**uj .

Eeteese.

To the left— j a.h. 72.

Kirmansi

No. 12. Obveese.

To the left—Monogram

.

To the right, inRufic—^ Hn

s—a— Yusaf,

Margin—lOJl

Eeteese.

Left— a.h. 79.

Eight— 1 Baiza.

No. 13. Similar Coin.

Obveese.

Margin, in Kufic, <d! .

Eeteese.

Left— ^Ji^Q)».5Ja = a.h. 73.

Eight— Baiza.
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No. 14. Similar Coin.

Obveese.

Margin, in Kufic— (dSl .

Eeteese.

Left— a.h. 78.

Eight— ATiwaz.

No. 17. Copper Coin.

Obteese.

Left—Traces of the Monogram

Eight—

~

Afzud.

Margin, in Kujic— <)dJl .

Eeveese.

Eight—

=

a.h. 68.

Left

—

Mint, Darabgird.

Margin—

~

•

No. 18. Copper Coin.

Obveese.

Left— {)» = uJL

Eight—

.

Contre-marque, or hall mark, in Kufic—

•

Eeveese.

Left

—

Bate, illegible (68?).

Eight

—

Mint, Darabgird.

Margin—

=

V' •

Other dates on simihir coins—Mr. Eland, a.h. 65 ;

British Museum, a.h. 67.
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Obveese.

'i\ a \U

i j all \

aJ

No. 19. Damascus, a.h. 79.

Reverse.

a U1 aUl

1 \yL^ a \

g 2-s
fi g«

5 S
to &c5
» a c3

§ Is c
_ 03 ,

2 tlX)

«

{«j

S.S
CO cSu
'S

w*

B a s •

C3 C
G ^

Margin

—

i Ij
\ ^3^**i*^

Kuran, Surah ix. etc.

—

Unique, a.h. 13*=130 odd.

a !!a

Ajo-j a U1

a! lIXj^ i

Margin—{(^^) jjj> _

a^^
» j

— ? jAjmj

In appropriate conclusion to this specifically Kufic trans-

ition from the imitative Pehlvi series of the Sassanian

Monarchs, I annex an outline of the leading Mint cities,

whose title to coin money was recognized under the more

settled occupancy of the Arabian administrators in Persia.

This table is not only instructive in itself, in defining the

geographical distribution of the recent conquests, but may
prove of considerable value in testing, retrospectively, the

ancient monetary centres, whose designations are so im-

perfectly preserved in the curtailed and transmutable forms

of the old Pehlvi characters.

No. 20. Copper Coin.

Sassanian

Head. ^
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The subjoined list has been compiled by Col. Guthrie, and

embraces the latest acquisitions of bis own collection, those

of the British Museum, and of Mr. Rogers, H.M. Consul

at Cairo. The identification of the Mint cities has been

revised by Senbor C. Camerino, a brother collector of coins,

and an experienced decipherer of Arabic legends.

Abrshahar, “cloud city” (Nishapur) 92 to 93.

Azerbaijan (Tabriz) lOo.

Afrikiab (Africa) 103 „ 118.

A1 Bab (Derbend) 118 ,, 123.

A1 Mabaraka (Africa) 108 „ 119.

A1 Andalus (Spain) 93 „ 113.

Ardeshir Kburra (Khuzistan) . . . 90 „ 98.

Arminia 100 „ 107.

^ Balkh 128.

LlJI ^ Balkh al Baiza (Daghestan) . . .111.

Al Basrah 80 „ 128.

lL^Axj B’albec (Syria).

Dabil (Armenia) 84.

Darabgird (Bars) 92 „ 97.

Destua (Kbuzistan) 96.

Dimisbk (Damascus) 79 „ 132.

Jay (Irak Ajami) 90 ,, 129.

Jandi Shapiir (Kbuzistan) . . . 80 „ 97.

Farat (Forat Maissan, the Persian

Bahmaushir) 95.

Hamadan 90 „ 98.

Huran (Ispahan ?).

Hirat 90 „ 99.

Himss (Emesa) 116.

Istakhar (Persepolis) 90 „ 98.

VOL. V.—[new series.] 29
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Jezirah (Mesopotamia) 128 to 129.

Kerman 90 „ 103.

Knfah 79 „ 132.

Mabi (Hamadaii ? ) 70 „ 96.

Madinat es salam (Baghdad) ... 23.

Maisan (Irak Arabi) 95 „ 96.

j3\:^ Alanader (Kbuzistan) 90 „ 94.

j5̂
Merv (Khorasan) 91 ,, 110.

Nahr Tira’ (Kbuzistan) 90 „ 97.

Ramhormuz (Kbuzistan) 80.

Al Rai (later name, . . . 84 „ 98.

Sapur (Fars) 84 ,, 98.

iL<U\ Alsamiat 131.

Surakhs (Khorasan) 90 „ 99.

Sorrak (Kbuzistan) 93 „ 99.

jlysUl Suk al Abwaz (Kbuzistan) .... 80 ,, 98.

Al Sus (Kbuzistan) 90 „ 94.

Seistan 92 „ 97.

Taberia (Tiberias).

Al Tiemarra (Ispahan) 90 „ 97.

k.o'j Wasat (Irak) 85 „ 131.

Tabaristan Coins.

I have purposely reserved for separate notice two coins

(Nos. 15 and 16) of Mr. Steuart’s plates, which symbolize an

independent series, whose types retain their provincial in-

dividuality in obvious contrast to the leading characteristics

of the ordinary Arabico-Kbusrui mintages, and which, in their

monetary isolation, revive the ancient traditions and historic

romances of the later Aryan conflicts with the ever-advanc-

ing Turanians, in their enforced refuge on the southern

shores of the Caspian,—a locality singularly favoured by na-
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ture, whether in regard to aspect, climate, soil, commercial

facilities, or ultimate means of defence,—an oasis in Eastern

lands, which in its many obvious gifts impressed alike the

Macedonian conqueror, the classic historians, and the Arabs,

who styled it the “White India,”^ In more modern times,

its luxuriant forests obstructed the progress of the great

Timur, who had to revert to the ethnic axes^ for the passage

of his hordes ; and in later days, our own adventurous travel-

lers recognized and rejoiced in the unaccustomed notes of its

birds, and the sight of its richly variegated foliage backed by

the open view of a northern sea.^

Having lately had occasion to examine the ancient geo-

graphy of Hyrcania, with a view to determine the site of the

capital of the Parthians at the outset of their national career,

* “ I contrived to delineate the head of one (peasant), at the same time repre-

senting the manner in which many carry the tahr
(

^

)
or axe for cutting wood,

and the form of this instrument. It is headed with iron, the wooden handle

being generally about three feet long. Here I may take an opportunity of re-

marking, that throughout most parts of this province nearly all the men, several

women, and even little children, carried tahrs of this kind, either in their hands,

like walking sticks, or resting by the curve on their shoulders.”—Ouseley, iii. 269.

Pictet, “LesOrigines Indo-Europeennes” (1859), positively revels in the multi-

tude of Aryan terms for this aboriginal implement, from which the province of

Tabaristhn took its name, and which he pushes up to the dubious sounds of

tak-tok, “the voice of the axe”
;
and though in no wise repudiating the heavy

stone period, which might have produced a less definite sound, yet still insisting

upon the root tak, taksh, but admitting very broad latitudes when he comes to

the Persian tabar, tawar, leper, topor, dahar, and Tabidan, Tapak, Taprah,
Tapanchah, down to talavdri, taldtr, and some further undeveloped coincidences

that may suggest themselves to the English reader.

2 Sir T. Herbert, “ Some Yeares Travaile in Africa and Asia,’’ Lond., 1634—1677

;

Jonas Hanway, 2 vols., London, 1754; Forster’s Journey to the Caspian (1798),

2 vols. 8vo., London, 1808; Sir W. Ouseley (1812), Travels in Persia, 3 vols.

4to., London, 1823
;

Baillie Fraser (1821), Travels in Khorasan and on the Shores
of the Caspian, 2 vols. 4to., 1825-6 (see also his paper on Northern Khorasan,
Journ. Royal Geog. Society, viii. p. 308, London)

;
Capt. Arthur Conolly, Journey

to the North of India, 2 vols. 8vo., London, 1834; M.njor D’Arey Todd (1836),
Journ. Royal Geog. Society, viii. p. 101 ;

Mr. W. T. Thomson (1838), Account of

the Pass from Amol to the Westward, under Mount Daraavend, to Rudehan (with

a map), Journ. Royal Geog. Society, viii. p. 109. See also, incidentally, Chardin,
Voyages, Amst. 17'25, iii. p. 7, etc. ; J. Morier, “Journey through Persia” (1808),
London, 1812, p. 287 ; J M. Kinneir, “ Geographical Memoir on the Persian
Empire,” London, 1813; Sir J. Malcolm’s History of Persia, London, 1815;
Viaggi di Pietro della Valle, Lettera IV. Da Ferhabad e da Cazuin, 1618 a.d.

;

“ Master Anthony Jenkinson” (1561 a.d.), Hakluyt’s Voyages, i. pp. 386, 395;
M. N. de Khanikoffs most conscientious recognition of other men’s labours and
exact definition of his own observations on the passes and later geography of this

locality, in his “ Asie Centrale,” Paris, 1861. Finally, M. N. de Khanikoff has

given a resume of the results of M. Dorn’s mission to Mazanderan in 1860 in the

Journal Asiatique, 1862, p. 214.
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I have incidentally met with some curious information bearing

upon the general topography of the provinces of Gurgan and

Tabaristan, which I may advantageously recapitulate on this

occasion. The leading classical evidence, which is repro-

duced where needful, has for long past been embodied in print

or otherwise fully accessible and open to modern criticism,

with the single exception of Ptolemy’s comprehensive geo-

graphy of these Eastern lands, which has hitherto been

strangely neglected.^ But, as a general rule, the statements

of the Greek and Latin authorities have been tested by Euro-

pean commentators under the single issue of the internal

limited and often conflicting testimony of the fragments

which have come down to us. In these later da5’^s, we have

for some time been in possession of very material aid in the

more exact definitions and illustrations of the earlier Arabian

geographers, whose published texts have recently been largely

augmented and improved by our able and indefatigable

continental coadjutors-; and, finally, the travels of our own
countrymen in these unfrequented regions, extending over

more than two centuries, have furnished in anticipation a

collection of data for the elucidation of much that was pre-

viously obscure and unintelligible in the primitive condition

of the people who lived upon one of the most important

pathways between the old and the new divisions of the Aryan

families.

In entering upon the provincial definitions, we must start

from the central point of the earliest capital noticed by the

Greek writers. I am disposed to revert, in defiance of all new

ideas and combinations, to D’Anville’s natural identification

of Arrian’s Zadracarta ^ with the town of Sari, which for so

many ages irregularl}' contested with Amol the distinction

of the title of the metropolitan city. The ZaBpd sufficiently

accords with a probably faulty transcription of the imperfectly

1 There seems to have heen a very prevalent idea that Hudson had reproduced

the -whole of Ptolemy’s work. He has done so in regard to the text of certain

localities, but for the bulk of the original he avowedly confines himself to very

meagre extracts.

* TaCro 5e SiaTrpa^dfifvos dij evl ZaSpaKapra, r^v fifyliTTriv vSKiv rijs

'VpKavias, %va, Kal rd fiaaiKaa rots "tpKaviois i)v.—Arrian, Exp. Alex. iii. C. xxv.
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traced native name
;
and the import and appKcation of Kapra

is more distinctly affirmed in Strabo’s use of that section of

the old name in its isolated form/—a conventional term, the

meaning of which so peculiarly associated itself with the class

of fortification existing at Sari at the period of the siege by

Antiochus the Great {circa, b.c. 212), when Polybius describes

the defences, with but slight modifications, as essential counter-

parts of the triple enceinte, which may still be recognized and

reconstructed amid the ruins of the Persian Darabgird.^ But

the latter author’s transcription of the introductory name as

2lvpiy^, brings us back naturally to the test of the ancient

Aryan derivation of the term, which almost forces itself to the

front in Saranga,” a word of extended application,^

but which, in the present instance, may be allowed to divide

its claims between a Peacock, or the more probable Herons,

who may have been supposed to rejoice in the rice grounds of

the open country, or to have affected the shallows of the

three ditches of the walled city.

Availing ourselves of the materials exhibited in consecutive

order in the following pages, we can now follow the victorious

advance of the first Arsaces, with his extruded Panii Dahse,^

from his rude stronghold, called after his own name, in the

gorges of the mountains east of Gurgan, to his occupation of

1 'H 8" 'tpKavla <T<p6Spa eiiSalfiuv koI iroWri Ka\ rh trKeoy weSias -n6\eal rt
a^io\6yois Siei\rip.p.evTi, Siv iari Ta\aPp6Kri Kal '^ap.apiav)] Ka\ Kdpra ko2

Paaiheiov 'TdirTi, '6 </>o<n p.mphv inrip rrjs 0a\drTris lSpvp.4vov TcSy Kacrwltav

jrv\aiy araStovs rerpaKoalovs.—Strabo, xi. c. vii. § 2.

* Flandin, La Perse, plate 31, furnishes a plan and elevation of this ancient
fortress, and traces—A. The central rock around which the defences were formed.
B. Premiere enceinte. D. Eestes d’un mur circulaire, formant la deuxieme
enceinte. E. Troisieme enceinte. G. Fosse. The place had eight gates at

equidistant points.
® "Wilson gives a very extended range of meanings to the combined word, but

the preferable interpretation in this case would certainly seem to belong of right
to the Herons, who reckon among their families a special class of “Ardea Sarunga. ”

—Carey.
* Toi/y S' oZv iv dpianpa elair\4oi>Ti rh Kd<rmov w4\ayos irapoiKovvras vofidZas

Aaas ot vvv irpodayopivovai rovs iirovopM^op.4vov% Tldpvovs' elr’ epTtp,os 7rpd/t6iTa»

pLira^v, Kal ri "tpKavia.—Strabo, xi. c. vii. 1

.

See also xi.c. viii. 2 ; c. ix. 2. eircir’ ’Ap(rd/0)s av^p 2 KvOris tS>v Aauv rivas exwy
Tobs Tlapvous Ka\ovp.^vovs uopdSas irapoiKovyras rhv ^Cl^ov, eTrrj\dey eVl tj}v

TlapBvalay Kal eKpdrricrey avT^s
;
and xi. c. ix. 3.

“Parthi, penes quos velut divisione orbis cum Eomanis facta nunc orientis

imperium est, Scytharum exules fuere. Hoc etiam ipsorum vocabulo manifestatur

;

nam Scythico sermone exules parthi dicuntur,”—Justin, xli. i.
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the fertile slopes of Tabaristan;^ from whence he was to go

forth, through the sheltering passes of the Pylae Caspii, to

his onward raids upon the dominions of the Seleucidae, and

the eventual foundation of an empire which should contest

supremacy with the successors of the Caesars. We need not

trace in detail the minor stages of this initiative march, the

localities themselves remain unchanged, in some cases under

other denominations, as occupiers of conflicting nationalities

superimposed their own special nomenclatures.

One instructive lesson we gain, by the way, in following the

action of the immutable law of pressure downwards and west-

wards, and the enforced migration of tribes incident thereto,

is the discovery that the ethnic capital of Hijrcania, which

gave its “wolf’s” name^ to the old kingdom itself, should

have been left so far behind, in the redistribution of boun-

daries, that its primitive site was not even included in the

new Hyrcania of Ptolemy’s period, but remained with its

archaic designation under a slightly modified form to con-

stitute anew the nucleus, and rehabilitate on its own proper

gi’ound the veritable province of Jurjdn, under the Arabs

and their successors.

If I am right in supposing that the subjoined extracts

sufficiently explain themselves in the geographical sense, it

remains for me only to encounter a hitherto confessed diffi-

culty, in fixing the site of the Parthian Td/x^pa^ or TaXa^poKj}.

This task, under fairly limited concessions, presents but few

difficulties. We find the army of Antiochus the Great enter-

ing Hyrcania from a vague direction towards the south,

inarching in irregular detachments, and, finally, appearing

before an extensive open town designated by the name of

Tambrax, where there was a roj^al palace. Antiochus then

learnt that the bulk of the troops of Arsaces and many of the

‘ “ Erat eo tempore Arsaces, vir sicut incert® originis, ita virtutis expert®. Hie
solitus latrociniis et rapto vivere accepta opinione Seleucum a Gallis in Asia

victum, solutus regis metu, cum pr®donum manu Parthos ingressus pr®fectum

eorum Andragoran oppressit sublatoque eo imperium gentis iuvasit. Xon magno
deinde post tempore Ilyrcanorum quoque regnum occupavit, atque ita duarum civi-

tatium imperio pr®ditus grandera exercitum parat metu Seleuci et Theodoti,

Bactrianorum regis.”— Justin, xli. 4.

Zend, vehrka, S. ^cfj.
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people of the country had taken refuge in Sari (“Syrinx”),

a fortified city situated but a short distance oflF, and in a

manner regarded as the capital of Hyrcania. There are no

positive indications as to whether we ought to seek for the

site of this position to the eastward or to the westward of the

proximate asylum
;
but I should, prinid facie, infer the latter,

as the advance of the Seleucidan army, though starting from

Hecatompylos, seems to have penetrated Hyrcania by the pass

of Firuzkoh, and to have found itself in the ordinary course

impinging upon a wealthy city somewhere between Amol
and Sari, at a point not far removed from the modern Bar-

farosh. A locality which must always have presented natural

advantages, calculated to recommend it for the seat of a com-

mercial capital,^ a title it fully regained in later days by its

own unaided merits, altogether in default of royal patronage
;

as we find Jonas Hanway, in 1743, designating it as “the

capital of the province”; and Forster, in 1784, equally re-

cognizing it without question as “the capital.” We must

remember that between the time of Alexander’s appearance

in these parts and the Parthian occupation there had been

a change in the manners and customs of the dominant race

;

and whereas the Iranian dwellers in cities had established

their regal domicile within the entrenchments of a strong

place, the nomads of the north, on the other hand, kept their

camps in the open. City walls would have ill suited a race

who were wont, in the fullest sense of the term, to live on
horseback.

2

They possibly built a palace for their king, and distributed

1 The commercial centre of Hyrcania, on the proximate modern site, is thus
described by B. Fraser :

—“ The rich and extensive plain in which Barfarosh is

placed, affording very considerable supplies of those articles produced in Mazan-
derhn, constitutes this spot a mart for those commodities

;
besides which, it is

centrically placed in regard to Kasvin, Tehrhn, Shahrood, and the interior of
Persia (being near two principal passes through the Elburz), as well as to Eesht,
the capital of Gh'ilhn, also a place of very extensive trade. . . The whole town is

built in and surrounded by a forest of high trees
;
and none of the streets being

straight, there is no one spot from whence a spectator can see to any distance. The
buildings are indeed so screened and separated by foliage, that except when passing
through the Bazars a stranger would never suspect that he was in the midst of a
populous city.”—B. Fraser, Caspian, p. 83.

Equis omni tempore vectantur : Elis bella, illis convivia, Ulis puhUca ac
privati of&cia obeunt

j
super illos ire, consistere, mercari, colloqui.”—Justin, xh. 3.
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their model light horse amid suitable pastures, more or less

closely around the fixed rallying point. In such a state of

society their dwelling places necessarily left but little sign or

record behind them beyond the ashes of the camp fires or the

impress of the horses’ hoofs, and we might seek in vain for

any permanent testimony of their passage through far more

settled lands. I am, however, content to leave the exact

position of Tambrax only ajjproximately determined, because

I am under the impression that the name itself simply ex-

presses the Royal head-quarters, or the capital for the time

being, in Hyrcania. The word, in efiect, seems to constitute

a quaintly-devised Greek form of the abbreviated name of

the province of Taharktdn, consistently corresponding with

the undefined ’TpKavia fj,r)Tp6Trd\i<; of Ptolemy, the Hyrcana

of Ammianus Marcellinus,^ and thus explaining the re-

tention of the previous designation of Tdka^poKT) (a variant

of Tambrax), in Strabo’s text, where the easily-moved capital

is stated to have been established [temporarily] at Tam).

The custom of indicating the province at large, in general

terms, without necessarily confining the seat of the ruling

power to any given city within its boundaries, is seen to have

survived and descended to the later coinage, where we meet

with nothing in the entire Pehlvi series but the generic

expression of Tabaristan.

It is pleasant, however, amid the coarse savagerj’- of these

northern hordes, to find them perpetuating, ex roto, the name

of their founder, Arsaces, so that it became a more enduring

title than many others of higher and more established pre-

tensions.2 Singular to say, under apparently identical mo-

tives, they retained the typical monogram of Tambrax A >

—which has suggested the present inquiry—as one of their

' “ Hie amnes duo pervulgati sunt nominis, Oxus et Maxera, quos urgente

inedia superantes natatu aliquoties tigres, improvisse finitima populantur. Habent
etiam civitates inter minora municipia validas, duas quidera maritimas, Socunda
et Saramanna : mediterraneas alias, Azmornam (var. Amoma) et Solen, et his

nobiliorem H)Tcanam.”—Ammian Marcell., Ed. Wagner, xxiii. 6, § 52.

* Justin, xli. 6. Sic Arsaces qumsito simul constitutoque regno non minus
memorabilisParthis quam Persis Cyrus, Macedonibus Alexander, Romanis Romulus,
matura senectute decedit, cujus memori® hunc honorem Parthi tribuerunt, ut

omnes exinde reges suos Arsacis nomine nuncupent.
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dynastic symbols. It appears and re-appears in tbe later

coinages, as a nearly immutable constituent of the national

heraldic device
;
wherever the rough camp coining machinery

penetrated with the oft-times ephemeral hold of the con-

querors, this ancient memorial of the second abiding place

of the Arsacidse, the territorial emblem of the first stage

between Caterans and Kings, held its position : and, in

the end, only fades out of Numismatic ken, when the more

definite strung Bow, the pride of the ancient Parthians, is

merged amid the chaotic lines of die-engravers, who servilely

copied a device whose import they did not seek to comprehend.

I have now to present in detail the data adverted to in

previous pages regarding the geographical mutations of the

primeval Tabaristan, the classic Hyrcania, which in modern

times is known by the name of “ Mazanderan.” These con-

tributions to the previous history of the land range them-

selves under the following heads :

—

I. The outline itinerary of Isidore of Charax.

II. The theoretical geographical definitions of Ptolemy.

III. The practical tests of the Arabian post distances.

IV. The illustrative observations of modern travellers.

Extract I. Isidore of Charax’s Upward Eoute.

After “ KofMiarjvr].”

10. 'EvrevOev ’TpKavia, a^olvoi, ^ , iv y KOiiiat id, iv at?

araOfioL

11. ’EvT€v6ev 'AaTavyvy (var. AuaTa/Bypy)
, (T'xplvot iv y

KWfiat iv at? (TTadfiob' 7r6\t? Se ’Aaadic, iv y’ApaaKy<; Trpwro?

/SacAeu? d'rrehe(')(dy' koX (pvKdrrerat, ivravda Trvp dOdvarov.

12. ’EvrevOev IlapOvyvy, a-)(^otvoi K€, y<i av\(ov" UapdavvLaa

y TToXt? dvro a")(plv(ov ?'• evda ^aaikiKal racpai' "EXK.yv€<; 8k

NLaaiav \eyovaiv .—Isidore of Charax. Geog. Gr. Minores,

Paris, edit. Dr. C. MuUer, p. 251. See also Hudson.

This itinerary, of course, has no concern with the geo-

graphical definitions of the later Hyrcania
;
but omitting the

progressive stages eastward, from Pai, along the southern

open ground upwards and through the passes of Asterabad,
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it illustrates the onward section of the route into the hitherto

obscure home of Arsaces in the passes of the mountains, so

guarded from the south, but so freely open to the inroads of

the northern hordes, and in continuation completes the dis-

tance to Nishapur.

Extract II. Claudius Ptolemy’s Geographical List of

THE Towns of Hyrc.ynia.

1. Bapdrfyr) 99° 0'—42° O'.

2. ''ASpaxjra 98° 30'—41° 30'.

3. Kaadirr) 99° 30'—40° 30'.

4. ’ABap^iva 97° O'—40° 10'.

5. X6pl3a 98° O'—40° 30'.

6. ^LvdKa 100° O'—39° 40'.

7. ’Ap.apovaa 96° O'—39° 55'.

8. ' YpKavia p,rjrp67roiXi<; . . 98° 50'—40° O'.

9. SuKv iv SdXr]) .... 94° 15'—39° 30'.

10. 'Aafiovpva 97° 30'—39° 30'.

11. MaiaoKa rj Mavaoxa . . 99° 0'—39° 30'.

12. Kal vrjao^ Kar avrpv 7re\ar/La

Ka\ovp,€in} TuXku . . . 95° 0'—42° O'.

13. Together with the more important sea-board town of

Xapap.dvvr), whose position is defined twice over in the Greek

text as 94° 15'—40° 30'
;
the repetition seemingly aiming at

the exact establishment of a fixed basis for other coast mea-

surements, whose localities were less clearly marked.^

The rivers of Hyrcania are specified as the Ma^ppa
{source, 98° 0 —38° 20'

;
mouth, 97° 20'—41° 30')

;
the

ScoKdvSa (NcoKdvBa) {mouth, 97° 20'—42° O')
;
and the Oxus

TTOTapbov eKBoXai), {mouth, 100° 0'—43° 5').'^

1 To show the licence permitted in the transcription into Greek of local Persian

names, I annex a later reproduction of the native nomenclature. Excerpta ex
Georgii M edici Ohrysococc® (about the middle of the fourteenth centmT a.d.).

TAMDAPIXTAN. A/xouS, IV 10'—36° 35'; Xapia, 73° 0'—36° 15'; PopTfo,
89° O'— 36’ -10'

; T6p (or Xi)p), 89° O'—33° 0'.—KOPKAN. larapPa, 79° 20'—
37° 5'; Kopyav, 82° 10'—38° 10'. Then NreAop, i.e. Delam.—Hudson’s Geog.
iii. p. 5.

* Pliny’s list is as follows :—A Caspiis ad orientem versus regio est, Apavortene

dicta, et in ea fertiUtatis inclytse locus Dareium. Mox gentes Tapyri, Anariacae,

Stauri, Hpcanii, a quorum Uttoribus idem mare Ilyrcanium vocari incipit, a

flumine Sideri. Citra id amnes Maxeras, Stratus, omnia ex Caucaso. Sequitur

regio Margiane, etc.—Pliny, vi. xviii.
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I have reproduced in the above abstract Ptolemy’s list of

towns, with the equivalents of his latitudes and longitudes

reduced into English figures—almost without comment—as

I am not about to enter into a disquisition on his system of

geography, or otherwise called upon to reconcile the con-

flicting results of his chaotic first attempt at the scientific

reduction of map projections. His longitudes are, of course,

utterly worthless, and his latitudes to be received with

extreme caution.^ Still, there is in the Greek text a curious

vitality and rehabilitation, under due allowance for trans-

fusion of speech, of the Eastern world as existing in his day.

Nothing could he more striking than the number of Aryan
names of places that we can recognize and restore amid the

seemingly unintelligible lists of the Western compiler. But

these are temptations which I may safely abandon to M.

Pictet, and confine myself to the narrow limits of the Royal

cities. The once established capital Tambrax I have already

sufficiently adverted to, but those who are indisposed to see so

violent a transformation from the generic designation of the

“ land of Axes ” must take into account the facRity of the

Pehlvi transmutation of t—> h, and j v. The recognized

Greek representation of 6 by ya tt, and the Scytho-Hellenic

and other local versions of m b, illustrated in the vague pro-

* Colonel Yule has a curious note upon what he conceives to be Ptolemy’s

system of map-making. “ It is evident that he first drew his maps embodying all the

information that he had procured, however vague and rough it might be. From
these maps he then educed his tables of latitudes and longitudes, and his systematic

topography. The result is that everything assumes an appearance of exact defini-

tion
;
and indications on the map which meant no more than ‘somewhere here-

abouts is said to be such and such a country,’ become translated into a precision fit for

an Act of Parliament.”—Cathay and the "Way Thither. Hakluyt Soc. Publication,

p. cli. On the other hand, we must hear what one of the most precise geographers

of the present day has to say in favour of the rough system :
—“Xous profitons

de cette occasion pour faire observer que, tout extraordinaire que puisse paraitre

I'assertion que les longitudes foumies par une simple operation topographique

pnissent surpasser en exactitude celles qu’on obtient par des methodes astro-

nomiques, cette assertion n’en est pas moins vraie si I’observateur n’est pas un

astronome consomme, et s’il n’a pas a sa disposition tons les instmments de

precision indispensables pour obtenir des rdsultats d une grande exactitude.”

—

M. de Khanikoff, Mem., p. 30.
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nunciation of Dambavend, as well as the elsewhere fatal

defect of the total absence from tbe adapted Greek alphabet

of any signs competent to reproduce the archaic sounds of ch

andj. The terminal k need not any more disturb this attribu-

tion, as the final Pehlvi ^ k is admitted to have had the force

of a mere i h : even if more daring identifications might not

point to the interchange of the final, as in Irak ^\j\ and Iran

(J. Muller, Journ. Asiatique, p. 15), which would reduce

the ethnic term into a mere plural of Axes jA, in consistent

concert with the Wolves of Hyrcania, or other simple

names of places derived from nature’s teaching. It remains

for me merely to say that I concur in Ouseley’s somewhat

hesitating identification of Kara Tapah with Ptolemy’s

Td\Ka,^ which is satisfactorily corrected in Strabo’s TaTrr).

Afxapovaa, as Amol, can scarcely be contested
;
and without

* “ He escorted us to his own village, called from its situation on a tumular

piece of ground, Kard-Tapeh or Tepeh the ‘Black hillock,’ distant from

Ashraf about seven miles, and in the midst of an extensive level tract, of which

the surface was now covered with water and moist clay to the depth of ten or

twelve inches, but in summer formed a rich and very fertile plain. Rising above

this, the Tapeli or ‘ mount ’ appeared like an island barely large enough to con-

tain the houses that stood upon it
;

all light structures of wood, reeds and straw,

except one emdrat, a mason-work edifice (of brick), which had been erected for

the king’s accommodation. ... I had entertained some hopes of being able, in

this Tapeh, to ascertain the position of Tape, which Strabo describes as the

principal or royal city of Hyrkania, advantageously situate within a little distance

of the sea.”— iii. 275.

Two difficulties presented themselves, however, to the traveller’s mind r ‘‘the

Turkish name,” which he did not regard as an insuperable objection, and the

absence of ruins, which he rightly met by the remark that “ in the time of Strabo,

the hoiises of this country were most probably constructed of very perishable

materials, as in the tenth century after, when Ibn Haukal travelled, and as they

are now in the nineteenth.”

We have seen how great a latitude is to be allowed in the transcription of

native names
;
but the Kala Tapah is not necessarily Turkish or Scythian : the

interchange of I and r was never more free than in Ptolemy’s list, where we find

\ used in Sari and p in Amol. is very good Aryan for black, and

is freely admitted into Persian Dictionaries. The Hindustani equivalents are

and regards the possible Palace on the hillock, we must remember

that among these nomad tribes the rising ground, or small mounds, as the case

might be, were always selected as the natural head-quarters of the chief.
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laying any undue emphasis upon the possible 'Acr/xovpva and

the resulting Ashraf, we may safely rectify the MaiaoKa by

the Persian which brings us back to the snakes,

whom ancients and moderns alike associated with the locality.

The rivers in their erratic courses, it must be confessed,

present greater difficulties of identification
;
but there is one

impression that forces itself to the front, that the ScoKavSa can

only have been some stream more or less associated with the

site of the modern designation of Nokandah; the denomina-

tion implies a variation of the course of a river,

either by a convulsion of nature or a diversion by human
efforts from an old channel

;
the name ^ could scarcely apply

in these lands of timber towns to new foundations
;
and one

of the most curious points in Ptolemy’s version is that the

XwKavZa river itself must clearly have joined the Ma^ppa
before the latter reached the sea.^ Indeed it would “ almost

seem as if Ptolemy’s informants, whatever names they ap-

plied to the two streams, referred merely to the two most

important rivers of the country, which seem to have pre-

served their flow to later days in the modern Ain and Sari,

forming a natural junction below the town of the latter

name.”® This, at least, is what we should be justified in

assuming on the authority of the prominently marked

courses of these rivers in M. Kinneir’s map.

' Some might claim to read the name as
5

^ prefer to follow the

Greek, in making it one combined word. More especially, as there is authority

for the term iS'A
,
which roust necessarily refer to ancient usage, in the typical

“ trench ” of King Firuz, who is reputed to have founded Amol, and whose

“ big cutting” still retains the name of .—Ouseley, iii. p. 310.

* I am quite aware that Sir H. Eawlinson advocates the identity of the Sokanda

with the “ Ab-oskfin of the Arabs.” . 1

j
aqua tranquila.-—-Vullers, p. 3.)

3 Quintus Curtins also makes his two strangely-designated rivers of Hyrcania

join each other (vi. iv. 7), and the almost fabled Zioberus, with its underground

current, may have something in common with the newly excavated “Nokandah.”
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Extract III. Route from Tabaristan to Jurjan. From
Istakhri, Goeje’s edit., p- 216 (improved from other sources).

Another Route.

1. J^T Amol.

2. Milali
")

3. Buiji 3=1 Marhalat.*

4. Sariah „ I „

5. Marasak „ 1 „

6. Abadan „ 1 „

7. Tamisab „ 1 „

8. Astarabad „ 1 ,,

9. RibatiHafs,, 1 ,,

10* 1 „

1. Amol.

Mamatir.

3. Sariab.

11. Dinarzari . 1 „

12. Armiitali . „ 1

13. Asbak . . „ 1 „

14. Samankan „ 1 „

15. Asfaraain (old name 1 Marbalat.

The other cities of Tabaristan off the main route are given

as—1. Jj’lj ;
2. ; 3. ;

4. *

Dr.A. Sprenger’s exhaustive work, Die Post- und Reiserouten

des Orients, gives the route from the Atwal, and Albiruni in

the same order, as “Amol, Mamatyr, Sariya.”—Plate vi.

Ouseley’s Oriental Geography, which follows irregularly

the real Istakhri, reproduces in general terms the above

routes. 1 have accepted his correction (pp. 175, 182) for

No. 5, which has been greatly disfigured by other copyists.

See list of variants quoted by M. De Goeje, p. 216, and

Sprenger, pp. 52-3.

The excellent edition of Yakut’s Persian Geography by M.

Barbier de Meynard, aided by B. Fraser’s personal narrative.

1 Marbalat (day’s journey).
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enables me to fill in satisfactorily tbe locality No. 14, which

is grievously distorted in all the leading authorities. On the

same principle, I should not have dared to correct Istakhri’s

etc.. No. 13, into Isidore’s ’AaaaK (Arsak), had

not Fraser given us the true form in Ribat-i-Aishk, p. 453
;

and to the same inquisitive observer I owe the rehabilitation

of the lost orthography of No. 12, which seems to have

puzzled alike the Arabico-Persian Geographers and their

modern annotators.

No. 7- The site of the wall against the Turks, described by
B. Fraser (infra, p. 47), is prominently noticed by Albiruni,

under a disfigured name, but in the correct locality, as the

well-known old boundary between “Tabaristan and Jurjan.”

(Sprenger’s Map, No. 6.)

The precediug Arabic list of the names of places supplies a

far safer basis for the identification of obsolete native designa-

tions than the crudely transmuted and foreign Greek version.

1. Amol may be doubtfully associated with the meaning of

“clean, pure.”^ 2. is given in the Dictionaries

as “campus,” and the ground around the site still con-

sistently remains open to this day. 3. y seems to refer

to some bastioned or fortified site, of which there were many

after their degrees in these localities, even if the name might

not claim to represent a small offshoot of the grand

Elburj itself, which the Alexandrian geographer accepted as

Bapd'fyr). 4. Sdriah I have already attempted to associate

with its domestic Herons. 5. obviously suggests a

development of jU, Mar, the ancient and locally cherished

name for the classic Iranian Serpent. 6. Abadan, “abodes,”

in the plural form, is said to have an intensive sense, as

prosperity, or flourishing, in the agricultural or resident

understanding of the term. 7. The Tamisah of the Shah
Namah, which the Persians call opens a wider range

^ Ouseley, who delighted in ancient identifications, and who had so many oppor-
tunities of tracing the old names in situ, quotes from the Tarikh-i Tabaristhn a
passage to the effect that “ A'mul (or Amal) originally signified in the Dilami

dialect the same as the Pehlvi hush “death, destruction,”

iii. p. 310.
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of conjecture. 8. Astardhdd, which was supposed to derive

its name from the “ stars,” has had of late to come down

to a much more mundane designation, in the form of

the “abode of mules.” Yakut is distinct in his assertion

of and the Sanskrit correspondent readily

declares itself in “niulus,” while all natural pro-

babilities point to the advantages of the locality for such

stud purposes, more especially in the choice of Nisean

horses, to improve the home-breed of that indispensable

cross of the patient and sure-footed donkey, for mountain

traffic. 9. Rihdt i Hafs, the Arabic designation of the next

station, probably merely reproduces the native name for the

“ hycena,” who may well have disputed the gorges of the

mountains with the “ wolves ” who gave their name to

(10) Gurgdn itself. 11. The B'lndrzdri of the next stage

seems to be a modern combination. 12. Armutali, the or-

thography preserved by B. Fraser, is given with so much

hesitation by that author, that it will be wise to avoid specu-

lation upon its derivation. 13. Ashak is fixed alike by the

Greek itinerary, and the testimony of our modern travellers,

as the fountain-head of the greatness of Arsaces. 14. The

name of Samankdn is of doubtful origin, but the old desig-

nation of (15) Asfaradin is good Aryan in the form of

Mihr-i-jdn,
“ sun of life,” while the new name is asserted,

on the authority of Baihaki, to have been derived from the

compound “ shield-bearers.” Asfar “ a buckler,” Ain,

“law, usage.” ‘
(IleXTacrTij?.)

Extract IY. Resume of B. Fraser’s Route.

Starting from the extreme point eastward, with which we

are at present concerned, i.e. " Boojnoord (36° 12 '20"),” the

itinerary proceeds, “ fifteen miles to Sareewdn, Killah Khdn

(8emulghdn)? The dangerous part of the journey com-

mences immediately on quitting this place : there is a tract

1 Barbier de Meynard, p. 35.

2 “ I believe this is the place of Semulghan, -which gives its name to the valley.

The Fort receives its appellation from being the residence of the Khhn.”—B.

Fraser, p. 591.
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of more than ninety miles totally desert, through which

various passes lead, by which the Tookomans ascend from

their plains below, and carry their depredations into the

northern provinces of Persia.” Dehneh Derkesh (a narrow

and rugged pass in the hills that divide the great Elburg

range from the smaller moimtains and valleys on the northj,

Chummun-i-Bansh Killah, (a plain of considerable extent,

which is entirely desert, and sloping towards the west, opens

into a still larger one, called, I think, the plain of Armoo-
tullee. Desert as it now is, there are scattered throughout

it many burying-grounds, whose tombstones vouched in a

dreary way for the existence of men long since passed away),

Ribat-i-Aishk (“a ruined caravanserai situated on the slope of

the right hand hills, a dismal and dangerous place”), Gurgdn

river, Gurgdn (camp), Pisseruc^ (near which is a large square

inclosure, which had once been the stronghold of a tribe of

Eels, called Gereilee, with numerous Tuppehs of former

villages. The ancient city of Gurgdn (2 farasangs distant

;

Gumbuj-i-Kaus described p. 613). Finderisk, Peechuck-

Muhuleh (chief centre of a baluk). Ak Killah, “the white

fortress, numerous hillocks and moimds, certainly the remains

of former forts and villages. A'k Killah itself appeared to

have been an extensive square stronghold. Asterabacl,^ to

Khurdmiihuleh (23 miles), to Kokundeh^ (14 miles), to Ashruff

1 This interesting specimen of a true forest town is thus further described.
“ Instead of dull mud walls and flat mud roofs corresponding exactly with the

colour of the ground, to which we had been so long accustomed, we found here

everything made of wood. . . . The houses were constructed of posts, wattled

and plastered with mud. . . . Instead of a wall to protect the place, a deep ditch

had been dug ... a hedge of reeds and creeping thorns, etc. ... on the inside

served to render the defence more perfect, and it was indeed impenetrable to

cavalry. The gates and portals were all constructed of wood; a wooden bridge

was thrown across the ditch
;
the very domestic implements, instead of earthen-

ware or metal, were here made of wood.”—B. Fraser, p. 610.

* “ The appearance of Astrabad differs from that of cities in the southern and
more elevated provinces of Persia, as much as that of the respective surrounding

countries from each other. The forest or thicket approach on every side to the

very ditch
;
the houses are constructed chiefly of wood. There are no buildings,

pul)lic or private, deserving of particular notice at Astrabad. The revenue
derived from this little province does not exceed 12,000 tomans, or about £7000
sterling.”

’ A scattered village in the forest. The hoiises, built “ of frames of rudely

squared wood, with uprights and beams, raised upon blocks 3 feet above the

ground, with a straw thatch.”

VOL. v.
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(26 miles). At six miles from Nokundch is seen “ the ruined

wall formerly of considerable strength, and which once ex-

tended from the face of the hills to the sea, the boundary

between Astrabad and Mazanderan.”

(Near the ruins of SufeeabM and the large reservoir

in the hills.) Kara-tappah, 7 miles N., also described.

From Ashruff to Sar-i-pul-i-Nica (17 miles), open country,

fine full stream, etc.

To Sari, 18 miles; one mile east the river Tedjen, stream

broad and strong {Farrahabad, noticed) to Barfaro&h, 30 miles,

and onwards to Amol (22).'

In addition to the description of the two coins of Taharistdn

figured in the accompan\dng plates, I have endeavoured to

complete the Pehlvi and Pehlvi-Kufic series of the Ispehbeds

from all available sources.^ The time at my disposal does not

admit of my entering upon the difficult questions of conflict-

ing renderings of the Pehlvi legends, or the complications

incident to the use of a double system of dating—the one

following the ordinary era of the Hijrah, the other depending

> Sir A. Buvnes’s route 'was! over much of the same ground. After Boojnoord

he mentions Kila Khan, in the district of Simulgan
;
Shdhbdz village (38 miles),

the source of the Gurgdn river, the Atruck river, the Gumbuj-i-Kaus at Gurgan,
Asterabad, Kokandah, etc. He further notices the recession of the southern

waters of the Caspian (ii. 121), and adds, “ dining these twelve years they have
retired about 300 yards, of which I had ocular proof.” (See also M. de Khanikoff
Memoire, p 39). Sdri was avoided on account of the plague, but Barfarosh and
its port on the Caspian are described (123), as well as the pass of Gudook and
FirCiz Koh, the real P)iae Caspiae (“Alexander’s route”), the greatest of the

passes into Mazanderan, p. 130.

* The distribution of the political power in this division of the Persian empire

on the eve of the Muhammadan conquest is thus described by the local historian:

“ Sowaid occupa Dameghan sans coup fe'rir. Les Perses s’etant retires vers

Gorgan et dans le Taberistan, Sowaid quitta imm^diatcraent Dameghan et marcha
a leur poursuite. II arriva a Bastam, ville du territoirc de Qoumes du cote de

Gorgan, et y e'tablit son camp. II y avait a Gorgan un prince dailamite, pro-

fessant la religion perse, appele merzeban, qui regnait sur Gorgan et Dihistan
;
et

chaque ville du Tabaristan avait un prince que, dans la langue du pays, on

appelait Tlfifl). Tons ces princes dependaient du merze-

ban de Gorgan. ... Or Ic prince de Gorgan ^tait Dailamite, et les ispehbeds du
Tabaristan etaient du Guilan. . . .

[After the submission of the prince of Gurg&n
the narrative continues :] Lorsque les ispehbeds du Tabaristdn eurent connaissance

de ces faits, ils vinrent trouver leur suzerain, dont ils dependaient tous, et qui

residait a A'mol, au centre de la province. C’etait un homme puissant, un
Guilanien, du iiom de Fcroukhaii, et que I’on appelait I’ispehbed des ispehbeds. . .

II portait aussi le nom de Guil de tons les Guilun.”—Chronique de Tabari, iii. p. 492.
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upon the local reckoning by the era of Yezdegird, com-

mencing A.H. 32 or A.D. 651-2. I will therefore reserve any

farther remarks until after the appearance of Dr. Dorn’s

promised contributions to the study of the subject already

adverted to.

COINS OF TABAEISTAN.i

No. 1. Khteshid.

Obveese.

Monogram and .

To the right— for Kl^iurshid.

Margin— Servitor.

Eeveese.

64. [B. M. coin.j

Bight

—

Taharistdn.

Other dates—89, 94, 96, Mordtmann, 97, 99, 100, M., 102, 104, M.,

105, M., 113, Tomberg, 114.

No. 2. BeehIv.

Obveese.

Bight— and = Jtji\

.

Left

—

Ferhdn.

Margin

—

' Ges"ekax Eeteeesces.—0. G. Tycbsen, Addiamentam ad Introd. in rem

Num. I. Mihr and T. C. Tychsen, Comm. I. de Numis. vett. Persarum in Comm. Soc.

Goett. ;
Fnehn, Transactions of the Academy of St. Petersburg

;
Jnstns Olshausen,

Die Pehlewi-Legenden, Kopenhagen, 1843, translated and published in the London

Numismatic Chronicle, vol. xi. p. 68. My Article in the Joum. E.A.S.voL xii.

(1849), p. 346 ;
Mordtmann, Zeitschrift, 1854, p. 173 ;

M. Dom, Papers in the St.

Petersburg Academy Transactions
;
M. Soret, Letters to the EevueNumismatique,

Beige; C. J. Tomberg, Symbol® ad rem Num. Muhammad, 1856, p. 25 ;
J. G.

Stickel, Handbuch, 1870, p. 104.
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Reteese.

Right— = JthJub 73.

Left— = .

Mordtmann, Zeitschrift, 1854, p. 173.

M. Tornberg gives an imperfect coin of this governor, dated in 76.

He likewise transcribes the original name as jxmD-

No, 3. HIeith.

Obveese.

Monogram, etc. .

To the right— for Sar'iih.

Margin— .

Reveese.

= A.H. 69.

To the right—

=

Tabaristdn.

Dr. Mordtmann reads the leading name as Khalid. I have already

adopted the preferential designation of Harith, as extant upon an

independent series of Pehlvi coins (p. 26 suprd).

No. 4, Aumae.

Figure 16. Plate II.

Obveese.

Monogram and Afzud.

To the right

—

ox Aumar.

=j\ Ar.

Arm or Arkan.

Margin—

=

-X-i and

On better specimens pJ

Reveese.

124.

To the right— 1 Tabaristdn.

Other dates—120, 122, 123 M., 124, 125 M., 126 Tornberg, 127,

128, 129, (220?).
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No. 4a. Yariant.

or ^ Ic jjJ Aumar bin ’Adld.

Tabaristan. Date, 125.

Olshausen, p. 70 ;
Mordtmanii, xix. No. 89 ;

Stickel, No. 65.

No. 5. S’atid.

Obteese.

Monogram, etc., as usual.

To the right, in Kufic—‘Ve-j S'ayid.

Margin— and
)\Q_J

E-eveese.

t— — ,A

'it!-
125.

To the right

—

—JS-f^

Other dates observed—126, 127, and 128.

No. 6. Omab.

Obveese.

Monogram, etc., as usual.

To the right, in Kufic, Omar.

Margin— and )

Eeveese.

Right— = I

122 .

Tabaristdn.

Col. Guthrie has a variety with the date

i.e. 2 + 20 in the curtailed form. Margin—

.

Other dates—124,* 127, 128, 129.*

* Quoted from SubM Bey’s Cabinet, Joiimal Asiatique, 1862, p. 185.

* No. 6a. M. Toraberg {suprd eit.) gives a new name from a coin which he

describes as follows :

—

“ Adv. dextr. ^ Jahja (ben Mikhnaq).

“ Sinistr. DD tSD'l 1i = 129 (a 780, p. Chr.).”
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No. 7. Jakie.

Obverse as usual, in Kufic.^ Jarkr,

Reverse.—Tabaristdn, variously dated 135, 137.

OlsRausen, Num. Chron., pp. 72, 73, 84.

No. 8. Hlui.

Obverse.

Monogram, etc.

To the right, in Kufic, ltt> Hdni,

t

Reverse.

To the right

—

Tabaristdn.

Dated a.h. 137, 138.

No. 9. SxTLAnilN.

Obverse.

Monogram, etc.

To the right, in Kufic, Sulaimdn.

Dated a.h. 137.

I quote this piece on the authority of Djevet Efendi (Journal

Asiatique, 1862, p. 185), No. 903.

Dr. Mordtmann has a similar coin (Zeitschrift, 1854, p. 177).

No. 10. MukItel.

Figure 15. Plate II.

Obverse.

Monogram and

To the right, in Kufic, JJU.^ Mukdtil.

Margin— and \
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Reteese.

>*) =

To the right

—

aj 129.

-r. ^ j Tdbaristdn

.

New date, 138. My coin, and 139, J.R.A.S. p. 347.

No. 11. Abdullah.

<dllju.£ Abdullah,. An 140.*

' Memoires de la Societe d ’Archeologie et de Numismatique de St. Peters-

bourg, Tol. iii., 1849, p. 272. Quoted by Mordtmann, p. 177.
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INDEX

Abdulmutalib, 303.

Abhiras, 58.

Adi Grantb, 197.

Afghans, 73.

Akuta, 36.

Alaka, 73.

Allama, 144.

Alphabets, derivation of, 420 flf.

' Pi-ixapovea, 448.

Ambashthas, 68.

Amol, 448.

Andhra, 73.

Anga, 56, 65, 73.

Ajadhyas, 143, 145.

Argun, 35.

Arjunayanas, 73.

Arthakathas, 289 tf.

Asikas, 73.

Asita-Devala, 66.

Asmakas, 58, 60, 73.

Astarabkd, 452.

Auddalika, 66 N.
Aulay-polay = Alleppie, 148.

Avantis, 58.

Bahlika, 56, 64.

Baillie, N.B.E., “ Of Jihad in Mu-
hammedan Law, and its application

to British India,” 401 flf.

Basava, 141.

Basava-Purana, 144.

Bashpah alphabet, 25 flf.

Beal, S., “ Some remarks on the great

Tope at Sanchi,” 164 flf.

Beames, /., “On the treatment of the
A.

Nexus in the neo-Aryan languages of

India,” 149 flf.

Betteda Raya, 141.

Bhadrasvas, 67.

Bharat, 376.

Bharata-varsha, 81.

Bharpatwa, 376.

Bhar tribe, 376 flf.

Bhogi Pongol, 97.

Bihistiin inscription, 423.

Bijjala, 142.

Boman, 416.

Brahmm&la Sutta, 289.

Brbat-Sanhita, translation of, 45 flf,

231 flf.

Brown, C. P., “Essay on the Creed

and Customs of the Jangams,” 141 flf.

Brown, C. P., “ On Malabar, Coro-

mandel, Quilon, etc.,’’ 147 f.

Buddhaghosa, 289.

Buddhist inscription, 14 ff.

Burton, R. F., “ Proverbia Communia
Syriaca,” 338 flf.

Calicut =Kallee Kota, 148.

Carudevi, 68.

Cedis, 73.

Ceylon, 73.

Chandragupta I., 196.

Chenna-Basava-Purana, 144.

Childers, R. C., “ Notes on Dhamma-
pada, with special reference to the

question of Nirvana,” 219 flf.
;
289 tf.

Colas, 73.

Coromandel = Kurumanil, 148.

Cunningham, A., “ Note on the Ma-
thurd Inscriptions,” 193 flf.

Dandaka, 73.

Dards, 81.

Dasarnas, 65.

Dekkhan, 62.

Devikd, 70.

Dhammapada, 219 ff.

Dibon monument, 409.

Bowson, J., “ Ancient Inscriptions

from Mathura,” 182 ff.

Dravidas, 58 ff.

Dravidian alphabet, 422.

Ekorama-Aradhya, 145.

Eldjaitu, 34, 35.

Fausb'611, V., “ Two Jdtakas, etc.,” 1 ff.

Gandharians, 58, 64.

Garga, 66.

Gengis Khan, 33.

Ghatal Kacha, 196.

Girivraja, 65.

Gonardas, 57.
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Gover, C. E./‘ The Pongol Festival in

Southern India,” 91 ff.

Gurgan, 440.

Gurmukhi, 197.

Hhjiabhd Inscription, 414.

He-tsung, 37.

Hexim, historia de, 119 fif.

Horne, C., “Notes on an Ancient

Indian Vase,” 367 ff.

Huns, 73.

Hushka, 195.

Huvishka, 183, 195, 196.

Huzvarish, 427.

Hyrcania, geography of, 439 ff.

Ikshvakus, 58, 73.

Ispehbeds, 454.

Jangams, 141 ff.

J atakas, 1 ff.

Jihad, 401 ff.

Jurjan, 450.

Kaisun-Killik, 34.

Kalinga, 56, 60, 65, 73.

Kallee-Kota = Calicut, 148.

Kambojas, 73, 81.

Kanerke, 195.

Kanishka, 195, 196.

Kanru-Pongol, 115.

Kara Tapah, 448.

Kashmirians, 58, 64, 73.

Kasi-country, 58.

Kasis, 64, 65, 73.

Kasyapa, 66 N.
Kausalakas, 64.

Kekaya, 73.

Xer7i, H., “Translation of the Brhat-

Sanhita,” 45 ff, 231 ff.

Keu-yung Kwan, 14ff.

Khkrizm, 426.

Kin dynasty, 17, 36, 39.

Kiratas, 58, 61, 73.

Kollam = Quilon, 148.

Kosalas, 60, 64, 65.

Kotivarsha, 57.

Kraunca-dvipa, 65.

Kubla, 26, 33.

Kuhshin, 37, 39.

Kulutas, 64.

Kuntibhojas, 65.

Kuru-fleld, 61, 73.

Kurumanil = Coromandel, 148.

KuruDga-J&.taka, 2, 8ff.

Kuru-Pancklas, 61.

Kurus, 61.

Landsha alphabet, square, 27.

Lkt alphabet, 422.

Lingajangams, 142.

Lingavants, 142.

Lingkyats, 142.

Madras, 64.

Madrakas, 73.

Magadha, 65, 73.

Magadhas, 65.

Maha-Pongol, 97.

Mahisha, 56.

Mahrattas, 64.

Malabar, 147.

Manchus, 38.

Mapila, 147.
A

Marut-Aradhya, 145.

Matsyas, 58.

Mattu-Pongol, 113.

Mkzanderan, 445.

Mesha, 409.

Ming, 37, 38.

Mithilas, 65.

Moabite stone, 409.

Mongol alphabet, 17.

Moplas, 147.

Muabbar, 147.

Naiman, 33.

Narada, 66.

Narmada, 76.

Neo-Aryan languages, 149 ff.

Neuchih, 17, 36 ff.

Nimisha, 73.

Nirvana, 219 ff.

Nokandah, 449.

Ooerke, 195.

Ouigour, 17, 31 ff.

Panchalas, 61, 64, 65.

Pandita-Aradhya, 145.

Pandita-Basava-Purana, 144.

Pandya, 73.

Panjabhees, 64.

Parasara, 66.

Paratas, 64, 81.

Pariyatra, 65.

Pehlvi alphabet, 428 ff.

Pehlvi decipherments, 408 ff.

Polo Timur, 28.

Pongol, 91 ff. (meaning, 108).

Prabhu-linga-lila, 144.

Prayaga, 70.

Proverbs, Syrian, 338 ff.

Pulindas, 58, 61, 62.

Pundvas, 56, 65, 73.

Pushkararanya, 70.

Quilon = Kollam, 148.
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Kabadan, Mobamed, 119, 303.

Eajbbar, 376.

Eevan-Aradhya, 145.

Rshiputra, 66 N.

Saadja Bandida, 33.

Sahara, 57, 61, 65.

Sama-jataka, 173.

Sammodamana-Jataka, 3 ff.

Sanabares, 424.

Sancbi tope, 164 ff.

Sandasa, 194.

Sankranti, 107.

Sari, 440.

Sariab, 451.

Sassanian coins, 408 ff.

Scythians, 59, 81.

Shaibeb, 303.

Sherring, M. A., “The Bhar tribe,’’

376 ff.

Sibis, 73.

Sindhu-Sauviras, 58, 64.

^caKavSa, 449.

Stanley of Alderley, the Itight Son.
Lord, “ The Poetry of Moharaed
Eabadan ofArragon,’’ 119 ff, 303 ff.

Sulikas, 58, 64,

Surasenas, 57, 58, 73.

Surashtrians, 58.

Surya-Pong'ol, 101.

Syrian Proverbs, 338 ff.

Tabaristan coins, 438.

Takshasila, 64.

Ta\afip6K7), 442.

ToA.ica, 448.

Tamalipta, 65.

Tdfi^pa^, 442.

Tanganas, 58-64.

Tatatonggo, 33.

Thomas, E., “ Eecent Pehlvi Decipher-

ments,” 408 ff.

Tibetan alphabet, 25.

Trigartians, 58, 64.

Trumpp, E., “ Specimen of a Transla-

tion of the Adi Granth,” 197 ff.

Tsitans, 36.

Tsordji Osir, 34.

TJddalaka, 66 N.
Ujjain, 65, 70, 73, 77.

Usinaras, 73.

Vajra, 66 N.
Vaiiavasin, 58.

Vanga, 56, 65, 73.

Vasudeva, 184, 194, 196.

Vatsas, 64.

Varaha-Mihira, 45, 231.

Vessantara Jataka, 169 ff.

Vidarbhas, 60.

Videhas, 57.

Vidyaffharas, 60.

Vijasinha, L. C., “ On the Origin of

the Buddhist Artbakathas, 289 ff.

Vindhya, 76.

Vishnu vardhana, 141.

Vizzala, 142.

Vriddha-Garga, 79.

"Woo-tsung, 29.

Wylie, A.. “ On an Ancient Buddhist
Inscription at Keu-yung Kwan, in

North China, 14ff.

Taudheyas, 57, 73.

Tavan.as, 59, 61, 64, 65, 81.

Tudhishthira, 79.

Yuen dynasty, 26, 28, 31.

Zadracarta, 440.
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EOTAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

PROCEEDINGS
OP

THE FOETY-SEVENTH

AraiYEESAEY MEETING OF THE SOCIETY,

Held on the ZOth May, 1870,

MAJOR-GENEEAL SIR H. C. RAWLINSON, K.C.B.,

PRESIDENT, IN THE CHAIR.

The following Report of the Council was read by the

Secretary :

—

The Council of the Royal Asiatic Society, in submitting

their Annual Report, are gratified in being able to show a

more favourable proportion between the number of members

lost during the past year, by death and retirement, and those

acquired by admission, than they had it in their power to lay

before the Society at the last Anniversary Meeting. The

numbers of losses sustained by the Society, are 8 resident

members by death; and 3 resident and 2 non-resident

members by retirement, making a total of 12 contributing

members removed from our list. Besides, 1 honorary, 1

corresponding, and 3 foreign members have died. The

number of elections are 8 resident, and 10 non-resident

1
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members
;
showing a net result of actual increase, amounting

to 5 contributing members.*

Among the losses which the Society has sustained since the

last Anniversary Meeting, there is none which will excite a

deeper feeling of regret amongst the members than that of

Lord Broughton, who died in July, 1869. In early life, John

Cam Hobhouse was celebrated as the friend and companion of

Byron, and the illustrations which he furnished to the fourth

Canto of Childe Harold have taken a permanent place in the

literature of our country. Very shortly, however, after the

publication of this work, Mr. Hobhouse entered Parliament,

and devoted himself to politics. Advocating liberal opinions

of almost an extreme character, when liberalism was not

much in fashion, he soon came into the front ranks, both as a

debater and a statesman. He became Secretary for War in

1832, and continued to occupy a post in every Liberal

administration which succeeded to power for a period of 20

years. It was during this interval that he first became

actively associated with the Royal Asiatic Society. He had

joined the Society as a member on its institution in 1823,

and always took an interest in its proceedings, but it was not

until his accession to the Presidency of the Board of Control,

in 1835, that he became entrusted with a share in the

direction of our affairs. For twelve years, that is from 1835

to 1841, and from 1846 to 1852, he was “ex officio ” a Vice-

Patron of our Society, and gave us on many occasions the

full benefit of his support. At the last-named date, having

* Elections.—Eesident

:

J. L. Allen, Esq
;

Col. W. E. Evans; Henry B.

Loch, Esq.; Major Gen. C. P. Rigby; Captain R. St. John; P. I. J.

Warschawbki, Esq.
;

C. W. Wilmot, Esq.
;

J. P. Wise, Esq. Non-resident

:

Henry Alabaster, Esq.
;
R. C. Caldwell, Esq.

;
W. Cochran, Esq.

;
]\1. I’Abb^

E. Masson; John T. Platts, Esq.; Rajah Jaikishan Dass Bahadoor; Dr.

Schindler
;
Major E. B. Sladen

;
Thakur Gorparshad Singh

;
Dr. James Wise.

Deaths.—Resident

:

E. C. Balfour, Esq.
;
Lord Broughton

; Sir David Capon
;

Rev. B. B. Haigh; James Mackillop, Esq.; Sir T. II. Maddock ; Earl St.

lUaur; General T. P. Thompson. Nonorary : H. M. the King of Siam. Cor-

responding : Prof. James Goldenthal. Foreign: Prof. Jac. Bergren; Prof. F. B.

Charmoy; Prof. Ch. F. Neumann, Berlin.

Retirements.—Resident: R. C. Childers, Esq.; Thomas Ogilvy, Esq.; N.

Salaman, Esq. Non-resident

:

Lieut.-Col. R. N. Tronson
;
James Zohrab, Esq.
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been already raised to the Peerage, he retired from public

life, and devoted his remaining years to the cultivation of

that taste for letters and classical studies which had clung to

him from his early youth. During this latter period of his

life he republished with additions his travels in Albania, which

had originally appeared on his return from the East with

Byron, and also wrote five volumes of Autobiographical

Memoirs, which, if they are permitted to see the light, are

likely to prove of great public interest.

General Thomas Perronet Thompson was born at Hull on

the 15th March, 1783, the eldest son of Thomas Thompson,

Esq., a merchant and banker of the town, and formerly M.P.

for Midhurst. He was first educated at the Hull Grammar

School, under the Rev. Joseph Milner, and in 1.798 he entered

Queen’s College, Cambridge, taking his B.A. degree in 1802,

as Seventh Wrangler, and was subsequently elected to a

Fellowship. In 1803 he entered the Royal Navy, and sailed

as Midshipman in the Isis of 50 guns, the flag-ship of Vice-

Admiral (afterwards Lord) Gambler. In 1806 he exchanged

the sea for the land service, and entering the army as a second

Lieutenant of the
“
old 95th Rifles,” was taken prisoner by

the Spaniards with most of the force in General Whitelock’s

attack on Buenos Ayres in 1807.

The following year he was sent, through the influence of

Mr. Wilberforce, as Governor of Sierra Leone, where he was

struck with the unexpected diffusion of the Arabic language in

Africa, of which he brought away several remarkable docu-

ments, but all eclipsed in point of magnitude by a letter of 39

pages, purporting to be an Address from the chiefs of the interior

to the King of England, a desire to translate which appears to

have first turned his mind to Oriental literature. Recalled in

1810 for his zeal in suppressing the slave trade, which secretly

existed under the name of “Apprenticeship,” he joined the

14th Light Dragoons in Spain, and was present at the actions

of Nivelle, Nire, Orthes, and Toulouse, for which he received
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the Peninsular Medal with four clasps. He describes bimself

at this time as “ a man of very small baggage, consisting of

something like a spare shirt and an Arabic grammar,” which

shows that in the midst of the fatigue and excitement of a

campaign his Oriental studies were not neglected. In 1815,

with the view of perfecting himself in them, he exchanged as

a captain to the 17th Light Dragoons in India, where he ap-

plied himself earnestly to the study of Arabic under a native

teacher, and in 1819 he accompanied Sir William Keir as

Arabic interpreter to the expedition against the Wahabas of

the Persian Gulf. Here he assisted at the reduction of Ras-al-

Kliyma and other places on the Arabian coast, and besides

conducting an extensive Arabic correspondence, he took a pro-

minent part in negotiating a treaty with the defeated tribes,

declaring the slave trade to be piracy; the earliest declaration

to that effect in point of time, though the American one reached

England first.

Defeated in 1820, in the expedition against the tribe of Beni

Bou Ali, through the misbehaviour of the Sepoys under his

command, he returned home in 1822, and commenced the

literary and political career by which he is best known,

writing the “ Instrument of Exchange,” the
“
Catholic State

Waggon,” the “True Theory of Bent,” and in 1827 his cele-

brated “ Catechism on the Corn Laws,” which contained the

germ of the great Anti-Corn Law League eleven years later.

He became a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1828, and a

member of the Royal Asiatic Society in 1829, writing a

number of musical, mathematical, and political essays, which

appeared chiefly in the “Westminster Review,” and were

afterwards collected in six volumes under the title of “ Exer-

cises.”

Elected M.P. for Hull in 1835, and for Bradford in 1847

and 1857, General Thompson exerted himself vigorously in

the latter year, with tongue and pen, to defend the East India

Company, when threatened with abolition, and the Sepoy
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mutineers, when punished after defeat with what he con-

sidered to be undue severity.

Promoted to an unattached Lieutenant-Colonelcy of Infantry

in 1829, he became Colonel in 1846, Major-General in 1854,

Lieutenant-General in 1860, and General in 1868. In 1811

he married Anne Elizabeth, daughter of the Rev. Thomas

Barker, of York, and died suddenly and peacefully at Black-

heath on the 6th September, 1869, in his 87th year, surrounded

by-
“ That which should accompany old age,

As honour, love, obedience, troops of friends.”

“
‘ Take him for all in all,’ ” pronounces a late writer,

“
few

men have maintained for so long a period a reputation for

unswerving devotion to the cause of the people
;
and there are

many still engaged in active pursuits, who can recall the out-

spoken vigour, the relentless logic, the impulsive humanity of

his public action, and the gentleness and manly kindness which

marked him in private life.”

The late Sir David Capon entered the East India Com-

pany’s service as an ensign in the 2nd Battalion of the 1st

Regiment of Native Infantry in 1810, and served with that

regiment in the campaigns in Guzerat and the Deccan in 1813

and 1817. He commanded the troops at Aden against the

Arabs in 1839, and the 1st Brigade of the Bombay Column

at Mooltan iu' 1848-9
;
but his active service with the army

did not prevent his paying attention to the vernacular lan-

guages, in which he became an accomplished scholar, receiv-

ing the thanks of the Government for his translations of

General Orders and other military works, and being constantly

employed as a member of the Examination Committees. He
was naturally of a modest and retiring disposition, and his

studies never having led him in the direction of those pursuits

which mostly engage the attention of this Society and its

branches, he never joined us until he retired from active ser-

vice in 1850 ;
but as a distinguished soldier and one who
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turned his acquaintance with Oriental languages to good

account in his profession, he deservedly attracts our notice.

Ilis translation into Mahratta of Capt. Grant-Duffs History

of the Mahrattas has become a standard work in the vernacu-

lar literature of India, and has done much to encourage his-

torical composition among the natives.

Karl Friedrich Neumann was born in 1793 at Reichmanns-

dorf, a village near Bamberg in Bavaria, where his parents,

who were of the Jewish persuasion, lived on the proceeds of

a small shop. After receiving his first instruction in the

Talmud from Rabbis at Bamberg and Fiirth, the boy pro-

ceeded to Frankfurt-on-Main, where he was educated at his

uncle’s expense, and subsequently entered a merchant’s office.

Dissatisfied, however, with this mode of life, he privately con-

tinued with great perseverance his classical and general studies,

and in 1817, having sufficiently prepared himself for the Uni-

versity, he matriculated at Heidelberg. Here, with the as-

sistance of academical teachers, such as Creuzer and Voss, he

earnestly applied himself to philological studies, profiting at

the same time by Hegel’s philosophical lectures. In 1818

he proceeded to Munich, where, after one year’s study in

Thiersch’s philological seminary, he passed his public exam-

ination, having previously embraced the Lutheran faith. A
small scholarship, which was granted him thereupon, enabled

the student to finish his academical education by a year’s resi-

dence at Gottingen, where in those days historical studies

flourished under such men as Heeren, the two Eichhorns, and

Bouterwek. It was here that he published his first work, en-

titled “ Rerum Creticarum Specimen.” After his return to

Bavaria, he for several years held appointments in public

schools at Wurzburg, Aschafi'enburg, and Speier, contributing

at the same time to the
"
Heidelberger Jahrbucher.” Being,

however, suddenly suspended in 1825, on account of his free-

thinking tendencies, he returned to Munich, and for some time

maintained himself by contributing to periodicals, especially
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to the “Hermes” and to the “ Literarische Conversations-

hlatt,” published bj Brockhaus, at Leipzig. Most of these

articles were highly valued at the time, and are not considered

antiquated even now. By the advice of the palaeographer,

LTlrich Kopp, he proceeded to Venice in 1827, in order to

acquire the Armenian language from natives of the country

who resided there, and having met with a kind reception in

the Mechitarist monastery in the island of San Lazaro, he ac-

quired a thorough knowledge of Armenian from the younger

Afghien, called Padre Pasquale, who had formerly instructed

Byron in that language. The following year he returned to

Munich with a complete Armenian library, having been pre-

viously created a member of the Armenian Academy in San

Lazaro
;
and soon after he went on to Paris, in order to

become acquainted with the great French Orientalists of those

days, Abel Eemusat, Klaproth, and Saint Martin. During

his stay in Paris, a paper by him was published in the “Journal

Asiatique,” entitled “ Memoire sur la vie et les ouvrages de

David, philosophe Armenien du cinquieme siecle de notre ere.”

In the spring of 1829 we find him in London, a frequent visitor

at the meetings of the Royal Asiatic Society, and entrusted

by the Oriental Translation Fund with a translation from the

Armenian of the “History of Vartan, and the Battle of the

Armenians,” by Bishop Elisseus. The following year, being

offered a free passage on board the Sir David Scott, he started

for China, where, during a few months’ residence, he managed

to gain a certain acquaintance with the language of the

country, and where he also succeeded in collecting upwards

of 12,000 Chinese books, a portion of which, about 2,400

volumes, he was commissioned by the Prussian Government

to buy for the Royal Library in Berlin.

On his return to England, he published for the Oriental

Translation Fund three works, which he had translated during

his passage, from the Armenian and Chinese: “Vahram’s

Chronicle of the Armenian Kingdom in Cilicia;” “The Cate-
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chism of the Shamans,” and
“
The History of the Chinese

Pirates.”

His entire collection of books, amounting to 10,000 volumes,

was presented by him to the Eoyal Library at Munich
;
and

the Bavarian Government, in acknowledgment of this service,

appointed him
“
Conservator” of the Chinese collections, and

Professor of Chinese and Armenian in the University of

Munich, in 1832. In addition to his professorial lectures on

Oriental languages and literature, he now began to deliver

a series of lectures on Universal History, and on Modern

German History since the Congress of Vienna, which in a

short time gathered around him a numerous auditory from all

parts of Germany. At the same time he was elected a Cor-

responding Member of the Berlin Academy, and a Foreign

Member of the Royal Asiatic Society.

The following is a list of the principal works published by

the Professor during this period of his life :
“ History of the

Emigration of 40,000 Armenians,” Leipzig, 1834
;

“ Attempt

at a History of the Armenian Literature,” 1836
;

“ Chinese

Chrestomathy ” (Lehrsaal des Mittelreichs), Munich, 1836;

“Asiatic Studies,” Leipzig, 1837; “Natural and Religious

Philosophy of the Chinese,” 1837 ;

“ Additions and Correc-

tions to Biirck’s Translation of Marco Polo’s Travels,” 1845;

“ Mexico in the fifth century of our era, from Chinese sources,”

1845; “History of the Anglo-Chinese War, 1846” (2nd ed.

1855). He also edited GiitzlafTs “History of the Chinese

Empire,” at Stuttgart, in 1847.

In 1837 he married the daughter of his colleague. Dr.

Schmidtmiiller, professor of medicine. Though his liberal

tendencies and strong patriotic feelings did not allow him to

keep altogether aloof from the revolutionary movement of

the day, he avoided, at first, taking any prominent part in it.

Ultimately, the disappointment which he felt at its results

found an echo in his lectures on Modern German History, and

this caused his suspension in 1852.
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Being henceforth almost wholly dependent on his pen for

his livelihood, he contributed during the following years many

valuable essays to Eaumer’s “ Historical Almanack,” such as

“The Tragedy in Afghanistan,” and “The Sikhs and their

Empire” (1852)
;

“ Persia since the time of the Sefi” (1855).

In the “ Gegenwart,” published by Brockhaus, he also wrote :

“ China and its dependent countries;” “Mexico and Central

America, and their commercial position;” “The English and

Russians in Persia and Central Asia,” etc.

After another stay of some months in England, he began

writing his “ History of the British Rule in Asia,” which

was published in two volumes, at Leipzig, 1857. Two years

later he edited from a Heidelberg MS., “The Travels of

Johannes Schiltberger in Europe, Asia, and Africa, during the

years 1394 to 1427.” In 1861 his “ History of Eastern Asia

from the first Chinese War to the Treaties of Peking,” came

out at Leipzig.

The intrigues of his political enemies at last induced him

to leave Bavaria, and settle at Berlin in 1863, where he

composed his “ History of the United States of North

America,” in three vols. (Berlin, 1863-66)
;
and also published

several essays in Oppenheim’s “German Political and Lite-

rary Almanack.” Already new plans began to occupy the

attention of this indefatigable scholar, such as a history of the

civil war in America, of the Russian rule in Asia, and similar

works, when he was suddenly seized by an apoplectic fit in

April, 1867, which deprived him for ever of his intellectual

powers. After a life of wonderful labour and the most suc-

cessful results in various branches of Oriental and historical

research, this venerable scholar died in March last, honoured

and beloved by all who knew him.

In proceeding to give a brief account of the progress made

by the Society during the past twelvemonth, in Oriental

literature and research, the Council feel justified in pointing
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with some satisfaction to the last number of the Society’s

Journal, published in January last, which they venture to

think deserves high commendation in regard both to the

variety and scientific value of its contents.

They have also much pleasure in stating that not a few

highly interesting papers have been contributed to the

Society’s meetings during that period, and that most of them

have been deemed worthy to be incorporated in the forth-

coming number, which they hope will be ready at the be-

ginning of Autumn.

In Mr. C. E. Gover, of Madras, the Society has gained a

most valuable and zealous contributor, no less than two

papers from his pen having been read within the last four

months, both of which manifest a close observation and

careful study of the manners of the non-Brahmanic part of

the population of Southern India. The first of Mr. Gover’s

papers gives us a spirited and interesting account of the

Pongol festival, which he maintains to be a remnant of

primitive Aryan life in India, before Brahmanical refinements

and the distinction of caste had corrupted the social aspects

of Hinduism, and when the deities worshipped were the same

as those invoked in the Vedic hymns, especially Indra, Agni,

and Surya. Although this attempted identification of an

Aryan festival among a race, which, as far as language is

concerned, is essentially non-Aryan, may have surprised many

members of this Society, still the Council cannot but ac-

knowledge that Mr. Gover has argued his point well, and they

desire accordingly to express how deeply interested they feel in

his further investigations of the origin and manners of a race,

of which we possess as yet so little trustworthy information.

The second contribution of the same writer is an account

of the moral condition and religious views of the lower

classes in Southern India, chiefly based on a large collection

of popular songs in the ancient Canarese, of which he has

given specimens in a poetical, but still pretty close English
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translation. Of several of these songs, it is true, a German

translation (together with the Canarese test and a gramma-

tical analysis) had already been published in the Journal of

the German Oriental Society, vols. 14 and 18, by Dr.

Mogliug, a Missionary, formerly resident in the Canarese

country but this would hardly seem to detract from the

value of Mr. Gover’s paper, which, on account both of its

suggestive nature and the additional matter which it em-

bodies, will no doubt be acceptable to the members of this

Society.

At an evening meeting held in March last, the Eev. S.

Beal gave a lecture on the Symbolism of the Sculptures of

the Sanchi Tope, which was attended by our leading authori-

ties on the subject of Buddhist antiquities.

The most important point of Mr. Beal’s argument was his

identification of the Sculptures on the lower architrave of the

Northern Gate of that Tope, with scenes in the Vessantara

Jataka,' or account of Bodhisatva’s last appearance on earth

previous to his birth as Sakya. As Mr. Fergusson and General

Cunningham agree in placing these bas-reliefs in the earlier

half of the first century after Christ, Mr. Beal’s identification

will perhaps enable us more nearly to settle the date of the

Buddhistic Jatakas
;
while it also affords another proof of the

importance of a minute study of architectural remains in India,

for a true appreciation ofthe history and literature of the Hindus.

To Professor J. Domson the Society is likewise indebted for

two papers, one of which, containing an interpretation of, and

remarks on, a Bactrian Pali Inscription, discovered some time

since near Bhavalpur by the Eev. G. Yeates, and communi-

cated to the Society by Captain F. W. Stubbs, has already

been published in the last number of the Society’s Journal.

This inscription clearly proves that the system of notation

adopted by the learned Professor in his previous paper “ on the

^ A few of them were also rendered into English hy the Eevds. W. Sanderson
and J. Greenwood, and printed in “ The Harvest Field,” a paper formerly pub-
lished in Bangalore, but now extinct.
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Taxila Inscription” was correct, and also that the curve at the

foot of a consonant denotes it to be doubled, and nat, as had been

assumed, to be joined with the letter r. Another point of some

interest in this inscription is the separation which it exhibits

of the words and members of compounds, contrary to the usual

custom.

The second paper, contributed by the same scholar, was an

account of the Adi Granth of the Sikhs. The task of trans-

lating this important book, which had long since attracted the

attention of all interested in the growth and nature of Eastern

Creeds, the Council rejoice to state has at last been undertaken

under the auspices and at the expense of the Indian Govern-

ment, by a competent scholar. Dr. Trumpp, who intends

shortly to proceed to India in order to avail himself of the

services of native Pundits whose assistance is indispensable

for the elucidation of that difficult book.

As, however, the accomplishment of so vast and arduous a

task must necessarily occupy several years, Professor Dowson

has rendered a good service to those interested in the subject

by giving a brief account of the origin and arrangement of the

book, and by adding several specimens of its hymns in an

English translation.

Mr. E. Thomas, in a paper already in the hands of the

Members, has brought his well-known palseographic skill to

bear on the Indio-Parthian coins, with special regard to some

coins recently discovered in the Government of Perm, in

Russia, on which he had been consulted by M. Tiesenhausen,

the Secretary of the Archseological Commission at St. Peters-

burgh.

Mr. F. Y. Dickins, has contributed an interesting account

of the chief cosmical ideas now prevalent among the better

educated classes in Japan, taken, for the most part, from the

“ Yedo Oho Setsyo,”* a kind of eneyclopsedic handbook, pub-

lished in two volumes at Yeddo in 1861.

* A copy of this work has just been presented to the Society by Mr. W. E.

Frere.
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Mr. John Beames has continued his philological researches

into the origin and connexion of the Indian vernaculars, in a

paper “ On the Nexus of the neo-Aryan Languages of India.”

To Dr. Schindler, of Teheran, the Society is indebted for

a description of the Ruins of Rey
;

to Mr. T. Steele, of the

Ceylon C.S., for some valuable notes on the Antiquities of the

Hambantota district in Ceylon, with specimens of Sinhalese

Poetry
;
and to Lieutenant J. Waterhouse, for an account of

the Bheel Tribes of the Vindhya and Satpura Ranges. By
Mr. 7. Fausbbll, of Copenhagen, the Society has been favoured

with two Legends from the Buddhistic Jataka, in the original

Pali Text, with an English translation, annotations, and a

highly suggestive introduction.

The forthcoming number will also contain the third part of

the Right Hon. Lord Stanley ofAlderlefs Poetry of Mohamed

Rabadan of Aragon
;
a third instalment of Mr. H. Fox Talbot’s

Assyrian Glossary
;
and the continuation of Professor Kern’s

Translation of Varaha Mihira’s Brihat-Sanhita.

To the Society’s Library many valuable and some import-

ant books have been added through the liberality of various

donors. To the Secretary of State for India it is indebted for

the 2nd and 3rd volumes of the “ People of India,” edited by

Dr. J. Forbes Watson and J. W. Kaye; for copies of ‘‘The

Madura Country,” edited by J. H. Nelson, and “ The Seven

Pagodas on the Coromandel Coast,” edited by Captain M. W.

Carr. Lady Elliot has favoured the Society with a copy of the

Memoirs on the Races of the N.W. Provinces of India, being

an amplified edition of the late Sir H. M. Elliot’s Supple-

mental Glossary of Indian Terms, revised by J. Beames.

Mr. E. Norris has contributed the 2nd volume of his

Assyrian Dictionary
;
Mr. N. B. E. Baillie, the 2nd part of

his Digest of Moohummudan Law
;

the Rev. S. Beal, a

copy of his translation of the Travels of Fah-hian and Sung-

yun; Mr. A. Rumsey, his Mahommedan Law of Inheritance

;

Prof. Dowson, his translation of Ikhwauu-s Safa
;

Mr.
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P. I. J. Warschawski, his Progressive Hebrew Course and

Music of the Bible
;
Mr. D. P. Carmichael, his Manual of

the District of Vizagapatam
;
Mr. E. Chemllier, the first

volume of a Manual of the Ancient History of the East,

edited by F. Lenormant and E. Chevallier. The Council

have further thankfully to acknowledge the receipt of a

Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. in the Library of Trinity Col-

lege, edited by Prof. Th. Aufrecht, from Trinity College,

Cambridge
;

from Prof. M. Haug, an old Pahlavi-Pazand

Glossary, edited by Destur Hosliangji Jamaspji Asa, revised

and enlarged, with an Introductory Essay on the Pahlavi

Language, by Dr. M. Haug
;
from the Parsi Society for

making researches into the Zoroastrian Eeligion, Nos. 6-12

of Zoroastrian Studies
;
from Pandit Govinda Deva Sdstri,

his edition of Eajasekhara’s Balaramayana
;

from M.

D'Avezac, his Kelation Authentique du Voyage du Capitaine

de Gonneville
;
from M. Garcin de Tossy, the 2nd edition of

his Histoire de la Litterature Hindouie et Hindostanie
;
from

M. Pavet de Courteille, his Dictionnaire Turk -Oriental e
;

from Count De Yogiie, La Stele de Mesa
;

from Dr. A.

Ghirardini, Study sulla Lingua tTmana sopra alcune antiche

Inscrizione e sulla Ortografia Italiana
;
from 31. A. Ckodzko,

his Grammaire Paleoslave.

The Society’s Collections of MSS. and Inscriptions have also

been enriched by two very important donations from Captain

S. B. Miles, Assistant-resident at Aden, in the shape of two

bronze tablets of Himyaritic inscriptions, which are in ex-

cellent preservation, and an Arabic MS., containing part of

Hasan Ahmed al Hamdani^s Iklil-el-Ansab, a History of the

Himyarites, transcribed in the year of the Hijra 1074. In

this volume a chapter occurs on the Himyaritic language and

Alphabet, and the fly-leaf contains a list of contents of the

whole ten volumes (of which this forms the eighth), agreeing

fairly with Hajji Khalfa’s description of the work. Captain

Miles, who has thus already laid the Society under such deep
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obligations, bas further had the kindness to promise that, if

he should be fortunate enough to obtain the remaining

volumes of the work, he will also transmit them to be placed

in the Society’s collection.

While the Council are thus enabled thankfully to acknow-

ledge the receipt of a great number of valuable books presented

by English and Continental scholars, they regret, on the other

hand, to be obliged to state that an unusually small number

of Oriental Texts has been added to the Society’s Library.

Although, indeed, much activity has lately been displayed by

the native presses of the principal towns of our Eastern de-

pendencies in the cultivation of the ancient and modern litera-

ture of India, neither the editors nor publishers of such

works have, with one exception, thought it worth their while

to give this Society an opportunity to judge of the fruit of

their literary and typographic labour, by supplying it with

copies of their publications. The Members of this Society

are, therefore, left to form their estimates of the actual pro-

gress made, in their literary pursuits, by the natives in India

and elsewhere, from the records of kindred Societies, and, as

far as British India is concerned, from the District Catalogues

which, in accordance with the orders for the registration of all

printed books and pamphlets, are now pretty regularly issued,

and with copies of which the Society is constantly supplied

by the India Office. For these reasons the Council refrain at

present from passing an opinion on the literary or scientific

merits of recent publications in the East, but they take

occasion to express their ardent wish that, together with the

growing desire of native scholars to join in the noble work of

rescuing from oblivion the treasures of their ancient litera-

ture, there may arise amongst them a disposition to undergo

that gradual but earnest training which can alone instil into

them the principles of sound criticism, and thus lay the foun-

dation of truly scientific research, so that the day may not be

distant when the native philologer in the far East may take
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lu3 place side by side with the representatives of Western

science. To every Member of this institution it cannot but

be a matter of great satisfaction to see our parent Society in

Bengal continue as earnestly and successfully as ever its

meritorious labours in the various departments of Oriental

literary and antiquarian research. The Sanskrit series of the

Bibliotheca Indica, which, from various reasons, had for several

years made but little progress, has taken a fresh start. Of

the Tandya Brahmana three fasciculi have already been

issued, and a number of other important works are reported

to be in preparation. The Bombay Sanskrit Series, conducted

by the Sanskrit Professors of the Bombay and Poona Colleges,

presents also a promising aspect, and, though of only a few

years’ standing, has raised hopes that, with an increased staff

of well-trained editors, and commensurate support from Go-

vernment, it may some day successfully compete with its

elder Bengal sister.

The searching for Sanskrit MSS. has also been carried on

during the last year with laudable vigour and decided success

in several parts of India, particularly in Bengal, by the inde-

fatigable Babu Eajendralala Mitra
;
and in Bombay by Pro-

fessors Biihler and Kielhorn, the latter of whom has just

published a Classified Catalogue, containing little short of 600

Titles of Sanskrit Manuscripts, discovered in the southern

division of that Presidency.

As regards the Dekhan the Council cannot, unfortunately,

present so favourable a report, as they are not aware that any

official steps have as yet been taken by the Madras Govern-

ment to carry into effect the resolution passed by the Govern-

ment of India in 1868. This, in the opinion of the Council, is

the more to be regretted, as the value of Sanskrit MSS., written

in the vernacular Alpliabets of Southern India, is beginning

to be better appreciated, furnishing as they do, in many

cases, a more correct text than the Devanagari MSS. of the

North, and supplying, not unfrequently, texts and variant
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versions, which have not hitherto been known to exist. The

Members of this Society cannot have failed to notice the De-

scriptive Catalogue, now being published by Mr. A. Burnell,

of the Madras C.S.,in Mr. Triibner’s “American and Oriental

Literary Record,” of an excellent collection of Sanskrit MSS.,

made by himself during his residence in various parts of the

Dekhan. As Mr. Burnell returns to India early in next Autumn

he will not be able, for the present, to describe more than his

Vedic MSS., but it must be satisfactory to him to know that

the portion of the Catalogue which he has already published

exhibits several important works, for the most part belonging

to the Black Yajurveda, which are either entirely new, or of

which incomplete MSS. alone have as yet been discovered in

the North. Mr. Burnell (like Sir Walter Elliot, Mr. C. P.

Brown, and some few scholars of earlier days) thus shows what

benefit a civilian in southern India, who earnestly applies him-

self to the study of Hindu literature, may be able to confer on

Indian Philology by collecting materials and placing the

results of his researches before European scholars. The Madras

Service, however, has of late evinced but little interest in lite-

rary pursuits of this kind, and the Literary Society of Madras

indeed has for several years scarcely shown a sign of its exist-

ence. It is to be hoped that the few earnest scholars still

engaged in Oriental studies may put an end to this unhappy

state of indifference, by showing what important problems of

Sanskrit Philology and Indian history are dependent for their

solution upon the South, and that Madras will thus not stay

behind other local Governments in lending its support to the

scientific exertions of European and native scholars, but will

cordially co-operate in carrying out Mr. Whitley Stokes’s

scheme of procuring, and compiling lists of, MSS. scattered

over the whole of India.

The contents of the Sarasvati Bhandaram Library of H. H.

the Maharaja of Mysore have been made known through a

catalogue issued, a few months since, by the Bangalore Press,

2
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and containing the titles of several rare works. Of the Tan-

jore Library, a list had been printed many years ago, in which,

unfortunately, an extremely bad, often unintelligible, method

of transcription was adopted
;
of this list there is a copy in

the possession of Professor Goldstiicker, the only one which is

supposed to be now extant in Europe. Many parts of the

Dekhan, however, have up to this time remained completely

unexplored, and still promise a plentiful harvest to future in-

vestigators
;
although, in many cases, it will, no doubt, re-

quire the utmost care to overcome the suspicion and supersti-

tions of the Brahmans. Of the Namburis in Malabar, for

instance, a most interesting, though very retired and secluded

class of Brahmans, we know next to nothing
;
yet they are

said to be staunch followers of the Vedic religion, and to have

in their possession a great many old Vedic MSS. Some

places in the Haidarabad Territory also, especially Kalesvaram

on the Upper Godavari, are known as great seats of Rig- and

Samaveda learning, and may be expected, when visited and

explored, to add considerably to our knowledge of ancient

Sanskrit literature.

There exists already a large collection of Sanskrit MSS.

in Madras, which awaits a thorough examination, and the

Council of this Society have for some years used their

best endeavours to get the collection transferred to England

for incorporation with the Library of the Indian OtBce,

with a view not only to rescuing the MSS. from the early

destruction with which they are threatened by the ravages

of the climate and of the white ants, but also in order to

render them more accessible to European scholars. Though,

their recommendation has not been carried out in full, the

Council are gratified in stating that in reply to their appli-

cation they have been informed by the Government of Madras

that it is proposed to build at Madras a Public Library, in

which these MSS. will be deposited and properly protected

against the ravages of insects, and that the Professor of San-
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skrit at Madras has further been instructed to print a list of

those MSS. which he may consider of primary importance,

with a view of making these works better known than they are

through the so-called Catalogue Raisonne. The Council has

also been informed that a printed list of MSS. will be com-

municated to the Asiatic Society, and that any suggestions

wliich may be made by the Society for the transcription of

any of these MSS. will receive the attention of the Government.

By a minute in the Public Works Department, in May,

1868, the Government of India authorized the expenditure of

sums not exceeding 13,000 rupees, in each of the four poli-

tical divisions of the country, for the purpose of delineating

and casting some of the more remarkable antiquities of each

presidency, with a view to their ultimate conservation. These

sums, if properly expended, being quite sufficient to com-

mence upon, great hopes were entertained that the work so

long desired by every well-wisher of India, would at last be

accomplished hy means of this well-timed liberality on the

part of the Government.

In pursuance of this policy, Mr. Terry, superintendent of

the School of Design, was despatched from Bombay with a

party of modellers, and some of his own pupils, to commence

operations on the temple at Ambernath, near Kalyan, on the

other side of Bombay harbour. Owing to the novelty of the

undertaking and the inexperience of the party, nothing else

was attempted during the available season of 1868-9, especially

as an outbreak of fever and other unexpected difficulties very

materially retarded the work
;
but so much disappointment

was felt at the result that no attempt was made to continue

operations during the last cold weather. In the mean time

so much difficulty has been experienced in reproducing the

casts and photographs that no specimens of eitlier have yet

reached this country, nor has any satisfactory report of the

results obtained from the labours of the party.

At the same time another expedition was organized in
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Calcutta, with the object of visiting Orissa, for the purpose of

delineating some of the numerous and interesting antiquities

of that province. Owing, however, to dissension among the

members composing it, and other difficulties, it seems to

have been as little fruitful in results as that fitted out from

Bombay. They did, however, bring back some casts of sculp-

ture, a few photographs, and several copies of inscriptions,

but unfortunately neglected to take casts or photographs of

the remarkable sculptures in the Ganesa and Jodev caves,

at Udyagiri. These are probably the oldest and most inte-

resting in India, and their attention had been previously

specially directed to them. As in the case of the Bombay

expedition, none of the results of their’ labours have been

sent home; and no attem|)t was made to follow up these

experiments during the last cold weather. Nor, so far as is

known in this country, have any expeditions been organized,

either in Bengal or Bombay, for operations during the next

season.

In the meanwhile Dr. Hunter, at Madras, has been most

successfully employing the pupils of his school of design in

photographing some of the numerous temples which abound

in that part of India, and also in casting some of their sculp-

tures; none of the latter have reached this country, but the

photographs are a valuable contribution to our knowledge,

and, combined with those taken for Government by Capt.

Lyon, convey a very perfect idea of the enormous architectural

wealth of that Presidency.

During the cold weather of 1868-9 Lieut. Cole, R.E., was

deputed to Cashmere to photograph and make plans and draw-

ings of the temples in that valley. A work giving the result

of his labours is on the eve of publication by the India Office.

It promises to be a most valuable contribution to our know-

ledge of the style of architecture there prevailing, and

worthily completes what was so well commenced by General

Cunningham in 1848.
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During the last cold season the same officer has been

employed under the auspices of the Science and Art Depart-

ment at South Kensington, in casting the Eastern gateway of

the great Tope at Sanchi. It is understood that he has

successfully accomplished this object, and is now on his way

home with the moulds. Lieut. Cole took with him from this

country a party of draughtsmen, with the intention of drawing

all those sculptures which had not hitherto been delineated

by General Cunningham and his brother, or by Col. Maisey.

We may therefore hope that before long the means will be

available in this country for obtaining a perfect knowledge of

that remarkable monument.

Besides these expeditions, which are all more or less

dependent on governmental support, Mr. James Burgess,

of Bombay, has just completed a splendid work on the great

Temple city of Palitana. This work, which is illustrated by

45 photographs by Mr. Sykes, is preceded by an introduction

by himself, full of interesting local information and antiquarian

knowledge regarding the sect of the Jains, to whom all the

temples on that hill belong.

The same author has also published 41 photographs taken

by the same artist during an expedition to the caves of

Talaja and Sana, and the temples of Somnath and Girnar.

The text to this book is not so elaborate as that of the

previous work, but is sufficient to describe and explain the

history of the monuments it illustrates.

Messrs. Sykes and Dwyer have also photographed the caves

and temples at Nasick and Carlee, but no text has yet been

added in illustration of them by any such competent hand.

Besides these, Mr. T. C. Hope, of the Civil Service, has

published a valuable work illustrated with 20 photographs by

Mr. Bindley, of “ Surat, Baroaoh, and other old cities of

Goojerat, with descriptive and architectural notes,” by himself.

From the above it will be seen that our knowledge of the

architecture and antiquities of some parts of our Indian Empire
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is progressing, though not so rapidly as might he desired.

More, however, may be doing in India than we are aware of

here
;

for unfortunately there is no agency either there or in

this country where photographs by amateurs or local societies

are collected, or from which a knowledge can be obtained of

what is being done in this respect.

In continuation of their report on the present state of

literary and antiquarian research on the Indian continent, the

Council now desire to refer to the neighbouring island of

Ceylon, and to offer a few remarks on the condition of that

seat of Buddhism and Pali learning. They have noticed with

no little satisfaction that the Pali language and literature and

the religion of Sakya Muni in general have, during the last

year or two, received a great amount of attention at the hands

of European as well as of Sinhalese scholars. Several im-

portant works bearing on these subjects have been published

in England and abroad during the past year; and it is but

fair to mention that this Society also has contributed its share

to the promotion of these studies, as is testified by the com-

munications of Messrs. Childers and Fausboll, printed in its

Journal, besides several papers on Buddhistic antiquities. A
great and long-felt want will, at last, be supplied by the

Pali Dictionary about to be published by Mr. Childers, who,

it is to be expected, will by this work give a fresh and more

general impulse to Pali studies.

A Sinhalese scholar. Pandit Devarakkhita, has published,

a few months since, an excellent edition of the Balavatara,

the most popular Pali Grammar in Ceylon
;

and the Pali

text of the Digha Nikaya has been promised by another

native scholar.

The Ceylon branch of the Asiatic Society also has just

issued a new and highly interesting number of its Journal,

containing, amongst other articles, the continuation of Mr.

James d’Alwis’ paper on the Sinhalese language, the Aryan

origin of which he maintains in an able and convincing
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manner; together with a Lecture on Buddhism, delivered

shortly before his death hy Mr. Gogerly, the late eminent

Pali scholar, and edited with an introduction and notes by the

Revs. J. Scott and D. de Silva. Another number of that

Journal is reported to be already in preparation. It is further

gratifying to learn that Mr. T. W. R. Davids, a young

promising Pali scholar of the Ceylon S.C., has undertaken

to collect the Pali inscriptions which are scattered in great

number over the island. Whether he may succeed in de-

ciphering, or whether he may have to content himself with

copying and publishing, these ancient historical and religious

records, Mr. Davids deserves the encouragement and appro-

bation of all who take an interest in these studies
;
and the

Council have no doubt but that the Ceylon Government,

which has recently shown its liberality by granting a sum

of money for the searching for, and procuring of, MSS., will

lend its full support and countenance to so promising and

well-timed an undertaking.

As regards our sister societies on the Continent, the Asiatic

Society of Paris and the German Oriental Society, their scien-

tific researches have lost nothing of their wonted vigour and

efficiency, and their publications embody, as usual, a goodly

amount of useful information in the various branches of

Oriental knowledge.

The number of the American Oriental Society’s Journal,

issued du;’ing the last year, contains the greater part of an

important publication, viz., of Professor W. D. Whitney’s

Taittiriya Pratisakhya, the Sanskrit Text and Commentary,

with a translation of the former, and copious annotations. A
new number of the same Journal, which will contain the con-

cluding part of this work, will be issued in the course of the

summer.

The following five members of the Council will go out by

rotation, according to the provisions of Art. XXI. of the

Society’s Regulations Major E. Bell, Capt. W. J. Eastwick,
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Professor T. Goldstiicker, P. B. Smollett, Esq., and Major-

Gen. Sir A. S. Waugh. In their place the Council propose

to the meeting the following names :—The Eight Hon. Lord

Lawrence, Sir H. Bartle B. Frere, General A. Cunningham,

Dr. A. Campbell, and Claude J. Erskine, Esq. The Council

have further to state that General C. P. Rigby having resigned

the post of Honorary Secretary, occupied by him in a very

satisfactory manner since last June, Mr. T. Chenery, Lord

Almoner’s Professor of Arabic in the Oxford University, has

kindly allowed himself to be put in nomination for that office

;

while in his place as a member of the Council, that body

recommends Mr. E. L. Brandreth, of the Bengal C.S.

AUDITORS’ REPORT.

Yoiir Auditors beg leave to report that they have examined

the accounts for the year 1869 and compared them with the

vouchers, and found them perfectly correct. As anticipated

in the last report, the balance at the bankers’ remains practi-

cally the same as last year.

They have also formed a careful estimate of the anticipated

expenditure for the present year, and find that the income is

more than sufficient to meet the demands, notwithstanding

that two sums, amounting together to £62, have already been

disbursed on accounts that will not again recur.

The reading of the Reports being concluded, it was moved

by Dr. A. Campbell, seconded by Syed Ahmed Khan, and

carried unanimously :
“ That the Report of the Council, with

that of the Auditors, be adopted, printed, and distributed;

and that the cordial thanks of the meeting be given to the

President and Director for his constant and zealous endeavours

to promote the interests and purposes of the Society
;
and to

the Vice-Presidents, Council, and other officers of the Society,

for the satisfactory and efficient discharge of their duties

during the past year.”
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Major-General Sir Henry Rawlinson, the President and

Director of the Society, then spoke as follows : The exhaustive

nature of the Report, which has just been read to you, renders

it unnecessary that I should address you at any length in

regard to the general progress of Oriental studies, either in

this country or in the Eastern dependencies of the British

Empire. The only additional matter that it occurs to me to

mention refers to the recent proceedings of that department

of Her Majesty’s Government with which I happen to be

more immediately connected
;
these proceedings being really

of considerable interest, and having been, perhaps, hardly

adequately noticed in our Report. The Home Government

of India, amid the many important matters relating to our

Eastern Empire which it has to consider and decide upon, has

always recognized the duty of protecting and encouraging

Oriental studies. Since last year we have had the advantage

at the India Office of the services of a gentleman as Librarian,

who acted for many years as Secretary to the Royal Asiatic

Society, and who is thus not only fully cognizant of the re-

quirements of Oriental science in England, but is also in a

position to yield important aid towards meeting those require-

ments by his recommendation and support. One of Dr. Rost’s

earliest efforts has been directed to the utilization of the stores

of knowledge locked up in the magnificent library which the

India Office has inherited from the old East India Company.

At his instigation, and under his guidance, a well-considered

plan has been adopted for cataloguing the whole of the noble

collection of manuscripts which the India Office Library con-

tains. Competent scholars have been assigned to the different

linguistic departments, and as they are now all working

simultaneously, it is to be hoped that in the course of the

next five or six years a “Catalogue Raisonne” may be com-

pleted of all our manuscripts,—Sanscrit, Pali, Zend, Chinese,

Thibetan, Arabic, Syriac, Persian, and Turkish. The Sanscrit

class has been always known to be of remarkable value, and
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I have strong hopes that it is about to receive a most im-

portant addition in a collection of some five hundred works,

which Mr. Burnell, a young civilian of Madras, has recently

acquired in India, and which he proposes to present to our

library, as the most fitting depository of Oriental learning,

and the only institution in England where such works can be

rendered generally accessible to Sanscrit students.

It may be remembered that, at the last anniversary meeting

of the Society, the publication of Mr. J. Fergusson’s admirable

work on “Tree and Serpent Worship,” under the auspices of the

India Office, was duly noticed. The first edition of this work

being exhausted, a second is now in course of preparation,

and, at the same time, in order to meet the inquiries which

have been set on foot in regard to this new and highly inte-

resting field of research, it has been decided by the India

Ofiice to incur some moderate expense in exhibiting to the

public the original sculptures from which Mr. Fergusson’s

photographs were mostly taken. The Amrawati marbles

were obtained by Sir Walter Elliot, in the year 1845, at a

cost of several thousand pounds, and were destined by him

for exhibition in the Museum in Leadenhall Street. Owing

to the translation, however, of the India Office from the City

to Westminster, and to the scantiness of accommodation in

the present building, his intentions with regard to the due

exhibition of the marbles to the public have never yet been

realized. For a time tlie marbles were crowded together in

the court-yard of Fife House
;
and since that locality was

abandoned, they have been buried under the India Military

Stores in a magazine at Lambeth. It may be regarded, then,

as an earnest of our reviving interest in Indian antiquities,

that arrangements are now in progress for rendering the

Elliot marbles of real public utility, by exhibiting the most

valuable portion of the collection in the central covered court

of the India Office, while the remainder will be transferred to

the temporary keeping of the London Architectural Museum.
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The Secretary of State for India in Council addressed the

Government of India, at the commencement of the present

year, on the subject “of preserving the rich monuments of

antiquity in that country, and of collecting and recording in

a systematic manner the various memorials of former times,

and of the ancient civilization of India and it is satisfactory

to know that the appeal has been cordially responded to. The

expenses incurred by Lieut. Cole in taking casts of the sculp-

tures at the Sanchi Tope have been mainly defrayed, it is

true, by the Department of Science and Art at South Kensing-

ton
;
but the Indian Government gave every assistance in its

power in carrying out the objects of the expedition, and has

further taken on itself the cost of presenting an entire set of

the casts to the Government of France. In the mean time,

Lieut. Cole’s model of the magnificent gateway at Sanchi,

which forms the frontispiece to Mr. Fergusson’s volume, has

arrived in England, and will shortly be erected at South

Kensington, where it will not only serve as a splendid speci-

men of ancient Indian architecture, but will also supply a

valuable desideratum in the history of Art, by linking the

East with the West. A series of photographic views of early

buildings in Cashmere, executed by Lieut. Cole, have more-

over been published by the India Office, and a similar work

devoted to the antiquities of Muttra and the vicinity, will

very shortly follow. These views, being prepared according

to the carbon process, lose something perhaps in delicacy of

outline and in artistic beauty, but their shortcomings in this

respect are amply compensated by the durability which the

new process secures for them, and which puts them almost

on a par with lithographs. It is further understood that the

Government of India, in accordance with instructions from

home, has it in contemplation to organize their Archaeological

Department on a more extensive and effective scale than

heretofore,—establishing a central agency with power to

direct and control researches in all parts of India, and assign-
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ing a sum of at least £5,000 per annum for the expenses of

such researches, and the publication of their results. It is

earnestly to be hoped that the services of a competent officer,

who shall be at once a thorough archaeologist and a practical

man of business, may be secured to superintend the department.

Amongst other literary undertakings connected with the

East, which are due to the liberal patronage of the India

Office, must be noticed, firstly, the completion of Dr. Forbes

Watson’s interesting work, entitled “The People of India,”

which has been presented to the Society’s Library
;
secondly,

the printing at Leipsic of a Grammar of the Sindhi language,

compiled by Dr. Trumpp, whilst in the employ of the Church

Missionary Society
;
and, thirdly, the arrangements, now in a

forward state of readiness, for accomplishing a translation of

the Adi Granth, the holy book of the Seikhs. Dr. Trumpp

is the scholar selected for this difficult and important duty,

and he will proceed to Lahore during the autumn to com-

mence work with the help of Pundits skilled in the several

varieties of the Gurmukhi language. Four years will probably

be occupied in the translation, and an aggregate sum of about

£2,000 has been sanctioned for the expense of the under-

taking. I think, indeed, the Society may rest assured that so

long as its President retains a seat in the Indian Council, while

its former Secretary discharges the functions of Librarian to the

India Office, the interests of Oriental literature are not likely

to be neglected, in so far as regards the aid and approbation of

the Indian authorities at home, and a liberal encouragement

on the part of the Executive Government in India.

But the Society must remember that the scope of its

operations is not limited exclusively to India, or to Indian

subjects. We follow with eager interest the progress of

research through the length and breadth of Asia. The

excavations carried on by Capt. Warren at Jerusalem, on

behalf of the Palestine Exploration Fund, have thus been

watched by us with the liveliest solicitude, and though nothing
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has been yet discovered in the trenches of great historical im-

portance—nothing, at any rate, which is of kindred interest

with the sculptural slabs and inscribed cylinders of Assyria

and Babylonia—still we are fully alive to the great value of

the topographical details which are now coming to light, and

which, by defining the extent and characters of the several

cities that have succeeded each other on the site of Jerusalem,

will enable ns at length to identify with certainty most of the

celebrated localities mentioned in the Bible, and even to fix

the positions of the most famous buildings from the time of

Solomon to the Arab conquest. In connexion with the Palestine

Exploration Fund, it is only fitting that 1 should also recall to

your recollection the famous Monolith of Dibon, or, as it is

usually called, the Moabite stone, which, although discovered

by a German, and subsequently secured—so far as concerns

the fragments into which the monument is now broken—by a

Frenchman, was first brought to the notice of the English

public by Capt. Warren. When I called the attention of the

Society to the inscription on this remarkable stone, early in

the present year, I pointed out that the mutilated name of the

King of Israel which it contained was, probably, that of Omri,

the founder of Samaria, and this identification, it is satis-

factory to find, has since been universally adopted by conti-

nental as well as British scholars. I have no wish to dis-

parage the labours of the many erudite Semitists who have

written commentaries on the Moabite stone, but I cannot help

feeling that the historical importance of this proclamation of

Mesha has been much exaggerated. Its value in respect to

Biblical illustration is not to be compared with that of the

Assyrian inscriptions, which treat of Ahab and Jehu, of the

wars of Tiglath-Pileser with the contemporary kings of Israel

and Judah, of Sargon’s conquest of Samaria, or Sennacherib’s

campaign against Hezekiah of Jerusalem. The Moabite in-

scription, which refers to a war between Omri and Mesha,

unnoticed in the Bible, is chiefly of interest as a specimen of
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Phoenician writing, dating from the 9th century B.C., and also

because it shows the Phoenician character to have been in

ordinary use at that period beyond the Jordan, and thus leads to

the inference that, as this earliest type of Semitic writing was

common to the nations both to the east and to the west of

Palestine, so it must also, in all probability, have been the native

character, both for cursive and lapidary purposes, of the in-

termediate region inhabited by the Jewish tribes. The Phoe-

nician legends, copied from the Ninevite tablets, which were

published by me in the Society’s Journal for 1865, do not,

probably, in any case belong to an earlier period than the 8th

century B.C., so that they must yield, in point of antiquity, to

the Moabite inscription, which is, indeed, the most ancient

document, in the Phoenician character, that has been yet dis-

covered.

In connexion with this subject, I may also report to the

Society firstly, that, the third volume of the Cuneiform In-

scriptions of Western Asia is now being bound up and indexed,

and will be ready for distribution during the autumn
;

and,

secondly, that as the Trustees of the British Museum have

granted a further sum in order to defray the expense of continu-

ing the work, I am making preparations, in conjunction with

Mr. Gr. Smith, of the Antiquity Department of the Museum,

who is the most promising Cuneiform scholar of the day, for

commencing a fourth volume, which will be principally de-

voted to a collection of the ancient Bilingual Prayers, Hymns,

and Liturgies of Assyria and Babylon. The Society will be

further glad to learn that there is a prospect of the resumption

of the Assyrian excavations during the coming year, as the

authorities of the British Museum seem to be duly im-

pressed with the importance, both of completing our present

Ninevite materials, and of acquiring fresh documents from

hitherto untried localities, and will thus, probably, in the

ensuing session recommend a renewed Parliamentary grant.

The publication of the second volume of Mr. Norris’s
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Assyrian Dictionary during the past year, bearing evidence

as it does to that eminent scholar’s indefatigable industry and

unabated powers of analysis and comparison, has been hailed

by Cuneiform students with intense satisfaction, and has

everywhere elicited the earnest hope that the author’s life

may be spared to complete the work which he has so au-

spiciously commenced. Before quitting this topic, I must

also draw attention to a series of articles on the Cuneiform

Tablets which Mr. George Smith has recently published in

the “North British Keview,”* and which in regard both to

historical discovery and to the general results obtained from

the interpretation of the inscriptions of Assyria and Baby-

lonia, are far in advance of anything that had been previously

published on the subject, either in this country or on the

Continent.

Another point to which I must briefly allude is the opening

of the Suez Canal. In the autumn of last year, during the

recess, I received an invitation from H.H. the Viceroy of

Egypt, to attend the ceremony of opening the Canal in my
capacity of President of the Eoyal Asiatic Society of Great

Britain and Ireland. As I was unable to absent myself for

so long an interval from my duties at the India OfSce, whilst

at the same time I felt that our Society ought to be repre-

sented on an occasion fraught with such important conse-

quences to our future relations with the East, I requested

Major-Gen. Sir Andrew Waugh to proceed to Egypt in my
place, as the delegate of the Council. He assented cheerfully

to the proposal, and was on the point of leaving England

when a severe attack of illness put a stop to all his arrange-

ments, and confined him for several weeks to the irksome

seclusion of a sick chamber. Our Society, therefore, was un-

1 No. 101. On Norris’s Assyrian Dictionary, Part I.—102. Babylonian and

Assyrian Libraries.—103. On “ Ueber den Chronologiscben Werth der Assyrischen

Eponymen, etc.,” by Lepsius : Norris’s Assyrian Dictionary, Part II.—104.

AssyTian Annals, from b.c. 681 to 625. Menant’s “ Le SyUabaire Assyrien.”

—

106. “ Les Inscriptions de Dour-Sarkayan,” par Dr. Jules Oppert.
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fortunately unrepresented on the occasion in question, but we

have not been the less interested in the successful termination

of a work which, whatever may be its present political

bearing, or its future financial prospects, must undoubtedly

greatly promote the intercourse between Europe and India,

and thus tend to the increasing development of the exhaust-

less resources of the East.

The only other point to which I feel inclined to refer is the

mission about to be despatched, by the Viceroy of India, to

the Chieftain who has recently established an independent

sovereignty in Kashgar and Yarkend, and who is our next

neighbour across the Himalaya and beyond the Thibetan de-

pendencies of Cashmere. The Society cannot but feel intensely

interested in the success of this expedition into Central Asia.

There is no reason to anticipate that Mr. Forsyth’s mission

will encounter any great difiiculty or danger, since Messrs.

Shaw and Hayward, who have recently returned in safety

from the same country, have already tested both the prac-

ticability of the route and the good feeling of the Governor

;

but in regions so rarely visited our officers will necessarily

gain much novel experience. There are many matters indeed

connected with the Geography, the Ethnology, and the Litera-

ture of Chinese Turkestan, on which information is greatly

needed
;
and we may thus hope that the visit of this mission

to the court of the Ataligh Ghazi will be fruitful in discovery,

and will, in fact, so to speak, open up a new page in our

knowledge of the East. The papers of Messrs. Shaw and

Hayward, which have been already published, are of extreme

value, and only render us the more anxious for further details.

Finally, I would strongly impress upon the Fellows of

this Society the necessity of sustained exertion in two direc-

tions ; firstly, in obtaining the pecuniary means, of which

we stand so greatly in need, for the due extension of our means

of usefulness, by inducing fresh subscribers to join our ranks
;

and, secondly, in arousing that literary spirit and power.
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which undoubtedly our members possess, but wbich requires

to be called into activity in order to enable us to hold our

place amongst the Orientalists of Europe, and to transmit to

our successors that high reputation for learning and research

which we have inherited from such scholars as AYilson, as

Colebrooke, as Sir Wm. Jones.

In conclusion, Sir Henry read the following list of Oriental

Works of importance which have been published during the

past year :

—

Sanscrit : Dr. J. Muir’s Original Sanskrit Texts, vol. V.
;

Prof. Max Muller's Translation of the Rig-veda, vol. I.; and

the same author’s Rigveda-Pratisakhya, with a German

Translation and explanatory notes.—Buddhistic : Tarana-

tha’s History of Buddhism in India, the Tibetan Text, with

a Translation, by A. von Schiefner; Translation of the Travels

of the Buddhist Pilgrims Fah-hian and Sung-Yun, by Rev.

S. Beal

;

Handbook of Modern Buddhism in Siam, by

H. Alabaster ; Capt. H. T. Rogers’s Translations of Buddha-

ghosha’s Parables, together with Max Muller’s Translation of

the Dhammapada.

—

Semitic : The Homilies of Aphraates, the

Persian Sage, ed. from Syriac MSS., vol. I., by JF. Wright;

Le Diwan de Nabiga Dhobyani, the Arabic Text, with a

French Translation and Introduction, by M. Direnhoarg

;

The

Mo’ejem el Beldun of Yacut, in 8 vols., by F. Wiistenfeld

;

Sged Ahmed Khan’s Mahomedan Commentary on the Holy

Bible
;
and the same writer’s Essays on the Life of Moham-

med, vol I.— Chinese: Syntaxe Nouvelle de la langue

Chinoise, by JT. Stanislas Julien; English and Chinese Dic-

tionary, by Rev. W. Lobscheid. — Miscellaneous : Histoire

de la Litterature Hindouie et Hindoustanie, 2nd ed., by

M. Garcin de Tassy

;

Dictionnaire Turk-Orientale, by M. Pavet

de Courteille

;

Assyrian Dictionary, 2nd vol., by E. Morris;

Grammar of the Classical Armenian Language, by Dr. Lauer;

Sir H. M. Elliot’s Supplem. Glossary of Indian Terms, re-

vised and amplified by J. Beames

;

Old Pahlavi-Pazand

3
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Glossary, ed. by Desttir Hoshatigji Jamwspji Asa, with an

Introductory Essay on the Pahlavi Language, by Dr. M.

Haag

;

Ancient and Mediaeval India, by Mrs. Planning

;

Les

Inscriptions de Dour-Sarkayan (Khorsabad), dechiflrees et

interpretees, par Jales Oppert.

Messrs. J. W. Redhouse and H. Alabaster having been

requested to act as scrutineers, the ballot was had recourse to

for the election and re-election of the Officers and Council of

the Society, and the result was declared as follows :

—

President and Director

:

Major-General Sir H. 0. Rawlin-

son, K.C.B., D.C.L., F.R.S.

Vice-Presidents

;

The Right Hon, Sir Edward Ryan
;
M.

E. Grant Duff, Esq., M.P.
;
Sir T, Edvvard Colebrooke, Bart.,

M.P.; The Right IIou. Holt Mackenzie.

Treasurer : Edward Thomas, Esq.

Honorary Secretary

:

Professor Thomas Chenery.

Honorary Librarian: Edwin Norris, Esq.

Secretary

:

J . Eggeling, Esq.

Council: E. L. Brandreth, Esq.
; C. P. Brown, Esq.

;
Dr.

Archibald Campbell
;
General A. Cunningham; John Dickin-

son, Esq.
;
M. P. Edgeworth, Esq.

;
Claude J. Erskine, Esq.

;

James Fergusson, Esq.
;
W. E. Frere, Esq.

;
Sir H. Bartle

E. Frere
;

Arthur Grote, Esq.
;

Charles Horne, Esq.
;

the

Right IIou. Lord Lawrence; Sir Charles Nicholson, Bart.;

0. de Beauvoir Priaulx, Esq.

The Meeting was then adjourned to June 20th.
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187 0-7 1 .

At the opening Meeting of the Society, on November 21st,

1870, Sir H. Rawlinson delivered the following introductory

address :

As this is the opening meeting of the Session, it may be

convenient that I should offer a few remarks in continuation

of my address at the last Anniversary Meeting, with a view

of reporting briefly on such matters of interest to us as have

occurred during the recess, and thus keeping you au courant

as to the present state of Oriental study and research.

To commence then with the subject which chiefly occupied

my attention on the last occasion, our literary proceedings at

the India Office— I may note that in the work of cataloguing

the MSS. of our Library, we are making steady and satis-

factory progress, while, we are also receiving the most

valuable additions to our already large stock of materials.

Mr. Burnell, whose collection of Sanscrit MSS. I stated that

we hoped to obtain, has deposited his treasures on the shelves

of our Library, thus offering a noble example of scholarly

assiduity on the one side, and of disinterested public spirit on

the other. This collection numbers about 350 volumes, and

is particularly rich in the Vedic department. Indeed, I see by

the Catalogue he has published, that there are no less than

230 MSS. referring to the Vedas and Upanishads. We have

also received, from H.H. the Viceroy of Egypt, about 200

Arabic volumes printed in Cairo, including standard historical

works like Ibn Khaldun and El Makkari, and others of almost

an equally high character. In return for these, we shall pre-
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sent His Highness with copies of such Arabic works as have

been printed in India.

A further subject of congratulation is the appointment of

General A. Cunningham to superintend the Archseological

Survey of India. The Government of India, having resolved

to take in hand a work of this magnitude and importance, has

been very fortunate in securing the services of one of the

very few officers—if not the only officer—who is thoroughly

competent to conduct the survey. General Cunningham will

leave for India at the beginning of next month, and will pro-

ceed at once to take charge of the Central Office, where he

will organize an efficient staff to assist him in exploring the

antiquities of India, in copying inscriptions, excavating ruins,

taking plans of ancient buildings, and in the various other

operations connected with his laborious but most interesting

duty.

In connexion with this subject, I may further observe that

the Elliot marbles have been at length rescued from the

obscurity that has been so much deplored, and are now care-

fully arranged in the Central Court of the India Office,

w'here they invite the inspection of the curious. I need

hardly remind the meeting that these are the original marbles

of the Amrawati Temple, the photographs of which have

been so largely and advantageously employed for the illus-

tration of Mr, Fergusson’s late work on Tree and Serpent

Worship.

Lieutenant Cole’s cast of the Eastern gateway at the

Sanchi Tope, is also, I understand, in the course of erection at

South Kensington, and the Science and Art Department of

the Government are making arrangements for a further supply

of architectural casts, both from Agra and Futtehpoor Sikri,

and from the Colonnade of the Kutb Minar at Delhi.

I may now say a few words on the various Oriental publi-

cations which have appeared during the recess, or which are

known to be in a forward state of publication.

4
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In the Sanscrit department, Mr. Griffiths, of Benares, is

employed in translating into English verse Valmiki’s poem of

the Kamayana, and the first volume of his translation has

already appeared.

Messrs. West and Biihler have also completed the second

volume of their Digest of Muhammadan Law, and Rajendra-

lal INIitra has published a portion of his Catalogue of Sans-

crit MSS., the first result of the search for such materials in

Bengal.

Mr. J. Burgess, of Bombay, has likewise issued a Memo-
randum on the survey of the Architectural and other Archaeo-

logical remains of Western India, which contains much

valuable information
;
and I may conclude this branch of the

subject by drawing attention to two other works, which are

announced for publication : one is Mr. J. Beames’s “ Com-

parative Grammar of the modern Aryan Languages of India,”

and the other is General Cunningham’s “Geography of Ancient

India,” the result of thirty years of patient study and research.

In the Pali branch, the chief activity has been shown in

Ceylon, where the Government, in the first place, has directed

an Archaeological Survey of the Island to be undertaken by

Mr. Davids, assisted by a competent staff
;
and where Mr.

James D’Alwis is compiling (also under the orders and at the

expense of the Government) a complete Catalogue of all the

Buddhistic MSS. in the Island. The first volume of this

Catalogue is about to be published.

It is further worthy of notice that the King of Burmah

has presented to the Ceylon Government a complete set of

the Buddhistic Scriptures, His Majesty being a great patron

of Buddhistic studies in his own country, and having printed

a Pali Grammar written by himself.

The last number, also, of the Journal of the Ceylon branch

of the Royal Asiatic Society, should be noticed as of great

interest to Pali Students.

In the Chinese department, attention should be drawn to
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the “ Plioenix,” which is a new Monthl}* Magazine for China,

Japan, and Eastern Asia, conducted by the Eev. Mr. Sum-

mers, and which promises to be very useful. Mr. Stanislas

Julien has also brought out the second volume of his “Sj’ntaxe

Nouvelle de la langue Chinoise,” and Mons. Paul Perny has

published his “ Dictionnaire Fran^ais-Latin-Chinois de la

langue Mandarine parlee,” to be follow’ed by a Grammar of

the same tongue
;

while Sir John Davis has given us a

Second Edition of his
“ Poetry of the Chinese,” with some

, additions and improvements.

In Semitic Literature, the following works are chiefly

deserving of notice:— 1. The sixth part of the Kamil of E.

Mubarrad, published by Dr. Mright
;

2. A translation of

the Fihrist of the famous Kedim, which is being printed from

the late Professor Fliigel’s MS.
;

3. Catalogues of the Syriac

and Arabic MSS. in the British Museum, compiled respec-

tively by Drs. Wright and Rieu, and now in the Press
;
and 4,

The Diwans of the six ancient Arabic Poets, En-Nabiqa,

Antara, Tarafa, Zoheir, Alqama, and Amrulqeis, just pub-

lished by Prof. Ahlwardt. Our own Oriental Translation Fund,

which has still a small sum iii deposit, has also made arrange-

ments with two very competent scholars for two important

publications. Mons. Zotenberg, wdio has done us the honour

of assisting at this meeting, is employed on a translation of

Tabari, independently of the version which was commenced

by Dubeux many years ago
;
and Professor Sachau is to

supply an English version of Abu Rihan’s famous wmrk en-

titled the Athar-el-Bakij^a—a copy which was made for me,

from a very ancient and correct exemplar, in the Library of

the King’s Mosque at Teheran, having been entrusted to him

for the purpose.

But while I announce to the meeting these various sub-

jects of congratulation, I am bound to say that in some other

respects we have not been so successful—that the expectations,

indeed, which I held out in my address of last May have, in

some cases, not been realized.
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In the first place, considerations of economy have decided

the Trustees of the British Museum against applying for

Government assistance to enable us to resume excavations

in Assyria and Babylonia
;
and as it is very doubtful whether

sufficient private funds could be obtained for the purpose, the

scheme may be considered to be adjourned sine die. Secondly,

the adventurous traveller Mr. Hayward—from whose ex-

ploration of the Panier Steppes I anticipated important

results—has, I deeply regret to say, been foully murdered

on the threshold of the new field he was about to enter. And

thirdly, Mr. Forsyth, to whom I also referred in my last ad-

dress as engaged on a Mission to Central Asia, full of interest

to the Geographer, the Politician, and the Historical inquirer,

has been obliged to return from Yarkend, after a very brief

sojourn, without seeing the Governor of the country, or

carrying out the chief objects of his journey.

The onward progress of Oriental research will not, however,

be seriously impeded by such mishaps. Let us at any rate,

as Members of the Royal Asiatic Society, do our duty to

each other, and to the good cause to which we are devoted.

Let us cordially welcome our fellow-labourers in the field,

whenever, as at present, they do us the honour to attend

our meetings
;
and let us one and all, both by contributing

papers and by exertions amongst our friends, do our utmost

to maintain the reputation of the Journal, and increase the

numbers and resources of our Society. The Session of

1870-71 is now formally opened.
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PROCEEDINGS
OF

THE EOETY-EIGHTH

ANNIVERSAEY MEETING OF THE SOCIETY,

Held on the Ibth May, 1871,

MAJOE-GENEEAL SIE H. C. EAWLINSOH, K.C.B.,

PRESIDENT, IN THE CHAIR.

The following Report was read by tbe Secretary :—

•

In presenting, as is usual on this occasion, their Report on

the proceedings of the Society during the last twelvemonth,

the Council, though unable to show any material improve-

ment in the number of subscribers, have some satisfaction

in stating that there has been, at least, a slight increase

of members during that period. The number of elections

since the last Anniversary Meeting are eight resident and

five non-resident members
;
whilst the losses, by death and

retirement, amount to seven resident and two non-resident

members
;
showing an increase of one resident and three

non-resident members.^

1 Elections.—Eesident : Major H. II. Godwin Austen
;

G. Branson, Esq.
;

L. Bowring, Esq.; R. N. Gust, Esq.; Cajit. A. F. P. Harcourt; Dr. R, S. Mair;
Sir D. F. Sl'cLeod; Prof. J. Pickford. Non- Hesident

:

H. F. W. Holt, Esq.;

C. P. Lutchmeepathy Naidu, Esq.
;

Moulvi Syud Imadad Ally
;

S. Harvey
James, Esq.

;
Charles Grant, Esq.

Eeciths.—Resident: J. Henderson, Esq.; Mrs. Manning; M. C. Morrison, Esq.;

Sir Justin Sheil. Non-Resident

:

Capt. M. W. Carr.

Retirements.—Resident: Sir F. Halliday; Col. H. A. Ouvry; Gen. C. P. Rigby.

Non-Resident : W. M. Beaufort, Esq.

1
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In Mrs. Charlotte Manning, daughter of the late Isaac

Esq., the Society has lost a member who always evinced

the liveliest interest in everything that interests this Society,

and very frequently attended its meetings. In 1856, she,

(then Mrs. Speir) published, “ Life in Ancient India,” a

book which combined careful study with an unusual grace

of style, and stimulated many minds to an interest in Sanskrit

writings. A year and a half ago she almost entirely re-

wrote this work, and it appeared under the title of “ Ancient
and Media3val India,” in an enlarged form, with the addition

of much information from sources that had been only dis-

covered in the last few years. It is remarkable for the

accurate learning and the patient research which it mani-

fests
; and though Mrs. Manning was not acquainted with

Sanskrit, her powers of discernment and judgment qualified

her peculiarly for selecting the best authorities on the sub-

jects that she dealt with, so that the book is very useful

to the student, while her refined taste and her appreciation

of the beautiful have rendered it also very attractive to the

general reader.

Mrs. Manning was, however, not only distinguished by

her literary productions. Her influence in society was of a

marked kind. With a naturally keen enjoyment of social

intercourse, and with very cultivated faculties, she had also

a peculiar skill in drawing forth the intellectual elements,

and the best qualities of those with whom she came in

contact, and she took delight in bringing together minds

in wliich she perceived points of harmony. Moreover, her

ready sympathetic insight gave an extreme charm to her

conversation. Her interest was strong in all original and

conscientious labours in the fields of literature, science, and

art. She also helped forward zealously various schemes for

the improvement of education, and latterly had been occu-

pied with efforts for the benefit of our Indian fellow-subjects,

many of whom felt towards her a warm personal esteem.
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mixed with sincere gratitude. Having the habit of extract-

ing experience from all the events and phases of Hfe, she

gladly imparted from her stores of practical wisdom to those

who were attached to her, and when her counsel was asked,

she usually refrained from solving the particular problem,

preferring simply to place before her friend a standard of

right, in the confidence that by this means the desired result

would be best attained. The balance and proportion in her

nature, her quiet dignity, her retiring disposition, and her

thoughtful generosity and kindliness, have left a powerful

impression on all who knew her, and these characteristics

rested on the firm basis of a calm enlightened faith, and an

unwavering allegiance to duty.

Attempts have, at various times and by various means,

been made on the part of the Council to induce a more

numerous portion of the public to devote some of their

attention to those branches of knowledge in the cultivation

of which this Society, during the long course of its existence,

has taken so prominent and so active a part. These en-

deavours, it is to be regretted, have not been hitherto as

successful as might have been desired
;
and it cannot be

denied that for many years less attention has been paid by

thg public at large to Oriental literature and antiquities, in

this country,—close as its connexion is with the East—than

has been paid on the Continent. The Council do not, how-

ever, despair of yet succeeding, by their earnest and un-

remitting labours, in promoting a livelier interest in, and a

more accurate appreciation of, the results of Oriental re-

search
;
and they earnestly appeal to those who participate

in such pursuits for their hearty co-operation in popularizing

the objects of this institution and increasing the list of its

supporters. They cannot, on the other hand, lose sight

of the consideration that it is mainly by the intrinsic merits

and scientific value of its publications that this Society can
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expect to retain that high position in Oriental literary and

antiquarian research to which it has hitherto been so justly

entitled. That nothing has been wanting in this respect

during the preceding year, the Council confidently trust, is

amply proved by the contents of the last number of the

Society’s Journal, published at the beginning of the present

year. Although there has not perhaps been so large a

supply of papers as the Council could have wished to select

from for publication in the next number, which is now

printing, still the meetings of the Society have never been

entirely without communications of interest. Of these,

some have already appeared in the Journal, viz., General

Cunningham’s Mathura Pali Inscriptions, with Professor

Dowsons translation and remarks
;
Mr. A. Wylie’s highly

interesting account of the Buddhist Inscription at Keu-

yung kwan, in six different alphabets, and including a

specimen in the Neuchih language
;
and Mr. C. P. Brown’s

account of the origin and chief tenets of the Jangams or

Lingavats.

To Professor J. Bickford and Mr. C. E. Cover the Society

has been indebted for papers attempting to establish a

radical connexion between the Dravidian and Aryan groups

of languages.

A second paper contributed by Mr. Cover contains a

collection of popular songs translated from the Badaga

tongue, with remarks on them
;

this paper being a con-

tinuation of a former essay on Canarese popular songs, by

the same writer, noticed in last year’s report. The songs

now communicated are equally interesting and poetical with

the Canarese songs, most of which had already been pub-

lished—the text with a German translation and grammatical

analysis—by Dr. Mogling. We must, however, regret that

Mr. Gover has not chosen to give, along with his translation,

the original text, which would have been a welcome addition

to our knowledge of Dravidian literature.
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A.t a recent meeting, Professor Chenery read a paper on a

Manuscript in the Bodleian Library, containing a Hebrew

translation, or imitation, of tbe first twenty-six Makamat

of El-Hariri, by Judab ben Solomon, called Alcbarizi, tbe

author of tbe Tacbkemoni.

Tbe work which Professor Chenery is now publishing

consists, like the Tacbkemoni, of rhymed prose and of verse

modelled on Arabic metres, the phrases of the Koran and

the references to Arabic history and legend being replaced

by phrases of the Bible and allusions to Biblical incidents.

The author was born at Xeres in Spain, and flourished in the

early part of the thirteenth century.

A specimen of the Adi Granth of the Sikhs in the original

text, with a translation and critical notes, has been com-

municated by Dr. E. Trumpp, who is now engaged in trans-

lating that important work, at the expense of the British

Government.

At an evening meeting held on February 6th last. Dr.

C. D. Ginshurg, before a very numerous attendance, delivered

a lecture on the Moabite Inscription, in which he placed

before the Society the latest results of his study of the

Dibon document. Our learned President, on the same

occasion, showed how the historical inferences drawn from

the Moabite stone were entirely borne out by the Assyrian

Annals recorded on the black obelisk from Ximrud, now in

the British Museum, which was a monument of nearly the

same age as the Dibon monolith. Sir Henry also stated that

the Moabite war, as described on that document, must have

taken place from b.c. 849 to about 846, as appeared from the

Assyrian Canon, the chronology of which was fixed by the

record it contained of the great solar eclipse at Nineveh on

June 15, B.c. 763.

Captain Burton, further, has communicated a collection

of Syrian proverbs, with a translation and remarks
; Mr.

W. F. Mayers, a paper on the introduction of maize into

China, with an introductory note by Dr. D. F. Fame.
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3Ir. R. C. Childers has read, at a recent meeting, remarks

by him on some passages of the Dhammapada, with special re-

ference to the question of Nirvana, and in support of his view

that Nirvana is a state of blissful freedom from human passion

on earth, followed annihilation after death. He also

submitted to the meeting an able paper by L. Comrilla

Vijasimha Mudliar, a native of Ceylon, dealing with the

origin of the Arthakathas, or commentaries on the Buddhist

scriptures. Both these papers, as likewise those of Dr.

Trumpp and Captain Burton, will be incorporated in the

next number of the Society’s Journal, which will also con-

tain the continuation of Dr. H. Kern's translation of the

Brhat-Sahhita, of Lord Stanley of Alderley's Poetry of

Mohamed Rabadan and Mr. H. F. Talbot's Assyrian Glossary.

The Council have to acknowledge, with their cordial

thanks, the receipt of a number of valuable additions to

the Society’s library, consisting partly of Transactions of

learned Societies in England and abroad, partly of works

presented by their authors or other patrons of the Society.

From the Bombay Gocernment the Society has received a

copy of the Poems of Tukarama
;
from M. J. Oppert, his

Inscriptions de Dour Sarkayan
;
from Syed Ahmed Khan,

his Essays on the Life of Muhammed
;
from Pandit Govinda

Deva Sdstri, his edition of the Balaramayana
;
from Dr. O.

K. Niemann, his Bloemlezing uit Maleische Geschriften

;

from the Rev. J. Kessler, his Introduction to the language

of Madagaskar. To Lady Elliot we are indebted for Vol.

III. of the late Sir H. M. Elliot’s History of India, edited by

Professor J. Dowson
;
to Mdme. Dora d'Istria, for copies of

her Filetia et Arbenore and Etudes Indiennes; to M.

Garcin de Tassy, for Yol. II. of his Histoire de la Littera-

ture Hindouie et Hindostanie; to Mr. E. Thomas, for his

Chronicles of the Pathan Kings of Dehli
;
to Mr. C. Grant,

for his Central Provinces Gazetteer
;
to Mr. Lepel H. Griffin,

for his Rajahs of the Punjab. Mr. E, K. Palmer has
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presented a copy of his Catalogue of Arabic, Persian, and

Turkish MSS. of Trinity College, Cambridge
;
Professor A .

Weber, his treatise on the Pamayana. From the Trustees of

the British Museum has been received a copy of Dr. Wright’s

Catalogue of Syriac MSS.; from the Academy of Leiden,

Vol. III. of Professor Land’s Anecdota Syriaca; from the

Batavian Society, a number of copies of Kawi Copperplate

Inscriptions.

To Captain S. B. Miles, Assistant-Resident at Aden, the

Society is again indebted for a very valuable donation, con-

sisting of an Himyaritic bronze tablet, an alabaster sepulchral

slab with a bas-relief figure and Himyaritic characters
;

a

silver talisman or seal, likewise with Himyaritic letters en-

graven on it; a small brass figure supposed to be a Hiinyarite

god, from its having been dug up at Mareb
;
two Ethiopic

gold coins, and finally, two Himyaric coins, a silver and a

gold one, the first hitherto discovered.

In now proceeding to take a brief and necessarily super-

ficial survey of the labours of Oriental scholars during the

preceding twelvemonth, the Council need scarcely observe

that the disturbed state of the Continent since the middle of

last year could not but have occasioned a serious decrease of

publications in this, as indeed in every branch of literary and

scientific research. The publications of our own Translation

Committee have had to sufier a delay for the same reason, M.

Be Slane having been prevented from issuing the fourth and

last volume of his English translation of Ibn Khallikan’s

important Biographical Dictionary, while M. Zotenherg has

been compelled to suspend the printing of the third volume

of his French translation of Tabari.

As, after the completion of the latter work, which will

consist of four volumes, a sufficiently large sum will still

remain at the disposal of the Committee, they have entered

into an engagement with Prof. E. Sachau for an English

translation of Alhiruni's highly important work AVathdr
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Alhukiya, whicli it is anticipated will be ready for the press

in the latter part of next year.

A rare example of what true devotion to science may work,

even in the midst of the chaos of war, has been shown by one

of our foreign members, M. Garcin de Tassy, who has found

it possible to go on with the publication of the second edition

of his History of Hindi and Hindustani literature, two

volumes of which have appeared, containing a vast amount

of new and highly useful matter. Nor has that scholar al-

lowed himself to be prevented from issuing his annual Dis-

cours d'ouverture, though not on this occasion from his pro-

fessorial chair in the French capital, but from the quiet

seclusion of a provincial town.

Northern Indian Vernacular philology has also, as usual,

received some attention in last year’s Journal and Proceedings

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, in Bdhu Pratapachandra

Ghosha’s Contributions towards Vernacular Lexicography, and

in short Kashmiri and Gondi vocabularies by Dr. W. J.

Elmslie and the Rev. J. Daioson. With regard to the IJriya,

the language of Orissa, there has been some variance of

opinion: Pdhu Kdntichandra, to some extent backed by Bdbit

Bdjendraidla Mitra, contending that it is a sort of dialect of

the Bengali, whilst Mr. J. Beames takes it to be, like the

Bengali, an independent neo-Aryan language.

Dr. E. Trumpp'

s

labours in translating, for the Indian

Government, the Adi Granth, have already been adverted to

;

it may further be mentioned that he is now printing, likewise

at the expense of the Indian Government, a Grammar of the

Sindhi, as compared with the North-Indian vernaculars.

The first part of a compilation by Janamejaya Mitra, entitled

Nuskhd i dilkushd, containing notices and selections from the

works of 380 Urdu poets, was printed as long back as 1854,

but has only lately been published, after the compiler’s

death, by his son, Bdhu Bdjendra. A volume of Hindi

Selections has also been printed by Sivap>rasdda. Under the
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patronage of tlie Bombay Government, the first of two

volumes which are to contain a complete collection of the

Abhangas, or songs of the Marathi poet Tukardma, who

appears to have flourished in the eaidier half of the seven-

teenth century, has been published by Vishnu Parashurdm

Shdstri Pandit, with the poet’s biography in English by

Jandrdan Sakhdrdm Gddgil.

To Professor A. Weber we are indebted for an important

contribution to our knowledge of Prakrit literature in a

Romanized edition of Hdla’s Saptasatakam, a collection

of miscellaneous Prakrit stanzas, with a German translation

and an exhaustive introduction on the phonetic and gram-

matical condition of the language
;
the work is printed in

the Abhandlungen, or Memoirs, of the German Oriental

As regards the cultivation of the classical language and

literature of the Hindus, the members of the Society are

probably aware from last year’s Report that, owing to an

increased governmental grant to the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, the publication of Sanskrit (and Persian) texts in

the Bibliotheca Indica had been resumed with renewed vigour.

It is a matter for rejoicing to Orientalists in Europe that

this commendable zeal has by no means slackened during

the last twelvemonth, as will be seen from the following list

of publications which have appeared in the course of the

year. Bdbu Bdjendraldla Mitra has issued Nos. 23 and 24

of his edition of the Brdhmana, and the 9th fasciculi of the

Aranyaka of the black Yajurveda, both with Sayana’s com-

mentary. Of the Tdndya Brdhmana, with Sayana’s comment,

parts 4 to 14, and of the Ldtydyana Srautasutra with

Agnisvamin’s Bhashya, parts 1 to 8, have appeared, both

of which works are edited by Anandachandra Veddntavdgisa;

also three fasciculi of the Agnipurdna, edited by Harachandra

Vidydbhdshana, and the 10th part of the Mimdmsd Darsana,

with Sabarasvamin’s comment, edited by Pandita Mahesa-
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chandm Nyayaratna. The Gopdia Tapani, with Visvesvara’s

comment, has been edited by Harachandra Vidydbhushana

and Viscandtha Sdstri. Besides, the first part has appeared

of the Sdmaveda San/tdd, with Sayana’s comment, edited

by Satyavmta Sdimsrami

;

the Gopatha Brdhmana, edited

hy Harachandra Vidydbhushana; the Nrisinha TopffHz, with

Sankaracharya’s commentary, edited by Rdmamaya Tar-

haratna, and of an English translation, by the Rev. K. M.

Banerjea, of the Brahmasutra, with Sankara’s comment.

In the Bombay Sanskrit Series, conducted by Professors

Buhler and Kielhorn, have been issued, by the latter, the

second number of his Paribhdshendusckhara by Isagojibhatta,

containing the first part of the translation and notes
;
and,

by Shankar P. Pandit, an annotated edition of Kalidasa’s

Malavikagnimitra. Dr. Kielhorn has also published a

Sanskrit Grammar for the use of the students at the Bombay

and Poona Colleges. Dr. Buhler, on the other hand, has

issued, jointl}^ with Mr. R. West, the second volume of their

Digest of Hindu Law, and is at present engaged in pre-

paring for publication, in the Sanskrit Series, a new and

critical edition of the Dasakumdraeharita.

Among editions of Sanskrit texts privately published by

natives, the number of which rapidly increases year by year,

though but a part of them reach Europe, the series of

volumes issued by Bdbu Baradd Prasdda Majumddra may

deserve notice, including, during last year, Bhavabhuti’s

Uttarardmacharita, with a commentary by Tara Kumara-

chakravarti
;
the Mudrdrdkshasa, edited by Taranatha Tarka-

vachaspati; ih.eVenisanhdra, and second editions of Kalidasa’s

Raghuvamsa and Kumdrasambhava, with Mallinatha’s com-

mentaries. Pandit Tdrdndtha Tarkavdehaspati has issued the

Vishniipurdna, with commentary, and a Bengali translation;

the Mdlai'ikdgnimitra ; Gangadasa’s Chandomanjari and

Kedarabhatta’s Vrittaratndkara

;

vol. i. of the second edition

• of the Siddhdntakaumudi, and the fourth and concluding part
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of his Sanskrit-English Dictionary, entitled Sabdastomama-

hdnidhi. Of other works which have come to the notice

of the Council, editions may be mentioned of the Sabden-

duselxhara, with Bhairavamisra’s commentary, printed at

Benares
;
the Bhdgavatapurana, with Sudhara’s commentary,

at Bombay
;
the BhaUikdvya, with Jayamangala’s and Bha-

ratamallika’s commentaries, at Calcutta
;
the Miihui'tachin-

tdmani, with commentary, at Lucknow
;
and the first part

of Charaka’s famous medical work, on which some valuable

remarks are made in a paper read before the Bengal Society,

by Dr. Mahendm Lai Sircar (Proceedings, 1870, p. 284).

At Madi’as also the presses have been busy in producing

and reproducing Sanskrit works, though unfortunately in the

Telugu character. It may be sufficient to mention editions of

the Tarkasamgraha with Pattabhirama’s commentary, called

Nyayabodhini
;
the Veddntasutra with Ramanuja’s Vedanta-

dipa; the Atmabodhasddra ; Andgliandtaka, and the

Basopanishad.

Side by side with this multiplication of printed Kterature

—a strong proof of the ever-growing demand for books among

the natives of India, and, we trust, of an ever-increasing

desire for acquaintance with the standard works of their

ancient literature—the search for manuscripts has been car-

ried on with laudable energy in some parts of India. The

Council were able to state in their last report that, in accord-

ance with the scheme proposed by Mr. Whitley Stokes, and

adopted by the Government of India, lists of MSS. had been

printed at Benares, Calcutta, Bombay, and in Mysore. It

will be satisfactory to the Society to learn that Bdbu Bdjen-

draldla Mitra, to whom the task of examining MSS. discovered

in the Bengal Presidency had been intrusted, has since issued

two fasciculi containing notices, including the beginnings and

conclusions, of about 360 Sanskrit MSS. A Kst of 108 MSS.

purchased for the Bombay Government during the years

1867-69, has also been printed by Prof. G. Biihler, in Messrs.
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Triibner’s American and Oriental E-ecord for November,

1870; and last, not least, Mr. A. Burnell has, through the

same medium, completed his catalogue of Yedic MSS., form-

ing part of that valuable collection which he last j^ear so

generously made over to the India Office Library. The

same scholar has just been appointed by the Madras Govern-

ment to compile a catalogue of the important manuscript

collection of Tangore, which is reported by him to contain

about 18,000 MSS.

In Europe Sanskrit studies have by no means been neg-

lected during the past year. Dr. John Muir, with unwearied

perseverance, has issued the fifth volume of his Original

Sanskrit Texts on the Origin and History of the People of

India, consisting of a series of papers contributed to the

Society’s Journal for 1864-6, and bearing mostly on Yedic

theogony, mythology, and religious belief
;
with addition of

a good deal of fresh materials, and a new essay on the life

and manners during the Yedic age. Professor A. Weber has

published, in the Memoirs of the Royal Academy of Berlin,

a German translation of the second book of the Atharvaveda,

and an essay on the Ramdijam, the purport of which is to

show that there is a connexion between the leading story of

that epic,—the rape of Sita and Rama’s expedition to Lanka

or Ceylon—and the Trojan legend as it underlies Homer’s

Iliad. To last year’s Journal of the German Oriental Society

(p. 393), the same scholar has contributed supplementary

remarks to a former paper on the Jyotiri'iddbharanam, an as-

tronomical work assigned to Kalidasa, though probably a

difierent author from the well-known poet.

Professor W. D. Whitney, of Tale College, has furnished

in the Journal of the American Oriental Society, the second

and concluding part of his edition of the Taittiriya Pra-

tisdkhya, with its commentary, the Trihhdshyaratna, a trans-

lation, notes and excellent indices.

To Professor A. Ludwig, of Prague, we are indebted for a
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volume on tlie Vedic Infinitive, containing a great deal of

valuable grammatical matter, which would have been still

more acceptable had the compiler added a translation to the

vast number of passages quoted from the Veda, as by that

means scholars would have been enabled more easily to verify

his grammatical inferences.

Dr. G. Thibaiit has published a short Sanskrit text, entitled

Jatdpatala treating of the JatdpdUia, a particular mode of

reciting the hymns of the Vedas; to which he has added a

German translation and annotations.

Dr. H. Pischel, in a Latin dissertation, De Kdliddsae

Sdkimtali recensionibus, has attempted to show, in a very

able, if not entirely convincing, way, that of the so-called

Bengali and Devanagari recensions, the two hitherto known

versions of Kalidasa’s drama Sakuntalam, the former is the

more ancient and genuine. It is, however, to be feared that to

decide this knotty question. Dr. Pischel had hardly sufficient

materials at his command, though he has, no doubt, deserved

well in again mooting the subject, and thus urging its final

settlement.

Of Professors BdhtUngk and Roth’s Sanskrit Dictionary,

published at St. Petersburg, two more numbers, viz., 43 and

44, have been received during the last year, carrying the

work on to the middle of the letter V., after the completion

of which four more letters remain to be gone through.

A few more translations of Sanskrit works deserve

mentioning. Professor IT. Kern has carried on, in the

pages of the Society’s Journal, his critical translation of

Vardha-mihira’

s

Astrological work, the Brhat- Sahhitd. Mr.

R. T. H. Griffith has supplied us with a beautiful and pretty

close English translation, in octosyllabic rhymed verse, of

Valmiki’s great epic, the Rdmdyana. Of Dr. F. Hall’s

second edition of Wilson’s version of the Vishnu-Purana

the fifth and last volume has been issued. Mr. E. Braudes,

a Danish scholar, following in the wake of Hammerich, who.
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in 1845, published the Sakuntala in Danish (of which a

second edition appeared in 1858), has printed a neat Danish

translation of King Sudraka’s interesting drama, the Mrich-

chhakatika of which an English translation was published

by the late Professor Wilson in his Hindu Theatre, and a

critical edition by Professor Stenzier, of Breslau..

The field of Dravidian literature has found but few cultiva-

tors during the past year. Mr. C. E. Gover’s lyrical transla-

tions from the Badaga, as read at these meetings, have been

mentioned elsewhere. To Dr. S. F. M'dgling, already favour-

ably known by several Canarese publications, we are indebted

for the first two chapters, in the Roman character, of

Lakshmisa’s old Canarese rifaccimento of the Asvamedhaparva

of the Mahabharata, the Jeimini Bhdrata (Journal German

Oriental Society, 1870, p. 309). The author had been placed

by Wilson in the beginning of the thirteenth century. The

reasons, however, adduced by Dr. Mogling, render it highly

probable that he preceded Basava, who founded the Jangama

sect, and broke the power of the Brahmans in that part of

India, about a.d. 1000.

At Madras, the text of Bhaskara’s Telugu version of the

Ramayana has been printed
;
and Mr. P. S. Rdjagopula has

published a second edition of his conversational manual in

Tamil and English, with the text, analysis, and translation

of forty stories from the Kadamanjari. Mr. G. Garrett,

Director of Public Instruction in Mysore, has published a

manual of the ancient Canarese, entitled Sabdanuminianjari.

At Mangalore, a small Malayalim and English dictionary,

and the fourth edition of the Panchatantra in Malayalim,

with a glossary, have been issued.

As to the Literary Society of Madras, which in former times

used to be the centre of Sanskrit and Dravidian studies in

Southern India, the Council regret to have again to state that

that branch of our Society has shown no sign of life during

the past twelvemonth
;
and that, moreover, they have been
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officially informed that, owing to want of encouragement on

the part of the European residents, there is no prospect of

the publication of its Journal being continued for some time.

In proceeding to take a rapid view of the labours in that

Prakrit dialect which has become the chief depositary of

religious tenets that sway the minds of a very considerable

portion of the population of Asia—the Pali—it is highly

gratifying to observe the steady increase of attention paid to

so important a subject, especially in Ceylon, in Burmah, and

throughout Europe. At the last anniversary the Council

were able to state that, after some years of apparent inertness,

the Ceylon branch of this Society had recommenced their

operations with renewed vigour. These operations have been

carried on ever since with decided success
;
that Society

having published within the last fifteen months, three highly

interesting numbers of its Journal. Among the articles they

contain we may mention Mr. J. D’Alwis’s paper, “On the

Origin of the Sinhalese Language,” in which that writer

shows the Sinhalese to be an Aryan language
;
a lecture on

Buddhism, by the late eminent Pffii scholar, the Pev. D. J.

Gogerly, with an introduction by the Rev. J. Scott, and notes

by the Rev. D. cle Sylva

;

an account and partial English

translation by the Rev. S. Coles, of the Parajika, or first book

of the Vinaya portion of the Tripitaka. Further, by Mr. L. F.

Lee, five chapters of text and translation of the Bdlavatdra,

a native PMi grammar, of which that scholar intends to bring

out a Romanized edition with an English translation
;
two

inscriptions, about 350 years old, communicated, with trans-

lations and notes, by Mr. T. W. Rhys Davids

;

Specimens of

Sinhalese Proverbs, by Mr. L. de Soyza, and a paper by Mr.

IF. Sheen, “ On the Origin of the Sri-pada, or sacred Foot-

print, on the summit of Adam’s Peak.”

It will be remembered that the Government of Ceylon

had lately resolved to have a catalogue compiled of all the

Pali MSS. known to exist in that island, and had appointed a
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commission for examining places of archaeological interest.

Mr. D'Alwis, who has been intrusted with the compilation

of the catalogue, has nearly completed his first volume,

which, it is to be hoped, will add considerably to our know-

ledge of the materials for PMi studies. Messrs. Rhi/s Davids

and Smither, on the other hand, had started, on behalf of the

archaeological commission, on an expedition to Tolomarua,

which is reported to have been very successful, the ruins of

several monasteries and a great many ancient inscriptions

having been discovered. Considering how much of what is

knoflm of Indian history is due to Buddhist sources, and es-

pecially to those of Ceylon, the importance of an archaeological

survey of that island can scarcely be overrated, and it must,

therefore, be satisfactory to the members of this Society to

know that the lively interest taken in these researches by

the present Governor, Sir Hercules Robinson, promises well

for their hopes in that direction.

Another scheme, which had been conceived some years

since, and is now being carried into effect, on the part of the

Buddhist clergy of Ceylon, will prove of no less importance

to Pali studies. It had been resolved that in every monas-

tery the MSS. they possess of the Buddhist Canon should be

carefully collated, and their varim lectiones noted in the best

copy ;
and that, this having been effected, the MSS. con-

taining the various readings should be sent up to a synod,

when by their collation a critical and authorized text of the

Tripitaka would be obtained.

As regards Burmah, it is a matter for congratulation to

Pali students, that no less a personage than the royal head

of that country is the most zealous promoter of studies con-

nected with Buddhism and Pali literature. His Majesty,

being himself the author of a PMi grammar, is now said to

have resolved to have the whole of the Buddhist Canon

translated into English.

The Pali text of Kachchay^ana’s grammatical aphorisms has
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been issued, with annotations, by Dr. F. Mason, at Rangoon.

This publication, though it has not satisfied European scholars,

has, at all events, the merit of supplying, in a handy form,

the whole of these important sutras in probably as correct a

text as is met with in an average Burmese MS.

In Germany, Dr. E. Kuhn, a young Pali scholar alreadj^

favourably known by a specimen of Kachchayana, containing

the text and vritta of the Karaka, or third chapter on the

construction of the cases, has lately taken another step in the

right direction by an excellent edition of the Namaltappa, or

second chapter of that grammar.

In France, M. Feer has contributed to the Journal Asiatique

for May-June, 1870, another instalment of his highly interest-

ing and instructive E'tudes Bouddhiques, including French

translations from the Pali and Tibetan, of the Dharmacha-

krapmvartanam, the so-called Benares sermon, a chapter of

the Buddhist scriptures.

In Russia, Mr. J. MinayeffhdL'^ printed the text and Russian

translation of the Pdtimokkha, a collection of the Laws of the

Buddhist Priesthood, of which translations by Messrs. Gogerly

and Beal are found in vol. xix. of the Society’s Journal. Mr.

Mina3^efi’has added some valuable extractsfrom theArthakathas

and from the Bhikkhuni patimokkha (the chapter relating to

nuns); although the language in which the notes are given

—his native tongue— is, unfortunately, known to but a very

limited number of students. The same scholar has published

the Vuttodaya, a Pali metrical treatise, founded on Sanskrit

works of a similar nature.

In this country not less attention has been paid to Pali and

Buddhism. Our own Society has, through its Journal, placed

before the public several important papers bearing on these

subjects.

The second part of vol. iv. contained Mr. R. C. Childers’s

PMi text, with a translation and critical notes, of the Khud-

daka Pdtha, one of the chapters of the Buddhist scriptures.

2
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To tlie number published a few months since, Mr. V. Fausboll,

the Danish scholar and editor of the Dhammapada, has con-

tributed two Jatakas, or legends relating to former births of

Buddha, in the original PMi, with an English translation,

critical notes, and some interesting remarks on the connexion

of those fables with their Sanskrit versions, as found in the

Panchatantra, Hitopadesa and other works. Mr. Childers's

paper on some passages of the Dhammapada relative to the

question of Nirvana has been mentioned before, as has been

Mr. L. Comrilla Vijasimha's note on the origin of the Com-

mentaries on the Buddhist Canon. There are, besides, some

archaeological papers bearing, either philologicaUy or his-

torically, on the same subject, viz., General Cunningham and

Professor Dowson's Mathura Pali Inscriptions—which have

also been dealt with by Bdhu Rdjenclra in the Journal of the

Parent Society ;—Mr. S. Beal’s lecture on the Sanchi Tope,

showing scenes and passages from the Vessantara Jataka to

be represented in some of the sciilptures of that monument

;

and lastly, Mr. A. Wylie’s paper on the Buddhist Inscription

of Keu-yung kwan.

Captain T. Rogers has translated, from their Burmese

version, the Parables contained in Buddhaghosha’s commen-

tary on the Dhammapada
;
to this Professor Max Muller has

added a new translation of the Dhammapada and an elaborate

introduction, in which he inquires into the authenticity of

the traditional accounts regarding Buddhaghosha and the

Arthakathas, and sets forth the importance of the Dhamma-

pada for an exact comprehension of the Nirvana, the Buddhist

summum bonum.

A want, however, which has long been felt, not only

by PMi scholars and Indianists in general, but also by

the students of those languages which bear the mark of

Buddhist thought impressed on them—a PMi dictionary

—

is at last about to be supplied by Mr. R. C. Childers. This

work, which is now printing, is to be issued in two parts
;
the
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Roman character being employed for the Pali words, whilst

the Devanagarl is reserved for their Sanskrit equivalents.

Mr. H. Alabaster has issued a work on modern Buddhism

in Siam, setting forth the views of an intelligent and en-

lightened Siamese on his own and other religions. Of this

interesting book a second and greatly enlarged edition is

already in preparation.

A manual of Chinese-Buddhist terms and proper names

has been published by the Rev. E. J. Eitel. Finally, much

valuable matter, chiefly drawn from Chinese and Tibetan

sources, is contained in Professor J. Summers's new periodical,

the Phoenix.

Before passing to the various labours in the literatures

of nations for whose chief development we have to look to

the countries west of the Indus, it may not be inappropriate

briefly to report on the progress made in historical and

geographical research with regard to India. This important

and fascinating field of inquiry has received more than

usual attention at the hands of English scholars. Of Pro-

fessor J. Dowson's edition of the late Sir H. M. Elliot's

History of the Muhammedan Period of India, the third

volume has appeared, carrying the work on from the death

of Nasiru-d din, in 1260 a.d., to the invasion of Timur in

1398 A.D, The amount of materials from Persian historians

here placed, for the first time, before the public in the garb

of a European language, is very considerable, including, as it

does, translations, by the Editor, of Ziau-d din Barni’s and

Shams-i Siraj ’Afif’s works, both bearing the same title of

Tarikh-i Firoz Shahi
;
also of SultMi Firoz Shah’s Futuhat-i

Firoz Shahi, and extracts from other works bearing on that

period.

Mr. E. Thomas, in his “ Chronicles of the Pathan Kines

of Delhi,” a portly volume grown out of his original mono-

graphs on the coinage of the Pathan Sultans and their

Bengal neighbours, with addition of such materials as have
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since been discovered, bas admirably shown how much the

sparks of light elicited by numismatic and general antiquarian

research may contribute to illuminate dark spots in the

history of Eastern nations. The period in the history of

Hindustan illustrated in this work extends from a.d. 1192

to 1554, and comprises the rule of six dynasties of forty

kings who succeeded in turn to the throne of Dehli.

Mr. Lepel S, Griffin’s volume on the “ Rajas of the

Punjab,” furnishes a connected account, drawn from otficial

records, of the political relations of the British Grovernment

with the principal states of the Pimjab, from the commence-

ment of the present century.

To Colonel Meadows Taylor students are indebted for a

very useful manual of the history of India.

Of the Central Provinces Gazetteer, published in 1867, Mr.

C. Grant has brought out a second edition, which, however,

may almost be considered as a new work. It now, for the

first time, appears in the convenient alphabetical form usual

in gazetteers
;
and, moreover, contains an introductory and

highly interesting sketch of the history and ethnology as

well as of the social and geological condition of those

provinces.

The first volume of a “Geography of India,” published

by General A. Cunningham, comprises the Buddhist period,

extending from the time of Buddha to the invasion of

Mahmud of Ghazni. In following up his own former labours

in the same [.field, as those of Lassen, "Wilson, Saint-

Martin, and others, the learned officer has thus placed before

the public the results of his inquiries during a long residence

in India, and particularly of a four j^ears’ successful service

as Archaeological Surveyor, which must have esjDecially

qualified him to undertake so difficult a task.

The Society is no doubt aware that the Indian Government

has lately instituted a General Archaeological Survey of the

whole of India, and that General Cunningham has again
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been called upon to conduct the commission appointed for

that pui’pose. Arriving in India at the beginning of the

year, that officer, with his staflP, has commenced operations

by re-examining the ruins of Mathura, and thence he has

proceeded to Lahore, where he is at the present moment

engaged in extensive excavations.

From the Madras Government, an interesting report, by

Mr. J. A. C. Boswell, “ On the Archaeological Remains

of the Ristna District,” has lately been received by the

Society, and partially read at a recent meeting. The most

important portions of this paper were the remarks made on

the pre-Buddhist remains, consisting of aboriginal caves

near Karsupudi, and sepulchral tumuli and stone circles,

which he supposes to be of Scythic origin, and which closely

resemble those in the Neilgherries.

At Bombay, Mr. Burgess and Dr. Bhau Baji have carried

on their investigations, the latter having undertaken to

revise the western Buddhist inscriptions, including that of

Girnar. In an interesting number lately issued by the

Bombay branch of our Society, that scholar has given a

facsimile, transcript and translation, of an inscription dis-

covered by Mr. G. TF. Terry in the temple of Amranatha

near Kalyana. The same number contains some remarks,

by Captain B. TF. West, on the fort of Panala, and a paper,

by Rao Sdheh Fishvanath Kdrayan, on serpent worship in

"Western India. Finally, some papers of archaeological in-

terest are contained in the Bengal Journal, including one by

Mr. S. Blochmann on the Arabic and Persian Inscriptions

in the Hugli District
;
notes on old Delhi, by Mr. J. B.

Tremlett; on Archaeological Remains at Shah ki Dheri, and

the site of Taxila, by Mr. J. G. Behnerick
;
and a memo-

randum on, and tentative reading of, the Sue Yihar inscrip-

tion near Bhavalpur, by Mr. E. C. Bayley.

It may be convenient in this place to draw attention to a

work on the language of a tribe which, though now scattered
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broadcast over the earth, clearly derives its origin, from the

plains of India. Mr. A. G. Pasjjati, a Greek physician at

Constantinople, had published, some ten years since, a work

on the language of the Gipsies in Turkey, of which an

English translation appeared in the seventh volume of the

Journal of the American Oriental Society (1862).

The author has lately brought out a new, and French,

edition of his work, which is very much enlarged, and alto-

gether re-written. With reference to this book, Drs. A.

Mordtmann and A. F. Pott have contributed a paper to the

Journal of the German Oriental Society (p. 681), containing

some valuable additions and a few corrections.

Our knowledge of the nature of the Pahlavi language has

received a valuable addition in Professor M. Hang’s Essay,

forming part of the introduction to an old Pahlavi-P^zand

glossary, edited under the auspices of the Bombay Govern-

ment, by Destur Hoshangji Jamaspji Asa, high priest

of the Parsls in Malwa. Dr. Hang’s opinion is that the

language of the Pahlavi version of the Avesta, when read,

is an Iranian dialect, not materially differing from the

modern Persian
;
whilst the written words, on the contrary,

represent an Aramaic, or Semitic, dialect, with the exception,

firstly, of certain Iranian prefixes and terminations, added

to aid the memory in substituting the Iranian equivalents
;

and, secondly, of such Iranian words as, in time, may have

crept in. Some remarks have been made on Dr. Hang’s

book, in the Journal of the German Oriental Society (p. 713),

by Dr. E. Sachau, who, whilst rejecting many of the author’s

readings and etymologies, accepts his theories with regard

to the origin and nature of the Pahlavi language.

In Professor F. Spiegel’s “ Iranian Antiquities,” Oriental

students will no doubt welcome an important contribution to

Iranian research. This work, clearly taking as its prototype

Lassen’s “ Indian Antiquities,” is to be published in three

volumes, the first of which has already appeared, containing
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the ethnograpliical account and ancient history of the Iranian

tribes, and the geography of their seats.

Professor F. Justi, likewise, in a University Memorial, has

given a second instalment of “ Contributions to the Ancient

Geography of Persia.”

The Persian publications in the Bibliotheca Indica, like the

Sanskrit series, though not in the same degree, have been

pushed on with more than usual vigour. Of Mr. H.

Blochmann’

s

excellent translation of Abul Fazl’s Ain i Akhari,

the supplementary volume of the same writer and politician’s

Akbar-namah, the fourth part has been published, as have

likewise the 11th and 12th fasciculi of his edition of the text.

Parts 13 to 18 have also appeared of Khafi Khan’s Muntakhab-

aULubdb, edited by Maulawi Kabir al-din Ahmad; the first

fasciculus of ’Abdar Rashid’s Farhang i Rashidi, edited by

Maulawi Ziilfagdr ’Alt

;

further, three fasciculi of Muham-

mad Sag! Musta’idd Khan’s Sistory of the Emperor Aurangzib

Alamgir, and two fasciculi of Nizami’s Sikandar-ndmah i

Bahri, both edited by Maulard Aghd Ahmad ’All.

In the Journal of the Bengal Society the late Major Fuller’s

translations from the Tarikh-i Piruz Shahi are continued.

Of native publications it may sufl&ce to mention two small

hand-books introductory to the study of the Persian language,

printed at Lahore, by order of the Punjab Government, viz.,

the Fdrsi-ki-pahli-Kitdb and the Fdrsi-ki-dusri-Eitdb, the

latter bring a kind of chrestomathy on a small scale, whilst

the former contains easy sentences illustrating the gram-

matical construction and idioms of the language.

Professor J. A. Vullers has brought out a second, and

much improved, edition (likewise written in Latin) of his

Grammar of the Persian Language, as compared with the

Sanskrit and Zend. The first edition of this work was

published as long back as 1840, and has always been valued

as a successful attempt at establishing an accurate apprecia-

tion of the extent of grammatical and phonetic coincidences
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of the Persian with Aryan languages, by one who combines,

as few others do, a sufficient acquaintance with at least some

of the latter with a sound Semitic scholarship.

Ferideddin Attar’s Pendnameh, of which a French version

exists, by M. de Sacy, has been translated into German by

Dr. G. H. F. Nessehnann, already known by his translations

from Sadi and Hafiz.

After an interval of nearly twenty years, the late F.

Ruckert’s text and poetical translation of Dshami’s love-

songs have at last been continued in the Journal of the

German Oriental Society (p. 563), where also a short account

of Mirza Shafi"! has been given by Mr. A. Bergi.

The list of already existing Catalogues of Semitic MSS.

has received some important additions during the last year.

Foremost stands the first volume of the Catalogue of Syriac

MSS. in the British Museum, compiled by Dr. JF. Wright,

and containing accounts of, and extracts from, the Biblical

MSS. and Service Books of the Xitrian Collection. The

second volume of this work, which is nearly ready for publi-

cation, w’ill embody the rest of the theological literature.

The same scholar has communicated in the German Oi’iental

Society’s Journal (p. 599) a list of the Magdala Collection of

Ethiopic MSS., formerly forming part of the Library of King

Theodore, of Abyssinia, now in the British Museum.

Of Dr. Bieu’s Catalogue of Persian MSS. of that institu-

tion, a large portion had been printed, when the sheets were

unfortunately destroyed by the fire at M’’atts’s printing-office

;

a mishap which has also dela^^ed Mr. Lane's issuing the fourth

part of his Arabic Dictionary.

M. B. Dorn has printed in the Memoirs of the St. Peters-

burg Academy, a short Catalogue of a number of Oriental,

mostly Persian, MSS., bequeathed to the Asiatic Museum of

the Imperial Academy by the late M. Graf. <

Finally, Mr. E. II. Faimer has published a Catalogue of

the Arabic, Persian, and Turkish MSS. at Trinity College,
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Cambridge
;
witb an Appendix containing the Hebrew and

Samaritan MSS. of tbe same Library.

The usual, not undeserved, amount of zealous attention has

been bestowed on the cultivation of Arabic literature, es-

pecially on the Continent. Professor F. WiistenfekV

s

com-

plete edition of Yakut’s important Geographical Dictionary

of all Countries known to the Arabs in his daj^s, has been

followed up by another publication on Geography. M. de

Goeje, of Leiden, has issued the first volume of a Bibliotheca

Geographorum Arabicorum, containing the work of Ishak al-

Farisi al- Istakhri, hitherto but partly edited by Anderson

and Arnold, and lithographed by Moeller. The volume now

published is to be followed by two others containing the

works of Ibn Haukal and Mokaddasi, when the collection is

to be completed by a German translation, with indexes and a

glossary.

Of Ihn-El-Athiri’

8

great Chronicle, edited by Professor C.

J. Tornberg, of Upsala, another volume, the fifth, has been

issued, comprising the years H. 96 to 154. It will be re-

membered that Mr. Tornberg began his edition by publishing

vols. vi. to xii., which were followed, in rapid succession, by

vols. i. to V.
;

thus, only one more volume, the sixth, is

wanting to complete the work. Of Professor IF. Wright’s

edition of that valuable, though curious, literary repertory,

the Kamil of El-Mubarrad, brought out in annual parts,

printed at the expense of the German Oriental Society, the

seventh part has appeared during last year. The same scholar

has supplied to Arabic students a very useful chrestomathy,

containing some hitherto unpublished texts, with a glossary.

Professor Ahlwardt, of Greifswald, has brought out a collective

edition of the Divans of the six ancient Arabic poets, Enna-

biga, ’Antara, Tarafa, Zuhair, ’Algama, and Imruolgais
; and

M. Von Kremer has given, in the Journal of the German

Oriental Society (p. 481), an account and some poems, with a

German translation, of the Shiite poet Abu-lkasim Mohamed
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Ibn Hani’, who lived at the court of the Fatimite Mo'izz,

the conqueror of Egypt, in the tenth century. The Arabic

version and a new German translation of the curious Neo-

platonic tract of Hermes Trismegisthos, an “ Address to the

Human Soul,” has been printed by Professor Fleischer, of

Leipzig, in commemoration of the Twenty-fifth Anniversary

of the German Oriental Society, held in September last year.

A work, however, of the highest importance to Oriental

literary and philological studies, the Kitab-al-Fihrist of

Muhammad bin Ishak al Nadim, is now in an advanced state

of publication. This work had been prepared for the press

by the late eminent scholar and honorary member of our

Society, Professor G. Flugel, when his labours were unfortun-

ately cut short by a sudden death. The annotated text, how-

ever, is now being carried through the press by Hr. H.

Roediger, and the first volume will probably be issued in the

course of the summer. The latter scholar has also published

some specimens from Arabic grammarians, including the

well-known philologist Abu Ali Alfarisi, in connexion with

a treatise on the so-called “Verbal Nouns,” in Arabic.

Dr. J. B. Wenig has written a Latin dissertation on Arabic

accentuation
;
and delivered, and printed, a lecture on Arabic

poetry.

Dr. M. Steinschneider has contributed to tbe Journal of the

German Oriental Society, a second essay, “On the History of

Translations from Indian Languages into Arabic, and their

influence on Arabic Literature,” chiefly based on accounts of

Abraham Ibn Esra (who lived about a.d. 1160), occurring in

the introduction to his Hebrew translation of an Arabic

astronomical work.

One of the three numbers of the Journal Asiatique issued

during last year, is almost entirely occupied by a paper

on the Arabic names of some species of plants, by the late

M. CMment- Mullet.

Finally, it may be mentioned in this place, that Lord
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Stanley of Alderley has continued, in the Society’s Journal,

his edition, in the Morisco-Spanish, of the Poetry of

Mohamed Rabadan, by four cantos, containing the history

of Heshim, the great-grandfather of the Prophet.

Syriac studies have also received some important contribu-

tions of hitherto unpublished texts. Dr. J. P. L. Land has

brought out a third volume of his “Anecdota Syriaca,” con"

taining the Syriac version of the historical writings which

pass under the name of Zacharias, Bishop of Mitylene.

That that worthy dignitary, who flourished in the early part

of the sixth century of our era, did not himself write in

Syriac, but in Greek, has been proved by Dr. Land many

years since. The reasons he now adduces render it highly

probable that of the twelve books published by him and

generally assigned to Zacharias, five only, viz., books three

to seven, are by that writer, whilst the rest have been com-

piled from various sources by the Syrian translators. Dr.

E. Sachau also has published a volume of “Inedita Syriaca,”

being a collection of Syriac translations of Greek profane

writings, edited from MSS. in the British Museum. To the

Journal of the German Oriental Society Dr. R. Schroter has

contributed two articles on Syriac subjects, one containing

extracts from Bar Hebraeus’ scholia on the Old Testament

;

the other, a letter of Jacob, Bishop of Edessa, to one

John the Stylite, Presbyter of Jatreb; both with a German

translation and critical notes. The publication also of the

Rev. Dr. Payne Smith's Syriac dictionary is now being carried

on vigorously
;
two parts have already been issued, con-

taining the first three letters of the alphabet.

Of the Aramaic dialects. Dr. H. Zschohke has brought out a

hand-book for the use of students
;
whilst Professor T. N'dldeke

has contributed to the Journal of the German Oriental

Society, as a third instalment of his Aramaic studies, a

paper on the dialect of Palmyra. In the mean time. Dr.

Socin, during his travels in Syria, has been collecting much
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lingustic material on various modern dialects, and, from time

to time, reported on the progress of his inquiries.

The lapidary remains of the Phoenician antiquity have

received some valuable illustration by the publication of the

fourth part of Dr. M. A. Levy's Phcenician studies
;

this

number contains a survey of the labours in this department

of research since 1863 ;
besides separate chapters, full of

fresh philological matter, on the inscriptions of Abydos,

Sardinia, Spain and North Africa; and finally some additions

to the author’s Phoenician glossary. The inscription of Mar-

seilles has again been made the subject of inquiry in the

pages of the Journal Asiatique, by M. Halevi, 'ffh.o has ventured

upon a new translation, based on a comparison of the text

with the Hebrew, with the entire exclusion of the Arabic.

Dr. J. Unger, on the other hand, has made some remarks in

the Journal of the German Oriental Society, on the slabs

both of Carthage and Marseilles, with especial reference to

Dr. Meier's explanation of these documents.

An event, however, of the highest importance to Semitic

palaeography, as well as to ancient history, is no doubt the

discovery of the Dihon monolith, which has been only lately

discussed at a meeting of our Society. In spite of its

importance, it would hardly seem necessary for the Council

here to enlarge on a subject which has already received its

full due, if not more than its due, of attention at the hands

of so many scholars.

The number of Himyaric antiquities discovered in Yemen

is increasing almost daily. Captain Miles’s valuable donation

to this Society has been mentioned before. The two bronze

tablets, noticed in last year’s Report as likewise presented by

that officer, have since found an interpreter, together with a

considerable number of other Himyaric inscriptions, in Dr.

M. A. Levy, in the Journal of the German Oriental Society,

where, at the same time, Kthographs of them are given.

The British Museum, also, has from time to time been
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enriched by inscriptions and other antiquities, among which

we may mention a newly-received stone, containing a beauti-

fully cut ^ovaTpo(f>r)Sov inscription
;
also two copper tablets,

which are said to constitute one inscription, together with

the tablet which has lately come into our possession.

An Himyaric monument of probably a somewhat similar

purpose to the sculptured alabaster slab lately presented by

Captain Miles, has been treated in the Journal Asiatique, for

1870, by M. Clermont- Ganneau, who takes it to represent a

sacrifice to ‘Athtar, the deity invoked on the slab. Some

remarks on the same monument, though from more imperfect

squeezes, have been made by Professor Gildemeister, in the

Journal of the German Oriental Society for 1875 (p. 178).

Some progress has also been made during last year in the

field of Cuneiform Researches. Of Mr. E. Eorris’s Assyrian

Dictionary, the second volume has been published, whilst

a considerable portion of the third volume has already

passed through the press. It must be the sincere wish of

all Orientalists that so zealous and able a fellow-labourer

may yet enjoy many years of health and vigour to see his

work completed.

Sir Senry Raivlinson has lately added a vast amount of

fresh material by issuing, with the assistance of Mr. G.

Smith, another volume containing, on seventy folio plates,

selections from the Miscellaneous Inscriptions of Assyria.

Among these may be mentioned the Assyrian Canon, con-

sisting of chronological tables supplying a continuous succes-

sion of eponymes for 228 years (from B.c. 893 to 660), an

inscription on a monolith found in the ruins of Kurkh,

relating the campaigns of the earlier years of the reign of

Shalmeneser II.
;

a copy of the inscription of Sennacherib

on the rock at Bavian
;

the text of the Decagon Cylinder

of Assur-bani-pal, and various miscellaneous historical in-

scriptions, besides copies of several contracts, deeds, obser-

vatory reports, astrological and mythological fragments.
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Mr. G. Smith has, meanwhile, been steadily pursuing his

labours at the Annals of Sardanapalus. A further contribu-

tion to Assyrian philology is also promised by Mr. F. Talbot

for the next number of the Society’s Journal.

The so-called Median Cuneiforms, on the other hand, have

received some illustrations in a paper by Dr. A. Mordtmann,

in the Journal of the German Oriental Society.

The language of the other principal branch of Muham-
medan races—the Turks—has not been neglected.

M. de Schlechta- Wssehrd has published a useful French

and Turkish manual of terms and phrases used principally

in diplomatic documents.

To M. Pavet de Courteille we are indebted for an East

Turkish Dictionary, an important addition to the labours of

Messrs. Veliaminof-Zernof and Vdmbenj.

Dr. Zenker, likewise, has been continuing his dictionary

of the Turkish, Arabic, and Persian, by three more parts,

viz., 14 to 16.

The various dialects and history of the Indian Archipelago

have been, as usual, successfully cultivated in the Journals of

the Dutch Institute and the Batavian Society, which contain

several valuable philological contributions, the former by

Messrs. H. Kern and H. C. Klinkert, the latter by Messrs. J.

G. F. Riedel and H. N. van der Tuuk. The Batavian Society

having, in the course of last year, issued a number of well-

executed typographic impressions of Kawi copper-plate in-

scriptions, this important field of inquiry, which had so long

been allowed to lie fallow, has at length been successfully

taken up by Prof. H. Kern, of Leiden. This scholar has

just published a volume of Kawi Studies, containing two

cantos of the text of the Arjuna Vivdha in the ancient

Javanese, with a Dutch translation, notes, and an intro-

duction. The Dutch Institute has further printed M. T.

Roorda’s Javanese text of the Wayangs of Palasara, Pandoe,

and Baden Pandji, and the first volume of a Malayan
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Chrestomathy by M. O. K. Niemann. It remains briefly to

mention the latest publications on Chinese and Japanese

literature and philology. Mr. J. Summers’s Monthly Maga-

zine, the Phoenix, of which ten numbers have as yet been

issued, will, no doubt, prove a useful repository to scholars

interested in these inquiries, containing, as it does, numerous

and valuable essays on the literature, history, and religion

of the peoples of Eastern Asia. The Memoirs of the Munich

and Vienna Academies also contain, as usual, contributions

on the same subjects, by Messrs. Plath and Pfizmayer. Dr.

V. Strauss has published a new German translation of Lao-

Tse’s Tao Te King, with a comment and an introduction.

Mr. A. B. Mitford, in his Tales of Old Japan, a book at the

same time instructive and amusing, makes us acquainted

with the legendary lore as well as the domestic life and

manners of the Japanese. Whilst grammatical inquiry has

been promoted by one publication only, the second volume

of M. St. Julien’s Syntaxe nouvelle de la langue Chinoise,

Chinese lexicography has received more than usual atten-

tion during last year. The Revds. R. S. Maclay and C. C.

Baldicin have supplied an alphabetical dictionary of the

Chinese language in the Foochow dialect
;

the Rev. IK.

Lobscheid, a Chinese and English Dictionary, arranged ac-

cording to the radicals
;
Rev. J. Edkins, a Glossary of the

Miau dialects
;
Mr. F. Porter Smith, a vocabulary of proper

names in Chinese and English
;

and M. Paul Perny, a

Dictionary in French, Latin, and Chinese, of the Mandarin

dialect.

In concluding these remarks, we may mention that Mr.

J. Summers is now engaged in compiling a new catalogue

of the Society’s important collection of Chinese printed

books, as well as of that of the India Office Library.

It will be incumbent on this meeting to elect a new
president for the ensuing year, in the place of one whose

constant attendance at the Society’s meetings, and deep
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attachment to Oriental research, in which he occupies him-

self so prominent a place, have lasting claims on the grati-

tude of this Society. Sir Henry having intimated to the

Council that his duties at the India OflB.ce and the Geogra-

phical Society would not permit him for another year to

combine the oflBce of a President with that of a Director

of this Society, Sir Edward Colebrooke has kindly allowed

himself to be put in nomination for the former office, and

the Council feel assured that the warm interest Sir Edward

has always taken in the objects of this Society, coupled with

that very name which marks one of the most glorious epochs

in its history, will strongly recommend him to the meeting.

According to Art. XXI. of the Society’s regulations, the

following five members of the Council will go out : General

Cunningham, the Rt. Hon. Lord Lawrence, E. L. Brandreth,

Esq., James Fergusson, Esq., and Sir H. Bartle E. Frere.

In their places, the Council propose to the meeting the

following names ; Sir Donald F. McLeod, the Bt. Hon. Lord

Stanley of Alderley, Prof. T. Goldstiicker, X. B. E. Baillie,

Esq., and the Bt. Hon. Holt Mackenzie. In the place of

the last-named gentleman and Sir Edward Colebrooke, the

Council recommend Sir H. Bartle E. Frere, and Mr. J.

Fergusson for the two vacancies in the list of vice-presidents.

AUDITOES’ EEPOET.

Tour Auditors, having examined the accounts of the past

year, and compared them with the vouchers, find them

correct. They have also formed a careful estimate of the

income and expenditure for the ensuing year, and anticipate

that the income will suffice to meet the expected demands

on the Society’s resources without trenching on the balance

in the bankers’ hands at the beginning of the year.

James Fergusson, Auditor for the Council.

Neil B. E. Baillie, ) , , o •

^ ^ > Auditors tor the Society.
Henrv Lewis,

)

*'
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The reading of the Report being concluded, it was pro-

posed by Sir John Bowring, seconded by Major-Greneral G. Le

Grand Jacob, and carried unanimously :

—

“ That the Report of the Council and of the Auditors be

adopted, printed, and distributed, and that the best thanks

of the meeting be presented to Sir Henry Rawlinson for his

constant attention to the affairs of the Society, and his un-

wearied exertions to promote its interests
;
and to the Vice-

Presidents, Council, and other Officers of the Society, for the

zealous and efficient manner in which they have discharged

the duties of their several offices.”

Sir Henry Rawlinson, after returning thanks for the

flattering terms in which his services had been mentioned

in Sir John’s proposition, said :

—

The very able and exhaustive Report which has just been

read to you, and for which we are mainly indebted to the

industry and critical knowledge of our Secretary, leaves me
really nothing further to say on the subject of the prosecution

of Oriental studies in the East or in the West.

The long list of recent works and papers which the

Secretary has enumerated in every department of Oriental

learning testifies to the increased and ever-increasing in-

terest which is felt in the cultivation of those studies for

which this Society was specially instituted
;

and shows,

moreover, that we have borne our due part in the healthy

activity that surrounds us. I have sometimes heard murmurs

of regret that our prosperity diminishes—that our resources

and means of usefulness become attenuated—by the creation

of the many subsidiary societies that have arisen, if not

under our auspices, at any rate in a great measure from

the impulse and encouragement we have given to Oriental

studies. I allude to such bodies as the Syro-Egyptian

Society, the Palestine Exploration Fund, and more recently

the Society of Biblical Archaeology—all of which, according

to the views of many, ought to be merely sub-departments

3
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of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain : but I cannot

for my own part find it in my heart to complain of such

independent action in special branches of inquiry. As the

mother-country benefits by her colonies scattered over the

different quarters of the globe, so must this parent Society

benefit by the creation of fresh centres of interest in the

great domain of Oriental Science. For a time possibly our

finances may suffer, owing to the diversion of subscriptions

into other channels
;
but in the long run we shall right

ourselves, even financially, if we only hold our literary

position at the head of the Orientalism of England. The

more indeed that a knowledge of Eastern languages and

Eastern science is diffused amongst the public, the better it

must be for that body of which the true and the noble

vocation is to guide and encourage and preside over aU

such researches for the general good.

It is a matter of much regret to me that the many heavy

calls upon my time—and especially the direction which is

about to be confided to me of one of our most flourishing

sister societies—compels me to surrender into your hands

before my time of office is complete, the Presidency of this

Society, which you were good enough to entrust to me in

1869 ;
but I have at any rate the satisfaction of knowing

that I resign my functions into most worthy and most

thoroughly competent hands. The name of Colebrooke is in

itself a tower of strength—and Sir E. Colebrooke has already

on former occasions shown you that he does not yield to his

illustrious father either in his own earnest interest in Oriental

science, or in his anxiety to promote its cultivation. I feel

sure, gentlemen, that the Society will not derogate from its

high position while the Presidency remains in his hands, but

that he will lead you on to increased honour, munbers, and

usefulness.

The Ballot was then had recourse to, for the election of a
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President, two Vice-Presidents, and five members of Council,

when the result was declared to be as follows :

President

:

Sir Thomas Edward Colebrooke, Bart., M.P.

Pirector

:

Major-Gren. SirH. C. Bawlinson, K.C.B., D.C.L.,

E.R.S.

Vice-Presidents : The Right Hon. Sir Edward Ryan
;
M. E.

Grant DuflF, Esq., M.P.; Sir H. Bartle E. Frere, G.C.S.I.,

K.C.B.; James Fergusson, Esq., F.R.S., D.C.L.

Treasurer : Edward Thomas, Esq., F.R.S.

Honorary Secretary : Professor Thomas Chenery.

Honorary Librarian : Edwin Norris, Esq.

Secretary : J. Eggeling, Esq.

Council: N. B. E. Baillie, Esq.; C. P. Brown, Esq.; Dr.

Archibald Campbell
;
John Dickinson, Esq.

;
M. P. Edge-

worth, Esq.; Claude J. Erskine, Esq.; W. E. Frere, Esq.;

Prof. T. Goldstiicker; Arthur Grote, Esq.; Charles Horne,

Esq.; The Right Hon. Holt Mackenzie; Sir Donald F.

McLeod; Sir Charles Nicholson, Bart.; Osmond de Beauvoir

Priaulx, Esq.
;
The Right Hon. Lord Stanley of Alderley.

Sir H. Rawlinson having vacated the chair for the new

President, Sir Edward Colebrooke addressed the Meeting, as

follows

:

Gentlemen,—My first duty in acknowledging the honour

you have done me, in inviting me to preside over this

Society, is to express the regret which I feel, in common

with all the members of this Society, at the premature

retirement of Sir H. Rawlinson from the chair which he

has occupied, with so much dignity and advantage to the

Society, during the past two years. We must admit that

the invitation which has been made to him to preside over

one of the most active and popular associations in this metro-

poRs, is one to which he is fully entitled from his labours in

advancing our knowledge of ancient geography, and in pro-

moting modern discovery. It involved demands on the time

which may well make one, whose time is so largely occupied
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by official duties, unwilling to join with it the position of

President of the Royal Asiatic Society. It is not the less

a matter of regret to us, that we shall lose the advantage

which the reputation and ability of one of the most learned-

contributors to our proceedings have given to the Society,

during the time he has occupied the chair. For myself, I

feel that the honour which you have conferred upon me,

both on the present and on a former occasion, is due to the

inheritance of a name which holds a foremost place in the

respect of all Eastern scholars, and is intimately associated

with the foundation of this Society. It adds much to the

difficulty I feel in taking the chair, that I have such an

example before me
;

and I should certainly have shrunk

from a position to which I have, personally, no claim, did I

not rely on the support of former colleagues, and carry with

me the recollection of the aid I have received from your

learned Director,, in my endeavour to discharge the duties

you have imposed upon me.

I may at the same time say that the work on which I have

been recently engaged of endeavouring to give a somewhat

full account of the life and varied labours of Mr. II. Cole-

brooke, labours which you are aware extended to many fields

beyond the range of Oriental I’esearch, has led me to examine

more carefully than I had hitherto done some of the subjects

of inquiry connected with the ancient literature of India, to

which so much of his time was devoted
;
and this has added

largely to the interest I feel in the progress of these re-

searches. His aim, I need hardly say, like that of his

successor, was to throw some light on one of the most in-

teresting as well as obscure passages in the history of the

world. It was not merely to arrive at some distinct

knowledge of the state of the arts, science, and literature

of ancient India, and in age far removed from our own, but

to trace the rise and progress of the religious and philo-

sophical opinions which have prevailed from time to time

;
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some of whicli maintain their influence on the manners and

modes of thought which exist in those countries in the pre-

sent day. The field is a wide one
;

it is one in which we

look for the aid of kindred societies now established in con-

siderable numbers both in the East and West, and we are

enabled to pursue these inquiries under advantages which

the pioneers of these studies did not possess.

It is a task to which we are more than ever impelled from

a feeling of duty towards the inhabitants of a vast country,

so strongly united by political ties with our own. It may
be not unreasonable to hope that the knowledge thus acquired

of the former history and condition of these countries may
have some practical influence on its present condition, and

may aid in solving some questions bearing on its future

political and social life. But for this we must trust to the

labours and co-operation of learned natives of India, many
of whom, we rejoice to know, are warmly interested in

researches whose sole aim is to arrive at an accurate know-

ledge of the former life of the nation, as it is shown in the

difierent branches of its literature or science.

I trust that the Royal Asiatic Society will continue to take

a full share in these inquiries, and that the efibrts of its

members may add to its reputation and hear fruits in the

well-being of the people of India.

The Meeting was then adjourned to June 19th.
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